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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the Scottish landowners' influence on the

development of commercial agriculture. It examines the transformation of a
traditional and essentially feudal agricultural society to one dominated by
commercial agricultural. The thesis focuses on the county of Forfarshire (now
Angus) in Scotland, between the years 1740 - 1815.

The thesis sets out to emphasise the importance of the role of the tenant farmer
in the process of estate improvement. It is argued that the societal changes
associated with the Scottish eighteenth-century agricultural revolution were
influenced not only by the policies pursued by landlords but also by the way that
tenant farmers exploited their farms in response to the new agricultural markets that
developed during this period. The emphasis is on the changing relationship between
landlord and tenant in a market-led agricultural revolution.

The work draws heavily on analysis of the Forfarshire Sheriff Court records
and Court of Session papers in a deliberate departure from traditional historiography
derived predominantly from the study of estate papers. The thesis examines the
decline of the feudal, community based farmtoun associated with traditional
agriculture and the rise of the commercially based, single-tenanted farmstead of
'improved' agriculture through the conflicts that arose as a consequence of this
change.

The thesis focuses on three particular aspects of rural society that were of
particular importance in the evolution of an 'improved' agricultural estate in
eighteenth century Scotland. The manner in which landowners exercised power over
their tenantry through the use of the agricultural tack, the importance of the fee
contracts in determining the patterns of employment on an estate and the character of
the emerging agricultural markets that were available locally for tenants to exploit.
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Introduction.

1. Agricultural transformation; the historical perspective.

This thesis is a study of a national phenomenon in a local context. It is

concerned with the relationship between landownership and the evolution of the

commercial agricultural tenant. Fundamental to this study is a belief that eighteenth

century rural society experienced a radical transformation caused primarily by the

impact ofcommercial farming. It is argued that by 1815 an irreversible change had

swept through Lowland Scotland that left rural society, and the geography in which

that society lived and worked, totally different from that which had gone before. At

the heart of this change was the domination of a commercialised form of agriculture

over the traditional methods of farming of the past. Subsistence agriculture based on

feudal values was replaced by a market led agriculture in which commercial

consideration predominated.

The research for this thesis was inspired by the work of Professor Tom Devine,

in particular his book entitled The Transformation ofRural Scotland. Social Change

and the Agrarian Economy, 1660 -1815. Published in 1994 this book was the

culmination of a lengthy debate that had been carried on for over twenty years on the

nature of agricultural change in Scotland during the eighteenth century. It was

essentially an argument over whether this change was revolutionary or evolutionary.

Current historians, probably inspired by a greater access to estate papers than had

previously been possible, had begun to question the orthodoxy of earlier historians

who saw pre-improved agriculture as basically backward and hopelessly inefficient.
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The traditional consensus viewed the change in agriculture experienced during the

second half of the eighteenth century as suddenly and swiftly revolutionising the way

agriculture was practised. It was argued that within a few decades feudal society was

swept away under the onslaught of commercial farming.1

Handley in his book The Agricultural Revolution in Scotland written in the

1960s epitomised such an approach. He opens his work by stating that, 'In 1770 the

first stirring of those changes that were to revolutionise industrial and agricultural

methods at the end of the eighteenth century was only just discernible'. The

emphasis in his book is on the conservatism and traditionalism of Scottish

agriculture during the first half of the eighteenth century. This approach mirrors

Symon's earlier work that argued 'The eighteenth century, which was to see

Scotland initiate her agricultural and industrial revolution, began in settled gloom'3.

These views gave little regard to the subtle changes in either agricultural practice or

administrative changes on estates that had occurred on estates during the seventeenth

century.4 It was a thesis largely inspired by the almost universal negativity of the

writers of the Statistical Accounts for Scotland (1790s) concerning the state of

agriculture carried on by the previous generation.5 Propagating an almost ageless

tradition of one generation disparaging the efforts of the previous, they saw only

inefficient agriculture, wasteful practices and idle farmers.

More recent historians such as I.D.Whyte, R.A.Dodgshon, T.C.Smout and

T.M.Devine have presented evidence that throws considerably more favourable

analysis on pre-improved agriculture. Their research gave credence to an argument

for a more evolutionary approach to agricultural change. Their work suggested that

much of the physical and social change associated with agriculture of the late
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eighteenth century was founded on the bedrock of legal and administrative advances

on estates that had occurred in the previous century. As D.Turnock argues, 'It is

therefore a mistake to suppose that the radical reorganisation of the late eighteenth

century was not prefaced by more limited change within the traditional framework,

which certainly did not remain static'. 6 Professor Smout in his History ofthe

Scottish People continues this emphasis of continuity and states, 'it would be wrong

to imagine the agricultural revolution as something that hit a district in a given

decade, and in an intense storm of enthusiasm and upheaval left it all transformed in

a few years'7.

A consensus towards accepting a more gradual evolution of agricultural

improvement rather than a sudden revolutionary change was slowly gaining strength.

This was intensified by Ian Whyte's more systematic approach to the analysis of

seventeenth-century agriculture. He provided a wealth of evidence to suggest that a

steady improvement in productivity was gathering momentum throughout the

seventeenth century. The intensification of outfield cropping, the use of lime to

improve yields, the introduction of sown grasses and the greater intensification of

livestock production all, he suggests, had led to greater overall productivity in

Scottish seventeenth century agriculture than had been previously recognised. The

reclaiming of new arable ground by draining wet areas and ploughing higher up the

sides of hills were further indications of an increasing pressure being put on existing
Q

arable areas and a greater urgency to put more land under cultivation in Scotland.

As T.M.Devine points out 'The fashion for 'improvement' was not unique to the

eighteenth century; it had many of its roots in the seventeenth century. '9
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However what is also clear is that many of these very limited advances in

agricultural production that were a feature of the late seventeenth century were held-

back, if not even lost, during the early years of the following century. The economic

slump arising from 'King William's lean years1 (This term was used to describe the

seven years between 1695 - 1702 in which the weather in Scotland was particularly

bad and which led to many areas experiencing harvest failure and short term

famine), the drain of capital resulting from the Darien disaster and the stagnation of

agricultural prices following the Union of 1707 meant that the initiative for

agricultural improvement was temporarily lost and agricultural experimentation

confined only to a few wealthy individual landowners. The disruptions caused by the

two Jacobite rebellions reinforced the conservative instincts in a generation of

farmers and had a negative influence on the agricultural development of Scotland

well into the second half of the eighteenth century. Unlike England, caution and lack

of economic confidence is characteristic of most of Scottish society in the first half

of the eighteenth century. Any progress identified by Whyte for the seventeenth-

century is much less evident in Scotland during this period. Devine finds little

evidence of a radical change in the management of land in the first half of the

eighteenth century and questions the assertion that there was any significant

improvement in yield per acre prior to 1750. Instead he presents convincing evidence

of changes in other crucial areas related to agricultural change especially those

changes concerning the relationship between the tenant and his landlord.

Firstly, he highlights changes in the composition of the tenantry on fanns, a

change away from multiple tenancies towards single tenancies and the emergence of
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the farming tenant as an important feature in the geography of the countryside.10

Secondly, he provides ample evidence of written tacks replacing verbal tacks well

before 1760 and a feature of these tacks were that they were for a longer duration

than a single year. He suggests that this development meant that tenants developed a

much greater degree ofstability and legal certainty than their predecessors. Thirdly,

he provides evidence that many tacks were changing from payment 'in kind' to

payment by money rent. Rents previously demanding bolls of bere or oatmeal were

being converted into cash payment. These developments, Devine argues, represented

a significant decline in the feudal relationship between landlord and tenant and had

resulted in the gradual emergence of the cash economy in rural society; a decline

which he emphasises as being well underway before 1740. Finally, Devine suggests a

more sympathetic recognition of the fragile nature of the market for agricultural

goods during this earlier period and finds that 'the 'unimproved' system, despite its

obvious inefficiencies, was meeting the needs of the time'.11

Devine's book reminds readers that Scottish countryside sustains a great

diversity of soil types and climatic conditions which, in the eighteenth century in

particular, resulted in a contrasting mixture of agricultural regimes being practised

throughout the country. Farming tenants were as varied as the soils and locations of

the individual farmtowns. They were not all universally impoverished; many

apparently primitive forms of communal farming hid a more sophisticated cohesion

of agricultural and social relationships that served individual baronies or parishes

quite adequately under the conditions in which they lived. Something often forgotten

by 'the loud mouthed innovator'12 of the late eighteenth century was that pre-

improved agriculture was serving a very different type of market from that which
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was required from a commercial agriculture. There was no great demand or

incentive to produce more than was needed by the community. As a result the

measures of efficiency relating to farms and estates during this period were different

from those being propagated by the agricultural improvers of the next generation.

Both Devine and Whyte set forth a convincing argument for gradual and

evolutionary change in the nature of tenancies and a significant progress in the de-

feudalisation of tenants before 1740. However Devine then moves on to present a

wealth of evidence to substantiate the claim of a much more revolutionary change in

farming practice after 1760. In the conclusion to his book he suggests that the social

and agricultural changes were not simply a 'perpetuation and intensification of

existing trends' but 'a radical departure from the patterns of the past'13 that

significantly altered the structure of rural society. Smout in more recent work also

recognises the very real changes Scottish agriculture under went during the last half

of the eighteenth century especially when compared to England during the same

period. He says, 'It is worth emphasising that the scale and completeness of change

in Scotland between 1750 and 1830 certainly deserves the sobriquet Agricultural

Revolution whatever doubts may linger about the term in England'14. Furthermore

Devine places the responsibility for the speed and permanency of these changes, at

least in the earlier stages, on the landlord. He argues that both the powers they had

over their tenants in forcing change and the financial investment they were prepared

to commit to improving their estates was unique to Scotland and in clear contrast to

the English experience.15 It was in his opinion a 'revolution from above'16 in which
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the power of the landlord was the principal influence and the craving for more

revenue its driving force.17

Devine claims that in Scotland, and in many ways this was unique to Scotland,

the land-owning classes had a monopoly of power both locally and nationally and it

was the use of this power that enabled landlords to force an often reluctant tenantry

into a more proficient form of agriculture.18 At farm level, it was the control of the

behaviour of their tenants through the conditions they imposed in their tacks that

Devine sees as being fundamental to creating the right environment for improved

agriculture. He argues that 'The Scottish tenurial system therefore helps to explain

why overt and large-scale collective resistance to the development of agrarian

capitalism was relatively muted in the Lowlands'.19 Once commercial tenants, with

capital and entrepreneurial zeal, had been established on farms then, he concedes, it

was these newly created capitalist tenants that took the revolution forward through

their own investment and efforts. The involvement of landowners then became more

regulative than formative. Smout's challenging question posed in 1965, 'In the full

perspective of history the most important questions about the eighteenth century

landowner must be his relationship to this change'20 was answered by Devine.

Scottish landlords inspired, financed and created the right legal framework for

agricultural change on their estates and from this initial inspiration the tenant farmer

then took over and drove through wholesale reform. A reform that ultimately

revolutionised both agricultural production and rural society. It is this very Scottish

phenomenon of rapid revolutionary change in agricultural practice experienced

during the second half of the eighteenth century that this thesis sets out to examine in

the context of one specific county, that of Forfarshire.
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It is hard to dispute that landlords did not have it in their power to influence
9 l

the way their farms were managed. The terms they imposed in their farm leases

undoubtedly had a substantial influence on how tenants ran their farms. Landlords

could dictate the physical size of farms and even the social and geographical

composition of these farms. They could also incorporate strict rotations, minimum-

stocking level, and creative plans for rationalising the layout of individual farms on

their estates. They even could include attractive financial terms for encouraging

tenants to invest in improving the productivity of their farms. Setting the right

conditions of farming tacks to encourage tenants to farm commercially was indeed

important but it was only half the story. Tenant farmers needed viable markets for

their produce, decent roads in the countryside to allow them access to more distant

markets, a cash economy in the non-farming population to stimulate local demand

and a standardisation of weights and measures throughout the country to simplify

trading conditions. It was these influences that had an immediate impact on the

profitability of commercial farming for the tenant farmer and, it will be argued in

this thesis, a direct influence on the speed and direction of agricultural improvement

in any particular area. To look solely at the reorganisation of farms as a measure of

improvement is to underestimate the importance ofhaving an available marketplace

for sustaining these improvements and making profitable farming a realistic option

for the tenant farmer.

The majority of Devine's analysis of events (after 1760) comes from the

copious letters, accounts and memoranda written by factors or chamberlain of large

estates to their absentee employers. Much of the debate in the way that agricultural
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production could be reformed on individuals estates that were expressed in these

papers represents the current state of thinking emanating from the libraries and

debating chambers of the Edinburgh intellectuals. It was based largely on the

'English' experience or the pioneering work of the earlier improvers such as

Cockburn of Ormiston, Grant of Monymusk and, in Forfarshire, the Scotts of

Dunninald.22 As a result there has been a tendency for agricultural improvement to

be associated more with the change in the physical and social geography of farms,

born from the tidy logical minds of the Enlightened Edinburgh intelligentsia, than

the actual capacity these changes had on the ability of farmers to create wealth.

The emphasis of this thesis is to draw away from these landlord orientated

symbols of agricultural improvement and concentrate primarily on the factors that

affected the ability of farmers to create wealth. It is argued that it was through the

production of agricultural commodities for a real market and the creation of profit

through supplying these markets that lasting investment in agricultural assets were

financed on farms. Evidence is presented in this thesis to suggest that it was the

attempts by tenant farmers to increase productivity on their farms, principally from

the desire to increase profitability, that contributed significantly to the ' radical

departure from the patterns of the past23' that Devine has identified. Although the

landowner's contribution was critical to the realisation of eighteenth century

agricultural improvement, the tenant's role was equally important.

R. H. Campbell argues that before 1914 the power of the landlord in

influencing agricultural development is overstated. He points out that 'there is a

tendency to assume that the economic, social and political power of landowners

9



placed them in such influential positions that their tenantry were subject to various

2Aforms of repression'/ This assumption, he argues, is largely unsubstantiated.

Referring to the end of the nineteenth century, he argues that an economically weak

land-owning class led to conditions that, in practice, favoured a substantial

improvement in the prosperity of their tenants. This thesis argues that a similar

situation existed for the tenant farmer of Forfarshire at the end of the eighteenth

century albeit the conditions that created this weakness in the power of the

landowner where different from those that existed a century later. It will be shown

that the power of the landowner to influence agricultural profitability at farm level

has been overstated. Instead it will be argued that it was the tenant farmer exploiting

local markets that drove forward the boundaries of agricultural improvement

principally through his desire to create a profit from agricultural production. It was

the business activities of the tenant farmer that led to the momentous changes in

rural society associated with this era. It was the very real power and influence of the

principal tenant farmer at farm level that landowners strove to control through the

legal restrictions imposed in farm tacks.

The aim of this thesis is to study one particular area of Scotland, the county of

Forfarshire (now Angus), so as to answer a number of questions relating to this

process of change. Fundamental to this thesis is the assumption that the rural

transformation that occurred in Forfarshire during the period studied was connected

either directly or indirectly to the commercialisation of agriculture. It is argued that

the manner in which agricultural production was perceived and implemented in the

eighteenth century changed so significantly that it caused not only an irreversible
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reorganisation in the physical and social landscape of the countryside but also a

radical change in the moral consensus towards the process of farming. Farming

evolved from being seen as a means of using the natural assets that were the result of

God's creation of the world, to one in which farmers altered these natural assets to

facilitate improved yields and personal profit. As Devine put it, 'The rationalism of

the Enlightenment helped to change man's relationship to his environment. No

longer was nature accepted as given and pre-ordained; instead it could be altered for

the better by rational, systematic and planned intervention'.25 For this thesis, the

concept encompassed in the term 'commercial agriculture' is not only related to the

economics of farming but also involved a recognition of a fundamental change in

attitude by tenant farmers to how they regarded the land they farmed. These changes

were by no means universal or fully implemented in Forfarshire by 1815 but they

were far enough developed to be irreversible. They mark the period of 'take off that

characterises the march towards modern society.

11



2. Commercialisation

The basic premise of this thesis is that it was the effect of the growing

commercialisation of agriculture experienced in Scotland throughout the eighteenth

century (but reaching greater intensity in Forfarshire towards the end of the century)

that was responsible for shaping the social and geographical changes that are

associated with this era. An essential part of this process of commercialisation of the

countryside was the development of the tripartite class system of landlord, tenant and

labourer. It is therefore important to clearly define the manner in which this

commercialised farming differed from that which went before.

Commercialisation involves the exploitation of an asset in trade or commerce

by an individual or organisation with the sole intention of creating wealth and

financial profit. When related to agriculture it is the exploitation of the land, the

labour that lives and works on the land and the natural assets that are part of that

land that are in question. Strictly speaking, almost every human activity on the land

involves exploitation, but it is the intention to exploit primarily for economic gain

that defines commercialisation. It is a concept that has grown in implication in the

twentieth century to encompass a variety of nuances that would have been

completely foreign to the eighteenth century landowner and tenant. In fact it is a

term that was seldom, if ever, used in reference to agricultural production. However,

with the luxury of hindsight, it is quite legitimate to use the concept as we define it
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today to analyse the effect such a concept undoubtedly had on agriculture and rural

society during the eighteenth century.

It is the transformation of a society principally concerned with the exploitation

of land for personal survival and the maintenance of feudal power to the exploitation

of land for the purpose of creating economic wealth that is the concern of this thesis.

The man selling a hen at the local market, the weaver exchanging some cloth for a

boll of oats or a minister selling surplus milk from his cow may all be involved in a

commercial activity. This form of enterprise underpinned primitive or subsistence

agriculture in the past and continued to be significant in some areas well into the

twentieth century. However it is not the type ofcommercialisation that is the concern

of this study. Instead it is the activities of the farmer who deliberately uses his assets-

whether they are the land he controls, the labour of people he commands or the

money and stock that he already possesses- with the sole intention of increasing his

own personal wealth that concerns this study. It was this type of commercial activity

that grew in significance in the eighteenth century and ultimately was responsible for

the very real physical and social changes that encompassed rural Lowland Scotland

at this time.25

It is argued in this thesis that there was an important difference in the way

agricultural improvement was expressed during the eighteenth century compared to

the century before. The 'capitalist' activities of the seventeenth century agricultural

adventurer, land speculator, tacksman, or substantial tenant farmer differed

significantly from that of the commercial agricultural tenant of the late eighteenth

century. This difference is crucial to recognising the 'revolutionary' nature of the

change in agricultural productivity achieved during the eighteenth century.
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The former were concerned more with creating a return on their capital assets

(mainly land) through the marketing of their 'in-kind' rentals collected from the

agricultural activities of their tenants. They were much less concerned with

increasing the productivity of the land through better farming. The business activities

of men such as William Gray of Carse and William Blair ofBalgillo described in

detail by Mc Faulds in his thesis Land and their ownership in Forfarshire, 1660 88

were examples of the capitalistic nature of agricultural investment of this period.""

These people relied on the marketing of agricultural produce derived primarily from

the 'in-kind' rentals of their tenants, to realise a return on their investment in land.

By issuing loans or entering wadset agreements with indebted landowners they

fulfilled the need of heritors for obtaining capital from the value of their estates

while at the same time giving them opportunity to speculate in agricultural trade.

What they relied on for a return on their capital was rental income from the tenants

and sub-tenants on the mortgaged estates. This was more of an exercise in capitalism

by these people than active commercial farming with the clear objective of

producing a profit from agricultural production. This 'capitalist' activity extended

down the feudal framework of rural society with the 'farming' of tenants, sub-tenants

and cottars by, not only individual tacksman controlling parts of large estates, but

also by the principal tenant in possession by tack of the assets of a single farmtoun.

In each case the investment relied on payment of rents to achieve a return on capital.

The relationship between land ownership and land possession was much less distinct

than it became in the eighteenth century and as McFaulds points out 'There were

those Forfarshire tenants who held large tracts of property and basically required

only a change in the form of their tenure to become heritors'.
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The producers of these rents, the tenants, sub-tenants and cottarfolk who

actually grew the crops and were involved in the annual creation of new wealth from

the productivity of the land they farmed, lived in a society that was essentially feudal

and repressive to individual, agriculturally based, enterprise. As a result during most

of the seventeenth century there is very little sign of individual tenant farmers living

on traditional farmtouns striving to increase the agricultural productivity of the land

they controlled through their own personal investment.

The evidence provided in this thesis suggests that between 1740 - 1815 there

was an emergence of a different type of entrepreneur in the countryside to that of the

capitalist land possessor of the seventeenth century. This was the commercial

farming tenant. These people, with little or no fixed capital in the form of capital

assets such as land or buildings, rented farms with the objective to exploit the land as

a commercial agricultural business. They were not capitalists, they owned no capital

assets, (although they often had considerable working capital in the form of

livestock, implements and seeds), but they were commercial farmers using the assets

of others to create personal profit. It was through the efforts of these individuals, it

will be argued, that real improvement in agricultural productivity and wealth

creation was achieved. It was these people that made commercial decisions that

determined the amount of investment in drainage, enclosing of fields, liming of

arable ground, stone clearing, and the extent of cropping that was carried out on their

farm. It was these people that changed the traditional, and essentially feudal, nature

of rural society to accommodate the very different demands of commercial

agricultural production.
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It will be shown that during the eighteenth century there was a gradual

acceptance by the majority of the population of the consequences of the

commercialisation of agriculture. The perceived morality of individuals benefiting

from the profits of food production had become much more acceptable by 1815 than

it was in 1740. This was a revolution in the way that the rural population

conceptualised the role of farming and in many ways it was just as important as the

advances in the technology and organisation of agriculture for which this period is

associated. The concept of commercial farming created a social and administrative

environment on estates that undermined the traditional power of the barony courts

and shifted influence away from feudal organisations onto county and national

institutions. What is clear from the material revealed in this thesis is that this was a

revolution by stealth that slowly crept up on rural communities over a generation.

Gradual changes to customary practice and traditional privileges that were a

necessary part of the rise of commercialised agriculture slowly but surely wore away

at the social cohesion of the barony and farmtoun. The constraints imposed by the

traditional feudal hierarchy of the estate, represented by the barony court, lost out to

the individual tenant farmer endeavouring to make a profit from agricultural

production.

It was a change brought on by the opportunity to supply the new markets for

agricultural products that were developing at that time. Where these markets were

not available or where the type of soils or topography were unsuitable for

commercial exploitation, conditions changed only slowly. Many areas remained

relatively unaffected until well into the nineteenth century. Here life continued

almost unaltered or even regressed as people moved away to more dynamic areas of
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economic activity. In some areas commercial activity grew for a time as a result of

the exploitation of a particular asset or because of the advantage of a particular

location and then, once this asset became exhausted or the geographic advantage

bypassed, it reverted back to a more primitive form of agriculture. However, the

evidence suggests that most areas in Forfarshire, once exposed to the opportunities of

the marketplace, managed to sustain continuous economic growth from real profits

derived from meaningful agricultural improvement.

On individual farms this corrosive influence of commercial farming on

traditional society saw tenants developing areas of their farm for profitable

agricultural production very much at the expense of their sub-tenancies and cottars.

The natural resources of the farm were slowly, but surely, denied to the majority of

the rural population by the principal tenant of the farm who was increasingly

required to use the 'economies of scale' of agricultural production to, not only,

maintain profitable farming but also to pay the greatly inflated rents being demanded

by landlords of 'improved' farms. As Devine so aptly puts it,

'In the old society the mass of the rural population had
had access to land as tenants, sub-tenants and cottagers. In
the era of improvement, however, the number of individuals
with rights to land was drastically reduced as the larger farm
units favoured by the new orthodoxy were established and in
most areas of lowland Scotland, the complex social structures
of the old days was replaced by an apparently simple division

9Q
of capitalist tenant farmers and landless wage labourers' .

By 1815 this change had left most of the rural population unable to maintain a

self-sufficient lifestyle and inextricably tied to the cash economy of the area. The

commercial farms in Forfarshire were farmed by single tenant farmers who had total

control of all the productive assets of their farm. Inevitably this consolidation of land



resources produced tension between, on the one hand, the traditional farming

community who saw the land and it resources as a place to live and live off within

the restrictions of traditional and customary usage, and on the other, the

commercially orientated landlord and tenant fanner who saw land as an asset to

exploit for their own personal gain. It is the examination of the cases arising from

this tension that provides most of the material for this thesis.

For commercialisation of agricultural production to develop in an area a

number of conditions have to be established. Firstly, and perhaps the most

fundamental condition required, is the presence of a marketplace. Without a place to

sell the commodities being produced any production beyond that of the rent due for

the land and that which the individual and his family can consume themselves is

merely a waste of time and effort. Any study of commercialisation must take into

account the growth, availability and adaptability of this marketplace. That is not to

say that markets did not exist before 1740. Even the most primitive agricultural

communities have a marketplace. However, for active commercialisation to develop

this marketplace must expand beyond the immediate community and the fruits of

this expanded marketplace must return to the community in the form of increased

wealth. Many of the hopes and ambitions of landowners in the eighteenth century

were dashed by the their inability to develop a marketplace for their agricultural
•>0

production beyond the limits of their estate. Many of the marketplaces that did

exist before 1740 were only adequate for the accumulated 'inkind' rentals of the

larger landowners and much of the wealth derived from these markets were spent far

away from the estates on which the crops were grown.
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The second half of the eighteenth century saw three distinctly new markets

develop for agricultural products. Firstly, there was the market that grew out of the

greater government expenditure that was the direct consequence of the almost

constant warfare of the time. In particular the massive resources required to keep a

large number of men and horses in Europe during the Napoleonic wars. Secondly,

there was the steady growth of an urban population who had no access to land and

needed feeding, clothing and transport. Finally there was the local rural consumer of

agricultural goods that was created by the increased specialisation of tradesmen and

manufacturers in the countryside. All three categories created new marketplaces in

Forfarshire that were ripe for exploitation. It is not, however, the intention of this

thesis to examine these markets in any detail but, instead, to concentrate on the way

their presence influenced the relationship between landlord, tenant and the rest of the

rural community.

The second condition essential for the development of commercialisation is the

establishment of a strong and reasonably impartial judiciary. Those that farmed the

land, whether landlords, tenants, sub-tenants or cottars, needed to be confident that

any surplus they produced could be sold freely in the marketplace. They needed

confidence that a consistent and predictable judicial process backed any bargain they

made. They needed confidence in the security of their tenure so that they could

invest safe in the knowledge that they or their family would benefit from their

investment. They needed the confidence that their agricultural produce would not be

destroyed by their neighbours' animals, stolen by marauding Highlanders or

prevented from getting to the marketplace by trade restriction or monopolies. They

needed confidence in the standardisation of weights and measures. During the
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eighteenth century conditions in Forfarshire slowly evolved to strengthen this

confidence. Fundamental to this process was the centralisation of legal jurisdiction,

which took law enforcement away from the local Barony Court, and put it into the

control of county administrators who had the power of the county Sheriff Court,

District Courts or the Court of Session in Edinburgh to impose and regulate their

authority. This gradual centralisation ofjudicial power created considerable tensions,

not only between landlord and tenant, but also between tenants and the rest of the

rural community. The customary or community legislation of the Barony Court,

which had regulated the narrow interest of the community, was replaced by

judgements arising from county or national authority who imposed legislation

emanating from Westminster or Edinburgh.

It is the aim of this thesis to highlight this evolution of legal control because it

represents a significant shift of power away from the individual feudal authority of

the landlord and his officials in favour of the national politician and his salaried

bureaucracy. It drove a wedge through the traditional, paternal and essentially feudal

relationships between landlord and tenant that were such an essential part of

traditional rural society. In so doing, it will be argued, it created greater opportunities

for the individual entrepreneurial tenant to exploit the productivity of his farm at the

expense of the interests of the rest of the community. The collective influence of the

whole of the community in the way the land was used collapsed under the onslaught

of commercial decisions made by individual farmers. It was this shift of power away

from the Baron Baillie, ground officer and the miller to the tenant farmer that, it will

be argued, stimulated entrepreneurial initiative and allowed landlord and tenants
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more freedom to exploit the commercial opportunities of their farms at the expense

of the rest of the rural community.

The third condition essential for commercialisation to flourish is the

development and dissemination of the knowledge of the science and technology of

farming. If all fanners had equal knowledge and the same technology at their

disposal there would be very little competitive advantage between producers and

therefore few commercial advantages to be gained from increasing production. In the

eighteenth century the knowledge of the science of agricultural production began to

spread out of the libraries and debating chambers enjoyed by the few into the domain

of those that actually farmed the land. As a result, the availability of new

technologies such as the lighter horse plough or the water driven thrashing machine,

the advantages of liming and draining, the benefits of manuring and field rotation or

the advantages of new varieties of corn or better bred domestic animals, all became

available to a wider audience. These created opportunities for individuals, who were

willing to farm in a different manner from the past, to obtain a competitive

advantage over those who continued to farm as their ancestors had farmed.

Competitive advantage is the cornerstone to commercialisation. It allows individuals

to produce their product at a cheaper rate than those who do not use the new

technology. Underpinning the agricultural revolution of the eighteenth century was

the advancement of farming techniques that led to greater productivity and increased

opportunities for profitable agricultural production. It is not the intention of this

thesis to document these advances in any detail but instead to examine the effect

they undoubtedly had on the relationship between those that pioneered these

advances and the rest of the community. The effects were enormous and shattered
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long-standing traditional customs and values. Agricultural improvements

symptomatic of the second half of the eighteenth century influenced the way land,

labour and capital were used and this change had a lasting impact on every member

of rural society.

In the period between 1740 and 1815 much of the controversy over the process

of commercialisation of agriculture was resolved. It will be demonstrated that during

this period the commercial agricultural tenant evolved in an environment of

considerable legal uncertainty concerning the two most important institutions of

rural society at the time, the farm tack and the labour fee contract. This uncertainty

was derived primarily from the change of emphasis; changes inspired from the

decline of feudal priorities of the farmtoun to one in which the problems associated

with commercial farming were to be addressed. It was during this period of change,

in which landlords and tenants battled with the new parameters demanded by

commercial farming, that the landowner slowly established an overriding control of

the farming activities of the commercial tenant. It was a control that was to influence

the method of agricultural production in Scotland for the next 150 years. In the

process the single tenant farmer evolved into a respected, often feared, but clearly-

identifiable individual of worth in rural society. One who held a virtual monopoly in

the creation of agricultural wealth and who had, by 1815, established a commanding

possession of a high percentage of the productive land in Lowland Scotland.

These changes were not in anyway inevitable. The development of agriculture

in other countries in Europe during this period demonstrates the evolution of

alternative forms of agricultural societies that created very different rural landscapes
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to that of Scotland. It is to identify the specific factors that influenced the way

farming evolved in Scotland during this period of rapid change that is important to

this thesis. It is also hoped that the analysis will demonstrate why agricultural change

in Lowland Scotland took place with very little visible protest from those with the

most to lose. Smout has suggested that the lack of protest was, to a large extent, due

to increased employment and a better standard of living that was a direct result of the

agricultural improvement experienced in Lowland Scotland at that time. This was in

direct contrast to the Highlands of Scotland or parts of Southern England where

improvement in agriculture tended to create unemployment and rural destitution. In

Forfarshire arable improvement and the fattening of cattle undoubtedly led to an

increase in waged employment. In addition it will be shown that, in Forfarshire,

farmers had to compete for employees with a developing textile industry and a

demanding military recruitment program. As a result, for much of the second half of

the eighteenth century labour was in short supply and the effect of improved

agriculture was a net rise in the standard of living of the poorest in society.

Contemporary evidence would suggest that agricultural improvement created more

jobs, less fear of harvest failure and a better standard of living for the majority of the

rural population. Smout argues that, 'It would only have been obscurantist and

stupid to resist the production of more food by fewer people, since in the long run

T1
the agricultural revolution raised everyone's standard of living'.

This does not however fully explain the ease in which landlords and tenants

overpowered the privileges and values of traditional society. It is hoped to

demonstrate in this thesis that in Scotland, and this may well be unique to Scotland,

commercial agriculture grew within the parameters of the familiar and legally
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respected confines of the tack and the fee contract. The uncertainties and injustices

inflicted by commercial farming on the rest of the rural community were softened by

the fact that they were carried out without altering the basic legal infrastructure of

rural society. Changes that would eventually be identified as critical to the

destruction of the old way of life were often masked as small alterations to the way

farm tacks and fee contracts were performed.32
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3. Thesis Layout

The first section of the thesis aims to establish the specific characteristics of

landownership that applied in Forfarshire during the eighteenth century. This is

important because the amount of ground a landowner controlled, his status in society

and his interests away from his estate, influenced the way he ran his estate. Absentee

landlords with considerable acreages using the services of an estate factor controlled

their tenants in a very different manner from a landlord living on his 'Home farm'

and taking a personal interest in the use of all the assets on his estate.

The second section is concerned with the role of the tack in the process of

change. The terms of the tack ultimately determined the control a landlord had over

the use of his land. This control was particularly important because by renting his

land the landlord was in effect alienating the legal possession of that land for the

duration of the tack. The amount of rent dictated by the terms of the tack determined

what proportion of the wealth that was created from the productivity of the land went

to the landlord in the form of money and services. While, at the same time, the nature

of tenure influenced the degree of economic and social advancement of the tenantry

in the county. It determined the degree of freedom a tenant had in exploiting his farm

and the security he enjoyed on the time and money he invested in his farm. These

were all important aspects in determining the extent of commercialisation on a farm.

The legal constitution of tacks came under considerable pressure during the

transitory period between feudal and commercial agriculture. The earning potential of

the land increased and the ratio between the profit to the tenant and the amount of

rent he paid was constantly changing. Areas on farms that had previously been
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worthless often became productive assets capable of being exploited by the tenant.

Both of these factors inevitably led to conflicting interests between, not only landlord

and tenant but between the tenant and others living on his farm. It was often the exact

legal nature of the tack that influenced how these conflicts were resolved.

Much of the influence landowners had on the speed and direction of

agricultural change was, in Devine's opinion, manifested in the stranglehold they

maintained on the behaviour of their tenants through conditions that were dictated in

their tacks. This assumption will be examined in relation to how effective the tack

was as a means of dictating farming methods, influencing the social makeup on a

farm and encouraging investment by tenants on his farm. Three estates will be

analysed in detail with the object of relating their known agricultural and social

development with the type of rental agreement that the individual landlords imposed

on their respective tenants.

Throughout this section particular emphasis will be placed on the conversion

of traditional tacks, with their associated feudal demands applicable to pre-improved

agriculture, to the economic demands of commercial tacks necessary to stimulate

improved agriculture. It will be argued that the regulatory power of the barony that

underpinned traditional tacks and which took into account the interests of the whole

of the community was weakened by the individual bargaining between landlord and

his tenants that was a necessary part of drawing up commercial tacks.

The third section of this thesis explores the effect of commercialisation on the

labour force that worked the land. It examines the changes in the method of

labouring as it evolved under the pressure of commercialised farming and scrutinises

the influence that landlord policy had, either directly on his estate or indirectly
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through national legislation, on this evolution. Fundamental to the successful

implementation of commercial agriculture was the specialisation of labour and the

creation of a landless proletariat. Not only would craftsmen, artisans, weavers and

manufacturers grow less of their own crops but so too would those working directly

for the farmer as ploughmen, cattlemen or orramen. It will be shown that this

process was not a direct leap from landholding peasant to urban and rural proletariat.

Instead there was an important phase in which rural industries competed for farm

labourers and, in many ways, dictated the direction in which these labourers were

used on farms. In Forfarshire this was particularly important because of the strength

of the textile industry in the county. It will be shown that the cost and the

availability of labour had a marked influence on the way the farm labour developed

in the Forfarshire countryside. In Scotland the fee contract survived the

commercialisation of agriculture and the characteristics of the fee adapted to the

demands of commercial farming. This was unique to Scotland and is important in

understanding the process of agricultural change during this period. It will be shown

that the restrictions of the fee contract shaped the geography of farms, the type of

farming practised on these farms and many of the institutions of rural society out of

which these farms grew. It also had important consequences in the way the hierarchy

of farm labour developed on farms and the relationship this hierarchy had to the rest

of the rural population.

The final section of this thesis will look to establish the catalysts for change in

Forfarshire agriculture during the eighteenth century. The decades after 1740 saw the

development of markets for agricultural goods that were significantly different from

those that had gone before. These decades may well represent a period of intellectual
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enlightenment of Scottish landowners in relation to the economic potential of their

farms but it also marks the beginning of a period of distinctly different market

conditions for agricultural commodities. It is the relationship between these new

markets and the changes experienced in the structure of agriculture in the county

during this period that is dealt with in this final section.

A considerable amount of research has been carried out in the twentieth

century on the economic development of agriculture in 'third world' societies.

Although these works are principally concerned with traditional societies reacting

with commercial interests of modern society, they also provide a useful comparative

perspective on changes in agriculture in Scotland during the eighteenth-century. In

particular work done by Theodora Shultz and John Mellor is of interest. They offer a

template for economic 'take off of non-industrial societies that is equally relevant to

the study of changes in agriculture for eighteenth century Forfarshire society. Shultz

argues that in all rural societies agricultural knowledge is an important form of

capital and without such knowledge farming stagnates. He suggests that, 'The man

who farms as his forefathers did cannot produce much food no matter how rich the

land or how hard he works. The farmer who has access to, and knows how to use,

what science knows about soils, plants, animals and machines can produce an

abundance of food though the land is poor'.33 It is clear that many of the problems of

food shortages and economic stagnation associated with early eighteenth-century

Scotland were not due to the poverty of the soil but the ignorance of tenant farmers

as to how to manage these soils. Shultz's thesis suggests that the return from

investment in traditional farming methods is always extremely low because there are

comparatively little inefficiencies in the allocation of factors of production. The
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community may be poor because the factors (such as labour and land) on which the

economy is dependant are not capable of producing more under the existing

knowledge and circumstances. This is a situation that is clearly reflected in Scottish

feudal society where most of the traditional labour activities were chronically

unproductive because of lack of knowledge and investment. Yet at the same time the

utilisation of the natural resources of the land was reaching saturation and the

fertility of these soils becoming seriously depleted. He argues that investing in pre-

improved agriculture without changing the methods and technologies on which pre-

improved agriculture existed would have been futile. This thesis will demonstrate

that the eighteenth-century Forfarshire tenant would have probably agreed with him.

Mellor expands on the consequence of this low return from capital invested in

pre-improved agriculture. He writes, 'in low-income countries, peasant agriculture

tends to be characterised by low levels of utilisation of certain resources, low levels

of productivity, and relatively high levels of efficiency in combining resources and

enterprises. These three factors are interrelated. Collectively they suggest little scope

for rapidly increasing either total production or productivity per unit of production

and resource productivity through technological change'.34 The implications of his

argument, when applied to eighteenth century Forfarshire, is that agriculture before

1740 was efficient and used the limited resources available to the full, in relation to

the state of agricultural knowledge at the time. It also implies that the incentive for

investing in agricultural production under these conditions was extremely low

because of the low rate of return that could be achieved in terms of increased

productivity. As Shultz points out, 'A low rate of return would provide a logical basis

for a low ratio of savings to income, for little or no foreign capital entering into
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traditional agriculture, and for a low rate of net capital formation'.35 The problem

with early eighteenth century traditional agriculture in Forfarshire (as with some

undeveloped countries in the twentieth century) was that there were few

opportunities to invest in any new 'income streams'. This term refers to new

products, or new uses for old products, that provide additional income to the

producer that had not been available to him in the past. As a result subsistence

farming and lack of cash in the rural economy militated against investment in

agriculture.

This thesis will demonstrate that during the second half of the eighteenth

century new income streams did develop and the improved science of agriculture did

allow individuals to adopt new, more productive, methods of production.

Productivity on farms was increased and investment in agriculture did become

economically feasible because of the tangible differences in market opportunities.

The competitive advantage that was offered by these new markets created clear

distinctions between commercial farmers who adopted and profited by them and

those who did not. This thesis examines how these new income streams influenced

the social and geographical development of farms. It will be shown that supplying

these new markets effected the way tenant farmers exploited the assets of their

farms. It influenced the type of investment they made on their farms, the amount of

people they needed living on their farms and the way these people were employed by

the farm. In addition these new crops had an impact on the way they conserved

fertility, used common ground, developed waterpower and a host of other influences

that ultimately led to the destruction of traditional methods of farming. It will be

shown that the customary use and privileged rights that held feudal society together
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and controlled the use of the natural assets of the countryside were put under severe

pressure, and ultimately collapsed under, the onslaught of commercial farming

striving to supply these new markets.

The aim of the thesis is to provide evidence to suggest that the transformation

of the countryside associated with this era was as much to do with the consequence

of commercial farmers reacting to new markets as it was to landlords and their

factors imposing changes in farming practice on their tenantry through conditions

imposed in their farm tacks. The importance and relevance of single tenancies,

longer leases and enclosing farmland will be shown to have been in the manner they

allowed individual tenant farmers to participate in commercial farming.

The focus of the thesis is in exploring the differing demands that were arising

as a consequence of these market opportunities. These demands were often in

conflict with the aspirations of the landlord trying to maintain control of the

productive assets on his estate. The thesis aims to examine these areas of conflict

between landlord and tenant that were inherent in this process of commercialisation

and evaluate the way that each group reacted to these incompatibilities.

Devine has stressed that the agricultural revolution was essentially a landlord

inspired phenomenon. It is one of the aims of this thesis to present evidence to

support a more community driven change in which agricultural commercialisation

grew out of a complex chain of events involving the whole of rural society. Lasting

agricultural improvement required not only the landlord to change the nature of the

leases he held with his tenants, but, just as importantly, a willingness by the tenant to

farm in a commercial manner. What was unique to Lowland Scotland was that
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agricultural commercialisation grew within the confining parameters of the farm

tack and the fee contract. The changes that developed in Scottish society during the

late eighteenth century may well have been revolutionary in their impact on rural life

but they were achieved through the slow evolution of the very familiar conditions of

the farm tack and the fee contract. From the resulting analysis it is hoped that a more

balanced perspective can be acquired between the individual contribution of landlord

and his tenant towards the transformation of rural society in the eighteenth century.
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4. Source Material

The bulk of the contemporary source material used in this thesis comes from

the Forfarshire Sheriff Court records for the period between 1740 and 1815. These

are held by the National Archives of Scotland under the SC47 designation and cover

most of the civil cases and administrative material related to Forfarshire for this

period. Of particular importance for this thesis is the SC47/ 22 series which holds the

processes for the civil cases brought before the county's court by the citizens of

Forfarshire.

This is a formidable collection of over five hundred boxes (between 1740 and

1815), in which each box contains on average fifty individual cases. The legal papers

are in varying degrees of decay with some appearing to have been untouched since

they were bundled together by the clerk of court several hundred years ago. They are

classified by the year the case ended, but otherwise no cataloguing or indexing has

been attempted. As such, they provide an awesome challenge to the researcher.

They also provide a unique insight into eighteenth century life. Almost every

aspect of eighteenth century commercial and social relationships is represented in

the cases presented to the court. The sheer volume, the variety of cases, and the

diverse nature of the litigants involved in the legal actions would indicate that the

eighteenth century Forfarshire citizen viewed litigation as a quite normal and

necessary means of settling disputes. Access to the law courts was not confined to

those of a certain status or even, it would appear, to those who could afford it. For

some, it seems to have been a hobby, and, for others, an obsession, but for most it
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was a necessary risk taken to protect their individual rights and privileges. The sheer

variety of cases and social mixture of litigants is both surprising and significant.

The initial survey carried out, involved a review of all the boxes containing the

cases for one particular year in each decade between 1740 and 1820. From this it

became immediately apparent that this material would be difficult to analyse

statistically. It had been hoped that data collated from individual cases recording

aspects such as location of litigants, frequency of cases on a particular subject or the

occupation of litigants could be used to demonstrate changing patterns of

commercial life over a period of time and at different locations in the county.

Although significant changes could be detected and will be discussed later, these

changes could not easily be quantified.

This was because, although the cases were randomly distributed for any one

particular year, they were often bundled together in a non-random way. For example,

a box might contain bundles that were devoted entirely to cases involving litigants

from Arbroath, landlords applying for eviction of tenants, or collection of small cash

debts. A statistical analysis might very well have been seriously distorted by selective

sampling ofboxes unless every box and case within each box was recorded. There

was also serious overlapping of years within a box, especially where cases took many

years, ifnot decades, to resolve. A researcher with a competent grasp of statistical

analysis and a willingness to record all cases within a specific time span could well

produce some valuable analysis from this material. This researcher, however,

considered that he had neither the statistical competency to interpret the material

adequately nor the desire to limit himself to, what would have had to be because of
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the number of cases involved, an exhaustive research within a relatively short time

span of case histories.

The second point that became immediately apparent was that it would be

extremely difficult to accurately assess the legal outcomes of individual cases, in

some cases, the litigants went to an appeal, in others, the judgement of the court was

not recorded or the relevant papers were missing. In many, the legal complexities

and subtle distinctions of the case were well beyond the limited knowledge of

eighteenth century litigation held by the researcher. These limitations would

inevitably have led to inaccurate recording and inappropriate analysis. Therefore, no

attempt has been made to assess either the legal outcome of individual cases or the

relevance of individual judgements in the wider environment of Scottish legal

history.

The importance of these records to this thesis is in the individuality of the

material. They provide a unique insight into the mechanics of everyday life in

eighteenth century Forfarshire, an insight that is often lacking in estate papers and

official documents. Their value to this thesis is their parochialism. It is not the legal

accuracy of the argument that is important, but rather the content of the argument in

the way that it illuminates the concerns of the ordinary people of Forfarshire. It is

reasonable to assume that the arguments deployed by the litigants were accepted and

believed to be plausible by the judiciary at the time they were used. They may not

have been true for the particular litigant in his particular case, but they accurately

represented the way people thought and acted during the eighteenth century. As such,

the case papers provide a fascinating insight into eighteenth century lifestyle, the

issues that were important to individual citizens, and their response to changes in
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circumstances that were affecting their lives. Many of the more complex cases

include vivid descriptions by a variety of witnesses that describe how commerce and

agriculture operated under their particular circumstances and at their particular

location. These records provide a rare opportunity to hear the other side of the

argument from those so volubly expressed in estate and official papers.

The appendices to this thesis may well both exasperate and intrigue the reader.

Exasperate because of the lack of detail of cases that are of particular interest to the

individual reader. Intrigue because of the variety of the cases and the potential such

source material offers to a wide range of historical disciplines. The rational for the

selection and recording of cases is dictated solely for the analysis of concerns to do

with the main themes of this thesis. The content of the appendix does not fully

represent the wide-ranging issues covered in this material. The inclusion of

individual cases was for three particular reasons.

Firstly, to indicate the variety of cases that were presented to the court during

each decade of the study. The more general cases are divided, wherever possible,

into sections that are defined by the status of the pursuer of the case. In the category

of 'occupiers and residenters', the exact status of the individual is often difficult to

define. As a general rule, it would appear that those stated as being 'in' a particular

location were of a lesser status than those identified as being 'at', while those who

were 'of a place were usually the owner, or closely connected to him. However, it

would appear that this convention was not always strictly enforced. The objective is

to provide a sample of the type of cases being presented to the court during each
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decade by different social groups in order to illustrate the evolution of the scale,

distribution and location of litigation over the period studied.

Secondly, cases were selected and categorised as a basis for analysis in the

three main sections of this thesis. These cases provided important details for the

evaluation of the problems associated with the commercialisation of agriculture. The

individual cases are not necessarily described in full detail. Untangling the elaborate

and often subtle legal arguments that were employed by pursuer and defender in

arguing their cases would have been a lengthy and generally unproductive task.

Instead, an emphasis has been put on the individual arguments that were commonly

used at the time and which demonstrate how society, in particular tenants and

landlords, thought and functioned. This selectivity in individual cases may

inadvertently have led to an unbalanced assessment of the argument put forward by

those involved in the case.

Thirdly, particular emphasis has been made on selecting cases that favour

specific individuals and particular locations in order to build up a profile of these

people and places. For example, over a period of forty years, Alex Watson, heritor of

Turin, featured in many cases from which a vivid picture of a working landowner

can be drawn. Similarly, the rise and fall of David Dorward, tenant ofDrumbertnot,

from obtaining his tack in 1756 to his eventual bankruptcy in 1787, is well

documented. The business activities of George Dempster, banker, politician and

landowner, feature regularly, as do the somewhat less austere activities of the Neish

family of Lunan and Arbroath in their wine and general merchandising business. The

eccentric litigation of Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly, a regular contributor to the
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courts, brings to life the trials and tribulations of the eighteenth century country

gentleman.

From these records it has also been possible to put more detail into the

diversity of economic activities that featured on an individual estate (such as that of

the barony of Redcastle) that is quite impossible to obtain from a study solely of the

estate records. The nature of the cases coming before the Sheriff Court often

revealed surprising relationships between the tenants of a barony and their sub¬

tenants, cottars, servants, the minister of the church, and many others living in and

around the barony. They clearly illustrate the diversity of rural life and the often-

intimate relationship between different classes of society during this particular

period of Scottish history. They have shown that, in the eighteenth century before the

advent of widespread commercial farming, the economy of a township involved a

complex web ofmerchants, weavers, manufactures, artisans and adventurers. All

were involved in economic activities that had a direct bearing on the financial

viability of the tenant farmer and contributed, in one way or another, to the economic

life of the estate. An often-neglected feature in the analysis of estate papers is the

local economic environment in which decisions were taken. These records give a

fleeting glimpse of the real complexity of rural life on an eighteenth century estate, a

complexity that inevitably had to be taken into account in the way estates were

managed. Analysis of the civil cases coming before the Sheriff Court allows a wider

understanding of the impact of decisions concerning land use by landlords and their

tenant farmers. It highlights the relationship between the location of an estate and

the economic alternatives available to the tenants living on that estate. It helps to
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separate the ambitious improvement plans of landlords from the economic reality at

farm level.

There are some general trends that become apparent over the seventy years

studied. Firstly, there was a very marked increase in the number of cases brought

before this court.(see fig. 1). Cases for the decade of the 1740s were assembled in

eleven boxes while the 1770s took 57 boxes and for the 1790s 104 boxes were

required. The use of the Sheriff court as a means of settling disputes clearly

expanded in line with the growth of the rural economy. With the introduction of the

small claims court in the late 1790s, many minor cases were removed from the

Sheriff court and, as a result, this escalation of legal actions may well be
"Xf\

understated. On the other hand, in the early decades studied the individual estate

Barony Courts may have handled many of the smaller claims and grievances that

later found their way into the Sheriff court. There is evidence to suggest that

landlords actively encouraged their tenants to bring their grievances before the

Barony Court rather than risk bankruptcy through the burden of litigation costs in the

Sheriff Court." It is also clear from the records that some cases started in the

Barony Courts went to appeal in the Sheriff Court, and on some occasions then went

to further appeals to the Court of Session in Edinburgh.

The important point is that there was a steady increase in the use of regional

and national legislation by all members of rural society during the eighteenth

century. This movement reflects a significant shift away from the feudal (estate or

barony orientated) authority of the landowner to the national authority represented by

the county Sheriff.
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It is hoped to demonstrate from the analysis of these records that this change in

the nature of legislation was an important factor in encouraging the growth of the

commercialisation of agriculture because it empowered individual tenants. It gave

them opportunities to run their farms for their own personal profit even though this

may have involved decisions that were often detrimental to the rest of the rural

community. It effectively transferred the regulatory power of the Barony (implied by

'the customs of the barony') to the less personal authority of the Sheriff Court and as

a consequence it emasculated the baron Baillie and ground officer as significant

authorities of local custom and practice. The result was that disputes between tenants

and their landlords were subject to national legislation rather than the individual

customs of the Barony. The relationship between the tenant and his landlord

expressed in the farm tack became much more personalised and specific to the two

individuals involved rather than an issue affecting the whole community.

The evolution of the 'estate factor' from merely a collector of rent for the

landlord to an agricultural manager enforcing farming policies is further evidence of

this transfer of power. The power of the 'ground officer' was largely replaced by the

power of the factor. The control of the conditions of farming demanded by farm

tacks, and the methods of agricultural practice dictated by these tacks, shifted from

being a community affair involving the whole Barony to a personal and individual

affair between tenant and landlord. The Sheriff Court, using national legislation, was

the principal arbitrator in this relationship. This development had important

implications in the breakdown of the customs and privileges of the farmtoun.
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Secondly, there is a very clear increase in the monetary value of cases coming

before the court. The trend is an indication, not only of the inflationary pressures of

the time, but also of the sustained increase in economic activity being enjoyed

throughout the whole region. These records are a good indicator of economic 'take

off experienced by Forfarshire rural society during this period.

In the first three decades of the study (1740-1760), most of the cases were

valued in Scots pounds and involved relatively small amounts of money. They were

concerned almost exclusively with the business activities of landlords and

merchants. During the last three decades of the eighteenth century, there was not

only a rapid and substantial increase in the number of cases coming before the court

but also a significant escalation in the monetary value involved in individual cases.

The majority of these cases involved personal debts arising from commercial activity

that had resulted in the defendant failing to return money borrowed, honour a Bill of

Exchange or pay for something he had purchased. By 1815, the cases coming before

the court had become considerably more complex and often represented quite large

sums of money. There were noticeably fewer cases involving small debts but more

that were concerned with disputes over issues such as the terms of employment,

trading conditions, rights of access, damage to crops, failure to honour contracts, etc.

Thirdly, the Sheriff Court records clearly demonstrate that many rural

economic activities were being gradually transferred from the countryside into the

towns. Initially, most of the tradesmen, artisans, manufacturers and merchants were

described as 'in' or 'in the grounds of or 'at' a certain place of residence. By the

nineteenth century, the vast majority of this type of litigant was from one of the

major towns or villages. All the preconceptions associated with the 'agricultural
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revolution' regarding social and geographical change in the economic structure of

the countryside are reinforced by the content of these records.

It is abundantly clear that many of the sub-tenancies and cottar houses of

Forfarshire prior to 1770 were populated by weavers, manufacturers, tradesman or

merchants. These residences provided a location for their inhabitants to pursue their

business, while at the same time allowing at least some level of self-sufficiency in

food, fuel and fibre. It is interesting to note that many of these people appear to have

been considerably better off than the tenant farmers whose land they rented.

Subsistence farming, coupled with an income from their trade, allowed them to

participate in the cash economy while at the same time being reasonably self-

sufficient. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, most of these people had

moved (or been moved) to the periphery of farms or into local towns and villages.

Sometimes, this had been a deliberate policy, while on other occasions it was a

planned choice by those involved. Taken over the whole period, the Sheriff Court

records give a clear indication of an expanding economy in the county moving

gradually away from the countryside and into the towns and villages.

However, despite these significant changes in scale, location and class of

litigant, there is also a remarkable similarity in the type of cases coming before the

courts throughout the whole period studied. There is a consistency in the Forfarshire

people's concerns that seems to defy the revolutionary social process that was

changing their lives. This is particularly true in civil liberties cases. Throughout the

period, cases involving employment, access, appraisals, damage by beastials and

protection of customary rights remained remarkably similar. More of them came

before the courts, especially around the 1780s and 90s, but the nature of these cases
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and the arguments presented to the judge were remarkably similar throughout. There

is very little sense of a social revolution or of a sudden onset of large-scale injustices.

Many laws used in the cases were old laws brought up to date and clarified by later

amendments (as in the case of the law related to the eviction of tenants), but

essentially these were still laws that had been in existence for many years. It was the

new interpretation and the added implication of these old laws in relation to

commercial farming, rather than subsistence farming, that is significant.

One of the aims of this thesis is to demonstrate that the egalitarianism of the

Scottish legal system at the beginning of the agricultural revolution enabled the

massive social change associated with this revolution to be completed without major

social unrest. The wrongfully dismissed employee could appeal. The tenant

threatened with eviction could delay and prevaricate in the courts. The cottar denied

access to common ground had at least some means of legal protest. The overriding

impression from these records is that most individuals were well aware of their legal

rights and were prepared to pursue them whenever possible. To dismiss this Court as

merely an organ of landowner supremacy over the rest of the population would be to

deny its undoubted popularity; a popularity that one must presume was founded on

some sort of respect.

The second source of litigation used in this thesis is material from an earlier

period involving the Barony Courts. Unfortunately, very few records of the

proceedings of individual Barony Courts have survived. The researcher is left with

tantalising glimpses and fleeting references in estate papers. Through the fog comes
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an impression of the individuality of baronies and the often-personalised control they

exercised over local society.

Their powers were obviously in steep decline even before 1740, but despite

this, they still persisted in some places well into the nineteenth century. At the

beginning of the eighteenth century, most judicial powers for serious crimes and

misdemeanours had been removed from these courts. Their influence was further

weakened by the Heritable Jurisdiction Act of 1747, which abolished all other

heritable jurisdictions in Scotland except for the Barony Courts themselves. The

result was that the feudal link between landowner and legal justice was finally

broken. By 1760 Barony Courts had become predominantly administrative. Their

activities were restricted to controlling the husbandry and conditions of tenure of the

tenants, and supervising the allocation of fuel and grazing and the servitude

requirements of the Baron.

The authority of the individual courts still came, at least in principle, from the

Baron, usually, but not always, the local landowner, but the day to day administration

and enforcement were the responsibilities of the Baillie, ground officer and

burlieman. These were normally prominent people in the locality, and it is clear that

these individuals often wielded considerable power in the community. It was not

unheard of for barony officials to personally benefit from the administration of their

baronies. The laws they administered seem to have been a curious mix ofnational

legislation and local tradition.

For this study, the impact the Barony Court legislation had on the aspirations of

the commercial farmer is the important point to be explored. The barony

administration, and its very personalised traditions, represented a system of land-use
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that was essentially feudal, dictated against the individual entrepreneur and

encouraged traditional modes of farming. It had evolved to suit the particular

conditions that applied in the locality in which it held power. There are clear signs in

the few records remaining that it had, by the beginning of the eighteenth century, lost

much of its authority and was being constantly questioned, if not defied, by some of

the more prominent tenants. Yet well into the nineteenth century, factors'

correspondence and estate papers were still referring to it as a functioning institution

and a force to be reckoned with. It is therefore clear that the process of agricultural

and social change in the eighteenth century took place in an environment in which

the authority of the Barony Court competed with the authority of the Sheriff Court

and the implementation of national legislation.38 Along with the ultimate

emasculation of the authority of the Barony Courts, there is the wider issue of the

declining power of the individual landowner to be considered. National taxation,

national laws and national politics slowly began to take precedent over the individual

authority of the landowner and this undermined the role of the estate as a 'base for
•5Q

the organisation of almost the entire countryside'. This inevitably eroded the

personal privileges and power individual landowners.

The transfer of authority from the Barony Court to the Sheriff Court not only

weakened the authority of the feudal lord but also strengthened the power of the

principal tenants on the estate over the rest of the rural population. The principal

tenant farmer became almost omnipotent in his position in the rural hierarchy. The

landlord undoubtedly regained much of the control he had lost in the eighteenth

century during the nineteenth century, but it will be argued in this thesis that, during

the critical period between 1760 and 1815, the tenant, holding a legitimate tack, had
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considerable power and influence to control economic and social development at

farm level. It is perhaps significant that commercialisation of fanning took place at

a time when personal liberties and the democratic rights of the individual was

becoming a national issues.

The few available Barony records that have survived clearly show that before

the beginning of the eighteenth century control and management of the community

for the landlord's benefit was the principal function of the Barony Court. Hereditary

barons used these courts to administer their estates, collect rents owed them, make

rulings about the use of natural assets associated with the barony, and settle local

squabbles between tenants. Many of the cases coming before the Barony Court at the

beginning of the centuiy possess striking similarities to those appearing in the Sheriff

Court cases at the end of the century. Cases such as those involving the

encroachment of roads by farmers, breaking and entering enclosures, damage to tree

plantations, money owing between tenants, mill owners complaining of breaches in

multure agreements, and bloodletting and wounding of individuals can be found

throughout both periods. They reflect the continuity of concerns in rural society,

even though the causes of these concerns may have differed. Similarly, accusations

of poor farming, mislabouring of farms or deserting of farms appear in both periods.

It is this familiarity with the law and appreciation of individual rights that may have

accounted for the abundant use of the Sheriff Court later in the century.

There were, however, essential differences between the two courts. Firstly, the

barony court was a landlord-orientated court. The baron Baillie, ground officers and

burlieman were beholden to the hereditary chief of the district and, as such, any

judgement they made had to be broadly in terms of which the Baron approved.
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Furthermore, the barony officials themselves were often far from impartial and could

enrich themselves through 'duties' paid by tenants or 'entitlements' arising out of the

judgements they made as court officials. Most of the cases were concerned with the

interests of the heritor rather that the legal rights of the ordinary members of the

community. When disputes did arise between tenants, as in the case between David

Smith and John Matherson in 1735 on the Guthrie estate, it was concern for the

harmony of the estate that was foremost in the minds of the Baillie rather than the

legal justification of either of the parties.40

Secondly, disputes in the Barony Courts did not arise from arguments relating

to the commercial exploitation of the land. Cases were more concerned with

controlling the declining availability of traditional resources due to population

pressure. If there was encroachment, it was encroachment by landlords brought about

by their desire to grow trees, have parks around their castles or improve their 'Home'

farms. These records confirm that traditional resources of fuel and divots, as well as

additional land capable of being cultivated within the limitations of the technical

knowledge of the time, were becoming increasingly scarce. This necessitated that

strict interpretation of all tenants' traditional and customary rights were jealously

guarded against individuals seeking to undermine these rights for their own personal
• 41

gain.

Finally, the whole ethos of these courts was one of conservatism and the

maintenance of the status quo. The heritor was concerned with the rental of his

whole estate rather than the advancement of individuals within the estate.

Commercial activities were often strictly regulated. The selling of corn and cows by

tenants had, in many cases, to be cleared by the landlord, especially if there was rent
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due. The economic activities of the miller, blacksmith, wright and brewer were

controlled and run as a monopoly in the barony. The cold wind of competition rarely

influenced these particular trades. As a result these restrictions created difficulties

for people who wanted to do business outside the barony. The closeness and personal

involvement of the guardians ofjustice - the Baillie, ground officer and burlieman -

were in striking contrast to the comparative remoteness of the Sheriff Court and his

officers. It was extremely difficult for individual tenants to act in a way that was

contrary to the safety and security of the rest of the barony.

During this earlier period, legal interpretation must have tended to favour the

community as opposed to the individual entrepreneur, and as a result individual

enterprise was undoubtedly stifled. To understand the process of commercialisation

of fanning that took place after 1740, it is important to consider who filled this

vacuum of power and influence, not in the county as a whole, but on the individual

baronies, estates and farms. As it has already been pointed out, Baron Baillies and

ground officers were still functioning in some parishes well into the nineteenth

century, but their power in the community and their influence on the way individual

farms developed had radically changed. Other, more powerful, influences began to

be felt in the community' that were direct consequences of commercial farming.

Firstly, the estate factor, not as a mere collector of rents, but as a land steward

supervising all aspects of estate management, began to exercise considerable control

on the way individual farms were run. Secondly, the single tenant farmer in charge

of a legally bound subservient class of employee had gained much more control over

his employees than when they were cottars and sub-tenants contracted to provide

only a limited amount of work on the principal farm. Finally, by the beginning of the
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nineteenth century, the farm grieve began to dictate the nature of the hierarchy of the

paid workforce on the farm.

The third source of litigation used in this thesis comes from the Edinburgh

Court of Session. The examples in the appendix are from a massive collection of

individual case histories collected in the Signet Library in Edinburgh. These are

supplemented by additional information from Brown's Synopsis42 and Morison's

Dictionary,43 which provide invaluable historical documentation of the evolution of

Scottish law before the 1820s. Contemporary analysis by Baron Hume44, Ross45 and

the contributors of the Introduction to Scottish Legal History published by the Stair

Society46 have also been used to put this evolution into the wider context.

Cases have been selected for their contribution to understanding the different

aspects of land use and commercialisation of agriculture that were common for the

whole of Scotland. Although some of them relate to Forfarshire, most are from other

areas and are included to delineate the wider legal environment in which the

Forfarshire court operated. The relationship between the Sheriff Court and the Court

of Session in the manner in which each court interpreted the law at any particular

period of time is a subject worthy ofmore research. It would appear that on many

occasions tenant farmers took their cases to the Court of Session so as to benefit

from a more liberal interpretation of the law than they might expect from the local

Sheriff or his Deputy.
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5. The Geography of eighteenth century Forfarshire

Forfarshire, or Angus as it is now called,47 is the most northerly county of the

area that includes the Eastern Lothians, Midlothian, West Lothian, Stirlingshire,

Kinross, Clackmannan and Fife and is generally referred to as the Eastern Lowlands

of Scotland. This group of counties was in the vanguard of eighteenth century

agricultural improvement and fundamental to this growth was the expansion of the

marketplace for agricultural goods created by the urbanisation of Edinburgh and

Glasgow and, later in the eighteenth century, Perth and Dundee. The inclusion of

Forfarshire, albeit somewhat later than its southern neighbours, as one of the leading

agricultural counties of this period was due to four distinct advantages that this

county enjoyed over other counties outside of this group.

Firstly, Forfarshire agriculture benefited from a vigorous trade in agricultural

products in and out of the ports of Dundee and Montrose.48 Secondly, it enjoyed a

healthy local market due to the prosperity of the linen industry in the county.49

Thirdly it benefited from being a collection and selling point for the migration of

livestock from the Eastern Highlands of Scotland to the rest of the country.50 Finally,

it was, and still is, blessed with a source of good agricultural land from which

profitable commercial farming could develop. Forfarshire may not have led the way

in agricultural improvement, but it was quick to mimic its southern neighbours. It

was able to respond rapidly to developing markets for agricultural goods by

following already well-established methods of commercial farming that had been

pioneered in the south. Forfarshire is of particular interest as an area for historical



analysis because the four distinct regions of the county reflect the regional

differences of Scotland as a whole.

Firstly, there is the western area of the county that rises up from the Strathmore

valley to the high ground of the Grampian Mountains. This area is dominated by the

glens of Isla, Clova, Prosen and Esk, and in the eighteenth century had many of the

physical and social characteristics that are associated with the Highlands of Scotland.

The small, isolated communities populating the river valleys of the glens led a fragile

existence. They scraped a living from their cattle and pockets of cultivable land

between the twists and turns of the rivers. Their survival as subsistence farmers

relied on the use of higher ground, from which they obtained summer grazing and a

supply of peat for winter fuel, and without which such a dense population could not

have been sustained.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century these communities were clan-based

organisations, independent and stubbornly loyal to their kinsfolk. Their vulnerability

to violent raids by marauding Highlanders demanded kinship protection and strong

feudal loyalties. The characteristic of landowners in this area was a reflection of this

type of society - conservative, loyal to the Jacobite cause, unforgiving in clan feuds

and running their estates like private kingdoms in which national, and even local,

jurisdictions had only a limited impact. The influence of commercialisation came

slower to this part of the county, but its influence, when it did arrive, in terms of

social and demographic change was perhaps greater than in the other areas. Much of

the change was forced by a steady (and in this case largely voluntary) depopulation

of the glens as individuals headed south and east for better wages and a more certain

fuel supply. For example in the OSA for Lethnot and Nevar it is claimed that a
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decline in sub-tenants was caused by tenants finding it 'inconvenient' to carry fuel

for their sub-tenants while the OSA for Lochlee accounts for the decline in

population as being a consequence of the increased price of labour in the Lowlands.

This area mirrors a larger, if somewhat less violent, depopulation of the Highlands of

Scotland in the nineteenth century.51

The second district lies in the middle of the county, running 33 miles from one

end to the other (at a width varying between 4 -6 miles) along the Strathmore valley.

This area is sheltered by the Grampians to the West and the Sidlaw hills to the South

and East, and presented a much pleasanter environment in which to live. By the

eighteenth century, it was already well endowed with stately homes and extensive

policies of the local gentry. It was in this area that local weaving communities

developed and it was from these scattered communities that the market towns of

Forfar and Brechin grew in importance. In term of agricultural production, the heavy

soils were difficult to work and often poorly drained, and constituted a formidable

impediment to arable farming. It was an area suited more to pastoral farming

interspersed with small, labour intensive areas of infield arable production. At the

beginning of the eighteenth century, neither the state of the roads, nor protection

from marauding Highlanders, were sufficient to warrant much investment in large

scale arable agriculture, although later in the century the productive potential of the

naturally fertile ground offered considerable potential for this type of development.

In many ways, this area resembled the South West of Scotland.

The third area - a line of hills collectively referred to as the Sidlaw Hills -

extends from Gask Hill in the west to the promontory of Red Head in the East. These

are not extensive hills, and in parts are broken into individual promontories such as
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Turin hill or Dunnichen hill. They represent an area in which the soil is poor and the

exposed elevations provide a formidable prospect for agricultural production. Much

of this area at the beginning of the eighteenth century was unimproved moorland and

bog.

The fourth and final district is the 37 miles of coastal strip between the ports of

Montrose and Dundee where good arable land gently slopes down to the sea and

provides a relatively kind environment for crop production. By the beginning of the

eighteenth century, this was an almost treeless landscape, vulnerable to the weather

that came off the North Sea but sheltered from the worst of the prevailing wet

westerly winds. The lighter and more easily cultivated soils encouraged the growing

of oats and bere at the expense of grass and cattle. These soils were generally well

drained, dried out sooner in the spring and provided an earlier and safer prospect for

the autumn harvesting of cereal crops. Grass was less productive and more prone to

drying up during the summer. There were no vast areas for summer grazing and no

ready supply of peat. Any trees had, by the eighteenth century, become the treasured

property of the larger landowners, and broom and gorse that grew well on the lighter

land provided both fuel for the poor and forage and bedding for their livestock

during the winter months. This was not a populated area at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, although it became much more so as more intensive agriculture

developed towards the end of the century.52 The influence of the ports had produced

a more cosmopolitan and commercially minded population, less clan loyalty, perhaps

more receptive to national and international ideas and certainly less restricted by

tradition and superstition. In this region, improved agriculture benefited from the

markets created by the trade from these coastal ports as well as the urbanisation and
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S3
sub-urbanisation of Dundee (into Lochee and Broughty Ferry) and Arbroath (into St

Vigeans). Also the fluctuating economic fortunes of the fishing villages of

Westhaven, Easthaven, Auchmithie, Ethiehaven, Usan and Ferryden helped at times

to stimulate the economy of the area. These villages were also undoubtedly centres

for smuggling, an activity that formed a prominent feature of the local economy

during most of the eighteenth century.

The similarity of this region ofForfarshire to the Eastern Lothians and

Berwickshire is obvious. It was in this region that many of the more prosperous

tenant farmers came to prominence in the second half of the eighteenth century, and

it was here that the classical improved farm layout first developed.

It is this variety of agricultural conditions and diversity of cultures that make

eighteenth century Forfarshire such a useful template for examining the impact of

commercialisation. However, the many differences between these areas that

undoubtedly existed should not overshadow the uniformity of the basic constitution

of land tenure, legal administration and the laws of employment that existed

throughout the county. A notable feature of the court records is that people from all

parts of the county shared much the same concerns, and they were equally willing to

bring their concerns to Forfarshire judiciary.

As a means of emphasising the similarities of land tenure in the four distinctly

different environments described above, two surviving court books contained in the

Panmure papers are of immense importance.54 In 1727, Sir Archibald Grant and Alex

Garden of Troup negotiated a 29-year lease with the York Buildings Company for all

the forfeited lands of the Panmure and Southesk estates in the county. These lands
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covered up to a sixth of the county and contained baronies in all four areas described

above.

As part of the arrangement between the two parties, the York Buildings

Company was supposed to put the farmhouses, biggings, kirks and manses in

habitable conditions for the new tenants. To be able to obtain such information it

was necessary for Grant and Garden to secure the legal authority of each of the many

baronies included on the two estates. It is clear that this was an important part of the

arrangement, and underlines the value of the individual baronies as an administrative

control over the whole of the district at this time. This authority gave them the

necessary power to collect any back rent due the former landlord, to appoint

burliemen to assess the value of each of the farms in the individual baronies, to

impose changes in the rental of individual farms and to fine any tenant that refused

to attend his local Barony Court. From these papers, it is clear that the power of the

Barony Court in directing rural society was the same throughout the county even

though the particular conditions imposed on the sucheners by the different courts

may well have differed from region to region.

One of the barony books55 contains the individual reports by the burliemen for

each of the baronies. These reports estimate the value of the property at the time of

the transfer and the amount of money required to repair the buildings on each of the

farms in the barony. For example, the burliemen of the barony of Inverpeffer

reported that,

Eastertown of Inverpeffer was worth £46 13/4 and would
require £86 repair. Westertown of Inverpeffer had no tenant for
some years and was worth £27 but would require £576 to bring
back into good repair. The Cotton of Inverpeffer was worth £45
13/4 but would require £30 to repair.
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Similarly the burliemen for Kinnell barony reported that

Kirk and Kirkyard Dykes of Kinnell was ruinous and needed
£576 %. spent. The school of Kinnell was worth £20 and needed
£17 repairs. Kinnell Milne was a stone and slated building worth
£260 and needed £70 repairs. Kirktown of Kinnell was also a stone
and slated building worth £300 and needed £61 10/- worth of
repairs. It was also stated that it was absolutely necessary to build a
new bridge over the water at Kinnell to accommodate the tenants
going to the milne and the church. This would cost £610.

(Note that all these prices were in pounds Scots rather than Sterling.)

Even taking into account that these figures were drawn up with the intention of

maximising the York Buildings Company's liability, they paint a dismal picture of

the state of agriculture throughout the whole of the Forfarshire during the 1730s and

underline the desperate state of visible wealth on these two estates during this period.

Each barony reported empty townships, abandoned farms and farmtouns completely

devoid of any substantial buildings. The infrastructure of the baronies in terms of the

state of the school, church and roads all appears to have suffered from a long period

of neglect.

Also featuring in these records were the reports of a visit by the agent for Grant

and Garden to each of the tenants on the estate. His mission had been to assess the

chances of individual tenants being able to pay any outstanding debts, as well as to

comment on the quality of the tenant in terms of his likely ability to pay his rent in

the future. What is abundantly clear from a close inspection of this comprehensive

analysis of the tenants was that very few were financially secure. It was only those

with some sort of a profession that were likely to be able to pay their rent and the

amount of 'plenishings' visible on a farm indicated little hope of much income being
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generated from agricultural production. An example of the types of entries made in

this comprehensive survey is,

Part of the Cotton of Bolshan; Tenant James Bain, weaver, a

poor silly beggarly like fellow, good natured silly half witted
creature, however is pretty well upon it and able to pay a part (of
the rent) being well employed.

Mains of Bolshan; Andrew Brown, wright at Bolshan, well
employed and able to pay.

Part of Muirside of Kinnell; James Bowden, seems poor silly
man, tack too dear, may pay part as town is plenished.

Part of Summerhill of Kinnell; James Mathew; has town very
plentiful, has been helped by what he got with three wives to pay
the most part.

Most of the tenants when asked how much of their outstanding rent they were

able to pay thought that £20 Scots would be about their limit.

The second book56 records the many and varied rental agreements between

Grant and Garden and their sub-tenants on the two estates over the following twenty

years. A detailed inspection of these rentals clearly indicates the lack of investment

in agriculture during this period. It is noticeable how varied and individual the rents

between tenants had to be so as to attract new tenants to vacant farms. The landlord

had to show immense flexibility in order to get what he could from a population of

desperately poor tenants.

The points which emerge from these sources and which are fully supported by

detailed studies of other estate records are as follows. Firstly, the tenant community

of Forfarshire prior to 1760 were not equally impoverished, but were made up of a

wide range of individual income groups. Most of these differences in prosperity had

little to do with direct wealth creation on farms through agricultural production. The
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agricultural tenant hardly existed and, in general, wealthy tenants drew their wealth

from their non-farming professions or from rents due from letting small areas of their

farm to sub-tenants and cottars rather than through producing agricultural

commodities in their own right.

Secondly, although multiple tenancies did occur, they were not as widespread

as in other parts of Scotland. Farms with more than one tenant tended to be divided
57into distinct divisions rather than conjoined with intermingled arable strips. There

is very little evidence to suggest that the system of re-allocating run-rigs annually

was customary in Forfarshire. Where individually owned rigs did exist, they were

CO
,

held continuously by the same tenant. The communities with open fields containing

scattered strips of arable land belonging to a number of tenants may have lingered on

in a few areas - particularly on the borders of towns - but they were not widespread.

Thirdly, the parcelling of arable land into distinct and identifiable tenures had

already been well established by the beginning of the eighteenth century. Much of

the division of larger farmsteads into smaller units with designations such as Nether,

East, West, Upper etc, was already a feature of the Forfarshire landscape before

1760.59 These farms were further divided by the allocation of well-defined areas for

sub-tenancies and cottarlands. The transformation of Forfarshire between 1760 -

1815 did not therefore come about from the creation of new farms from open fields,

but rather from the reallocation and redefining of boundaries of existing farms.

Fourthly, by the first half of the eighteenth century, legally constituted tacks,

either written or as verbal pledges supported by Barony law, dominated land holding

at every level. As a result, the changes in rural society brought about by the advent of

commercial farming had to be carried out through the legal constitution of the laws
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of tenancies rather than by arbitrary force of individual landlords. It will be shown

that in Forfarshire, the power of the landlord, whether he was owner of the land or a

tenant sub-letting parts of his farm, was curtailed by the complexity of the tenancy

laws. Wholesale injustices or widespread and rapid reorganisation of estates by over

enthusiastic landlords were seriously limited in Forfarshire by the stranglehold of an

all-invasive system of land tenure. Therefore, this thesis is not examining a violent

revolution within the countryside. There are no obvious 'wicked landlords' or heart-

wrenching tales of forced clearances or mass evictions. There are no huddled masses

of humanity waiting at the docksides of Montrose or Dundee for boats to America.

The transformation of rural society in Forfarshire was profound and substantial, but

it was achieved gradually and subtly over a couple of generations using the familiar

influence of the tack and fee contract.

Finally, there was no great influx of new tenants from other parts of the

country at the expense of existing tenants. Instead, change came from within the

rural community, in particular from tenant families who were already well

established in the area. Devine concludes from his extensive analysis of the

movement of tenants on the Panmure estates between 1728 -1824 that turnover

between tenants was common but nearly always achieved by local families moving

within the area of their kinship. Furthermore, he found no evidence to suggest

'significantly greater upheaval' during the decades after 1760 than those that went

before.60 There was also no giant reorganisation of the geography of estates, although

there was considerable change at individual farm level. There is very little evidence

of large-scale forced eviction ofpeople living on the land although, over time, a

definite trend towards urbanisation can be easily appreciated.
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Section 1

Landownership

6. Landownership prior to 1760

The particular characteristics of landownership in Forfarshire that existed in the

seventeenth century had a considerable influence on the way land was owned and

managed in the county during the eighteenth century. The records show that most of

the prominent landowners of the late eighteenth century were from families that had

been associated with the county for many generations. An examination of the Earls,

Barons and gentry listed by Octerlony in his 'Account of the Shire ofForfar, 1684 -

5',and by Edward in his ' Description of Forfarshire, 1678' reveal many of the same

families as those that owned land in Forfarshire in 1760.1 Despite the turbulent years

of the Restoration of Charles II, the Revolution of 1689, the Union of 1707 and the

three Jacobite uprisings, the landholdings of most of the major Forfarshire families

remained relatively unchanged. Individually they may well have temporarily

encumbered their lands with wadsets, mortgages, entails and hereditary or kindly

tenures as they struggled with personal debt. They may have also suffered financially

from government forfeiture and fines resulting from their political miscalculations.

Yet in the end most of the same families survived, retained their landed interests and

went on to consolidate and prosper in the second half of the eighteenth century. The

growth of the mortgage market, the extension of family settlements using entails and
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the recognition by the Scottish courts of the rights of debtors to redeem their property

meant that in the long term most of the principal families ofForfarshire held onto

their properties. A few families, such as the Woods of Bonnington or the Lindsays of

Edzell, failed but generally the trend, especially during the second half of the

eighteenth century, is one of buying back wadsets, recovering forfeited estates and

consolidating the boundaries of individual estates through marriage or inheritance.

Therefore in Forfarshire on the eve of the agricultural revolution, (this may not be the

case in other counties of Scotland) landownership was dominated by well-established

families who had established an prevailing influence over local politics and had

extensive social connections throughout trade and manufacturing in the county.

Agricultural commercialisation in Forfarshire took place in an environment in which

most of the land remained in the ownership of a few long-established families.

The second point is that in Forfarshire there were very few small owner-

occupiers or' 'bonnet lairds'. The established families of the county had, long before

the middle of the eighteenth century, absorbed into their estates most of the smaller

property sold as hereditary leases by the Church during the Reformation. Once these

lands had been consolidated into larger estates the strict laws of entail were used

extensively to protect these estates from being broken up between generations.2 As a

result, few independent properties in Forfarshire under two hundred acres had

survived, and where they did they were inevitably held in some form of perpetual

tenure to a superior. An important character of Forfarshire landownership is that by

the 1740s it was dominated by a few extremely wealthy landowners who very seldom

sold the land they owned and, as a consequence, there was little opportunity for non-

land owning citizens in Forfarshire to establish outright ownership of land.
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It would also be difficult to consider the nature of land ownership in

Forfarshire, even as late as the 1760s, without recognising the impact of the 1715 and

1745 rebellions. The Episcopalian tendencies of the gentry in this area made them

highly susceptible to Jacobite sympathies and as a result few of the leading families

remained unaffected by the rebellions. For example, James 5th Earl of Southesk was

'out' in 1715 and died in exile without a direct male heir. His estates were forfeited

T th

by the government and sold to the York Buildings Company. Similarly James 4

Earl of Panmure was also 'out' in 1715 and also had his estates forfeited and taken

over by the York Buildings Company. However in 1764 Sir James Carnegie, who

had become the male heir and head of the House of Southesk, bought back his family

estates for £36,870 in an unopposed public auction. Similarly William, Earl of

Panmure, nephew of the 4th Earl paid the sum of £49,157 18/4 at the same auction for

his family's lands. The Airlie family was also heavily involved in both rebellions, in

particular the 1745 uprising in which Lord Ogilvy, the fifth Earl ofAirlie, formed the

Forfarshire regiment that followed the Prince throughout the campaign. After

Culloden he fled to France where he remained until George III pardoned him in

1778. His estates were returned and his son succeeded to them in 1803. Similar

personal histories of Forfarshire landowners can be found for most of the leading

families in the county.4 However, what is clear is that the impact of the Jacobite

uprisings on landownership had little impact on the land register of the county

although it may have influenced the balance of power between landowners and their

tenants at estate level. The experiencing of other cultures and conditions by rebel

and government soldiers and the animosity between Jacobite landowners and the

local Hanoverian merchants, burghers and civil administrators had the effect of
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weakening baronial authority in the aftermath of the rebellion and had serious

consequences for the balance of power in rural society at farm level. Although

difficult to substantiate, the impression gained from the study of the court records is

that Forfarshire society benefited greatly from this diffusion of power within the

rural community. These records suggest that although landownership remained

stable, the authority of the individual landowners had been seriously weakened. A

new self-confident middle class can be identified who filled the vacuum of power

and influence in the countryside that had been created by the destabilising influence

of forfeitures and fines inflicted on rebel landowners. It was this group of

individuals (and their sons) that played such an important part in the

commercialisation of Forfarshire agriculture at the end of the century.

In sum, the apparent stability of landownership in Forfarshire should not be

seen necessarily as an indicator of the strength of authority exercised by individual

landowners. The experiences of the first halfof the century had left many estate

owners desperately poor and their lands heavily mortgaged. As rebel landowners

languished in exile or struggled with crippling fines, a strong 'middle class' of lesser

gentry, tacksman, merchants, lawyers and tenants developed and consolidated their

influence in the county.5 It was this group that supported and administered

Westminster legislation in the aftermath of the uprising. Equally, at a local level, in

the absence of strong baronial authority exercised by landlords living on their estates,

it was local tenant families that grew in influence and authority in their absence. A

detailed study of the Barony farms of Redcastle indicate that from 1745 to well into

the nineteenth century, the same tenant families controlled land management and it

was these families that influenced the way the community developed.6 Throughout
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the county it was families already well established on estates that were the ones that

secured the new long leases issued by improving landlords in the 1770s. Much of the

strength and confidence of the tenantry discussed in later chapters was a product of

both the weakness of 'Lordship' that characterised the county and the strength of

influence individual tenants had over the economic activity in their particular

baronies or parishes.
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7. Landownership 1760 - 1822

To explore the different components of landownership in Forfarshire and the

changes that occurred during the period between 1740 and 1822 it is possible to use

the records of the Commissioners of Supply for Forfarshire relating to the collection

and updating of the Cess tax. The Cess tax in Scotland began to be recognised as an

annual tax after 1707. The intention by the Westminster government had been to tax

the Scottish nation at about a fortieth of the amount of tax collected in England.

(£1,997,763 to about £48,000). This was calculated on the approximate ratio of

populations between the two countries at the time of the Union. The basis on which

the tax was raised in each county was the 'valued rent' of a property that had been

established in the Valuation Rolls arising from an extensive survey of individual

properties carried out through the whole of Scotland in 1683.

From its inception the working and administration of the Cess tax was badly

conceived and always in arrears. By 1746 Scotland owed over £43,000 in unpaid tax

and this had risen to almost two and a half times the total yearly value (over

£100,000) by 1780. W.R. Ward states the position very clearly, 'The statistical

evidence, fragmentary though it is, leaves no room for doubt, the collection of the

land and assessed taxes in Scotland was one of the great unsolved problems of the

eighteenth century administration'.7 He goes on to point out that the Scottish law on

the subject 'assumed' rather than 'required' the county Commissioners of Supply to

collect the tax and was distinctly unclear as to who exactly was liable for any that

was unpaid. The Westminster government's only penalty for debtor counties was to

threaten them with the expense of quartering troops in the county. Forfarshire was no
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exception. Each year the Collector of tax for the county dutifully reported the amount

of money that had been sent to the central authority and the arrears still due.8 These

arrears varied from year to year but were usually around a quarter of the total amount

due by the county. Most years the working committee ofCommissioners threatened

or pleaded with their fellow landowners for more regular payments of the tax. Every

year the problem persisted.

However, whatever the problems experienced by the Commissioners of Supply

in collecting the tax, the administrative records that have survived have left a useful

guide to changes in landownership. When land was sold or divided, the

commissioners were responsible for allocating the tax due for the whole estate to the

new owners. In doing so the value of individual pieces of an estate had to be assessed

so that an equitable division of the tax could be calculated. The standard procedure

was for a small committee to be appointed by the Commissioners to assess the whole

value of the property. In so doing they collected sworn statements from tenants or

other knowledgeable individuals in the community so as to estimate the value of each

of the component parts of the estate. The total value of Cess due from the estate

could then be proportioned between the new owners according to the value of the

assets of their individual halves. As such, these records represent a good barometer

of changes in landownership during this period as well as in some cases providing

some vivid descriptions of the composition of individual estates at the time of the

report.

As can be seen from Appendix 2 of this thesis, landowners applied for these

divisions throughout the period studied, although there appears to have been a

particular surge of interest in the early 1770s and in the 1790s. There were many
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reasons why landowners needed valuations of their estates and not all of them were

the result of land sales. Sometimes it was simply that they had divided parts of their

estate between members of their family and wished to apportion tax accordingly. On

other occasions it was to clarify who was responsible for paying the tax or how much

the individual farms on their estate were worth so that they could pass the cost of the

tax on to the tenants in an equitable manner.

Before examining the changes in Forfarshire land ownership detailed by these

records, it is worth pointing out that using the Cess tax roll as an indicator of change

has a number of limitations. Firstly, it ignores an important group of individuals who

may not have been legally obliged to pay the Cess tax but held land in such a way

that they were perceived by their contemporaries to be landowners and had all the

powers over their tenants enjoyed by landowners. Those who held wadsets,

hereditary tenure, friendly tenures or their estates by entail all enjoyed many of the

benefits of landownership but do not necessarily appear on the land register.

Secondly, many of the larger estates employed tax collectors who went from farm to

farm collecting individual contributions on behalf of the superior of the land. What

they collected then appeared in one payment under the name of the irrespective of

whether the farmer was a hereditary tenant or a normal tenant. For example, in 1773

Mr. Smith ofBalharry collected the tax for the feuars of Glenisla (who were

hereditary landowners in their own right) on behalf of the superior of the land.9

Finally, care needs to be taken in recognising 'parchment barons' from genuine land

sales. These people only appeared on the land-owning register because of political

chicanery at election time. In Forfarshire parchment barons became a contentious

issue because of the Earl of Panmure's concern about his chances for re-election for
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the Westminster parliament in the 1760s. His position as candidate for Forfarshire

had become threatened by a concerted effort from the son of the Earl of Strathmore,

Thomas Lyon. The electorate, during this period, consisted only of landowners who

held land with a valued rent ofover £400 Scots (40/- old extent). Panmure's answer

to the problem was to create a number of temporary landowners who would be given

enough land to qualify them to vote for him.10

In his effort to get re-elected he created around forty-three votes by

establishing forty-three individual parchment barons and Thomas Lyon, with the

additional help of Hunter of Burnside, retaliated by also creating his own parchment

barons. For these new owners to become legitimate they had to be ratified by the

Commissioners of Supply who often had serious political objections against the need

for these newly created landowners. Each new owner was challenged and counter

challenged not only in the county Commission but also in the Court of Session with,

in some of the cases, a final appeal going to the House of Lords.11

Most of the legal argument in these cases concerned whether the wadsets of

superiority given to these individuals was sufficient to be constituted as a legal

qualification to vote, whether the rights themselves were only nominal and as such

fictitious and whether the wadsets involved in this transfer of ownership constituted a

real loan of money. It was claimed that in reality no money was exchanged but only

bits of paper in the form ofBills ofExchange. Proper wadsetters were considered in

the eyes of the law as interim proprietors with full feudal rights and entitlement to all

profits and emoluments arising from the land. The legality of the wadsets was crucial

in establishing the right to vote and it was necessary for Panmure to spend over

£20,000 creating and defending these parchment barons.
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This particular political manoeuvring was important to the members of the

Commissioner of Supply because each division of Cumulo Rent arising from these

nominal barons had to be ratified by the Commission. The loyalties of the lesser

landowners in Forfarshire were split between the two candidates vying for the

Westminster seat and the sleepy formality of the Commissioner of Supply meetings

in Forfar suddenly became a riot of political intrigue.12 Many of the Commissioners

who normally had no political say in the Westminster election (the qualifying right to

sit on the Commission was only £100 Scots valued rent) saw these political

manoeuvrings by their superiors as a serious intervention by the nobility in the

county's administration. It is interesting to note that during this period the larger and

more aristocratic landowners were not expected to take an active role in the business

of the Commissioner of Supply. This privilege seems to have been preserved for the

middling landowner, especially ones that lived on their estates in the county. By

refusing to ratify the division of valued rent that was so necessary for the creation of

these parchment barons smaller landowners had a unique chance to influence the

political balance of the county.13

However, taking into consideration the above reservations, an analysis of

changes in landownership derived from alterations in Cess tax liability can give a

good indication of the changes in landownership and the type of people becoming

landholders during the period studied. It also gives a clear indication of the

distribution of landownership between different groups of landowners.
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8. Changes in landownership

From an analysis of the Cess tax roll for the years 1771, 1802 and 1822 it

becomes immediately obvious that a high proportion of the county tax was paid by a

very small group of individuals. (See Appendix 1 for individual tax liabilities for

each parish due in these years.) In 1771,25.1% of the Cess tax of the county was

paid by the four wealthiest aristocratic landowners in Forfarshire, the Earls of

Panmure, Southesk, Strathmore and Airlie. Each was holding land that had a

cumulative 'valued rent' of over £5000. By 1822 this same group still paid 23.4% of

the total Cess tax, a fall of only 1.7%. In terms of acreage of land, as distinct from

the value of the land owned, this domination is even more apparent. The Earl of

Panmure alone owned four fifths of the land area of the county in the 1770s while the

four Earls resident in Forfarshire taken together account for over 90% of the land

area. This domination of ownership of land by a small number of aristocrats in the

county has considerable implications for the analysis of agricultural change in this

thesis and should be taken into account when applying this research to other counties

of Scotland with a different landownership configuration. 14

In the category of wealthy landowner, that is those paying between £2000 -

£4999 Cess tax per year, the situation is slightly different. The number of landowners

fell from seventeen individuals paying 26.8% of the total Cess in 1777 to thirteen

individuals paying 20.6% in 1821. Even so the overall picture is of the same

established families dominating land holding throughout the period, with

consolidation coming through marriage rather than land sales.
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Figure 2
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Fig. 2 gives a comparison of the number of landowners in each band of land

ownership for the three years studied. The groups of owners paying between £1999 -

£1000 and £999 - £500 also show little signs of change with only a small variation in

the number of estates in this range. The specific families within these groups may

have been changing slightly but the number of the individual estates in each of these

categories remained remarkably constant. Taking these four groups of landowners as

a whole, the total number of individual landowners in Forfarshire paying tax based

on more than £500 valued rent per year was seventy-eight in 1771, seventy-nine in

both 1802 and 1822 and this combined group of owners accounted for over two-

thirds of the overall Cess tax paid in the county. (82.2% in 1771, 79.6% in 1802 and

75%in 1822). On the other hand landowners paying tax based on less than £500

valued rent per year grew considerably in number between 1770 and 1822, even

though their overall contribution to the amount of tax paid rose by only 7%. Many

smaller properties were appearing on the periphery of towns or on the edges of larger

estates and these new properties represent a significant growth in the number of

lesser landowners in the county.

The above analysis seems to contradict Smouf s statement (applied to the

whole of Scotland) that 'we can be sure that a high proportion of the total proprietors

(in 1814) had only become landlords since 1750' and 'many older families had

apparently gone to the wall in the fifty years before 1815'.15 Forfarshire, despite its

prominent role in the Jacobite rebellions, clearly maintained a deeply conservative

landownership throughout the period ofcommercialisation. This finding is broadly in

line with lan Grant's research in Aberdeenshire. He discounts the 'supposed invasion
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of the ranks of the landowners by the new men, willing to risk capital where the old

proprietors were unwilling to do so' and claims that 'between 1667 and 1771 a large

portion of the county passed into effective control of the resident wealthy landlords

of the county.'15

What is clear is that there is absolutely no evidence that people unconnected

with Forfarshire, either by birth or marriage, had any desire to spend their fortunes

buying land in this part of Scotland. Furthermore, the Westminster government had

no political incentive to spread landownership to a larger franchise, and, despite

political treachery of the Jacobite uprisings, preferred, in the end, reinstatement of

rebel families rather than permanent forfeiture of estates. However, in numerical

terms, Smout's statement on landownership is correct. Most of the proprietors in

Forfarshire, at least numerically, were of the £500 and below variety and there is a

marked increase in this group throughout the period studied. Many of the 402

properties listed in the valuation role of 1822 were small properties new to the

landscape ofForfarshire. The contribution of these smaller landowners to the

development of the agricultural economy was far greater than the proportion of the

land area they held would suggest. These individuals were often the most active in

the Commission of Supply - furthering local economic development, establishing

local banks, supporting local agricultural societies and dealing in local political

issues. It was this group that held valuable land near the growing urban centres rather

than thousands of acres of low value ground miles from any viable marketplace.
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Distribution of Land ownership in Forfarshire

Map 2 shows the number of individual heritors who held land and were

responsible for the Cess Tax in each of the parishes of Forfarshire for the year 1802.

It illustrates clearly how few individuals actually owned land in the rural parishes of

Forfarshire during this period of rapid agricultural change. Perhaps not surprisingly

the towns of Dundee, Arbroath, Kirriemuir and Brechin contain the largest number

of individual heritors and make up almost half the total number in the county. On the

other hand most of the rural parishes, those that were most concerned with

agricultural change, contained fewer than half a dozen heritors each. The exception

was Glenisla parish. This parish had a unique configuration of land ownership in

which small individually owned farms had survived as independently owned

estates.17

Table 1. Compares the number of heritors for each parish given in the 1802

Cess Tax role with those recorded in the Old and New Statistical Accounts and notes

the number of these heritors that were actually resident in the parish where they

owned land (where this information is included). It is clear that in both the 1790s and

the 1830s few landowners actually lived on their estates and land in many parishes

was owned by individuals, such as the Earl of Panmure, whose main residence was

in another parish. There were only a very few farming landowners who could be

compared to the Squire or Yeoman farmer associated with the English countryside.

In Forfarshire it would appear that the influence of landowners on the agricultural

development of their land was not through their direct input as proprietors living on

their estates but through the directions they gave their factors and chamberlains who

ran their estates on their behalf. Many Forfarshire landowners had separate careers as
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Table 1.

Parish 1802 Cess Old Statistical account New Statistical account

Aberlemno 10 heritors 10 heritors, 4 residing in parish ? Heritors, 4 heritors resident.
Airlie 10 heritors 7 heritors non residing in parish 6 heritors, one occasionally residing

in parish.
Abirlot 1 heritor, 1 heritor 1 heritor
Aucterhouse 6 heritors 5 heritors. 5 heritors, none resident.
Barry 9 heritors 9 heritors
Careston 1 heritor 1 heritor sometime resides in the

parish.
No resident heritors

Carmyllie 4 heritors 3 heritors, none resident 3 heritors, 1 resident.
Cortachy 2 heritors 2 heritors 2 heritors
and Clova

Craig 4 heritors 4 heritors
Dun 4 heritors 4 heritors
Dunnichen 3 heritors 3 heritors 3 heritors, 1 resident.
Eassie and 5 heritors 5 heritors, none with seats in 5 heritors

Nevay parish
Edzell 1 heritors 2 heritors 2 heritors
Farnell 2 heritors 1 heritor
Fern 5 heritors 4 heritors, 2 occupiers, 1 only

one small farm.
5 heritors.

Glamis 5 heritors 4 heritors 3 heritors
Glenisla 19 heritors

plus the
Fewars.

54 heritors, 32 resident in parish 5 main heritors, 21 properties over
£50 (12 resident in parish)

Guthrie 3 heritors 3 heritors, 1 resident. 3 heritors

Inverarity 6 heritors 3 heritors
Inverkeilor 6 heritors 6 heritors, 4 resident 3 heritors
Kettins 9 heritors 7 heritors

Kingoldrum 8 heritors 8 heritors, 1 resident 6 heritors
Kinnell 3 heritors 3 heritors, none resident 4 heritors, none resident
Kinnettles 4 heritors 5 heritors, 2 resident 5 heritors
Kirkden 6 heritors 4 resident heritors. 5 heritors
Lethnot and 5 heritors 3 heritors, none resident. 2 heritors
Navar

Liff, Logie, 12 heritors 2 resident heritors 8 heritors

Invergowrie
and Benvie.
Lintrathen 4 heritors 5 heritors, none resident. 4 heritors

Logie Pert 6 heritors 5 heritors, 2 resident. 6 heritors, 2 resident.
Lunan 3 heritors 3 heritors 3 heritors

Maryton 2 heritors - none resident. 2 heritors, none resident.
Menmuir 6 heritors 6 heritors, 2 resident
Monifieth 9 heritors 12 heritors
Murroes 5 heritors 4 heritors 5 heritors

Newtyle 4 heritors 3 heritors
Oatlaw 4 heritors 6 heritors, none resident
Panbride 1 heritor 1 heritor
Rescobie 8 heritors 8 heritors, several resident 8 heritors, 2 resident
Stracathro 8 heritors 8 heritors, 3 resident 7 heritors, 1 resident
Tannadice 16 heritors 13 heritors, 3 resident
Tealing 5 heritors 5 heritors, 1 resident 6 heritors, 1 resident

Number of Heritors in each rural parish of Forfarshire
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lawyers, soldiers, seamen, merchants or businessmen and had little direct day to day

contact with their estates. It is for this reason that using the heritorship of individual

estates as a means of identifying the person responsible for the crucial decisions in

the running of the land on these estates may well be an over simplification of the

complexities of eighteenth century land ownership. The relationship between the

heritorship of a piece of land and those holding the same land as wadsets, creditors,

heritable tenure, tacksmen, friendly tenures or in some other form of legal possession

is a minefield in which few historians have ventured. Many of these lesser forms of

ownership effectively allow all the privileges recognised by land ownership without

going as far as constituting a legal outright ownership of the land. Prominent

individuals who would have been regarded as landowners by their tenants often did

not appear in the Cess Tax listing until well into the nineteenth century. For example,

in the parish of Edzell the Hon William Maule was listed as the sole heritor in 1802

while in 1822 families such as David Mudie of Dalbreck or John Bruce of Slatefield

who had been on the same small estates for many years previously suddenly appear

in the Cess Tax records. Relying solely on the Cess Tax to define land ownership

risks ignoring the influence of many influential individuals living on estates who

enjoyed all the benefits of landownership, but do not appear in these records.

A similar situation arises from indebted estate owners who had effectively lost

control of the day to day running of their estates but still retain a legal right of

ownership if, or when, they repaid their debts. A good example of such a situation is

that experienced by the Earl of Northesk in relation to his lands of Ethie and Lunan.

The Earl got into considerable financial difficulty in the 1720s and for over twenty

years these estates were held in sequestration (with the Erskines of Dun being the
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principal creditors) before the family regained possession in the 1750s. Clearly

during this period the Earl would have had very little influence on the way the estate

was managed and the conditions under which the tenants on the estate were allowed

to run their farms. The use of mortgages and wadsets in which the lender held the

rentals of the estate as security for his loan meant that control of the behaviour of the

tenants on the estate passed from the heritor into the hands of the lender. This is

illustrated vividly in a document written in 1722, held in the papers of the Earl of

Northesk, in which the tenants ofEthie estate can be found complaining bitterly to

the Earl over the treatment they were receiving from his creditors. Apparently these

creditors had threatened them all with 'horning and poinding' if they failed to hand

over their rents, not only in full, but also on time.19

The relationship between the different ways that individuals could hold land in

the eighteenth century and the influence these differences had on the practical

management of estates is a subject that requires much more consideration than is

possible in this thesis. It may be found that there is a considerable difference between

land ownership and land possession when it comes to the day to day management of

individual estates.
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9. Categories of Forfarshire Landowners

Despite these reservations, the overall impression portrayed by these records is

the remarkable stability of land-ownership throughout the period. Major estates

remained within the same family groups from generation to generation. Where

changes did occur they tended to be limited to a single move between owners. Only a

very few estates can be found constantly changing ownership. Most land that came

onto the market was on the periphery of the major towns of Dundee, Brechin and

Arbroath or involved small areas of land within a rural estate being feud in blocks to

create a new village or provide homes for workers in the textile industry. For

example the village of Letham was created by George Dempster feuing individual

plots of land to textile workers.

The important characteristic of landownership for this thesis is the manner in

which the size of landholding and the nature of the landowner influenced the way the

estate was run. In this respect land management can be divided into three distinct

groups: the large estate run by full-time factors, the smaller estate run on behalfof

absentee landlords by clerks or part - time factors, and the active resident landowner

who organised his own estate management. It is the change in the way larger estates

were run that had the most influential impact on agricultural change in the county. In

the place of the feudal landlord and the traditional tacksman, professional factors,

stewards and chamberlains began to take over the management of entire estates and it

is through these individuals that the influence of the landowner on agricultural

society was reflected.
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James Stuart Mackenzie of Rosehaugh writing in the 1760s makes an

interesting point concerning the nature of factors before the advent of commercial

farming. He writes,

'By what I learn in this county, I observe there is
hardly such a thing as what they call in England a land
steward, regularly bred to that service. What is called a factor
here seems to be only a sort of agent and receiver, which is a
mighty small part indeed of an English stewards business,
who does not employ three days a year in receiving rents, but
his great and material business is attending to the proper
laying out of farms, and instructing tenants in the cultivation
of their lands, directing the making and keeping in repair all
fences and inclosures, valuing woods, timbers etc'.20

Perhaps as an example to others, Mackenzie brought from England a Mr.

Batley to manage his Home farm and instruct his tenants.21 From the position of

overseer he became a tenant on the farm of West Keillor where he did extensive

improvements and enclosed 200 acres of moorland. Ironically thirty years later he

was involved in a lengthy dispute in the Court of Session with the new factor, James
"79

Watson, concerning the nature of these improvements.

Evidence from other estates confirms this assertion as to the nature of factors in

pre-improved farming. It was often the leading tenant farmers in the district who

fulfilled the role of factor in the barony. In the 1750s, for example, David Stewart,

tenant of Bandoch in the barony of Redcastle, acted as the factor for this part of the

Earl of Panmure's estate. He collected rents twice a year at the Head Court of the

Barony and organised the delivery of the grain to the local port when it was required.

David Mudie, town clerk ofArbroath, acted as estate commissioner, accounted for

the rents and organised the sale of the produce. In no way was David Stewart a

manager of the estate in the manner factors were to become later in the century.

When the Earl bought back his families forfeited estates in 1767 he changed this
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system and employed instead a full-time factor for each specific district. This was

clearly a turning point in the management of land on the estate in which the factor

became a full-time member of the estate staff with clear responsibilities for

organising and regulating the farming of the tenants on the estate.

These new factors often worked hand in hand with estate planners and

mapmakers in the gradual reorganisation of their estates. The estate records for most

of the major landowners in Forfarshire show a concentration of supervisory and day

to day administration during the 1760s. It is the records and writings of these

administrators that have provided such a ready source of information to historians

and from which the landlords' role in agricultural change has been formulated.

Because there is so little written evidence representing the previous system of estate

management the perspective of the effectiveness of pre-improved estate management

has perhaps been unfairly judged and its contribution to agricultural development

unjustly ignored. The intellectual arguments emanating out of the Edinburgh

farming societies and debating clubs in the 1760s was for change, so change there

was. The estate factor was often a manifestation of this change and the profusion of

estate papers appearing during this period has given the impression of sudden and

radical advance in estate management. It is, however, debatable how many of these

changes were either new ideas or were actually implemented on estates at this time.

Papers from the Earl of Strathmore's estate at Glamis show the involvement of

the factor, a Mr. Proctor, in overseeing the running of the estate. A letter written in

1771 by the chamberlain suggests what the duties of this new post were and sets out

clearly the supervisory nature of the job. It recommends that the factor should:

1. Get a value of stock and assets for each farm on the estate.
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2. Keep a journal to note all transactions and decisions

relating to individual farms.

3. Have a regular meeting with the Commissioner for the

estate every Saturday.

4. Set out implements for each farm made from timber on

the estate.

5. Employ a Smith and Wright for sole use of the estate.

6. Keep a magazine of stores for each farm.

7. Make sure all carts are the same size so as to be able to

easily calculate transport costs and quantities.

8. Calculate the rent of each farm by taking the present rent

and then adding the interest on such items as the cost of stock

and seed supplied (at 5%), the expense of marl provided, and

the interest on the capital incurred to build new enclosures.

9. In areas of reclaiming land he was also to settle bounds

and extent of each farm and plan the best place for the

farmhouse for each farm.23

In essence, the estate factor had become the guardian of the landlord's

investment and the person responsible for creating the fashionable new improved

layouts of farms on the estate. He had become a focal point between the interests of

the landowner and those of the principal tenant farmers. For most of the wealthiest

group of landlords in Forfarshire this was clearly a radical departure from the past. It

was an attempt to replace the independent tacksman and by so doing gain greater

control over the way their land was used. What is harder to gauge is the relationship



between these new factors and the older more traditional authority of the barony

officials such as the Baron Baillie and ground officer. The role of the factor as the

personal representative of the landlord is clearly in conflict with these more

traditional barony officials who had the wider responsibility for the running of the

whole of the community. It would appear that, for some time, factors ran estates in

conjunction with these more traditional authorities rather than as a substitute for

them. For instance, in a case that came before the Sheriff court in 1786, Patrick

Alison ofNewhall, the current factor for Mackenzie ofRosehaugh, stated that he had

received a 'decree before the Baron Baillie of the barony' for the removal of a tenant

from his farm and the authority to collect the Hypothec for the growing crops on that

farm. While attempting to implement this decree, he found that the growing crops

were being 'intermiddled with and carried off by other tenants. Rather than going to

the Barony Court and admonishing the ground officer he found it necessary to go to

the Sheriff Court for enforcement of this order.24

The factor of these large estates was the landlord's representative in financial

and legal matters and often went to the Sheriff Court on the landlord's behalf. It is

clear that, at least in the earlier period, he had to tread lightly through the complex

web of other local interests. He had to implement changes within the constraints of

the customs of the district and on many estates relied on the co-operation of the

ground officer, burlieman and the Baron Baillie for his authority to be effective. For

example, John Garden, factor to the Earl ofPanmure, can be found arguing for a

sympathetic judgement on the debts of John Jamieson, tenant of the Mains ofKelly,

because 'he is Baron Baillie and frequently called upon and consulted'. Work for
25

which the factor was indebted and for which Jamieson received no salary.
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In sum, the power to influence agricultural development of this premier group

of landowners lay in the ability of their factors to transfer the wishes of their
96

employers into practical realisation at farm level. The overall conclusion from this

study is that the power of the factor in the eighteenth century is generally overstated.

His authority lay ultimately with the Sheriff court, but in practice this lengthy and

cumbersome stick was for the most part neutered by the power and influence of the

established tenant families and the local institutions that operated on the estate. It

was not until the elusive physical boundaries of farms became better defined and the

authorities supporting traditional or customary practice completely eliminated that

the factor became omnipotent.

The full-time factor as a force for organisation and change on an estate was

limited to the larger landowners that had considerable acreages to maintain. Until

well into the nineteenth century, the smaller absentee landlord still relied on the clerk

or accountant in the local town for estate administration. Their role remained one of

an accountant and legal advisor to the landlord, rather than a controller of

agricultural practice. On these estates the individual tenant farmer appears to have

had much more freedom on his farm. The Court of Session case concerning Walter

Greig, tenant in Kirkton Mill, is a typical example of the relationship between this

sort of factor and an individual powerful tenant. In this case much of the concern of

the landowner had been caused by the fact that the factor, a Mr Robertson, lived in

Forfar, many miles away, and was clearly not in a position to regulate the behaviour
27of the tenant on a day to day basis.
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It is on these estates that the influence of the tenant was paramount in the way

the farm progressed. Many tenancies of absentee landowners were held by tenants

who came from substantial local families and had long leases. They controlled their

farms, and the people that lived on these farms, in much the same way as an

independent owner of the land would do. Their status in society was very similar to

that of small landowner. These people were the Scottish equivalent of the English

yeoman farmer. The benefits of commercialisation often went straight into the

pockets of these tenants rather than to the landlord in the form of higher rents. It was

this class of tenants that the 'Lunan and Vinney Water Farmer Society'' tried to

attract as members.

The third group of landowners clearly identifiable in Forfarshire during this

period are those that lived on their estates, farmed their 'Home farm', and had

tenants on the rest of their land. They were usually from well-established families

that had recently bought or inherited their lands and they ran their estates to suit

themselves and their creditors. In the earlier period studied their relationship with

their tenants was often feudal and paternal in character. Captain Grose, writing in

1793, provides a vivid description of the original old-fashioned landowner from

which this group evolved. He describes them as people who had never travelled far

from their home town, who entertained their tenants at Christmas and who fished,

shot and ran dogs most of their waking hours while living in an old house made of

'plaster stripped with timber'. Grose goes on to lament their decline; 'Alas, these

men and these houses are no more. The luxury of the times has obliged them to quit

the country and become humble dependants on great men, to follicit a place or
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commission, to live in London, to rack their tenants and draw rent before its due. The

venerable mansion in the mean time is suffered to tumble down, or is partly upheld

as a farm house, till after a few years the estate is conveyed to the steward of the
9Q

neighbouring Lord or else to some Nabob, Contractor or Limb of the Law'.

However it is clear from the court records that not all in this group took life so

leisurely or gave up so easily. It was landlords from this group that led the way in

demonstrating improved agriculture, some as a hobby, some out of necessity and

others for the sheer challenge. Alex Watson of Turin and Patrick Carnegy of Lour

can be seen as landlords who were also working farmers prepared to struggle daily

with the nuts and bolts of estate management and agricultural production. They

slowly transformed unimproved estates into profitable units based on tenanted farms.

These landowners sought to exploit their land through establishing commercial

tenants on newly laid out farms and improved farmsteads with the sole objective to

provide an economic return on the capital invested on improvements.30 In these

cases the tenant farmers' function was to provide a regular rent and to maintain the

asset value of the farm. These tenants were of a totally different social standing to

tenants holding their land from larger factor-run estates described above. The

emphasis from the landlords' point of view was on providing a regular income and

securing a return on their investment for capital improvements that had already been

done. Where no improvement had been financed then the conditions of the tacks

reflected the wish of the landlord, not only to provide a financial return, but also to

maintain his traditional lifestyle. On many of these estates servitudes remained an

important part of the tack and provided the necessary support to preserve the

landlord's status in local society.
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The main theme of this thesis is that changes in the markets for agricultural

products that developed during the second half of the eighteenth century were

essential in creating the right economic conditions for commercial farming.

However, equally important, and necessary for the initiation of commercialisation,

was the change in the character of the land-owning classes. The insular feudal lairds

who lived on their estates and ran them as small independent kingdoms, relatively

untouched by the dictates of central government or external markets, were gradually

replaced during the eighteenth century by a generation of landowners that embraced

the outside world and wanted their estates to finance their position in that world. In

the first half of the eighteenth century most landowners were conservative, feudal in

attitude and in debt. The security for this debt was their property and in the words of

Alaster Orr, 'The debts of an estate were not a sign of weakness but an expression of

the confidence of investors in the security of landed property'.31 During the second

half of the eighteenth century a new generation of landowners developed with greater

experience of the world outside their own estates and these individuals used these

experiences to bring the disciplines learnt in trade and commerce to running their

estates. Many landowners' sons were active in trade or foreign adventure and spent

most of their early life abroad before coming home to run their family estates. For

example, James Carnegy Arbuthnott, seventh laird ofBalnamoon, was a merchant in

Gottenburg when he inherited his family estate in 1791. The significance of this type

of landlord is that they introduced new and more professional attitudes to realising

the commercial potential of an estate.32 It was claimed, for example, that James

Ogilvy of Islabank, who had also been trained for the mercantile life, had brought the
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'habit of accuracy of detail to the running of his estate' when he succeeded his

father.33

In Forfarshire there is very little evidence of new merchant families buying

land in the county during the period studied. Patrick Renny, a flax merchant in

Montrose, bought Usan estate at the beginning of the century. James Miln of

Woodhill, Harry Henderson of the Grange ofBarry and James Marnie ofArbroath

were merchants who also acquired small estates later in the century. However, it was

not until well into the nineteenth century that new families from the merchant and

manufacturing class began to establish a significant land-owning presence in the

countryside. There is some evidence, however, of landowners with careers in the

army or navy introducing not only new ideas but also new money into the running of

their estates. Admiral Duncan of Lundie and the Earl of Northesk of Ethie (Vice -

Admiral) had distinguished military and naval careers but were also foremost in

financing change on their estates. There are only a few instances of individuals from

other social classes making their fortune in the service of their country or through

other business activities and returning to Forfarshire to buy land.34 Charles Lyell, son

of a farmer at Carcary (Farnell), became a merchant in Montrose and then secretary

to the Admiralty and Paymaster on board one of H.M. ships during the American

War. He amassed a fortune and returned home to buy the lands ofKinnordy and

Inverquharity in the 1790s. John Mill of Fern, son ofRobert Mill, Provost of

Montrose (proprietor of lands in Balwyllo at the beginning of the century) bought the

estate of Fern in the 1750s after having amassed a fortune in London. William Imray,

son of a tenant farmer in Banchory, was listed as an Innkeeper in a Hostelry off the

Strand in London when he bought the small estate of Innerlunan in 1759. However,
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in general there was no invasion of new families and new money into Forfarshire to

account for the sudden changes in agricultural investment experienced during the
3 c

second half of the eighteenth century. The commercialisation of farming in

Forfarshire was due to internal economic expansion rather than any substantial

investment of money from outside the county. This county was not characterised by

new individuals using the money made from tobacco, cotton, slaves or the East

Indian trade to improve rundown estates.

It has to be concluded that the agricultural transformation in Forfarshire during

the eighteenth and early nineteenth century cannot be seen solely as a consequence of

a change in the nature of landownership. The groups of landowners that constituted

estate ownership in the county before agricultural improvement did not alter radically

during the period of most rapid agricultural change at the end of the eighteenth

century. Unlike the West of Scotland, there was no invasion of a new land-owning

class that can be identified as being responsible for pressing forward agricultural

change. The reason has to be sought from either the sudden change in aspirations of

the existing landowners or from the activities of other social classes in the county.

It is argued in this thesis that, in Forfarshire, the speed of agricultural change

was especially influenced by the confident nature of the tenantry in the county. Much

of this confidence originated from the vulnerability of the Forfarshire landowner

resulting from their predominantly Jacobite sympathies. Failure of Jacobitism

undoubtedly weakened the feudal powers of these well-established families and

created substantial opportunities for the emergence of a confident and energetic

middle class. Although ultimately most of the established families survived to
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prosper in the second half of the eighteenth century they did so by opening up their

estates to commercial pressures and putting in place conditions on their farms that

allowed commercial farming to flourish. In Forfarshire changes to estates grew out of

necessity and financial weakness. Perhaps for this reason the Forfarshire Sheriff

Court records exhibit a surprising degree of legal democracy. The willingness of

tenants to go to law to support their legal entitlement and their enthusiasm for

challenging the authority of their traditional superiors is a characteristic of

Forfarshire tenants that might well not have been so prevalent in other areas of

Scotland. It is for this reason that Forfarshire provides such an excellent template for

examining the issues that arose from the conflicting interests between the landowner

and his tenant. A conflict that was the inevitable consequence of the

commercialisation of agriculture.
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Section 2

Tacks

10. The history and character of the farm tack

Throughout the whole of the eighteenth century the use of land in Forfarshire

was dominated by the activities of the tenant farmer. What was highly significant

and immensely important to the way agriculture was transformed during this period

was the manner in which the character of these tenant farmers were influenced by

the legal constitution of the farm tack they possessed from their landlord. By 1815

the traditional tacksman presiding over his sub-tenancies, cottarlands and farmtoun

had practically disappeared. So also had the collection of communal tenants farming

small plots of arable ground and sharing the use of common land in multiple

tenancies. What had replaced them was the single tenant farmer.

These individuals had become critical to the progress of commercial farming

and by inference industrialisation, urbanisation and the ability of the country to wage

war. By the middle of the eighteenth century agricultural improvement and increased

productivity had become an issue of national importance and one in which the

Westminster government was increasingly concerned. The power of the feudal

landlord to run his estate in whatever way he pleased was gradually undermined by

policies emanating from central government. One such interference was the legal

interpretation of the farm tack. It is the object of this section to look at the manner in
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which the legal character of the tack evolved to accommodate the single commercial

tenant farmer.

The History of the tack

Baron Hume claims that Scotland was the first European nation to bestow a

legal identity on the tenant farmer through a statute by James II in 1449. This statute

defined ' the character of the tack as 'for the safetie and favor of the puir people that

labour the ground that they all, and others that hes taken, or sail take lands in time to

come, fra lords; and hes ternes and seirs thereof, that suppose the lordes sell or

annaly that land or landes, the takers sail remain with their tackes until the ischew of

their terms'.1 For the first time, the tenant was characterised as a genuine legal

identity entitled to at least some protection from his landlord from the laws of

Scotland.2 The statute formulated the legal right of a tenant to use the land he rented

and to benefit from the fruits of this land for the whole duration of the tack. This

right was irrespective of any change in ownership of the land.

It was from this original and poorly defined concept of a legal bargain between

landlord and tenant that the identity of the tack evolved. A fundamental principle had

been established: the tenant paid a real rent and had specific legal rights that were in

some way linked to the actual creation of wealth derived from using the land he

rented. Admittedly, during this early period, tenants had only a very qualified legal

right of ownership to even the stocking and cattle on their farms and only a fragile

temporary interest in the land they farmed. As Ross points out, 'it is strange to reflect

that all the poor tenants had were considered to be the property of their masters, for
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"5

whose personal debts they, as such, were continually poinded'. In 1469 a further

Act of Parliament was passed that went some way to strengthen the tenants' legal

rights to the value of any farm produce that remained after they had paid their rent to

their landlord. The basic incentive to produce a surplus of agricultural produce over

and above that which they paid their landlord and that which they required for their

own survival was for the first time enshrined in Scottish law. From this fragile

initiation grew the relationship between the landlord and his tenant that came to

dominated agricultural wealth creation in Scotland.

By the seventeenth century, farm tacks were not only bargains between

landlords and tenants but also community affairs. Sanderson claims that the control

and regulation of farm tacks was one of the main functions of the Barony Court.4

The court legitimised the tack and used its authority to maintain the conditions that

pertained to the tack. As part of the recognised conditions of a tack all tenants had to

attend the three Head Courts of the year as well as being liable to be recruited as jury

for the court or as officers and servants of the barony. The landlord had the ultimate

authority in the court but, more often than not, the principal tacksman or tenants of

the barony ran the day to day business of implementing and interpreting the rules of

agriculture in the barony. By the eighteenth century, much of the criminal and civil

jurisdiction of the barony court had been transferred to higher courts, leaving the

authority of the barony to deal with only the control of agriculture production and the

social behaviour of the local inhabitants.5

The ownership of a tack was therefore recognition of an entitlement to use land

in a particular community and a commitment to abide by the rules of that
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community. The control exercised through the tacks of the principal tenants of a

barony was crucial to regulating the use of the assets of the barony and was an

important factor in the survival of early modern settlements. Elaborate traditions and

customary practices particular to individual baronies developed to protect the value

of the assets of these baronies from excessive exploitation by any one individual

tenant. In such a way the vital balance of the use of resources that were available to

the community were maintained and protected against individual exploitation.

Work done by Carl Dahlman on the balance of power between the individual

interests of farmers and commoners operating in the open field system of agriculture

in England during the early modern period highlights the importance of this control.6

His thesis suggests that the open field system (in Scotland, the run-rig system of land

use) was so universal throughout the whole of Europe during this period that it must

have been both economically efficient and provided the lowest risk to those who

used it. In a complex, but convincing, argument, he links the ownership (or rent) of

arable land strips with the control of the use of common ground. He argues that,

without adequate control of common land, individuals within communities would

inevitably overuse these resources and this overuse would result in the sub-optimal

resource allocation in a community. Common grazing would be overgrazed, woods

destroyed and arable lands depleted in fertility. As a result the right to use common

land in most primitive societies was inevitably linked to the possession of arable

land. Because arable land in the English open field systems was normally held in a

complex web of individually owned strips this inevitably meant that this system

resisted (through the practical and economic reality of strip farming) the
n

accumulation of large areas of arable land by any one individual. Dahlman
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concludes, 'The argument is not that collective 'needs' override individual desires.

Rather, the tenant is seen to accept the scattering (of arable land) as a price to be

paid in order to prevent others from consolidating their holdings, and scattering is
Q

therefor consistent with individual wealth maximisation'. By controlling the use of

arable land and linking it to the traditional rights of access to common land, over-

exploitation of common land by one individual is prevented. Critical to this control

mechanism was the strength the communal authority had in maintaining the rights of

traditional usage.

This theory can be equated to baronial control exercised in Forfarshire society

through the medium of the farm tack. It is clear from the few surviving barony

records that tenants who held legitimate tacks in a barony were also entitled to the

cultivation of a particular area of ground (measured in ploughgates or a portion of a

ploughgate). Along with this entitlement came privileges relating to the use of

common ground. These arable areas may have been intermingled or in separate

blocks, but either way the total amount of arable land an individual controlled

represented his status and wealth in the community.

In the Balbegno Court records from the 1720s, the Baron, John Ogilvy,

declared that the tenants of the barony were casting too much peat from the bog of

Balbegno and consequently it was rapidly becoming exhausted. His solution was to

order the Baillie to reallocate the amount of peat that each tenant was allowed to cut.

He did this in the traditional manner of proportioning the entitlement to the amount

of peat a tenant could cut to the amount of bolls of grain he paid in his rent.9 The

privilege to use the resources of common ground, in this case the cutting of peat, was

clearly linked to the amount of arable ground the tenant possessed. The entitlement
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that the principal tacksman held for his particular farm was then divided up between

his sub-tenants and cottars.

The relationship between the tack for arable land and a specific right of usage

or privilege is further substantiated by submissions presented to arbiters at the time

commonties were being enclosed. For example, when the Balnamoon Myre, in the

Barony of Redcastle, was divided between neighbouring landowners in 1757, the

interests of each of the tenants holding a legal tack in the vicinity of the myre were

taken into account. Some had no rights at all, some had specific rights to a specified

area of the myre, and others had limited rights such as 'the right to casting of fuel to

a tenth of the value of their rent'.10 All of these rights were directly connected to the

tack they held for their possession.

Similar divisions can be seen early in the eighteenth century on the Dilto Moor

of the Barony of Panmure and Downie, where most of the moor was divided up into

areas, called 'rooms', which measured eight ells each. Farmers were entitled to a

clearly identifiable number of 'rooms' that related to the amount of ploughgates of

arable ground that they farmed. For example, in 1701 Downiekenn farm with three

ploughgates of land was entitled to 24 rooms.11 By 1722 this system seems to have

been breaking down and the Moss grieve, Thomas Kidd, can be found letting various

small tenants use empty rooms for the payment, or a bribe, of 3 / 4 Scots per room.12

Similar rights were associated with the grazing of animals. Each tenant had the

right to supply a number of animals (depending on the size of his rent) to be looked

after by the barony 'herd'. These grazing rights were linked to the extent of the value

of the tenant's tack. Much of the conflict concerning common grazing coming before

the Sheriff Court at the end of the eighteenth century arose from the erosion of these
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longstanding entitlement to graze animals on the common ground. Individuals who

held traditional rights of access and grazing as part of the privileges of their tack

found that these rights were being encroached by others for their own personal profit.

For example, when John Smyth ofBalharry purchased the lands of Glencally, he

appealed to the Sheriff Court for a restriction order to be placed on the local tenants

to limit the amount of sheep they could graze on what he saw as his land. The

tenants' argument was that their right to graze sheep on this land was enshrined in

the privileges of their tacks and this right had been in existence 'beyond the memory

of man'.13

It is therefore safe to assume that, in Scotland before the advent of agricultural

improvement, the farm tack was an important instrument in dictating how land was

used in a community. The natural resources of a community were protected from

exploitation by the control exercised through farm tacks. The extent of the tack

defined the privileges of the tenant, and these privileges were policed through the

authority of the Barony Court. A farm tack was much more than a license to farm an

individual area of land. It encompassed many other privileges and responsibilities

that concerned not only the tenant who possessed the tack but also the whole of the

community. It is the decline of this community influence of the tack as they were

adapted to accommodate commercial agriculture that is critical in understanding the

social impact of commercialised farming during this period.

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the identity of the tenant farmer, as

someone with specific individual rights associated with the size of the rent he paid

for his farm, had become firmly established in rural society. His legal rights as a
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leaseholder were widely supported both by national legislation and individual barony

law. By then the status of the tenant farmer in rural society was far removed from the

serf or chattel of earlier generations who had been legally owned by the landlord and

could be sold like any other asset on an estate. The farm tack possessed by a tenant

was, in essence, a licence to live in the barony, under the common rules of the

barony, and to benefit from the protection of the feudal lord of that barony.

During the period before commercialisation, social behaviour and agricultural

practice were closely linked. The actions of one tenant inevitably affected other

tenants living within the community. The manner in which one tenant maintained

and controlled his farm, and the cottars and sub-tenants on that farm, was of crucial

importance to the other tenants of the barony. For example, a tenant could be fined

as much for not cultivating his farm as for not paying his rent.14 He could be fined

for farming in such a way that threatened the land of others in the barony, such as

'casting with plough and spade any flags or turf from the fauld dykes or haughhead'

of the barony.15 He could be fined for not being a good neighbour and failing to co¬

operate in communal tasks, or for behaving in a manner that threatened the crops of

others in the barony, such as by driving his cart over other people's possessions. He

could also be fined for fighting with other members of the barony. His tack by its

very nature put him and his sub-tenants and cottars under an obligation to abide by

the rules of the barony and obey the authority of that barony.

Over hundreds of years, the characteristics of the legal constitution of the

tenant had evolved around these concerns of the feudal barony. Dodgshon argues

that the tack changed within the context of a feudal society and throughout this

earlier period 'both labour services (sowing, ploughing, harvesting and carriages)
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and rent in kind (grain, stock, poultry, fish or cloth) continue to form the basis of

landlord-tenant relationships in many areas.'16 It was the provision of this food and

services that enabled landowners to maintain their feudal retainers and wage feudal

warfare. Under these conditions, it was in no one's interest for one tenant to prosper

at the expense of other tenants. Tenants had communal rather than individual

responsibilities, and the tack was both a commitment to these communal obligations

and a personal obligation to the landlord.

It is also obvious from the few remaining barony records relating to the first

half of the eighteenth century that baronial control was rapidly disintegrating. The

power of community control that had been exercised by barony officials and which

legitimised traditional and customary practice in the barony was in rapid decline.

Individual tenants were laying claim to specific areas of common land and

disregarding traditional divisions and restrictions. Adams, in his analysis of the

enclosing of commonties in Scotland, argues that by the eighteenth century the

custom of some tenants to graze areas of commonty exclusively was leading to a

17
considerable amount of unofficial encroachment of common land.

It is argued in this thesis that fundamental to the growth of commercial

farming was a weakening of this communal obligation to the barony and a

strengthening of a personal obligation to the landlord. By the beginning of the

eighteenth century, many rentals were still predominantly paid in services and in

kind, but the feudalism this form of payment supported was in rapid decline.

Landlords no longer needed a vast army of retainers or large supplies of produce to

feed these retainers. As Devine found for the four counties he studied in depth all
18

were 'moving rapidly towards cash rentals'. From the landlord's point of view, the
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production of agricultural commodities on farms became important for the cash

revenue it could generate rather than the number of retainers that it could feed. By

the middle of the eighteenth century, the economic importance of producing

agricultural produce had become a national, rather than merely an estate, issue. The

national government's war efforts and the growth in the urban population that was

supporting the rise in industrial growth both required a farming industry that

produced surplus food and fibre. As a result, markets for agricultural products were

opening up and feeding new wealth into the countryside, and landlords began to take

that wealth in the form of moneyed rent. These markets were the catalysts that

created a radical change in the nature of the tack. The insular interests of the barony

became much less important and were replaced by the personal interests of the

individual landlord and tenant as they strove to get a share of these new markets.

Throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, farm tacks evolved

slowly and often erratically towards a position in which the landlords' economic

interests and the tenants' commercial interest took preference over the interests of

the whole community. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the basic laws of

agricultural tenancies (which remain relatively unchanged even today) had become

firmly established, not as a means of protecting communities from individual

exploitation but as the organisational framework for Scottish commercial

agricultural production. It is argued in this thesis that during this process of change it

was the interests of the single commercial tenant farmer that prevailed over those of

the landlord and the rest of the rural population.

Between 1760 and 1815 the laws of tenancy were slow to evolve. This was due

to a combination of factors. On the one hand, the strength of baronial authority had
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become seriously weakened, allowing powerful individual tenant families to take

control of their local communities. Unless the landlord lived on his estate and took

personal authority over his tenants (and was not completely bankrupt and indebted to

his tenants as many in Forfarshire were) these families could dominate communities.

They could control what remained of the Barony Court and dictate the priorities of

the barony to further their own interests. At the same time, the lack of legal

definition in earlier farm tacks made it difficult for landowners to successfully use

national legislation to control their tenants' behaviour. These earlier tacks were not

written to cope with educated commercialised tenant farmers, whose growing sense

of democratic and legal principles were being influenced by such events as the

American War of Independence and the French revolution. The tacks assumed

customary practice and traditional rights and limitation, but they did so in an

environment where these values were being increasingly ignored. It is argued in this

thesis that in the period between the break-up of baronial authority in the second half

of the eighteenth century and the eventual rigid control exercised by the landlord and

his factor in the nineteenth century, a certain freedom and entrepreneurial

independence can be detected in the behaviour of tenant fanners. It is suggested that

this period represents an important phase in the transformation of Scottish rural

society. It was a period in which the relative freedom and ambiguity of the farm tack

allowed the activities of the stronger tenant farmers in a community to have

considerable influence over the manner in which Scottish rural society developed.

They were not unique. It is particularly noticeable from the court records of

the last quarter of the eighteenth century that all classes of society appear to have

been willing to stand up for their legal rights. Tenant farmers were not alone to use
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the law at every opportunity to fight for their own interests. The legislative authority,

acting chiefly in the interest of the land-owning class, had to be constantly

reinterpreting or rewriting the tenancy laws of Scotland in the face of changes in

farming practice that were clearly associated with the impact that commercial

farming was having on rural society. They did so, not by doing away with the

importance of tacks but by reinterpreting the main characteristics of these tacks.

The Characteristics of farm Tacks.

There are a number of individual characteristics of the farm tack that grew in

importance during the second half of the eighteenth century and came under

particular pressure to adapt to cope with commercial farming. These are important

because the way tacks evolved often determined not only how farms were farmed but

also the type of society that developed on and around these farms.

Firstly was the concept of 'delectus personae'. This was an established

characteristic of the tack from the earliest of times and formed an essential part of

the legal identity of the tenant. Delectus personae implied that the tenant was unique

to the contexts of an individual tack. The landlord was forming a contract with an

individual and, as such, taking into account the character of that individual. In

feudal society it was important that a landlord had friends and followers occupying

his lands to provide protection and support in troubled and often violent times. As a

result, the law tended towards restricting the ownership of an individual tack to one
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particular person and confining the privileges contained in the tack to that person.

Over time, the favoured requirements relevant to the choice of a tenant, particularly

a farming tenant, changed. By the end of the eighteenth century, the farming skills of

a tenant were more important than his fighting skills but throughout both periods the

concept remained the same. Each tack was a contract with one particular individual.

The way this individuality was interpreted by the law had a number of important

implications for commercial farming.

Firstly, the restrictions of 'delectus personae' to a tack had a profound

influence on the way the law regarded heirs, sub-tenants and assignees. Landlords

could, and did, abuse this concept of individuality by restricting the tack to the

individual who had made the original bargain. If a tenant died before the end of his

lease his family often had no right to remain in the tenancy. The resulting insecurity

of a tenant and his family had serious implications on the way he farmed his land and

on his ability to borrow money on the strength of his tack. During the eighteenth

century, this insecurity was gradually seen by the more enlightened judges to be

detrimental to the improvement of farms and farming practice. They realised that

under these conditions there was no incentive for a tenant to invest in his farm and

no security for anyone to lend money to a tenant to pay for such investment. There

was, as a consequence, a gradual move towards encouraging continuity and security

in farm tacks. By the end of the eighteenth century, the courts generally concurred

with the view that 'though a tack mention not heirs, he conceives it will go to

them'.19 Consequently, a tenant could, with some degree of certainty, invest in his

farm on the security of his tack with the knowledge that if he died his heir would
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benefit from his investment. This was an important development in encouraging

tenants to improve their farms.

Secondly, during the period of agricultural improvement, the farming skills of

the tenant and his willingness to invest time and money on the farm were of

paramount importance. If a farm was to be improved, either by the landlord or by the

tenant himself, then it was essential that the skills of the tenant were such that any

capital spent on improvements was not wasted. Tenants and their families needed

security to encourage them to invest in their farms, but landlords also needed

protection against the tack being passed on to an unsuitable tenant who might

jeopardise the value of his investment in the farm. This dilemma exercised the minds

of the Court of Session judges throughout the whole of the eighteenth century. The

power to sublet or assign a tack became increasingly contentious.

Originally, a tenant could sublet his farm in such a way that areas of ground

could be parcelled out to other people. This extended the land that was cultivated on

a farm far beyond that which a single tenant could be reasonably expected to farm

himself. A tacksman renting large areas of land could sublet to a multitude of sub¬

tenants who paid rent directly to him. His income resulted from the difference

between the combined rents of his tenants and the rent he paid his landlord. The

feudal landlord approved of this arrangement because it allowed a tacksman to

muster manpower in his support and this was important in maintaining power and

influence in feudal times. As a result the feudal landscape was characterised by

individual farmtouns, made up of a collection of sub-tenancies and cottons, each of

which were controlled by the principal tack holder. When a tack expired and the

tenant left the farm, his sub-tenants and cottars were also obliged to leave.
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Ross claimed that this right to subset a farm did not necessarily include the

right to assign the tack for the whole farm to another individual. The only exception

being in the case of bankruptcy of the tenant in which case 'the law has postponed

the 'delectus personae' of the master to public justice and expediency".20 In early

tacks the right of the tenant to sublet was usually limited to sub-tenants who were

91
'no higher degree than the tacksman himself. This was presumably to prevent any

one individual building up a rival power base to the landlord by assembling a

monopoly of sub-tenancies in an area.

As the priorities of the landlords changed during the second half of the

eighteenth century, this division of a tack into sub-tenancies came to be seen as a

hindrance to agricultural progress. It was argued that sub-tenants and assignees had

little incentive to invest in their farm because of the lack of legal security they

enjoyed. The rights of the sub-tenant, as will be seen later in this thesis, allowed him

less security for any investment he made in the farm because he was always

subservient to the principal tenant. By the end of the eighteenth century, there was a

general recognition by the courts that a tenant with a tack of ordinary endurance (one

of nineteen years or less), did not enjoy the right to subset or assign his tack to a third

party unless such a right was specifically stated in the tack.

The courts began to insist that this right was valid only if it was expressly

stated in the terms of the tack rather than merely assumed, as was previously the

case.22 This restriction was even extended to tacks of twenty-one years, following a

case between the Earl of Cassillis v Macadam. It is interesting to note that in this

case it was argued that, the principle of, 'delectus personae,' in a tenant was more

adapted to the early state of society when tenants were understood to be followers
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and retainers of the landlord than at present, when the lands are let to opulent men at

a high rent and where leases descend to the heirs of the tenant'.23 For tacks longer

than twenty one years the courts seem to have taken the opinion that the very act of

the landlord allowing a longer tack implied that the tenant could, and probably

would have to, subset or assign sometime during the length of the agreement.24

This conflict between the individuality of tacks and the security of individual

tenants to convey their tenancies to others is reflected in the rulings of the Court of

Session throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century. For example, in 1802, the

Earl of Dalhousie was able to establish that, in a situation where there was a lease

that excluded assignees and sub-tenants, and the tenant of the farm had left the

country leaving the management of the farm to another person, the tenant would

forfeit the right to the tack.25 The wish of the landlord to protect his farm from being

farmed by anyone other than the tenant of his choice was established. It was argued

in this case that, for a tenant farmer to be able to pay a high rent, he had to be a man

of ability. It was important for the landlord that his initial choice of an individual

tenant should not be undermined in such a manner.

This individuality of tacks extended to the question of the extent of the right

of the heirs of a tenant to succeed to a tenancy. This particular aspect of tack

interpretation caused endless problems to the courts as landlords and tenants argued

from their own particular perspective. The tenant needed some guarantee that his

investment could be passed on to his family when he died because without such

assurance the tenant would have considerable difficulty in borrowing money on the

security of his tack. On the other hand the landlord argued that his tenant's heir

might be an imbecile or indolent, and thereby ruin the farm. Lord Minto brought a
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case before the Court of Session in which he tried to establish the extent of the

definition of the word 'heir'. He argued that, in the terms of the tack, the word heir

should not extend to a son-in-law.26 In this particular case, the court did not allow the

conveyance of the lease to the son-in-law of the tenant. However, in general, it

became a recognised fact that leases could be passed down to the direct heirs of a

tenant if such a right was stated in the conditions of the tack.

Another important characteristic of a tack was its length. The legal constitution

of a tack entitled the holder to some degree of certainty for a specific period of time.

The extent of this certainty was dependent on the form the tack took. A verbal tack

(in effect a promise from a landlord) was certain insofar as it was legally valid for

one year. For that one year, the tenant enjoyed a degree of legal protection that he

would not have had if there had been no verbal agreement. It distinguished him from

the many squatters and vagabonds that infested the country during the eighteenth

century.

These unwritten tacks may well have continued from year to year but there was

no legal guarantee they would and no legal protection beyond the end of each year's

term. Most of the older tacks were of this nature and were renewed annually almost

automatically. The yearly tack was an early recognition by the legislature of the

importance of establishing the basic right of those that sowed a seed on the land to

the fruits of that crop. Dodgshon suggests that the majority of tacks in the Lowland

area of Scotland during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were only for a period of

five years or less. He states 'that the majority of Lowland tenants generally occupied

their holdings precariously rather than securely, with frequent reviews of tenure'.27
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However, he goes on to make a distinction between tacksman who had longer

tenancies with that of the peasant tenant labouring the soil. The latter was much less

secure and often held his tack from year to year.

These tacks, whether they were verbal or written were significant. By the

eighteenth century, the court records indicate that the legal right of tenants to

protection against eviction was fully respected and vigorously maintained by both

local barony officials and the national judiciary. It is also clear that under normal

circumstance tacks legally binding for only one year would be automatically

renewed. The commonly held view that annually renewing rentals were necessarily

precarious for the tenant does not take into account the collective strength of the

Barony Courts in representing the wishes of the whole of the barony rather than just

the individual landowner. It was often the custom for tacks to be renewed verbally

when the tenants gathered at the Head Court of the year and all the other tenants

witnessed this verbal agreement.28 The removal of a tenant's tacks was a very public

act that was carried out in full view of the whole of the community. Notices had to

be displayed on the door of the parish church and decrees passed in the Barony

Court. The landlord undoubtedly had the legal right to remove a tenant holding a

verbal tack but he did so in the full view of both church and barony authority.

Historically the development of the yearly tack was an important advance in

the nature of landownership. A landlord, whether he was a landowner or a tacksman

renting to a sub-tenant, was constrained from forcibly confiscating his tenants crops

or randomly removing tenants at the end of each year. A clear distinction between a

person possessing a piece of land through a tenancy and one holding it as a serf,

chattel or labourer of the landlord was enshrined in these tacks. This was a situation
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significantly different from that of other European countries in the early modern

period and one that had immensely important implications for the way that Scottish

agriculture developed in the eighteenth century. Much of the social change in rural

Scotland linked with the eighteenth century can be associated with the importance of

the tack in Scottish law.

Both Devine and White have demonstrated that the yearly verbal tack slowly

gave way to more elaborate written tacks. For a tack to become valid for a number of

years it had to be formally constituted on paper and after the Act ofParliament of the

23rd George III, ch. 58 this should have been on stamped paper. Lord Braco

established in a case in 1742 that the validity of a tack on which the only grounds for

continuation was the effect of a promise from the landlord was unsustainable

because, 'writing was necessary to the constitution of a tack for a term of years, not

only because such rights as tacks being heritable and concerning lands, are reckoned

matters of importance, but when granted for a term of years, are alienation's'.29

Because of the certainty that was constituted in a tenure, its existence became a

burden on an estate, which affected the value of that estate. The stronger the laws of

tenancy, the greater the potential burden any conditions in the tack became on an

estate because they could not be ignored by any new owner. The importance of

clearly stating the extent of this burden in writing when issuing a tack became ever

more obvious as the eighteenth century advanced.

By agreeing to a tack, a heritor alienated certain legal rights he held over the

land he owned and transferred these rights to the tenant for the duration of the tack.

The conditions imposed by one landlord were binding on any future landlord until

the tack expired. If the landowner sold his land, died or went bankrupt, the legality
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of the tenure remained the same. In 1774, it was affirmed that 'a purchaser cannot

turn out the tenants, but must allow them to possess their farms upon the conditions

contained in their tack'30. The conditions of the tack became a legally binding

obligation on the new landlord. The bargain formed by the former landlord remained

unchanged for the new owner. As a result it became important to both parties that the

conditions of the tack should be written down and easily defined by law. The

advance of written tacks is symptomatic of the decline of barony control exercised

over farm tacks and the rise in the importance of the estate factor and estate lawyer

in controlling tenants.

One of the reasons farm tacks formed such an important part in the nature of

landholding in Scotland was that the concept of a 'tack' was used universally in the

alienation of all kinds of property. Leasing through tacks was ingrained in Scottish

legal history. In the feudal system of landholding no proprietor below the Crown

owns any piece of land absolutely. Individuals held lands in perpetuity for a feu rent.

Over time, and devalued by inflation, these feu rents became insignificant when

compared to the real rent of the property. The feu holder became in effect a heritable

landowner. These lands could be sold or inherited by others and in time formed the

pyramid of ownership that characterised the feudal system. There was no limit to the

amount of sub-feuing unless expressly forbidden in a superior feu.

The feu-farm, or leasing of land in perpetuity in return for a fixed rent, had a

long history in Scotland. It provided in the middle ages a means by which large

landowners, in particular the Church and the Crown, could realise some of the

monetary value of their lands without being forced to sell them outright. Blench
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holdings, Mortification and kindly tenures were other forms of tenure that were all a

part of the Scottish legal system in which the laws of tenure evolved. It is in this

context of a firmly established precedence by landowners in alienating part of the

customary rights of ownership through entering contracts of tenure with third parties

that the farming tenancies came into widespread use. The tack as a means of forming

a legal contract spread throughout every level of Scottish society. The Forfarshire

court records of the eighteenth century clearly demonstrate the universal use of tacks

in realising value from assets. Tacksman, tenants, sub-tenants and even in some

cases cottars all possessed their properties by some sort of tack that entitled them to

certain legal rights over their property for the duration of the tack.

The Court records also demonstrate that the tack was used as a mechanism for

controlling the alienation of a wide variety of other assets of value. Tenure

agreements underpinned bargains for operating ferries across water, for quarrying

stone, collecting seaweed, operating tolls, using fishing rights, holding a Brewseat,

and a multitude of other commercial agreements. Anything of value could be

alienated from the owner to a third party by means of a tack. For all these tacks the

basic legal prerogatives in which they operated were the same and as such the

strength of the tack as a legally binding bargain was ingrained in Scottish society.

This was important, and became more so as commercial farming developed,

because it influenced the degree of control a landlord had in running his estate.

Tacks were of consequence and could not be disregarded by a landlord. This is

clearly illustrated by the way entailed estates were restricted in what they could, or

could not, do with the terms of tenure on individual farms. Any change in the

conditions of a tack for an entailed estate farm was seen as potentially increasing the
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burden of alienation on that estate. This inevitably affected the value of the estate to

the future beneficiary of the entail. He became liable for any charges resulting from

this new burden. Because owners of entailed estates held their land under the

conditions of the 'fetters' of the entail (which restricted their ability to burden an

estate with new responsibilities) they were often not allowed to change the nature of

tacks with their tenants.

To instigate improving conditions into a tack inevitably led to a change in the

responsibility imposed on any future landlord. These responsibilities were in a sense

additional costs on an estate because the nature of the laws of tenancy obliged any

future generation to honour these conditions. The original law of entail of 1685 was

so stringent that heirs of estates found that they were unable to change even the

slightest conditions in their tenancies. This in effect condemned the estate to stagnate

in a perpetual time warp and as a result the value of these estates suffered. A series

of 'Entail statutes' culminating in the Montgomery Act of 1770 eventually lessened

the restriction of fetters and allowed entailed landowners to manage and improve

their estates with some degree of freedom. The way entails influenced the

development of farmland on an estate does however highlight the legal certainty of

farm tacks under Scottish law.31

It was the certainty of tacks that created obligations. A tenant had a legally

binding limit to his obligation to his landlord but equally the landlord had a legal

obligation to his tenant. These obligations transcend the ownership of the land. In the

words of Baron Hume the law 'has bestowed on a tack (always under certain

qualifications) the foreign and extrinsic character of a real right in the land, which is
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effectual against a purchaser of the subject equally as against him who let the tack

and his heir'. At a change of ownership, the old owner was liable for any

improvements that he should have done prior to the sale. Similarly, the new owner

was liable for any improvements done by the tenant, in accordance with the terms of

the tack, after the sale. As a result, a new owner could find himself responsible for

expenses resulting from conditions drawn up by the previous owner.

The important point to be made is that the legal rights enjoyed by a tenant were

associated with the land he rented rather than with any individual who owned that

land. This was a point of considerable importance in the development of commercial

agriculture because it influenced the ability (or desire) of tenants to finance

improvements through personal investment or borrowing money from a third party.

In Scotland, and this is in contrast to other countries at that time, the investor or

lender had the security provided by the tenancy laws of Scotland rather than by the

whim of an individual landlord. This security was, as will be demonstrated, a double-

edged sword.

The security of farm tacks

The previous section has established the importance of the legal certainty of

tacks in the move towards commercial farming. The review of the court records

confirms this importance but also reveals some interesting aspects concerning how

this legal certainty impacted on the individual security of farming tenants. The

records show that it was often a complicated and lengthy business to remove any
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tenant with a legally constituted written tack from his farm before the end of his

lease. It is clear from the arguments used by tenants to delay eviction that landlords

were required to follow the exact legal demands imposed by the tenancy laws. This

applied even at the end of a lease because a tenant's right of possession to a farm

continued unless either party did something to show that it meant to alter the

previous agreement. If both parties remain silent the tack was automatically renewed

annually.33 It is perhaps for this reason that landlords, or their factors, can be seen

applying to the courts for the removal of tenants on their estates en masse. All

tenants with any legal entitlement had to have adequate warning of removal even

though their tack had come to an end. As Devine points out, these applications for

removal do not necessarily represent a mass eviction of tenants from an estate but a

necessity by landlords to follow the exact letter of the law.34 By doing so it put

landlords in a stronger position to renegotiate new leases with existing tenants

because if they failed to reach an agreement they could then rapidly remove the

tenant.

It was important in any action of removal against tenants that a warning was

applied for before a Judge Ordinary at least forty days before the term of
•5 c

Whitsunday. Notice to quit had to be delivered personally to the tenant and even

after this had been done the tenant had a series of lengthy legal procedures that he

could pursue before having to actually move. The Sheriff Court records show that

tenants frequently lodged appeals and quibbled about the exact execution of the legal

procedure of their eviction. Evicting a tenant at the end of a lease was possible

provided the landlord or his representative followed the precise letter of the law.

Evicting him in the middle of a lease was however much more problematic. The
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overall impression is that, once a tenant was established with a written tack, there

was very little a landlord could do to get him out before the end of his tack unless he

actually went bankrupt.

A series of cases in the 1780s and 1790s between John Ramsay L'Amy of

Drumkenny and his tenants John and James Maxwell illustrates this point

adequately. The original tack had been with their father, John Maxwell, but after his

death the two sons took over the lease. The first thing they did was to divide the farm

into two parts, with John farming East Drumkenny and James West Drumkenny.

This division was unofficial and poorly defined and left a perfect opportunity for

both brothers to delay and prevaricate in the payment of their individual rents. Years

of litigation in the Court of Session between L'Amy and the Maxwell brothers were

required to settle the value of the individual rents and the extent of the lands held in

tenancy between the two brothers. In the case notes of these actions, it is made clear

that hardly a year went by without the landlord having to apply to the Sheriff Court

for payment of rent. On two occasions the stock on the farm had to be rouped in

order to pay rent arrears. In one of the actions in the Court of Session the judge

presiding over the case made the following observation.

Nine cases out of ten, which come before this
court, it is the tenant who oppresses the landlord, indeed
the genius of our law is happy such, that, if a tenant pays
his rent with tolerable punctuality, it is hardly possible for
landlords, under pretence of any other quarrel, to oppress
the tenant. In the article of oppressing each other, the
tenant has evidently the advantage of the landlord, for
whenever they quarrel, be the case what it will, the tenant
generally oppresses the landlord by withholding his rent,
and pays him with a bill of suspension, at least, if not with
a tedious law suit.36
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In 1789 L'Amy applied to the local Sheriff Court for the removal of James

Maxwell on the grounds ofMaxwell's inability to farm his land properly. To do this

he had to prove to the court that Maxwell did not have sufficient livestock to work

and graze the farm and that his seed corn was of poor quality and badly planted. He

obtained statements from neighbouring farmers which suggested that Maxwell only

had eight vermin ridden horses worth £8 at the very most and that the oat seed he had

planted had not been sufficiently harrowed in after sowing and had failed to thrive as

a consequence of this poor husbandry.37 Despite this inadequate farming the action

appears to have failed and Maxwell stayed in possession of his farm. Even at the end

of the lease L'Amy had to go back to the Sheriff Court to demand that Maxwell plant

38
grass on the farm so that the terms of the lease were fulfilled. It was also alleged

that on the removal of the tenant, 'such was Maxwell's character in the country that

the messenger declined to eject him with his ordinary officers, but went with a party

39of solders, as he had threatened to murder him and his whole party'.

Clearly the Maxwell's' were exceptional tenants but their capacity to resist

eviction despite the best efforts of their landlord was not. The sheriff records show

that where tenants had legally binding tacks they were extremely difficult to remove

during the period of their tenancy. There was always a long and expensive litigation

to be overcome if the tenant wished to delay eviction. Evidence from the Panmure

estates indicates that in practice many of the tenants receiving long leases (thirty -

eight years plus a life) in the 1760s and 1770s kept these leases in their family well

into the nineteenth century despite frequent attempts by factors to remove them.40

Further more, it is clear from the appearance of many cases involving tenants suing

their sub-tenants41 and even their cottars42, that the legal security represented by a
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tack meant that an accurate execution of the legal requirements for the removal of a

tenant was always required, whoever was involved.

The advent of more complex tacks at the end of the eighteenth century was to

some extent a response to this dilemma. Headrick, writing in the second decade of

the nineteenth century, suggests that a common clause used in older tacks was to

demand that the tenant 'obey and abide by all acts of the Baron Court made and to be

made' as this could always be interpreted in such a way as to remove a troublesome

tenant. He also reports that the Court of Session had recently (he was writing in

1813) declared this type of 'irritant clauses' illegal.43

The overall impression gained from the court records and estate papers is that

the landlords of Forfarshire did not wish to get rid of tenants but merely control their

farming activities and possibly relocate smaller tenants to more convenient places on

their estate. In contrast to the Highlands of Scotland where tenants on the ground

competed with the principal agricultural crop (sheep and cattle), in Forfarshire empty

farms and absentee tenants were an economic disaster for an estate. Agricultural

improvement did not cause depopulation in Forfarshire but tended instead to lead to

the redistribution of the rural population to accommodate commercial farming.44 In

general, throughout the whole of eighteenth century, good farming tenants with their

own capital were in short supply in Forfarshire. There is no evidence in the Sheriff

Courts records of landlords removing tenants by force in any numbers although it is

clear that tenants themselves were frequently changing farms for other reasons.

Evidence provided by Ingram demonstrates the considerable mobility of tenants

within their own district but also suggests that this mobility was less apparent from
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one district to another.45 Furthermore, the forced removal of individuals from an

estate was much more likely to be through tenants evicting their sub-tenants and

cottars from their land than as a result of direct landlord policy of clearing estates to

make individual farms. A constant theme running through the 1790 Statistical

Accounts is one of farms being enlarged due to a decline in sub-tenants and cottars

resulting from the actions of the principal tenant. This removal of small holders by

the principal tenant was made easier by the insecurity of short-term tacks under

which these people normally held the rights to their house and land.

Conclusion

The evolution of agricultural tenants from the 'puir people that labour the

ground' into commercialised tenants who were often 'opulent men with high rents'

was reflected in the way the courts interpreted the laws of tenure. Monteath

described the evolution of laws concerning the tack during the eighteenth century as

follows: 'The development of the law can be briefly described as a gradual transition

from the fundamental conception of a lease as 'strictissimi juris' and involving

'delectus personae', to a realistic appreciation of the tenant's interest as a

commercial asset, in keeping with the improvement in his conditions over the

years'.46 It has been argued that the widespread use of agricultural tenancy

agreements throughout every level of society in eighteenth century Scotland was a

unique feature of Scottish rural life. The ability of Scottish agriculture to respond so

quickly to the commercial opportunities that arose during the eighteenth century was
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related to this overpowering influence of the tack. Giant social changes in the

countryside were achieved within the legal framework of lands being held under tack

and subject to the legally defined statutes of the tack. Changes in the way land was

farmed were reflected in the conditions being stipulated in the farm tacks under

which tenants and sub-tenants held for their possessions. This familiarity and

continuity of use of the tack throughout the whole of Scottish society may to some

degree account for the relatively little social unrest associated with such changes.

Changes were gradually incorporated into a familiar legal medium.

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, landlords measured the value of

their estates by the sum of their annual rents. The importance of manpower, and the

servitude associated with that manpower, had been replaced by the need to generate

monetary wealth. The legislature had begun to interpret the laws of tenure in a way

that tended to favour commercial agricultural over the feudal and barony interests of

individual landowners. By doing so, they opened up opportunities for individual

tenants to exploit their farms. The constant challenge to the judiciary was to

encourage wealth creation by the tenantry without allowing the landlord to lose

control over his principal asset, the land. The Sheriff Court records of Forfarshire

provide a wealth of evidence as to the problems created by this dilemma.

Devine argues that the important difference between Scotland and England in

terms of agricultural change is that in Scotland land was held by a relatively small

number of individual landowners who exercised considerable power over their

tenants. The farm tack was the medium through which this power was administered

and it was through the legal authority of the farm tack that landlords reorganised

their estates and forced tenants into better methods of farming. For unwritten tacks,
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or ones of very short duration, the tenants' possession was undoubtedly precarious

and landlords could rid themselves of troublesome tenants relatively easily but for

longer written tacks tenants appear to have had considerable security of tenure. Here

lies the dilemma for landowners. For landlords to maintain power over their tenants

they needed short duration tacks but if they wished their tenants to invest in their

farms and carry out lasting improvements they had to provide long and legally secure

tacks. Once tenants were in possession of secure tacks the power of the landlord to

influence their behaviour was limited to the conditions imposed in these tacks. To

remove a tenant before the end of his tack appears to have been extremely difficult.

As a result, it was the development of the nature of these conditions of tenure that

became an important feature of the landlord/ tenant relationship during the

nineteenth century.
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11. Mislabouring on Farms

The mislabouring of farms by tenants has always been a constant

preoccupation of landlords. The very act of renting a farm temporarily alienates the

landlord from the use and control of that farm. When leasing his farm he has to rely

on the legal constitution of the tack for protection of the capital worth of his property

and it is through the terms constituted in the tack that he relies on for protection

against any destructive farming activities of his tenant.

During the eighteenth century and the advent of commercialised farming, the

financial consequences of mislabouring became much more critical to the interest of

the landlord than it had previously been. The rapid rise in the potential profits that

could be generated on farms through commercial activities was inevitably reflected

in increases in farm rentals. Well-maintained farms that could provide the tenant

with an income above subsistence commanded much higher rents than unimproved

farms. Maintaining a productive farm and therefore a highly valued farm became as

much the concern of the landlord as of the tenant. By 1810 many improved farms

were coming onto the market, and being taken on by optimistic tenants, at annual

rentals in excess of £4 per acre. Compared with rents below 10/- per acre for

unimproved low yielding farms this represents a considerable increase in estate

income for the landlord. The consequences of mislabouring that threatened this

enhanced value had become much more serious.
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Even so, mislabouring had been an important issue before the advent of

commercialised farming but the emphasis had been different. The Barony Court

records are full of dictates from the Baron Baileys concerning the farming activities

of the tenants. The difference in the pre-improvement era compared to later is that

the consequences of mislabouring affected other tenants and sub-tenants in the

barony as much as it affected the landlord. Mislabouring by one tenant had

implications on the long-term viability of the whole of the community as it could

easily threaten the balance of productive resources of the barony on which the whole

community relied.

Three types of mislabouring can be identified. Firstly, potential soil

productivity could be degraded. Over-cropping or poor rotations of arable land,

overstocking of grassland, poor weed control or bad husbandry techniques, could all

lead to a decline in the productivity of the soil. Any one of these misdemeanours had

serious economic repercussions for the potential productivity of the land and

consequently affected the value of rent the landlord could obtain for land at the end

of a lease.

Secondly, capital farm assets could be altered or devalued. One of the

hallmarks of eighteenth century agricultural change was the spatial reorganisation of

the landscape. The indistinct boundaries of the old farmtoun with its open common

grazing were replaced with organised enclosed farms. The capital value of assets

associated with this reorganisation rose rapidly during the second half of the

eighteenth century. Much of this capital investment needed constant attention to

prevent it depreciating so that the capital value invested in it was not wasted and lost

to the estate.
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Thirdly, farm use might be changed. As tenant farmers began to respond to the

pressures of supplying external markets rather than those of the local community,

new income opportunities became available. This inevitably led to specialisation in

the use of land and the traditional social and physical characteristics of the farm

being altered. This alteration was not always in the interest of the owner of the farm

or the others living on the farm.

The conditions stated in the tack were the landlord's principal defence against

farm exploitation. A carefully drawn up tack could contain conditions that controlled

the method of farming that a tenant was allowed to follow in running his farm. They

could restrict what he could do with the capital assets of the farm. They could

stipulate improvements that had to be done over the period of the lease. They could

even allow a landlord to control or restrict the type of economic activities his tenant

indulged in. By the beginning of the nineteenth century the necessity for such

detailed tacks had become very apparent and they were in widespread use. The

conditions of the tacks had become more specific and demanding. In many cases it

would appear that 'standardised' conditions in tacks were being included in the lease

contract. This often meant that tacks took no account of the individual quality or

location of the farm but simply applied a standard format of restrictive practices and

crop rotations. By applying such detailed and often inappropriate restrictions in a

tack, a landlord also defined the limits of his tenants' ambitions. An over restrictive

tack could lead to tenants stagnating, held back by out of date ideas on husbandry,

and unable to exploit commercial opportunities or to take advantage of new

technologies.47 They could become seriously disadvantaged compared to other
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tenants farming under less draconian conditions. This was recognised by some courts

and on occasions tenants were permitted to vary from a given prescription in their

tacks on the payment of an additional rent.48 Some of the longer leases became

hopelessly out of date and persisted with conditions that were totally unsuitable for

agricultural production methods that prevailed at the end of the lease.49 In a time of

rapidly changing agricultural markets and an increasingly scientific approach to

agricultural production, the comparative advantages, essential for stimulating

commercialisation, were often unavailable to tenants because of the restrictions in

their tack. With the benefit of hindsight, many estates can been seen to have missed

out in the comparatively prosperous years of the first decade and a half of the

nineteenth century, as a result of the restrictive conditions in which they held their

tenants. The balance between controlling a tenant and stifling the incentive of a

tenant to improve his farm was finely balanced.

Mislabouring influencing productive capacity of farms

The farmtoun or unimproved agricultural community of early eighteenth

century Forfarshire relied on a finely balanced cycle of nutrient flow to maintain

fertility. The infield, where the bulk of the cereal crops were grown, received all the

dung, straw and organic waste produced by the farm. All the effort and attention of

the tenant went on this area. Cattle grazing on outfields or common land transferred

nutrients to the infields through their dung. The cutting and mixing of grass sward to

form 'muchfealT supported this transfer. In addition nutrients from the burning of

peat, gorse and broom collected from the common ground were returned to the
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infield as ash. The grass houses of the cottars, impregnated with years of soot, were

periodically demolished and spread on the infield land. Even human waste and

refuse were recycled onto the infield areas, through the infamous midden that

dominated the farmtoun steading. Maintaining fertility in the infield was paramount.

In contrast the outfield was cropped periodically and then left in fallow to regenerate

naturally.

Supporting this ancient system of agriculture were elaborate, and often purely

localised, traditions and customs that dictated the agricultural methods used in the

community. Many were well defined to accommodate the particular soil conditions

in the area. In contrast, the tacks of the tenants, either written or communicated

verbally at the Head Court of the barony, were unspecific and uncomplicated. They

merely stated that the tenant should farm 'in terms of the practice of the county' or

'labour and manure the ground in such manner as not to run it out and impoverish

ifor some such general phrase. This apparent vagueness hid a multitude of rules and

regulations that maintained the rigid conservatism that dominated traditional

agriculture.

The rules for cultivating the ground were specified, not individually through

the lease agreement, but by the Barony Court. The Baillie, birliemen and ground

officer of the barony enforced these conditions. This system had evolved over

hundreds of years and the individual differences in husbandly demanded by specific

baronies must have served the community well under the social and agricultural

conditions of the time. These customs and traditions were not specified in the tack of

an individual tenant but were understood to be part of the conditions that he had to

conform to if he was to live in the barony. It would be wrong to suggest that
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mislabouring was a new concept devised by landlords to force tenants into a better

form of agriculture. The barony records show clearly that controlling tenants'

agricultural methods was an essential part of the traditional farming system that

supported a balanced use of resources in the community. At the beginning of the

eighteenth century in Scotland the needs of the community still held sway over the

needs of any one individual.

However, during the period of intense agricultural change in the second half of

the eighteenth century, these customs and traditional practices came under

considerable legal scrutiny and were often found to be ineffectual for controlling

commercial farmers. Different priorities were evolving that demanded different

interpretations ofwhat was considered good agricultural practice. Even so, the older

constraints were slow to disappear. As Baron Hume pointed out at the end of the

eighteenth century, 'the special custom of the particular district or county - the

understood faith in which parties have dealt and proceeded, is always entitled to

some regard'.50

The more commercial and production orientated tenants became, the less

regard they appear to have had for these traditional restrictions. There are clear

indications in the few remaining barony court records that individual tenants were,

by the beginning of the eighteenth century, starting to disregard the traditional lines

of authority. The whole system was coming under considerable pressure even before

the advent of commercial farming. The ground officer who enforced barony

regulations was frequently being ignored.51 The effectiveness of the Barony Court in

policing the community was in decline and according to Cruickshank had become

riddled with corruption.52 After the passing of the Heritable Jurisdiction Act of 1747
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the authority of the barony was further diminished and, again in the words of J.

Cruickshank, 'the exercise of such fragments ofjurisdiction as were left was so

hampered that many Baronies ceased to function, although certain of them kept up

c-2

an empty display for a good many years'. A power vacuum had been created in the

countryside. In Forfarshire, where landlords' authority had been already weakened

by their widespread involvement in the Jacobite rebellion of 1745, the substantial

tenant families of the county filled this vacuum. By 1760 the power to control

mislabouring was largely in the hands of those most likely to do the mislabouring,

the substantial tenant.

One of the pressures encouraging encroachment and the over use of land in this

earlier period was that the yields of the infields were in decline. In the words of

Professor Smout, 'By the first half of the eighteenth century, Scotland had been

suffering from several thousand years of slow environmental degradation without

any effective actions having been taken to reverse it...'.54 The natural fertility of the

cropped areas was declining faster than it could be replaced. Tenants can be found

frequently ploughing up new areas of ground (usually common ground or

commonties) to gain personally from the short-term fertility stored in this virgin

ground. In addition conditions in the countryside were changing and these changes

were interrupting the cyclical flow of nutrients on which the ancient system of land

fertility relied. The population had begun to grow at a considerably faster rate than

in previous centuries, thus putting even more pressure on communities to use their

arable areas more frequently. Landlords were more likely to be living away from

their estates and selling their 'in kind' rentals away from the land it had been grown
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on. An increasing urban population meant more agricultural produce left farms and

took its organic matter with it. (Modern analysis has estimated that for every ton of

barley removed from the ground 7.8 kg of phosphate and 5.6 kg of potash is removed

from the soil.) The larger acreages of flax grown in Forfarshire and sent from the

farm to distant mills added to this flow of organic matter and cut into the local cycle

of fertility on which the traditional system of farming relied. A similar argument

could be made for the popularisation of potatoes in the urban diet and the fodder and

bedding demanded by the growing number of urban horses.

Over the years, soil minerals essential for plant growth were being drained

away. The natural cycle of saving fertility fostered by traditional farming methods

had been broken. Nitrogen could be replaced by including a legume in the rotation

but other essential elements ofplant growth could not so easily be replaced. Before

the advent of artificial fertilisers, additional soil nutrients could only be made

available to crops through releasing the natural reserves of these minerals by better

draining and liming. 55 At the beginning of the eighteenth century the knowledge

and technology to overcome these deficiencies were generally still either unknown or

unused. By the end of the eighteenth century their importance was understood and

their use encouraged.

Some of the efforts of tenants to overcome this decline are clearly illustrated in

the Sheriff Court cases and are included under the heading of 'encroachment and

land use' in the appendix of this thesis. Most of them involve tenants trying to

increase their arable areas and encroaching on common land by draining or enclosing

it for arable production. The more substantial tenant farmers monopolised the natural

resources that had been previously available to the whole community. The rest of the
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rural population found that access to these areas and the opportunity to use common

land to replenish the fertility of their own infields were becoming restricted.

The court records show that common land was coming under pressure for a

number of reasons. Most were due to the landlords and tenants wanting to take

advantage of new economic opportunities that were arising in their neighbourhood.

Tree plantations, grand parks for visual enjoyment, the encouragement ofconditions

beneficial to hunting and shooting, the enclosing of commonties for sheep grazing,

the quarrying of stone, peat or marl, the introduction of cattle ranching on upland

areas and the draining, enclosing and ploughing up of old pastures for arable

production, all began to eat into the traditional access to common land (and the

natural store of fertility) on which smaller tenants and their followers had depended.

The traditional methods of farming that relied on these common lands to maintain

fertility were becoming increasingly unsustainable.

It is perhaps not surprising therefore that towards the middle of the eighteenth

century, landlords and their tenants were becoming obsessed with maintaining and

improving the fertility of their arable ground. The reason was clearly economic.

Mislabouring, resulting in the deterioration of farm fertility had important financial

considerations for both landlord and tenant. These concerns resulted in landlords and

tenants increasingly taking their quarrels to the law courts for definitive judgements

on a wide range of issues involving soil fertility. Issues such as the ownership of

dung, the rights to sell straw and fodder from one farm to another or the manner that

rotations could be interpreted in a tack had taken on a new urgency. These may not

have been new questions for the judiciary, but their economic significance under
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commercial farming had created a need for greater clarity and more consistent

interpretation.

Judgements in the Court of Session filtered down to the Sheriff Court of

Forfarshire and began to take precedent over traditional concepts of good

agricultural practice. Tenants were often not satisfied with baronial judgements and

increasingly turned to these higher courts on appeal. Each change of law had serious

implications, not only for the tenant and landlord directly effected by the case, but

also for the whole of rural society. The traditional balanced use of natural resources

sustained by Barony laws that protected everyone's interest was being undermined

by decisions that took more regard for the commercial interests of individual tenant

farmers and often absentee landlords. In the period between 1760 and 1790 the

records of the Sheriff Court of Forfarshire are particularly illustrative of these

conflicting interests.

Devine argues that improving leases were an attempt by landlords to force

better farming practices onto their tenantry. Evidence from the court records suggests

that they were also used for two other important functions. Firstly, they were means

of reinstating landlord control over the farming activities of the principal tenants on

their estates. In the 1760s and 1770s the majority of the larger landowners in

Forfarshire were reorganising their estates to encourage better agricultural practice.

There is a distinct impression from the evidence of estate papers and Sheriff Court

records that the use of controlled rotation and detailed conditions of tenure in the

new, individually drawn, tacks was an attempt to override the authority of the local

barony officials. They were often in direct opposition to traditional and customary
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methods of farming. These tacks provided a one-to-one contract between tenant and

landlord that was supported by national legislation and bypassed many of the more

conservative and traditional authorities still active in the countryside. They were

policed not by other tenants but by professional factors and agents who were directly

responsible to the landlord.

Secondly, they gave landlords a better opportunity to limit tenants' ability to

exploit their land for short-term profit. They prevented tenants from taking decisions

that were of short-term commercial advantage to themselves but had a long-term

adverse effect on the value of the farm as a whole. The appearance of more

prescriptive tacks at the end of the eighteenth century can not be seen only as an

attempt by landlords to force their tenants into better methods of farming but also as

a means of controlling excessive commercial activities of their tenants that would

otherwise have threatened the long-term fertility and worth of their property. They

provided clarity and legal certainty to the definition of 'improved' farming that often

was not present under traditional legislation. Recent work done on the history of

agricultural change in Norfolk arrived at much the same conclusion albeit through a

different avenues of research. The authors conclude,

Husbandry prescriptions thus provide a poor guide to
the development of farming methods and landlords did
not necessarily set the pace of agrarian change by
including them in leases.... Even where landlords were
trying to improve the character of their tenants'
husbandry, their prescription might simply be ignored,
either because the farmer had a more practical knowledge
of local conditions or because they were attempting to
wrest more out of the ground at the expense of longer-
term soil fertility.36
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This work also suggests that leases containing prescriptive husbandry were not

only associated with the period of agricultural improvement but had been a long

standing feature of leases in Norfolk before this period. They found no direct link

between estates with husbandry clauses in their leases compared to those without

prescriptive husbandry when comparing actual agricultural improvement on these

farms.

The evidence from the court records of Forfarshire supports a similar view.

Prescriptive conditions that prevented tenants exhausting their farms was not a newly

created device used by landlords for pushing their tenant farmers into better methods

of farming, it was an adaptation of an already well-established tradition that had

been altered to take into account the different concerns presented by commercialised

farming.

Mislabouring at a change of a tenancy

The majority of the legislation concerning mislabouring arose when the farm

was transferred from one tenant to another at the end of the lease. Before the period

of commercialisation it was the Barony Court that was responsible for setting the
S7

rules under which the incoming and outgoing tenants transferred their tacks. The

implementation of the process of changing tenants was of direct interest to all

members of the barony. What is abundantly clear from the cases studied is that the

outgoing tenant, if he was allowed, had it in his power to completely exhaust a farm

in just a few years prior to the end of his tack through indulging in bad farming
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practice. Thus his farming methods had considerable influence on the state of the

farm that the new tenant took over.

In a typical case brought before the Sheriff Court in the 1750s, John Dick,

Wright in Whinnyknow in the grounds of Finavon, sued the outgoing tenant, John

Gourly, for the financial consequences he suffered through the mislabouring of the

farm prior to his entry. He claimed that Gourly had not 'muched' a third of his land

the year before he left. A birlieman was summoned to access the loss to the incoming

58
tenant and decided that a value of £14 Scots was due as compensation. The

grounds for complaint rested on the responsibility of the outgoing tenant to farm in

the manner that was customary to the barony and that included the requirement to

manure a third of his land each year. The assessment of damages that was being

disputed was carried out by the local birliemen of the barony who were usually

substantial tenants or artisans who farmed in the area.

Additional problems arose at the time of the transfer of tenancies because of

the traditional way in which farms were transferred at the end of leases. The normal

date of entry to a farm was at Martinmas. However, the incoming tenant was at

liberty to take over the house and barns, collect his winter fuel and have access to the

grass to make hay at the previous Whitsunday. The law obliged the old tenant to

leave his arable crops at the mercy of the new tenant until they were harvested.

Inevitably this caused problems as cattle strayed and damaged these crops or disputes

arose concerning their harvesting and storing.59

What is noticeable about these earlier cases is that it was generally the

incoming tenant rather than the landlord that brought the case before the court.

Mislabouring or bad farming was of great concern to the incoming tenant, or even to
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other tenants in the community, as it had a direct effect on the worth of the farm and

his ability to survive, let alone profit, from the tenancy. Before the advent of

commercial farming at the end of the eighteenth century there was less variation in

rentals, very little 'open market' for farm lets, and therefore less direct financial loss

for the landlord through mislabouring activities of the outgoing tenant than it later

became in the era of commercial agriculture.60

Maintaining grass on farms

A consistent concern at the time of a change of tenancy between landlord and

tenant throughout the period studied was the ratio of grass to arable crop on the farm

at the end of the lease. Mislabouring a farm by ploughing up grass a few years before

the end of the lease in order to reap a quick profit from the subsequent cereal crop

was a constant temptation for the outgoing tenant. Such action had serious

consequences for the incoming tenant. The reason for this was that grass was not

only a means of restoring fertility to arable ground but also provided an essential

element in maintaining cultivating power on the farm. Without grass, an incoming

tenant had a farm with no reserves of fertility and was unable to keep horses or

bullocks essential for fieldwork. Throughout the eighteenth century, the percentage

of grass in the crop rotation was of crucial importance and the cause of much

legislation.

The landlord was concerned because it effected the value of the farm when it

came to finding another tenant at the end of the lease. The potential value of the
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farm tack was considerably less on a farm that had been over-cropped and lacked

grass. Most of the traditional rules of the barony, as well as the later conditions set

out in improving leases on commercial farms, detailed the amount of pasture that

had to be included in the rotation. During the earlier period, cases were complicated

by the indistinct definition of grass as it related to the infields, outfields and common

grazing. Often little, if any, temporary grass was grown on farms and the concern

was over access and availability of common grazing or wasteland.

Such an example can be seen in a case involving John Milne, proprietor of

Blackdykes, who went to the court to try and stop his tenant from draining and

ploughing up a part of a bog on his estate. He claimed the bog was essential to that

farm as a source of grazing in the summer and for making hay for the winter.

Without it, he claimed, the farm would be ruined and no tenant would take over the

farm at the end of the lease. For the sitting tenant, it obviously represented a

potential short-term increase in cereal production from his farm. Once drained and

limed, a few years of high yielding cereal crops could have been expected.61

One of the aims of improving leases was to encourage tenants to farm in a

manner that was of more permanent value to the estate. The habit of tenants,

especially in the second half of the eighteenth century, of snatching lucrative crops

of cereals from areas of previously permanent pasture or common land and then

abandoning it and moving on to another area, did nothing for the greater long-term

value of the farm. To overcome this practice, some of the earlier leases restricted

tenants in how many crops of cereals they could take from previously uncultivated

ground on the farm, how much lime had to be added and how much ground was to
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be returned to grass after a certain period of cropping.62 Whether this was effective

in stopping tenants encroaching on common land is difficult to estimate.

In later years, on enclosed farms where tacks demanded grass to be a certain

percentage of the arable land, it was important to know what kind of land this

referred to. This was particularly so when sown grasses became more widely used.

An interesting case came before the Court of Session in 1807 in which it was

established that infields and outfields were not to be considered as permanent

features of a farm but could be changed through cultivation and improvement. An

outfield was considered to 'acquire a quality inconsistent with the character that the

name implies, if regularly cultivated.'64 This ruling had considerable implications in

the way rotational farming was considered on a farm. It implied that an entire farm

could be cultivated and cropped in a regular rotation without the need to make

separate distinctions between the infields and the outfields. This had been practised

on many farms long before this date but the importance of this judgement was that it

implied that the natural state of land on a farm could be changed by tenant farmers

irrespective of the wish of the landlord. Traditional outfields and common grazing

could be brought into the calculation for establishing the final percentage of grass on

a farm.

In eighteenth century agriculture, grass represented potential fertility. It held

out the possibility of a better than average arable crop when it was ploughed. Grass

in the rotation was a means of restoring fertility after it had been lost through cereal

production. With the introduction of clover rich swards this ability to regenerate the

soil was greatly enhanced. The temptation for the tenant to plough up his grass and
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take 'a flying crop' from this stored fertility just before the end of his lease was

considerable.

In an early case between John Burnet of Elrick and David Walker, tenant of

Balgavies, the landlord put a price on the lack of grass to the incoming tenant at £8

10/- Scots (this was for lack of potential fodder for his animals) and a further £52

10/- Scots (calculated at £7 Scots/boll) for the price of seven bolls, two firlots of

victuals he estimated the incoming tenant would have got in extra yield from

ploughing up the grass and planting cereals himself.65 In relation to the annual rent at

that time of around £5 Scots per acre this was a considerable sum. It illustrates how

tempting the ploughing up of rotational grass before the end of a tack was for an

outgoing tenant.

It was equally so under commercial farming. In a case between Charles Lyel of

Kinnordy against Donald McLean, a tenant ofNewton of Kirriemuir, it was claimed

that the conditions of the tack demanded that only fifty percent of the farm could be

put into arable at any one time. McLean had threatened to plough up all the ground

at the end of the lease and plant cereals or turnips for a quick profit. Lyel petitioned

the sheriff in attempt to stop him and in this particular case it was ruled that the

tenant was perfectly entitled, under the conditions of his particular tack, to plough up

the grass on his farm but he was not entitled to plant anything on the bare ground

after he had done so.66

Another category of cases concerning grass was that involving the cutting of

turf from permanent pasture. Tenants and sub-tenants who regularly cut large areas

of wasteland and common grazing land for fuel or building material could do
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considerable damage to productive grazing areas. Early tacks and traditional barony

laws regulated where and in what quantity each tenant could cut turf and divots. This

was an important privilege in a tack and the incorporating of grass divots into dung

for spreading onto infields was often a requirement in these tacks. In a case between

Henry Ogilvy ofBalgillo, against Patrick Neish, his tenant, it was claimed by Ogilvy

that Neish was 'wasting the farm' so as to make a 'speedy and immediate profit'.

Not only had he destroyed trees on the farm but he had also failed to cast and lead

'muchfeal for a dunghill'.67

In later years, when the damage this practice had on permanent grass was fully

understood and the economic value of grazing was better appreciated, the emphasis

was to preserve and improve rough grazing. There was a marked change of attitude

by landlords and cases came before the court in which the tenants were being

accused of ruining the grazing land through excessive cutting of divots. As the

quality of grazing became much more financially important, many tacks specifically

prohibited the casting of divots.68 For tenants wishing to construct grass divot cottar

houses on their farms to sub-let for their own profit, there was obviously a conflict of

interest. For the tenants, the cottar houses represented an additional income, while

for the landlord, the practice threatened to destroy the permanent grazing on the

farm.69

Maintaining stocking levels.

Another aspect of mislabouring concerns the level of stocking on a farm. It is

clear that throughout the eighteenth century the ownership of livestock by a tenant

represented tangible wealth and tenants who could afford to stock their farms were
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much sought after by landlords. The insistence of landlords that tenants should

'sufficiently labour, dung and manure' their farms was an important part of the

conditions of a tack on both pre-improved and post -improved farms.

In pre-improved farming, the barony regulated the conditions under which

livestock were kept. The Barony Court records of Guthrie (1730-40's) illustrate the

importance placed on cattle as a means of maintaining fertility on a farm and it was

through this authority that the landlord attempted to control and regulate livestock on

his estate. Mr Guthrie, the proprietor, insisted that his tenants kept the stock they

owned on the estate, not only for the fertility they produced but also as security for
70

rent. In 1738 he complained to the Barony Court that one of his tenants was

feeding his cattle on the Loanhead of Guthrie while folding them at night on a farm

at Langlands which belonged to a different estate on which the tenant had another
71

occupancy. By doing so, he was in effect transferring fertility from one estate to

another.

Much of the regulatory powers of the barony involved controlling the use of

livestock so that areas did not become overgrazed and arable crops in open fields

were not destroyed by grazing animals. The emphasis was on the interest of the

barony as a whole, and the local ground officer who was accountable to the Barony

Court enforced these controls. The constant complaint by the proprietor that his

tenants' cattle were destroying his arable crops by their unrestricted grazing is further

evidence of the breakdown of barony authority in Forfarshire during this period.72

On improved farms livestock played an equally important role in maintaining

fertility through the fertility provided by feeding them on short term grass leys,

turnips and other green crops. These crops could be fed in situ with the use of either
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moveable fences (flakes) or in fields that had permanent fences. For tenants this

meant better cereal crops, more fertile farms and greater potential cereal profits. It

was the move away from communal grazing on common ground, controlled by the

barony 'herd', to individually owned livestock solely under the control of the

principal tenant that was fundamental to commercial farming. Enclosing of farms

allowed tenants to stock their farm themselves or let grazing on their farm to others

without involving the rest of the community.

This development was of critical importance to the way rural society evolved

in the eighteenth century because it had the effect of concentrating the power to re-

fertilise the arable lands on a farm into the hands of the principal tenant. This gave

him a massive advantage over his sub-tenants and cottars in the production of cereal

crops. In an era before the use of artificial fertilisers, it left the small holders and

cottars with fields of poor fertility and declining yields. The melting away of

cottarlands and even small sub-tenancies from the eighteenth century landscape

would have been hastened by the disparity in soil fertility between these lands and

those of the more substantial farmer who could afford to keep cattle or rent parts of

his land for other people to graze animals on.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the emphasis in controlling fertility

on commercial farms was directed towards encouraging tenants to keep to rotations

and to use livestock on their farms. Tenants were often obliged by conditions of their

tack not only to fully stock their farms but also to dung each field regularly in the

rotation. The emphasis put on dung in commercial tacks became an important issue

to landowners of enclosed farms. The opportunity to replenish fertility by
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transferring it from waste or common land was no longer so readily available. The

cycle of fertility of traditional agriculture had been lost and, as a result, tacks for

enclosed farms demanded that the straw and dung made on the farm remained with

the farm. Tenants were often not allowed to sell dung or even move it from one

possession to another. It is clear from the cases coming before the courts that some

of these restrictions had serious implications on the way tenants could keep cattle on

their farms.

In a case brought by the Tutors ofRobert Fletcher, it was argued that the tenant

of Dragonhall, a James Nicoll, was selling his dung from his farm and by doing so

was ruining the farm. Nicoll claimed that he kept many cattle and as a result he had

to buy in straw from other farmers to feed them in the winter. He argued that he was

merely selling back the dung to those he had bought the straw from in the first place.

He tried to justify his actions by claiming that it was the traditional custom of the

estate to allow tenants to sell dung between themselves as long as it remained on the

estate.73

Dung, and by association straw, was a valuable commodity and became a

contentious issue between tenants and their landlords. This was particularly so when

commercial farmers began to keep sizeable herds of animals that could not be fed

entirely from the produce of one farm. For example, in 1776 David Laird of

Strathmartine petitioned the Sheriff Court to have his tenant prevented from carrying

off large quantities of straw and fodder to feed cattle he owned on another farm. The

tenant, William Christie, claimed he was not doing anything illegal because he was

not selling it. He claimed he had put up a large cattle shed worth over £200 on one of
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his tenanted farms and needed to bring in food and bedding from his other farms to

service this shed.74

There are to be found some lengthy and definitive cases in the Court of Session

defining the nature of dung and straw in relation to the tack of a tenant. For example,

it was established in 1767 that dung could not be sold by the tenant to raise money to

pay the rent and that it belonged to the farm rather than the outgoing tenant at the

end of the lease.75 It was even ruled that cattle consuming fodder on a farm different

from that where it was produced had to return the dung to the original farm. In the

case of straw, the law was far from clear. It was found in 1776 that a tenant was not

at liberty to sell any straw that grew upon his land.77 However, in 1792 it was

allowed that an outgoing tenant was entitled to dispose of his straw from his final
78

crop of corn before he left. This led to an intriguing case in the Forfarshire court in

1817 in which it was questioned whether a sub-tenant had an equal right to remove

straw grown on his holding in the year his tack expired. It was argued that, if he had,

then it would be quite possible for a sub-tenant, with an annually renewed tack, to

remove straw from his farm every year (providing the principal tenant did not

object). As a result, a tenant with the connivance of his sub-tenant had a legal

entitlement to completely exhaust his farm and the landlord would be unable to

prevent it. With the introduction of temporary grass, turnips and other crops grown

specifically for grazing, the fertility of fields could be restored without the necessity

for access to other ground. The commercial farmer on enclosed farms could, if he

had livestock, maintain his farm's fertility despite removing larger crops of cereals

from the land. However he could also grow these crops specifically to sell straight

off the farm. The market for hay and turnips could on occasions be very lucrative
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and a tempting alternative for those farms situated near urban markets. These crops

provided tenants with the opportunity to take a quick profit by selling them directly

off the farm. By doing so they could rapidly depreciate the overall farm fertility. A

case in 1796 established that fodder raised on a tenant's farm could not be sold but

7Q
was to be used only on the farm. It is doubtful how effective this ruling was in

Forfarshire as the court records have many instances of individual tenants selling hay

and turnips.80

Maintaining rotations on a farm

The importance of keeping to rotation in arable cropping had always been

recognised as a factor determining the fertility on a farm. Many of the Barony courts

had well defined regulations dictating what crops could be grown and in what order.

However, it is interesting to note that in a case in the Court of Session in 1737 the

Lords thought that it was not in their power to prescribe a scheme of labouring to a

O 1

tenant. It is not clear whether this was because the tack contained no specific

conditions that implied that a rotation was necessary, or whether they felt that the act

of alienation involved in renting land prohibited such privilege. In any case, this

attitude did not last.

By 1776 it was established that a tenant was restrained from any mislabouring

or overlabouring of his farm in any manner that was contrary to the usual practice of

the country.82 This implied that a tack did not have to specify particular restrictions

to prevent a tenant from being accused of mislabouring by failing to follow a proper
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rotation. The act of renting a farm bound the tenant to treat the farm in a normal and

reasonable manner and this by implication meant that he had to follow a rotation that

was in general practice in his area. What was regarded as normal practice in one part

of the country was not necessarily seen as such in another. From a legal point of

view, it was always a difficult point to prove. This became even more so as the

advances in science of farming changed what was understood as good farming

practice. Cases such as Mason v Silver83 or Grieg v Gavin 84illustrate this point.

What was regarded as normal for a particular farm at the time of the commencement

of a tack could well be seen as detrimental to the farm by the end of the tack. In both

cases, eminent agriculturists were summoned to give evidence and both criticised the

original cropping restrictions contained in the tacks. They saw the old rotations, not

only as restrictive to the tenant, but also as harmful to the wellbeing of the farm.

A good example of changing agricultural practice can be seen in the reversal of

policy towards the inclusion of a fallow in the rotation. Leaving the ground fallow in

the hope that it would regenerate fertility naturally or that more persistent weeds

would be killed by summer cultivation was often obligatory in earlier tacks. With the

introduction of turnips and potatoes or temporary sown grasses, this practice came to

be seen as detrimental and wasteful to the potential productivity of the farm. Many

of the newer rotations introduced in the second half of the eighteenth century

changed from demanding periods of fallow to insisting that turnips, grass or clover

was used as a break instead.

The above has been a brief summary of the main issues of conflict that were

appearing in the court records relating to the manner in which tenanted farms were
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farmed. Each subject would benefit from a much more exhaustive analysis. For this

thesis it suffices to demonstrate that crop rotations and husbandry restrictions in

tacks were not a new idea exclusive to 'improving' tacks. Pre-improved tacks

obliged farmers to farm in the accepted way of the barony and as such were equally

prescriptive. What the new 'improved' tacks did do was to make this prescription

personal to the individual tenant and thereby make it easier to enforce by the

landlord or his factor. The commercial farm tack had become a personal contract

between landlord and tenant in which the landowner alienated the right to use the

assets of the farm but only under specific conditions of use. A feature of commercial

tacks was that failure to comply with these conditions was a problem to be resolved

between the landlord and his tenant through national legislation and not through the

authority of the Barony Court. As a result the rest of the community had little

influence in the way the countryside was farmed even though inevitably their way of

life was directly affected.

How landlords dealt with this issue of control differed from estate to estate.

Some, such as Stuart Mackenzie of Rosehaugh on his estate ofBelmont, set out

detailed conditions that his tenants had to follow, and reinforced these conditions

with hefty fines if they failed to comply.85 Others, such as the Earl ofPanmure, seem

to have been content just to find tenants of sufficient capital and set out guidelines to

which the tenants should aspire. What is less clear is how many tenants followed

these conditions and what degree of control the landlord had at farm level in

enforcing them. There is no doubt that by the beginning of the nineteenth century the

fulltime professional farm factor had developed in response to a need by landlords to

establish greater control over the farming methods of their tenants. Armed with tacks
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that were more precise and had clear legal interpretation, these factors were able to

re-establish the landlords' authority over the way farms were run.

Individual farm tacks with specific conditions of labouring evolved during the

eighteenth century not so much to encourage tenants to farm differently but to try

and control the way they farmed. The commercial tenant was a different animal

from the traditional pre-improved tenant. His farm tack required him to take on

considerable financial risks over an extended period that often demanded expert

entrepreneurial ability to negotiate the fine line between profit and bankruptcy. His

success was linked to the investment of capital resources (both money and labour) in

improving the land and buildings of the farm. Many of these new entrepreneurial

tenants became wealthy members of the rural community (especially during the first

decade of the nineteenth century). Many others went bankrupt in the attempt.

Improved leases that were free from the constraints of the barony were a necessary

part of attracting this investment and had the effect of strengthening the position of

the single tenant farmer at a time when rural industries and manufacturing were

relocating to urban locations. In Forfarshire, the type of tack that developed during

the second half of the eighteenth century allowed the establishment of substantial

single tenanted farms because these tacks offered enough security and incentive to

encourage the investment needed for the development of commercial farming.
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12. The tack's influence on capital assets on farms

The worth of a farm is not only governed by its fertility but also by the quality

of the capital assets that constitute the farm. In the case of rented farms, the value of

these assets belongs to the landlord. The tenant, by the act of renting, acquired a

temporary right to the use of these assets for the duration of the tack. Any

degradation over the period of the tack had to be paid by the tenant on termination of

the lease. Similarly, any improvements that the tenant made were reclaimable from

the landlord.

In pre-improved farming, this assessment was normally carried out by two sets

of birliemen acting individually for the incoming and outgoing tenants. The agreed

value of the farm was compared to the valuation of the previous assessment and the

difference became liable to one or other of the parties. It would appear from the

court records of this period that arguments arising from these valuations were mostly

between the incoming and outgoing tenants with the landlord only indirectly

involved.86 Although the ownership of the assets was still the landowners, the

responsibility for balancing the changes in value of the assets between tacks lay with

the tenants.

These valuations were pertinent also between tenants and their sub-tenants. It

is clear, however, that the legal status of a sub-tenant was significantly different to

that of the principal tenant. It was a difference that had lasting consequences for the

survival of the sub-tenant. Although a sub-tenant could claim repayment on
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improvements he had done to his holding from the tenant who let it to him,

ultimately the value of these improvements were the property of the heritor. This

could lead to considerable confusion and uncertainty if the principal tenant went

bankrupt, as the value of the sub-tenant's assets could be liable for the tenant's debts.

However, under normal circumstances the tenant would be liable for the value of

87

improvements done by his sub-tenant.

There are two different aspects of capital asset mislabouring (or mismanaging

would be probably a better term) that can be identified in cases during this period:

those involving the suitability of the structure of the land for growing crops and those

concerned with physical improvements to walls and farm buildings.

Land

During the eighteenth century, an immense amount of hard work and expense

was involved in improving agricultural land and making it workable and productive

under the variety of weather conditions that prevailed in Scotland. As Orr so aptly

put it, 'The agricultural revolution was a triumph of human muscle, more people
oo

toiling longer and harder than ever before'. Enclosing fields from the open,

scattered, arable plots of the pre-improved agriculture involved huge alterations to

the physical nature of the countryside. The flattening of rigs and the draining and

liming of land to make it more productive was an arduous and costly business.

These changes could easily be lost through neglect. Weeds could rapidly take

over arable land and make it impossible to get a crop without considerable

investment. Soils could become uneconomic to work due to a build-up of stones on

the surface. The soil texture could deteriorate through lack of proper husbandry, and
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microclimates could be destroyed by the removal of trees or baulks. The fragility of

improved arable land in the eighteenth century should not be underestimated. The

effort and expense of improvements had a value that could easily be dissipated

through neglect.

Improving landlords and tenants spent considerable amounts of money on

upgrading the asset value of their farms with the aim of increasing productive

revenue. In Forfarshire, this was achieved either directly through landlords

improving farms themselves and then letting them at high rents to tenants, or

indirectly through rent rebates or loans that encouraged the tenant to make the

improvements themselves. In either case, protecting this investment became an

important function of the tack. Most of the concerns relating to asset degradation

arose from the different objectives landlords had in improving and maintaining their

assets from that of their tenants. Landlords looked to long-term improvements that

would benefit the estate for many years, while the tenant farmer tended to

concentrate on short-term improvements that had an immediate influence on yield.

For example, the Earl ofPanmure made considerable efforts to encourage his tenants

89
to plant trees on their farms. This might have improved the look of the farm and

even added some long-term value in the production of wood for the estate but it did

nothing for the short-term wealth of the individual tenant. Tree planting was never

successfully accomplished if left to the tenant farmer. Tenants often saw trees as

harbingers of birds that fed on their crops, while hedges were suspected by some of

being a source of mildew, vermin and weed seeds. Mackenzie of Rosehaugh

incorporated strict rules of husbandry concerning hedges on his tenanted farms. In

one case that came before the Sheriff Court, he sought to remove one of his tenants
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for failing to 'clean and weed the hedges and suffered them to go to ruin, destroying

whole or most of the trees and failing to crop his fields properly'.90

The different priorities between landlord and tenant were clearly reflected in

the way they looked after these improvements. In general, the tenant was concerned

with improving the assets on his farm that would result in an immediate

improvement in the profit he made from his crops and livestock. Drainage, clearing

of weeds and stones, correcting soil acidity levels and soil textures were his primary

concern. Ian Grant, in his work on eighteenth century land management in the North

East of Scotland, presented evidence to support the view that most improvement in

farm structure was done by the tenant class. He found that the building of enclosures

was almost exclusively the work of tenants. Landlords normally carried out major

drainage projects and invested in the superstructure (roads, bridges schools, manses

etc) of the countryside but did little for the physical assets of individual farms.91

Evidence for Forfarshire would support this view.

Buildings

The conditions in tacks also played an important part in dictating the nature of

buildings on a farm. Under local barony law the way buildings were valued varied

enormously. Exactly what was considered in the appraisal of a farm differed from

area to area. For example, in a case in 1769 the incoming tenant of a farm defended

his failure to pay his share of the appraisal on the grounds that the assessment had

not been done 'according to custom' of the district. It had included houses that were

not needed for the running of the farm and this interpretation was contrary to the

local custom.92 Many of the cases relating to appraisals listed in the appendix of this
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thesis show different methods of assessment, different interpretations of what was to

be assessed and a confusing inconsistency between those who were liable for any

increase or decrease in value. There are, however, several points that stand out as

being particularly relevant to the progress of commercial farming.

The first point is that there is a clear distinction in the manner in which the law

regarded the main tenants' house and farm buildings compared to that belonging to

any sub-tenant or cottar. D.B. Walker's work on agricultural buildings of the

Strathmore valley demonstrates a gradual improvement in farm buildings on

QT
tenanted farmers throughout the eighteenth century. Farm buildings changed from

predominantly turf and earth constructions, to buildings made of stone alternating

with turf and then eventually to buildings made entirely of stone complete with slate

roofs. He found that the size and quality ofbuildings were directly related to the

value of the rent of the farm. He makes particular note of the distinctiveness of the

'farm' buildings belonging to the principal tenant compared to those occupied by

sub-tenant and cottars. It is clear that this distinctiveness was a result of the different

ways in which they were regarded by the laws of tenancy. The principal tenant's

farm buildings were the landlords' assets. They were protected by the system of

'appraising tickets' and any investment in improving them was reimbursed under

i 94
tenancy law.

The court records show a variety of different ways of assessing these assets and

in some cases important limitations on which buildings could be considered in the

actual appraisals. In one case, the tenant pulled down the old house on his farm and

built a large new house for his own use. At the end of his lease he claimed a

substantial compensation for the landlord for the extra value of the new house but
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the court found him only entitled to the full expense of a new house of the same

dimensions as the old one.95 In another case, there was a dispute about how many

additional cottages were considered necessary for the proper running of the farm.

These were cottages that were considered part of the farm and therefore came under

the protection of landlord's assets. The landlord in this case objected to having to

pay for any cottages that he considered unnecessary for the running of the farm. The

outgoing tenant threatened to remove the woodwork of these extra houses if he was

not compensated for their value. The sheriff ruled that 'where a tenant puts up a new

house, not subject to appreciation, he is entitled to remove the woodwork, if the

proprietor shall decline to purchase it'. Charles Lyel, the heritor, argued that since

the materials to build the house - the sods, stones and wood - came from his property

he had a right to the house without the removal of the wood.96 In a further case, the

appraisers valued the buildings on the farm at £139 9/8 Sc. of which the heritor's

share was £52 21- Sc and the incoming tenants' share was £83 7/6 Sc. The incoming

tenant objected to this value because he claimed that part of the assessment included

houses that were not needed for the running of the farm. They included a shop and

warehouse that was used for selling and storing merchants' goods.97

The important point is that the landlords concern was only with the value of

farm buildings associated with the farming activity of the principal tenant. Any other

buildings were far less secure and as such were a not a safe investment for the tenant.

The evolution of the single farmhouse with farm buildings attached must have been

encouraged by the fact that these were the only buildings that a tenant farmer could

be assured that he would get compensation for at the end of his lease. As a result it

might be concluded that the nature of the legislation of the tack in Scotland
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particular to the value ofbuildings on a farm had a considerable influence on the

way the Scottish countryside developed during the eighteenth century.

The legal nature of the tack must also have speeded the decline of sub¬

tenancies. The security of sub-tenants houses and steadings was much less clear. A

case between David Gardyne ofMiddleton against a sub-tenant of one of his

principal tenants illustrates this point. Gardyne objected to having the woodwork of

the sub-tenant's cottage removed by the sub-tenant. He argued that the house should

be left on the estate and the sub-tenant had no legal right to compensation for the

value of the house. He based his argument on a decision by the Court of Session

which stated that 'if any person builds a house upon the property of another it

becomes a part and pertinent of the property and belongs to the heritor of the ground

and that the person who builds the house has no title either to payment for the value

of the materials or to touch or take away a pin or stone pertaining to it'.

This was obviously news to the subtenant who was claiming that it was no

business of the landlord as he had rented the cottage from the principal tenant. It

was a common misconception of the time that the value of a sub-tenant's house was

an issue that concerned only the sub-tenant and his landlord, the main tenant of the

farm.98This was clearly not the case. The resulting lack of security of sub-tenants

and cottars in obtaining compensation for improvements to their houses may help

explain the eagerness of weavers and artisans to move out of farms and to rent

directly from the landlord.

A similar question arises concerning 'appraising' entitlement of a sub-tenant to

the value of any improvements that he had done on his farm on an occasion when the
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sub-tenant has gone bankrupt. In a case between David Gray, brewer in Forfar, who

was the principal tenant of Invereighty farm against his sub-tenant John Webster, the

latter claimed to have spent £135 on upgrading the farmhouse. The tenant refused to

repay the appraisal on the grounds that the tack he had with the sub-tenant only

obliged him to pay at the end of the tack and not at any other period. Webster had

gone bankrupt and was forced to resign his tack before the end of the rental. This

particular case rumbled on through the courts for over twenty years, by which time

the house in question was in ruins." It does, however, illustrate clearly the problems

associated with subtenants and their willingness to improve their property. Their

entitlement to any value they added to their rented property was clearly precarious.

The character of the farm tenancy

The final category of mislabouring that appears in the court records is where

the tenant changes the whole character of the farm. Lord Stair defined a tack as 'a

personal contract of location, whereby land, or any other thing having profit or fruit,

is set to a tacksman, for enjoying the fruit or profit, for a hire, which is called the

tack duty'100. In Scotland it would appear that the limits to the way a tenant could

use the land he rented were, in the eighteenth century, less restrictive than for tenants

in England. English tenants holding a life rent were, for example, prohibited from

ploughing ground that had not been ploughed 'time out of mind' and were clearly

restricted in the manner they could alter the geography of the farm. 101 In Scotland,

providing any change was not specifically disallowed by the conditions of his tack, a

tenant was at liberty to use the land in any way he pleased. This did not extend to
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extracting minerals, stone or marl from his farm, but did allow him to change the

nature of the business on his possession. Towards the end of the eighteenth century

this freedom was being questioned by landowners.

Two local cases that ended in the Court of Session illustrate the degree of

doubt that persisted in Scottish law on this matter. The first in 1787 involved a

landlord attempting to prevent his tenant from setting up an alehouse on his farm.

David Mitchell, tenant of Old Montrose, had got into financial problems in his

farming activities and had sublet most of his farm. His intention was to set up a

brewing and retailing business on a small part of the farm that he had kept. The

owner, James Mill, objected on the grounds that it was 'a great nuisance for

gentlemen to have a tippling house at his door because his servants get drunk and

they generally harbour vagrants'. He claimed that a tack for a farm did not allow a

tenant to use the property for other purposes than farming. It was only with great

difficulty and on an appeal to the Superior court that it was finally established that a

tenant could not use let property in a way not warranted by his tack. 102A farm tack

implied that the tenant could legitimately use the farm only for agricultural purposes.

The second case a few years later (1807) concerned the tenant of the Mill of

Finavon, Mr Hillocks, who wished to extend the use of his mill to incorporate a

plash-mill to clean and wash yarn and cloth with the purpose of manufacturing green

linen cloth. The owner, James Ford, objected on the grounds that a tenant should not

be allowed to make alterations to his landlord's property that would alter the nature

of that property. He argued that by turning an ordinary mill into a manufacturing mill

he was creating an alteration to the land that his tack did not entitle him to do. This

was an extremely lengthy case and the heritor had considerable difficulty making his
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objections. One local judge appears to have considered it unbecoming of him to

countenance restraining the freedom of the tenant because it was 'unsuitable to the

freedom with which tenants enjoy their possessions in this liberal minded country

and the protection and encouragement they usually receive from the gentry of

Scotland'. At one stage, it was ruled that the tenant was legally entitled to extend his

mill but was not entitled to dig a new mill-lead to accommodate the extension. By

doing so, he was judged to have been liable for interfering in a permanent manner

with the land he rented, thereby putting himself in a position in which he would be

unable to return the farm at the end of the lease in the same condition as he had

taken it.103

This case established the legal right of a landlord to prevent a tenant altering

the nature of the land he rented. This was later extended to the removing of fences. It

was found in 1811 that a ruined or decayed fence was an encumbrance on the land.

In this case, a tenant built a fence at the beginning of his lease, but by the end of his

lease it had fallen into decay. He was given the option by the judge of either

repairing the fence or levelling it to the ground so as to put the land back into the

condition it was before the fence was built.104

In Forfarshire at the beginning of the period studied, powerful individual tenant

families appear to have had considerable liberty to diversify their economic activities

on their farms. Their income was often unconnected with their own farming

endeavours and relied more on the profits from their manufacturing and

merchandising activity. One of the consequences of the more detailed individual

tacks that were in common use by the beginning of the nineteenth century was that
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these sorts of activities were restricted and the farming tenant was confined to

making a living from agricultural production.

Conclusion

There are several points to be drawn from this analysis of the conflicts arising

from mislabouring or mismanaging of Forfarshire farms. Firstly, the tack was, at the

beginning of the period studied, an extremely blunt instrument for controlling

individual tenants' agricultural and social behaviour. Powerful tenant family groups

dominated the barony authority and had considerable influence on the way land was

used in the barony. The landlord, although nominally the ultimate power in the

barony, in practice could do very little to influence the actual conditions of labouring

on the ground and the way land was used on his estate. The exception being the few

resident landowners that farmed their own home farm, took an active interest in the

management of their estate and held personal power over their barony. But even in

these cases tenants could bypass the Barony Court and appeal direct to the Sheriff

court or Court of Session.

By 1815, the majority of farming tenants held individual tacks directly under

the authority of the landowner. Mislabouring, in any of the above forms, was

controlled by stricter and more consistent legal interpretation emanating from

presidencies set by the Court of Session. Policing of the conditions in the tack had

become a full-time occupation of the estate factor. These individuals had replaced

the part-time local land stewards and ground officers and were directly accountable

to the landowner. The tack had become a precise instrument for controlling
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individual tenants' farming activity and this control took very little concern for the

wider community interests. Devine argues that the power of the tack enabled

Scottish landowners to force their tenantry into better modes of farming. This was

undoubtedly true in some cases, but from the evidence for Forfarshire, it would

appear that detailed mislabouring clauses in tacks were often incorporated into tacks

solely to constrain tenants. They were about preventing short -term exploitation by

tenants at the expense of long-term loss of asset value for landlords.

The second point to be made is that during the period of the most rapid change

in the countryside (between 1780 - 1810) the laws were uncertain enough, and the

authority of landowners weak enough, to tip the balance in favour of the tenant

farmer. Tenants could and did exploit their farms in a way that was more beneficial

for themselves than for their landlord. In Forfarshire, and this might not be the case

in other Scottish counties, much of the physical work and financial risk undertaken

in the march towards commercial farming came from the tenant class. The freedom

allowed by the nature of tacks during this period enabled agriculture, trading and

manufacturing to coexist in the countryside and allowed tenant farmers to exploit

their farms through a wider range of economic activities than solely agricultural

production. However, by 1815, this situation had changed. The refinement of

tenants' legislation had taken most of the ambiguity out of the interpretation of the

tenancy laws and had brought a clarity that largely prevented such varied

exploitation. For the rest of the nineteenth century, tenant farmers struggled under

this oppressive clarity of farm tenure.

Thirdly, it is clear that it was the sub-tenant and cottar who were the losers in

this battle for control between landlord and tenant. Landlords, in their struggles to
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regain the economic reins of the farming activities on their estates, had encouraged

direct farming by their tenants and restricted subletting and assigning. Much of the

change in tenancy laws in the second half of the eighteenth century was against the

interests of sub-tenancies and landholding peasants. This legislation might have been

originally conceived to help control the tenant farmer but it undoubtedly also

undermined the legitimacy of sub-tenants and cottars by threatening their traditional

rights of security and reducing their ability to maintain self-sufficiency on their

holdings. Sub-tenants held only precariously the value of investments they made on

their holding. The produce they grew was always at risk of being used to bail out the

main tenant. Much of the common land on which they relied was taken over by the

principal tenant. In many cases, they were specifically denied an existence on a

tenant's farm by the terms of the tack. It has to be concluded that the landlord's

encouragement of individual agricultural tenancies supported by a distant legislative

authority, and undeterred by any meaningful local barony influence representing the

wider community, was an important factor in the demise of the landholding sub¬

tenant and cottar.

Fourthly, the evolution of the concept of mislabouring in farm tacks was at the

heart of the tension between the theory ofagriculture and the way it actually

functioned at farm level. The implementation of 'improved' farming, as it was

perceived by the eminent thinkers and writers of the time, came up against the very

practical problems of putting their ideas into practice at farm level. Many of the

conditions incorporated into improving leases made very little practical or economic

sense to the tenant farmer struggling to make a living under conditions that prevailed
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in his district. Much of what was being encouraged in improving leases was ignored

or, at the very least, put off until favourable economic conditions prevailed.

To suggest that improving leases forced a reluctant tenancy into better methods

of farming seems to me to be an over optimistic assessment of the legal effectiveness

of this part of the tack. It implies that pre-improved farmers did not know their land,

had learned nothing from the experience of past generations and were unaware of the

actual market conditions that prevailed in their locality. It suggests that it was

somehow possible to transform an estate by doing away with long-held traditional

practices and imposing new and often foreign agricultural regimes on those who

worked and lived on the land. Farming, and in particular eighteenth century farming,

could not be manipulated in such a way. For change to become a reality, it had to be

based soundly on the economic conditions that pertained in the community. The

farmer, or cultivator, had to be convinced that taking the risk was worth his while

and the changes he was being asked to introduce were feasible under his own

particular circumstances. What was right for one farm in one area might be totally

wrong for another farm in another area. It is clear from the court records that change

was not sudden and enforced, but gradual and evolutionary. There were as many

bankrupt tenants as successful ones. Knowledge spread slowly and was taken up

gradually as the perceived benefits became obvious. The landlord's role lay not in

prescribing methods of farming but in using his authority to lift restrictive practices

that prevented tenants from reacting to the new markets that were developing at that

time.

Finally, in Forfarshire at the beginning of the period studied (1760- 90), the

market for tenanted farms was extremely fragile. It is quite apparent from estate
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records and cases coming before the Forfarshire Sheriff Court that good tenants were

extremely hard to find. Landlords simply could not be picky about who they got to

take tacks on their farms. Many farms lay empty and neglected and factors had

considerable difficulty finding suitable tenants for the new long-term leases that they

were issuing at that time. As a result most of these new leases went to established

tenants in the area because there was no one else with sufficient capital or

knowledge. Under these conditions landlords were in no position to dictate

draconian terms in their tacks or force their tenants into expensive and dangerous

experiments in farm improvements.

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the situation was entirely different.

There was a thriving market for tenanted farms. People were moving considerable

distances to take on farms, and individual farmers were clearly willing to subject

themselves to prescriptive leases simply to get a farm. Landlords could dictate

husbandry and improving clauses in their tacks and, most importantly, insist on them

being followed, with the comfort of knowing that if they removed a tenant another

would be available to take his place. However, by this time most of the fundamental

changes that supported the new commercial agriculture had been achieved.

Prescriptive leases no longer encouraged agricultural improvement, they maintained

improvement that had already been achieved and were tolerated because higher

prices made commercial farms economically attractive.

What the 'improved' tacks did do was provide a framework for possible

improvement. They created an environment in which individuality could flourish.

They reduced the impediment of feudal obligations and, at least at first, allowed

tenants enough freedom to experiment with change. Landlords' 'improving policies'
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of the mid eighteenth century encouraged those who knew most about the land and

the way it could be farmed productively to invest and prosper at the expense of those

who didn't. There was a ruthless Darwinian selectivity of tenants during this period

that was invigorated by these new individual tacks. These tacks gave tenants the

opportunity of better security of tenure and allowed them to borrow and invest with

more certainty in their farm. To congratulate the land-owning class for allowing this

to happen seems to me to diminish the undoubted efforts of the sturdy group of

trailblazing tenants who risked social and financial catastrophe on the vagaries of the

agricultural markets and the unpredictability of the Scottish climate.
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13 Thirlage

It has been argued that the individualisation of tacks liberated the commercial

tenant farmer from the economic and social constraints of the barony. Fundamental

to this liberation was the breakdown of the bonds of servitude that were contained in

the pre-improved tacks. This servitude held tenants accountable to the landlord and

the other members of the community in ways totally incompatible with

commercialised agriculture. Demands from the landlord on the tenants' time and

services, especially during sowing and harvesting of their crops, impinged heavily on

the efficient running of a commercial farm and could have serious consequences on

its profitability. Similarly, the restrictive monopolies of the mill, blacksmith, mason

and brewer on each estate led to unequal market conditions between tenants on

different estates. It is the object of this chapter to look at one particular type of

servitude, namely thirlage to the barony mill, in order to highlight the anachronistic

nature of servitude in an era of increasing commercialisation of agriculture. Many of

the arguments applied to thirlage are equally relevant to other forms of servitude.

The custom of demanding services and thirling tenants to a particular mill (or

tradesman) was an essential part of the feudal system. It strengthened the

dependency of tenants on their landlord and provided a useful monopoly of services

in the barony from which the landlord could draw revenue. By the beginning of the

eighteenth century, servitude had spread through every level of rural society. It was

not simply a landowner/tenant relationship. Significant status in rural society was

accorded to individuals who did not have to collect their own fuel, who could
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command a certain number of harvest workers or who had their ground ploughed by

others.105 In pre-improved Scotland servitude was ingrained in rural society and its

reduction, along with the decline of thirlage, marked a significant stage in the

development of society. The landlord influenced the speed of this decline by the

conditions he imposed in the tacks he held with his tenants.

History of Thirlage

The influence that thirlage had on Scottish agriculture is of considerable

importance when exploring the evolution of commercial farming. Thirlage, in

whatever form, restricted the flow of agricultural goods from the farmer to the

consumer. It created additional costs for the farmers that were not standardised by

open competition. It reduced the opportunities for diversification. It influenced the

type of crops farmers could grow and the markets he could pursue with those crops.

It created, in essence, a tax on production in which the more that the farmer

produced the more he paid. It was widely recognised by agricultural improvers of the

time as detrimental to agricultural progress and in general both the commercial

tenant farmer and his landlord welcomed its demise.

For the cottar, sub-tenant and small holders, the case against thirlage is less

clear-cut. The small amounts of grain produced for their own consumption needed to

be ground. It needed to be stored dry and safe from vermin, and to be transported to

and from the mill. The miller provided some, if not all, of these services, not for

cash, but for a proportion of the produce. The honesty and efficiency of the miller
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was crucial to the well being of the community and critical to the self-sufficiency of

individual sucheners. The survival of the mill in the pre-improved era was

fundamental to the survival of a community. This is clearly illustrated by an entry in

the court book of the barony of Urie, which reported in 1747 that the Mill of Courie

was out of action. The court ordered the suchen to bring horses and men to repair it

and gave the miller powers to poind tenants for fines that were imposed on anyone

that refused to do his share of the work.106 The importance of the mill to the survival

of a community in feudal society cannot be underestimated in an era when roads

were often unpassable for part of the year and money was in short supply. Thirlage,

despite its drawbacks, was an essential part of the farm-toun, and intrinsically linked

to the fabric of feudalism. With its demise, the balance of power in the community

shifted just slightly more towards the concerns of the individual farming tenant and

away from the interest of the whole of the community. The power of the miller gave

way to the power of the commercial tenant. Where thirlage was not in conflict with

commercial interests, it often continued well into the nineteenth century and

beyond.107

Originally the purpose of thirlage was to provide a recompense for

landlords who invested in the expensive business ofbuilding and maintaining mills

in their baronies. It was a way of insuring that the new mill would be a financial

success. It also developed as a means by which landlords could control and regulate

the farming activity of their tenants. The miller of a barony was in a position to

monitor the productivity of the tenants in his suchen and report back to the landlord

any changes that occurred. The power of the miller in feudal society was

considerable, and, as a result, he was often extremely unpopular.
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Monastic fiefdoms, which had built mills for the personal use of the monks,

thirled these mills to the tenants of the abbey lands and these passed, with the system

of thirlage, to the new owners at the time of the Reformation. They came to be seen

as an important part of the income of an estate. The landlord either ran the mill

himself or, more likely, rented it along with the mill lands to a miller. Enid Gauldie

argues that by the end of the seventeenth century thirlage was in decline and that the

Barony Court records indicate considerable abstentions by tenants and constant

1 OR

appeals by millers to the Baron Baillie to support their legal entitlement.

It is equally clear that, by the middle of the eighteenth century, the interest in

thirlage had experienced a revival, and the issues involved had become much more

important. With increased cereal yields and the greater opportunities for the use of

individual mills for grinding other crops, the economics of the thirlage had changed.

The miller, landlord or tenant was much more prepared to challenge traditional or

customary practice if he felt that the system was working against him. It is also clear

that the courts throughout the eighteenth century were not of one mind as to how to

judge cases of disputed thirlage. The older and less forward-thinking judges tended

towards a strict interpretation of the law. This usually supported the miller or

landlord at the expense of the tenant. The more progressive judges found in favour of

the tenant and regarded the whole system of astriction as a hindrance to progress.

Lord Karnes, one of the latter, viewed the evolutionary nature of the law as;

That at the Union of the two kingdoms the nation was
divided into tyrants and slaves. When a baron built a mill for
service of the people, it was thought audacious, and contrary
to allegiance, for any of his vassals to interfere by building
another mill, and by the same influence it was formerly held,
where a brewing is erected by the barony, everyone within
the barony, is thirled to that brewery, and cannot erect
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another. The slavish dependence on the great, creating a
prepossession in their favour, entered into our law, and was
the foundation of many decisions upon this head, all in
favour of thirlage. But as our police is generally tending to
liberty, our law ought to be accommodated to that happy
change of system and our practice made comfortable to the
true principles of law.109

Comfort was a long way off and, despite the Thirlage Act of 1799, which

helped to clarify the existing legislation and make it easier for tenants to challenge

an astriction, the system of thirlage continued on many estates well into the

nineteenth century. However, by this time it had ceased to be a drag on progress

because a legal mechanism was in place that freed a tenant from the obligation of the

thirl should he wish to use it. Also, many of the arduous services associated with the

thirl had been eased, and the payment of multure was often converted to a fixed

annual payment rather than a physical delivery of produce.

In communities where agricultural commercialisation was slow to develop, thirlage

was of little threat and perhaps even helped to bind a community together in times of

hardship. The crops grown were for home consumption and did not conflict with the

thirl. Often, the miller was a long-standing member of the community who inherited

the position from his father and provided a familiar, if not particularly efficient,

service to the poorer members of the community. Often a bag hung at the door of the

mill, into which those who could spare it put a handful of meal for the poor of the

parish. The cleaning of the mill dyke or the transporting of a new millstone, although

arduous tasks, brought the community together and were seen as essential to the

maintenance of the mill and the good of the community. For the cottar with only a

few bolls of oats from his patch of arable ground, the miller provided a necessary
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service. However, it is clear that by the second half of the eighteenth century the

miller's position had become much more commercialised. His client base was

contracting as fewer sub-tenants and cottars grew their own corn. The tack of the

mill was often open to the highest bidder and the position had become available to

those outside the barony. Tacksman of the mill were assigning or sub-letting the mill

for profit and the rents were being set at such a level that every last penny had to be

extracted from the sucken in order to pay them.

Under these conditions tenants (and landlords) began to question exactly how

far their liability extended, and this inevitably highlighted the differences in types

and amounts of multure that were being demanded from individual thirlage

agreements. Because the system of thirlage had evolved locally rather than by

national legislation, many differing interpretations and customs of thirlage had arisen

which were unique to individual estates. These differences became critical when

faced by a legal challenge.

The review of the Forfarshire Sheriff Court records reveals fewer cases

concerning thirlage than might be expected. One reason for this was that thirlage was

essentially a barony issue, and barony officials settled most of the problems of the

thirl. In the General Review of Agriculture written in the 1790s, it was stated that

thirlage had not been entirely abolished (similarly other forms of servitude) but was

in rapid decline.110 By 1813, Hendrick reported that all mills in Forfarshire were free

of thirlage.11'To examine the issues that were associated with the disparity between

thirlage and commercial agriculture it has been necessary to draw heavily on Court
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of Session cases, which, although not directly related to the county, explain the

common problems that were involved.

Thirlage cases in the Court of Session

As land improvement accelerated and new markets for agricultural products

developed, the traditional crops and rotations on farms began to alter. Areas became

more specialised in what crops they grew and this could have a direct effect on the

value of multure available to the local mill. Such was the case for John Couston,

tenant in the Mill of Pitreavie, who in 1759 petitioned the Court of Session to try to

regain some control over the multure paid by the tenants in the grounds of the
117

Pitreavie barony. There were two questions addressed in this petition. Firstly,

whether an astricted tenant was allowed to turn his ground entirely over to grass with

the sole intent to elude the payment ofmulture on the grain that would have been

produced on that ground if he had cropped it in the traditional way. Secondly,

whether a thirled tenant, introducing new grains onto his farm that the mill was

unable to grind, should be obliged to pay dry-multure on this new grain.

The tenants of the Barony argued that they were willing to pay multure on peas

and oats, but not on wheat because it had not been grown in the barony when the

astriction had been set. The High Court agreed. Couston appealed on the grounds

that the ruling would mean that 'the parties should have it in their power to render

the thirlage of no effect by sowing different kinds of grain'. He argued that the judge

had only found in the tenants' favour because he had been convinced that the mill

was not suitable for grinding wheat. At the heart of this case was the new market in
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wheat resulting from the better milling technology incorporated in the flourmill at

Dunfermline. This mill, which opened in the 1740s, used a marble grinding stone

that enabled it to produce better quality flour of greater value than the flour ground at

the local mill. This finer flour supplied a growing market for white bread. The

Pitreavie mill was not adapted for grinding wheat and the tenants objected to having

to pay multure on the wheat for a mill that was clearly unfit to grind it.

The consequences for millers if this ruling was upheld were considerable.

Couston argued that wheat was generally grown on the best land so that as more land

was improved the multure of the mill associated with improved estates would

inevitably decline. This, he argued, would also affect the rent that his landlord could

get for his mill. Multure, it was claimed, is 'considered as part of the rent payable by

the tenant to his master, and therefore are due in equity, whether the tenants victuals

are ground or no". He insisted that he was only claiming multure and not the smaller

duties that were considered as hire for the work of milling. In other words, Couston

was portraying himself as the protector of the landlords' rent in the face of the

insidious march of technology. He questioned whether it was right that 'the

inventing of machines have the power to deprive the mill' of its revenue just because

'the delicacy of the present age' had resulted in an increase in demand for wheat

flour and had resulted in six times more wheat being grown than previously was the

case.

In this case, the tenants argued on two fronts. Firstly, that the growing of wheat

was mainly on the outfield and therefore should be considered an extra and not a

substitute for oats and peas. Here they claimed that the improvement of their farms

and the consequent cost and risk of capital involved in this improvement, should not
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be subjected to what amounted to an additional rent. They pointed out that it was

only in 1751, after wheat growing became more popular, that Mr Blackwood the

heritor 'conceived the idea that wheat ought to be thirled' and directed the miller to

take action in the Barony Court in which Blackwood was both judge and jury. This

was despite the fact that he had been strictly thirled to the mill on his 'Home farm'

and had not paid multure on wheat in the previous thirty years. They also argued that

tenants traditionally had the right to manage their ground as they pleased and were

quite entitled to put the whole farm into grass and pay no multure. They maintained

that growing wheat should be seen in a similar way. They also argued that the mill

only 'bruised and mangled the wheat', so they could not send it there even if they

wanted to. They rejected the idea of paying dry multure on wheat since it would be

like asking dry multure to be paid on grass.

In another case (in 1778) between John Stark, tacksman of the Mill ofFalkirk

and William Gibb, distiller in Gartcows, it was argued that the land that Gibb had

recently bought and on which he had built a rival mill, was outside the original

sucken of Stark's mill and therefore was not thirled to that mill.113 This was a

common problem when unimproved land that had previously not been part of a

recognised sucken began to be improved to enable the farmer to grow arable crops.

In this case, Gibb had built up a large brewing business that relied on bought-in

grain. He admitted to having used Stark's mill in the past but had found that the

resulting ground malt was of such poor quality that he was losing his customers. His

new steel mill was producing a product that was superior and of more value than

anything the old mill could produce. He argued that, even if this land could be
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proved to have been a part of the original suchen, he would only be liable for the

grain he grew himself and not the product of bought-in grain. As the farm appeared

to have produced very little grain in the past, this would only have been a very small

portion of his total malt production. He also argued that any previous use that he had

made of the Stark's mill was out of convenience to himself rather than an obligation.

On these occasions, he had been happy to pay the 'out town' multure ofone peck

and one cupful for every boll ground. This, in his opinion, should not have

established an obligation to use the mill for all his business grains.

As will be seen in other cases, the establishment of customary use of a mill

was often an important element in the miller's defence of his multure. Stark

maintained that there had been an 'abstriction from time immemorial, the Feuers and

inhabitants thereof have been in uniform practice of grinding at the mills, not only

their corn growing on their lands, but also what they bought in and in particular the

malt purchased by them from without but consumed in the thirl'. He argued that, if

the thirl were restricted to Feuers within the original boundaries of the town (of

Falkirk), all the improvements done by the landlord, such as bringing water to the

town and improving the road surfaces, would have been wasted as all the businesses

would move out of town. This argument illustrates the way the thirl was still being

seen as a guarantee of financial return from investment in capital improvement by

the landlord. In other words, the thirl was a form of taxation. Stark also quoted a case

brought before the Court of Session in 1747 which established that brewers and

distillers were liable for multure on grain produced from their commercial activities.

These were often for considerable amounts of money. In this case, Stark was

claiming multure on 1500 bolls of grain per year over the previous three years.
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Another case around the same period involved the tacksman of the Mill of

Arbuthnott and his sucheners.114 The principal tenants of the barony were in

possession of very long leases, with fifty years still to run, and at the heart of the case

was the belief by the tenants that the tacksman of the Mill of Arbuthnott, Robert

Bisset, in league with the landowner, was attempting surreptitiously to increase the

value of their rents by introducing a claim for dry-multure on the grain they

produced. It was clear from the case papers that the amount of grain produced in the

1780's was considerably greater, and of a different type, than when the original tacks

were signed. The tenants argued that extending the scope of the multure to include

these new crops was an attempt by the owner of the estate to circumvent the terms of

their long tacks. The landlord would be in a position to charge more rent for the mill

and thus indirectly benefit from the improvements that they had done on their farms

without directly breaking the terms of their tacks.

Bisset had obtained a decree in the local Barony Court that forced the tenants

to pay dry multure on all the bere they sold. To do this, he had to first reinstate the

Barony Court itself which had not sat for up to twenty years. The Court then

summoned each tenant to account for all the crops he grew and the amount of grain

that could be expected from these crops. The tenants were then told to sign an

agreement for the multure based on these statements. Most refused to sign and a case

against the tenants was brought before the local Sheriff Court. The sheriff had little

sympathy for the tenants and ordered them to sign. He also found them liable for the

usual multure on their oats and peas as well as for one-sixteenth part of all the bere

growing on their possession. Some tenants still refused to pay and the court issued a
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threat of poinding. As a result of this attempted poinding, the tenants appealed to the

Court of Session. The intention was to prove that dry multure was never a part of the

conditions of the tack of the tenants in the barony. They argued that the evidence

given by the Baron Baillie had been obtained illegally without proper procedure or

cross-examination. It was pointed out that none of the tacks of the tenants

specifically astricted them for all their growing corns. Some of them mentioned

'grindable corns' while others only referred to 'accustomed dues'. The procedure of

the Barony Court was minutely analysed by the tenants' legal representative and

many of the rulings made by this lower court were found to be illegal or based on

statements extracted from very small (and dependent) tenants. The ground officer

was accused outright of lying to the court when he claimed he had collected dry

multure in the past. It was even proved that Bisset, when a tenant of the farm ofLeas,

had not paid dry multure. The objective of the tenants was to prove that there had

been no history of dry multure being paid and therefore they should not be liable for

any in the future.

The argument then developed into the distinction between bere and oats. If dry

multure was to be liable at all, then it was only on oats and peas and not bere. It was

claimed 'in all the Northern part of Scotland, a distinction is constantly made

between bere and oats in paying multure. Oats are seldom sold, exportation of oats

not being practised, and therefore oats are manufactured into meal. But the demand

for bere by breweries provide a ready market. Bere is never ground into meal (except

in times of high price due to scarcity) and no multure is exacted for bere sold at any

mill in the neighbourhood'. Besides, the mill was not constructed to grind bere. A

similar argument was offered for wheat and it was pointed out that 'Your Lordships
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have repeatedly found that tenants cannot be bound to carry wheat to a mill not

properly constructed for grinding it'. This case dragged on well into the nineteenth

century and highlights the difficulty of establishing legal judgements at a time of

constantly changing interpretations of the nature of the thirl.

A common problem that arose when thirlage agreements were brought before

the courts was that the legal inconsistencies of the laws relating to the thirl were

highlighted by the intense legal scrutiny associated with the case. A petition by

James Wright, Brewer in Ormiston, in 1786 illustrates the problem of establishing

exactly what was astricted to the mill in an environment of ever-changing

commercial opportunities.115 In the case papers, James Wright stated that the

astriction in grindable corn in the barony of Ormiston did not include dry multure on

any grain sold un-manufactured or on any grain imported into the sucken. This was

important because James Wright had the exclusive privilege of the brewing of ale in

the barony. This business necessitated the keeping of two extra horses that would

otherwise not have been required for his farm and these horses lived mainly off the

by-product of the brewing process. James Wright also claimed that the extra staff he

had to employ meant that he often had to buy grain to feed them. This had been

particularly so in the year of the trial because his own oats had been decimated by

mildew making them unfit for grinding.

Robert Wright, the miller of Ormiston, had submitted an estimate of the

amount of grain he calculated that the brewer's family and staff had consumed

throughout the year along with the feed applicable to the extra horses. He demanded

multure on all of it. This he claimed was his due because 'it is the practice of the
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thirl to this mill, that if tenants of the thirl find it more advantageous to buy oats for

their meal rather than sow them, or even to buy meal, that in that case they pay the

tacksman of the mill, and miller, the same multure and knaveship as if the corn grew

on their possession, and were milled at the mill, and for meal bought and used by

them in their families, or by their servants within the thirl, they pay the same multure

and dues as if it had been manufactures at the mill'. He also demanded multure on

any corn grown in the barony irrespective of its quality and dismissed the claim that

James Wright's grain had failed due to an attack of mildew in his growing crop. He

argued that he had agreed to pay a considerable rent for the mill because of the

multure that was thirled to the mill. As the brewer was a tacksman of a considerable

part of the sucken of Ormiston, it was important that he brought all his grain to the

mill. In the past few years he had brought none and he was not prepared to accept the

compromise suggested by the brewer of five kilns a year that he had offered by way

of compensation. He claimed that, if tenants were allowed to sell un-manufactured

oats and buy in meal from outside the sucken, it would 'totally annihilate and defeat

the thirlage'. Also, as there would be no way of checking individual tenants for the

presence of mildewed oats, it would be unreasonable for the judge to allow this as an

excuse for a farmer not submitting all of his crop to the mill.

James Wright argued that many farmers now fed cattle very differently from

the past, hired out labour and wagons to strangers and had riding and carriage horses

for their own personal use. He asked whether the judge meant to determine as to

what proportion all these are applied to only the farm and therefore were subject to

thirlage. 'Nothing could be more irksome and inconvenient to him and to every

person in his situation, than the obligation imposed by the interlocutor, of keeping an
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account of the consumption of oats by a certain number of his horses, separately

from that by the rest'. He argued that his rent allowed him to brew and must have

implied that he would have to keep extra horses and servants, yet there were no extra

conditions of thirlage on his tack. The Lords found that the thirlage in question was

only a thirlage of grindable corn of the brewer's possession. The tenant was not

liable in multure for mildewed oats and not liable for multure for corn to his personal

horses.

The different forms of thirlage that were recognised by the law made

interpreting the exact extent of a particular thirl more difficult. In a case between

Alexander Niven, farmer at Wester Drums, against James Sim, of the Mill of Durris,

brought before the Court of Session in 1815, these differences were highlighted.116

The case originated from an order that Sim had obtained to have Niven

demolish his hand mill, which he used to grind malt, and which Sim considered to be

an infraction of the right of thirlage to the Mill ofDurris. Essentially the argument

was over the interpretation of the exact extent of the thirl and deciding whether

Niven's operations were included in the scope of that thirl. It was complicated by the

fact that there were two separate thirlage agreements in operation on the same estate.

Niven had got a sub-lease from the tacksman John Innes for fifteen acres of ground

(six of which were arable) in which his tack bound him to attend the mill ofDurris

with all his crops 'for the use of the family'. The miller, on the other hand, had a

tack from the heritor (landlord of John Innes) which stated that 'You are to have the

thirty-third peck of multure beside the knaveship, from all the tenants presently

thirled to the mill for what grain they have occasion to grind'. The legal
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interpretation of these two different thirlage agreements was the focus of the

conflict.

Initially, Niven claimed that, if any servitude was constituted against him, it

was of the slightest known kind. It hardly even amounted to 'grana molibilia' which,

according to Erskine lib 11 tit 9/24, 'is restricted to such of the corns as the tenant

have occasion to grind, whether for the support of their families, or their other uses,

within the thirl, all which must be ground at the dominant mill, but the surplus may

be lawfully exported by the tenant in kind without subjecting him to any multure'.

This according to Niven allowed him to dispose of any surplus at his pleasure and,

although he had previously used the mill for this surplus, he was not getting

satisfaction from the miller and his customers were complaining about the quality of

the ground malt. As a result he could only command a third of the going price. He

had bought a small hand mill (which he contrived to be driven by water) and ground

his own malt. He argued that this mill had 'vertical' rollers and produces a finer

grind than the Durris 'horizontal mill' could produce. The Sheriff Court was not

impressed and ordered the destruction of the hand mill. Niven applied to the High

Court for a suspension but the judge ruled against him principally on the grounds
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that he had in the past used the local mill. Niven launched a full appeal on the

grounds that the miller was attempting to 'graft onto a servitude of a limited nature,

another of a totally different description, much more severe and comprehensive' and

also that 'malt' was not a part of the thirl. He claimed that the local sheriff had no

legal right to extend the nature of the thirlage in this way. He argued that all

restrictions should be strictly interpreted in the tack and not assumed. The courts had

already established that an astriction to grind meal for family use was not found
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sufficient to prevent the erection within the thirl of a proper barley mill for grinding

French or pot-meal barley. Also it had been repeatedly determined that a thirlage of

'victuals in general' did not comprehend either barley or wheat (especially where

wheat had not been previously grown or where the manufacture of barley was

unknown at the time of the construction of the thirlage).

Niven then went on to argue that past use or custom is also no excuse for

extending a thirlage. He quoted Erskine Bii tit 9/28 'thirlage cannot be established

by prescription, without the aid of some title in writing'. He also argued that the

change in the attitude ofjudges over the years had produced very different decisions

depending on their point of view, some being 'attached to former practice and

authority, without attending to the change of manners and circumstances'. Therefore,

a case could be found to support almost any argument concerning thirlage. Much

depended on whether the erection of a new mill in a sucken was incompatible with

an existing thirl in the form it was stated in the tack. There were three types of

thirlage. 'Invecta et illata' was an all embracing thirl and would have prohibited any

such mill being established because any grain brought to the new mill would have

been 'ipso facto' by the very act of the importation of the grain into the suchen.

Under a thirl of 'omnia grana crescentia', a new mill could be built in the sucken but

would only legally be allowed to grind grain that had been brought into the sucken.

Because the temptation to abstract is, under these conditions, were almost

irresistible, and at the same time abstraction was so easily committed that it is

impossible to guard against it, it was usually considered only fair to the miller not to

allow any other mill to be built under this type of thirl. The third type of thirlage,

'grana molibilia', which was the type in operation at Durris, was much less
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restrictive than the above and any judgement must subsequently be more relaxed.

These differences in legal interpretation of thirlage agreements had important

implications on the way commercial agriculture developed on a particular estate.

A petition taken out by Alexander Logan and other brewers in Dundee in 1798

demonstrates the way the interpretation of thirlage agreements, and the value they

held to the community, changed over the eighteenth century.11Privileges dating back

to 1641 were granted by Charles 1 to certain mills in Dundee and on multure of

certain grain brought into the town. For many years, these mills were the only mills

in the town and so out of necessity 'the grains not comprehended within the grant'

were processed at these mills along with those that were legally thirled to the mill. In

1749 a dispute between the brewers and the magistrates ofDundee over the rates of

multure arose and this was only settled by a compromise in 1756 in which 'The

town's malt mills are let to the maltmen at £61 yearly rent for fifteen years'. In other

words, the thirlage was recognised as a rent rather than a tax on use. This agreement

was renounced in 1774. From then on the brewers who 'erroneously thought that

malt was astricted' settled an annual rate of multure related to the quantity of malt

registered in the Excise book for that year. This suggests that the multure had now

become a tax rather than a fixed rent, the amount paid depending on the amount of

malt produced in any one year. In 1792 the brewers studied the original charter and

decided, rather belatedly, that they were actually not obliged to pay multure at all.

The city officials disagreed. Dundee magistrates issued a libel to the brewers for the

multure that they estimated was due the city. The brewers applied to the Court of

Session for a Suspension, on the grounds of legal incompetence. A judgement was
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made that the brewers were thirled to the mills mentioned 'with all their barley or

bear that was made into malt', but were 'allowed to grind the same on steel mills, on

their paying a composition of one peck for every ten furlots'. The brewers refused to

pay. On appeal, it was decided that, while the magistrates' mills were in a proper

condition to grind malt, the brewers had to use them and pay multure at one peck for

every five furlots. If they were not, the brewers could use their own and pay at a rate

of one peck for ten furlots. The brewers again challenged this judgement on the

grounds that the charter did not include malt in its original contract. Malt had not

been ground at the mills continuously for forty years and, if it had been, it was out of

convenience rather than an obligation. As this lengthy case demonstrates the concept

and legal interpretation of thirlage agreements was constantly changing.

Thirlage on Forfarshire estates

The exact interpretation of the nature of thirlage varied from area to area. Each

estate had evolved a system over a period of several hundred years that was based on

national legislation but varied in detail. The Barony Courts had enforced the

customary dues of individual baronies, and the tenants worked within the confines of

the system that applied on their particular farm. Their defence against abuse by

either landlord or miller was to point to what was customary in the area - what had

been the practice 'beyond the memory of man'.

The miller's cries for help from the Barony court, which became more frequent

at the beginning of the eighteenth century, were a sign that the millers' interests were
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in conflict with the substantial tenants and tacksmen of the barony.119 The problem

was that thirlage agreements were being affected by the changing methods of

farming and the different ways that land was being held in rural society at this time.

A dispute recorded in the Barony Court book of Urie in 1730 illustrates the problems

millers had in keeping up with the changes. This disagreement concerned two former

independent crofts, Lochdews and Bruntholls, which had become sub-tenanted farms

with a rent consisting only of farm bear to be supplied to the principal tenant. This

farm bear was not subject to multure. The miller argued that because dry multure

had been paid on the amount of cash rent these properties had paid in the past, it

should also be paid on the farm bear that had been substituted for cash rent. He

thought that 'it is not in the power of a heritor, much less a tenant, to constitute a

farm bear at pleasure after he is thirled, in order to evade payment of multure. If it

was, a heritor might constitute as much farm bear as would exhaust all the grain

upon the lands thirled and afterwards colluding with their tenants, convert it into

money rent for the ease of the tenant, thereby avoiding multure payment'. The

Baillie ruled that these two properties should be regarded as part of the farm-town of

Reidcloak and the multure of the whole farm-town should be regarded as the sum

due. This meant that 'no tenant bound to the miln can at his pleasure subsett a tack

for farm bear so as to defraud the heritor or tackmen of the said miln of his dues'. 120

As the eighteenth century progressed, changes in the geography of land

holdings also threatened the value of individual thirls. Cases coming before the

Sheriff Court illustrate the problems that could arise as a result of these changes.

Where parts of estates were sold, the landlord and his tenants from one estate could
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191
find themselves thirled to a mill on another estate. New roads, shifting river

boundaries and improving wasteland altered the agriculture of an area and often
199

resulted in mills being in inconvenient places. Changing patterns of agriculture

reduced the need for a mill in one location while, at the same time, an increase in the

population in another area demanded the building of new mills. As the insularity of

feudal communities gave way to commercial pressures from outside the barony, the

importance of the thirlage changed. The multure for some mills increased in value,

as the land thirled became more productive, while others became almost valueless as

grass replaced arable land and people moved away to other areas. Farms with arable

land reclaimed from bog or moorland could find themselves completely free from

any thirlage.

It is also apparent that the tacks of mills became marketable commodities.

Their value was not only in the multure that they commanded from their existing

thirlage agreement, but also from the opportunities that were becoming available for

using waterpower for manufacturing or processing textiles. In many cases, millers

held a monopoly to develop a water supply at a certain location by the very fact that

no one else was allowed to build a mill. Restrictive thirlage could not only effect

agricultural commercialisation but also influenced the development of other rural

industries that were important in the economic improvement of an area.

In many of the legal cases involving thirlage, great emphasis was put on the

history of the usage of the mill. If someone had used a particular mill for a number of

years, he could then be regarded as being thirled to that mill. For example, Agnes

Nairn, relict ofDavid Soutter, tenant of the Mill of Trottick, sued John Fairweather,
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tenant in Balreedy, for multure on the grounds that he had frequented her mill in the

past. She claimed he was bound 'by implication'. This was despite Fairweather

being specifically bound by his tack to another mill.123

In another case the tenant was thirled to a particular mill with 'corns for his

family use and twelve bolls more'. The miller then tried to sue the tenant's sub¬

tenants on the grounds that 'if a farm is thirled, not only the principal tacksman but

every cottar and subtenant must likewise be thirled in the same manner'. One of the

sub-tenants put up a spirited argument claiming that because he lived in a different

house from the principal tenant and had a separate family he could not come under

the terms stated in the main tack. He argued that the tack stated specifically that the

thirl for the farm applied only to the family of the tenant of the farm.124

Additional pressures on traditional thirlage agreements came from technical

changes in the science of milling. As the above cases from the Court of Session

demonstrated, advances in the mechanics of milling provided new opportunities and

threatened old out-of-date mills. New sophisticated mills were being constructed that

could produce higher quality products such as wheat flour from the marble stone

mills or malt from steel mills. Also, refined gearing mechanisms in mills was

allowing greater control of the power of the water, while new positions for the

grinding stone permitted a wider variety of settings and enabled mills to handle

different types of products. Some mills were able to use different types of millstones

within the same mill, which increased the business opportunities available to the

mill. Better design and architecture of the mill-house also resulted in an

19 S

improvement in the harnessing of the waterpower.
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These changes led to a rapid increase in the number of uses to which mills

could be put and offered new opportunities to rural communities. The Court of

Session struggled in vain in the middle of the eighteenth century to protect the rights

of thirlage from these new multipurpose mills. Lint mills (the construction of which

were given generous encouragement by the Board of Trustees for Manufactures in

Scotland), timber saw mills, snuff mills, oil mills, thrashing mills, and even

windmills were all beginning to challenge the monopoly of the thirl and contribute to

its decline. Whether or not the system of thirlage slowed down agricultural

commercialisation is a question open to debate. Gauldie argues that, in most cases,

especially where the landowner had more lucrative alternatives, thirlage seldom held

up commercial progress. She concludes,

In fact, where there was a will towards
improvement and the capital to finance it, the system of
thirlage did not in any way impede development. It
could, after all, be done away with simply by ceasing to
apply it, and this is what happened where a
landowner's interest in improvement and a miller's
ability to invent happened to coincide. Where thirlage
seemed to be a delaying progress, there were in every
case other factors involved and the chief of these was

always the economic backwardness of the region.126

This conclusion is slightly at odds with the (admittedly somewhat biased)

opinions of the agricultural improvers and writers of the statistical reports of the late

eighteenth century. They almost unanimously concluded that thirlage and other

forms of servitude were an evil that dampened the spirit of agricultural progress.

The comment of the minister of the parish of Barry in Forfarshire is worth quoting at

length, not only because of the vivid description of the many aspects of thirlage and
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how it effected the rural community at the time, but also because of the sheer

eloquence of his prose:

Barry experiences a vigorous astriction to a barony
mill, a species of vassalage which they deem an
inconvenience of no trivial kind. Legal application for redress
have hitherto produced a very partial relief; while, from the
unavoidable ambiguity of old papers, the reciprocal services
of the millmaster and the astricted farmer, furnish and source
of hourly discord while dues are extracted by an unstamped
measure, which is no part of the standard of the nation; while
a power is lodged with the renter of a hopper, to demand by a
solemn oath, an account of every pea, every barley-corn,
every grain of oats, which is daily distributed to every
labouring stead, perhaps dropped to every hen... they
(tenants) find themselves strongly inclined to join in any,
well conceived plan, by which they may be relieved from a
species of servitude, which has often produced the most bitter
effects and has brought along with it, consequences not only
hostile to improvement, but even to the best interest of
morality and religion. The multiplicity of oaths introduced
into the processes relating to thirlage, tend to some degree to
take off that respect to things sacred which every true

197
statesman would desire to preserve unviolated.

It is possible that astriction to a mill may well have had a detrimental influence

on the tenant's incentive to experiment with other crops, to increase his productivity

and develop new markets for his produce. It was a disincentive, but not necessarily

an insurmountable barrier, to improvement. In places where the opportunities for

commercialisation were obvious the thirlage was often bought out128 or reduced to a

small annual cash payment. For Forfarshire, there is little sign that the system of

thirlage provided anything other than an irritant to the commercialisation of

agriculture. In general, the prominent landowners were keen to be rid of the

astriction. Most of the larger landowners (especially the Earl of Panmure) were in

favour of abolishing, or converting to money rent, the thirlage on their estates.
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However, even when this was the case, the process of abolition was often not a

simple affair and involved the co-operation of the whole community. There is

evidence that improving landlords had to strive long and hard to dismantle the

system of thirls, especially when the millers on their estate had long tacks and were

determined to hold onto the privileges empowered in those tacks. The complexity of

abolishing thirlage from an estate could result in years of litigation, as George

Dempster of Dunnichen (Forfarshire) found when he became heritor of the lands of

Drummetermonth and Donly. He removed the astriction of many of his tenants to the

mill and substituted it with a payment of £1 added to their rent in lieu of multure.

The miller of Craikie, William Langland, lodged a petition (1772) against this

arrangement on the grounds that, although the landlord had removed astriction to his

mill in the tacks of the tenants, his tack, with the same landlord, had not been

altered. Consequently, he claimed that the tenants were still obliged to be thirled to

his mill, at least until his tack expired. In 1787 he was still arguing over the matter

but had changed his plea. He contended that the agreement had not taken into

account what he called ring bear, the value of the small grain and sweepings that

were left after the milling process, and he wanted compensation for this as well.129

What is also very clear is that the system of thirlage, with all its social

implications throughout every level of society, was an intricate part of the pre-

commercialised farming community and to abolish it required considerable

adjustment by the whole community. It often was not enough for the landlord

merely to command abolition, even if he was free to do so. John Garden, factor for

the Earl of Panmure, writing to his lordship in 1766 about the tack of Arbirlot mill

that had recently become vacant, states
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On 27th and 28th I was at Abirlot. As all the
tenants that ever I had heard speak on the subject
express great keenness to be free from the slavery of
being astricted to any mill, now I thought was the
proper time of freeing those astricted to the mill of
Abirlot. I convened the whole tenants within and
offered to free them upon their paying cash his
proportion of 31 bolls of bear as the rent of the mill.
Eye, to my surprise not a man of them would accept.130

The complexity of abolishing thirlage has also to be seen in relation to the

many other restrictive practices that operated within eighteenth century rural society.

Communities could be thirled not only to the mill but also to the blacksmith and the

brewer. They could be obliged to only use certain lot-men to thrash their corn. Sub¬

tenants and cottars could be under 'bondage' to a farmer which obliged them to
iii

assist in his field work at certain times of the year, while tenants were often

pledged to carry coal or cut peat for their landlord. There were also obligations to

maintain the church and the schoolhouse along with the milldam and mill wheel.

The net result was that rural society was ingrained with traditional obligations that

were quite foreign to the emerging pressures of the free-market economy associated

with commercialised farming. Servitude persisted on some estates in Forfarshire well

into the nineteenth century. It was most persistent on estates where the opportunity

cost of the labour on the estate was low and where there was a high cost of any

alternative labour. Estates on poor ground far from markets with few local

inhabitants had very little opportunity to commercialise and the landlord had little

alternative but to use tenants for providing basic services. On these estates the

tenants' principal value was from the labour they produced rather than the money

they could pay for rent. Where the opportunity cost of the labour of the tenants was
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high they either paid others to perform the services or paid higher rents to be freed

from such obligations incorporated into their tacks. The higher rents enabled

landlords to pay cash for the services that would have otherwise been carried out by

their tenants.

Conclusion

There are a number of points that arise out of this analysis of the impact of

thirlage on the commercialisation of agriculture. Most of them are equally relevant

to other forms of servitude. Firstly, servitude in any form was incompatible with

commercialised agriculture. The monopolies created by thirls of the mill, brewery,

smith or wright of the barony sat uneasily with the pressures arising from competing

interests in the new commercial markets and the developing cash economy of that

period. They were essentially tools of feudalism that became redundant due to

modernisation of the economy. Their decline hastened the fall of the sub-tenant and

cottarman because without the 'in kind' services that were provided these people

were inevitably drawn towards a cash economy and a loss of self-sufficiency. The

substitution of servitude labour for waged labour reduced the independence of the

labouring poor and helped create the rural proletariat associated with fee'd labour.

The dismantling of servitude in rural society was essential to the emergence of a

market economy in the countryside.

Secondly, the decline of thirlage and other servitudes represented a significant

loss of influence for landowners over the economy of their estates. For the landlord a

lease on the thirl of the mill (or brewseat) represented a tangible asset, the value of

which was dependent on the amount of usage that was encompassed in the thirl. The
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greater the astriction to the mill (in terms of number of sucheners and quantity of

grain) the more value there was to the landlord from the rental of that mill. The

above cases clearly show the dilemma in which landowners found themselves when

the value of the lease of the mill had to be weighed against the loss of value of

rentals from the other farms on the estate that would arise if these farms were

overburdened with servitudes. The more leases became marketable commodities

open to a wider franchise than those already living on the estate, the greater became

the loss in value of these rentals if they were burdened with outdated conditions of

servitude. By selling off these burdens through once-off payments in the form of

additional farm rents, landlords lost for ever the monopolistic value of these

servitudes and opened the way for activities such as carriage of goods, distribution of

fuel, milling and brewing to become industries and occupations in their own right.

Finally, it is clear that thirlage was a taxation on production and an over

restrictive thirl a positive disincentive to tenant farmers to increase yields and

diversify into other markets for their produce. With the demise of thirlage the tenant

became much more of an independent entrepreneur capable of marketing his

produce as and when he wished. It added to the status of the tenant in rural society

and increased his independence from the rest of the community. The power and

influence enjoyed by the miller in feudal society diminished and was replaced by the

control and authority exercised by the commercial tenant farmer.
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14.Case histories

The above analysis suggests that the conditions in farm tacks dictated the way

agriculture was practised on individual farms and influenced the social evolution of

the population in and around the farm. It has been argued that the prominence and

legal authority of the tack in Scottish society was a crucial factor in determining the

specific development of agriculture at farm level. Devine suggests that one of the

striking differences between Scotland and England was that in England the larger

tenants were the main contributors to agricultural improvement, while in Scotland

the tenants were forced into improvements by their landlords using the mechanism of

'improving conditions' in their tacks. 'In Scotland, apparently, agrarian change had

often to be encouraged from above. It did not simply develop autonomously from

below'.132

This thesis has emphasised the importance of the marketplace in the

development of agriculture. It contends that improvement cannot be forced onto a

rural society unless there is a viable market for the increased agricultural

commodities produced from that improvement. Landlords could demand what they

like in tacks but unless it made economic sense for those carrying out the demands it

was likely to be doomed to failure. It has been argued in this thesis that in Forfarshire

'improving tacks' should be seen more as a means of releasing individual tenant

farmers from the constrictions of feudal society than as a mechanism for forcing

them into better methods of fanning. Evidence from the Sheriff Court indicates that

there were many tenant families in Forfarshire willing and able to farm profitably
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and improve their farms if they were allowed to do so by the conditions of their tack.

The final part of this section will briefly examine the development of three

very different estates and comment on how this difference was influenced by the

nature of the tacks held by tenants on these estates. The three estates are the Barony

of Redcastle belonging to the Earl of Panmure, the lands of Ethie belonging to the

Earl of Northesk and the estate of Turin owned by Alex Watson. The analysis of the

first two estates draws heavily on material gathered for a M.Sc. dissertation

completed by the author in 1996, which compared the development of Redcastle and

Ethie estates between 1760 and 1815.133 The third draws on cases in the Sheriff

Court that involved Alex Watson of Turin and is supplemented by other local

contemporary documentation.

The Barony of Redcastle belonging to Earl of Panmure

On the 8th December, 1724, the Countess of Panmure purchased the lands of

the barony ofRedcastle. At the time of the purchase, the geographical distribution of

farms of the barony were essentially the same as those that appeared on the rental

role in 1673 when Fransis Ruthven sold the estate to the Earl of Northesk.134 At that

time, there were about twelve major possessions and a further fifteen smaller ones. A

notable feature of this estate is that these individual farms and pendicles remained

intact throughout the period studied. The rental for 1821 shows nineteen individual
1 "2C

possessions of similar place names to that of the 1673 rental. The geographic
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distribution of farms had changed little over the one hundred and fifty years. One or

two of the smaller possessions had combined to form the nucleus of the village of

Inverkeilor, and several of the farms had joined temporarily under one tenant and

were then divided later in the century but, on the whole, geographically little

changed on the estate during the period of agricultural improvement.

The farm tacks issued by the new owner in the 1720s were relatively simple

documents that let the farm to the tenant, his heirs and subtenants (provided they

were of no higher degree than the tenant) for nine or eleven years. The tenant was

obliged to 'sow and manure the lands', use the local mill and smiddy and leave the

houses in good order at the end of the tack. For the next twenty years the surviving

estate papers give the impression that the landlord undertook very little capital

investment and only very minor repairs seem to have been carried out on the capital

assets of the barony. What is also clear is that the tenants on the estate were in

constant rent arrears and were obviously not in a position to make any substantial

improvements themselves. An account of the individual farms in the barony by the

steward in 1750 is a catalogue of rent arrears and tenants struggling with financial

hardship. It also leaves an impression that they were all good tenants and should

be allowed to remain on their farms despite their indebtedness. New tenants were

clearly not readily available to take their place.

During this period some of the smaller possessions were combined because of

the 'great difficulty in getting tenants'. In other cases, reducing acreage or giving

allowances for past capital expenditure by the tenant were suggested as ways of

reducing the indebtedness. The only individuals who had no rent arrears were the

tenants of the smaller possessions occupied by tradesmen or weavers. An interesting
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note attached to this catalogue of indebtedness was a suggestion by the steward that

the fixing of the method of labouring of the farms should be incorporated into any

new tacks.

Roy's map of 1755 shows the Redcastle barony as having most of the ground

under the plough and confirms the historical evidence that this land had been in

arable production for many years. The light and naturally well-drained soil made

cultivation relatively easy. The Balnamoon mire, the sandy soils next to the coast and

the moorland on the higher ground above the river valley, provided essential fuel,

grazing and building material for the community. It also presumably helped to

maintain the fertility of these arable areas.

An important feature of the estate was the river Lunan that runs through the

length of the barony and was a source of power from which many working mills

developed later in the century. The barony also had a brewseat, smithy and wright, as

well as a church and schoolhouse. In addition there was fishing and smuggling to be

had from Lunan Bay. What is clear from detailed research using the parish records is

that, during most of the eighteenth century, there was a healthy population of cottars,

weavers and residenters living in and around the larger farms on this estate.137 This

community may not have produced much wealth to pay their landlords' rents, but it

seems to have had an active internal economy involving a wide range of commercial

activity.

In the 1760s the Earl of Panmure and his factor entered into the spirit of the

age and set about reorganising the barony. A mapmaker named Panton was

commissioned to draw up plans of the estate in which each individual farm was

measured and clearly defined. Some of these maps have survived and give a
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wonderful picture of the state of farming at that time. The infield and outfields are

clearly marked and measured and there are additional comments on the type of soil

and topography of each farm. The cottar houses are noted along with other

individual smallholdings. All the lands of individual farms appear in these maps to

have been already divided into clearly defined areas although it is less clear whether

these areas were in anyway enclosed. The moor, bog or wastelands were commented

on for their suitability for improvement. The cottar lands and some of the areas

belonging to the smaller pendicles were shown as clearly being farmed in separate

strips. This was in contrast to other arable areas on the map which were not. Water

points were noted for servicing any future field enclosures.138

New 'improved' tacks for the tenants followed this re-appraisal of the barony.

John Garden in a memo to the Earl of Panmure suggested some important aspects of

these new tacks. They were to exclude subtenants or subsets but allow heirs and

assignees. (These assignees were to be liable for any debts of the previous tenant.)

The leases were to be for 57 (actually 38 years was generally used) years plus a life.

The tenant was bound to pay ten bolls in the place of multure and £1 10/- in place of

the ground officers dues. There was to be no additional bondage other than that

mentioned specifically in the tack, although it was stressed that the tenant would still

be liable to statute labour requirements. Finally, it was clearly stated that when a

tenant assigned a tack he did not free himself and his heirs from being legally liable

for payment of the rent after the assignation.139

The intention was clearly to establish long leases to provide a stable and secure

environment for the tenants, with the hope that this would encourage them to make

substantial improvements to the land they farmed. It may have been the desire of the
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factor to bring in new tenants from outwith the barony to fill these new tacks, but in

reality all of them were given to tenants that were already firmly established on the

estate and had presumably not done much improving in the past. This was no

revolution in barony society but a continuation of the old familiar tenants, albeit

under conditions that provided the principal tenants with more long-term security.

From information of surviving tacks of this period, it would appear that

enclosing and liming was to be encouraged but not made conditional of the tack.

Tenants were given tacks with low rents initially, which would then rise when the

improvements began to have an effect on the productivity of the farms. John Garden

thought that setting high rents in the early years of the tack would be fatal. He wrote,

'It is absolutely necessary to be cagy at first without which the tenant will never be

able to enclose and improve'. When referring to some rack-renting by other

landlords he thought 'tenants would rather join the guards in London than pay such

rent'.140 His policy was obviously at odds with some other factors or landlords at the

time. He wrote 'some 'cocklairds' hereabout have told me they would set me an

example and teach me how to sett tacks; I could not bear that insolence and replied

that it was not your lordship's intention to oppress mankind but on the contrary to

encourage those of them that were dutiful and did well'. 141 The attitude of the

landowner was clearly more paternalistic than ruthlessly commercial.

One of the problems the factor had to deal with on Redcastle estate was the

complexity of landholding and privileges that had become so much part of the

barony over the previous hundreds of years. This was not uninhabited and previously

uncultivated ground being divided up and allocated to new tenants. This was an

estate that had been constantly farmed for many hundreds of years, was well
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populated and had a mixed economy. It is apparent from Gardner's correspondence

that a complex relationship had developed between individual families and

possessions that made simple redrawing of the landscape impossible. In another

letter to the Earl, Gardner excuses his lack of progress which he claimed was due to,

'The general farms are not yet fixed and your loss is frequently from houses and

several barns that lye in the way and no body can meddle but yourself...'. The

influence of barony protocol was clearly an impediment to the construction of clearly

defined farming units. These local problems put off prospective tenants from outside

the community. 'No good tenant cares to meddle unless he gets a long tack and

knows the conditions'.142

By 1777, a report of the progress of improvements for each farm in the barony

was lodged in the estate records and these show that only a very moderate amount of

improvements had taken place since the new tacks were introduced. Most had

managed to enclose a portion of their farm, but the tree planting that the Earl had

been particularly interested in encouraging seems to have had only limited success.

For example, Hilton farm reported 60 acres enclosed and 32 acres planted with trees

on the moor. However, it was pointed out that these had been badly planted and were

dying. Other tenants reported moorland enclosed and either planted, or about to be

planted, with trees.143

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, most of the tacks set in the 1760s

and 1770s were still in operation. In many cases, the family of the original holder of

the tack was still farming the ground. For example, John Grieg, the tenant of Hilton,

died before the second term of nineteen years had been completed, but his son John

then took over the tack. By 1811, he also had died and his brother Walter was
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farming the ground even though he had no legal right to do so. Others had assigned

their tacks to a third party and were probably living comfortably off the difference in

rent they charged the assignee and the amount that the landlord was entitled to. This

is illustrated in the case of Charles Greenhill, who had the tack for Hatton mill. In

the 1790s the rent was still only £70 plus 16 bolls each of meal and bear. Greenhill

was offered an extra £200 to assign the rent to a third party. He pointed out to the

factor that the value of the houses alone was £1000 and he could let them separately

for £30 each per year. Clearly the value of the assets of the farm was far in excess of

the rent paid to the landlord. This difference was further exaggerated in the early

nineteenth century when commodity prices rose sharply and substantial agricultural

profits became more reliable.

With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear that the policy adopted by the Earl of

Panmure concerning the improvement of his farms on Redcastle estate had failed to

significantly enhance the agricultural returns from the estate farms and from an

commercial point of view, failed. The rental income generated from these farms did

not reflect the rise in product price that was experienced during the years of the

Napoleonic wars and clearly many of the farms were ill equipped to pay even a

modest rental after the war. For example, the rental obtained from the 182 acre farm

ofNewbarns was

1764 Rent, 12bolls bere, 28 bolls Meal, and £6 2/2

= approx. £31, = 3/4 per acre.

1803 Rent, 18bolls bere, 18 bolls Meal, and £24 =

approx. £60, = 7/- per acre.
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1821 Rent = £29 16/- = 3/- per acre.144

Newbarns may be an extreme example since it is situated on very sandy soil

with poor natural fertility. However by 1815, most of the other farms on this estate

also reflected a similar lack of agricultural worth and display no signs of

commanding high rents. The long tacks of the 1760s had come to an end, and the

years of under-investment, assigning and possibly complacency had left the estate, at

least from an agricultural point of view, poorly equipped for the harsher post war

economic climate. Many of the farms in the barony became grass farms rather than

arable. The inevitable conclusion is that the lack of authority displayed by the

landlord in driving through meaningful improvements had resulted in very little

substantial capital investment being achieved. The long leases issued in 1770s had

produced apathy and neglect.

This conclusion, however, fails to take into account the other factors that

influenced economic growth in the barony. It could be argued that the lack of

development of these farms had more to do with the nature of the soil than the

conditions of the tack. These soils were easier to cultivate by the primitive

equipment of pre-improved agriculture than farms with heavier waterlogged ground.

Their ease of cultivation meant also a natural lack of fertility. In pre-improved

agriculture the transfer of fertility from the outfields and wasteland of the barony

was still available to support arable crops and could keep these poorer soils

reasonably fertile. Under these conditions, acceptable yields of grain could be

obtained. When, in the second half of the eighteenth century, other lands in the area

with greater natural fertility began to be drained and improved, these lands produced
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higher yields at a lower price per boll than the lighter soils. The economics of cereal

production on the less fertile ground of the Redcastle barony in a commercialised

environment seriously discouraged investment in agricultural improvements on these

lighter soils.

Rev Roger's assessment of Agriculture in Angus in 1790 suggests that the

farms with the best land had the most to gain from enclosing.145 He recognised the

doubtful value, in terms of increased profits, of enclosing on poor land. The

idealistic view of improved farms with neatly enclosed fields was often not a serious

economic reality for the tenant farmer struggling to make a living on light soils on

which there was not a ready supply of stones for building walls and where hedges

failed to grow successfully. Moveable barriers or 'Flakes' offered a short-term

alternative but they did nothing for increasing the long-term capital value of the land.

Although from a strictly agricultural view the tacks were a failure, from a

social point of view they were a success. The freedom they offered the tenants in the

way they could manage their farms allowed relatively unrestricted growth of

manufacturers, tradesmen and weaving communities as well as encouraging the

establishment of Inverkeilor as a village of some consequence. The parish records

for births and marriages show that farms such as Ironshill, Bandoch, Hilton and

Redcastle had a large population living in and around the farm. Families are

recorded living on the farms as cottars, subtenants or as residenters in numbers far in

excess of that which was needed to run the farm. The Sheriff Court records reveal

some of these individuals as being men of substance such as tradesmen, vintners, or

artisans who contributed significantly to the rural economy.
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There was also a thriving industry created from the water mills dotted along

the Lunan River that needed workers and places for these workers to stay. Panmure

did not set out to create an agricultural monopoly in the barony and may have been

well aware of the important relationship between agricultural production and the

trades and manufacturers. The paradigm of improvement is not solely a reflection of

agricultural productivity but of a growth in the whole of the rural economy. Devine

has shown that the population of the parish of Inverkeilor, of which the barony of

Redcastle makes up a large part of, increased in population well above the average

between the 1750s and 1790s.146 The Rev Harry Stewart, when commenting on the

state of agriculture in the 1840s, referred back to the beginning of the century in a

manner particularly applicable to Redcastle barony. 'In many districts a great change

began to take place in the relative position and employment of all classes. Before this

period manufacturers trades and agriculture were in a great measure cojoined and in

the same hands. When manufacturers work began to withdraw to the towns,

landlords could hardly get their farms let at all, because they felt without the money

from spinning the men folk would not earn enough to pay the rent.'147

The point that this estate clearly illustrates is that agricultural improvement

could not simply be inspired by landlord inducements. The conditions imposed in a

tack could not necessarily make a poor farm into a profitable farm. Tenant farmers

on sandy soil with low natural fertility could not readily compete against areas of

higher productivity. Instead improvements came from commercial activity that were

a reflection of other assets of the estate. Redcastle barony supported a high

population and considerable manufacturing activity mainly due to the power created

from the waters of the Lunan River. Tenant farmers seemed to have been more
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interested in investing in these subsidiary industries as they were likely produce a

better return than that which could be achieved from agricultural investment. It is

perhaps not surprising therefore that the extent to which tenants improved their

farms reflected the likely returns they would get from these improvements.

Unfortunately for the owner, when much of this industry retreated to the urban

environment ofArbroath and Dundee, this estate was left with farms poorly

equipped to compete in the post war agricultural economy of 1816.

The estate of Ethie belonging to the Earl of Northesk

In the late 1740s, George, the sixth Earl of Northesk, bought back the family

estate of Ethie that his father had mortgaged in 1723. For twenty years, the lands had

been under sequestration and much neglected. The tenants were mostly in arrears on

their rents and the landlord's assets on these farms had deteriorated through lack of

investment. The mill was said to have been profitable but even so the house was only

built of mud. 148 The ground produced very little grain and most of the estate was

waterlogged and unproductive moorland that was surrounded on two sides by the

North Sea and on the west by the mire of Balnamoon. Although this estate

neighboured the Redcastle barony, it had no tradition of arable production, as the

ground was heavy and difficult to cultivate. Judging by the parish records this estate

was sparsely populated, with only the fishing villages of East Haven and Auchmithie

containing any sizeable population. This was a typical unimproved estate that by

1760 was only just beginning to show hesitant signs of change.
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However, a map of the estate drawn by Blackadder in 1814 shows the whole of

the 2255.69 acres ofEthie estate divided into eighteen farms.149 The size of each

individual farm varied, but all were enclosed and divided into individual fields. A

total of over 200 different field enclosures can be identified on the map. In the space

of sixty years Ethie estate had been transformed from a wilderness flanked by one or

two unimproved farms, to a model estate of separate farms with well-defined fields

and individual farm steadings.

The scale of this transformation can be illustrated from the rise in the rental of

one of the better farms on the estate, Southmains of Ethie. In 1758, Robert Johnston

rented the farm for 7/6 per acre for both the infields and outfields, giving a

maximum rental (assuming all the acreage was either infield or outfield which it

almost certainly was not) on the 276 acres of about £103.150 Sixty years later (1815),

John Godall had the tack of the same farm for a total annual rent of £980, which,

allowing for a little variation in acreage, represents about £3 10/- per acre.151 If these

figures were transferred to the whole estate, the yearly rental can be seen to have

increased by over 900% over this period. This is in stark contrast to Redcastle estate,

where rentals seldom increased more than 100% over the same period.

The evidence from the few individual tacks and rental details that have

survived suggest that the Earl ofNorthesk had a completely different approach to

improving his estate. For example, he never gave a tack to a tenant for a longer

duration than 19 years and the activities of the tenant in each of the nineteen-year

periods were tightly controlled by the conditions contained in the bargain. The

emphasis of the tack is on tenants being limited to farming activities only while the
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landlord regarded the non-agricultural improvements or alterations to the land and

the buildings on the individual farms as his responsibility.

A good example of estate policy is shown in the tack given to Thomas Scott in

1758 for the farm ofNorth Mains. Scott was originally from the nearby farm of

Newbigging of West Brakie, and he took the farm of North Mains in a bargain that

was clearly different from that of the previous tenant on this farm. The tack excluded

part of the outfield of the old farm. This had been set off to the Mill of Ethie. It also

excluded the cottar lands of Craigpark with its houses and yards (now part of the

farm of the Barns ofEthie) and the fisher houses ofEthie Haven. The Earl also kept

an option to build more houses 'under the brae' if he so wished.

It was stated in the tack that the landlord could plant trees in the farmyard or

on areas of enclosed land on the farm at any time during the period of the tack. Other

tacks on this estate show that it was a policy of the landlord to keep his options open

for enclosing parts of the unimproved areas that individual farms had access to. The

intention of the landlord was clearly to establish an agricultural tenant on an older

but more extensive possession, while at the same time leaving himself the legal

entitlement to do other estate improvements during the lifetime of the tack. The tack

contained a clear rotation for the infield and a plan ofaction to improve the outfield.

When improving the outfield land the tenant must first lime it and only then was

allowed to take six arable crops before sowing out to grass. The field had to remain

in grass for a further five years and could only then be followed by a further three

arable crops (four if dunged). If this was completed, the Earl was obliged to enclose

the field with an earth fence, although the tenant would then have to pay 7.5%

interest yearly on the cost of this fence. The tenant was also obliged to maintain this
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fence in good repair. The Earl put the houses in order at the beginning of the tack

and the tenant was liable for any repairs at the end of the tack. The farm was

astricted to the mill and smiddy. The rent was 5/- per acre for the first 9 years, 7/6 for

the 10th year and 10/- for last 9 years.152 This and other similar tacks of the time

show the landlord was clearly willing to finance the capital improvements on his

farms himself rather than leave it to the tenant. The tenant was forced to accept the

improvements and pay for them in higher rents. As a result, the tenant was free to

finance the farming activities that would have short-term benefits, such as liming and

draining, without having to waste time and money putting the houses and steading in

order. This overcame the problem that many landlords experienced at this time of

tenants spending most of their capital on assets that improved their comfort but did

nothing for the productivity of the land.

By renewing the rental agreement every nineteen years, the landlord could

control and regulate the tenants' activities with more precision. The rent and

conditions of tenure could easily be altered to suit the current state of farming and

take in the latest ideas in husbandry. Even though the same tenant might renew the

tack, there was never any room for complacency. Ever increasing rentals forced the

tenant to farm well, but it is clear from the interest shown by prospective tenant

farmers when leases came on the market that the improvements being demanded in

their tacks produced substantial profits. Investment in capital assets by tenants was

encouraged by the fact that it would be repaid at the end of each rental period and

not, as with the longer leases, sometime in the distant future. For example, in 1815,

Alexander Jefferson, tenant in Kinaldie, claimed repayment for £673 worth of stone

dykes that he had built during the nineteen years of his lease.153
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In 1815, the Ethie estate was advertised for rent in the Dundee, Perth and

Cupar Advertiser. It was described as 'These farms lie all compact; and may be let

separately or together... line kilns within a few miles of the lands... the farm

steadings are neat and substantial... part of the lands enclosed with stone dykes'.

These farms had clearly become substantial financial units that were open to the

highest bidder.154

Ethie is a clear example of an estate being improved through the combination

of a ruthless policy of landlord control and the tenants' ability to make a good

financial return despite high rents. The clear advantage the Earl ofNorthesk had

over the Earl of Panmure was that he was improving land that was inherently fertile

(once drained and limed) and relatively unpopulated. Returns in the form of

productive yields made any such improvement attractive to both the tenant and the

landlord. The prescriptive tacks he issued made economic sense and therefore

succeeded in their objectives.

The estate of Turin belonging to the Watson family

The estate of Turin represents agricultural improvement through self-effort. In

the beginning of the eighteenth century, Dr John Watson bought the lands of Turin,

and direct descendants of the doctor farmed these lands until 1828. The lands as they

were described in the charters under the great Seal dated 13th February 1744, and the

30th May, 1756, consisted of a number of specifically stated individual and

independent townships. These townships existed in a sea of unimproved moor and
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bog. For example,'The lands of Over and Nether Turin with the stone and slate

quarries, houses biggings, mosses, muirs, marshes, meadows, part pendicles and hail

pertinents.' or 'The lands ofMilltown of Rescobie with the Miln of Rescobie, miln

lands, multures, suckens and knaveship thereof with those parts of the said milntown

of Rescobie called Waindlands and Sergeantlands thereof and a plough of land of the

said Milntown of Rescobie..' The purchase of these lands gave the Watsons a right to

the revenue of the rentals derived from the leasing of the privileges listed in the

charter. The activities of the Watsons over the whole of the eighteenth century

revolved around establishing their right to exploit the assets of these lands in a more

commercial manner. This was a slow and laborious process that was clearly

hampered by the intricate arrangements of customary rights and privileges of each of

the individual townships.

The Watsons, and in particular Alexander Watson (the grandson ofDr.

Watson), are typical of a small pioneering breed of landowner in Forfarshire at this

time. They created a commercial agricultural estate out of land that had formerly

consisted of a few scattered unimproved communities. They did so chiefly by their

own personal efforts in farming the land, exploiting the natural assets of the estate

and re-investing the proceeds in the capital assets on the property. They achieved

their objectives without the advantage of the supreme authority of the larger, more

aristocratic, landowners. The variety of court cases unearthed in this research (over

fifteen cases from only fifteen percent of the relevant court records) indicates that

the Watsons, and other similar landowners, relied heavily on the authority of the

Sheriff Court to challenge the conservatism of traditional rights and customs that

characterised the unimproved township.
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Alexander Watson was clearly a hard man who was prepared to exploit the

assets of his estate to the full, explore any commercial opportunity that arose and

challenge any attempt to question his authority. He owned dredging boats for

dragging Rescobie loch for marl. He had a quarry on Turin hill. He grew trees on

reclaimed land on Montleathnot moor. He also farmed land nearby at Pitmuis and

Dysert. His narrow escape from conviction for murdering one of his employees may

have made him more reticent to take the law into his own hands and, as a result, he

may have relied, more than others, on the Sheriff Court in settling disputes that arose

from his business activities.155 He, however, was not alone in using the courts fully.

His neighbour, Thomas Farquhar ofPitcandly, was said to have had over sixty cases

in the local court within the space of a few years, and others, such as Partick Carnegy

ofLour and George Dempster of Dunnichen, frequently pursued their tenants and

business associates through the Sheriff Courts.

Alexander Watson was visited twice by the eminent agriculturist A. Wight

during his agricultural tour of Scotland in the 1770s. In 1776, Wight reported that

Watson farmed 800 acres of arable land and owned a further 400 acres of moorland

and gives details of how Watson set about improving his land. He reported that

Watson's method was to take over specific areas of vacant land, drain and enclose it,

plough it up, plant grass and then feed sheep on the land until it was clean of weeds

and of good fertility. His aim was not to grow arable crops himself but to bring the

land to the point that the farm could be enclosed and farmed by one individual

tenant. He built walls around the fields to keep the sheep in and got the broom and

whins cleared by the local cottars for the price of the firewood. He used his own marl

to fertilise the ground and tried to make a profit while doing this improvement from
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the sale of hay and sheep meat. He then let the farm with a tack that included 'many

plans suggested for the interest of the tenant and the preservation of the

improvements'. As Wight points out 'This improver, sensible that though gentleman

may lead the way, the farmer must complete the work'. 156 Once the farm was let, the

conditions contained in the tack were fiercely upheld through the threat of

legislation.

The implementation of this policy was fraught with difficulty and brought

Watson into frequent conflict with the local communities. Grass sown on previously

unimproved ground was constantly being illegally grazed.157 Dykes built across

traditional rights of way led to arguments with neighbours and drovers.158 Trees

planted on moorland that had previously been used as common property elicited

constant challenges by local inhabitants as they frequently made illegal entry and

caused physical damage to his woods.159 For the local population traditional

privileges ofgrazing cattle, collection of firewood and access to areas for casting of

turfs or divots suddenly became 'an illegal invasion of property'.160 In 1777, the Rev

Thomas Craig, minister of Guthrie, was summoned before the sheriff to answer

charges of illegally casting divots and grazing his cattle on newly enclosed land.

With others similarly accused, he 'denied they either pastured their bestials or cast

turf but where their predecessors did before them and where they have a title on the

common muir'.161 In some cases, whole communities were charged with trespass and

threatened with stiff fines. All of these cases appear in the county court rather than

through any Barony Bourt. In fact there is no evidence of an active Barony Court on

this estate.
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The tacks issued to tenants clearly defined the area of the farm and the

privileges that were associated with the farm. When James Carnegy, a wright, took

the tack of Haresburn in 1752 it was clearly stated where the tenant could cut peat

and from which area turf could be dug for muchfaill. An area that had previously

been used for keeping sheep during the winter was now to be used as the farm

steading. Clearly, the redefining of farm boundaries had begun, and this process

162continued with greater speed as the townships were broken up.

Tacks in later years included conditions of labouring, and Watson enforced

these conditions through either the Sheriff Court or another local authority. In a case

brought by Watson against David Bell for failure to pay all his rent, Bell produced

evidence that he had already paid all that he owed. Watson claimed that two of the

payments referred to by the defence and which had been paid to Provost Kerr were

solely in respect to a fine imposed for the deterioration and mislabouring of the land
■J /r -J

rather than for payment of the rent.

Unfortunately, none of the later tacks issued by Watson have survived which

makes it difficult to assess the exact limitations on cropping and labouring that

Watson imposed on his tenants. However, what is clear is that by the end of the

eighteenth century he had created an estate that consisted of individual and clearly

defined single tenanted farms interspersed with woodland. The role of the tenant had

been to farm the land rather than improve it. The landlord who financed the

improvements protected them through the conditions imposed in the farm tacks.
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Conclusion

These three examples show clearly how conditions of tenure expressed in

farm tacks could influence the way tenant farmers developed their farms. Ethie

estate is a classic example of a landlord driven 'improving' estate that produced

excellent economic results over a seventy-year period. The policies carried forward

by the landlord resulted in a substantial increase in estate rental and, as far as it is

possible to tell, a reasonable increase in the standard of living of the tenants who

leased the farms. By drawing a clear distinction between working capital invested by

the tenant and asset capital (buildings, walls, drainage and trees) invested by the

landlord both parties prospered.

They did so under conditions that were extremely favourable to commercial

farming. The land was naturally fertile ifproperly drained and limed, it had not

suffered from over farming in the past, it had few local inhabitance to complicate the

re-organisation of the farms and the estate was located favourably for supplying local

and export markets. The high levels of rent being demanded by the landlord were

achievable by efficient and industrious tenants but they did so at the expense of

others living on the estate. The smallholder, sub-tenant and independent cottar

became practically extinct.

Redcastle estate represented land on the periphery of a large individual

landholding on which the control exercised by the landowner can only be described

as 'paternalistic' rather than 'commercial'. Tenants were established with long leases

unencumbered by restrictive conditions of tenure and requiring no periodic

reappraisals of conditions of tenure. Perhaps as a consequence of this, agriculture

tended to be neglected in favour of other rural industries and the barony became a
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hive of industry based on the waterpower provided by the Lunan River. The local

population in this area increased considerably during this period, the village of

Inverkeilor expanded and a number of small independent landholdings survived.

Many of the farms show evidence of accommodating many more families than were

necessary for farming the land.

The return from rentals rose only slightly over the period studied and the

individual farms appear to have lacked significant investment in capital assets. This

however, I would argue, was as much of a reflection on the quality of the ground

than of a failure of the terms of the tenancy agreement to force tenants into

improving their farms. The extent of agricultural investment by the tenants reflected

the poor return that these investments were likely to produce in terms of increased

yields. Most of Redcastle barony was light, naturally infertile land and incapable of

producing economic returns without the addition of considerable amounts of

fertiliser. Until the advent of artificial fertilisers these farms remained of little

economic value and the low rents that they commanded in 1815 were as much a

consequence of the nature of the soil on these farms as of the failure of previous

leases to produce a valuable asset.

Turin estate farms demonstrate the use of the tack as a means of controlling the

exploitation of capital improvements that had already been done by the landlord. The

leases issued by Alex Watson for the already enclosed farms were not designed to

encourage improvements so much as to maintain the value of his own investment.

They mirror the type of prescriptive lease that began to dominate Scottish agriculture

in the nineteenth century after most of the major structural changes to the

countryside had been completed. What is interesting, and typical of the Scottish
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Lowland experience, was that Watson did not contemplate extending his farming

activities beyond the Home farm and the initial investment in enclosing. There was

no desire by the landlord to run his estate on waged or possibly bonded, labour. For

mixed arable farming in the eighteenth century there was a definite limited to the

economies of scale that could be gained from extending the area of arable farming

beyond two or three hundred acres. It was through the returns from farm rentals that

Watson, and other Scottish landowners, sought to realise the value of their estates. It

was a through the conditions in the farm tacks that Scottish agriculture evolved.
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Section 3

The Fee Contract

15. The importance of the Fee in Scottish Society.

The Scottish agricultural revolution of the late eighteenth century changed the

physical geography of the countryside. The landlords' contribution has been

measured by the extent to which they reorganised their estates into individual

commercial farms and the manner in which they guided their tenants towards

improved methods of farming on these newly constituted agricultural units.

Historians have placed less emphasis on the truly momentous development in

working practice that was experienced by the majority of the rural population as a

consequence of such change.

In England, the change in agriculture developed slowly over several centuries.

In Scotland, the rural peasant experienced within a few decades a giant upheaval in

both the type of work that occupied his life and the philosophy underpinning the

reason for such work. Driving this change was the commercial tenant farmer

pursuing greater labour productivity through using the manpower on his farm in a

completely different manner than that of his predecessor. This was an important

development, not only for the individual tenant farmers themselves but also for the

whole of rural society.1 As Overton and Campbell point out, 'it was the ability to

raise output per worker in agriculture under conditions of rising population and
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expanding demand for agricultural products that presented the ultimate challenge in

the breakthrough to sustained economic growth.'

Inherent to commercial farming is the production of agricultural products to

sell at a profit. Adam Smith makes the point that the price of an agricultural

commodity is made up of the valued rent of the ground that it is produced on, the

wages or maintenance of the labour employed in producing the product and the
•2

profit accrued by the farmer. The control and use of labour is therefore a

fundamental part of the development ofprofitable commercial farming. It was the

rise of the tripartite class system of landlord, tenant and labourer that was the

hallmark of eighteenth century development of capitalism in the countryside.

Increasing the productivity of labour was crucial, both to the payment of higher rents

that were being demanded by landlords, and to producing greater profits for the

farmer from his investment.4 The object of this section is to examine this

restructuring of the rural labour force in the light of the evidence available from the

Forfarshire Sheriff Court and to highlight the role of the fee contract in shaping

agricultural change in Forfarshire during this period.

Like the tack, the fee contract was ingrained in early modern Scottish society.

The use of the fee contract as a means of regulating employment in both pre-

improved society and commercial agriculture provided an important element of

stability to Scottish society during this sudden period of transition. It will be argued

in this thesis that it was the familiarity and legal certainty of the fee contract that

was, to some extent, responsible for smothering much of the popular protest usually

associated with agricultural change.5 The fee contract will be shown to have evolved
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to suit the very different demands of commercial farming while at the same time

retaining much of the security and legal certainty of the past.

The History of the Fee Contract

There is little evidence to suggest that the principal form of employment in

Forfarshire during the early modern period was in any way different from that in

other areas ofBritain. The 'living in' servant constituted the single largest class of

fulltime paid worker in rural society at that time.6 The vast majority of these servants

were what Adam Smith called 'productive servants' rather than servants hired to

maintain a specific life style. These servants lived and worked with the family of

their employer in both the house and in the fields and were not necessarily seen as a

lower social class than their employers. As Kussmain points out,

Families at every level of early modern society
sent their children into the households of others, and
families at all but the lowest levels brought others'
children into their own. The opinion that all youths,
whether children of nobles, gentry, yeomen, craftsmen,
labourers or paupers became members of the labouring
class by entering service was inconceivable.7

The feeing of family members, starting usually at puberty and continuing until

marriage, made both social and economic sense in a society where large families

prevailed, where houses were small and cramped, and where opportunities for

economic expansion of individual family members within their own township were

o

limited. It helped to spread the labour requirements and financial commitments of

families over their lifetime. Elder brothers and sisters could be quickly dispersed at a

time that the economic pressure on a family was at its greatest while, at the same
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time, feeing ofjuveniles provided labour and services for the maturer family unit.

This form of feeing into families was an essential phase in the life cycle of cottars

and its decline over the eighteenth century was in line with the slow eradication of

cottar lands.9

It is clear that in some areas of Forfarshire the old styled fee'd labourer

continued on farms well into the nineteenth century. This was especially so on the

smaller or more isolated farms where alternative labour was unavailable and where

there was a reliance on family relations and cottar families to maintain the self-

sufficiency of the smaller farming unit. However, it is also clear that by 1815 the vast

majority of the larger improved commercial farms had replaced the fee'd live in

servant with the fee'd bothy servant or fee'd cottarman. As Kussmain points out 'The

social and economic gap between servant-supplying and servant-hiring families

widened, stretching to breaking point the notion that servants became members of

their employers families'.10 In these cases, the influence of commercialisation had

changed the nature of employment on the farm and reduced the status of those

employed by the farmer into a clearly defined subservient class. The old styled farm

servant had become, as Kassmain so aptly described ' one of the large reptiles of

economic history, extraordinarily successful in its time, and driven rapidly to

extinction when times changed'11. The social and economic relationship between

tenant farmer and his employees had also changed. As Devine points out, 'the

patterns of work and fellowship associated with peasant society were permanently

transformed and replaced by a series of more impersonal relationships in a era of

agrarian capitalism'.12
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However, unlike most areas of England, the live in farm servant was not

replaced by weekly paid labour living away from the farm, but instead evolved into

the yearly or half-yearly fee'd bothy or cottarman residing within the boundaries of

the farm. This difference had important implications in the development of the

social, geographical and topographical features of eighteenth century rural Scotland.

The local village supplying labour for the surrounding farms that dominated the

English countryside did not become a prominent feature in Eastern Scotland. Instead

the individual farm became a self-contained agricultural unit with its own bothy or

cottar houses to supply the regular labour needed to work the farm.

Despite these significant changes in the way labour was used the basic

principle of the fee contract in Scottish rural employment remained the same

throughout the period of change and it was only the form of employment that

altered.13 This thesis argues that the fee contract and the associated annual or half

annual feeing markets were so ingrained in Scottish society that even the momentous

changes in the demand for labour created by commercial farming failed to alter its

predominance as the basic constitution of the employment in Scotland. It is the

history of the fee contract that is the crucial element in understanding the evolution

of the full-time farm servants in Scottish agriculture. It is the dominance of the fee

that dictated the manner in which Scottish rural society developed in response to

commercial farming.

In the seventeenth century, the fee contract played an important part in the way

that landlords controlled the rural poor. It developed initially as a means of

regulating the more unruly elements of society by committing people to long term
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work and drawing the rural population away from self-sufficiency and into a more

productive way of life.14 Various Acts of parliament in the 17th century gave the

local Justice of the Peace wide ranging powers to fix 'the ordair hyre and wadger of

labouraris, workmen and servandis' at the Quarter Sessions eveiy February and

August.15 He could also punish those who refused to serve at the wage levels set.

This control exercised by the fee was an attempt to stop 'the ffaude and malice off

servantis who... refusis to be hyired without gryit and extraordinarie wages'.16 It

would appear that from its origin the fee had a dual function in society of regulating

wage levels as well as maintaining social order.

This control of necessary servants was seen as being for the public good.

During this period, the Scottish law tended towards a general assumption that

individuals, both employers and employees, had to be subordinated to the common

17

good. It was thought quite justifiable for wages of all classes of employees to be

fixed relative to the nature of their occupation. Similarly, any individual generosity

by an employer was seen as acting against the interests of the whole community and

fines could be imposed on those employers paying more than the going rate.18 The

fee also developed as a useful means of controlling the movement of the rural poor.

For example, in the case of agricultural workers an Act of Parliament in 1621

strengthened the influence of the fee contract on individual freedom of movement by

making it unlawful for farm servants to leave their master at Whitsunday term unless

they could prove that they had actually been engaged by another master for the

summer half of the year. This was an attempt to stop servants leaving their

employment in order to take better paid part-time work during the summer after

having been kept by their masters for the less productive winter season.
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The emphasis by legislators throughout the seventeenth century was on

preventing farm servants from working daily or weekly contracts and encouraging

long-term fees.19 It aimed to encourage individuals to work over and above that

which was necessary to survive. It did so in a society where nearly everyone had at

least some access to land and as a consequence the dependence on a regular wage

was much less than it later became under commercial farming. Furthermore, this

element of control has to be seen in the context of a general shortage of agricultural

and domestic labour20 and the widespread vagrancy problem of the time. It was

clearly not in the interest of landowners to have bands of vagrants roaming freely

about their estates. Ian Whyte claimed that 'the Scottish authorities seemed obsessed

with the problem of vagrancy' and regarded any unemployed able-bodied person as a

91
threat to the social order. The fee developed as a policy for controlling this threat.

Legislation to force people to work was combined with the fixing of rates of

labour by the local authorities at unrealistically low levels that merely reduced the
99

incentive to work. There was no recognition by employers of any influence from

the local supply and demand of labour on the actual level of wages. Throughout the

eighteenth century, the Justices of the Peace strove to keep wages low even in times

of inflation.23 They did so by regulating fee contracts. Johnston claims that 'The

most approved feudal - capitalist method of dealing with the working class after the

Hereditary Jurisdiction had gone was the method of strict wage's regulation.'24 The

control over the working poor achieved in feudal society through conditions of

servitude was gradually replaced by the control of wages through legislation of the

fee contract.
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By the middle of the eighteenth century, the system of fee was not only a

means of controlling the rural poor, but also a way of encouraging them to work

harder and longer hours. The fee contract had become an instrument that the land¬

owning class used to proselytize the virtue of regular work to the lower classes.25 As

Whatley has pointed out in an article dealing with serfdom in the coal and salt

industries, 'It was not only employers of colliers and salters who, frequently with the

connivance of the state, used a range of coercive devices to regulate and discipline

their labour forces in their effort first to kick-start the Scottish economy and then to

9 ft
maintain the industrialisation process'. On the farm the legal authority of the fee

contract was used to encourage, or force, the individual away from the self

sufficiency of the cottar life to work full time and become completely dependent on

his employer for the provision of all his food, fuel and accommodation.

The regulatory powers associated with the fee contract that had previously

controlled the domestic servant adapted to control the full-time farm worker. The

local Barony Court that had previously used the legality of the conditions of

servitudes or bonded labour incorporated into tacks to control the labouring poor on

an estate gave up its powers to the authority of national legislation relating to fee'd

labour. In the same way as the commercial tenant farmer looked towards national

legislation to regulate the terms of his tack, so too did the full-time fee'd farm

servant look towards the Sheriff Court to regulate the terms of his employment.

Instead of kinship, patronage and traditional customs of employment dictating wages

and conditions it became a county, if not national, issue controlled by government

legislation.
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The legal certainty of the Fee contract.

The object of this section is to use the evidence from legal cases presented to

the Sheriff Court to illustrate the importance of the legal certainty of the fee contract

in Forfarshire society. The long history of the fee as a form of social control for

dealing with the labouring poor had established a legal certainty that both employer

and employee were familiar with. During the eighteenth century this certainty was

coming under considerable pressure from many other economic factors influencing

employment. The general shortage of labour in Forfarshire and the increasing

availability of part-time seasonal work meant that the opportunities for changing
97

employment were greater than ever before. This clearly provided an enormous

temptation for individual employees to break fee contracts while at the same time

reinforced the employers desire to maintain the security of his labour force through

the legal authority of the fee.

What clearly emerges is that the commitment between employer and employee

implied by entering into a fee contract was upheld vigorously by the local Sheriff

Court. Employers were quite prepared to sue their employee if any conditions of the

fee were broken. Flowever, employees were also prepared to appeal to the court if

they felt they had been wrongfully dismissed or that the employer had not honoured

a specific part of the fee contract. An employer breaking a fee contract could be

liable to his employee in the civil court, while an employee faced the possible
98

sanction of a heavy fine or imprisonment under both civil and criminal law.
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The system of feeing relied heavily on the legal certainty that was recognised

in fee contracts. The servant, once he had accepted the 'earnest money' or 'penny

arles' of his master, was legally obliged to serve the stipulated term of the fee. He

was liable for damages if he failed to turn up for work on the first term day or left

before the full term of the contract had expired. There are many cases, some of

which are recorded in the appendix of this thesis, that demonstrate the willingness of

employers to sue their employee for such a breach of contract.

The courts held the act of accepting earnest money as a legally binding security

for the contract of employment. The action of accepting the money was the

equivalent to a signature on a legal document and was held by the court as a serious

legal commitment between the two parties. For example, in 1764, Alexander

Dennis, a young juvenile already fee'd to Alex Deas in Auchmithie, accepted 6d

earnest money from Andrew Crichton, tenant in Screan while he was at the St

Thomas feeing Market in Arbroath. Because he was already fee'd he did so without

any intention of taking up the employment. He claimed in justification that 'he

remembers nothing of it, for he got some more liquor from different people in the

market than what was necessary and remembers nothing of the alleged conduction'.

Despite this, and the fact that he was under fourteen years old, he was fined 20/- and

incarcerated in the Tollbooth in Forfar until he paid.29

The court was sending out a clear message that the fee contract was not

something to be taken lightly, and that the act of entering into a bargain was a

serious, legally binding, contract. It was unnecessary for the contract to be written

because, as a judge commented in another case around this time, 'verbal agreements
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between master and his servant or apprentice are daily sustained before this court.'30

It was the exchange of arles that symbolised the contractual agreement between the

two parties. This agreement remained until the end of the fee contract and even then

a servant wishing to quit his fee had to give his master reasonable notice (usually 40

days) of such intention so that a substitute could be sought. If this was not done, it

was assumed that the fee would continue for another term.31 Even returning the arles

to the employer was not necessarily sufficient to break the contract. In a case that

came before the Court of Session in 1799 between Andrew Wallace and his

maidservant Ann Wishart, the arles exchanged to seal the fee bargain was returned

by Wishart forty days before the beginning of the term. This, she claimed, meant that

she was not obliged to take up the fee and was free to take another. Wallace

disagreed with this interpretation and sued her for breaking her fee contract. Initially,

the local judge found 'that the defender returned the arles in full-time for the pursuer

to provide himself with another servant, therefore finds that the defender is free from

serving the said Andrew Wallace' However, on appeal this was overturned. Hume

notes that the court was in agreement that 'both parties are finally and equally bound

by the verbal contract of location and that the servant cannot resile more than the

master'. The fee contract was a legally binding commitment by both parties that

was sealed by the exchange of arles.

An employee failing to enter the services of his master after having accepted

the arles was liable to be sued for an amount of money based on the full year, or half

year's, wages stipulated in the fee. He would also be liable for court expenses and a

sum of money for causing 'disappointment of a servant'. For example, in 1751
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Alexander Wilson in Inglistoun of Essie fee'd Ann McGrergour from the back

Cotton of Inverighty to serve his wife as an ordinary women servant. Her wages were

to be £12 Scots, half a peck of lintseed worth £1, an ell of linen at 10/- and an apron

at 12/-, which came to a grand total of £14 2/- Scots. When she failed to arrive he

sued her for the whole of this sum as well as legal costs and an extra £6 Scots for the

'damages sustained by the want of her services'.

This type of litigation was quite common and it does raise the question as to

how these poor employees were expected to pay such fines. In some cases, especially

where apprenticeships were being considered, a sponsor supported the fee bargain or

apprenticeship. Any liability for damages sustained through failure of the apprentice

to comply with the fee could result in the sponsor becoming liable.34 However, for a

general worker this does not appear to have been the case.

It is equally clear that the fee contract offered similar protection for the

employee. Once a bargain had been agreed (and this was usually a month or so

before the commencement of the employment) the employer was not allowed to

change his mind. If he did so without due cause, he could be sued by his

disappointed employee for a sum of damages relating to a full year's wages. There

were, however, no such cases found in the survey of the court records. There were

several cases in which a servant sued for a full year's wages after having been

dismissed before the end of the fee term. On these occasions, it was a question of

whether a servant could prove that he or she had been dismissed for reasons that

were not specifically related to the conditions of the fee. For example, Margaret

MacDonald sued John Wright, ground officer of Glamis, for dismissing her from her

fee as an ordinary servant. She had, apparently, upset his wife and was thrown out of
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the house late one night for (according to her) no good reason. She sued, claiming

that she had not broken her contract of employment and was therefore due

compensation. In the case against her employer, she claimed 'Where a master

without just cause should put away his servant before the term, he subjects himself in

payment of the whole fee and maintenance up to the term which he should have

served, besides damages'.35 This was her legal right. As Baron Hume explained this

was 'because a servant turned offbetween terms cannot, for the most part, find

another place and must aliment himself for the remainder of the term, so that the loss

of wages and the charge of his aliment, are the amount of his actual damages.'36

The liability of the employer for the upkeep and security of his employees was

an important part of the social control inherent in the feeing system. It helped to

prevent employers abandoning their servants to the mercies of the parish poor box. It

was clearly in the interest of the authorities to prevent such abuse of the feeing

system and to encourage the concept of employer responsibility. The whole thrust of

the legislation during the eighteenth century was that a sacked employee remained

the responsibility of the employer until the court had formally ruled on the case. A

case between Andrew Croft and his employer, Alex Dorward, tenant in Drumbertnot,

illustrates this problem. Croft had quarrelled with his employer over, among other

things, the quality of ale that was provided at harvest time. Dorward had sacked him

and Croft petitioned the court for a claim of wrongful dismissal. He was seeking £10

compensation plus expenses but, just as importantly, he wished permission from the

judge to work for someone else until the end of the term.37 Without such permission,

he would have been unemployable in another fee bargain because he would still have

legally been fee'd to Dorward.
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The fee contract was a bargain that could not be broken without the consent of

both parties. This individual relationship between the two parties is further

illustrated in a case between David Bean, smith at Carseburn, and John Falconer his

servant. Bean had originally fee'd a Francis Anderson but Anderson had wished to

leave his fee before the term was complete. Bean had allowed him to do so, provided

that Anderson found someone to take his place for the remaining period of the

contract. Anderson found Falconer as his replacement. When Bean refused to pay

Falconer at the end of the term, it was on the legitimate grounds that the original fee

contract was with Anderson and he was not liable directly to Falconer for any wages.

He maintained that Anderson was liable for Falconer's wages.38 In essence, the legal

obligation of the fee contract had continued despite it having been transferred to a

third party.

The actions of an employer could also be restricted by this intimate legal

commitment between himself and his employee. In a case between John Glen and

James Johnston of Ethie, Glen argued that his original fee had been with Robert

Johnston (who was probably a relative of James) and his contract had been

specifically with him and with no one else. In the middle of the fee, Robert Johnston

had sent him to serve James Johnston, making it clear that he no longer wanted

Glen's services. Glen refused to go to this new employer and, as a consequence of

this alleged disobedience, James Johnson sued him for £8 Scots, plus expenses, for

not honouring the fee and causing him 'disappointment of a servant and thereby

sustaining great damage'. In the event, the judge found in favour of Glen and fined

James Johnston £4. It is clear that the judge thought that a fee was not to be passed

about from one person to another in such a casual manner but was specific to the
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individuals who agreed the original contract. As the original contract was with

Robert Johnston, Glen's obligation was limited to Robert Johnston and did not
•2Q

extend to James Johnston.

The important point to be made is that the fee contract represented a

commitment between both parties. The employee, as Baron Hume explains, 'enter

into a state of service and of personal connection with the master and comes under a

general engagement of obedience and subordination'.40 The master, on the other

hand, had a moral responsibility for the safety of his employee and an obligation to

honour the conditions of the fee. In a case between Joseph Knight (a native of

Africa) v John Wedderburn ofBallandean (1775), the court recognised that this

relationship had to be rewarded with a wage of some sort. They ruled that 'perpetual

service without wages is slavery and the state of slavery is not recognised by the laws

of the Kingdom and is inconsistent with the principle thereof.41
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16. Characteristics of the Fee contract

Perquisites of the Fee contract.

Incorporated in the fee was a recognised obligation of the employer to honour

the detailed commitments contained in the fee contract. It was not only that both

employer and employee were committed to each other for the duration of the fee, but

they were also committed to honouring the detailed terms of the fee. With much of

the payment of employees being paid 'in kind' rather than in cash this obligation was

important, and the court records provide evidence to suggest that this importance

was recognised and fully supported by the legislation.

Two cases involving Patrick Carnegy of Lour help to illustrate the way in

which the local court viewed fee perquisites. In 1760, Carnegy appealed to the

Sheriff Court of Forfarshire to order five of his farm staff to return immediately back

to work. They had apparently gone on strike because of the failure of Carnegy to

provide three mutchkins of wholesome ale per day as 'sap' to accompany the two

pecks of meal they were entitled to each week. This had been part of their fee

bargain and, despite being offered 1/- extra for every half boll of meal included in

their fee (six and a half per year = an extra 13/- per year on their wages), they still

insisted on decent ale being provided and were refusing to return to work until this

was done. Carnegy claimed they had formed a 'combination'42. He wanted the judge
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to 'grant such redress as may be a terror to his staff and other servants from using

such practices in time coming'.

The outcome of the case rested on whether the employer had broken the fee

bargain through his failure to provide ale of sufficient quality. In arguing their case,

the men provided witnesses to support their claim that the ale was of such poor

quality that it could not be considered as part of their wages. Carnegy countered with

other witnesses praising its goodness. In the event, the men were unable to establish

that the ale provided was sufficiently poor to exclude it as part of their fee contract.

They were fined a shilling each and ordered back to work under a penalty of 20/-

should they fail to do so.43

The second case, sixteen years later, was very similar and again involved

Patrick Carnegy ofLour. Again five of his farm staff had walked out and refused to

work. This time the 'sap' in dispute was milk. The men had bargained for three

mutchkins of milk per day but, as only one cow on the farm was giving milk at the

time, enough milk for six men (including the farm grieve James Butchard) could not

be produced. Carnegy claimed that buying milk in February was far too expensive,

and he had again offered the men the same as fifteen years before, 1/- extra per half

boll of meal. The men declined the offer and refused to work, claiming a breach of

contract. This time the judge seems to have been more sympathetic to the men's

cause. He ordered them back to work immediately but reserving their right 'to action

for any claim they may have against their master on recount of his not furnishing

them with the sap he had stipulated at the time they were engaged in his service'.44

In both cases, the employees claimed that their employer had broken the terms of

their fee contract by not fully honouring the perquisites relating to their fee. Their
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defence concentrated on trying to establish this fact and, because the shortage of

milk could be proved without doubt, the men in the second case had greater

justification for their refusal to work. They argued that the perquisites were an

important condition of the fee and, as such, were protected by fee legislation.

With a high percentage of the value of the wages of farm servants being made

up of perquisites such as meal, grazing and fuel, their protection was a fundamental

part of the fee contract.45 It became even more so in commercial farming as

perquisites were adapted and extended to recognise the status of the employee. The

legal protection of the specific conditions of individual fee contracts recognised in

Scottish society before 1760 would appear to have provided a sound base for the

development of the hierarchy of farm labour associated with commercial farming

after 1760. The efficient use of labour on improved, single tenanted, farms (big

enough to allow for the specialisation of labour) was encouraged by the widespread

adaptation of variable levels of perquisites in the fee contract. The conditions under

which ordinary fee'd farm servants were employed evolved to recognise different

scales of remuneration for the different categories of farm labourers needed to run a

commercial farm. A wage differential related to the skill of the employee was

sustained through the legal enforcement of these conditions in a similar way as

perquisites of menial and domestic servants were sustained in the pre-improved era.

The manner in which agriculture developed in Forfarshire between 1760 and

1815 has to be seen with this in mind. The skills required by farm workers in

commercialised agriculture made them more valuable and less easily replaced than

the unskilled labouring servant of the previous era. The farm servant, rather than just
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assisting his 'skilled' employer, actually had taken over these skills. A good example

of this was the ploughman. The large teams of bullocks pulling the massive old Scots

plough controlled by three or four people under the direct command of the tenant

farmer was replaced by the individual ploughmen and his horse. By the beginning of

the nineteenth century, individual fee contracts for workers on commercial farms had

become much more specific and were being used to accommodate the more

specialised work associated with this type of farm. The general term of'ordinary

servant' had evolved into more precise categories of employment. People were

employed not just to 'hold my plough' but as first, second, third or fourth

ploughman with each grade having a different wage and separate levels of

perquisites.46

Ian Carter's work on the development of the society of the 'Horseman's Word'

emphasises the importance of the ploughman in Scottish rural society.47 This

inclusive society, which mimicked an older society ofMillers, created a mystical

aura surrounding the relationship between the ploughman and his horse that

reinforced his status in rural society. Carter found 'fierce competition for promoted

posts in the ranks of horsemen', and skilled ploughmen often rose to become

foremen or grieves on larger farms.48 The society was unique to Scotland at this

time, although it spread in the second half of the nineteenth century to other parts of

Britain and was to become surrounded in an elaborate mythology, much of which

appears to be of very doubtful origin.49 Without the security of employment of the

fee and the recognition of the importance of perquisites as part of the fee this

development would not have been possible. Different wages and individualised

benefits supported each level in the hierarchy of ploughmen.
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Similarly, the increase in cattle rearing and feeding as part of a mixed farming

regime introduced the need for skilled cattlemen on predominantly arable farms.

Again, the cattleman became distinct from other more general workers on the farm

and this distinction was supported by the conditions of the cattleman's fee. This

division of farm labour also extended to those with administrative responsibilities

such as grieves or foremen. As tenant farmers on larger farms became less involved

in the daily toil of physical labour, they required people to supervise and control their

workforce. The quality of the grieve on a farm was often crucial to the financial

success of that farm. The fee contract of these grieves often contained elaborate

privileges that added considerable additional value to their wage.50

For the majority of tenanted farms in Forfarshire, this specialisation of labour

was a new concept that evolved during the eighteenth century as a consequence of

commercial farming. It played a vital part in furthering more productive agriculture

and was fundamental to the success of profitable farming. It enabled the tenant

farmer to increase labour productivity and exploit the profit potential ofhis farm

with more efficiency. It also encouraged the growth of specific skills of individual

workers. The nurturing of these skills through the system of feeing may well have

resulted in higher agricultural skill levels in Scotland than in England, where weekly

or daily hired labour dominated. Certainly the Scottish ploughman, cattleman or

foreman became much sought after on English estates during the nineteenth century.

The status of the fee contract in nurturing these skills may well have been a vital

element in determining the speed and efficiency of the transformation of Scottish

agriculture.51
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There were other advantages of the feeing system for Scottish agriculture. The

annual changing of farm servants encouraged the spread of agricultural skills and

knowledge as well as encouraging pay to reflect ability more evenly.52 Knowledge

of new innovations used on one farm could quickly spread through fee'd servants to

other farms. Individual farm servants were encouraged to improve their knowledge

and skills because ultimately this influenced the status of fee they could command.

The feeing system was a method of supplying employment that was almost unique to

Scotland at this time and in stark contrast to the part-time, short hired, labourers of

the South of England, who were hired and fired as and when they were required. A

case between John Welsh and his employer Richard Howieson, tenant at

Dickmontlaw, illustrates the importance that both employer and employee put on

farming skills. Welsh was sacked because he allegedly made a mess of the job of

sowing corn and, as a result, a considerable quantity of the subsequent crop was lost.

Howieson argued that he had employed Welsh because he said he was proficient at

sowing corn and this, he claimed, had not been the case so he sacked him. Welsh

sued Howieson for wrongful dismissal but also to protect his reputation as a skilled

worker. A lengthy argument ensued in which Welsh tried to prove that the poor

germination of the crop in question was not because of any deficiency in his sowing

technique but was caused by other factors. He suggested poor seed, damage by

cutworm or a bad seedbed made by the farmer as other likely causes for the poor

crop. Howieson based his claim for compensation on the grounds of a judgement by

Erkine which he claimed bound a servant to make up to his employer any 'damages

occasioned by his want of skill, or even carelessness, as he ought not to have

undertaken the work to which he was not equal'. The importance of this case to both
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of the parties is highlighted by the fact that they were prepared to take the case to

several appeals, including to the circuit court in Perth.54

Obedience to the fee contract

The fee contract not only protected the perquisites included in the fee but also

to some extent the nature of the work for which the employee was fee'd. The

specific conditions of a fee contract were important in establishing the limits of the

employment. This is illustrated in a case in which William Couts sued Charles Clark

(in Whiteburn) for changing the fee conditions of his nine-year-old son (James).

James had been fee'd for a wage of 15/- and a pair of stockings to herd Clark's three

cows. Sometime during the fee he was told to herd another four cows belonging to

someone else. William Couts claimed that this was a breach in the fee bargain and

an extension of the conditions of work implied by the fee. He sued Clark for 16/-.

Clark made light of the claim and pointed out that the boy was merely helping a

neighbour. However, Couts insisted that the law was clear that a fee bargain of a

minor should not be altered without the parents' consent.55 The parents would have

been liable for the behaviour of the child and therefore had an interest in having the

extent of the fee clearly defined.

In Scotland, the traditional implementation of fee contracts in rural society

varied from region to region. With the growth of commercialisation, these local

differences often conflicted with national changes in working practice. Employees

working on commercial farms or in semi-industrial rural industries were being asked
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to work in different ways and under different conditions from that of traditional fee'd

servants. As a consequence of these changing conditions, the extent of the

'obedience' required of an employee was constantly being tested in the courts. This

was particularly so in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, when there is a

distinct impression that a national radicalism and a growing sense of personal

liberties in society were reaching even the most isolated corners of rural Forfarshire.

Individuals from all walks of life can be found suing their employer for what they

considered was their full entitlement of their wages or for some perceived breach in

the conditions of their fee. At the same time, there is a sense of employers feeling

threatened by this radicalism exhibited by their workers.56 Traditional bonds

between fee'd servants and their masters were being replaced by a more impersonal

commercial relationship. Employers were demanding the same type of obedience

that they had expected from their traditional fee'd servants but were at the same time

radically altering the type of work these servants were to perform. The almost

paranoiac reaction of the authorities to the formation of worker 'combinations' is

evidence of such fears.57

This sense of challenge to the authority of employers comes through clearly in

a case between James Butchard and Patrick Carnegy ofLour. During the harvest of

1795, which by all accounts seems to have been a wet, late affair, Carnegy ordered

his grieve James Butchard to take the harvest shearers to cut down oats that were

lying waterlogged in one of his fields. He claims he specifically stated that he wanted

the spoilt wet oats harvested and not the dry standing oats, which, he considered,

would have kept for a few days longer. Meanwhile, he supervised the harvesting of

potatoes by his regular labouring servants in another field. At four in the afternoon it
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began to rain, and Butchard, who had been harvesting the dry oats, sent the shearers

home and returned to the potato field to assist his master. Carnegy was furious at

this disobedience and a very public physical fight ensued, after which Butchard left

the farm and refused to return. In the lengthy legal battle that followed, Carnegy

argued that' the insolent and overbearing behaviour of servants towards their

masters is becoming a fact of public notoriety and complaint and their

insubordination is arriving at such a pitch that in many cases they will only do what

they please, disregarding the most positive of orders of their master'. He went on to

declare that he 'held it to be an incontrovertible principle that the servant is bound to

obey the orders of the master in all lawful requests'. Butchard argued that the

conditions of his employment had been breached by the physical attack on his person

by his employer. He had not been sacked but had walked out because of this assault.

He claimed this attack was in contradiction to his personal rights recognised by his

employment and, as a result, he claimed he was entitled to his wages and various

other costs owing to him.58

This was a lengthy case with many other ramifications, but the underlying

theme was the status of the fee'd employee. In question was the recognition of the

personal rights of an employee contained in the fee contract and the extent of

obedience required of an employee under the terms of this contract. There were

various other cases in the court records that indicate that the fee'd servant was quite

willing to take his employer to court for compensation for any physical abuse he had

suffered. He was also willing to defend his status of employment against any

encroachment. In a lengthy case (in 1807) between Douglas of Brigton and his

gardener, a John Thomson, Thomson argued that obedience demanded by his
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employer applied only to the conditions of his employment as it was set out in his fee

contract. Thomson was sacked for refusing an order from the farm grieve to assist in

the weeding of a turnip field. Thomson did not feel that it was part of his contract as

a gardener to do field work and had refused to join the field squad. He felt so

strongly about this infringement of his status that he took the case all the way to the

Court of Session in Edinburgh. The court eventually ruled that Thomson's

misbehaviour was not 'gross enough to justify his dismissal and the forfeiture of his

wages'. Hume, commenting on this judgement, argued that, if the master rather than

the grieve had given the order, the decision might well have been different. He

reasoned that it was the duty of the courts to maintain the authority of the employer

over his employee but it also had to consider the terms of contract under which the

employee was hired. In this case, Thomson had been hired as a gardener and this

contract was exclusive of working in the fields as a general labourer.59

Moral responsibility of the fee contract

The importance of the personal connection between employer and employee in

a fee contract extended beyond mere obedience and subordination to include the

employer's moral responsibility for the wellbeing of his employee. In theory at least,

servants that fell ill during their fee were entitled to at least ten days off without

breaking their contract, and the master was obliged to continue paying them for that

period.60 For a longer period of illness the law was less clear.
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When David Morton of the Grange of Connon fell out ofbed and injured

himselfjust before the beginning of harvest, his employer David Gourley in

Middleton refused to pay him his outstanding wages. He claimed that he had broken

his terms of contract and therefore was not entitled to any of his wages, including

payment for work he had already done. Morton sued and was eventually granted £4

Scots (out of a £16 fee) by the judge.61 In this case, the judge took the view that

Morton had not deliberately broken his fee and therefore was not liable to pay

compensation to his employer. He also considered that Gourley had a moral

responsibility to his employee and this extended to paying for the work already done.

However, in the case between Robert Low on Westside ofDenoon and his employer

John Fenton in Bridestown, the persistent and reoccurring illness ofLow resulted in

the judge dismissing any liability for wages.62 Here the judge concluded that Low

had not been fit enough to fulfil his contract and should not have been fee'd in the

first place.

During the eighteenth century, the courts strove to maintain this moral

obligation in the relationship between employer and employee even though it was

S-'l

somewhat at odds with the growing commercialisation of society. There is a

distinct impression that the judiciary disapproved of tenant farmers who were

irresponsible regarding the welfare of their fee'd servants. Feudal paternalism of

landlords during the eighteenth century encouraged them to regard the fee contract,

not as a vehicle for commercial exploitation, but as a means of social control. This

was often at odds with the economic aspirations of commercial tenants.

The special relationship between employer and employee implied by the fee

contract is further illustrated in the legal entitlement enjoyed by employees when a
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master went bankrupt. The Court of Session established in 1680 that servants were

privileged creditors on the death of their master.64 This was reinforced by a

judgement in 1779, which ruled that the wages of farm servants were a privileged

debt on the price of their bankrupt master's effects and were to be preferred to the

claims of all other arresters.65 For example, when Andrew Colville, tenant of East

Braikie, went bankrupt his servant James Watt successfully sued William Robertson,

the factor of the bankrupt estate, for his wages. In his defence, he quoted a case in

the Court of Session between Alex Melville and James Bardy (1779) in which the

judge ordered an enquiry to find out what the practice regarding farm servants in the

case of bankruptcy was in the various county law courts of Scotland at that time.

From this information, the judge ruled that 'the wages due to servants of a bankrupt

tenant, that is servants kept for the purpose of the farm, are privileged debtors on the

price of the bankrupt's effects and are preferable to arresters'.66 It would appear

that, although the detail of local customs concerning bankruptcy may have been

different, the uniting factor was the protection of a farm worker's fee. This

preference was later extended to farm servants hired by the day to perform harvest

work and it was even established that farm servant's wages had preference over the

Hypothec of the landlord.67

During the eighteenth century, there was a growing antagonism between, on

the one hand, the social function of the fee in maintaining civil order and the

landlords feudal paternalism and, on the other, the fee as an instrument of controlling

and regulating labour as an economic factor of agricultural production. Regarding

employees as merely an economic asset was against the concept of 'the common
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good' that the courts traditionally tried to maintain. Before the period of

commercialisation the courts upheld the belief that an employer had a moral

responsibility for looking after his employee until the end of the fee term. During the

second half of the eighteenth century W.H. Fraser finds that there was a

'strengthening ofpaternalism (by the judiciary) in the face of advancing

industrialism' and that 'there still persisted a belief in the need for wages to be

related to what they could buy and what was needed for a decent life, not the crudity

of supply and demand'.68 He argues that the legal system in Scotland was much

more capable of evolving to meet the needs of a changing agricultural society than

the English system because it was not hampered by the need for a precedent in legal

judgements. As a result, in Scotland, cases concerning fee contracts were considered

by the courts with more regard for the way they would affect the good of the whole

of society at the time of the case. There was less concern with trying to relate cases

of employment to traditional legal precedent set at a time when commercial farming

was not an issue. By the beginning of the nineteenth century commercial interests

were beginning to outweigh the personal interests of landlords as political power

shifted away from feudal landowners to individuals with direct interests in trade and

manufacture.69

The problems of adhering to the principles of a fee contract under semi-

industrial conditions that were appearing in the new rural textile mills ofForfarshire

can be seen in a case in 1805 between William Douglas of Brigton and Elizabeth

Lindsay, a spinner in the Mill of Brigton. Douglas sued Lindsay for leaving her fee at

the spinning mill in the middle of the term and thereby breaking her fee contract.

This contract, however, was not a traditional contract for full-time employment at a
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known rate of pay. Lindsay argued that her contract stated that 'no obligation lay on

the pursuer to pay her a specific sum of wages for her services' and that she fee had

no specific period of employment and consequently she was entitled to leave at any

time. Douglas claimed that no specific fee need be agreed for the fee contract to be

binding. He paid her £6 per week in the summer and piecework in the winter. This

implied that the fee contract merely provided employment with no specific

remuneration guaranteed. Lindsay pointed out that, if this was upheld, she would be

obliged to work in the winter at a rate that may well have been so low that she 'could

not earn so much as to provide a subsistence'.70 Unfortunately, it is unclear what the

outcome of this case was, but it does illustrate the problem of transferring the

traditional concepts and moralities of the fee contract to an industrial type of

employment. By developing the fee contract to incorporate piecework a degree of

exploitation akin to serfdom was possible.
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17. The wider influence of fee contracts

The Fee in the context of low unemployment

The agricultural revolution in Forfarshire coincides with a period of relative

prosperity in the weaving industry and a general expansion of the rural economy.

There is little evidence of any long-term rural unemployment for male workers in

Forfarshire during this period. (For female workers, primarily occupied in the textile

industry, employment opportunities fluctuated wildly under the influence of external

factors such naval blockades and tariffs.71) During the second half of the eighteenth

century the steady stream of employers resorting to the courts in the defence of their

fee'd labour indicates a growing tension created on the one hand by the greater

demand for labour, and on the other by the constraints imposed by the fee contract

on the free flow of this labour. The sheer numbers of cases coming before the court

at this time indicates a significant change in the nature of rural employment. Driving

this change in Forfarshire was not only the growth of employment opportunities

arising from the expansion of the rural economy, but also the interference of state

policy in the labour market. For example, it is estimated that by 1815 one in six of all

adult men in Britain were in the armed services, and the situation in Forfarshire is

79

unlikely to have been any different. The opportunity for alternative employment

coupled with the recruitment and organisation of such a large number of men clearly

threatened the authority of the landed classes over those who worked on their estates.

Their sense of paternalism was weakened by labour demands from employers not
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directly connected with their estate as well as policies emanating from political

policies ofNational government. Both of these external influences were undermining

their traditional relationship with the people who lived on their estates. This concern

is hinted at in the minutes of the Forfarshire Commission of Supply when, in 1796,

they discussed the proposed Act ofParliament for the raising of militia in the county.

They were worried about the cost of implementing the Act and they concluded that

the expense of raising men fell heavily on the landowner and was in essence an

additional tax. However, they were willing to accept this extra cost because they

thought 'to delegate the authority of levying men for the army or navy is dangerous

to the (their) government and tends to renew the disorder of the feudal system'.73

They felt that to lose influence over the labouring poor by delegating responsibility

for recruitment to others was intolerable. It represented an unwarranted interference

by central government in the way they exercised county authority.

For the tenant farmer, the drain ofyoung men into the services threatened the

supply of farm workers. It created a shortage and may well have put up the price of

fee'd labour. Wight, in his general survey ofAgriculture in 1780, reported that

tenants were finding it difficult to get enough labourers.74 A similar sense is

conveyed in a petition presented to the Court of Session in 1796 by David Guthrie,

tenant in Milnton of Brigton.75 Guthrie claimed that' For some years past tenants in

the county ofForfar have suffered much loss and inconvenience from the want of

servants necessary for the cultivation of farms'. He went on to complain that high

pay and good bounties in the armed forces encouraged servants to leave their

employers, often at the most inconvenient of times and in so doing they were

breaking their contract of employment.
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In this particular case, he had employed a William Taylor for one year,

beginning at Martinmas, for a wage of £8. Taylor worked all through the winter

when 'a farm servant is hardly worth his maintenance' and then in the spring enlisted

with the Angus Fencibles, just as the work on the farm became critical. As a result of

this desertion, Guthrie had to employ others at 'extravagant wages' to replace him.

The point on which Guthrie needed clarification from the Court of Session was

whether a voluntary enlistment in the army was sufficient cause for the dissolution of

other civil contracts. Did Taylor break his fee contract and, by enlisting in the army,

forfeit his right to wages? Guthrie wished the court to establish whether enlisting in

the army should be considered 'reasonable cause' for breaking the personal contract

of the fee between employer and employee. The court ruled that, where an enlisted

servant was willing and able to serve out his notice, then enlistment was not to be

viewed as a breach of duty. Baron Hume considered that' the bench did not think

that the enlistment was to be viewed as a misdemeanour, or an act of misbehaviour

on the part of the young man'.76 In this case, Taylor was dismissed because he had

left to enlist. It was therefore ruled that he was entitled to his wages for the time he
77

actually served because he had not broken his contract of employment.

A similar case was presented to the Forfarshire Sheriff Court a few years

earlier. George Calder, farm servant to John Grieg, tenant at Hilton ofRedcastle, lost

his claim for wages under very similar circumstances to the above case. Calder was

fee'd at Whitsunday for half a year for a wage of £4 4/- but left on the 28th

September to enlist as a corporal in the Perthshire Volunteers. Grieg claimed that

Calder had deserted his employment and was therefore not entitled to any wages, and

was in fact liable to him for damages. In this case, the judge found in favour of Grieg
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78
but did not allow him expenses or damages. Calder was not allowed his wages but

neither was he fined for breaking a fee contract. These cases show the conflict of

interest between government policy for recruiting men to the armed services and the

local interest of landowners and their tenants to keep wages low on their own estates.

In Forfarshire (and this may be unique to this county), the linen industry also

provided substantial alternative labour opportunities. The most common reason for

an individual breaking a fee contract was that the servant got more lucrative work in

the linen industry. This was especially so for ordinary domestic servants, whose

duties often included the spinning of their master's yarn in their spare time. For

example, Robert Grieg can be found suing two of his domestic servants who left his

employment in the middle of their fee to make more money 'spinning factory

yarn'.79 The general feeling at the time seems to have been that employment

opportunities offered by the linen industry raised the wage level in the county. Wight

reported that the level of wages of hired labour in Forfarshire was higher than in any

other county. He claimed that fee'd servants were often fed with luxuries such as

flesh, butter and cheese. However, he adds that, despite this extravagance, they were

still constantly on the move from one fee to another. This he put down to the

wandering nature of the people who were 'influenced more by novelty than love of

gain'.80 The fact that they were able to risk such novelty is a good indication that

there was plenty of alternative employment available in the county.

By 1815, the influence of the French wars coupled with the ensuing

inflationary pressures of the time made control of wage levels through the regulative
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powers of the Justices of the Peace almost impossible. The levels of wages were now

regulated more by commercial pressures than social considerations. The gentleman

farmers of the Lunan and Vinney Water Farmer Society discussed, with what almost

seems bewilderment, the impact of commercial farming on the labour market. They

lamented the rise in false references being produced by employees to justify greater

wages than they were worth and they questioned the morality of employers luring a

81
servant away from his present employment by the offer of higher wages. The

impression portrayed by the Court records is that the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century was a time of employment opportunity in rural society. There

were opportunities for individuals to move from one place of employment to another

and the fee contract provided a means by which these opportunities could be

experienced without risking absolute poverty.

Influence of Day labour

Most of the structural changes to the countryside needed for agricultural

improvement involved massive amounts of physical work. Much of this work was

relatively unskilled and was carried out by day labour. The importance of the fee

contract in relation to full-time agricultural workers has to be seen in the context of

increasing availability of alternative day-labour or piece work on estate

improvements and government contracts.

Alex Gibson's study of the labour requirements on the Duke ofMontrose's

estate of Buchanan in Stirlingshire between the years 1723 and 1787 concluded that
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day labour was associated mainly with land improvement work and not with work

concerned directly with agricultural production. In this respect, he claimed that

'Scotland remained stubbornly traditional with regard to the deployment of labour in

agriculture'.82 Similarly, in England, Kussmain finds that there was also a clear

division in the investment and use of labour between immediate production, for

example, ploughing the land and the labour involved in the creation of capital value

on the farm such as ditching. 83

However in Scotland there was no dramatic change from contracted fee'd

labour living and working on farms to daily or weekly labour commuting onto farms

from neighbouring villages as was the situation in the arable areas of southern

England.84 Gibson argues that changes in the availability of day labour had little to

do with agriculture and everything to do with the creation of a new physical

environment in the countryside. From this, he concluded that the proleterianization

of the labour force (ie the move towards cash payment of wages) was created out of

opportunities that became available for work on estate improvements rather than
Of

from the influence of changes in the method of agricultural production. There is

evidence, at least for the second half of the eighteenth century, that Forfarshire's

labour requirement showed similar tendencies. The estate papers of all the major

landowners demonstrate the use of part-time labour in the pursuit of estate

improvement. For example, James Abercrombie's accounts for improvements done

on the Earl of Strathmore's estate at Glamis for the year 1767 show an expenditure

of £919- 9/-, of which most of the expense was attributed to wages for day labourers.

Men were being paid 1/- (or less) a day for improving and beautifying the estate.

Cleaning out burns, digging drainage trenches, planting trees, enclosing parks, etc.,
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mostly on the Home farm and around the castle, but also on land being laid out for

the newly planned enclosed farms on other parts of the estate. The list shows that

many different individuals were employed over the year and there was little sign of a

regular work force developing.86 On the other hand, there were also a lot of receipts

for work done that was valued in fixed units (wooden fencing erected at 6d per rod,

drains dug at lOd per rod, planting trees, building dykes, etc.). For these receipts, the

same names appeared time and again. A clear distinction between skilled and

unskilled labour is discernible. It is significant that this skilled labour was often paid

part of their wages in lint seed or oat seed. These people, probably living locally in

sub-tenancies or cottar houses, clearly had access to land in some form or another,

and used their employment as an addition to their own farming or weaving activities.

Nowhere in these accounts are there any receipts for labour involved in agricultural

production. Productive work was the responsibility of the tenant, and it is clear that

this particular estate manager saw his function only as providing improved farms

with a view to letting each of them to a single tenant farmer. This distinction

between productive work and improvement work is clearly illustrated in a letter from

Henry Crawford the surveyor for the estate. Writing in the late 1760s to James

McKenzie, one of the Commissioners for the Earl of Strathmore, concerning a group

of unimproved farms on the estate, he recommended that all the infields should be

put down to grass. This, he claimed, was necessary because it was impossible for the

men to both look after the tillage required by arable crops and carry out the

improvement of the fields of lesser value at the same time.

The fee'd labourer who worked full-time on commercial farms producing

agricultural commodities had become distinct from the part-time workers living in
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villages, sub-tenancies or independent cottar houses who supplemented the food and

fuel they produced from their smallholdings with wages from irregular work. The

growth in availability of this type of work for day labourers must have encouraged an

expansion in the 'landless' labour force and created opportunities that were

oo

significantly different from that of the previous period. It was the availability of

this type of casual work that made it possible for tenant farmers to take over the land

of their sub-tenants and cottar folk in the knowledge that these people could survive

on waged labour.

The rise in the availability of day or part-time labour is also reflected in the

increased mobility of the rural population. Ingram argues that' The most influential

development appears to be the diversification of the economy through modernisation

as it was this that provided numerous alternative sources of employment to the

population'.89 Individuals voted with their feet and left areas of low employment to

find more regular work elsewhere. Most of this work was non-agricultural. This

exceptional fluidity of labour in Forfarshire may have led to higher wages, and

certainly meant that farmers were less able to call on an essentially underemployed

cottar population to help with farm work.90 The suggestion made by Hobsbawm and

Rude that the decline of the fee'd domestic servant was as much a result of labourers

wanting independence as it was from masters wanting more flexible labour

commitment is suggested by many of the cases coming before the Forfarshire court.91

This insecurity of supply of farm labourers strengthened the tenants desire to

maintain the importance of the fee contract on commercial farms. It is clear that in

Forfarshire tenant farmers used the fee as a means of holding onto farm workers in
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the face of the desertion of their labour force to the new urban or semi-urban

industries and the recruiting officer.

Fee'd Harvest Labour

Cases coming before the Sheriff Court clearly indicate that the fee contract

also played an important part in the development of harvest squads. Replacing the

services of sub-tenant and cottar families bound by their tacks to provide labour to

the principal tenant was the fee'd harvest squad. Groups of individuals coming to

farms at harvest time were a tradition that became firmly established in Forfarshire

during the eighteenth century. Ingram found that the west of the county relied on the

seasonal migration ofworkers from the north of Scotland, while in the more

populated east of the county these squads came from local villages or towns.92 There

is also clear evidence that the full regulatory conditions that applied to normal fee

contracts were extended to harvest fees. The employee legally committed himself to

working for a particular farmer or gang leader for the duration of the harvest.

A dispute between James Kandow, tenant of the Hilton of Guthrie, and his

gangmaster Andrew Brown ofHospitalfields (near Arbroath) indicates the procedure

of fee'd harvest gangs. A contract had been drawn up in which the gangmaster was

to receive 8/9 per acre to harvest 72 acres on the farm. It was stated in the contract

that the shearers were 'to take the grain clean up and the straw very low, bind the

sheaves well and set the stacks to defend rain and to keep them well set and under

hoods'. Kandow was obliged to provide a bothy with four beds and bedclothes, a

bucket, pot and ladle for the shearers. The individual shearers were fee'd to the
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gangmaster, not the farmer, and part of the problem in this case seems to have been

that the gangmaster did not supply enough workers to harvest the crop at a

reasonable pace under the very adverse conditions of that particular year. Brown was

reluctant to increase the size of the gang working on the farm despite falling behind

with the work. This may have been influenced by the fact that there appears to have

been a fee'd rate at which regular fee'd shearers worked and a higher rate at which
q-3

casual shearers could be secured, probably on a daily basis.

Individual families from all walks of life were fee'd at harvest time in return

for a set wage. There were many cases coming before the court in which the farmer

was sued for failing to pay a harvest fee,94 or the farmer sued individuals for failing

to honour their fee contract for harvest work.95 The individuals involved were often

people living in local towns, usually with other regular employment, who had no

other direct connection with the land. The records highlight the continued

importance of the agricultural harvest in Scottish society even when most of the

population had long since lost a direct personal financial interest in the growing

crop. This persistence is confirmed by the different rates of pay a town labourer

could get at harvest time compared to other times of the year. For example, David

Hill, a mason in Arbroath, had to pay John MacCononchie, a labourer, a bonus of 2d

a day (1/5 instead of 1/3 per day) to keep him at his job during the harvest period.96

The rise of full-time fee'd labour on farms, and the subsequent decline of part-time

or bonded labour of sub-tenants and independent cottars, made harvest fees an

important constituent of commercial farming. Traditionally, cottars and sub-tenants

were obliged as part of their rent to supply labour to their landlord at harvest. For

example, in 1771 George Graham of Flemington made a deal with Alexander Towns,
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a day labourer residing in the grounds ofFlemington, to employ him as a shearer

during the following harvest. Part of the bargain was that Graham would convey turf

for Towns, prior to harvest, so that he could construct a house and get settled in. This

he did, but at harvest time Towns refused to work for him. Graham sued him,

claiming 'I am thereby disappointed of a shearer and my corn in hazard of perishing,

being dead ripe, nor can I now get a shearer to engage and the harvest is begun and

everyone thronger than another, the corns being all ready for pulling down.'97 This

familiar harvest desperation illustrates the crucial importance of securing harvest

workers on commercial farms especially where individual farms grew acreages of

cereal crops far in access of that which their regular labour could harvest. In

Scotland the continued importance of the harvest period in regulating the seasonal

rhythms of life of the new urban or semi-urban population was important to the

encouragement of commercial agriculture. It allowed individual farmers to expand

their arable production secure in the knowledge that people would be available to

harvest it. The extension of the fee contract to include seasonal workers must have

been a reassuring element in providing the necessary security to allow individual

commercial farmers to expand cereal production on their farms.

An interesting case between Robert Grieg, outgoing tenant ofArbikie, and

James Arnot, the incoming tenant, highlights the changing relationship between

cottars and harvest work. At stake in this case was the services of 18 cottar folk from

the cottar-town of Arbikie. Greig had given up the farm tack at Whitsunday but was

still in possession of some arable crops on the farm and required the use of the cottar

folk to shear his corn. He claimed that it was the tradition of the county that the

cottars were liable for the shearing of the outgoing tenant's crop. This was because
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'the outgoing tenant is entitled to the cottar lands for the following crop as he would

otherwise have had only 18 crops off the cottar land, for it is a fact capable also of

proof that he has had only 18 harvests which are equal to 18 crops of the cottar lands

shorn to him by the cottars'. (This was on a 19 year tack.) He argued that the cottars

received their land and performed services 'in lieu of rent' and they were obligated

to help the principal tenant before they reaped their own. Arnot took the view that

this was not part of the conditions of the tack that he had with the current landlord

and he should not be liable for 'any bondage or services whatever, other than those

set forth in the tack' and therefore this custom was not enforceable. This is a clear

example of the new 'improved' tack of a tenant being in direct conflict with

traditional barony practice. Grieg considered this an important issue because of the

very real advantages of using cottar labour rather than hired labour. He claimed that

'the latter are obliged to be entertained and kept at great expense when the work is

precarious' due to the weather, while cottars were always on hand at no expense to

the farmer.98 The whole issue of whether greater labour productivity could be

achieved through the use of wage labour as opposed to servile labour is one that

warrants more research.99 What is clear, however, is that by separating regular labour

from the need to provide harvest labour, tenants could expand their arable

production well beyond the capacity of the farm population to harvest the crop. By

having a legally secure feeing system at least some of the uncertainty of harvesting a

large area can be removed.
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Influence of Fee'd labour on the geography of farms

By the eighteenth century, the yearly and half-yearly terms of the fee contract

had become a feature of rural life and the feeing markets a fixture in the rural

calendar. Traditionally, agricultural feeing markets took place around the

Whitsunday term and, unless specifically stated otherwise, fee contracts were for one

year. However, from the evidence of cases coming before the courts, it would

appear that six monthly fees were also quite common, especially for domestic

servants and adolescents.

The establishment of seasonal feeing markets created a pattern of rural life that

was very difficult to break away from and this permanency had important

implications for the way in which commercial farming developed in Scotland. The

feeing markets brought together employer and employee in a situation where both

parties needed each other equally and neither could afford to be over-belligerent.

They acted as a release valve for social discontent. Disputes over wages or

conditions of work could be resolved without the necessity for strikes or lockouts.

Farmers had to compete annually against each other for individual employees and

their reputation as good or bad employer inevitably influenced the quality of the

fee'd servant they could hire. In a period of worker shortage, the farmer could not

afford to be overcautious or unusually intolerant. Although the money element in the

wage was controlled, the perquisites included in individual contracts could vary

enormously. Wages had become individual personal transactions in which the

rewards paid 'in kind' were often much more important than the cash paid at the end
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of the term. Similarly, employees needed to be fee'd by the end of the feeing market

at whatever wages they could find. As a result, the history of feeing markets is a

story of bluff and double bluff, intrigue, suspense, claims and counter claims. The

cases coming before the Sheriff Court during this particular period give the

impression that neither side was particularly advantaged.

The greater the predominance of feeing in an area, the fewer were the options

available to those who failed to find a fee. Without a fee, a servant became homeless

as well as unemployed. The Scottish poor laws did not entitle the able-bodied

unemployed to poor relief in the same way as the 'Speenhamland' system

underpinned English poor relief. G.E.Mingay suggests ' The Speenhamland policy

for maintaining the settled poor of the parish was a generous and costly one, and...

for all its defects, the English poor law was vastly superior to the provision (or rather

the lack of it) made in Scotland or Ireland or indeed in Europe generally'.100 In

Scotland, there was considerably more social stigma attached to claiming poor relief

from the local parish elders and as a result, a servant failing to find a fee by the end

of the feeing market was more or less forced to leave the district.101 This made it less

likely that an imbalance between available work and potential employees would
102

develop and reduced the likelihood of any major incidences of social unrest. On

the positive side, once fee'd, a relationship of dependency between employer and

employee is clearly discernible. The short-term hardships were shared through

necessity and rises in food prices during periods of agricultural disasters were

cushioned by the 'in kind' element of the wage. As a means of controlling social

unrest in the countryside, the feeing system had many advantages over daily or

weekly labour.
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The commercialisation of farms had changed the nature of full-time

employment. The farm servant, in particular the unmarried man, became isolated

from the society of his employer's family. In Scotland this isolation tended to take

the form of farm bothies while in England workers were paid board and lodging in
i rn

local villages. During the course of the eighteenth century, people working on

farms began to be perceived as belonging to a separate social class from that of the

farmer and this difference was increasingly emphasised by differences in manners

and education. This was a significant social development in Scottish rural society,

and was extremely important in the evolution of the concept of the 'commercialised

tenant farmer' within the rural hierarchy. The changing nature of the fee established

a barrier between the tenant farmer and his workers that effected the tenant's attitude

towards his servants and reinforced his claim to superiority in rural society. In many

ways, it mirrored the change of status occurring in other trades where, as Fraser

points out,' masters saw themselves less as tradesmen, part of the same craft as their

journeymen and apprentices and with responsibilities for the development of their

craft, than as employers concerned with the profitability of their own firm first and

foremost'.104 Farmers began to utilise the labour of others with the sole intention of

enhancing their own wealth. In Forfarshire, it is this creation, in the space of a few

decades, of a rural 'middle class' that is significantly different from the English and

Irish experience. The economic power in the rural community was rapidly

transferred from the miller, Baron Baillie and ground officer to the single tenanted

farmer and one of the elements underpinning this power was the system of fee
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contracts that allowed him to employ full-time labourers under known conditions

legally controlled by national legislation.

The journal ofMr Smith, tenant farmer at Maisondieu, recounting his farming

experiences between 1792 and 1801, defines this new breed of tenant farmer. It

shows that he employed six men at a wage ranging from £4 4/- to £1 15/- per half

year for a twelve hour day, six days a week. The perquisites he paid these men

included coal, ploughed land on which to grow potatoes, grazing for a beast or two,

lint seed, milk and meal. In addition, casual harvest workers and specialist tradesmen

and artisans were employed, as and when required. 105 Mr Smith was clearly a

farming entrepreneur (not terribly successful, as he went bankrupt) who appears to

have done very little physical work himself and who occupied his days doing

occasional business trade and organising his social life. His status in society

depended on his ability to manage the people he employed. The stability of his life

style, and many other similar farmers of his generation, depended on the certainty of

the fee'd servant. In the middle of the eighteenth century, the position of such a

tenant farmer often mimicked that of the smaller land-owning farmers such as

Watson of Turin, Dempster ofDunnichen or Carnegy of Lour. The legislation that

supported the landowner's control of his servants also supported this new type of

commercial tenant farmer. The fee contracts of the farm labourer provided an ideal

platform for the exploitation of labour on farms and gave the tenant powers of

subordination not possible with the employment of part-time land-owning peasants

or cottars, who always had their small holding or some other access to land to fall

back on.
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In Scotland the fee'd bothy boy and cottarman developed within the

parameters of legislation that had evolved for other reasons in a period when

commercial interests were not the predominant consideration. The fee market for

labouring servants became the fee market for farm servants. Although the nature of

the work may have changed, the yearly or half yearly contract that underpinned full-

time farm employment until well into the twentieth century remained the same.

During the nineteenth century the fee'd bothy or cottarman gradually replaced the

'live in' labouring servant on all but the smallest farms. It was not, however, a

system totally new to Forfarshire. Small landowners and wealthier tacksmen on

larger farms had provided accommodation separate from their own house for many

years before they became universally popular. In a case, as early as 1756, between

James Black and his employer, Thos Stormonth ofPitscandly, Black describes how

he returned to the Tads house' where Robert Ritchie, his fellow servant, was making

brose for supper.106 Similarly, in an appraisal note of the buildings left behind by

John Lindsay when George Johnston took over the tack of Cairnton in 1761, there is
107

a clear reference to the 'Lads House'. The system of separate accommodation for

farm workers seems to have been in use long before the culture of bothy life grew in

popularity. It appears to have grown naturally out of necessity created by the scale of

commercialised farming coupled with the tenant farmer's desire for social

segregation from his workforce. In the Old Statistical Accounts for Forfarshire in the

1790s, there is no direct reference to the bothy, although for the neighbouring county

of Perthshire there were some references to a bothy type of accommodation for
1 f)R

servants similar to the above Tads' house. In 1815, Hendrick, reporting on the

current state of agriculture in Forfarshire, specifically mentions bothies as being part
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of farm servants' living accommodation. By the time of the New Statistical Account

in the 1830s, bothies were constantly being referred to as a part of commercial

farms. For example, in the parish ofKettins it was stated that 'the practice of keeping

bothies is almost universal'. The slow evolution of the bothy as part of the geography

of the farm is clear, and mirrors the evolution of commercial farming.

However, the advantages of bothies over fee'd cottar men were not universal.

The economic value of keeping cottarmen as a labour source rather than using bothy

labour depended on the quality of the land and the type of farming carried out by the

principal tenant. In some areas, tenants favoured bothies, while in others, farmers

preferred the services of married cottarman. This difference is clearly discernible

from the conflicting statements in the accounts submitted for the Old Statistical

Account of the 1790s. For example, Kinnettles parish reported a 'decline of the man

servant due to withdrawal of cottar houses with land', while Monikie goes so far as

to claim that 'cottagers are exterminated'. In Ruthven, the decreasing population was

said to be due 'to the enlargement of farms due to the removal of cottages caused by

the restriction of tenants to subset and the subtenants having to remove to the town'.

A similar explanation for a drop in population is put forward for Careston, where it

was stated that there was 'no encouragement for manufacturers or small tenants'. In

Lunan parish, it was claimed that 'farmers prefer unmarried men to cottagers who go

their own way after stated hours of labour'.

On the other hand, in Kirkden they were said to 'prefer married couples rather

than the 'saucy' single labourer', and in Menmuir the minister wrote that 'Cottagers

are universally employed in labour. Farmers think that they are both cheap and more

steady than hired servants'. One of the advantages of married cottagers was that they
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could also provide the farmer with female labour for harvest or weeding. The

perceived value of cottar folk or bothy men varied from area to area and depended

largely on the crops grown and the attitudes of the tenant farmer and his landlord.109

What is clear is that in most areas, the contribution of cottar folk to providing

farm labour had become, by the nineteenth century, to be of a completely different

nature from the older self supporting inhabitants of the traditional cottons. The fee'd

cottarman was controlled by a fee contract while the old styled cottar or sub-tenant

by servitude agreements connected with his rent. Devine's assertion that 'cottars can

be described more as proletarians than peasants whose links with the land were

becoming very tenuous'110, was particularly relevant for most of Forfarshire. The

popularity of bothies and cottars in Forfarshire varied over time and location

depending on the local economic circumstances, but their persistence and

widespread adoption by the end of the nineteenth century can be traced back to this

period. The labouring servant had evolved into the bothy servant or fee'd cottarman

(not the day labourer or piece worker) and the link between the old-style labouring

servant with the new-style worker was the fee contract. The popularity of the bothy

on Scottish lowland farms is a unique characteristic of Scottish farming and is

attributable to the importance of the fee contract in Scottish early modern society.
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18. Conclusion

The evidence from cases coming before the Sheriff Court suggests that, in

Forfarshire, the strength of fee contract was an important factor in dictating the

manner in which commercial farming evolved. The yearly or half-yearly feeing of

employees was a regular occurrence in rural society before agricultural improvement

and provided a familiar format of employment from which commercial farming

could develop. In Forfarshire, there is no evidence of commercial farms being run

with the sole use of day or part-time labour. There is plenty of evidence of farms

planning their labour requirements for the year (as well as for seasonal harvest work)

on the strength of the certainty of fee contracts. The fee was so ingrained in Scottish

society that the nature of farm work on commercial farms tended to evolve around

providing full employment the whole year round demanded by the fee.111

The second half of the eighteenth century was a period of opportunity and

enterprise in the countryside, a fact that has often been obscured by the rigid social

control and inflexible class structure of rural society experienced in the nineteenth

century. Within a generation, landlords, tenants, merchants and manufacturers had,

by exploiting new marketing opportunities, carved out little agricultural or

commercial empires for themselves from previously unimproved or unenclosed land.

Often, these people had started from a status and lifestyle very similar to those they

came to employ, and, with nothing more than a strong character, hard work and good

fortune, they rose above the common man. They did so by directing a labour force

away from self-sufficiency, idleness and illegal activities into areas of controlled

productivity and the creation of agricultural wealth. The evolution of the fee contract
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was fundamental to this development. It provided entrepreneurs (farming or

otherwise) with control over their employees, that bypassed the physical or cultural

prowess of the landowner associated with farming in feudal society, and replaced it

with the security ofnational legislation involving the fee contract.

Considerable scholarly debate has been exercised concerning the supposed

absence of social unrest in the Scottish countryside resulting from the changes

experienced by the commercialisation of farming. Comparisons have been drawn

between England, Ireland and other European nations undergoing similar

transformations. In each case, the visible protest arising from such changes was

considerable and in stark contrast to the apparently placid Scottish experience. Other

than the 'Levellers Revolt' in Galloway in 1724, there was no rural protest in

Scotland of enough consequence to alarm the national government. Scottish rural

workers have been regarded as having passively accepted change and have been

accused of cowering under oppressive paternal authority of landowners and the

church.

Early in the 1990s Whatley identified two categories of debate used to account

for this 'silence in the countryside'. The first was by those who based their argument

on the 'social and cultural, with emphasis being placed on the delicate bonds of

paternalism and dependence, and the deference-creating role of education and the
119

Kirk'. The second (and one explored in depth by Devine over a number of years)

concentrated on the economic and legal conditions that provided continuity in rural

Scottish society. More recent work by Whatley has exposed the 'orthodoxy of

passivity' such views propagate by giving more significance to the history of covert
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resistance to commercial farming that was frequently encountered by both landlord

and tenant as they set about reorganising the countryside.113 However, important as

these acts of resistance were in the local context, the question still arises as to why,

in a national context, most of rural society in Scotland accepted change to their lives

with such equanimity. From this study of local material a number of observations

concerning the role of the fee contract in this debate can be made.

Firstly, the strength of the fee was important in forming a bridge between

feudal and commercial farming. It is clear that considerable efforts were made

during the second half of the eighteenth century to maintain the fee contract as the

backbone of the relationship between employer and employee. The landowners and

the local judiciary vigorously upheld the sanctity of the fee contract. They saw the

feeing system as a means of controlling rural society, reducing vagrancy and

instilling the concept of productive work into the lives of the poor. From their point

of view, the fee contract was important because it protected society from the adverse

affects of short-term exploitation of labour and emphasised the moral obligations of

the employer to control his employees. They saw the upholding of the fee contract as

an extension of their feudal responsibilities to the people living and working on their

estates and were willing to give at least some credence to defending the interests of

not only the employer but also those of the employee. It may well be significant that,

in Scotland, most commercial farming was carried out by tenant farmers, and yet few

of these tenants were responsible for upholding the legal authority of the fee in their

district. In Scotland there was a clear distinction between the employer of farm

labour and the judiciary, in particular local J.Ps, that mediated between employer

and employee and who, to a large extent, set the terms of that employment. In areas
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of England where the yeoman farmer dominated both farming and social control

there may well have been less restraint on the manner in which labour was used in

commercial farming. In Scotland it was not until the emergence of what R.A.

Houston describes as 'a growing economic differentiation and social division

unfettered by even the aspiration for a fair standard of living and social justice.'114 in

the nineteenth century that rural employment and social responsibility diverged.

During the period of greatest social change in the countryside the fee contract in

Scottish society continued to provide not only security of employment but also an

annual defusing of any social unrest through the process of regular re-feeing of farm

workers.115 It provided a means ofmaintaining a hierarchy of employment and

defending regular workers' interests against the corrosive influence of day labour or

piecework. In addition, farm employees were sheltered from the worst effects of

food price inflation through being paid a sizeable part of their wages in the form of

perquisites.116 All of these characteristics of the fee reduced the chances of social

unrest building to bursting point in the way it did in England.

Secondly, in Forfarshire (and probably in most ofLowland Scotland), the

period of greatest rural change coincided with a time in which there was relatively

little, if any, long-term rural male unemployment. Despite the best efforts of

landowners to keep down wages, the fee'd servant was clearly in a better bargaining

position than his Irish or even English counterpart. For the commercial tenant, the

fee contract was attractive because it represented a long-term source of labour at a

known price. It provided both the financial securities for investing in arable

production and the security of a supply of harvest workers that was essential for

mixed arable commercial farming. In Forfarshire it is significant that proto-industrial
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industries were developing in the same area as arable production and the division

between farming and industry that characterised, for example, English wheat

growing areas of the South of England or sheep rearing of the Scottish Highlands did

not exist. Alternative employment did exist in Forfarshire and employers had to take

this into account when setting wages and conditions of their workers. Even the

minister of Lethnot was forced to put up wages of his fee'd servant because higher
117

wages from the South of the County were encouraging his servants to leave.

Much of the legislation appearing in the Sheriff Court records concerned

individuals quitting their fee or failing to turn up at the beginning of the fee term

because they had got work somewhere else. Employers 'disappointed of a servant'

out with the traditional time for renewing fees had considerably difficulty finding a

replacement. Similarly, an employee fired between terms had equal difficulty finding

new employment. The pattern ofemployment resulting from the widespread use of

yearly and half-yearly fees created a rigid structure of rural employment that

reinforced social stability. Although wages were far from adequate by modern

standards, the addition (and persistence) ofperquisites softened the change from

part-time servitude of pre-improved farms to full-time waged employment on

commercial farms. The creation of a proletarian workforce was not achieved

overnight, but rather resulted from a slow evolution of fee bargains in which the

money element gradually increased and the self-sufficiency and obligatory servitude

element gradually decreased over several generations. It is noticeable, for example,

that the tradition of paying a portion of a servants wages in the form of lint seed

slowly declined over the eighteenth century. This slow evolution of a familiar

system of labour contracts must have lessened the blow ofwhat was ultimately the
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creation of a rural wage earning proletariat. There were no sudden, 'breaking of

basic, traditional rhythms of working and living' in Forfarshire that Fenton identifies
1 1 Q

as a factor that inevitably leads to massive, and often violent, social change. The

court records indicate that it was the 'modification rather than radical revision' 119 of

the fee contract that helped to prevent widespread disorder in Scottish rural society.

Finally, by the end of the eighteenth century a whole new philosophy

concerning the meaning and function of work had evolved through the growing

commercialisation of farming and manufacturing in the countryside. Labourers were

being asked to work in a different manner and for longer periods of time, not only to

sustain themselves and the family of their employer, but also to create wealth over

and above subsistence level. Much of the legislation examined in the court records

concerning fee contracts has the underlying theme of employers trying to assert

authority over an often-reluctant workforce. They did so in an atmosphere of

increasing social emancipation, in which examples of individual freedom from other

countries had resulted in a growing awareness of personal liberties throughout the

rural population. It is a feature of these records that a wide variety of individuals of

differing wealth or class were prepared to risk considerable financial penalties to

defend what they clearly saw as their legal rights. They looked, not to the traditional

authority of the local Barony Court or parish minister for redress, but to the county

court and national legislation. It seems likely that this greater accessibility spawned a

new bureaucracy of local writers, clerks and lawyers who were willing to take on

cases on a no win no payment basis for people who were unable to pay. It seems

inconceivable that many of the illiterate and desperately poor individuals who appear

in the courts would have been able to do so without such support. It also seems
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unlikely they would have risked so much without a reasonable expectation of some

sort of impartial judgement.
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Section 4

Commercial Agriculture

19. Introduction

It has been argued that both the fee contract and the farm tack evolved during

the eighteenth century to accommodate the problems of changing from an essentially

feudal society to one in which commercial farming predominated. This section sets

out to demonstrate the nature of this commercial agriculture and the way it differed

significantly from previous regimes. It is argued that intrinsic to these changes was

the desire to maximise the productivity of the land and, consequently, to increase

wealth creation and profit from investment by those who either owned the land or

farmed it as tenants. It is not being suggested that commercial farming had not been

practised in Forfarshire before the 1750s or that symptoms of feudalism were totally

eradicated throughout the whole county by 1815. However, it is being argued that

there was a fundamental change in rural society during the eighteenth century in the

way in which land was controlled and exploited and that the consequence of this

change was the substitution of subsistence farming, in which the element of profit

was minimal, to one in which the principles of commercial farming predominated.

The resulting exploitation of the land for personal profit had considerable influenced

on many of the geographic and social changes that transformed the Forfarshire

countryside during this period.
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The evidence suggests that the average Forfarshire tenant in 1750 had very

little stock or capital, farmed land of declining fertility, had little or no agricultural

buildings and had few, if any, opportunities to create personal wealth from the land

he fanned. His main concern was to grow enough to pay his rent and to survive to

the following year. Where there is evidence of wealthy tenants, their wealth came

from economic activities unconnected with farming. Their farms formed a home base

from which they and their extended family pursued their legal or illegal business

activities. The vast majority of farm tenants (and even landlords farming their own

'Home farm') were in essence subsistence farmers who supplemented their income

by collecting rent from sub-tenants or cottars who were also subsistence farmers. The

wealth creation of the county as a whole was a measure of the cumulative value of

the rents of tenants and sub-tenants, and the element of 'profit' in this wealth creation

was minuscule. By 1815, the situation in Forfarshire was entirely different. Profits

were being generated from agricultural production on a scale sufficient to encourage

substantial farm investment in both agricultural stock and structural improvements of

the farm itself. Such investments were possible because tenants were producing a

surplus of agricultural products over and above the level of self-sufficiency and,

having done so, they were selling these products at a profit. The buoyant market in

agricultural tenancies in the first decade of the nineteenth century is a testament to

this growing confidence in the profitability of farming and its attraction as an

investment opportunity. Improved farms commanded high rentals because they were

capable of producing sufficient profit to warrant these higher rents. This is in stark

contrast to the market for tenancies in the 1750s when landowners and their factors

had extreme difficulty in finding tenants with enough capital to be able to take over



farms, let alone to farm them in such a way as to produce enough to pay a reasonable

rent.

Fundamental to this change in fortune was an increase in agricultural

productivity. In whatever way productivity is measured - yield of crop per acre, value

of produce per farm, productivity per unit of labour or rate of return from money

invested, the trend in the eighteenth century was upwards. As a consequence, farmers

were able to make an income above and beyond the rent they paid. Rising

agricultural commodity prices no doubt helped the process along, but producing

more from their farms, using labour more efficiently or adding more value to the

products they produced, made the ultimate difference.1

What is striking about this revolution in agricultural purpose is that it took

place without the introduction of any major scientific or technological change in the

way in which farming was carried out. Enclosures may have altered the appearance

of the countryside, but farming methods used within the enclosed farms changed

little from when fields were open. There was no giant leap forward in the technology

of farming, such as that associated with the internal combustion engine, the use of

artificial fertilisers or the introduction of draining pipes, or wire.2 This was much

more a revolution of opportunity that grew out of a substantial growth in the market

for agricultural products. It is these new markets opportunities that are the focus of

the final section of this thesis.

It will be argued that these new and more extensive marketing opportunities

gave substance and economic viability to a wider use of existing agricultural

knowledge. It was not a case of inventing the wheel but rather finding profitable uses
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for it. Better farming techniques spread from the few enthusiastic pioneering

landowners, or hobby farmers, to others in the rural population and they did so

because they made economic sense to those farming the land. This point is crucial to

the debate concerning the relative contributions of landowners and their tenants

towards forwarding agricultural change in the eighteenth century. This thesis argues

strongly that it was the change in the nature of the market for agricultural products

experienced during the second half of the eighteenth century that determined the

degree and character of agricultural improvement. In Scotland this was a revolution

of opportunity available only to farms with access to particular markets and the right

type of soils that could take advantage of these opportunities. Without the catalyst of

such markets, farming remained relatively unchanged throughout the eighteenth

century and, in some areas of Scotland, often well into the twentieth century. As with

any revolution, there were those who embraced the changes and adapted and

prospered with them and those who tried to ignore them. What the court records

make abundantly clear is that this enthusiasm or lack of it was not confined to any

one class or status of individual. Many landlords stuck firmly to their old ways, many

tenants were reluctant to move from traditional practices, and many sub-tenants and

cottars fought assiduously for their older lifestyles. However, it is equally clear that

the spirit of change, the enthusiasm for invention and the thirst for entrepreneurial

adventure that was so much part of the new culture of the 'Enlightenment' was also

well represented in rural Forfarshire.

R.A.Houston, in his study of social change in Edinburgh, makes the following

observation that is equally applicable to rural Forfarshire,

'The mid-eighteenth century saw the development of
new notions of the relationship between economics,
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politics and society. What was emerging was a world of
growing economic differentiation and social division
unfettered by even the aspiration for a fair standard of
living and social justice among citizens as a whole.
Economy and society were increasingly left to run
themselves under the dictates of the market.'3

A similar breakdown of the old order of control and feudal obligation can be

detected in rural Forfarshire. Individual ambition and economic adventurism began

to take preference over traditional and customary practice in such a way that the

whole structure of rural society was irreversibly altered.4 The final section of this

thesis sets out to demonstrate that this period represents a significant phase in the

history of Forfarshire in which progress was as much in the hands of local individual

entrepreneurs as it was in the plans and aspirations of the land-owning classes or

even the policy makers ofNational government. Far reaching agricultural and social

changes grew, not so much from landlord inspired policy, but from the pressures

arising from many individuals from all walks of life taking advantage of new

opportunities in the marketplace.5

This thesis has already demonstrated the impact of commercialisation of

agriculture on the tack and the fee contract. It has been suggested that the feudal

management of the Barony courts fell away under the pressure of the demands for

commercial freedom. It has been argued that there was a distinct period of time when

rural entrepreneurs were breaking down traditional monopolies, challenging

customary privileges and often ignoring the conservative authority of the church and

the barony in their pursuit of personal advantage. It has been suggested that it was

not until well into the nineteenth century that the rigid legal framework of the farm

tack and the fee contract began to dominate the way commercial agriculture was
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carried forward. It is the opinion of the author that this particular period of change in

rural society was crucial in dictating how Forfarshire society evolved in the

nineteenth century. It is argued that in Forfarshire the rural economy developed in a

response to local markets rather than as a consequence of commercial adventures

stimulated largely by foreign markets and imposed by policies originating from the

landlord and his factor. As a result it reduced the exposure of Forfarshire society to

the problems associated with areas such as the Highlands of Scotland, where

commercial agriculture developed in opposition to traditional methods of farming

and was usually dictated by the demands of more distant and unpredictable

marketplaces. In the Highlands landowners created a virtual monoculture of sheep

production or kale harvesting to supply markets unconnected with the local

community. This monopoly was of little benefit to the indigenous population and

ultimately left them highly vulnerable to a decline in these markets. In addition, the

opportunities to add value to sheep or kelp were limited and did not encourage the

formation of viable subsidiary industries in the area. In Forfarshire, the local

industries, in particular, linen, brewing and distilling co-existed as an integral part of

the expanding farming economy. They provided opportunities for individuals from

all classes to invest in the new economy and to benefit from the changes arising from

the growth in the region's prosperity. This is perhaps another reason why agricultural

change in Forfarshire caused so little social unrest.

The court records provide ample evidence of how wealth was created on

individual farms, and how changes in market requirements affected the manner in

which land was used to achieve this increased wealth. They also give some
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interesting indications as to the type of people who actually made the investment

necessary to take advantage of these new opportunities. There is convincing evidence

that, by the middle of the eighteenth century, the control and stifling rigidity of

feudal society was breaking down, while at the same time, the power and influence

of the single tenant farm that dominated nineteenth century farming had not yet been

fully established. In this intervening period, the vacuum was filled with a variety of

entrepreneurs, adventurers and crooks.

The court records make it clear that much of the increased economic activity

witnessed during the second half of the eighteenth century was created by a local

market. Forfarshire society was experiencing a growth in what modern society would

call a 'consumer class'. A significant number of individuals had increased their

wealth from a position of one characterised by subsistence farming to one in which

they had a margin ofexpenditure above that of subsistence. They were in a position

to purchase what D. Eversley described as ' decencies', that is, items half way

between luxuries and necessities.6 This section will examine how Forfarshire

agriculture responded to the market for agriculturally derived 'decencies'.7

There are four areas of commercial development relevant to the creation of

profit in eighteenth century agriculture that will be examined. Firstly the growth of

commercial agricultural activities that was not directly connected with the formal

relationship of tacks and sub-tacks represented by traditional feudal land

management. Secondly the impact of new 'value added' markets for cereal

production and the effect these new markets had on the decline of the traditional

farmtoun and the rise of the commercial farmstead. Thirdly the influence of the cattle
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trade in Forfarshire on the growth of commercial farming. Finally the importance of

liquidity in the money supply in stimulating agricultural improvement.
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20. Informal agricultural activities

Evidence for a level of commercial agricultural production indulged in by

individuals not directly involved in the ordered structures of tacks and fee contracts

of tenanted farms is difficult to assess with any accuracy. Historical analysis has

emphasised the formality of farms with the principal tenant, sub-tenants and cottars

forming cohesive and largely independent units. Estate papers show tenants paying

rents from the profits of agricultural production derived solely from their own

endeavours or those of their sub-tenants and cottars. However, the court records,

especially from the last three decades of the eighteenth century, indicate a much

more fluid relationship between land use, commercial exploitation and the rest of the

rural community. They suggest an important transitional period in which the

economic exploitation of land was neither confined to barony regulated agriculture

(presided over by the ground officer) in a way associated with pre-improved

agriculture nor the sole prerogative of the principal tenant in the way it became in the

nineteenth century. There appears to be a distinct period in which manufacturing,

trading and farming intermixed. In many ways these records reiterate Maxine Berg's

claim that 'early industrial capital formation and enterprise frequently combined

activities associated with land and agriculture with more obviously industrial

activities.'8 This period formed an important bridge between the earlier era

characterised by the strong baronial authority of pre-improved farming that
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highlighted the insularity of communities and the later all encompassing control

exhibited by the single tenant farmer working within the rigid confines of their tacks.

The evidence in the court records for such a period is manifested in a number

of ways. Firstly, in the frequency of cases that begin to appear before the court

concerning land that has been rented to grow a specific crop for one season only.

Secondly, in the frequency of cases involving the sale of crops at some stage before

they are ready to be consumed. (Unharvested crops or unthrashed grains rouped by

the grower to a third party.) Finally in the number of cases brought by individuals

objecting to the erosion of their customary rights of use of natural resources arising

from these rights being sold to a third party for short term commercial gain. This

could range from cases that involved the encroaching of common grazing, the selling

of fuel or stones on common land, the harvesting and selling of, bees, pigeons,

rabbits or seaweed, and conflicts caused by the restrictions put on traditional rights of

access.

These types of cases appear in the court records more frequently after 1760 and

are a clear indication that a growing number of people were willing and able to invest

time and money in commercial activities in the countryside. By doing so, they

inevitably upset long held traditional rights and privileges and they threatened the

social cohesion on which traditional society depended. It is tempting to speculate

that this type of person was new to Forfarshire rural society during this period

although simply because they begin to appear in the Sheriff Court records around this

time may not mean that they were. Certainly, opportunities to invest in such a way

increased considerably as the primary rural industries began to expand and create
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new demands for agricultural produce. The people supplying this demand often

represented a class of individual that had benefited from the growing prosperity in

the countryside through the wealth generated by weaving, manufacturing, smuggling,

or from other rural enterprises. Frequently individuals claiming to be weavers,

blacksmiths, shoemakers, etc, can be found involved in, what can only be described

as, small scale, commercial agricultural activities.

Trade in small quantities of staple foods along with the occasional sale of

surplus livestock had always formed a part of the rural environment, but it is argued

that this was a new type of commerce. It differed substantially from what had gone

before in that it involved crops grown (sometimes on a larger scale) for a deliberate

market. The former products could be produced with very little investment and were

bartered or exchanged for ready cash. The latter required investment and

entrepreneurial ability, often demanded considerable organisational skills, and

represent a distinct step forward towards a commercial agricultural society. Several

crop types illustrate this progression particularly well.

Flax

A clear example of a new commercial crop that rose to prominence in

Forfarshire during the second half of the eighteenth century is that of flax. Returns

recorded for the amount of linen stamped in the county for this period illustrate the

increasing importance of this trade to the local economy. In 1748, 2,151,102 yards of

linen were stamped, which had a value of £55,458 17/3. This had grown by 1822 to

22,629,553 yards at a value of £686,857 16/89. Not all of the raw material needed to

support this industry was grown locally, as, particularly in the later period, some of it
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was imported as rough flax from places such as Holland and Scandinavia.10 (The

quantity of flax imported into the port of Dundee rose from 74 tons in 1745 to 3,000

tons in 1814.11) However, despite this undoubted increase in foreign raw material,

much of the enlargement of the linen industry in the county came from home-grown

flax. From these figures, it is safe to conclude that the acreage of flax grown in

Forfarshire during the period studied increased considerably and that much of this

increase was for commercial rather than personal use.

Traditionally, every household grew an acre or two of flax of which at least

some might have been sold on to merchants or used by manufacturers on the farm. In

addition servants' wages often included an area of ground to grow their own flax

from which they could make their own linen. The growing of flax was therefore a

well-established custom within feudal society. From this small-scale production

merchants bought and then distributed the surplus flax fibres to individual spinners

and weavers. A case brought by John Gardiner and Company in 1760 illustrates how

the system worked. It shows the company distributing flax fibres to individual

country spinners who worked on the material in their own homes and then returned it

as yarn to the company. The yarn would then be passed on to weavers who would

return it as webs of linen. It is clear from the details in the case that the company

provided much more than just the raw materials for the job. They also advanced cash

or provisions for the families employed and, in such a way, whole families if not

communities became obligated to individual merchants in return for working the

flax.12 The Act of Parliament of the 22nd King George 11 entitled 'an Act for the

more effectual preventing offrauds and abuses committed bypersons in the

manufacturing offlax'' addressed the obvious problem of embezzlement of flax
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handed over in this way. It obliged, among other things, that the person instructed

with any of the materials for working of, or manufacturing of, woollens or linen

should return the finished article within twenty-one days. This type of contracting of

labour dominated the textile industry during the first half of the eighteenth century.13

The important change at the end of the eighteenth century and during the first quarter

of the nineteenth century came with the introduction of water mills that could

provide power to operate spindles for the manufacturing of yarn. The individual

family spinners were gradually replaced by centralised manufacturing mills located

on suitable water supplies. Mills such as Messr James Ivory's in Brigton and those

at Dighty in Dundee or Brothick in Arbroath transferred much of the manufacturing

of flax from the individual cottar into centralised workshops. By 1822 Warden found

fifty-one spinning mills of which eighteen were in Dundee and the remainder spread

throughout the county. These contained a total of around 15102 individual spindles.14

The important point to be made is that the use of flax developed from the

relatively small-scale operation in which everyone grew a little flax for their own use

to a situation that encouraged relatively large-scale production with a few major

buyers. As a result the growing of flax changed from the traditional in which 'every

farmer grew an acre or two of lint' 15 to one in which farmers and specialist growers

grew larger areas for a specific market.

Wight in his report on the state of Agriculture in Forfarshire in the 1770s

mentions on several occasions instances of farmers renting out land on an annual

basis for the purpose of growing flax.16 The amount of rent being paid would indicate

that this was for commercial reasons rather than personal use and that the growing of
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this crop had become a specialised operation.17 Alexander Mitchell, tenant in Nether

Cariston appears to have been one such specialist grower. Wight visited him twice

while on his tours of Forfarshire. The first time he describes a method of irrigation

that Mitchel was using in which the field growing the flax was flooded in the

summer for about a week and this operation was repeated every three weeks until

September. This, he claimed, produced excellent crops. In his second visit he

reported that Mitchel was experimenting with seed imported from Riga, Holland and

England of which he found the English seed served him the best.18 He also gives

evidence ofMitchel renting ground from other farmers for the specific purpose of

growing flax.

This trend towards growing large areas of flax was treated with alarm by some

landlords because of a generally held view that flax was a crop that exhausted the

soil of all nutrients and could rapidly ruin the fertility of the land. However it was

also a crop that lent itself to specialist growers because it was highly labour

intensive.19 Tenant farmers growing an acre or two of flax for their own use could

manage to look after the crop but when these new water mills began to demand

consistent and quality raw material in large quantities, the specialist producer became

increasing necessary.20 Wight reported in 1776 that James Fenton, tenant in Hatton

of Grassie, let ground for £3 per acre to the 'country people' to grow lint while Mr
91

Skene of Careston let his ground (probably to Mitchel) for £4 per acre. In

comparison to an average annual rent of £1 per acre this represents a significant

profit for the farmer.

Various court cases also indicate that fields or parts of fields were often rented

by tenants to others within the community for the sole purpose of growing flax. For
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example Alexander Cowlie, wright in Arbroath, was sued by Alexander Dease,

tenant in Gallowden, for the rent of a field of flax that Cowlie had grown on his land.

Cowlie had gone bankrupt and Dease was applying to the court for permission to

roup the crop either in the field or at the mill where half of it had already been

transported.22 Similarly Skene Walker, a merchant in Brechin, can be seen suing

John Milne, weaver in Aberlemno, for failing to deliver a stack of flax he had bought

on contract from him at the price of 10/6 per stone.23 Alex Dorward, tenant of

Drumbernot, on the eve of his bankruptcy in 1780, clearly saw the subletting of

ground for growing flax as an opportunity to benefit from a reasonable income

without any investment on his behalf. He sublet a six-acre field to David Pearson,

joint tenant in Mountboy, for the annual rent of £24. Part of the agreement was that if

the yield of flax fell below twenty stone of scrutched flax per acre he would

compensate Pearson for any deficit. As it happens the crop was a disaster and

produced only four stone per acre and Pearson sued him for £20 compensation.24

Around the same time Dorward appears to have also sublet a further five acres to

James Taylor at Kinnoul for £4 7/6 per acre. This time he only agreed to return 7/6

per acre of the rent if the crop was judged by two independent men to be below

normal yield. The resulting agreement left Dorward's creditors with a lengthy legal
9 S

tangle to resolve.

The returns of renting ground for the growing of flax is illustrated in another

case between John Doig, tenant in Baldovie and David Whamond in Oatlaw.

Whamond had rented an acre of ground for £4 8/- and had grown it successfully but

then had gone bankrupt. Doig got permission from the court to roup the flax crop in



the field. The papers reveal that eighteen individuals bought portions of the crop for

11/- each. The total raised from the field was £5 3/3.26

In some cases flax was grown specifically to sell in the field before it was

harvested. Details of the method of selling commonly used in such cases is illustrated

in a dispute between Robert Ramsay and Robert Martin in Newbigging ofNewtyle

for the payment of some flax he had bought at such a roup. The field had been

divided up into 17 lots and each lot auctioned separately. In this particular case each

lot found a price between 13/- to 15/- depending on its size. The one that was the

cause of the court case measured 439 ells in length by 54 ells in width. It seems

reasonable to assume that these cases were not exceptional and represented a

substantial industry in which flax was grown for commercial purposes by a variety of

individuals, many of whom were not directly connected with farm tenancies. They

were supplying a demand either for commercial buyers or for individuals wishing to

buy the ready grown flax as an alternative to growing their own.

Potatoes

The growing popularity of potatoes as a food source for the urban population

created an entirely new market for this crop during the second halfof the eighteenth

century. The market however was influenced by the lack of keeping qualities of the

early varieties of potatoes. It was a crop that had to be dug and sold almost

immediately rather than stored and slowly marketed over the winter months. For

farmers to grow large areas of potatoes for storage and sale would have been

impossible. As a result where potatoes do feature on a farm they were often limited
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to a few rows in the odd corner of a field and these were dug as and when the farmer

required them."

However there is also evidence to suggest that individuals or groups of

individuals rented ground specifically for the growing of potatoes. This was

particularly the case around Dundee where Wight reported that potato land could

fetch up to £25 per acre rent.29 Individuals, probably living in the town, would rent

an area of ground from a farmer and then be wholly responsible for the growing,

harvesting, carriage and selling of the potatoes. An example of this type of enterprise

can be seen in a case between John Ferrier, tenant in the Hilton ofBalfour and

Charles McHardy, a merchant and tenant of a house and four acres of land near

Newbigging. When McHardy disappeared leaving his rent unpaid it was revealed

that he also rented four other pieces of ground specifically to grow potatoes.30 He

appears to have been a smallholder renting parcels of land near his house to grow

potatoes specifically to sell to other people.

A case between William Potter in Heughhead ofGuthrie and John Milne tenant

in Stoneshed throws more light on the nature of such deals. In this case Potter had

agreed to rent the ground from Milne and, as part of the bargain, he was also to

provide half the dung required to manure the land as well as to supply eight bolls of

lime and the seed potatoes. Milne had agreed to till and labour the ground, provide a

further ten bolls of lime and twelve loads of dung. The growing, harvesting and

selling of the potatoes was Potter's responsibility. In this particular case Milne had

been slow to prepare the land and Potter had been left with seed potatoes unsown

well beyond the appropriate time for planting potatoes. This he considered to be

'between the sowing of the oats and the bere'. He sued Milne for loss of crop as well
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as the cost of the unplanted seed potatoes. Potter is shown in another case around this

time to have been a servant for the minister of Guthrie parish during the winter

months but a general dealer in agricultural products during the summer.31 He is

probably typical of a growing number of entrepreneurs living on the periphery of the

farming industry who were taking advantage of the new opportunities that were

arising from the growth in the market for agricultural produce. Although the

evidence is somewhat limited, what there is suggests that there were opportunities for

tenants to rent areas of ground for the growing of potatoes at a considerable premium

to the rent they paid their landlord. This was particularly so around towns and

villages and probably was part of a general trade in hay and turnips and vegetables
39

supplying an expanding urban market. Again it is fair to assume the scale of this

type of market was new to Forfarshire and was a direct result of the growing

urbanisation and specialisation of labourers occurring in the county during this

period.

Cereal crops

Commercially grown crops of cereals such as oats, bere, wheat or peas are

associated more with the principal tenant of a farm than as crops grown by

independent speculators with no formal attachment to the farm. However during the

second half of the eighteenth century there is evidence from the court records of a

significant presence of a growing band of merchants and speculators dealing in the

marketing and handling of these crops. It represents a rise in the importance of the

grain trade, not only with landlords selling their 'in kind' rentals, but also for tenant

farmers selling surplus produce. Linked with this trend is the appearance of the
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professional auctioneer who toured around the county selling agricultural produce

directly off farms. These roups were either forced on the grower due to bankruptcy

or, as in many cases, were the results of a deliberate policy by those growing the crop

to sell them either before harvesting or directly from the harvested stack. The

importance of this development is that it is a clear indication of the breakdown of

baronial control and the lessening of the influence of estate officials in regulating the

sale of agricultural commodities on farms in their barony. It is an indication of a

much freer market for cereal products.

Purchasing cereals at roups seems to have become a popular alternative to

renting ground and an attractive way to provide essential provisions for those more

fully employed in their own specialist professions. It provided a substitute to growing

food on land associated with sub-tenancies and cottars and may well have

represented an important bridge in the gradual elimination of a landholding

peasantry. An example of such a deal can be seen in a case involving a bargain

between George Ritchie in Lyndich and James Archer, tenant in Lyndich. The papers

suggest that Ritchie had bought one rig of oats and another one ofbarley as a

growing crop prior to harvest. Having done so he had harvested it, using his own

family labour, and then at a later date had the stack winnowed by the local lot-man.

The case arose because Ritchie suspected Archer of illegally removing some of the

oats that were stored on the farm. In this particular case the quantities involved were

small and probably represented the yearly supply of victuals needed for the Ritchie

family.

For landlords, tenants rouping agricultural produce from their farm represented

a serious threat to their rights of Hypothec. The legal right ofHypothec gave
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landlords the status of preferred creditors for rent when a tenant went bankrupt. The

value of the crops produced on the farm of a tenant provided the landlords' security

for his rent.34 In pre-improved farming the restrictions imposed on tenants in the way

they could sell their produce were strictly policed by the barony officials. For

commercial farming to develop these restrictions had to be eased if tenants were to

be free to market their own produce to their best advantage. A case involving Alex

Watson of Turin suing various individuals for the value of items that they had bought

at a roup of one of his tenants hints at this dilemma. Watson claimed that the tenant

had been selling crops at the roup that were, in affect, owned by him because the

tenant had not fully paid his rent. From the court case papers it would appear that

Watson should have stated his claim to the items being sold before the roup had

started but instead he sent his grieve along merely to observe who was buying. As a

result any purchasers paying cash at the time of the auction found themselves with a

liability to pay the same again to Watson. Those involved clearly thought this had

been a cunning plan by Watson to transfer the liability of the debts from the bankrupt

tenant onto those more likely to be able to pay. It is interesting to note that in their

defence they argued that 'The law ofHypothec is at best an unfavourable plea as

being a restraint upon commerce and ought not to be encouraged'.35 The strict

interpretation of the laws of Hypothec that applied under feudal management were

irreconcilable with the freedom demanded by commercial farmers to sell their crops

as and when they thought fit. The landlord had a legal right to reclaim crops that had

been sold if they were still liable for Hypothec and this often made commercial deals

impossible.36
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The growth in the number of incidents in which tenants were selling their

produce at roups is therefore an important indicator of the evolution of commercial

agriculture in a district. It represents the essential relaxation of traditional restrictions

imposed by feudal regulations and was an important phase in the progress towards a

more open agricultural economy.

Grass lets

Probably the most significant form ofannual letting was that of grass lets. The

importance of grass in the rotation was its contribution to maintaining the fertility of

the soil and cleaning the ground of problem weeds. An essential part of realising this

function was the feeding of livestock on the grass. To maintain adequate livestock

numbers on a farm required a considerable amount of personal investment by the

farmer. The lack of such wealth by tenant farmers in the middle of the eighteenth

century had huge implications on their ability to realise greater productivity from

their arable land and to profit from the grass crop that was required in their rotation.

The ability to stock a farm with livestock and have enclosures that were capable of

holding these livestock without the necessity for constant 'herding' was fundamental

to the new order of farming. An essential part of the transition of agriculture during

this period was the better control of grazing animals either through the use of

moveable flakes (barriers) or in permanent enclosures with stockproof fences.

Traditionally the animals on a farm were the aggregate of the 'beastials' owned by

the tenants, sub-tenants and cottars. With the advent of commercial farming, grazing

became a commodity to be used solely to the advantage of the principal tenant. The

market for annually let grazing land played an important part in this transition.
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Initially it was the landlord that provided grass for this market. Areas of pasture

around the Home farm had always been a source of grazing either for their own

animals or as annual lets to others. Summer grazing in the upland areas and to a

lesser extent winter grazing on lowland arable ground had been practised in

Forfarshire well before the advent of enclosures. With the improvement of the

market for fat cattle and sheep, new opportunities opened up for finishing these

animals on lowland pasture in the summer and on hay and turnips in the winter. The

already well established tradition in Forfarshire of cattle markets and fairs coupled

with the opportunity to rent grass provided an ideal basis for individuals to speculate

in livestock production without the necessity to have a rented farm. For example

when George Rait was sued by David Adamson, grieve to Mr Fletcher ofBallinshoe,

for allowing his sheep to graze illegally, he described himself as having previously

been a workman and had only recently taken up droving and trading in sheep and

cattle. He claimed he bought animals in Forfarshire and drove them to Fife and

Edinburgh to sell. He also claimed he had grazing on a number of farms around the

county including some on David Hay's farm at Arbirlot. Here was a man that held no

formal tack, and with apparently little previous experience, was taking a venture in

the livestock trade. He represents the type of entrepreneur that played an important

part in the transition between feudal agriculture and tenant dominated commercial

agriculture.

These people were helped in Forfarshire by the fact that all the necessary

physical and social paraphernalia necessary for a thriving livestock industry were in

place before 1750. Landlords had established the precedent for short term letting of

land for grazing and the various links between drovers, grazers, cattlefeeders,
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slaughters, butchers and merchants in live and deadstock were well developed. What

was needed was merely an intensification of this trade driven on by larger and more

lucrative markets for cattle or sheep.

The development of annual grazing lets was another nail in the coffin of the

independent sub-tenant and cottar as traditional grazing areas were fenced off and let

at a profit. For the principal tenant it made the economics of community herding less

attractive and put a very high opportunity cost on the livestock of his sub-tenants and

cottars. It must also have undermined the traditional authority of the ground officer

in his efforts at controlling livestock numbers in an area and broken the crucial link

between arable land and grazing rights on which pre-improved farming depended.

Traditional privileges of sub-tenants and cottars were being swept away by the

introduction of commercial bargains in which landlords and their tenants let their

rights to areas of grazing and imposed restrictions on traditional routes of access on

which others in the community relied. An example of such conflict can be sensed in

the case between James Thane and Patrick Middleton of Longhills in which Thane

had leased his traditional entitlement to the grazing of 40 sheep on 'the privileges of

the town, on the Haugh' to Middleton. There was obviously ill feeling among the

other members of the community who had similar rights and they were preventing

Middleton from using the grazing. As a result, Middleton was suing Thane for failing

to uphold his right to the grazing that he had rented from him. Many of the conflicts

appearing in the court records that are recorded in the appendix of this thesis involve

either the erosion of traditional rights of access or damage done by trespassing

arising from the letting of grazing.
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Conclusion

The common factor that connects all of these activities is that they reflect an

important relaxation of the restrictions of barony control that characterised the

traditional farmtoun. It is being argued that the growth in the annual letting of land as

well as the purchasing of crops at roups represents a significant stage in the evolution

of commercial agricultural activity in rural Forfarshire. Different crops, more

specialisation, greater consumer demand and increased wealth in the community had

resulted in new markets developing. In the early period of improvements these new

markets were pursued as much by rural manufacturers, weavers and traders as by

individual tenant farmers. This was an important step in the growth of the rural

economy and formed a necessary bridge between a society where most of the

population produced their own food and had some access to land and one in which

agricultural production became the sole prerogative of the farmer. The fact that a

wide variety of individuals in rural society were involved in some form of

commercial activity related to agricultural production may well go some way to

account for the lack of social unrest experienced at this time. The greater

involvement of the whole of rural society in the process of change may have reduced

the perception of injustice associated with enclosures, single tenancies and waged

labour. Forfarshire in the early stages of agricultural improvements had an expanding

rural economy based on local agriculture that involved a wide social mix of

individuals. This was not an agricultural economy based on one or two crops grown

for the sole benefit of the landlord or the principal tenant. This area grew crops that

were essential for the rural industries associated with this particular area. These crops
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provided opportunities for adding value to home-grown produce and had the added

advantage of creating jobs locally in the distribution and retailing of these products.

The next section concerns the specific characteristics of these new markets that

were important in the gradual evolution of the commercial tenant farmer. It aims to

demonstrate that the single commercial tenant farmer wholly involved in agricultural

production began to dominate Forfarshire rural society by the beginning of the

nineteenth century because of his unique ability to supply the specific demands of

these new markets. It is argued that in Forfarshire, and this may well not apply to

some other areas of Scotland, sub-tenants, multiple tenancies, cottars and small

holders slowly disappeared from the rural landscape because they were much less

able to benefit from the greater profitability of these new markets. The particular

markets that were prominent in Forfarshire favoured relatively large-scale farming

over peasant farming.
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21. Changes in agricultural trade

The situation that prevailed in the era of pre-improved agriculture meant

that the grower of the grain, the tenant, sub-tenant or cottar, had very little contact or

concern with the demands of the marketplace for the product that he grew. The

agricultural tenant (as distinct from larger tacksman) was only involved in the

marketing of his produce in so much as he was obliged by his tack to deliver his 'in

kind' rents to his landlord's stores or mills. From there he might also have been

contracted to cany it a few miles further to local baxters, maltsters, merchants or to a

convenient port but the selling and long term storage of the grain was done by his

landlord or local merchant. The authority of the barony and its officers upheld the

traditional methods of collecting and processing the grain that was due on their

estate. The opportunity for tenants to sell their own grain was limited to only the

wealthiest and even they were often circumscribed by the conditions of multure that

applied on their farms. In many cases the barony officials met the independent

selling ofgrain by tenants with considerable suspicion as most tenants were to some

degree in debt to their landlord and the grain produced on a farm was regarded as

Hypothec for their rent.37 As a result the feudal tenant farmer saw little connection

between cereal growing and wealth creation or profit. For the vast majority of tenants

increasing arable productivity through their own personal investment in lime or

drainage work was not an attractive proposition.



By the end of the eighteenth century this situation had changed so that, in the

words of D.F.MacDonald, 'Everywhere, farming for a market tended to replace

subsistence farming. The cultivator, who had been wont to regard 'a full meal kist' as

the happiest consummation of his year's labour, now began to think in tenns of

market prices and cash profit'.38 This change in the how agricultural production was

viewed was crucial in the process of commercialisation ofagriculture and important

to the development of a profit orientated farming. In Forfarshire, underpinning this

change were three distinct markets for cereals. These were the production ofbarley

for brewing and distilling, the demand for wheat as flour or starch, and the sale of

oats and oatmeal to the growing urban population and their horses.

The extent of changes in the market for cereal products can be illustrated

through an examination of the export market for cereals from the ports of Dundee

and Montrose. Ian Whyte in his analysis of trade from Montrose concludes that, 'an

important change in the character of the trade (during the first half of the eighteenth

century) was the shift towards the export of malt rather than unprocessed bere'. He

points out that in 1749 Montrose port exported 8250 quarters of malt compared to

only 1870 quarters of bere, 482 quarters of oatmeal and 83 quarters of wheat. This

represents considerable business generated by local maltsters converting locally

grown barley into malt. Donnachie claims that before 1770 malting was a separate

trade and he supplies ample evidence of a considerable and significant growth in the

specialisation ofmalt production coming from country businesses, many of which

were tenant farmers. After 1770 the production of malt moved away from this rural

base and was incorporated into the rapidly growing brewing industry in urban
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centres. By that time the brewing of beer had also moved out of local brewseats on

individual estates and had become an urban industry in its own right. Towards the

end of the century the amount of malt exported had fallen because much of it was

being used locally. It was not until well into the nineteenth century that malt featured

again in the export market.40 The net result was that throughout the eighteenth

century the movement was towards a larger and more centralised market for malting

barley. By 1814 the malt barley market was many times greater than it had been sixty

years before. Sinclair estimated that out of about 1.6 million acres of cereals grown

in Scotland, 280,000 were in barley and much of this barley was for malting. In a

similar way to flax growing, the higher price and greater demand that was generated

by this new market inspired the commercial growing of barley and this became an

important element in the evolution ofagriculture in the county

The trade in malt was important but so too was the increased trade in whole

grain barley. For Forfarshire the export trade in barley was centred on the local

coastal shipping trade supplying grain and malt to other ports in the country. Figures

given by Hendrick for the year of 1794 show that £90,440 worth of whole barley was

exported from the ports of Forfarshire, which constituted almost fifty percent of the

total value of cereal and cereal products exported. Wheat and oats each accounted for

around £32,000, malt for a further £9,367, peas for £12,439 and oatmeal for £5,014,

leaving a total value ofexportable cereals for the county of £183,017. To put this

figure into perspective, the total rent for agricultural holdings in Forfarshire in 1808

was said to be only £203, 924 15/3.41 In addition to this export trade in whole grain

barley there was also a considerable growth in the use of locally grown barley in
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distilling and brewing.42 From all of this evidence it is clear that barley production

for the 'commercial market' became an important feature of Forfarshire agriculture.

There was also a considerable growth in the acreage of wheat in Forfarshire

during the same period. In pre-improved agriculture wheat was included in the rental

of only the best farms on an estate probably because it required good soil and

detailed husbandry to grow successfully. Wheat tends to do better on heavier ground

and most of the arable land in pre-improved farms was of well-drained lighter soils.

As the state of drainage on Forfarshire farms improved so did the opportunity for

growing wheat but even then, the large horse teams needed to work the heavier

ground meant that only the larger and wealthier farmers were in a position to grow

this wheat commercially. By the end of the eighteenth century the successful

growing of wheat had become a measure of the agricultural improvement being

attained throughout the county. Most of the more progressive farmers tried to include

wheat into their rotation. For example, there was considerable attention paid to the

method ofgrowing wheat in the proceeding of the Lunan and Vinney Water Farming

Society. This society was instigated by George Dempster in 1803 and met regularly

until his death in 1816. It was a forum for analysing practical agricultural techniques

and encouraging the use of improved cereal varieties (as well as better-bred animals)

on members' farms. Wheat figured largely in their discussions. Subjects such as the

value of immersing wheat seed in a mixture of stale wine and lime before sowing or

the merits of growing spring wheat were discussed at length. The general impression

conveyed by the minutes of these meetings is that the wheat acreages and yields

increased markedly over the period covered by the society. The market for this wheat
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came from two sources, an increased consumer demand for a supply of better quality

bread that could only be made from wheat flour and the growth in the demand for

starch.43

Finally, by the end of the eighteenth century a greatly increased demand for

oats and oatmeal was developing on the open market. This demand was stimulated

by the introduction of better varieties of oats that provided an improved quality of

meal and as a result a greater opportunity to export oats from the county.44

Traditionally oats were grown almost entirely for consumption on the farm but as the

percentage of the population without access to the land increased so did the market

for oats and oatmeal. The increase in the number of horses privately owned or kept

by government troops offered further opportunities for the sale of this crop.

As a result of all these changes commercial growing of cereal crops steadily

increased during the eighteenth century. Cereals were becoming a commodity to be

grown for profit rather than solely as a means of paying rent and providing

subsistence for the farmer and his family. It is not, however, the intention of this

thesis to explore in detail these markets. Their importance in this thesis is the

contribution these new markets made to the manner in which commercial farms

developed in the county. It is argued that the production of barley, wheat and oats for

these particular markets posed special problems for tenant farmers and these

problems were often irreconcilable with traditional farming methods. For the tenant

farmer the progression from supplying his landlord with unmanufactured cereals as

'in kind' rent to selling cereal crops suitable for these new markets was considerable
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and required not only different skills but also a different attitude towards farm

investment. It is being suggested that the nature of these new markets put more

complex demands on the agricultural tenant and that only the larger and more

professional fanner could answer these demands. These markets, in effect, set the

commercial agricultural tenant apart from the subsistence farmer and this segregation

was an important factor in the way farms developed in Forfarshire during the

eighteenth century.

The transformation of rural society during the second half of the eighteenth

century is often seen as one derived from landlords creating an environment suitable

for single tenancies. The whole emphasis of estate reorganisation was based on

producing fewer farmers on larger farms. For this to succeed there had to be a good

economic reason for these larger tenants to farm themselves rather than through the

collective efforts of their sub-tenants and cottars. The emergence of these new

markets for cereal products, that particularly favoured the larger farmer, gave

economic credibility to this new fanning structure. These markets offered the

opportunity for greater profit and amplified the differences between the larger farmer

who grew crops specifically for these markets and those who continued with

traditional, mainly self -sufficient, farming. The following analysis will demonstrate

that the demands these new markets made on tenant farmers were divisive. They

favoured those who could afford the investment in buildings (and to a lesser extent

machinery) that were necessary to meet these demands. They were often labour

intensive and therefore precluded the smaller farmer. The distinctive structural

changes in farms and farm steadings that are associated with 'improved' farming of

the late eighteenth century grew out of a necessity to meet the higher specifications
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required by these new markets. For farmers to take advantage of these new markets

they had to be able to grow and store their crop in such a way that the quality of the

produce could be maintained. It will be argued that the emergence of these markets

were therefore a necessary precondition for the successful conversion of an estate

from traditional, multi-tenanted, farming to single tenanted commercial arable

farming. Without these new markets the advantages of single tenanted farms

becomes much less distinct.

Barley

The growing and storage of commercial malting barley require different skills

from that of other cereals. For barley to be suitable for the production ofmalt there

are a number of conditions that need to be met. Firstly it is essential that the

germination potential of the grain be maintained until the process of malt extraction

has begun. Barley left in the field too long after ripening or getting wet in store after

harvest is likely to germinate prematurely and be unsuitable for the production of

malt. Secondly it needs to be free of mould or other contaminants that would affect

the quality of the malt. Finally it has to be of the right variety of barley. The more

primitive form ofbarley (bere) produced poorer quality malt than the newer varieties

such as Chester barley that began to appear at the end of the eighteenth century. As

the processing of malt became more specialised and began to be operated on a larger

scale than the local brewseat, the companies buying the barley became more

demanding. In the eighteenth century, as it is at the present time, meeting these

requirements required skill and organisation. Maintaining germination potential and
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keeping samples free from contamination was not straightforward and failure to do

so was a source of endless disputes between maltster, merchant and farmer.

In a case that came before the Court of Session in 1765 Andrew Laird, a

merchant in Dundee, sued Robert Scott ofDunninald for the financial loss that he

sustained from a quantity ofbarley he bought as malting barley but which failed to

make the appropriate specification. It transpired that the barley was a mixture of new

crop barley and three-year-old grain. Laird had sent a sample away to a maltster in

Aberdeen who refused to buy it because this mixture of ages of the barley had made

the germination unreliable and unsuitable for malting. As a consequence Laird had

delayed uplifting the barley from Scott's store because he would have lost money on

the deal due to the loss of the malting premium. At some point Scott gave up waiting

for the problem to be resolved and sold the barley to a third party. The case came

before the court because there had been a sudden rise in price of barley and this had

rekindled Laird's interest in the original bargain irrespective of the barley's quality.

He demanded compensation from Scott for failing to deliver on the contract. The

argument presented to the court by Scott was that since the barley had been rejected

as unsuitable for malting then the bargain became void. He was making a clear

distinction between the nature of malting barley and that of feeding barley and

regarded the rejection of the original sample as an end to the original bargain.

Two further points of interest can be drawn out of this case. Firstly the fact that

some of the barley had been stored for three years before being sold. Throughout the

eighteenth century it is noticeable how often grain was stored for considerable

lengths of time either in stacks or, as in this case, thrashed out in store.45 Grain seems

to have been used by farmers as an investment to be sold when the price rose to a
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suitable level or even to be held for security against total harvest failure in the future.

Secondly the grain was stored in a loft at Milton of Mathers a few miles outside

Montrose. Scott made it perfectly clear when he sold it that he would not have been

able to deliver it to Montrose at a rate of more than 8-10 bolls per day. If the barley

were to be transported by boat it was necessary for it to be collected and stored at the

dock prior to loading. What this case emphasises is the importance of storage

facilities at the docks ifmerchants were going to do business in the export trade.

Integral to the rise of the commercial tenant farmer was the growth in the status of

merchants and middlemen who could provide storage and services of this nature.46

The importance of the purity of a sample is illustrated in another case that came

before the Court of Session in 1805. In this case James Petrie, maltman and victual

dealer in Montrose, had sold David Balfour, merchant in Arbroath, 100 bolls of

barley at 27/3 per boll. The barley was stored in a loft in Montrose but on inspection

it turned out to be a mixture of bere and Chester barley. The bere was not suitable for

malting and Balfour had rejected that particular portion of the contract. He wanted

Petrie to make up the difference with new barley. Petrie had refused and so Balfour

brought an action before the Sheriff Court in which he won compensation of £28

15/- (5/9 per boll for barley not delivered). Petrie appealed to the Court of Session on

the grounds that no actual bargain had been struck because Balfour had not approved

the whole quantity of the grain at the time of the bargain. He argued that the bargain

was for the whole sample and not part of it. At the heart of the case was the fact that

there was a differential between the price of malting barley and that of feeding barley

and that bere was not suitable in the commercial market for malting barley.47
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In another case presented to the Forfarshire Sheriff Court in 1816 between

Col. Erskine and a Mr Wilson, a corn merchant in Ingliston, the complexities of

growing malting barley are illuminated more fully. The case involves 26 bolls of

barley that Erskine had delivered to Wilson's store in Dundee and which had been

rejected because it was considered unfit for the malting trade. The barley had been

bought on the strength of a sample provided by a James Webster, a land surveyor and

business associate of Erskine. Wilson argued that he had been deliberately misled as

to the origin and age of the barley. When he had accepted the sample he had thought

that he was buying barley from Webster (no mention ofErskine had been made) and

that the barley was from the district in which Webster resided. He was also under the

impression that the barley was from the current year's growth. When he found out (at

the time of delivery) that the barley came from Erskine's estate ofKirkbuddo which

was some eight miles inland from where Webster lived and that the barley was 'the

growth from last years crop' he had refused to take it into his store. Erskine sued him

on the grounds that he had accepted the sample, made a bargain and the delivered

grain was the same in appearance as the sample supplied at the time the bargain was

struck.

Wilson claimed that he only bought barley on commission for a distillery and

they insisted that only 'good malting barley of that years growth' would be

acceptable. He argued that although Webster lived in a 'fine district for raising barley

as any in the country' barley coming from Kirkbuddo was less predictable and

although 'may some years have of as good an appearance as the growth from the

coast side but the difference to a distillery is worth at least 51- per boll more'. The

barley delivered was worth only 10/- per boll compared to the 14/6 he had offered.
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He claimed that if he had included this barley in the bulk he was to deliver to the

distillery they would have rejected the whole lot. As it turned out Wilson lost the

case and had to pay substantial costs to Erskine who had pursued the case with

considerable vigour because he considered his honesty had been questioned. Wilson

could not prove that he had been deliberately duped because the sample and

delivered barley were of a similar appearance. There was no way at the time he made

the bargain that he could have tested the sample to establish its age or origin.

The importance of this trade in malting barley was that it provided new

opportunities for tenant farmers to grow larger acreages of cereals for a market that

did not rely entirely on the prosperity of the local community. The growth in the

brewing industry throughout the whole country during the eighteenth century led to a

'national' market in malting barley and a concentration of this market in areas

capable of producing quality barley.48 Forfarshire was one such area. This was

especially so along the coastal strip where grain ripened earlier than inland and was

less at risk from late wet harvests. By 1825 Dundee and Montrose had twenty two

grain merchants feeding off a well established processing industry that used grain to

produce malt, beer, spirits and milling products. Donnachie makes the point that

many of these primary-processing industries grew out of rural family businesses and

they maintained a close mutual interest between farmer, maltster, brewer and

distiller. He suggests that the tenant farmer of the mid-eighteenth century who had a

monopoly on the rights of brewing for his particular barony began to specialise and

evolve into the industrial firms of the early nineteenth century. The close link

between agricultural production and these emerging industries was important and
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persisted even when these industries had relocated into the local towns. For example

draff (waste product from the malting process) produced in large quantities by

makings was used extensively on farms for feeding cattle. He argues that,

'Agriculture and brewing were therefore linked in
a complex cycle of activities- the majority dictated to a
lesser or greater extent by the harvest. The prosperity of
the Scottish drink industry after the middle of the
eighteenth century was the result of subtle and
unquantifiable changes in taste throughout a growing
and essentially urban population. Yet without the
agricultural response, growth would have been
impossible, and, for brewing at least, the intimate
connection with the countryside was vital to success'.49

The commercial market for malting barley was therefore important to

profitable farming. In the early eighteenth century an enormous quantity of grain

(this was mostly whole grain) found its way into the production of illegal alcohol.

What proportion of the county's grain production was used to supply this activity is

impossible to estimate but it must have been substantial. With the development of

legitimate brewing industries a larger percentage of the countries grain production

could be marketed through these institutions. The advantage of this was that grain

could be paid for in legal currency. It allowed profits made from growing barley to

be used to finance improvements on farms in a way that returns from illegal brewing

and distilling could not.50 The growing ofbarley on a farm became a good indicator

of the extent of commercialisation on that farm.

Wheat

Wheat was another crop that was a keen indicator of commercial farming. It

was not an easy crop to grow successfully and growing it required substantial
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investment. As with malting barley, careful harvesting and handling after harvest

were important. In the case of wheat the problem was concerned with the dryness of

the sample, the purity of the grain, and the suitability of the sample to grind finely

enough to produce white flour.

In 1805, an interesting case came before the Court of Session in which the

degree of dryness was the issue. William Mutter, a farmer at Coats near Edinburgh,

had taken a sample of wheat to Mrs Smith a baker in Potterow. On the strength of

this sample she bought 25 lA bolls at a price of £1 4/6 per boll. When Mutter

delivered the grain it was refused on the grounds that it was too wet. He was obliged

to remove it, get it dried and store it elsewhere. Mutter sued Smith through the local

court for failing to honour the bargain and won £25 2/3 compensation. The local

judge ruled that 'the wheat sample offered to be delivered was of the same quality,

though not so dry, as the sample and the difference was explained by the fact that the

sample had been kept in the farmers pocket and then on the window in the bakery for

some time and therefor had dried out'. Smith appealed to the Court of Session. This

court ruled that the wheat was indeed too wet for grinding and the farmer should

have known that this was the case before he delivered it to the bakery. Mutter lodged

a further appeal on the grounds that the price of wheat had fallen and the

consignment had been refused, not because it was too wet but because the baker had

wished to be rid of the bargain. Experts were brought before the court to give their

opinion as to the 'rate of drying' of wheat kept in a jacket pocket as well as the

suitability of 'October wheat' for grinding into flour. It was alleged that new wheat

had always to be mixed with old wheat before it could be ground successfully. It

was also claimed that it would have cost only 6d per boll to kiln dry the wheat. In the
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end, the wheat in question was sold by Mutter two years later for £2 8/- per boll,

almost twice the original price.51

The challenges presented in the growing of wheat are further illuminated in a

case between Edward Green, merchant in Montrose, and George Allan, tenant in

Newbigging on the Dunninald estate. Green had bought a field of wheat on the

condition that it should be kept in stooks in the field until it was dry enough for

grinding. (Called mill-free) This was suppose to produce better quality wheat than if

it was stored in a stack and thrashed out at a later time and this increased quality was

reflected in the price offered (41/- per boll rather than 36/- per boll). However it also

presented the farmer with considerably more risk of losing his crop through wet and

windy weather. Allan was reluctant to take this risk and broke the agreement and

carted the wheat into his yard. Another agreement overriding the original bargain

was struck between the two parties in which this time the grain would be delivered

kiln dried. The drying process had resulted in a loss of weight of 12 bolls out of a

total of 113 bolls and a corresponding loss of value of £24 12/- (plus the expense of

drying). It was this loss of value that was in question in the court case. Witnesses

were produced who claimed that 'it was impossible to deliver mill-free wheat from

the stook' while others gave evidence to the effect that it was 'not unusual for

farmers to sell wheat from the stook and sell it mill-free.' Considerable disagreement

was expressed about the best way of growing milling wheat as well as the problems

associated with its production. The case illustrates clearly the very real risks and

complexities of growing wheat for this market.

In another case, this time in the Sheriff Court, it was claimed that it was not

just that wheat needed to be dry but it also had to be clean. The Rt.Hon.William Lord



Gray sued George Mathew, his tenant in Haughhead, for delivering as part of his

rent, poor quality grain. He claimed the wheat had been delivered black (probably

with fungal infestation) and was therefore worth less than clean wheat. He contended

that it should have been washed and kiln dried before delivery.52 These cases

illustrate the difficulty and expense of storing and marketing good quality milling

wheat. It was highly labour intensive and required considerable investment in both

labour and buildings on the farm.

The point to be made is that successful growing of milling wheat (and malting

barley) required a different type of tenant than existed in pre-improved agriculture. It

was a job that only a farmer with complete control of the land he farmed and suitable

farm facilities to store and thrash the crop could possibly undertake successfully.

Wheat was also a crop that required fertile and water retentive ground that needed

considerable horsepower to cultivate. This was not a crop for a sub-tenant or

smallholder to grow. What is clear from all of these cases is that the growth of

commercial farming was putting greater demands on the producer. Fanners growing

for these markets required better buildings and more regular labourers than the

average subsistence farmer could provide. The new markets for cereals that

developed in Forfarshire during the latter half of the eighteenth century influenced

the way in which commercial farms evolved in this county. These markets demanded

a professional type of farmer who was prepared to invest time and money in

achieving the quality of product needed to supply these markets. This development

favoured the substantial commercial tenant over the part-time sub-tenant or cottar

and created a farming geography distinctly different from areas without these

markets.
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Oats and meal

In the era of pre-improved agriculture the production of meal was, to a large

extent, only for a local market. Each individual farmer was thirled to a local mill and

much of the meal they consumed was produced from corn they grew themselves.

Most people had some access to land to grow corn or were paid for casual part-time

labour in meal and as a result the trade in meal in the rural community was limited.

What trade did exist tended to involve landlords marketing their 'in kind' rentals

rather than tenants selling surpluses. This trade supplied a small export market and

to a lesser extent the demands from collective urban organisations such as trade

guilds.

A petition to the Court of Session brought by John Low, a weaver in Brechin,

gives a clear picture of this type of trade. The weaver's incorporation ofBrechin had

signed a contract in 1760 with Sir Alexander Ramsay-Irvine ofBalmain for the

annual supply of 400 bolls of victuals for seven years at a price of £6 Scots per boll.

A list of subscribers was drawn up and each member received a portion of the whole.

Low was to receive 28 bolls of oatmeal and 14 bolls of bere as his share. The case

arose because Low had left Brechin in 1763 and had gone to live in Dundee and the

guild had refused to continue supplying him with his allocation. They argued that the

bargain had only been for the benefit of Brechin weavers and therefore by leaving

the city he had forfeited his right to his portion. Low insisted that he remained a

member ofthe Brechin guild and the agreement that he had with the guild was for

the 'personal advantage of those who entered the contract' and as such each member

bound 'themselves and their executors and successors whosoever for the price'. He
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was claiming that although the guild had bought the grain the members were legally

contracted to the guild to pay their share of the bargain. He contended that each

member had a right to their own allocated portion irrespective of their location or

circumstances. The reason that the dispute arose was that the price of victuals had

risen and the bargain had been made at a fixed price that was considerably lower than

the market price.54 Fraser in his book Conflict and Class, a study of the growth of

guilds, friendly societies and other incorporations before the development of trade

unions, states that the bulk buying of victuals 'was probably a not uncommon way

for a trade organisation to act'. In fact bulk buying on long term contracts for

distribution to their members was one of the perquisites of being a member of a trade

guild.55

A similar case, forty years later, underlines the importance of this type of

contract in an era in which guilds and friendly societies were becoming increasingly

reliant on buying victuals because their members no longer grew crops themselves.

James and George Nicoll were tenants of a small fann called Dragonhall. They were

also shoemakers and members of the Incorporation of Shoemakers of Forfar. In the

past they had grown enough grain on their farm to satisfy their needs and had not

subscribed to the grain provided by the incorporation. However, in 1800, they did

apply to their guild for their share of the contracted grain. They claimed that their

own crop had failed. The guild, however, suspected that they were merely trying to

take advantage of cheaper contracted grain than was current for that year and

questioned their automatic right to an allocation of the guild's grain. From the

evidence supplied by the guild it would appear that since 1761 the company had been

in the habit of taking a tack for the delivery of a quantity of meal from one particular
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farm. The original tack was with the farm of Boysack in Inverkeilor parish but after

that had expired they had taken another sixteen-year tack with the farm of Pitscandly

(near Forfar). The guild argued that the Nicolls were regarded as a 'country members

and fanners' and were not automatically entitled to a share of the grain unless they

notified the incorporation well in advance. The Nicolls denied the legality of this

distinction and claimed that they were demanding only 'the rights and privileges of

the guild' and they contested that there was no legal basis for distinguishing between

town members and county members.56

In both of these cases there was a desire by both buyer and seller to commit

themselves to relatively long term contracts at a fixed price. For the buyer it acted as

a form of insurance for their members that promised a provision of a supply of

necessary food in times of hardship and protected against any large fluctuations in

the price of their victuals. For the farmer or landowner it guaranteed at least some

cn

sort of market for their produce.

What becomes apparent from the nature of cases coming before the court

during the last half of the eighteenth century is that the trade for meal both in urban

society and in the countryside was increasing. People, especially textile workers,

were growing fewer oats for their own consumption and day labourers were being

paid more in cash than in meal. In conjunction with this growth in the market for

meal was a proliferation of middlemen such as carriers, merchants and meal traders

who lived off the percentage they could make from the grain they handled. In feudal

agriculture it was the miller who controlled the supply of grain because he had

control of the processing of oats into meal. As the thirlage restrictions eased other
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people entered this market. The variety of individuals coming before the courts with

cases involving the sale of victuals is an indication of the expansion of this local

market and the involvement of people other than millers in servicing this demand.

From the earlier cases it would appear that almost anyone could be involved in

buying and selling a few bolls of meal. Meal was as much a currency as a commodity

and was used for both payment of labour and as a means of bartering for services of

tradesmen and artisans. However, by the middle of the eighteenth century the

importance of merchants, meal dealers and those specialising in the transport of meal

becomes apparent. A case in 1740 between Patrick and Robert Rattray of the mill of

Bilkirry and David Laird ofMeigle illustrates one system of profiting from the meal

trade that required only a small amount of capital. The three individuals had agreed

to purchase 100 bolls of meal for £10 Scots per boll from the farm of Boysack58 in

the parish of Inverkeilor. They then transported it inland to Meigle and divided it up

into small packets and sold them for 12/- Scots per peck to people in that district.

This left a profit on their investment. Laird was suing the Rattrays for his share of

this profit which he calculated as £2 18/8 Scots on each boll they had bought.59

In another case, in 1773, between Robert Milne, tenant in Ballownie mill, and

William Cuthbert, weaver in Forfar, it would appear that Cuthbert was acting more

as an agent than a merchant. Cuthbert had agreed to buy a chalder of meal on the

understanding that he did not pay for the meal until he had divided it into small

parcels and sold them all. In this case the dispute seems to have been as to which of

them was responsible for 9d worth of 'custom dues' that the Forfar town council

imposed on meal being brought into the town60.
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There were many similar cases, especially towards the end of the eighteenth

century, in which oats were being bought and sold freely within the county. A

growing commercialism in the meal trade is apparent although this should not be

overstated. Throughout the eighteenth centuiy there was still a considerable amount

of oats being grown by cottars and other individuals living and working in the

countryside. Forfarshire even at the beginning of the nineteenth century was still a

society intimately connected with the fluctuating fortunes of the harvest. Most

individuals were involved in the process of harvesting the annual crop. The really

significant change in the market for meal was not so much from the growing local

demand but from the exporting of meal to the larger urban centres. To the farmer this

market represented considerable risk, not only economic, but also to his personal

safety. The conditions for marketing of oats and oatmeal were under constant

political interference, both locally and nationally, and this had a significant impact on

the price of victuals.

Throughout the eighteenth century, and well into the nineteenth, the price and

availability of victuals was a reoccurring source of social unrest and a dominant

factor in riots or public disorder. In years of scarcity farmers and merchants were

often blamed for forcing the price of victuals beyond the reach of the urban poor. In

some years the national government restricted the use of barley for distilling or put

an embargo on exporting of grain with the sole intention of reducing the price of

victuals available to the consumer6' Just as the evolution of the tack and fee contract

were influenced by personal and customary morality of the time so too were the

conditions in which the meal trade operated. It is clear that commercialised

agriculture, and in particular the trading of victuals, was effected by how individuals
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and governments saw their responsibility to society.62 Throughout the eighteenth

century there was a conflict of interest between authorities responsibility for

providing victuals for the poor (particularly the urban poor) and the commercial

interest of farmers and merchants. Those, and this includes many of the land owning

class, who saw it as their duty and responsibility to maintain civil order and raise

money to pay for food in years of shortage, viewed excessive and insensitive

commercialism by tenant farmers as a danger to the stability of eighteenth century

society. Whatley even suggests that 'Quite simply, it may be proposed that it was the

fear of the potential flammability of the Scottish mob which goes a long way towards

explaining the comparative absence of food rioting in Scotland.'63 Certainly there is

considerable evidence in Forfarshire of the local authority responding to their 'moral

obligation' by either preventing the export of grain or by borrowing money to import

grain to sell to the poor at an affordable price.64 Local restrictions were often put on

the use of barley for malting or distilling in years of shortage as well as considerable

manipulation of grain entering and leaving the country.65 It is clear that on many

occasions the paternalism of landlords and civic authorities was in direct conflict

with the commercial aspirations of the tenant farmer, grain trader or speculator.66
The right of individuals to profit from the sale of victuals was something that

was being challenged during this period of advancing commercialism. This challenge

came not only from the poor but in many cases also from landowners and town

councillors who had a legal obligation to implement the poor laws. The commercial

tenant farmer could find himself attacked not only from the poor but also from the

local authority. It was noted by the defence in a case that came before the Court of

Session concerning 'gleaning' that the legal cost of the farmer in this case was being
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paid for by 'The farmers of Mid Lothian' a society to which he paid an annual

subscription and whose sole objective was to protect, both legally and physically,
f\1

their members crops from attack by 'vagabonds and rogues'. This case, described

in some detail in the appendix of this thesis, illustrates the moral outrage that was felt

in some quarters by the advancement of commercial farming. The defence argued

that the individuals involved had not stolen any peas but had exercised their natural

rights of gleaning the crop wasted on the ground after harvest. They based this right

on the authority of the bible, in particular Leviticus chapter 19, which commands

'when ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shalt not wholly reap the comers of any

field, neither shalt thou gather the gleaning of the harvest'. The gleaners argued that

their actions were wholly in accordance with their natural rights. They contended that

'where nature has given any of her gifts to all mankind equally it is not in the power

of any creature to rob another of what Providence has bestowed upon the other

equally with him'. The right to glean was a moral right enshrined in the religious

beliefs of the country and could not be challenged. The fanner pointed out that

although he respected the teachings of the bible, the Levitical law was about as

relevant to Scotland as the laws of Japan. He argued that it would be a poor state of

affairs if the law 'obliged the industrious farmer to leave the com of his field

unreaped in order to support the idle and dissipated who will not work'. The legal

legitimacy of such rights was fundamental to the concept of commercial farming.

The sense of conflict between commercial farmer and rural poor who were seeing

their traditional rights being diluted by economic pressures is very apparent. It is also

clear that not all landowners supported this growing commercialisation of farming

excised by tenanted farmers.58
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Conclusion

Changes in the grain trade described above were an important factor in the

development of improved agriculture. They introduced the opportunity for more

profitable farming than had been previously possible from letting the ground to

subtenants and cottars and they helped to make landlord's policies in encouraging

single commercial tenant farmers more financially viable. It has been argued that the

nature of this new trade influenced not only the type of farmer that evolved in

Forfarshire during the eighteenth century but also the way the geography of the

countryside developed.

These new markets demanded better on-farm facilities. Those farms that had

invested in these facilities were often advertised for rent as farms 'with well-

appointed offices', a term that implied that the farm had the physical structure

needed for the tenant farmer to farm commercially.69 The availability of barns and

thrashing machines that could store and process grain independently of the mill

meant that the tenant farmer could compete for these more lucrative markets.

Because establishing these facilities was expensive it also meant that individual

farms had to be above a certain size in order to warrant such expenditure. The

demands these markets put on producers divided farm tenants into those with the

facilities to handle these requirements and those without. The 'gradual, piecemeal
70

and attenuated process' of consolidation from multiple tenancies to single tenancies

that Devine demonstrates must have been driven by the selective willingness of

tenants to take up the financial challenge of these new markets.

Tenants of commercial farms needed to be independent and well educated

individuals and substantially different in character from the pre-improved tenant
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farmer. The storing and marketing of grain was a long-term investment requiring

skill and foresight as well financial independence. The development of farming

societies, the growth of farming magazines, the appearance of agricultural shows and

the introduction of competitions for breeding animals and designing agricultural

equipment all indicate a growing desire by tenants to develop their farms along

commercial lines. In general Forfarshire landlords seem to have encouraged

commercial tenants and supported this form of structural change on their farms. By

eighteen fifteen Forfarshire had become a county dominated by single tenant farmers

capable of supplying these new markets while the traditional multiple tenancy and

farmtoun had become a rarity.
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22. The Livestock Trade

It has been argued above that the new agricultural demands on farmers

supplying the commercial market for 'added value' cereal products tended to favour

the emergence of the single commercial tenant farmer over the traditional multiple

tenancies, sub-tenancies and cottarlands of pre-improved agriculture. The

development of the market for fat cattle and the breeding of store cattle that became

possible due to the widespread introduction of temporary grass and turnips had an

equally important impact on this development. The livestock trade as it developed in

Forfarshire during the second half of the eighteenth century required farmers to have

sole authority on their farms with fields clearly defined and protected against

encroachment by others in the community. In later years the importance of stock

proof fences and cattle courts in farm steadings continued to strengthen the necessity

for the autonomy of the tenant farmer. The open fields with communal grazing of

animals that characterised the farmtoun were incompatible with the demands of this

new trade in livestock. What is surprising is the speed in which the rearing and

fattening of cattle came to dominate life on commercial livestock/arable farms in the
71

eighteenth century. For the commercial Forfarshire farmers the annual rhythm of

farming life on a tenanted farm very quickly became dictated by the demands of the

livestock on their farms. Mowbray Pearson in his editorial introduction to the

Badenach diaries highlights this influence of cattle, and the importance of providing

cattle fodder on the workload of a farm.
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'From the earliest preparation of the ley on 21st
December 1789 to the final thatching of the stacks on
the 30111 October 1790 a total of 87 days had been
devoted to some aspect of the crop of oats. That figure
compared with 81 days for turnips only to the point
where sowing was completed. A further 31 days were
required for dressing the turnips, carting them was
recorded on no fewer than 66 days'.72

In addition to providing turnips much time and energy was involved making

hay, moving livestock, 'flitting' the flakes and feeding the cattle. What is noticeable

about the Badenach diary is that it conveys a sense of permanency and agelessness in

the description of the daily tasks involved in what was essentially the commercial

farming of livestock. Many of the tasks and traditions of buying, fattening and selling

cattle described in this diary would be familiar to any livestock farmer even today.

Yet thirty years before this diary was written the trade in cattle, in particular fat

cattle, that underpinned the economics of these labours hardly existed, turnips were a

rarity and artificially sown grasses a novelty.

This rapid evolution in the commercial production ofmeat on lowland farms

had an immense impact on both the social and physical nature of farms. In a similar

way to the changes brought about by the cereal markets, it created a pattern of

farming that favoured the single tenant farmer in a manner that came to be

symptomatic of Scottish Lowland farming. The change was swift because much of

the infrastructure of the cattle trades; the fairs, the drovers and the local cattle

dealers, were already well established in the county. What changed was that instead

of cattle from the north being driven through the county and stopping only briefly on

let ground, commercial farms in Forfarshire became involved in both breeding cattle

and adding value to these young stock through fattening store cattle. Farming of
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livestock, especially cattle, began to be associated with individual farmers rather than

independent cattle dealers or cowfeeders. By the beginning of the nineteenth century

the possession of livestock became an important vehicle in which the principal tenant

could accumulate wealth and carry over profit from good harvests to act as a buffer

against bankruptcy in years of poor harvests.

The court records show the way that commercial farming tenants intermixed

with the drover and cattle dealer to advance this new trade. A good example of the

complexity of the cattle trade during this transitional period can be seen in a case that

came before the Court of Session which involved the trading activities of two cattle
n-y

dealers operating in Forfarshire around the 1790s. James Dacre, a 'writer' in

Brechin, had been given the unenviable task of sorting out the sequestrated estate of

James Bowack, who was described as a tenant of some valuable farms in the county

(in particular Smiddyhill), but was also heavily involved in the buying and selling of

cattle. In establishing the value of the estate at the time of his bankruptcy Dacre was

faced with a substantial claim from a William Robertson, also a cattle dealer (living

at Threipland), who claimed that Bowack owed him £763 on a trading account. To

add to the complication, Robertson had also gone bankrupt, and various counter

claims were being made on his estate. The case papers that extend to over sixty pages

describe in some detail the complex web of claims and counterclaims that

represented the business arrangement between these two gentlemen. Some important

aspects of the case illustrate the way these two cattle dealers conducted their

business, accumulated capital and influenced the trade in cattle during this period.
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Firstly, the monetary value of their combined transactions was enormous.

Dacre estimated that the annual value of trade between the two dealers in any one-

year exceeded £30,000. Both parties appeared to have kept no formal records or had

any accounts of each transaction they made other than the occasionally scribbled

note of a bargain struck. At one point in the trial the prosecutor attempted to establish

the exact balance of account between the two parties at the time of the sequestration.

To do so he had to resolve a dispute concerning a particular deal that had been made

'somewhere on the road between Stonehaven and Laurencekirk' on an occasion

when neither party had access to paper and ink. Both parties produced some very

doubtful witnesses in an attempt to establish the true nature of this particular bargain.

Secondly it was clear that very little of the value of the commodities bought

and sold by the two parties were paid in cash. Both individuals had a system of

debiting and crediting each bargain they made against the value of the account they

held with each other at the time of the deal. The state of each account appears to have

been held firmly in the heads of each of the dealers and nowhere else. This made any

estimate of their true wealth at any one particular time considerably difficult to

calculate. To obtain cattle or grain from a third party they used 'accommodation

bills' as security. The two dealers made out identical Bills of Exchange to each other,

with each bill having a common date of maturity. When this date arrived they merely

swapped bills or made out new ones. Each then had a Bill of Exchange as proof that

they would be due a certain amount of money sometime in the future. They could

then persuade a farmer to part with his cattle on the strength of the security of these

meaningless bills. They would buy the cattle or grain and issue the farmer with a

promissory note that would mature at the same time as these accommodation bills.
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Thus the fictitious bill was used for security for a whole number of transactions

involving many farmers and landlords throughout the county. The whole system

relied on their ability to sell the cattle to someone else at a profit before they had to

pay for them.

Thirdly it is clear from the legal papers that both parties had a considerable

number of cattle out on let ground throughout the county. The problem for the court

was to decide who owned these cattle. The cattle dealer, the tenant who farmed the

ground the cattle were grazing or the landlord who owned the ground all had an

interest in the outcome of the case. In 1780 the Court of Session established in the

case Ross McKye v Nabony that cattle grazed on a tenant's property by a third part

were not subject to Hypothec but the landlord could remove the tenant if he had not

enough property of his own to cover the rent.74 It was obviously important to the

creditors of the sequestrated estate to establish who were the legal owners of these

cattle.

Finally it would appear that this complex web of cattle, grain and Bills of

Exchange that made up the estates ofBowack and Robertson had become unravelled

by the rapid rise in price ofcommodities experienced during the 1790s. One deal in

particular that illustrates the effect of fluctuating prices on such trading involved

Robertson selling 1000 bolls of meal that he had bought from Lord Aberdeen's estate

in 1795 for 16/- per boll, to Bowack for 20/- per boll. The grain was to have been

delivered into Dundee between Candlemas and the 1st March. By the time it had

arrived the price of meal was 25/- per boll and Robertson had refused to recognise

the deal or was claiming the higher price. The deal had been struck in a tavern in
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Arbroath and various witnesses were produced to validate the different claims of

each of the parties.

The outcome of the case is unclear but it does serve to highlight the problem

that commercial tenanted farmers had in dealing in livestock. This was particularly

so during the second half of the eighteenth century when they relied heavily on the

honesty of the cattle dealer and drover as it was they who operated the export market

for cattle. Several other cases coming before the Court of Session around this time

confirms the volatile nature of this trade and the very considerable risk tenant

farmers took when dealing in cattle. In many of these cases the cattle traders were

not from Forfarshire but came in from the south to buy home bred bullocks with the

intention of driving them down to England to be sold for fattening.

Such was the case when William Gray of Tinwald Mains sold forty bullocks at

fifteen guineas each to James Campbell. Although Campbell had promised to pay

cash for them it turned out that he was actually bankrupt and was unable to do so.

The cattle had been driven off down to England before Campbell had admitted to this

fact and Gray had to accept a note that merely said 'I have of this date bought and

received from you 40 cattle at £15 15/- each which sum I oblige ourselves to pay on

demand'. Unfortunately for Gray, Campbell died the next day and a lengthy case was

needed to prove that the sale had never been legal. Gray claimed the cattle had been

obtained fraudulently so that the value of the cattle belonged to him rather than the

trustees of Campbell's estate.75

In 1808 a similar case involving the Dundee Banking Company and Peter

Burman, tenant in Castleton ofDrumkilbo as the plaintiffs came before the Court of
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Session. On this occasion a family by the name of Miller residing in Dumfries, who

were said to have been substantial dealers in cattle in that region, went into

sequestration. They had done so after having bought £10,000 worth of cattle at

various markets around Scotland. A lengthy case followed in which the bank tried to

prove that the Miller's bankruptcy arrangements were fraudulent and designed purely

to disappoint their creditors. During the trial the Millers claimed that £10.000 worth

of credit was a small amount when it came to the cattle trade. They regularly issued

notes to farmers along the lines of 'two months after date, we promise to pay X, an

order, the sum of Y for the value received by us, at James Kerr Esq, Leith bank'.76

Such was the strength of legal certainty of deals in which farmers regularly

sold cattle to dealers. A.R.B.Haldane in his book The Drove roads of

Scotland 'describes in detail the financing of the cattle trade by banks and drovers

throughout the eighteenth century. He illustrates clearly that it was an industry in

which large amounts of capital assets were exchanged on very little security. He

concludes that 'the fanner carried the main risk of the industry on which perforce

they depended, bearing the losses if times were bad and reaping few of the
77

rewards'. Many of the comments in the statistical reports from the 1790s argue that

the lack of a safe market for cattle was a serious impediment to the security of local

farmers and was a restriction on the growth of the cattle trade.

What is evident is that during the last quarter of the eighteenth century the

production of meat for the livestock trade began to become associated more with

individual tenant farmers than dealers and drovers. The salting of fat cattle, an

essentially English industry, was never popular in Scotland throughout this period,78
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however the providing of young stock to be fattened in the South for this market did

have a serious influence on the economy of Forfarshire farms.79 The supply ofmeat

necessary to sustain the military and naval campaigns being waged for most of the

period studied furthered this demand.80 Traditionally cattle from the north were

driven down through the glens of Clova, Esk and over the Cairn-o-Mount heading

for the cattle trysts at Crieff and in later years Falkirk. From there they were sold to

the English farmers in the south for fattening. Although there was a certain amount

of economic activity connected with this trade, it was mostly a passing trade and one

that involved few local farmers. This began to change in the middle of the eighteenth

century. The court records show a steady increase in cases concerning both the

restriction of grazing on formerly common land and the claims for the damage done

by cattle and sheep being driven across what had formerly been open land. At the

end of the eighteenth century the great herds of animals coming to markets such as

Trinity (on the moor north ofBrechin) to be sorted, sold to southern dealers and

driven on south, had greatly diminished. The trade had changed, not only because of

the development of different markets, but also because of changes in farm and estate

policy that had made this migration of animals much more difficult. With the

introduction of turnips and artificially grown grasses local arable farmers were more

able to keep their livestock fed over the winter months and become more involved in

the cattle trade. Many of the animals were being bought and fattened locally and the

value of this new market added greatly to the local economy.81

In the pre-improved era most of the cattle on Forfarshire farms were working

animals used either to cultivate the arable lands or as family animals to produce milk

and dung. Most of the cases concerning cattle during this period involved single
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animals being traded between locals. People such as David Wallace in Bractillo

suing James Walker in the Cotton of Gask for £28 Scots the price of two oxen sold

by him or James Moir, minister in Kirkden, suing David Malcolm for £6 4/- Scots

the amount outstanding on the price of a cow he sold.83 These animals were

essentially a by- product of arable production and subsistence farming rather than

animals reared and fattened for a specific market. However, by the 1770s there are

distinct signs of the emergence of specialist producers of fat cattle. These were not

necessarily people involved in the droving trade but individuals taking advantage of

different markets and the changing geography of farms that the new improved leases

were encouraging. The livestock they dealt in were different as well. They were not

just old cows and tired working animals being fed up as best they could for slaughter

but younger animals bred specifically for the meat trade. Until well into the

nineteenth century these animals were still pathetically small, weighing often only

around five cwt each, but it was a start that gradually led to the more selective

breeding of animals and a gradual improvement in their size and confirmation.84

The importance of this development in the livestock trade in Forfarshire during

this period is in the way it shaped the physical and, to a certain extent, social

development of individual farms in the county. Firstly, unlike the experience of the

Highlands and Border counties of Scotland, the development of mixed farming on

Lowland arable farms did not necessarily result in the depopulation of the

countryside.85 If anything the breeding and fattening of cattle created a culture of

full-time yearly labour (rather than seasonal or weekly labour) on Forfarshire farms.

Farm workers had to live on or near the farm so as to be available to care for these

animals and year round work was needed to produce turnips and hay to feed them.
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Compact centrally located farm steadings complete with cottar houses and bothies

became the recognised standard layout ofForfarshire farms and this was largely due

to the influence of cattle production on these farms.

Secondly cattle rearing and fattening provided an opportunity for tenant

farmers to store wealth and grow in capital worth from one year to another. This was

particularly the case between 1760 and 1812 when the price of cattle rose from
OA

around 37/- per head to between £18 - £25 per head. Profits from good years could

be accumulated in the form of livestock and this easily realisable asset allowed

tenants to survive the periodic downturns in agricultural prosperity. It was this ability

of tenant farmers to be able to accumulate wealth and experience over a period of
on

time that set them apart from their sub-tenants and cottars. The temporary wealth

enjoyed during the late eighteenth century by weavers or artisans living on farms

helped them little in years ofpoor prices and depressed demand. In contrast the

wealth and status of the principal tenant of the farmtoun gradually grew stronger and

more secure over the years largely through the ownership of livestock.

Thirdly, the principal tenant's advantage over his sub-tenants and cottars was

further enhanced by the better yields of arable crops that were capable of being

produced on mixed farms that had grass and green crop in their rotations. The

element of profit in arable crops was extremely precarious and ultimately dependent

on producing a good yield per acre of crop grown. This could only be achieved on

well-manured land. The symbiotic relationship between livestock production and

arable crops was important for commercial arable farming to succeed and tenants

with livestock clearly had a natural advantage over those without. The important

point to be emphasised is that the influence of the local market for cattle (and sheep)
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was fundamental to the success of agricultural improvement on a farm.88 The

landlord, although enjoying the benefits of profits derived from livestock production,

could do little to influence this market and yet the presence of such a market was

crucial to the success of any estate reorganisation.

Finally the whole of the livestock industry in the eighteenth century was based

on credit and tenant farmers with secure rents were much more capable of taking

advantage of this available credit than their sub-tenants. Inevitably this led to many

bankruptcies but it undoubtedly was also responsible for producing much of the

prosperity of established tenants that is clearly discernible during the first decade of

the nineteenth century.
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23. Money Supply

One of the conundrums concerning the rapid development of commercial

activity in Scottish rural society during the eighteenth century is to account for the

enormous accumulation of capital assets on farms during this period. At the

beginning of the eighteenth century Scotland was an economically backward country

OQ
with only around £1 million sterling of coinage in circulation. Capital assets on

farms were in a ruinous state and much of the land lay unimproved and neglected.

Throughout the century there was a chronic shortage of specie money in circulation

with many communities using tokens or foreign money as currency. Yet by eighteen

fifteen thousands of miles of walls had been built, hundreds of thousands of acres

were drained, limed and cleared of stones and substantial improvements had been

made in the quality of farm building and farm houses on tenanted farms. The cost of
i • 90

such improvements in monetary terms was enormous.

The question to be addressed is how so much capital asset value was

accumulated during the eighteenth century in a county with so little monetary worth?

The answer lies at the heart of the concept of commercialised farming. The essence

of commercial fanning was that labour was used more productively and it was this

productive labour that produced much of the growth of capital assets on farms during

this period. The work associated with subsistence farming, collecting fuel and
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rebuilding grass houses, etc, that added little to the long-term capital value of farms

was replaced by productive work that produced assets of lasting value.

The debate as to whether landlord or tenant financed this investment is largely

irrelevant, as it is clear that the vast majority of accumulated capital on farms was

accomplished through the physical labours of tenant farmers and their employees.91

There was often little actual money invested on farms but much physical effort. The

driving force for this effort was the principal tenant farmer who strove to make his

farm more productive and better able of taking advantages of the new markets for

agricultural produce that were developing at that time. Without these new markets

(and the greater profits arising from them) these efforts would have been pointless.

What is abundantly clear from the court records is that the Bill ofExchange

and the Promissory Notes played an important part in the growth of local commercial

transactions at all levels of rural society during the eighteenth century.92 The

frequency of cases involving bad debts on money out on loan between individual

tenants would indicate that much of the financing of commercial farming came from

local sources. By 1770 Scotland had 'largely dispensed with precious metals and

dealt principally in bank notes,93and this, coupled with promissory notes, had

introduced a much-needed liquidity into farming. Each form of credit did away with

the necessity for coinage. In the case of Bills of Exchange, a seller issued a note to a

purchaser acknowledging a debt that had arisen from the sale of goods or services.

The bill demanded payment at some point in the future and in effect represented

credit. Banks became involved when the seller wished to have cash (bank notes)

immediately rather than at the expiry of the bill. Banks would discount the bill for

their own banknotes and present the bill to the purchaser for payment when it was
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due. The bank charged interest on the bill and an extra sum for carrying out the

transaction. Similarly the purchaser could issue promissory notes, basically i.o.u's, in

which he promised to pay to the seller a certain amount sometime in the future.

Again this was a form of credit and was on occasions sold at a discount by the holder

to a third party. Evidence for an increase in this type of commercial arrangement can

be found in the Forfarshire Sheriff Court records which show a marked increase in

the number of bad debts associated with these types of promissory notes from the

1760s onwards.

Linked to this growth in credit was the introduction of provincial banks and

banking agents into the main county towns. Banks such as the Dundee Banking

Company 94 and the Aberdeen Banking Company95 were set up to compete against

local agents working on behalf of the Bank of Scotland for the circulation of their

notes.96 The issuing of notes by these banks was central to their profits and

considerable competition evolved between rival banks to extend their notes

throughout the country. The result was that this paper money 'made a substantial

contribution to the development of the Scottish economy'97 and added greatly to the

ability of tenant farmers to speculate in agricultural investments. It also provided a

qo

reasonably safe way of investing profits. The fact that the Scottish banking system

spread out from Edinburgh during the second halfof the eighteenth century was

significant. It was to serve a demand for credit (and benefit from providing this

demand) that was already well established in the county. Bankers, like bakers, are

not much use unless the are active in the locality of their customers. Before the

growth of provincial and branch banks individuals requiring credit facilities or

wishing to redeem Bills of Exchange had to make the arduous trip to Edinburgh. The
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expense and inconvenience made such investment unlikely for all but the richest

merchant or landlord. By the middle of the eighteenth century banks were coming to

their customers. They were beginning to replace the unofficial moneylender or

wealthy merchant as a source of credit. C.W. Boase claims that before the rise of the

provincial banks 'there were in most towns, and in Dundee among others, a few

shopkeepers who were sometimes spoken of as bankers because they dealt in

exchange; that is, they would give cash for bills on London, or sell bills on

London'.99 These Bills of Exchange came from a variety of sources including those

derived from commercial deals with merchants in other countries.100 However what

the court records illustrate is in the contexts of agricultural loans during this earlier

period it was the issuing of promissory notes between individuals living locally that

was also important. These were simple notes of credit payable at a certain place at a

certain time with little security other than the personal relationships between the

individual parties.101

By the 1760s it was the expansion of credit notes and bank notes circulating in

the community that provided a means of trading that did not rely on the personal

security of individuals. Instead it was the financial solvency of the bank issuing the

notes that formed the security. The ability of Scottish banks to get money into

circulation through the issuing of their notes was significant in encouraging the

development of commercial activity in a county such as Forfarshire. It allowed

capital generated by a small amount of genuine trade to be multiplied throughout the

county in the form of credit. Furthermore, the introduction of small denominational

notes (a feature of the banking system unique to Scotland during this period) meant

that this credit was available to relatively poor people with little or no security. In the
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words of Joseph Moser, 'A circulation of notes and bills enables men of small

capital, and great enterprise, to extend their dealings to a degree unknown in former

ages'.102

It has been argued that in Forfarshire there was a significant class of

entrepreneur who operated without the security of land ownership and often with

only limited security of tenure. These were people who were a poor risk for banks

because of the lack of security they offered. What is abundantly clear from the court

records is that it was not only cattle dealers that bought and sold on credit notes.

Credit notes and cash advances were issued by a wide variety of other individuals

and institutions in Forfarshire and were significant in that they helped spread

commercial farming to a wider franchise.103 An example of this type of business can

be seen in a case between David Rodgers, tenant in Ardovie, and Alex Dorward,

tenant in Drumbernot. Rodgers had taken a Bill ofExchange from another tenant,

William Gibson of Stone ofMorphie, for the amount of £12 and he had then passed

this debt on to Dorward in exchange for money that Dorward owed him. Dorward

had given him a note which read 'David, as you have granted me a bill of £12,1

oblige myself to pay the same when due and clear you of any charges on the said

bill'.104 Legally Rodgers was still responsible for the debt so when Dorward failed to

pay the bill when it was due, it was Rodgers responsibility to sue him for the money

so that he could pay Gibson. Often the chain resulting from one source of finance

was much longer involving many different individuals and in such a way the loan of

money from one source was extended throughout the community.
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Bartering and money lending played an important part in the process of

building up capital of tenant farmers. This is an element of commercial activity on an

estate that seldom appears in estate papers. When Sir John Sinclair stated that 'The

actions of some small group of men might determine the economic future of a whole

district' he was probably referring to the action of landowners but it would seem

equally applicable in some areas to powerful tenant families.105 What the Sheriff

Court records suggest is that during the last three decades of the eighteenth century

these informal economic relationships between substantial tenant families within a

district formed the basis for rural economic growth and were an essential stimulus for

agricultural improvement. Areas without such infrastructures had considerable

difficulty in kick starting agricultural progress.106

The challenge for landlords during the nineteenth century was to be able to

control this type of financial activity on their estates and to channel agricultural

profits back through farm rentals. The availability of credit through recognised

institutions such as provincial banks helped to establish more legitimate capital for

investing on farms. The improvement of roads and bridges brought a more

international market into the local economy. The suppression of illegal activity such

as smuggling and distilling that tended to undermine legitimate business was also

important. It has been shown that controlling conditions of the tack and the fee

contracts were important to the landlord as their estates moved from feudal to

commercial farming. It is also being suggested that the control of the way that profits

were generated and reinvested on farms was equally important. The use of the

Sheriff Court records in illustrating the evolution of credit in a particular district

would warrant a more detailed and systematic research than has been carried out for
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this thesis. The contribution ofcredit and local money lending to the development of

commercial agriculture within an area would, I suspect, be seen to be an important

link between rural industries and commercial farming. A link in which the landowner

played only a minor role.
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24. Conclusion

The final section of this thesis examined four particular aspects of commercial

farming that were important in the development of Forfarshire agriculture in the

eighteenth century. The involvement of short term hires and rouping of agricultural

crops, the influence of 'adding value' to cereal crops, the expansion of the livestock

trade in the county, and finally the effect of greater monetary freedom through the

use of credit and promissory notes. Each of these aspects would warrant much more

research and evaluation to fully identify their individual importance in influencing

the manner in which commercial agriculture evolved in any one particular district.

However what this brief analysis has identified is that the agricultural revolution of

the eighteenth century was a revolution that encompassed much more than merely

the landowner reorganising his estate. It was a revolution in the way the land was

used and at the heart of this revolution was the growing desire by not only landlords

but also farmers and other rural entrepreneurs to create a profit from the agricultural
107

potential of the land that they controlled.

Devine argues that this revolution was not simply 'a perpetuation and

intensification of existing trends' but was a revolution that changed the whole

structure of agriculture.108 In the first two sections of this thesis I have reasoned that

the nature of tacks and fee contracts were important in both pre-improved farming

and commercial farming and their influence did in fact 'perpetuate and intensify'

during this period. There was no dramatic change in the fundamental principles of
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the tack and fee contract as they were incorporated into the philosophy of

commercialised farming. However, from evidence presented in this section, I would

argue that the social and structural changes to the rural landscape associated with the

pursuit of profit were indeed dramatic. Furthermore it was this element of the

agricultural revolution that was ultimately catastrophic for the perpetuation of

traditional rural society. It was the structural changes introduced onto farms by

tenants in their pursuit ofprofit that swept away the conditions that made viable the

farmtoun, the cottarlands and the sub-tenancies. It changed the use of the common

land, traditional rights of access and many of the subtle privileges and customs

associated with feudal farming. The landlords may have provided the environment

for commercial activity to flourish but it was the emergence of a class of commercial

farmers responding to market changes that made it happen. It was this class of

individual who changed the nature of the countryside and created conditions that

favoured a steady migration of its inhabitants into towns and villages.

Evidence has been presented to suggest that in the early stages of

commercialisation the incentive for generating wealth from agricultural commodities

came as much from individuals living as residenters, sub-tenants or cottars on and in

the farmtoun as from the main tenant. It was the rise in prosperity of these people

that provided an important initial impetus for generating a local market economy that

was so essential in creating the opportunities for widespread agricultural

improvement that was to follow. By the beginning of the nineteenth century the

opportunities for successful commercial farming had increased to such an extent that

it was possible for tenant farmers themselves to make a profit from farming alone.

Up until 1815 prices of agricultural goods rose to unprecedented levels109 and this
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occurred without a corresponding rise in wages. The opportunity to profit from

investing capital and using the labour of others was the best it was going to be for

many years to come. It was during this period that many of the familiar

characteristics of the Scottish farmstead that we associate with the Scottish

countryside were established. Independent, single tenanted farms rim on fee'd labour

in the pursuit ofprofit became the template for rural Forfarshire. This was a template

that remained almost unchanged for the next hundred and fifty years. What is

apparent is that the intimate connection between rural industries and agriculture

dissolved as both parties became more specialised in their professions.

Manufacturers and tradesmen concentrated more on their own skills and moved

closer to their markets in the towns while commercial farmers concentrated on

increasing their agricultural productivity by using more of the land themselves.

Subtenants, cottarlands and annual lets became far less financially attractive to the

principal tenant than they had been previously. The commercial tenanted farm

became a viable economic investment for those with capital. By 1815 the agricultural

tenancy had become a commercial commodity attractive to a much wider franchise

than had previously been the case.

It has been argued that the transformation from subsistent farming to

commercial farming came through growing crops and breeding and feeding livestock

for a specific market. The new commercial markets that evolved during this period

required the farmer to invest in the capital assets of his farm and this undoubtedly

favoured the development of larger farming units. The subdividing of farms similar

to that experienced in Ireland did not occur in the Forfarshire countryside. In

Forfarshire the new markets described above created new demands on production
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that favoured the larger producer. On the back of these changes an agricultural

economy moved away from relying on subsistence farming to one based on a market

economy concerned with money rather than barter. For the first time money invested

in the improvement of agricultural assets could realise a sufficient rate of return to

encourage individuals, to invest in agriculture. The ability of the primary producer in

Forfarshire to generate profit rather than merely rent was the essential difference

from that which prevailed in the less favoured areas of Scotland during this period.
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Conclusion

This thesis set out to examine the relationship between the eighteenth

century Forfarshire landowner and the emergence of commercial agriculture. It

sought to question whether this was a 'revolution from above' that was inspired and

led by a powerful land owning elite or whether it was a revolution that grew out of

the activities of tenant farmers. The conclusion is that it was neither. This was a

revolution inspired by the emergence of a market for agricultural produce over which

neither landlord nor tenant had control. It was a revolution fed by an equal desire of

both landlord and tenant to profit from these new markets by increasing agricultural

productivity and wealth creation on their land. It was a revolution that was directed

by the demands of the marketplace for agricultural goods. What has emerged from

this study is a fascinating battle for the control of productive resources between those

that lived and worked on the land and those who owned it.

This thesis has shown that there was a much more complex relationship

between estate policy and the emergence of commercial farming than is suggested by

looking solely at estate records. Landlords could undoubtedly influence the nature of

the tenantry on their estates through the conditions they imposed in their farm tacks.

They could clear their estates of monopolies and traditional privileges that would

otherwise hinder agricultural progress. They could even influence the type and

availability of the labour force on their estates. Yet at the heart of any improved

eighteenth century estate was a hardy band of entrepreneurial tenants busily
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destroying the remnants of feudalism in their pursuit of profit. To a large extent they

were doing so by reacting to market opportunities rather than being dictated to by

landlord policy. Without a market for agricultural products and a soil capable of

producing for that market there was little reason for tenants to take up the challenge

of agricultural improvement and even less prospect of landlords winning the long-

term battle of improving their estates. Ultimately it was the presence ofviable market

that determined the nature and extent of lasting agricultural improvement on an

estate.

What is quite clear is that it was the subsistent rural tradesman or manufacturer,

the sub-tenant and the semi-independent cottar family who were the losers in this

battle for control of productive resources on the farm. It was their traditional rights of

usage and access that were replaced with restrictions and prohibitions that ultimately

made their lifestyle impossible to maintain. It was the substitution of their feudal

servitudes for waged labour controlled by an authoritarian system of feeing that led

to their loss of independence. It was the pursuit of agricultural profit and the resulting

exodus of rural industries into the towns that encouraged their migration out of the

rural population into the expanding urban centres. By 1815 there was no viable

economic reason for subsistence farming and small rural industries.

During the period studied in this thesis the parameters in which Scottish rural

society operated for the next two hundred years were firmly established. The

landowner's right to the exploitation of his land for his own personal profit or

pleasure replaced much wider customary or traditional rights of usage associated

with feudal ownership. The commercial tenant farmers' right to the sole use of the

resources of his farm replaced the communal use of resources associated with
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subsistence farming. The proleterianization of the rural labour force replaced the

semi-independent sub-tenant and cottar. The role of the countryside as a place

devoted exclusively to the production of agricultural commodities replaced the

multifaceted rural industries of pre-improved agriculture. The profit motif in

agricultural production began to dominate every aspect of rural development. These

were fundamental changes in Scottish society that revolutionised the rural landscape.

At the dawn of a new millennium another revolution in the countryside is

unfolding. Many of the parameters that were set in place during the eighteenth

century are now being replaced by other, equally profound, changes. The absolute

rights and privileges associated with landownership are fast disappearing under the

weight of new political prerogatives. The changing economics of commercial

agriculture are sweeping away the small independent farming unit in favour of agri¬

businesses, partnerships or shared farming. Mechanisation and central storage of

crops are making field boundaries and farm steadings redundant. Agricultural

workers are becoming independent, self employed, journeymen often unattached to

any one farm or farmer. The very altar of 'commercial farming' that dominated every

aspect of land use is crumbling under the pressure of changing patterns of food

production and consumption. Modern and much more productive new-technology

industries are relocating to the countryside. Tourism and leisure activities are

bringing people back onto the land and their demands are creating a new dimension

to regulating land use. A study of the eighteenth century agricultural revolution gives

a clearer insight into the implications of these new forces on the manner the twenty-

first century agricultural revolution will unfold.
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Appendix 1.

List of heritors responsible for the payment of Cess Tax for the county of Forfarshire

listed by parish. Three separate years are listed, 1771, 1802 and 1822.

The way these lists were compiled was not entirely consistent throughout. The compiler

of the roll for 1771 has, in many cases, calculated an owner's cumulo valuation for the

whole county and entered it in only one parish. This has resulted in several parishes not

appearing at all (Abirlot, Lethnot, Lochee, Edzell and Logie Pert) while others have the

total cess for the parish hopelessly distorted. In the 1802 and 1822 roles the individual

liability for each owner in each particular parish is specified and the total for each parish

represents the value of the land in the parish.

There was also some reorganisation of parishes between 1770 and 1802 that make a

direct comparison between these years less reliable. For example the parish ofKinnaird

disappeared completely and the cess tax was split between Maryton, Farnel and

Brechin.

Source material

Scottish Record office, Edinburgh.

E106/16/5 for 1771

El06/16/6 for 1802

El06/16/7 for 1822.
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1802

1822
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David
Carnegie
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Southesk...
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Mr
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of
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Ballachie....283

Mr

Arbuthnot

ofBalwyllo....700
Total...
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and

Little
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Patrick
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.
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Mr

Speid's

Representatives,
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..
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Lunan
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Imrie
of
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Lord

Northesk,
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Total...
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Northesk,
his
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Scott
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.
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.
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Dun

and
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Carnegie
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Lyell,
Galray

and

Ardoch.
.
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Lord

Kintore,
his

lands..
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Logie....
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Scott's
heirs,
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Total..3716
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and
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.850
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Sir

John
Hope,
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Mr
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Ochterlouny
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Stracathro....831
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Carnegie,
Ailiate?....100
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James
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Ailiate?
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Lord
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his

lands
at

Dunlappie.
.

.

750

Earl
of

Kintore,
Dunlappie.

.

.

750
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Grieson
of
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And

Smiddyhill....233Total...2295
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Spieds
repres.
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Mr

Spieds
trustees,

Smiddyfield....l55

Mr
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Mr

Ogilvy,
Mill

of

Newton....
133

Charles
Hay,

Newton....
166

Mr

Cruickshank's
Heirs,
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Spieds
repres.
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Mr

Spied
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Trustees,
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Mr

Turnball,
Muirton....77

Sir

Ogilvy.
Bart.
Mill

of

Newton...
133

Mrs
Hay

Mudie,
Newton....
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Alex

Cruickshank's
Heirs,

Ardo....418

Total.2813

Earl
of

Panmure
of

Forth,
haill
lands

....24470Mr

Chalmers
Aldbar

of

Aldbar....
1031,

and

Kintrocket...,369
Mr

Edgar
of

Keithock....
3
3
3

Mr
John

Spence,
half

Bothers,
Bearshill

...133Mr

James

Donaldson,
hald

Bothers.
.

.

100

Mr

Carnegie
Arbuthnot

of

Balnamoon,

Findowrie....950Bishoprich
of

Brechin...400
Cookston....300

John

Smith....22
James
Smith.

..

94

Joseph
Gibb....84

James

Sautar....36
David
Duncan.

..

18

Thomas
Robb....l3

Margaret
Belford
(relick

of

James
Fife)

....31James
Smith,
Carter..

.7

Robert

Longland....
13

William
Morris..

.8

Robert
Gillies,
for

Little

Keithock....8

Mr

Speid,

Ardovie....287

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands..
.

1621

Mr

Spence,
Bothers.

..2000,

and

Bearshill....33
Mr

Speid,

Ardovie....
166

James
Carnegie
Arbuthnot,
Findowrie,

Caldame....382
Sir

David
Carnegie,
his

lands.
.

.3002

Patrick
Chalmers,
Auldbar....564

George
Skene,
Easter

Craigend....33

Mr

Bowie,

Keithock....353
George
Skene,

Balnabriech....500
David
Blair,

Cookston.
.

..300

Charles
Hay,

Pitforthie....333
Alex
Jarron,

Kintrocket....
110

David
Hunter,

Eskmount....277
,

Bishopricks
lands..

.400

John
Smith,
His

Lands.
.

.22

James
Smith,
His

Lands.
.

.94

Jas

Watson
and

Alex
Greig,
his

lands

....89Alexander
Mitchell,
His

Lands..
.36

John
Fife,
His

Lands....
13

John

Aithenhead,
His

Lands..
.31

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands..
.

1620

Mr

Ritchie's
Trustees,
Bother..

.200,

and

Bearshill....33
Mrs
Speid,

Ardovie....
166

James
Carnegie
Arbuthnot,
Findowrie,

Coldhame....382
Sir

David
Carnegie,
Lands

of

Arrot,

Southesk,

Part
of

Brechin
etc....3002

Patrick
Chalmers,
Auldbar....564

George
Skene,
Easter

Craigend....33

George
Skene,

Balnabriech...,500
Alexander
Cruickshank,
Keithock....353

David
Blair,

Cookston.
...300

Mrs
Hay

Mudie,

Pitforthie....333
Robert
Jarron,
Kintrocket
(part).

..

.

92

David
Duncan,
Kintrocket
(part)....
18

David
Hunter,

Eskmount....277
Bishoprick
Lands...400

John

Aithenhead..31
John
Smith,
His

Lands....22

George

Coupar....94
John
Fife..
13

John

Symmer....l3
Mrs

Smiths
Repr....
3
3

Mrs

Sievewright....l6



T

enements
of

Cauldhame....
186

Total...28765

James
Smith,
Carter,
His

Lands..
.7

John

Robert,
His

Lands.
.

.

8

John

Symmers....l3
Mr

Gillies,
Little

Keithock....8

Fews
in

the

Tennerments....l86
Total...8772

Lethnot
and

NevarLocheeEdzell(including
most

of

Lochlee
and

Lethnot)

The
Hon

William
Maule,

Lethnot....618

The
Hon

William
Maule,

Nevar....309

Mr

Skene,
Nathro....
116

John

Erskine,
Lilyarblet?...

.20

Mr

Carnegie,
His

Lands..
.

107

Total...
1172

Hon

William
Maule,
Lochee.

.

.

.

1003

Total...
1003

Hon

William
Maule.

.

.

.

1680

Total...
1680

James

Reid....l9
Alex

Durrie....9
Widow

Mitchell....9
Patrick
Land

and

Others.
.

.

3
6

Fews
in

the

Tennerments....l86
James
Smith,

carter...7

John

Robert...
8

Patrick
Soutar,
little

Keithock.,8
Total..8772James

Stewart,
Glenmark,
Kirtkton

of

Lochee
etc...437

David
Ogilvie

of

Ascreavie,
Easter

and

Wester
Michentoul

etc

....457David
Mudie,

Dalbreck....437

Dr

John

Ogilvie,
Skelly

etc...
437

John
Smith,
Wood

ofDaldoig
etc...
477

John
Bruce,

Slateford....517
George
Johnston,
Blackhaugh

etc....536

Total...3302



NevarMenmuirCarestonFernOathlaw

The
Hon

William
Maule,
Nevar..

.309

Mr

Skene,
Nathro....
116

George
Skene,

Lilyarblet....20
James
Carnegie,
His

Lands.
..

107

Total...552

Mr

Carnegie
Arbuthnot

of

Balnamoon,

Inc

Balycordie
and

Balrounie....l553

Mr

David
Guthrie
half

Balconnel....50

Mr
John

Morrison
half

Balconnel.
...66

Total...
1669

Mr

Carnegie
Arbuthnot,
Balnamoon

....1553Mr

Erskine,

Balhall...,600
Lord

Kintore,
His

Lands....
100

Mr

Skene,
His

Lands....839

Mr

Guthrie,

Burnside....50
Mr

Scott,
Half

of

Balconnel....66
Total....3214

Mr

Carnegie
Arbuthnot,
Balnamoon

....1622Mr

Alex

Erskine,

Balhall....600

Earl
Of

Kintore,
His

Lands...
100

Mr

Skene,
His

Lands
..

839

Mr

Guthrie,

Burnside....50
Mr

Scott,
Half

of

Balconnel
.

.

.

.66

Total...3281

Mr

George
Skene

of

Skene...2906
George
Skene,

Careston....
1170

George
Skene,

Careston....
1170

Mr

George
Erskine

of

Tillyarblet
20

Total....1170

Total....1170

Total....2926
Mr

Milne
of

Fern....2120

Mr

James
Fenton,

Auchnacree....60
Deuchar,...133Total....2180

Charles
Greenhill,
Fern....
1728

John
Mill,

Noranside....326
George
Duchar,
Deuchars....
133

Alexander
Gall,

Auchnecree....60
George
Skene,

Westerton....66
Total..2314

Charles
Greenhill,
Fern....1728

John
Mill,

Noranside.
...326

James
Marnie,
Deuchars....
133

Charles
Gall,

Auchnecree....60
George
Skene,

Westerton....66
Total....2314

Mr

Carnegie
of

Finavon....
1883

Total....
1883

Hon

Halyburton,
Finavon....
1883

Robert
Wilkie,

Newbarns...,134
Charles
Gray,

Carsegray....50
Charles
Lyell,
His

Lands....65
Total....2133

Hon

Halyburton,
Finavon.

.

.

.

1883

Robert
Wilkie,
Newbarns.

..

134

Charles
Gray,

Carsegray....50
Charles
Lyell,
His

Lands.
.

.65

Total..2133



Aberlemno
Sir

Gilbert
Elliot,

Melgund....
2000

And

Balgassie....266
Mr

Marr
of

Tillywhandland....400
Mr

Graham

ofFlemington
...133

Mr

Watson
of

Turin
.

..873

Mr

Strachan
of

Balgavies....500
Total..4172

Lord
Minto,
Melgund.

.

.

.2000

Patrick
Chalmers,
Auldbar.

...466

Colin
Bruce,

Flemington....l33
James
Craik,

Balglassie....266
Alexander
Watson,
Turin.

.

.200

Miss

Strachan,

Balgavies....500
Mrs

Siveright,

Pitkennedy....33
Charles
Gray,

Carsegowrie.
...233

James
Small,

Tillywhanland....266
Mrs

Tervion?,
Balbinny....l33

Total...4233

Rescobie

Heirs
of

Captain
Gray,
Carse
Gray....
1221

Charles
Hunter,
Burnside....
516

Mr

Farquhar

ofPitscandlie....566
Alex

Watson,

Drumnie....l66

Total....
1787

Charles
Gray,

Heatherstacks....
133

Major
?,

Balmedies....533
Charles
Gray,

Carsebank.
..

,216

Charles
Gray,

Tuclho....l50
Charles
Gray,
Carse.

.

.

.

80

William
Scott,

Rosewallie.
.

.,100

Lord

Strathmore,
Fews....29

Mr

Farquhar,
Pitscandly.

...566

Alex

Watson,
Part

of

Turrin....22

Mr

Dickson,
Mill

of

Rescobie....
100

Total....2615

Forfar

Mr

Carnegie
of

Lour,

including
Balmashasner....
783

Charles
Gray,

Turfbeg..
.300

Lord
Minto,

Melgund....2000
Patrick
Chalmers,
Auldbar.

.

.

.466

John

Webster,

Flemington....l33
James
Craik,

two
thirds

Balglassie
.

.

.177

Rob

Gordon,
one
third

Balglassie.
.

.

.

88

Alexander
Watson,
Turin....200

James

Dalgairns,
Balgavies....500

Captain
William
Ogilvy,

Pitkennedy....33

Charles
Gray,

Carsegowrie....233
William
Ferney,

Tillwhanland....266
George
Jarron,

Balbinny....l33
Total...4233Charles

Hunter,

Burnside....516

Alex

Watson,

Drumnie...,166
Charles
Gray,

Heatherstacks....
133

Alex

Watson,
Part

of

Turrin.
.

.

.22

James

Anderson,
Mill

of

Rescobie....
100

Hendry
Stephen,
Part

of

Balmedies....489

James
Mudie,
Part

of

Balmedies....43

Charles
Gray,

Carsebank....216
Charles
Gray,

Quilkoe....l50
Charles
Gray,
Mill

of

Rescobie....
80

William
Powrie,

Rosewallie.,..100
Lord

Strathmore
Fews....29

Mr
John

Farquhar,

Pitscandly....566
Total....2615
(plus
233
for

Wester
Dod

added
to

Forfar)

Charles
Gray,

Turfbeg..
.300



Mr

Sturrock
of

Pitruckie....
100

David
Dickson

of

Clocksbriggs....
100

Mr

Maxwell
of

Halkerton...,233
Total...1216

Charles
Gray,

Carsewin?....27
George
Dempster,
Burnside....266

John

Sturrock,

Pitruchie.,..100
Charles
Greenhill,

Craignathro?....233
Charles
Hunter,
Wester
Dod....233

George
Dempster,
Restenneth....
150

David
Watt,
Muir

of

Mathie.
...66

George
Dempster,
Myreside....27

Patrick
Carnegie,
Lower

...783

Maxwel
1....

Hacherton....
23
3

Fransis
Grahame,
Little
Mill.

.

..66

David
Dickson,
Clockbrigg...

.l00

Total...2584

Charles
Gray,

Carseburn....27
George
Dempster's
Heirs,
Burnside

.

.266

John
Kerr,

Pitruchie....
100

Charles
Greenhill,

Craignathrow....233
General
Hunter,
Wester
Dod.

.233

George
Dempster,
Restenneth....
150

John
Watt,
Muir

of

Mathie..
.

.66

George
Dempster,
Myreside.

.

.

.27

Patrick
Carnegie,
Lower....783

Maxwell,

Hacherton....233
Fransis
Grahame,
Little

Mill....66

James

Anderson,
Clockbrigg..,

.100

Total...2587

Dunnichen
Mr

Dempster
of

Dunnichen
3733

George
Dempster,
Dunnichen...
1255

Repr,
of

Mill
Kerr,

Dunbarrow.
,545

Aucterlony
of

Guynd,
Tullos
395

Feu

30

Feus
of

Tullos.
.

.

19

Lord

Strathmore
"

...25

Total..2271

George
Dempster.
Dunnichen...
1255

Robert
Dowie,

Dunbarrow.,545
Octerlony

of

Guynd,
Tullos.

.

.395

Feu

30

"

Feu
of

Tullos.
.

.

19...25

Total...
2271

Cortachv
and

Clova

Earl
of

Airlie
1474

Total
1474

Earl
of

Airlie,Cortachy....
724

,

Wester
Lethnot...
100

,

Easter
Lethnot....
100

,

Gilla
83

,

Braeside....l33.
Hon

Ogilvy,
Clova
333

Total...1474

Earl
of

Airlie,Cortachy....
724

"

,

Wester
Lethnot...
100

"

,

Easter
Lethnot...
100

,

Gilla....83
"

,

Braeside.,
,133

Hon

Ogilvy,
Clova
333

Total
1474

Kirriemuir
Earl

of

Airlie,

Kinwhirrie....
115

"

,

Rannogliroch.
,16

Mr

Walter
Ogilvie

of

Prosen.
.

.

553

Sir

John

Ogilvie
of

Inverquharity.,2518,
Watson

of

Shilhill
309

Earl
of

Airlie,

Kinwhirry...
115

The
Hon
Walter
Ogilvy,

Ranagliroch.
.

.l6

,

Glen

Prosen...533

Charles
Lyell,

Kinnordy
2620

Gilbert
Masson,
Balinshoe.

,1027

Sir

David

Wedderburn,
Kinwhirry....
115

Earl
of

Airlie,

Ranagliroch....l6
Hon

Ogilvy,
Glen

Prosen...533

Charles
Lyle,

Kinnordy,
Sheillhill,
Part

Balinshoe.,3565

Gilbert
Masson,
Balmuchity,
Part

ofBalinshoe.,
,1005.



Glamis

Mr

Stormonth
of

Lidnathie...
140

Mr

Brown
of

Glaswell....670
Mr

Graham
of

Ballindarg.
,

493

Mr

Fletcher

ofBallinshoe..,1307
Mr

George
Ogilvie,
Heirs
for

Kintyre...
116

Feuers
of

Kirriemuir...
3

80

Mr

Douglas
of

Douglas
Feus...
18

Longbank....l83Ballock....50Total
7032

Mr

Stormonth,
Lednathy

and

Balloch.,190

Mr

Kinloch,
Logie

and

Herdhill....983

George
Machie,

Auchilishie.,,190
Lord

Strathmore,
Longbank.

,699

Feuers
of

Kirriemuir.
.

.

3

80

Mr

Brown,
Part

of

Glaswell...390

Charles
Lyell,
Part

of

Glaswell.,
.280

Mr

Grahame,
Balindarg.

,

426

John

Archer,

Drumshed...50
James
Kerr

and

Duncan
Allan,

Danege..30

George
Webster,
Logie...
18

James
Duthie,
Hirdhill
40

John
Hales
"

...

20

William
Nicholl
"

...7

Lord

Douglas
Feuers
18

Total
8052

Darligey,

Lednathie.,.140
James

Anderson,
Ballock...56

Col

Kinlock,
Logie

and

Herdhill.
,983

George
Wilkie,

Auchilishie.,,190
Feuers

of

Kirriemuir...380
Earl

of

Strathmore...
30

Trustees
of

Captain
Brown,
Part

of

Glaswell.
,280

Charles
Lyell,
Part

of

Glaswell.,280

Fransis
Grahame,
Balindarg.

,426

John

Taylor,

Dumshed.,50

Col

Kinloch,
Daneye....30

Alexander
Webster,
Logie...
18

Col

Kinloch,
Hirdhill..
40

John

Gordon
"

.

..20

Col

Kinloch
"

...7

Lord

Douglas
Feuers.

..18

Total
8058

Earl
of

Strathmore...5308
Mr

Thomas
Lyon

...

466

Crown,
Archbishop

of
St

Andrews.
.225

Mr

Ballingall,
East

and
West

Denoon.,433

Mr

Arrot

ofFoflfarty....l40
Mr

Ogilvie
of

Rocherhill.,.100
Earl

of

Strathmore
for

James
Doig,

lands..20

John
Low.

.

.

13

David
Crow...6

Total
6611

Lord

Strathmore...2961
Lord

Douglas,
his

lands
..750

William
Douglas,

Scroggefield.,.100

St

Andrews,
Archbishops
lands..225

John

Henderson,
Rocherhill.,

,100

Total..4136

Lord

Strathmore.
.

2961

Lord

Douglas,
Barony

of

Ogilvy.,750

Robert
Douglas,
Scroggefield.

,15

Lord

Strathmore
"

.

.

.85

St

Andrews,
Bishops
Lands...225

John

Henderson,
Rochierhill.,.100

Total...4136

Mr

Hamilton
of

Halyburton
Douglas

of

Countess
of

Aboyne,
Pitcur.,.2311

Pitcur.,,2311

The
Hon

D.G.Halliburton,
Half

ofPeatie.,85

Sir

James

Mackenzie,
Ardlair...523

"

,Half
of

Milllands.,14

"

,

West
and
half
East

Keillor.682
"

,

Corston.,,58

"

,

Half
of

East

Keillor
.

166

Mungo
Murray,

Lintrose....442

Mr

Murray,
incl.
Vise,

Stormonth
Feus..371
John

Drummond,
Baldownie.

,238

Alexander
Geekie,
Wester..

.133

Mrs

Alison,

Newhall...l28

Hon

Douglas
Hallyburton,
Pitcur.

.

.2311

,

Half
of

Peatie.
,85

,

Half
of

Milllands.,14
,

Corston.,58

John

Murray,
Lintrose.

.

.442

Miss

Drummond,
Baldownie...238

Mrs

Alison,

Newhall.,128



Mr

Drummond,
North

Badirran,....238

Mr

Alison
of

Kirklands.,.128
Mr

Robertson
of

Peatie.
.171

Heirs
of

William
Geekie,
East

Baldowrie..

Mr

William
Petrie,

Corston...58

"

,

Templelands...20

Total
4934

Mr

Geekie,
Easter

Baldownie...
133

William
Geekie,
Wester

Baldownie..
133

Alexander
Ogilvy,

Templelands...20

.133
The
Hon

Stewart
McKenzie
Heirs,
Ardler

,

West
and

East

Keillor.
.

.

1205

Total...4771

James
Steele,
Easter

Baldownie...
133

William
Geekie,
Wester

Baldownie..
133

Hon

D.G.Hallyburton,
Templelands.,20

The
Hon

Stewart
McKenzie's
Heirs,
Ardler

,

West
and

East

Keillor...
1205

Total....4771

Inveraritv
Mr

Graham
of

Wester
Meathie..

.475

And

Meathie
Mr

David
Watt

of

Easter

Meathie...219

"

,Kinnearis..,100

Mr

Kerr
of

Labothie.
..50

Total...
844

Lt

Col

Fotheringham,
Fotheringham...l620

Graham
Bower.

Kikaldrum.,547

Mr

Watt,
Easter
Meathie.

.

.

152

Mr

Graham,
Wester
Meathie.

.

.208

Major
Laureson,
Inverarity.,,341

Lt

Col.

Fotheringham,
Labothie...50

Total.2920

Lt

Col

Fotheringham,
Fotheringham...
1620

Robert.S.
Graham.
Kirkaldrum.,
547

John
watt,

Easter

Meathie...208

James
Graham,
Wester

Meathie...,208

Col

Laurenson,
Inverarity.,
341

Lt

Col

Fotheringham,
Labothie.

.

.50

Total...2920.

Tannadice
Mr

Grant
of

Easter
Ogle
300

Mr

Fullerton
of

Glenquich...
100

Mr

Hendry
Ogilvy

of

Balgillo....
166

Mr

JohnNicoll
ofBankhead

.,70

Mr

Moncrieff
of

Whitewell.
.

.

145

Heirs
of

Thomas
Davidson,

part

Newmill...40

Mr

Walter
Ogilvy

of

Kinaltie...282

Mr

Lyon
of

Wester
Ogle....700

Mr

Allardice
of

Wester
Merries....
166

Dr

Ogilvie
of

Quich
.

..66

Mr
W.

Ogilvie
of

Inshuan.
,

.400

"

and

Ester

Merries....
133

Mr

Ogilvie
of

Coull.,535
"

Muirhill.,405
Total...3503

Mr

Simpson
of

Easter

Ogle...200

Mr

George
Lyon,
Easter
Ogle...
100

Wester
Ogle...700

Mr

Ogilvy,
Kirkton

and

Balgillo..386

Mr

Carnegie
of

Balnamoon,
Markhouse

and

Muiryhill...
181

James
Ogilvy

of

Coul....
1217

John

Ogilvy,
Inchshan

...400

,

Easter
Merries...
133

John

Kinloch,
Cairn

Newmill...256

Lord
Airly,

Kinnally...282
James
Kerr,

Wolflaw....40
Mr

Laing,

Barkhead....70
Dr
Mc

Leggan,

Glenqueich.,.100

Mr

Moncrief,
Whitewell...
145

Mr

Allardice,
Wester
Murries..
166

Mr

Ogilvy's
heirs,

Balgillo...
166

Mr

Skene,

Balgillo....
180

Alex

Simpson,
Easter
Ogle.

.

.200

George
Lyon,
Easter
Ogle.

.

.

100

Wester
Ogil

...700

Charles
Ogilvy,
Kirkton

and

Balgillo...386

Captain
Skene,

Markhouse
and

Muiryhill...
181

James
Ogilvy,

Coul....1217

Miss
Ogilvy,
Inchshan
400

Easter
Merries...
133

John

Kinloch,
Cairn

Newmill....256

James
Ogilvy,

Kinnally.,282
James
Kerr,

Wolflaw...40
James
Brown,
Barnhead.

..

.70

Dr
Mc

Leggan,
Glenqueich

.,100

James

Gammell,

Whitewell....145

Dr
Mc

Leggan,
Wester
Murries...
166

The
Rev

Nicoll,
Balgillo
166

George
Skene,
Balgillo....
180

MrLyell,

Turfachie....230



Mr

Lyel,

Turfachie....230
Total
4956

Total

4956

Ruthven
Mr

Ogilvy
of

Coull,
Ruthven

and

Grange
of

Airlie....820
Total

...

820.

Mr

Ogilvy,
Islabank.

...700

Total...820

Jas.

Ogilvy,

Islabank....700
Total...
700

KinnettlesKettins

Mr

Bower
of

Kincaldrum....
863

Mr

Douglas
of

Brigton....
1148

Mr

Simpson
of

Invereighty...841
Total

2852

William
Douglas,
Brighton

..925.

Lord

Strathmore
land
122

Mr

Harvey,
Kinnettles.

.316

Major

Laurenson,
Inverighty....500

Total
1865

Mr

Hamilton
of

Halyburton,
Pitcur

....2311

Countess
of

Aboyne,
Pitcur....2311

Sir

James

Mackenzie
of

Rosehaugh,
Ardlair.,523
Hon
D

Halliburton,
half

of

Peatie...85

"

,

West
and
half

of

East

Keillor..
682

"

,

Half
of

Mill

lands...
14

"

,

Half
of

East

Keillor...
166

"

,

Corston.,.,58

Mr

Murray
of

Lintrose,
Vise

Stormonth
Feus...371
Mungo
Murray,

Lintrose....442

Alexander
Geekie,
Wester

Baldownie...
133

Mr

Drummond,
North
Badirran

and

Half
Lord
Yesters
feus

.

.

238

Mr

Allison
of

Kirklands....l28
Mr

Robertson
of

Peatie....
171

Heirs
of

William
Geekie

of

East

Baldowrie.,133

Mr

William
Petrie,

Corston.,.58
,

Templelands...20

Total
4934

William
Geekie,
Wester

Baldownie.,.133

John

Drummond,
Baldownie...238

Mrs

Alison,

Newhall....l28
Mr

Geekie,
Easter

Baldownie..
133

Alexander
Ogilvy,

Templelands....20

Hon

Stewart
McKenzie
heirs,
Ardler,

West
and

East

Keillor...
1205

Total...4771

Earl
of

Strathmore,
part
of

Brigton...535

Robert
Douglas,

part
of

Brigton....
3

89

Mr

Harvey,
Kinnettles..

..316

Col.

Laurenson,
Inverighty....500

Lord

Strathmore,
his

lands.
..

122

Total
1865

Hon

Douglas
Hallyburton,
Pitcur....2311,Half

of

Peatie
.

.

85

,

half
of

mill
lands.

.14

,

Corston....58

John

Murray,

Lintrose....442
William
Geekie,
Wester

Baldownie...
133

Miss

Drummond,
Baldownie

...238

Mrs

Alison

Newhall...,128
James
Steele,
Easter

Baldownie...
133

Hon

Hallyburton,
Templelands.,20

Hon

Stewart
McKenzie's
heirs,
Ardler

West
and
East

Keillor....
1205

Total
4771

Newtvle

Sir

James

Mackenzie
(Rosehaugh),
Newtyle.,2243
Sir

James

Mackenzie,
Newtyle.,,2410

Alexander
Rankine

of

Couston....
133

Mr

Rankine,
Couston....
133

Kirk

Session
of

Dundee,
Davidston...
120

Kirk

Session
of

Dundee,
Davidstone...
120

Miss

Marshall,
Milhole.

..66

Heirs
of

McKenzie,
Millhole.,
66

Total...2562

Total....2730

Sir

James

Mackenzie,
Newtyie.,.2410

Mr

Rankine,
Couston...
133

Kirk

Session
of

Dundee,
Davidstone.

.

.

120

Heirs
of

Stewart
McKenzie,
Millhole.

,66

Total...2730



Eassie
and

Nevav
Mr

Nairn
of

Drumkilbo.
.600

Hon,

Stewart
McKenzie,
Neavy...
1325

Sir

J.Mackenzie
of

Rosehaugh.
1325

Lord

Strathmore,
Hatton

of

Eassie....367

Mr

Thomson
of

Eassie....240

Mr

Navin,

Inglistown....600

Mr

Ramsay
Lammy,

Dunkannie.,360
J.R.Lammy,
Dunkenny...,360

Total.
..2525

Rev

Symners,
Eassie....240

Total...2892

Glenisla

Sir

James
Ramsay,

Drumfoggus...
165

The

House
of

Coupar
Feus

.

.70

MrKinlock
ofKilry,

Logie,

Herdshill.1200
,

Cairn.
.

.96

,

Newmiln.,.160

John

Anderson,
two
thirds
of

Auchrannie.
,.75

Earl
of

Arlie,

Craignity,
Craig,
Forter.

,889

Feuars
of

Glen
Isla

1000

"

East
Miln

of

Glenisla.
.277

"

Bellaty....l47Pitlochrie
...66

David
Read,

third
of

Auchranne...37

John

Gruars,
part
of

Netherton
of

Craig.
.

70

James
Gruars,
"

...70

John
Hill,
East

and
West
Cotton

of

Craig...
100

James
Ogilvie,
Craig

and
Mill
70

Heirs
of
Mr

Gibson,
Dykehead

of

Craig
and

Wester
Derry....
170

James

Henderson,
Westerton

of

Easter
Derry

and

Langlands....36
David
Duncan,
Two

thirds
of

Cammock.
,120

John

Mitchell,
Easter
Derry
23

John

Spalding,
Burnside....40

James
Clark,

Weetlands....l3
Thomas
Duncan,
Easter

Loanhead...20

Total..4913

John

Paterson,
Part

of

Kilbry...6

John

Spalding,
Part

of

Kilbry...6
,

Burnside....40

David
Hill,

third
of

Auchrenny.,37

John
and

James
Gruar,
Easter
Craig

.

140

John
Hill,

Cotton
of

Craig.
.

.

100

Mr

Gibson's
heirs,
Wester
Derry...
170

James
Ogilvy,
Mill

of

Craig.
.

.

70

Charles
Playfair,
his

lands....36

James
Mitchell,
his

lands...23

Thomas
Duncan,
Loans.

.

.

20

James
Clark,
Easter
Loanhead

.13

Col

Kinloch,
part
of

Kilbrie...31

Earl
of

Airlie,
Fortor

and

Crandart
.

,400

,

Craig...233
,

Newton...56
,

Craignity
.

.

.

200

James
Rattray,
East
Mill

.

..277

Fewars
of

Glenisla
1000

Thomas
Duncan,

Auchrenny....75
Charles
Brown,

Bellaty....l46,

Pitlochie...66

David
Duncan,

Cammoch...,120
Lord

Murrays
Feus...
70

Sir

William
Ramsay,

Drumfogis...l65
Total..3510

Coupar

Balmenno...600

Lord

Murray,
Balnivino.

.

.600

Hon

Stewart
McKenzie,
Neavy...
1325

David
Nairn,
Ingliston

and

Castleton.,.600

James
L'Amy,

Dunkenny....360
Rev
David

Symmers,
Eassie.

.

.

240

Total
...2892

James
Clark,
Part

of

Kilbry....6

John

Spalding,
Part

of

Kilbry...6

John

Wilson,
Part

of

Kilbry....6

David
Hill,

third
of

Auchrenny.,37

John
and

James
Gewar,
Easter
Craig.

.

.

140

John
Hill,

Cotton
of

Craig
.

.

.

100

John
Thorn

and

Others,
Wester
Derry...
170

Partick
Ogilvy,
Mill

of

Craig.
.

.

70

Charles
Playfair,
his

lands...36

James
Mitchell,
Easter
Derry...23

David
Duncan,
Loans..

.20

Thomas
Clark,
Easter

Loanhead...
13

Col

Kinloch,
part
of

Kilbrie.
.

31

Earl
of

Airlie,
Fortor

and

Crandart
.

..400

,

Craig...233
,

Newton...
56

"

,

Craigitie.,.200
Fransis
Rattray,
East

Mill...277

Fewars
of

Glenisla.
.

.

1000

David
Duncan,

Auchrenny....75
John

Murray,

Bellaty....l46
Fransis
Rattray,

Pitlochie...66

John

Moncur,

Cammoch....l20
Hon

Archibald
Stewart
Feus...70

Sir

James
Ramsay,

Drumfogus...l65
Total...3510Hon

Archibald
Stuart.

.

.600



Total
..

.600

Total
....600

Total
600

Alvth.AirlieLintrathenKingoldrum

Blacklunnans....478Total....478

John

Spalding,
Coldrach
63

Peter

McKenzie,
Borland

and

Ward...63

Dr

Hutchison,
Drumie....31

Ann

Spalding,
Down....31

Andrew
Shaw,

Westerton.,286
Total
478

John

Spalding,
Coldrach....63

Peter

McKenzie,
Borland

and

Ward...63

Dr

Hutchison,
Drumie.

...31

James
Cameron,
Down...31

J.P.Shaw,

Westerton...286
Total
478

Earl
of

Airlie....
3

83

,

Auchindory...,100
Laird

of

Halyeards,
CarlinwelL.l
11

George
Ogilvie,
Baikie....222

Total...
816

Patrick
Murray,
Cardean

and

Bridieston....484

Earl
of

Airlie,
Barony

and

Auchindorie...483

Col

Fotheringham,
Blackston.

,623

Gilbert
Masson,

Lindartis....939

Lord

Strathmores
land....301

Federick
Gourley,
Baikie....222

David
Kinlock,
Carlingwell.

...l
11

David
Blair,
Third

of
the

lands
of

Baikie.
.

.8

James
Lyel,
two
thirds

ofBaikie....l6

Ogilvy,
Grange

of

Airly
120

Total.
...3310

Patrick
Murray,
Cardean

and

Bridieston....484

Earl
of

Airlie,
Barony

and

Auchindorie.,483

Col

Fotheringham,
Blackston

and

Cookston.,.623

Gilbert
Masson
Lindartis
939

lord

Strathmore,
Linross,
Part

of

Reedie
and

Kinalty.,301

Federick
Gourley,
Baikie....222

James
Clayhill,

CarlingwelL.l
11

David
Blair,
Third

of
the

lands
of

Baikie...8

James
Lyel,
two
thirds
of

Baikie.
..

16

James
Ogilvie,
Grange

of

Airly...
120

Total
.

..3310

Earl
of

Airlie
1074

,

Shannaly
166

"

,

Fornalie.
..86

Ogilvie
of

Couilll,
Easter

Glenquarharity
.,70

Mr

Smith
of

Peel...60
Total....
1456

Earl
of

Airlie....
1327

Ogilvy
ofCoull,

Glenquaharity.,
70

Mr

Smith
of

Peel...60
Charles
Lyell,

Ballantore
170

Total
1628

Earl
of

Airlie....
1327

James
Ogilvy

of

Coull,

Glenquarharity...,70

Mr

Smith
of

Peel.
.

.

56

Charles
Lyell,

Ballantore
...170

William
Alexander,
Peel...4

Total
1628

Earl
of

Airlie....395
Walter
Ogilvie,

Aucharroch....l33
Fotheringham
Ogilvie

of

Pourie,
Balfour...

Wedderburn
of

Pearsie,
Peasie...,433

Ogilvie
of

Ascavie,

Ascavie....l33
Farquharson

of

Baldovie,
Baldovie.,.447

Alexander
Stormonth,

part

Kinclune.
,122

Earl
of

Airlie.
.

.395

Lt

Col

Fotheringham,
Balfour...666

Walter
Ogilvie,

Aucharrach.,.,133
Hon

William
Maule,
Panmure
Feus.

.

.

140

Wedderburn
of

Pearsie
433

Ogilvie
of

Ascreavie,
Ascreavie....l33

Farquharson
of

Baldovie,
Baldovie....447

Earl
of

Airlie
395

Lt

Col

Fotheringham,
Balfour....666

Hon

Donald
Ogilvie,

Aucharrach...l33

Hon

William
Maule,
Panmure
Feus.

.

.

140

Wedderburn
of

Pearsie...433

Col

Young,

Ascreavie....
133

Thomas
Farquharson,
Baldovie.

.

.

.447

1480



John
Rait,

part
of

Kinclune....
83

Total...3226

Alexander
Stormonth,

part
of

Kinclune.
.

.

122

Alex

Stormonth.
Part

of

Kinclune....
122

John
Rait,

part
of

Kinclune....
83

George
Rait,

part
of

Kinclune.
.83

Total
2555

Total
2555

Lundie.

Mr

Duncan
of

Lundie
2805

George
Johnston,
Clushmiln....
133

William
Stirling,
Pittendrich.

..

133

Total
3071

Lord

Duncan,
Lundie....
1220

,

Pitendreich....266
Lord

Morton,

Ledcrieff....52
Total
1540

Lord

Duncan,
Lindie.

.

.

.l220

,

Pittendreich....
266

Hon
Mr

Hallyburton,
Ledcrieff.,52

Total....
1540

Liff.

Benvie.
Logie.

Invergowrie-
Patrick

Watson....40
James

Weddell....l5
Mrs

Wedderburn
of

Wedderburn,
three

Quarters
Bullion
150

Mr

Mylne
of

Mynfield,
Vi

of

Bullion.
.50

Lord
Gray,
Gray

House...2020

Dr

Murray
of

Invergowrie...980
Total...3255

Lord
Gray,
Gray
House
2020

James
Clayhill,

Invergowrie...980
Mr

Constable,
LifT..40

James
Maddel,
Liff....
15

Mrs

Wedderburn,
%

of

Bullion
.

.150

James
Mill,
V*

of

Bullion...
50

Mr

Baillie,

Balavday....426
Lord
Gray
Feus

.

..500

Mr

Wedderburn,
Gourdie

.,233

Fletcher
Reid,

Logie....316
David
Hunter,
Blackness...
1237

David

Anderson,
Balgay.

,666

Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
Lundie...
1150

Total...6859

Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
Lundie.

..

1150

James
Clayhill,

Invergowrie.,,980
Thomas
Watson,
Liff...40

James
Maddel,
Liff....
15

Hendry

Wedderburn,
3A

Bullion,,,
150

Thomas
Mill,
Vi

Bullion.
..

.50

James
Webster,

Balavday.,.426

Lord
Gray

Feus....500
Mrs

Anderson,
Logie.

.

.

316

Trustees
of
A

Hunter,
Blachness.

.

.

1237

Mrs

Anderson,
Balgry...,666

Lord
Gray,

Benvie...
1093

Total...6859

Foulis
Easter
Laird

of

Foulis....
1641

Total...
1641

Aucterhouse
Earl

of

Airlie,

Auchterhouse....
1168

Miss
Ann

Haliburton,
Scotston...
166

Captain
Duncan,
East

Adamson...
110

Mr

Yeaman,

Balbeuchly....200
George
Christie,

Templelands....l0
Total...
1654

Earl
of

Airlie,

Aucterhouse....
1168

Maxwell,
Scotston....
116

Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
East

Adamson.
110

William
Yeaman,
Balbeuchley

...200

William
Christie,

Templelands.,.10

Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
Dronly.,.381

Total..2036

Earl
of

Airlie,

Aucterhouse....
1168

Hugh

Maxwell,
Scotston....
116

Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
East

Adamson.
.

.

110

Trustees
of

William
Wilson,

Balbeuchley.
.

200

Robert
Millar,

Templelands.,.10
Lord

Viscount
Duncan,
Dronly

and

Wester

Adamston.,381

Total...2036



Strathmartine
Maxwell

of

Strathmartine.
.

.713

"

,

Baldragon....80
Dr

Tullydalph,
Baldovan.,.386

Total....!
179

David
Laird,

Strathmartine.
.

.

793

Sir

Hector
Ogilvy,
Bank

of

Baldovon.,.386

Total...
1180

Admiral
Laird,

Strathmartine...793
Sir

John
Ogilvy,
Bank

of

Baldovon.,
386

Total...
1180

Murroes
Mr

Fotheringham
Ogilvie,

Pourie...2417

Mr

White
of

Murroes,
Murroes...
277

Mrs

Wedderburn,
Barns

of

Wedderburn.
.

1000

James
Ogilvie,

Westhall....l45
Total...3839

Mr

Guthrie,

Murroes....561
Hon

William
Maule,
Balumbie

.,350

Lt

Col.

Fotheringham,
Powrie.,
714

Mr

Ogilvy,

Westhall....l45
Mr

Wederburn,
Middleton.,.533

Total...2304

Mr

Guthrie,
Murroes....
561

Hon

William
Maule,

Balumbie.,,350

Lt

Col.

Fotheringham,
Powrie.,.714

Mr

Ogilvy,
Westhall.

,145

Mr

Wedderburn,
Middleton.,.533

Total....2304

Mains

Mr

Graham
of

Fintrie....l366

Mr

Pilmor
of

Kirkton.
.

200

Total...
1566

James
Erskine,
Mains....816

James
Guthrie,
Parkhill.,
47

Lord

Douglas,
Claverhouse.

...433

Mr

Graham,

Balmuir....266
George
Pattullo,

Longheugh....
133

James
Marr,

Whitefield....l33
Frederick
Gowley,
Kirkton

...100

Total...
1933

Sir

John

Ogilvy,
Bart,

Mains...
147

Thomas
Erskine,
Mains....672

James
Guthrie,
Parkhill....47

Lord

Douglas,

Cleaverhouse..
.433

James
Webster,
Balmuir....266

John

Wilson,

Whitefield....l33
Gersham
Gowley,
Kirkton...
100

John

Patullo,

Longheugh...
133

Total...
1933

Tealing

Mr

Scrymsoure
of

Tealing.
.

..555

Mr

Scrymsoure,
Overtoun

of

Finlarg.
,

48

Captain
John

Scrymsoure.
.

.429

John
Kerr,

Netherton
of

Finlarg....l00

Mr

Ogilvie,
Balluderon
120

Total...
1252

Mr
Bell,

Pithomikie.
,133

Mr

Scrymsoure,
Tealing....
1033

Lord

Douglas,
His

Lands
...500

Mr

Ogilvy,

Balluderan....l20
Mr

Kerr,

Finlarg....l00
Total.
1886

Peter
Bell,

Pithomikie...l33
Miss

Scrymsoure,
Tealing...
1033

Lord

Douglas,
His

lands.
.

.500

David
Millar,

Ballutheron....l20
William
Kerr,

Finlarg....l00
Total...
1886

Dundee

Mr

Rankine,
part

ofDunhope
.,296

William
Skirling,

part
of

Dunhope.138

Town
of

Dundee,
lands,

part
of

Dunhope.
,

.552

Hospital
of

Dundee
.

145

The

Guildry.,,18
Kirk

of

Dundee,
Kirkfabrick's
land..46

Lord

Douglas,
Claypots

and

Milton...600

James
Guthrie,

Craigie.,1500

John

Rankine,

Dunhope...296
David

Anderson,
Baldovie.,175

Hon

William
Maule,
West
Ferry..
100

Mr

Stirling,

Dawfield...l38
Lord

Douglas,
Claypots

and

Milton.
.

.

600

James
Guthrie,
Craigie,
1291

Town
of

Dundee.990
John

Rankine,
Dunhope.,.83

Mrs

Kirkaldy,
Baldovie...l75

Hon

William
Maule,
West
Ferry...
100.



Kirk
of

Dundee,
Kirk

Treasurer's
lands.
12

Chariteable
Mortification
(Roger's)..30

Poor

Widows
fund.

.18

Captain
John
Read

of

Carnie...72

Mr

Guthrie
of

Clepington.,346
Mr

Maxwell,
West

Clepington....58

Feuars
of

Hilltown.,750
John

Patullo...l2
Mr

Morrison,
Coldside....40

Mr

Guthrie
of

Craigie....
1500

Mr

Petrie,

Wallace....233
Arch,
Douglas

of

Douglas,
his

lands
.

.2683

Captain
Alexander
Read

of

Logie....316

Mr

Hunter
of

Blackness.
.

.

1237

,

land
in

parish
of

Barry.,515

Colonel
Leslie,

Balgay....666

Mr

Graham
of

Duntroon.,.466
Mrs

Johnstone,
Pitkerro.,466

Alexander
Johnstone,
Baldovie.

.175

Mr

Read
of

Drumgeith
.,,245

Bonnet
Makers
Trade
lands.

.

.20

Total...11055

Town
of

Dundee,
Dudhope.

.

.425

Miss
Fife,

Pitkerro.,.466
George
Constable,
Craigie...233

Alexander
Graham,

Duntroon.,466

David
Fife,

Drumgeith...l41
James
Smith,

Kellyfield...95
John

Guthrie,

Montepelier...7
Town

of

Dundee.
.

.

127

Hospital...
145

Guildry...l8The

Kirksession...l2
The

Kirkfabrick.,46
W.

Young's
Heirs,Rodger
Mortification...3

John

Crighton,
Poor

Widows...
18

David
Lyon,

Clepington.
,,346

Captain
Reid....72

Alexander
Thorns,
West

Clepington.,.58

The

Feuers
of

Hilton.
.

.

750

John

Patullo,
his

lands...
12

Mr

Morrison,
Coldside.

.40

William
Wilson,
Bonnet
Makers
land.

.

.20

Total...6343

Mungo
Dick,

Pitkerro.,
466

George
Constable,
Craigie..

.233

David
Blair,
Craighill
93

Miss
Alison
Graham.

.

.70

William
Stirling,
Duntroon,

part
of

...302

Patrick
Kerr,

Drumgeith...
141

James
Lorimer,
Kelly
fields.

.95

John
Alison,

Montepelier...7
Town

of

Dundee...
127

Hospital....145Guildry.,.18The

Kirksession.
..12

The

Kirkfabrick.,46
Mrs

George
Younger,
Rodgers
Mort....30

James
Webster,

poor

Widows..
18

David
Arkley,

Clepington.,.346
The
Hiers

of

Thomas
Wise

.

.72

Alexander
Thorns,
West

Clepington.
.

.58

The

Feuers
of

Hilton
.

.750

Division
of

Feuers
of

Craigie.
.

.208

Constable...253
John

Rankine....437
Mrs

Patullo....
12

Mrs

Morrison,
Coldside....40

William
Wilson,
Bonnet
Makers
Land.

.

.20

Total.
...6414

Monifieth
Mr

Mylne
of

Mylnfield,
Ardownie.

,666

Mr

Yeaman
of

Auchineck.,.,133
Total...2916

MrMaule,
Monifieth

and

Fishing
.

1600

Thomas
Kerr,
Grange

.

,714

Robert
Kerr,

Grange...
194

Charles
Hunter,
Balgillo.

,591

Mr

Guthrie,

Lesland....l00
Sir

William
Ramsay

of

Banff,

Ardownie.,666

Sir

Alexander
Ramsay,
Eithie

Beaton...1275

James
Erskine,
Lumlathro.

,466

The
Hon

William
Maule,
Monifeith

and

Fishing
.

1600

David
Kerr,

Grange....714
Thomas
Kerr,
Grange.

.

.

194

General
Hunter,
Part

Balgillo...245

Thomas
Rankine,

part
of

Balgillo.,.446

John
Alison,

Wellbank,...100
Sir

James
Ramsay,

Ardownie....666

Robert
Arkley,

part
of

Eithie

Beaton.,.518



Mr

Wedderburn,
Kingenny.,.233
Patrick
Anderson,

part
of

Eithie
Beaton

.131

Total..5841

"

,

part
of

Laws...225

David
Miller,

Onachie....400
Mungo
Dick,

part
of

Lumlathro...62

Thomas
Erskine,
"

...404

Hendry

Wedderburn,
Kingenny.,233

Total...
5941

Monikie
Mr

Smith
of

Smithfield....533
Mr

Hunter,
Dod,

Grange,
Balgillo.

.

.2250

Barry

Mr

Miln
of

WoodhilL.,369
"

,

Grange
of

Barry.
.360

Robert
Sime,

Greenlawhill,
Barryhill..
186

Mr

Miln

ofCarnoustie.,.170
Alexander
Morum,
Gedhall.

.

.

.43

William
Johnston..

.

12

Total....!
140

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands...
182

Charles
Gardyne,

Ravensby....415

David
Hunter,
Pitskelly
515

Robert
Mill,

Woodhill....369
Major
Philips,

Taymouth....l70
Hendry
Henderson,
Grange

of

Barry...360

Mrs

Morum,
Gedhall..

.

.43

Mrs

Robert
Sime,

Greenlaw
and

Barryhill.

William
Johnston,
Watery
Butts

of

Barry..

Total..2255

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands...
182

Thomas
Gardyne,

Ravensby....415

David
Hunter
Trustees,
Pitskelly...515

Patrick
Miln,

Woodhill...369
George
Kinloch,
Taymouth

and

Carnoustie
.

170

William
Henderson,
Grange

of

Barry
.

.

.

360

David
Morran,
Gedhall.,43

.186
Mrs

Robert
Sime,

Greenlaws
and

Barryhill..
186

.12

William
Johnston,
Watery
Butts

of

Barry
.

.12

Total....2255

Panbride
Mr

Carnegie
of

Balmachie...200
Total....200

Hon

William
Maule

...

3866

Total....3866

Hon

William
Maule...3866

Total....3866

Carmvlie
Heirs

of
Mr

Skinner,

Cononside.,.466

Mr

Octerlouny
of

Guynd....761

Total...
1227

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands..
.

1700

Mr

Ouchterlony,
Guynd,

and

Hilton
of

Connon....333
Mr

Ogilvy,

Cononsyth....233
Mr

Ouchterlony
his

feus.
.

.

15

Total
2281

Hon

William
Maule,
his

lands...
1700

Mr

Oucterlony,
Guynd

and

Hilton
of

Connon.,333

William
Smart,

Conosyth.,.233

Mr

Ouchterlony
his

Feus...
15

Total..2281

Guthrie
Mr

Guthrie
of

Guthrie...
1200

Mr

Erskine
of

Kirkbuddo.,
533

Total...
1733

Mr

Guthrie
of

Guthrie...816
Alexander
Watson,
his

lands.
..

150

Lt

Col

Erskine,

Kirkbuddo....533
mr

Guthrie
of

Guthrie...816
Alexander
Watson,
his

lands....
150

Fransis
Erskine,
Kirkbuddo.

,533



Total...
1500

Kinnell

Mr

Gavine,
Easter

Braikie....600
Sir

David
Carnegie,
his

lands...
1600

Total...600

Hon

William
Maule,

Kinnell...500

Robert
Baird,
Easter
Braikie.

.

.

.

600

Total...2700

Kirkden
Mr

Gardyne
of

Middleton.
..917

Miss

Ogilvie,
Friok,

Walkmiln..,118

Arch

Douglas
of

Douglas,
Feu

of

Pitmuis.

Mr
Lyel

of

Gardyne....416
James
Mudie,
Pitmuis....
144

Sir

John

Wedderburn,
Idvies.,.666

Total....2276

Mr

Charles
Gardyne

of

Middleton.
.

.

501

Lord

Kinnaird,
Idvies....666

.15

Mr

Mudie,
Pitmuies....
144

Mr.
?,

Kinneries.
,100

Mr

Lyel,

Gardyne.
...416

Charles
Gardyne,
Friok....
118

Alexander
Watson,
Langlands....
134

Lord

Douglas
Feus....
15

Total...2098

Arbroath
John

Rolland,

Auchmithie..733
Mr

Stephen
of

Letham.,,500

Mr

Chaplin
of

Colliston...453
Robert
Colville

of

Brunton...40

Wm

Graham
of

Morphie,
Almeriecloss.

.509

Captain
John
Read

of

Carnie...333

"

Cairnton....66

David
Grieg.

..

115

Town
of

Arbroath,
Wardmiln
in

Panderlaw.
,213

Mr

Moir
of

Newgrange....350
Stewart
Lyell,

Dickmountlaw,
Newgate.

.225

,

acres
in

Panderlaw.
.

90

David
Cargill
10

William
Scott,

BaberscrofL.20
Patrick
Yeaman,
Peebles..

.

133

Mr

Ferguson,
Lochlands...266

Mr

Fraser,
Kirkton
360

,

Balmades...533
Charitable
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Inverkeillor
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Appendix 2

List of Divisions of valued rent between 1750 and 1820

This list is compiled from the Forfarshire Commissioners of Supply minute books,

ACCl/1/1, ACCl/1/1A, ACC1/1/2, and ACC1/1/3 that are kept in the Montrose

Library Archives and the Commissioners of Supply records SC47/71/1 and

SC47/71/2 held in the National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh.
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1754. Captain James Kyd. Balblain, Inverkeillor,

1755 David Kinloch of Kilry sells land to Andrew Archer ofDrumshed, Andrew
Balantyne merchant in Kirriemuir and Robert Nicolson.

1756 James Gardyne, Robert Pearson of Ballmadies, John Watson of Turin,
Elizebeth Ogilvy sister of John Ogilvy of Pitmowies. Lands divided into four.

1756. James Gardyne of Middleton sells lands at Lawton to James Carnegy of
Boysack and Provost Patrick Wallace ofArbroath.

1757 Alexander Strachan of Tarrie who had feud part of his estate (Dickmontlaw)
to Stewart Lyell. Merchant.

1760 Alex. Stormonth sold part ofKintore to Dr Ogilvy.

1762 Captain Alexander Reid of Logie purchased part of Kinclune.

1765 Colin Mc Kenzie sold part of Strichathrow to his brother Dr John Mackenzie
of Woodstock.

1765 Guthrie of Craigie divides land to his son Guthrie.

1766 Alexander Scrimsoure divides part of the barony of Tealing to John
Scrimsoure.

1766 Thomas Mylne of Millfield for division of cess between Ardownie, Ashludie
(held of the Crown) and Balldovie (subject Superior).

1766 Charles Hunter of Burnside for lands of Balgillo, Northferry and the fishing .

1767 Earl of Panmure's vote rigging divisions. Similar Earl of Strathmore.

1772. Col. Duncan of Lundie applying for division as a means of valuing individual
properties on the estate.

1772 Mr Douglas of Bridgeton purchased (or sold) some land from Earl of
Strathmore.

1772. Fransis Erskine of Kirkbuddo. Division for valuation.

1772 Fotheringham Ogilvy of Powrie. Division for valuation.

1773 John Guthrie of Guthrie divisions of Murroes parish.

1774 Scott of Rossie division of lands within family.
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1775 Earl of Strathmore and Sir John Ogilvy divide up lands of Sheilhill.

1775 Lord Gray sells land in the parish of Benvie to Earl of Strathmore.

1775 Division of rentals for Restennet Priory which includes landowners from
Dunninald, Craigo and Dunnichen.

1778 Lands purchased by Major Fletcher from Earl of Strathmore. Shielhill.

1779 Division of valued rent of part of Dun. (Erskines)

1779 Divisions of Logie and Pert.

1780 Divisions of valued rent of lands belonging to Sir David Carnegie of
Southesk.

1780 Divisions of lands belonging to Sir John Kinloch, namely Kilbrie, Logie and
Herdhill.

1781 Divisions for Erskine of Dun and James Scott of Commiston. Loamhill

1784 Divisions between David Fife of Drumgeith and James Smith of Kellyfield.

1784 Patrick Cruichshank of Stracathro purchased Logie from Mr Scott ofLogie.

1787 Guthrie of Guthrie selling the Hilltown of Guthrie.

1787 James Watson Jnr merchant in Brechin applies for valuation of Tenements
of Coldham in Brechin.

1787 Patrick Mitchell applies for the divisions of land in Kirriemuir.

1788 Charles Lyell applies for division of value rent for lands of Kinnordy. Some
lands disposed to his son.

1788 David Erskine applies for division of valued rent of Mains of Edzell.

1788 Division of lands of Dunninald. Part of which was sold to John Grame, Clerk
of the Signet.

1789 John Kinloch of Kilry divisions of valued rent.

1790 Mungo Murray divisions of valued rent of Lintrose.

1791 Divisions of land in Dunnichen
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1791 David Fyfe had purchased land from David Reid who had previously sold
two parcels of land to James Smith and Thomas Reid. Division of Cess

1791 Alexander Fotheringham Ogilvy of Powrie sold lands of Auchlishies,
Hillands and Redhall to George Wilkie merchant in Dundee.

1792 Division of lands of Fearn by John Mill in view of selling part of it.

1792 Divisions of land belonging to William Douglas of Brighton. He wanted to
know the value of individual farms.

1792 Alex Bower of Kinoldrum and Charles Lyell of Kinnordy apply for division
of lands of Glaswell.

1792 David Ramsay merchant, Rev Dr Robert Small, John Peter a wright, John
Alison merchant, Charles Guthrie of Tayock, William Bell merchant and Gabriel
Russel Clerk, bought part of Craigie from James Guthrie in Dundee.

1793 James Sinclair. Lt in Marines in his Majesty service bought part of
Kincaldrum and requires a division of rent.

1793 Dempster wished to dispose of the superiority of some of the lands and divide
rent between the tenants. 67 individual tenants listed.

1794 Mr Fraser of Balmadies wanted to divide the cess tax between individual
farms.

1794 Alexander Duncan of Lundie separates lands of Dryburgh, Pitcelful and
Middle and Easter Gourdie.

1794 Hunter ofMonifieth divides lands ofBalgillo.

1794 John Hamilton Brown of Kirriemuir divides Glaswell and Tarbein. Sold to

Charles Lyell.

1795 Charles Fullerton of Kinnaber sold some land to John Duncan of Rosebank.

1795 George Robertson ofHedderick applies for division of land.

1795 Thomas and Robert Kerr apply for division of Grange of Monifieth.

1796 Colin Bruce applies for division of Flemington

1796 Alexander Riddock merchant in Dundee having purchased lands of
Blacklunan from the Duke of Athol applies for division of rent between tenants.
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1797 Division on Kinnaber estate on the death of Charles Fullerton and the
succession ofMary Fullerton.

1798 Fransis Rattray of Eastmill applies for a division of valued rent.

1798 John Rankine of Dunhope applies for division of valued rent.

1798 John Fotheringham applies for division of his lands in Murroes.

1798 Charles Gray of Carse applies for clarification of cess tax.

1798 George Skene applies for division of lands at Careston.

1798 Robert Fletcher of Ballinshoe sold land to Gilbert Meason. Confirmation of
Cess.

1799 David Hunter having bought part of Kintrocket from Alexander Ferrier
applies for a division of cess.

1799 Trustees of the late Robert Speid of Ardovie who had bought Smiddyfield in
Stracathro apply for a division.

1800 Charles Ogilvy Esq late of the East India Company bought Barnyards in
Tannadyce from James Carnegie Arbuthnot and requires a division of Cess.

1800 James Carnegy Arbuthnot sold lands of Auchfersie ( part of Balnamonn) to
James Webster. Division required.

1801 Colin Symmers applies for division of lands of the Kirkton of Eassie which
are held under the superiority of both the Earl ofAirly and the Earl of Strathmore.

1801 William Simpson of Easter Ogil sold lands of Glenley to Patrick Grant of
Glenquish and these were lately sold to David Jobson Jnr merchant in Dundee.

1801 James Smith merchant in Brechin disposed part of his land to Dr Joseph
Lowe Physician at Unthank, Alexander Durie merchant in Brechin and James Reid
slater in Brechin and wishes to divide Cess.

1803 James Mudie buys Ballowary and Meadow from John Fraser of Balmadies
and requires a division.

1803 David Scott ofDunninald and Mary Scott ( now wife of John Grame ) applies
for division.

1804 Charles Hay of Stricathro sold Newton , part of estate, to Adam
Gillies.Advocate.
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1807 Division of lands of Oatlaw belonging to James Carnegie, including wadsets
on Stracathro conveyed to him by Baillie Turnbull. Sold to Walter Scott lands of
Hillside and Little Ravelg? And Eastside of Oatlaw as well as lands bought by John
Rutherford writer in Edinburgh, Mr Edmunstane of Edam and Walter Scott.

1808 Division of lands and estate of Over and Nether Dysert belonging to John
Ramsay of Kelly bought from David Carnegie of Craigo.

1809 Attempt to divide the rents applying to the Argyle Feuers which previously
had been collected by Mr John Hall who was now to old. 44 different rentals.

1809 The late Sir Walter Ogilvy bought some of the lands ofMains and Kirkton of
Strathdighty from the late David Erskine of Maine and his son Sir John Ogilvy of
Invercarity wants a division of the rent.

1809 Alexander Duncan of Lundie disposed in 1772 some land to Alexander
Farquharson, accountant in Edinburgh ( The Colonel at the time expressly
stipulated that they were sold for settling the interest of the parties and without any
view to political consideration ) since when Hallyburton acquired them. The
remaining land still belongs to Captain Duncan his son. Division required.

1810 Division of Cess between Robert and Patrick Rolland of the lands of
Auchmithie and Newton.

1811 Divisions of valued rent for John Smith of Balharry, Easter Plough of Fornal
and Easter Peel. Some land sold (or bought) to John Mill

1811 Mr John Alison bought Legsland from John Guthrie. Division required.

1811 James Craik of Balglessie sold a third of his land in Aberlemno to Robert
Gordon of Inverarity. Division required.

1812 John Rankine needs division of the Law in Dundee. About 10 Tenants

1812 George Robertson Scott ofHedderick divides the valued rent between farms

1813 Division of the estate of Duntrune to Mrs Stirling widow of the late Patrick
Stirling merchant in Dundee, Alison Graham daughter of the deceased
Alexander Graham of Duntrune and David Blair of Cookston.

(Probably a book missing)

1816 Robert Keith merchant in Arbroath applies for the division of lands in St
Vigean belonging to the late David Gray.

1819 Robert Daivine? Applies for division of the farm of Windyedge.
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1819 Thomas Farquharson of Baldovie requires a division of the estate of Balfour
and the lands of Ascrivie.

1820 David Ogilvy ofAirly requires a division of his lands in Clova.

1820 David Millar ofBallumbie require a division of cumulo rent of lands of
Eathiebeaton recently purchased from Sir Alexander Ramsay ofBalmain. Of which
part was sold on to Robert Arkley and part to Patrick Anderson merchant in Dundee.

1820 John Smith of Balharrie requires a division for the lands ofBallemenoch,
Easter Inverharity and Fergus..
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Appendix 3

Barony court Records

The scarcity of Barony Court records that have survived in Scotland makes detailed

analysis of these particular institutions extremely hazardous. Forfarshire is no

exception. The following notes are a collation ofall the references found concerning

the Barony Courts in the Guthrie, Airlie and Dalhousie Muniments.

Source material.

GDI 88.

GDI 6/36.

GD45/18.

National Archives of Scotland
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Guthrie Barony Court Book.
GD/188/3/4.

Summary of entries.

1733.
1. Contrary to use and custom and to the great hurt of the community, several

tenants were accused of casting fuel and divots from the bauks of their possession.
Ordered not to under the penalty of £10 Scots.

2. A case of money owing for rent. People summoned to the court by the ground
officer to account for their debts.

3. Alex Pyott, Smith in the Kirktoun of Guthrie, claiming payment of a firlot of bear
from the possessors of several farms, as 'use and custom' dictates.

4. Tenant John Potter failing to deliver meal and bear that he was obliged by his tack
to do. Offers to pay in money instead.

1734.
1. Mr Guthrie complains that tenants had been very remiss in paying their victuals,

required by their tack, but allows them until the 5th March to do so. Failure to
comply by that date would result in their 'moveables' being poinded.

2. It was announced that in the future, when tenants bring their corn to the mill of
Guthrie, a sample would be taken to see if it is of sufficient quality to qualify as
payment of rent.

3. Tenants ordered to deliver their poultry rent at a time suitable to Lady Guthrie and
not all at once.

4. A further order restricting tenants from casting with plough and spade any flags or
turf in the piece of ground between Castertown(?) and Haughhead. They were
also prohibited from taking away the fauld dykes.

5. John Matheson of Mains of Guthrie claimed he was owed money for corn and
fodder that he had sold to another tenant.

6. John Mills in Eastertoun of Guthrie claimed to be indebted for the value of the

stipend due to the minister.
7. Mr Guthrie complained that one of his debtors was selling his corn and cows

without a 'minute of agreement' to do so.

1735.
1. David Smith in Mains of Guthrie complains that his neighbour John Matheson

was not acting as a good neighbour. He was calling him names and troubling his
possession by driving his cart over it. Matheson retaliated with a similar
complaint. The Baillie order them not to curse each other nor allow their family
or servants to do so under the penalty of a fine of £5 for the first offence, £10 for
the second and removal from their possession for the third.

1736.
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1. Mr Guthrie complained that the quarrel between Smith and Matheson was getting
out of hand and effecting the whole farm. The court ordered a division to be made
of each break of the outfield of the Mains of Guthrie. Two honest men will setout

the division and then lots will be cast for each divided part at 6am the following
morning.

2. Mr Anderson, the minister of Guthrie, complains about several tenants ' going
over his dykes and destroying his goods and underfruit'. The Baillie fined the
culprits' £1 Scots.

3. Mr Guthrie suggests a new act be instigated by the court to prevent similar
breaking down of walls in the future. Suggests that the fine should be set at £3
Scots.

1737.
1. John Matheson in trouble again. This time for not paying his due to the Mill

master.

1738.
1. Alex Pyott accused of ploughing up and sowing land which is part of the common

road that leads through his possession to the common grass. It was claimed that it
had been a road 'beyond the memory of man'. Pyott denied it was ever an official
road but agreed to restore it for the next tenant.

2. Alex Pyott is accused of cutting down trees that grow in his yard. This was
contrary to the Act 16 . 7th Session, 'for the preserving of woods and planting'.
He was fined £10 Scots per tree. His lease was about to expire.

1738.
1. Mr Guthrie complained that a number of tenants had been pasturing their cow on

the 'lay grass of Eastertoun' which consists of four acres and this action had
resulted in a complete loss of the grass.

2. Mr Guthrie complains that Alex Dalgety in Langlands of Pitmuis was not residing
on his possession of the Loanhead of Guthrie as he was obliged to do by the
conditions of his tack. He also stands accused of grazing his cattle on Loanhead
farm but folding them at night at the farm of Langlands. Similarly he has cast
loads of fuel and peat from the Hilton mosses and made use of them for the
benefit of his own possession.

1740.
1. James Aiken in Haughhead complained that he had an outstanding debt against

William Barne in the Cotton of the Mains of Guthrie for which he was having
difficulty getting his money.

2. Mr Guthrie complained that several tenants were in arrears of rent as well as a
debt of £444 4/- Scots owed to him by Blacks of the Mill of Guthrie.

3. Mr Guthrie complained that several tenants, who had been abusive to each other,
were apparently intending to take a libel case out before the Commissions in
Brechin. This he alleges would cost them a lot of money and bring ruin to their
families. The Baillie ordered that any tenant being wronged in name by another
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must first bring the case before his master and the master will use his powers to
remove the guilty party from his possession.

4. The Miller, David Fitchett, complained of being slandered by several people who
were thirled to his mill. He also accuses Ivan Taylor of selling his corn at a roup
without paying his multure.

1741.
1. A register of an agreement between Harry Mills of the Hilton of Guthrie and John

Watt in the cotton of Hilton. Mills let him two acres of land and two kins of grass
for
the year 1741 at a rent of either providing two shearers at harvest time or paying

£20 Scots

1742.
1. A complaint by Mr Guthrie that the minister of Guthrie, James Purdie, who was

also tacksman of Loanhead of Guthrie, had failed to keep cattle on his possession
or maintain his possession in good order. He also accuses Purdie of casting divots
for his office and house at the manse and of building six houses where there had
been none before. The Baillie ordered the minister to return six hundred flags and
divots to the meadow ground and in the future to cast only from the moors at
Montlethmont.

2. James Louson, tacksman of the miln of Guthrie was accused of clandestinely
taking away his beastials at the dead of night and hiding oats in his cornyard. The
suggestion was that these animals and crops were subject to Hypothec. He
apologised and said it was to pay his creditors.

1744
1. Mr Guthrie complained that 4 cows, 5 calves, 7 horses, 4 young beasts and 19

oxen had pastured on his growing corn last summer and had virtually destroyed it.

Court of the Barony of West Gagie.
GD188/4/2.

1728.
1. William Dromond, cordiner, in the grounds of Nethergate was accused of

attacking and beating Robert Crab of Westergagie. Fined £40 Scots.

1729.
1. Mr Guthrie complained that Hendrie Nick in the grounds of Gagie was not

labouring his possession and leaving it derelict.

1730.
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1. Mr Guthrie seeking 'caution' for a tenant that was well behind in his rent and had
not sufficient corn to fully plant his possession in the following year.

2. An orders was issued reminding tenants that they could only cast fuel where they
were entitled to do so by the conditions of their tack. He wishes tenants to inform
on any encroachment of their respective possessions by any neighbouring heritors.

1732.
1. More regulation was requested by Mr Guthrie to establish clearly the area that

tenants could cast fuel. He also made it clear that the privilege only extended to
the family of each tenant and could not be given to others or fuel cast to be used
to supply others. He reminded tenants that no fuel could be cast on meadow
ground, any ground that used to be laboured or any baulks.

2. Hugh Maxwell and Fransis Arnot appointed birliemen.
3. Another fight between tenants.

Court records of the Barony of Cortachy.
GDI6/36/24

1734.
James Duff committed an act of spulzie under the cloud of night. He cut and

carried away trees in the Mains of Cortachy. The Earl of Airly wanted the court to
prevent Duff from cutting any timber or eating any grass with his beastials, on any of
the ground of the Mains of Cortachy under the pain of a fine and this should apply to
his sub-tenants as well.
Duff failed to present himselfbefore the court on a number of occasions despite
witnesses testify against him. He appeared to be quite contemptuous of the court and
was heard to admit quite freely in public that he was guilty of cutting the trees for
which he was being accused.

17—
Another action against a variety of people for cutting down, pealing bark off and

digging up the roots of trees on the estate.

1731.
A list of people was supplied to the court that the Earl ofAirly had complaints
against. They mostly involved,
1. Not paying stipend money.
2. Rent overdue (money and in kind).
3. For Casualties.

Those not present at the court were held in contempt of court and any arrears were to
be retrieved immediately by poinding the possessions of the tenant.

GD16/36/21,
Court book of Balbegno.
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1702.
1. A case of a fight resulting in 'blooding and bruising'.
2. Payment of small debts between individuals living in the Barony.
3. Complaints by the moss grieve that people were digging up moss clandestinely at

night. A restriction order was placed on the moor prohibiting people from going
on the moor between sunset and sunrise.

4. A complaint was lodged by the miller of the Barony against tenants going by his
mill with their corns.

1703.
1. A list of 29 tenants who were ordered to attend the court.

1707.
1. A case of bloodletting and wounding.

1709.
1. The Ground officer was awarded two pecks of meal per tenant.
2. The Mill owner complaining that the brewers were not bringing their malt to be

ground at the mill as they were obliged to do.
3. Reminders to tenants to provide payment of moss meal to the heritor.
4. Individuals were fined for cutting the peat without authority.
5. An order demanded that all arrears of rent were to be paid within 15 days.
6. A reminder that no one, either old or young, should be found throwing down

plantation walls.

1710.
1. A case involving wounding, gouging of eyes and firing a gun.

1720
1. A cottarman accused of theft of moss from the moor.

2. A tenant accused of being behind in his rent for the years 1718, 1719, and 1720 to
the tune of £208 Scots.

3. John Ogilvy, the heritor, declares that tenants had cast so much peat in the bog of
Balbegno that it was now exhausted and as a result he could not allow them the
same amount of peat as before. The Baillie considered the complaint and ruled
that in future those that paid 20 - 25 bolls of rent would be allowed 25ft of moss,
15 - 20 bolls = 20ft, 10 -15 boll = 15ft ,10-5 bolls = 10ft, 5 - 4 bolls = 6ft and
under 3bolls = 4ft. No one was to remove any peat until the moss had been
measured.

1728.
1. More complaints by the heritor concerning rent arrears by tenants.
2. An order to remind tenants to keep horses, nout and sheep out of the plantations.

1729.
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1. A dispute between the tenant of the Mains farm and those tenants who, it was
claimed, had been given rights to the grazing on the neighbouring loan. The
Mains tenant claimed that he had sole right to the grazing and that he paid a
higher rent as a consequence of this privilege. It was the pointed out by the other
tenants that a previous heritor had collected rent from other users of the loan for
the right to graze their animals on it. The Baillie ruled in favour of the grazing
tenants but allowed the Mains tenant to fold the other tenant's cattle on his

possession over night.
2. A case of slander. Someone calling someone else a thief.

1731.
1. The heritor complained to the court that his newly planted wood had been

damaged by someone cutting and carrying away a considerable quantity of wood.
Various people pointed the finger at John Fraser. Fraser denied the charge.

2. Mr Ogilvy requested that if anyone was going to Montrose that they were to let
him know in case he had a letter to send. If they did not they would be liable to a
fine of 1/-. (It was suspected that tenants were selling victuals in Montrose that
should have been paid to Mr Ogilvie as rent).

1733.
1. James Brown was charged with the crime of destroying a dozen trees by

withdrawing earth from their roots and then cutting the roots for fuel. Fined £20
Scots and ordered to cover up the roots.

2. Thomas Carnegy charged with casting up and burning turf. It was claimed he had
removed 40 - 50 cart loads. Fined 40/- Scots.

3. Tenants ordered not to cut branches from trees on their land or in their yards.

1734.
1. Arrears of rent.

2. A warning was issued to tenants to remind them they were prohibited from
casting up sward ground.

3. A further warning was issued concerning the right to cut fuel and turf from the
local moss. Only tenants that had a right to do so were allowed.

1736
1. A warning against cutting and stealing green wood from an enclosure.
2. John Thorn accused of rioting in Fettercairn in which he fought with a weaver

David Adams.
3. A miller claiming abstractions for the mill.
4. Rent arrears.

1737
1. Rent arrears

2. Tenants warned against letting horses, nout or sheep into the enclosures at
Balbegno.

1739
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1. Tenant warned about not paying the ground officer his dues. The ground officer
indicated the lack of support he got from tenants encouraged him to neglect his
duty. The heritor demanded that the court should do more to support the ground
officer but they merely reaffirmed the payment of 2 pecks per chaulder of meal
from each tenant.

2. A day was confirmed for the carrying and cutting of peat to the village green.
Anyone failing to help could pay £3 for every 20ft of peat that were bonded to cut.

1740.
1. The heritor again protested at length to the court about the over cutting of peat by

tenants. A new list of tenants and their subtenants was compiled and the amount
of peat each tenant was entitled to take from the moss was recorded. Those found
guilty of over cutting were warned although it was clear that the general poverty
in the parish due to the severe weather had meant that the landlord had 'a great
sympathy with his tenants in this dearth of victuals which occasions scarcity of
money and that several of them may have transgressed or perhaps have been
misled by bad example or by former impunity and because the smallest penalty
have likewise been acceptable to the master as long as there is hope that the
delinquents may be reclaimed'.

1741
1. Mr Ogilvy complained that his tenants were carrying their hen fouls to Montrose

rather than pay them as rent. The price of poultry being very high. He never paid
more than 40d Scots but now the tenants could get 80d. in Montrose. In the future
he would exact 5/- for every hen that was not delivered.

2. Mr Ogilvy announced that he had let all the ground that he had formerly farmed
himself and so the tenant was free ofall servitude on that land. They should
instead pay 10 stone weight of straw oats or bear for each 100 Merks or chalder of
victuals rent.

Clova Barony Court.
GDI6/36/23

1730.
1. John Stewart complains of being beaten up by Alex Findley and John Gordon. He

claimed that he was not even safe to go to his possession.

Cortachie Barony Court.
GD16/36/28

1738.
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Hon Earl of Airly complains to the Baillie that James Pirio at the Milntoun of
Cortachie owed him £159 16/8 Scots. This was partly as rent arrears because he had
failed to deliver 20bolls of bear but also the price of some items that he had bought
from the Earl at the roup of the possessions of the tenant of the Mains of Cortachie.

Barony Court of Auchterhouse
GD16/36/27.

1735
1. A proclamation that no Dundee ale was to be retailed in the parish except by

those empowered to brew by the conditions of their tack. Those who have
possessions of a brewseat are empowered to brew themselves but not to retail or
sell anything other than their own ale. Fines of £3 Scots per barrel with the barrel
being confiscated. Also the malt must be ground in the miln of the barony even if
the barley had not been grown in the barony.

2. Rent arrears, some debts many years outstanding.

Cortachie Barony Court.
GD16/36/26.

1739
1. James Duncan ofRocheill was accused of seizing and selling several animals

belonging to the Earl ofAirlie. Duncan had not been proclaimed owner of the
animals as the law required and the Earl considered that they belonged to him as
fiscal of the Barony. He demanded a return of the £6 Scots that Duncan got for the
animals as well as ordering a fine that for his impertinence. Duncan failed to turn
up to the court. A proclamation was issued that forbade other tenants from
feeding or housing James Duncan. A penalty of £4 was set for anyone found
doing so.

2. David Lindsay caught with a stag valued at £10 Scots that he was ordered to
return to the Earl. He claims he had bought it from James Duncan.

Barony Court of Alvth.
GDI6/36/30

A Petition from James Gorthie, glover in Alyth, who was moving into a house and an
acre of ground that had formerly been possessed by John Fyfe. He wanted the Earl to
order the burliemen to get on and assess his new possession so that he could do some
repairs. John Hunter and John Gibbons, the local burliemen, were granted a warrant
to do the assessment. They appraised the value at £28 10/- Scots.

Barony Court record of Panmure.
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GD45/18/761.

1701.
1. A document showing clearly the divisions between different landowners of the

area of ground on the west march ofDilto moss. There appear to have been fifty-
two different portions each containing eight elves (?) of ground. Each section was
allotted to a farm or ploughgate. For example the possession ofDowniekenn
which was a three-ploughgate farm had twenty-four sections. There was a similar
list for the north march at Kirkbuddo.

Barony of Panmure and Downie.
GD45/18/788.

1722.
1. A decree concerning the casting of peat and pulling of fodder on the moor of

Dilto by the neighbouring tenants. Thomas Kidd the mossgrieve was accused of
letting people onto the moor to cut peat. He appears to have been selling that
privilege for 3/ 4. Scots per person. Kidd pleaded guilty to the charge but made
the excuse that it was customary for moss grieves to put small tenants into empty
places on the moss and he had continued to do so until the factor (Provost John
Gordon) had ordered him not to 'meddle with that part of the moor'. A fine of £10
Scots was imposed on anyone caught taking moss or fodder in the future and the
moss grieve would also be fined £5.

2. A claim presented by Andrew Scot, the servitor to the Countess Panmure, for
payment of debts related to six individuals who had been grazing the grass in the
park at Panmure. Despite the ground officer Andrew Brown calling on them many
times he had failed to recover the debt and they were now given fifteen days to
pay or poinding and arrestment would be implemented.

Barony Court of Panmure
GD45/18/792.

1727.
1. John Patton of East Haven was the Baron Baillie for this court. Andrew Scott

claimed he was owed £3 2/6 Sc by Alexander Peter of Pitcondra for a bill that was
payable the previous November. Peter was ordered to pay the sum owed plus
expenses.

2. James Carnie of Newton of Panmure was charged with cutting grass within the
park and enclosures of Panmure. Fined £4 Scots and confined until he paid.
Further more it was announced that in the future anyone ' found guilty in the like
crime of breaking into the parks and enclosures of Panmure, cutting or taking
away grass ' will be fined £10 for the first offence, £20 for the second and £30 for
the third.
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Court Book of the Barony of Downie, Carmvlie, Panbride, Inverpeffer.
GD45/18/795.

1729.
Sir Archibald Grant and Alex Garden of Troup took a twenty nine year lease on all
the former lands of Panmure that the York Building Company had bought from the
forfeited estates. This had given Grant and Troup the right to hold courts in all the
individual baronies on the estate. Their first duties was to collect any back rent due
and appoint two or more burliemen for each barony. These individuals were to do a
complete appraisal of the property of each possession in the barony. From this
appraisal changes in the individual rentals for each property could be fixed and these
changes would then be announced in the barony court. Anyone failing to turn up to
the court would be fined £3 Scots.
A list of appointed birliemen was then presented to the court and each was sworn in
There then followed an exact account of the arrears due to the York Building
Company from each tenant and an estimate of the amount that each tenant thought
he could pay. This was usually well below the amount owed and it would appear that
a token £20 Scots seems to have been the general amount offered.
A report by the birliemen was then presented to the court of the value of each of the
possession. For example, Eastertoun of Innverpeffer, worth £46 13/4 Scots but will
require £86 Scots to put in order. Or, Westertoun of Inverpeffer, no tenant for some
years, worth £27 Scots and would require £576 3/ 4 Scots to repair.
In general each possession had a house and bigging but if they had been empty for
long (many were) they were in a ruinous state.

Baron court of the York Building Company lands
GD45/18/2252.

1763.
1. Baillie Robert Black, writer John Clark. This was a report on a case that arose

from a difference of opinion as to the value set by the local appraiser on a house
and an amount of barley seed belonging to the outgoing tenant.

Barony Court of the York Building Company.
GD45/18/2248.

1753
This was a memorandum from the Baillie, or possibly the factor, concerning which
time of year would be the best to hold the court. It is clear that the court is to be held
in order to collect the rents. It is argued that the 1st July would be a good time as it
would be just after the summer market. Traditionally the money part of the rent was
collected at Whitsunday, as stated in the tack, but had never actually been collected
until Martimus.
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Appendix 4

Sheriff Court Records for Forfarshire.

These records are not a complete collation of all the cases included in the individual

boxes that were studied. They are only a very small selection based on three specific

criteria.

Firstly to give a fair representation of the type of cases coming before the courts

during the period of interest to the thesis. Secondly to provide references for the

particular arguments developed in this thesis. Thirdly to build up a profile of various

individuals and locations which are used in illustration the progress of

commercialisation in Forfarshire between 1740 and 1815.

As a result it has not been possible to give a complete analysis of each individual

case and on many occasions complex legal argument and important individual

circumstantial evidence relating to a particular case has not been included.

Source material.

SC47/22 series of records held by the National Archives of Scotland at West Register

House, Edinburgh.
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Sheriff court records for the 1740's

SC47/22/26 - 36.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/26. 1740
SC47/22/27. 1741
SC47/22/36. 1748

A. Landlords

1. John Stormonth of Kinwhirry suing the relic of John Gordon of Mily in Clova, for
£48 Scots, the price of three young kine and a stot he delivered fourteen years
previously for grazing on the hills and which were never returned. Also some
other debts arising from the sale of livestock. SC47/22/26

2. John Watson ofDoig set the tack for Easter Doig to Alex White on the payment
of a grassum of £12 Scots. The tack was for seven years. The grassum was not
paid hence the liable action. SC47/22/26

3. James Stormonth ofPitscandly suing various people for quantities of corn and
fodder. In particular Alex Nicoll in Weems who was owing for goods worth £294
Sc which Stormonth considered were part of the Hypothec of the rent of Weems.
SC47/22/26

4. Peter Kinninmond, writer in Dundee and factor for Hendry Smith of Smithfield
had ordered George Nicoll, tenant at the Miln of Authenlich and Baillie of the
barony, to charge David Watson for £14 5/8 as 'rent and casualties of his
possession for 1737' plus a further £32 for 1738. Nicoll was applying to the court
for the implementation of his own barony court ruling. SC47/22/26

5. Thomas Earl of Strathmore suing various tenants for money owing on bills, ie
Alex Wighton, tenant in Inglestoun for £6 Sc and Pat Fife ofBerryhillock for £10
13/4 Sc. SC47/22/26

6. An inventory of the estate of John Lyon of Bridgetoun, deceased 1740, which was
to be inherited by his son Charles Lyon. SC47/22/26

7. Robert Wedderburn of Persie suing John Jeffray, writer in Forfar, for £75 15/- Sc
on a bill.SC47/22/26

8. Alex Binney, former provost ofForfar and factor to the estate of Murthle, suing
various tenants for rent. Both money and victuals. SC47/22/26

9. David Wedderburn of Wedderburn suing John Guthrie of Guthrie for £20 16/-
arising from the sale by roup of corns belonging to one of Wedderburns tenants
which Guthrie had purchased. Wedderburn was claiming that the corns were
under Hypothec and therefore belonged to him. Guthrie was arguing that the
tenant (Patrick Brown) was also in debt to him and therefore the corn he got from
the roup was actually his Hypothec and his legal entitlement. SC47/22/26

10. Robert Wedderburn of Pearsie removing tenant Thomas Myles of Windyedge.
SC47/22/26
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11. Alexander Nairn of Drumkilbo suing various people for debts arising from
bills. SC47/22/26

12. Alexander Nairn ofDrumkilbo, suing Andrew Murdow, baxter in Kirriemuir, for
£60 Sc as the price of 7 bolls of wheat he sold him in 1738 at £9 Sc / boll.
SC47/22/27

13. George Dempster ofDunnichen trying to remove John Horn, tenant of Realoch in
the moors ofMethie. SC47/22/27

14. David Gardyne ofLatoun suing John Easton in Wester Methie and William
Easton in Kinnettles for £18 Sc on a bill. SC47/22/27

15. John Watson of Longbank suing Alex Robertson in the mains ofLongbank for
£50 Sc which represented a half years rent. He was also suing Thomas Proctor for
£9 10/- Sc as rent on part of Longbank. SC47/22/27

16. John Burnett of Elrick suing Alexander Soutter, sometime tenant in Hilltoun of
Balgaivies, now in Kirkton of Rescoby, for £339 13/6 Sc owing for rent arrears.
SC47/22/27

17. George Dempster of Dunnichen removing tenants David Smith, John Smith in
Broadly and David Adam in Kirkton of Dunnichen and John Stow in Realoch.
SC47/22/27

18. Alison Watson, Lady ofLour, suing John Speid in Hillend ofDod for £18 7/4 Sc
on a bill. Also Alexander Speid, late in the New Muir now Wright in Forfar, for
£20 10/- Sc rent arrears. SC47/22/27

19. John Ramsay at Miln of Pert, factor to Lord Halkertoun, suing various
individuals for money owing on bills. SC47/22/36

20. Thomas Miln of Milnfield, factor to Mr Graham ofFintry, suing tenants for
arrears of rent. SC47/22/36

B. Tenants

1. George Johnston, mains of Ethie, suing Robert Cargill, shipmaster in Auchmithie,
for £6 14/- Scots. SC47/22/26

2. Robert Beattie, late tenant at the Miln of Rossie, suing Robert Anderson in Lunan
Mill for £12 Sc as the cost of the ferry from Ferryden for 32 weeks for Thos
Anderson his son. Debt arose in 1732. SC47/22/26

3. James Machlan, tenant in Balkielly, suing John Walker in Colliston for £7 16/-
Sc on a bill and for 3 bolls of oatmeal at £7 Scots per boll, etc. SC47/22/26

4. Patrick Mill, miln master at Panlathie, suing various people for meal and money
on account. SC47/22/26

5. Patrick Alison at Milne ofNewtyle suing various people for debts arising from the
sale of meal. SC47/22/26

6. Patrick Alison, factor ofNewtyle, suing Charles Rattray ofDenoon for £20 6/8.
Money lent. SC47/22/27

7. James Clerk, tenant in Mosstoun of Glamis, suing various people for agricultural
produce, ie oats, fodder, grazing of sheep, sale of cow. SC47/22/27

8. Alex Smyth, farmer in Meigle, suing David Black in Millhall, for £7 14/- Sc
being the price of 10 bolls of oats. Also Alexander Black, miller at Kinaldrum, for
£18 6/- balance on 5 bolls of bear. SC47/22/36
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C. Residenters or occupier

1. John Geddes in Collinwood suing Alexander Watt ofMiln of Craig for £5 Sc and
John Estin in Miln of Coliston for £8 Sc. SC47/22/26

2. James Alexander, old miln of Fern, suing Thomas Brown in the mains of Edzell
for £36 Sc part of a bill. SC47/22/26

3. William Taylor, old cotton of Garden, suing James Anderson in the grounds of ?
for £20 Sc for meal, bear and seeds. SC47/22/26

4. Alex Miln in ? suing John Liddle in Cotton of Craigie for £20 Sc the price of a
stack of hay. Also Alexander Thornton, cotton ofKincauldrum, for £3 as the price
ofhalf a boll of seed. SC47/22/26

5. David Wallace in Bructillo suing various people, ie Alex Soutar in Hillside of
Guthrie for £11 10/- as the price of a stott and Patrick Simpson, quarrier in Turin
for £8 as the balance of the price of a sheep. SC47/22/26

6. Hugh Maxwell, minister of the Gospel at Forfar, suing Robert Fletcher jun of
Balinshoe for £43 13/10 Sc. Also Alison Watson, lady Lower, factor for Patrick
Carnegy, her son, for £74 14/5. This total of £118 8/3 was their portion of the
cost of dividing the marches of Forfar. SC47/22/26

7. David Wallace in Bractillo, suing James Walker in Cotton of Gask for £28 Sc the
price of two oxen sold by him. SC47/22/26

8. James Miln at Newmilne of Castleton suing Mungo Murray, schoolmaster in
Littleton ofAirly, for the price of two bolls of meal at £8 Sc / boll. SC47/22/26

9. Alex Milne in Balmashanner suing David Scott in Clocklow for £10 13/4 Sc as
the price of a boll of meal and also Alexander Tarbet in the grounds of
Carsegounie for £5 6/8 for meal. SC47/22/26

10. James Gordon in Banff suing Fransis Dorward in Westmarch in the grounds of
Garden for £25 10/-Sc on a bill. SC47/22/26

11. David Blair, minister of the gospel in Brechin, bought a horse from George
Donaldson, flesher in Montrose, at Trinity fair, for £7. Horse claimed to be
unsound. SC47/22/26

12. Andrew Rodger, in Millhill, sold 5 oxen to James Milne but as part of the deal he
was allowed to keep them to sow his bear crop. He later sold them again to John
Smith ofBallgillo. Disputed ownership. SC47/22/27

13. Alexander Gairns in the grounds ofNevoy, suing Alexander Whitten in
Auchtertyre for £8 Sc being the price of two swine. SC47/22/27

14. Robert Arnot in Kinnellos, suing Micheal Hounier at Halkerton Mill for £6 due
for ale he had bought. SC47/22/27

15. James Anderson in Boysack suing various people for meal bought by them.
Mostly cottars. SC47/22/27

16. Mr James Moir, minister ofKirkden, suing various people ie, Andrew Rodger in
Milnhall of Rescobie for £8 Sc for a boll of meal or David Malcolm £6 4/- Sc as

the outstanding amount on the sale of a cow. SC47/22/27
17. James Ross, Gardner to Alex Bower, suing William Winter in Inglistoun of

Kinnettles for £13 4/- Sc being part of the price of a cow. SC47/22/27
18. Isobel Walker, spouse of John Dougal, late minister ofRescobie, suing various

weavers and cottar folk for money owing. SC47/22/36
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19. William Hendry, grieve to Patrick Crawford of Auchnames, suing William
Young in Easter Bullwhalie for £17 Sc the price of a cow. SC47/22/36

20. Patrick Mudie in Gallowfauld, sold a horse to Alexander Gray ofAucterhouise
while at St Jame's Market. The horse was claimed to be lame. SC47/22/36

21. Alexander Simpson in Craikie suing John Laird in Wester Lowrie for £7 16/- Sc
due on some yarn. SC47/22/36

22. Alexander Hastie in Baldardie, suing John Crighton in East Drums, for £9 Sc as
the grassmeal of a cow and a horse he had grazed for him for two years.
SC47/22/36

D. Artisans / trades

1. Fransis Dir, Flesher in Arbroath suing John Masterton for £12 10/- Sc as the price
of a quantity of tallow selling for 40/- per stone. SC47/22/26

2. John Hill, late deacon of the weavers in Forfar, collecting various debts.
SC47/22/26

3. James Ritchie, smith of Drumglay, suing various individuals for work he had
done. For example, George Smith in Ballmuchity for £1 for mending his wife's
spinning wheel. SC47/22/26

4. William Stiven, slater in Arbroath, suing Thomas Agmer in Carnoustie for £24 Sc
5. David Smith, brewer in Forfar, suing James Fisher, baker in Forfar, for £11 Sc the

price of a farm horse. Also William Cuthbert, shoemaker in Forfar for £1 10/-
money lent and John Gordon wigmaker for rent owed.

6. David Cauly, writer in Forfar, suing John Perie, grieve to Alex Duncan of Lundie,
for legal costs. SC47/22/27

7. Alex Watson, surgeon in Dundee, suing Sir Alex Wedderburn of Blackness for
£98 Sc for medicine and attendance over a number of years. Bill included.
SC47/22/27

8. James Volum, butcher in Forfar, suing various people for goods and money owing
on bills. SC47/22/36

E. Merchants

1. Richard Holden in Dundee suing Joseph Austin, merchant in Perth, for goods
worth £18 14/5. SC47/22/26

2. James Fauld, merchant in Arbroath, suing various peoples for merchants goods. Ie
John Wan in Ballachie for £20 Sc, John Dall in Bankhead of Arbroath, John Tod
in Crudie and George Brown in Panlathie. SC47/22/26

3. Robert Mitchell, merchant in Kirriemuir, suing David Miller, mason in Nevoy, for
£18 8/- Sc for goods. SC47/22/26

4. Provost Coutes suing John Whyte and James Ogilvy for the price of lint seed. The
latter were appealing on the grounds that they claimed that the seed was not new
seed, ie it was last year's seed. This had resulted, they claimed, in the crop being a
failure for which they were holding Coutes liable for the cost. They Quoted the
new act of parliament entitled 'An Act for the better regulation of linen and
hemp manufacturing in that part of Great Britain called Scotland', that had
made it illegal to sell old seed unless it was clearly stated to be old. The Act
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stated' That from and after the 1st day ofNov 1737 persons presume to mix, cause
to mixed, any parcel of lintseed of different countries or growth' must let the
buyer know. SC47/22/26

5. Alexander Andrenm merchant in Rotterdam, suing James Wallace, merchant in
Arbroath for £60 18/4 on unpaid bill for rum. SC47/22/26

6. Thomas Hendry, merchant in Dundee, suing James Peirie, Milntoun of Cortachie,
for £2 9/4 on account. SC47/22/26

7. Alex Jamieson, merchant in the grounds of Colliston, suing Patrick Reid in
Arbroath, for £12 7/6 Sc as the remains of an account for seven stone of lint.
SC47/22/26

8. Patrick Straiton, merchant in Montrose, suing James Fauld, merchant in Arbroath
for money he owed Samual Straiton, factor in London. £18 11/10. SC47/22/26

9. John Grant, merchant and Baillie in Arbroath, suing for multiple debts.
SC47/22/26

10. William Murison of Naughton suing James Gordon, merchant in Kirriemuir, for
£4 contained in a bill drawn by William Molinecort, merchant in Glasgow.
SC47/22/26

11. George Dempster of Dunnichen, merchant in Dundee, suing James Laird, farmer,
for £6 13/4 on a bill. Also suing Hendry, Wright in Forfar, for £12 Sc as the value
of a crib of glass he had delivered. SC47/22/27

12. James Ouchterlony, merchant in Arbroath, suing various people for money owing
from bills. SC47/22/27

13. Alex Jamerson, merchant in Willinyards, suing various individuals, ie George
Jarron in Picherton of Guthrie. SC47/22/27

14. Alexander Neish, merchant in Muirside of Kinnel, suing many individuals for
merchants goods. Total owing £271 13/- Sc. SC47/22/27

15. William Read, merchant in Arbroath, suing David Adamson, merchant in
Kirriemuir for £29 5/- Sc on a bill. SC47/22/27

16. John Grant, merchant in Arbroath, suing many individuals. Total owed him was
£129 16/10. Sc SC47/22/27

17. James Boyle, merchant in Forfar, suing various individuals for merchants goods.
18. Thomas Adamson, merchant in Kirriemuir, suing a number of individuals on

accounts. SC47/22/36
19. John Ouchterlony, merchant in Montrose, suing Robert Gibson butcher in

Montrose, for £5 51- on a bill. SC47/22/36

F. Administration

1. (26) William Spied, writer in Dundee, suing various people, mainly weaver, for
legal costs. SC47/22/26

2. Andrew Binny, Treasurer of the Burgh of Forfar, suing various people for
allowing their animals to stray onto the town lands. SC47/22/26

3. Document on the annual Fiar prices, with jury. SC47/22/26

G. Trade
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1. John Mitchell, shipmaster in Arbroath, suing John Eason in Hilltoun of Guthrie
for £ 19 4/- Sc on a bill. SC47/22/26

2. Thomas Wilkie, shipmaster in Arbroath, accusing John Lyel in Easthaven of
Panbride and Peter Milne in Panlachie Milne of stealing a cash of goods
belonging to him. They were found in the Milne house. Value £12 Sc. SC47/22/26

3. Patrick and Robert Rattray of the miln ofBilkirry were being sued by David Laird
ofMeigle for failing to honour their part of a deal involving the purchase of 100
bolls of meal that they had bought from Boysack farm. They had purchased the
meal at £10 Sc per boll and sold it at 12/- Sc per peck which gave them a profit of
£2 18/8 Sc per boll and Laird was suing them for his share. SC47/22/26

4. Thomas Wilkie, shipmaster in Arbroath, suing various merchants for goods, ie
William Anderson, merchant in Arbroath, for £14 8/- or James Suttor, merchant
in Arbroath for £10. SC47/22/26

5. John Wallace, present provost of Arbroath, suing John Rennald of Cairnie for £11
7/- money advanced to him for a bargain on some bear which he failed to deliver.
SC47/22/26

6. (36) David Mudie, town clerk of Arbroath, suing John Clerk, in Glamis, for £60
Sc as the price of dyers utensils. SC47/22/36

H. Encroachment and land use

I. Helen Spalding, relict of Andrew Spalding of Drumfork, had a two year old stot
pasturing in the forest of Alyth and it had strayed into the grounds of Derrie
belonging to John Ballantyne. He had kept it. She claimed that he had failed in his
duty to ' make intimation of it to the sheriff, the sheriff clerk or the procurate
fiscal in terms of the common law' or even publicly advertise it as found at the
church of the parish. She was suing him for the value of the animal at £21 Sc plus
the value of the labour that could have been expected of the animal over the three
years he had kept it.( equal to another £21 plus expenses = £50 Sc) SC47/22/26

2. William Ramsay of Milne of Tyall, Lintrathen, suing Alex and Andrew Ogilvy for
damage they caused by cutting and carrying away some alder trees from the
woods ofDrims of which he was the tacksman. £20 Sc. SC47/22/26

3. Alex Robertson in Baldovy suing Walter Greig in Maryton, for allowing his
beastials to trample his corn. £24 10/- Sc. SC47/22/26

4. John Carnegy of Boysack suing various people guilty of 'breaking dykes, ditches
and hedges and cutting down or pulling up greenwood' from his plantation at
Boysack. The culprits were; David Webster, David Ritchie, John Coathill all of
the cotton of Gilchorn and James Stewart, John Dorward, and John Davidson.
SC47/22/26

5. William Watt in Mains ofEdzell, suing John Henderson in Prestoun and William
Henderson in Bonhard, for £50 Sc the value of 3 large fir trees they had cut down
from his enclosure at the Mains of Edzell. SC47/22/27

6. William Johnston, heritor in Barry, claiming David Smith, tenant of Thomas
Gourly in Whitelums, had with Gourly's consent, torn down boundary markers
and feall stones thus depriving Johnston of ground to the extent of which would
sow one firlot of corn. He also claimed that they had also built a large barn on his
ground. SC47/22/27
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7. Allan Crighton, tenant in Ingelston, claims John Feind and Robert Jackson of
Ingliston ofKinnolles, had allowed their brown mare to stray most of the previous
winter. Crighton had impounded it but they had refused to pay the fine or take it
back. He was suing them for £8 6/4 as the cost of its keep. SC47/22/27

8. George Syme in the grounds ofMilnfield and Alex Gourdie in Bulleon found
guilty of breaking into Lord Gray's enclosure and stealing three turnips. Gray
claims they were in the company of a great many others but they were the ones
that were caught. They were sentenced to stand in the pillory in Forfar with a
notice about their necks detailing their crime. SC47/22/27

J. Employment

1. (26) Thomas Wright, tenant in Brydestoun, was being sued by Margaret Douglas,
daughter of John Douglas of Knotside, for wrongful dismissal. The libel had been
successful and Wright was appealing on the grounds that Douglas was not suitable
to work for him and had, he claimed, on one occasion thrown his young son into
the fire. Witnesses produced. SC47/22/26

2. Thomas Kerr in Little Lower, fee'd Katherine Davidson, daughter of Robert
Davidson in Hattoun of Inverrarity, as an ordinary servant for one year at £11 Sc,
an apron (12/-) and an ell of linen (12/-). She ran off and he was suing her for
breach of contract. SC47/22/26

3. James Hutcheson, servant to the laird of Pitscandly, suing Alexander Nicoll in
Weems for £9 4/- which he owed him for a half years wages. SC47/22/26

4. Robert Jolly suing John Findlay, cotton of Carse, for £4 18/- Sc as the
outstanding amount due him from wages of £19 4/- Sc which he earned by
serving as an ordinary servant to Findlay in the year 1738-39. SC47/22/26

5. George Duncan at Miln of Burnside, claims he served Alexander Stiven, tenant at
New Milne of Dod, for 3.5 years at £8 / year and was claiming wages in arrears of
£27. SC47/22/27

6. Isobell Wayrall at East Milne of Cortachy claims she was sacked unfairly from
her fee with James Spiers at the Mill of Cortachie. Suing for compensation.
SC47/22/27

7. Elizebeth Elder, daughter of David Elder in Coldside, was fee'd by her father to
William Findly in Lammerton and his wife Elizebeth Miller but she was sacked
after only 8 days. As a result she was suing her employers for £10 4/- Sc plus £6
Sc expenses. SC47/22/27

8. Jean Boutcher in Blackness suing John Wedderburn, younger of Blackness, for
£90 Scots as 3 years wages due to her for serving as an ordinary servant woman.
SC47/22/27

9. Elizebeth Adams was fee'd to Margaret Walker, spouse of James Moir, minister
ofKirkden, for £7 Scots and an old gown. She served till harvest time and then
was thrown out. She was suing for £8 Scots. SC47/22/27

10. Peter Alexander in Douglasmuir, suing Alex Pyott in Kinnell for £6 Sc for wages
owing for his harvest fee for shearing. SC47/22/27

11. Alex Speid, wright in Forfar, suing John Easton tenant in Milne of Colliston, for
£1 18/- as the balance of the price of 6 pecks of oats which he was due him for
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working his Haggwork? for a year plus other items to the value of £9 14/-
SC47/22/27

12. John Proctor, inndweller in Forfar, was fee'd to James Fenton in Kennety, as an
ordinary servant. He became ill during his fee with 'ague or trembling fever' and
was unable to work. He was claiming a portion of his wages. SC47/22/36

13. John Greig in Newbigging of Letham suing Harry Morum for £20 Sc for failing
to honour a fee agreement. SC47/22/36

14. James Dargie in Easter Meathie sued Robert Davidson previously his servant,
now servant to James Kid, late Deacon of the weavers trade in Forfar, for £6 18/-
Sc. £4 10/- being a harvest fee and £2 8/- the value of the produce of a lippie of
lintseed which Davidson sowed and reaped on his land. Davidson had walked out
after only three days of harvest. SC47/22/36

15. Andrew Cuthrow in Little Kilmindie suing Mary Eason for not entering a fee for
one year as she had agreed. Wages were to have been £9, 2 aprons, 2 ells of linen
and a sowing of a lippie of lintseed. Total £12. SC47/22/36

K. Tacks

1. Andrew Milne, outgoing tenant ofHillside ofFormall now ofKnockside of
Formall, was suing Alex Edward the incoming tenant for damages to his corn.
The normal transfer date for a tack was Whitsunday. On that date the new tenant
usually took possession of the house and barns but the outgoing tenant would be
allowed access to harvest his growing crop. Milne stated that this was only
possible because 'where by law and practice of this realm the incoming tenant is
obliged to preserve the corns of the outgoing tenant'. He accuses Edwards of
failing to do this and allowing his beastials to damage his growing corn. The
damage was appraised by David Lawson ofBolan ofLintrathen and James
Mclntoch in Broomhead in the grounds ofKilry that were the burliemen, and also
James Fenton in Gavels who was the local overseeman. Damage was ruled at 21
pecks at £6 Sc per boll equalling £7 17/6 Sc. SC47/22/26

2. John Burnet ofElrick, proprietor of the lands and barony ofBalgavies, suing
David Walker, tenant in Balgavies, for ploughing up grassland. He is accused of
ploughing up the grassland commonly called the Limm of Balgavies, without
permission and contrary to his tack. The judge ordered both parties to choose a
neighbouring gentleman and farmer and get them to report to him on the damage
to the land that had resulted from this illegal tillage. Walker argued that the tack
did not specifically state that he could not plough this ground. He also argued that
it had been ploughed recently by another tenant. There was also some dispute
about the conditions of the drains in an area called the Greenmyre, which had
resulted in that area becoming impossible to labour. The former tenant had sworn
that they were sufficient when he left the farm but they would now require the
cost of 'six pecks of meal (presumably to pay the drainers) to make the drains
sufficient'. This was the responsibility of the present tenant. (Further details a
year later in Sc47.22.27). This time the charge was mislabouring, in particular, the
taking of a fourth crop of oats. David Walker had moved to Drimmie. Burnet was
charging him with mislabouring 'contrary to all custom of labouring and
expressly contrary to the articles of the roup of the said mains and tack set to John
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Creighton the immediate former tenant and whose manner of labouring the said
David Walker ought to have followed'. It was stated that the taking of a 4th crop
on land that should have been in grass cost the next tenant £8 10/- Sc as the value
of the lost grass and £52 10/- Sc as the price of 7 bolls, 2 firlots of victuals he
would have got from ploughing up the grass himself (£7 Sc / boll). Walker was
denying the charges and counter suing another tenant who he claims was
responsible for taking the 4th crop. SC47/22/26

3. A long and complicated case between John Proctor and David Laing, concerning
the possession of some land. Laing presented the following valuation of loss that
he had sustained from his land that he claims was caused by Proctor. (1) The cows
had been disposed of before dung had been abstracted and the value of this lost
dung needed to be accounted for. (2) The grazing of a cow at £3 and a calf at £1.
(3) 9 Cartfulls of Sods at 5/- each. (4) 34 Cartfulls of Turf at 2/- each. (5) 1 rig of
broom at 6/-. (6) A house and yard possessed at £4. (7) The grass for 6 sheep.
SC47/22/26

4. (36) Tack between Thomas Lyel and John Carnegy, son of David Carnegy, tenant
in Parkland, for the farm of Pressock. Details of the tack. Length was optional at
7, 9 or 15 years. Entry : Whitsunday 1748 to the house and then to the land after
the division of the crops. Conditions 'Good labour and manure the lands hereby
sett sufficiently conform to the use and want and to reside thereon'. Payment: 32
bolls of oatmeal of 8 stone / boll, £200 Sc of money and 4 dozen hens. The meal
was to be delivered to Arbroath, Montrose, Brechin or Forfar. Also he was to
provide one days labour at harvest time of all of' their whole shearers on
Pressock ' whenever demanded and also to labour a part of the plantain at
Gardyne in the same proportion as the other tenants. The farm was astricted to
grind all the corns at Denton Mill, to pay accustomed multures and knaveships
and also to use only the Smiddy of Gardyne for his smiddy work. On Removal:
Intention to leave or be dismissed was to be issued at Lammass preceding the
Whitsunday to remove. At removal the houses and biggings should be in good
repair and the cottar houses all full of cottars (as they were on entry). Also he was
obliged to labour the cottar tofts and fire the fauld Dykes on the year of his
removal. A fine of £210 Sc was to apply if conditions were broken. In this
particular case the dispute was over whither Lyel was bound to stop the waters of
the Vinnie from encroaching the haughs of the toun and to make the houses and
biggings sufficient on entry and provide five new cottar houses and a barn as he
said he would. These conditions were not mentioned in the tack but Carnegy
clearly thought that there was a verbal agreement to that effect. SC47/22/36

L. Assault

1. Evidence against James Kernie, late in Newton of Panmure, for the murder of
George Anderson in Newton of Panmure. Witness reports and potential jury
members. SC47/22/26

2. John Cargill of Eastercraig accused of an assault with a sword on John Allan in
Eastercraig. SC47/22/27
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3. Robert Wedderburn of Pearsie complained that Alex Grim, merchant in Brechin,
had broken into his house at the dead of night with a band of disorderly men and
frightened him and his family. He also broke a glass window. SC47/22/27

4. Jean Philp, cotton of Westmains of Panmure, charging William Chield with
assault. SC47/22/36

M. Multure

1. Patrick Sturrock in Craithy was claiming that various people had avoided the
payment of multure due him on the mill of Rescobie. SC47/22/26
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Sheriff records for the 1750's

SC47/22/37 - 68

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/43. 1752.
SC47/22/44. 1753.
SC47/22/65. 1756.
SC47/22/66. 1757.

A. Landlord.

1. Alex Wise of Lunan collecting rent, crops and for money lent. (5 debtors)
SC47/22/43

2 Thomas Fotheringham Ogilvy of Powrie collecting multiple rent
arrears. SC47/22/43

3 James Guthrie of that Ilk collecting £6 Sc from Robert Allan smith at Kirkton of
Guthrie due for part of his rent.SC47/22/43

4 James Duff younger, of Turfachie, collecting debt from John Cowllie his tenant
who had gone bankrupt. He was also owing Thomas Edward at Brimminzeon £8
18/- Sc on an account. SC47/22/43

5 James Carnegy Arbuthnot of Balnamoon, collecting debt arising from a bill of
exchange for £185 due from James Cargill, elder in Kirriemuir. SC47/22/43

6 James Duff younger, of Turfachie, collecting £19 6/- Sc the price of a cow that
he sold to Andrew Laing at Milne of Invershuan. SC47/22/43

7 Factor for the late Mr Gray collecting rent due from the estate blacksmith.
SC47/22/43

8 George Johnston, writer in Kirriemuir, collecting the price of meal from many
individuals. SC47/22/43

9 Gordon of Troup, collecting rent from John Brown of Pitcundrum . £98 13/6 Sc.
SC47/22/44

10 Sir John Ogilvy of Inverarity suing Thomas Moncur ofLochdrum for the rent
arrears on the farm of Easter Kinnordy. £ 17 10/- Scots. SC47/22/44

11 John Watson of Longbank petition the court for the return of his two oxen that
had been sent to James Duncan to graze in the summer but had not been returned
with the other cattle. He claims Duncan was using them himself to do his own
ploughing. SC47/22/44

12 Thomas Ogilvy of Coull suing James Low, workman. Ogilvy had contracted Low
to build a dam on his estate with a guarantee that it would last ten years. It had
collapsed and Ogilvy was suing for the return of his money. SC47/22/44

13 David Jobson, factor for George Dempster of Dunnichen, suing David Gibb at
Miln of Ballmure for £18 13/9 Sc on an account. SC47/22/65

14 Thomas Fotheringham Ogilvy ofPowrie seeking to remove Thomas Michison his
tenant. SC47/22/65
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15 John Ogilvy of Inshewan suing Janet Low in Longlands Muir in Easter Inshewan
for two years rent of £22. Sc SC47/22/65

16 Earl of Strathmore seeking to remove a number of tenants. SC47/22/65
17 Lady of Pitscandly suing James Taylor, tenant in Wemyss in the grounds of

Pitscandly for £10 rent arrears. SC47/22/65
18 Alex Watson of Turin suing George Turnbull, mason, for £11 10/- Sc on the

balance of a bill. SC47/22/65
19 Fransis Erskine ofKirkbuddo suing John Sturrock, late tenant of Holemiln of

Kirkbuddo for £130 Sc in rent arrears plus £2 21- the wages of 6 shearers and a
Bairdester that he should have provided his landlord at harvest time. SC47/22/65

20 William Maxwell, merchant in Dundee, factor to the estate ofRuthven and
Coull, collecting rents on the estate. SC47/22/66

21 Robert Wedderburn of Pearsie, factor to Mrs Margret Balfour of Idvies suing
tenants for rent arrears. For example, Patrick Fiffe in Scurry for £190 10/- Sc and
George Kirkaldie in Bructullo for £234 1 l/-.Sc. SC47/22/66

22 John Deas, tacksman for John Maule and James Carnegy of Pitarrow, seeking to
remove David Linsay from the farm of Nether Pitforthie. Lindsay was a student
of divinity and claimed he had a tack for three years paying one guinea and three
chalders of victual per year. Lindsay disputing Deas right to evict him.
SC47/22/66

23 Margaret Fife seeking to remove tenants from the lands of Pitharrow.
SC47/22/66

24 John Kinloch ofKilrie seeking to remove tenants. SC47/22/66
25 David Ogilvy seeking to remove Alex and Thomas Stormonth from the lands of

Glenny. SC47/22/66
26 Elendry Ogilvy, minister ofLunan, and Robert Ogilvy in London, sons of Thomas

Ogilvy late minister of Coupar and his wife Elizebeth Smith, liferenter of the
lands of Oldallen, suing Robert Wilson in Westerton of Glencaulty for rent.
SC47/22/66

27 James Hunter, minister at Kirkden, tacksman ofMid Idvies seeking to remove
John Williamson from the cotton ofMid Idvies. SC47/22/66

28 Margaret Balfour, alias Wedderburn, liferenter of the lands of Idvies, removing
Alex Garder tenant of the lands and toun of East Idvies. SC47/22/66

B. Tenant.

1. Tenant Frederick Hood in Cossins suing sub-tenant Robert Lownie in
Tempietoun of Kilpurnie for debts arising from the sale of oats and meal as well
as the price of the deficiency of the work he was due as a subtenant. SC47/22/43

2. John Burnet, miller ofKinnaird owed money by various cottar folk. SC47/22/43
3. Alexander Fitchie, tenant, seeking payment for a horse and cow. SC47/22/43
4. Debts arising from the sale of 4 bolls of malt by Thomas Ogilvy, tenant, to Peter

Farquarson, Brewer. SC47/22/43
5. John Johnston, tenant in Ballgony, sold David Lieghton in Burnside of Memus 3

ox. Debt remaining £37. SC47/22/43
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6. Robert Black, tenant in Clothie, collecting money due from the Brechin fleshers.
SC47/22/43

7. John Ireland, tenant in Quish, collecting multiple debts for agricultural items.
SC47/22/43

8. James Taylor, subtenant in Wymss ofPitscandly, trying to remove Robert Bean
from 'a grass and house'. SC47/22/66

9. William Arnot, tenant in Over Dysert suing Charles Ferrier, tenant in Bowhouse
and Roberet Brown, tenant in Bolshan, for money issued in a bill. This money
should have been paid on a certain date at the Montrose Coffee house.
SC47/22/66

C. Residenters or Occupiers

1. Alex Craik in Braes of Glenwharity collecting various debts arising from the sale
of sheep and bolls of corn. SC47/22/43

2. John Ogilvy at Keny bought a horse from Thomas White in Thorntown and found
later that it had distemper and was suing for the return of his money.

3. John Coullie in Turfachie owing Thomas Edwards at Brimminzeon the sum of £8
18/- Sc.SC47/22/44

4. Alexander Lammy at Windymiln suing Hendry Gibson in Boghall for £24 Sc on a
bargain over a horse. SC47/22/44

5. Alexander Christie in Bogend suing many individuals on bills of exchange that
had not been honoured. Ie, James Edward in Crossboy for £14 Sc the balance of
a bill of £20 Sc. SC47/22/44

6. Thomas Smith ofArdovie trying to collect money owing him from John Ferrier,
merchant in Hearnwell, for items sold or lent to him. SC47/22/44

7. Thomas Duncan in Runngathie in Clova suing James Duncan in Coldhamie for
£35 12/- Sc on a bill of exchange. SC47/22/65

8. William Wilson in Over Bagging suing Alexander Edward in Balgray for £1 9/-
Sc on a bill, £5 Sc for lint and 12/- Sc for the balance on the price of 6 firlots of
bear meal. SC47/22/65

9. William Coupar in Balnamoon of Glamis suing James Robertson in Foffarty for
£1 4/-, John Wighton for 12/- and John Sturrock, weaver in the grounds of
Kirkbuddo, for £5 Sc the balance on the price of a cow he sold him at St Peters
Fair. SC47/22/65

10. John Sturrock in Raesmill suing Thomas and David Reany ( ofDraffin and
Tulloes) for £75 5/6 Sc owed on a bill. SC47/22/65

11. Robert Whyte, servant to Ja Doig in Glamis, suing James Blair in the grounds of
Ballounie for £9 Sc as the balance of the price of bear and £1 4/- for nine
napkins and £3 for a new gown. SC47/22/65

12. William Machie, taylor in cotton of Carseburn, suing James Proctor in Nether
Bow of Ballinshoe for £15 Sc the balance on the price of an ox. SC47/22/65

13. James Kae, weaver, suing George Brown, butcher in Kirriemuir, for £10 Sc the
value of a swine he sold to him. SC47/22/65

14. George Miln, late of Caswell, now in Arbroath, suing David Davidson in New
Barns and Fransis Thomson in Drunkendubs for a bill of £48 10- Sc. SC47/22/65
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15. Thomas Rattray, forester, suing John Wilkie in the grounds ofKilry for £3 14/-
Sc for timber. SC47/22/65

16. Peter Fife in Ascurry Miln bought a cow from George Smith in the grounds of
Muthill, at the St James Fair Forfar for £23 10/-. When he got it home he found
it was suffering from Scurdy and he wanted his money back. SC47/22/65

17. Andrew Bruce, late at the Kirk of Airly, suing Andrew Moncur in the grounds of
Kinnowell, for £3 18/- Sc the value of 2 weaving reeds ofyarn, a pair of shoes
and a mutchkin of oil ale. SC47/22/65

18. Patrick Neish in Balgillo suing Robert Nuir, flesher in Kirriemuir for the sum of
£13 5/- Sc on an account. SC47/22/65

19. Alexander Longlands in Haughs ofFinavon suing various individuals; James
Smith in Balgillo for £18 Sc for seed oats. Alexander Hill in cotton ofArdovie
for the price of a halfboll of pea meal. John Spindler in Ballinshoe for £6 Sc for
bear. SC47/22/66

20. William Leslie at Bridge end ofBalgavies owing David Mudie, servant to George
Johnston, brewer in Kirkton of Monikie, the sum of £13 Sc. SC47/22/66

21. Thomas Findlayson at Lochmiln suing Thomas Young in Greenmuir of Balinshoe
for £15 Sc . SC47/22/66

22. Andrew Dick in Thornton suing William Leslie in Balgavies for £3 as the
balance on the price of a hog of linseed. SC47/22/66

23. Thomas Edward in Burnside ofKilly suing Thomas Ballintyne, portioner of
Pethaugh, for the £8 Sc the value of four sheep. SC47/22/66

24. William Arrott younger ofDunbarrow suing William Adam in Draffin for £40 Sc
on an account. SC47/22/66

25. Fransis Wear in Grange ofLennox claims he bought eight oxen from David
Findly of Scurry for the price of £30 Sc. It was agreed that the money would be
paid at St Peter's market. Findly drove them to the market and sold them to
someone else for more money. SC47/22/66

26. Robert Barcley of Almerclose suing John Dingwalls, land labourer in Arbroath,
for £19 Sc the price of 2 bolls of seed peas and beans. SC47/22/66

D. Artisans and trades

1. Robert Clark, Wright of Cortachy, pursuing various debts. SC47/22/43
2. Alex White, messenger in Dundee, pursuing multiple debts. SC47/22/43
3. James Volin, flesher in Forfar, collecting multiple debts. SC47/22/43
4. David Aikenhead, Wright, collecting multiple debts in Brechin. SC47/22/43
5. John Taylor shoemaker in Farnell suing Ann Falcon at Mill of Melgund for the

price of a pair of shoes and extra soles. SC47/22/44
6. George Burnett, wigmaker, collecting debt from Thomas Crichton, surgeon in

Dundee. SC47/22/44
7. Alexander Stewart, gardener in Kirriemuir owed money for the sale of kale

plants. SC47/22/44
8. William Robb, watchmaker in Montrose, suing William Crichton in the Hill of

Bolshan for £4 4/- on an account. SC47/22/44
9. Andrew Binney, writer in Forfar, suing Robert Spencer in Muirside of Kinnell for

£5 2/- Sc on account. SC47/22/66
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10. George Grieve, maltster in Kirriemuir, suing James Doig, journeyman, for 20/-.
SC47/22/66

11. William Gammond, writer in Glamis, suing Alex Cowlie, tenant in Millside for
£15 1/1 on account. SC47/22/66

12. William Allan, wigmaker and barber in Forfar, suing James Low in Wester
Mathie for £1 16/- the price of a wig. SC47/22/66

13. William Younger, brewer in West Ferries, suing James Stivens, flaxdresser in
Arbroath, for £19 Sc on account. SC47/22/66

14. Dr John Ogilvy, surgeon in Forfar, suing Alexander Imlach, schoolmaster in
Kirriemuir for 14/- the price of some medicine. SC47/22/66

E. Merchants

1. The Baillie of Brechin pursuing the shipmaster James Knight for debts.
SC47/22/43

2. Peter Scrimzour, merchant, pursuing multiple debts (6). SC47/22/43
3. David Allardice, merchant, collecting debts to the sum of £16 from James

Hunter. SC47/22/43
4. John Rodger, merchant in Brechin, suing Robert Gibson, flesher in Balkeillie for

legal costs. SC47/22/43
5. George Dempster, merchant in Dundee, collecting multiple debts. (20+).

SC47/22/43
6. David Garner, merchant, collecting debts for sale of hops. SC47/22/43
7. James Donaldson, merchant in Montrose, collecting debts from William

Blackburne, merchant in Brechin. SC47/22/43
8. Colin Alison at Fearnwell, merchant, collecting multiple debts for money owing

from the sale of various agricultural items. £3 6/8 Sc for bear, or £36 Sc on
money borrowed. SC47/22/44

9. John Fife, merchant in Kirriemuir, suing James Stornmoth ofEdnaughty for 6
firlots of oatmeal which was outstanding from a bill concerning the board and
lodging of his two sons. SC47/22/44

10. William Gellatly, merchant in Arbroath, suing Dr John Achenhead in Brechin,
for £2 15/-. SC47/22/44

11. David Mudie, merchant in Arbroath, suing John Neish, Waulkmill of Redcastle,
for £11 15/10 the balance of a bill of £50. SC47/22/44

12. George Dempster, merchant in Dundee suing Robert Reid, merchant in Forfar for
the sum of £151 14/- Scots for goods supplied. SC47/22/44

13. Thomas Davidson, merchant in Montrose, suing various individuals for
merchants goods. SC47/22/44

14. David Low, merchant in Dundee suing David Adamson, merchant in Kirriemuir
for the sum of £1 6/- balance on a bill. SC47/22/44

15. James Low, merchants in Montrose suing Joseph Johnston for a bill drawn on
him and accepted by James Hiberton, chapman in Brechin. SC47/22/44

16. John Gowans, merchant in Thenell suing various individuals for money owing on
goods. SC47/22/66
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F. Administration

1. Alexander Scyrimsour of Tealing collecting Cess tax. (Many). SC47/22/43
2. James Dickson, treasurer of the burgh of Forfar, collecting various debts.

SC47/22/43
3. Various people charged with fishing out of season on the Noran water.

SC47/22/43
4. William Gorty, goaler of Forfar, suing William Lindsay, flesher in Dundee, for

£12 6/8 Sc the price of 36 days keep in the jail at a rate of x/i Merk per day.
SC47/22/65

5. Dispute over the care and maintenance of a bastard child. The real parents had
fled and the foster parents had been refused poor relief from the minister of
Montrose Kirk. SC47/22/66

6. John Wood, law officer, suing David Ross, weaver in the cotton of Grange of
Connon, for 18/- Sc the price of a warrant paid out on his behalf. SC47/22/66

7. John Rolland, Kirk Treasurer ofArbroath, suing John Renny for £2 2/- the
amount he was fined by the Kirk for fathering a bastard child. SC47/22/66

G. Trade

1. Robert Thomson, maltman in Dundee, suing James Thomsom, Mains of
Dunhope , for £25 10/- for the price of 22 Vi barrels of ale. SC47/22/44

2. David Crole in Marykirk, suing Lachlan Morison, merchant in Montrose, over
the conditions of a deal involving the sale of 138 bolls, 2 Firlots, 2 pecks of corn
with fodder. The argument concerned the payment of £44 10/- Sc due on the
grain from the multure on the thrashed corn. Each claimed each other was
paying. SC47/22/65

3. David Ogilvy, brewer in Alyth, suing John Henderson of Mill of Balmuckity for
failing to deliver 20 bolls of oatmeal as agreed. SC47/22/65

4. Robert Gillies, merchant in Brechin was suing John Machar, merchant in
Tannadice for 40 bolls of meal that he had bought but was refusing to uplift.
SC47/22/65

5. Charles Ferrier in Bowhouse had made a bargain with Fransis Straiton in Kinoul
for the purchase of 40 bolls of oatmeal at £5 10/- per boll. The meal should have
been delivered to Montrose at the market cross. He failed to deliver and Ferrier
was suing him. SC47/22/66

H. Encroachment and Land use

I. Robert Bruce, tenant in Edzell, complaining of two women and a man breaking
into his enclosure and taking wood. SC47/22/43

2. Andrew Stalker, servant to James Miln in Commistoun accused of stealing dung
from Thomas Garden. Stalker threatened to 'stab him with a grip' when he
complained. SC47/22/43

3. James Low and Alex Farquhson, both tenants, were disputing the grazing rights
in a township. Low claimed that horses had grazed 'promiscuously past the
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memory of man', on the common grazing while Farquharson claimed sole rights
to the grazing. SC47/22/44

4. Alexander Watson of Turin suing James Duncan, smith at Balgavies, for grazing
his cattle on his land. SC47/22/44

5. A case that arose because part of a tenement that was rented by a poor widow,
Mary Grewer, in Logie ofKirriemuir, was pulled down by her landlord James
Gordon, without giving her any legal notice to quit. SC47/22/44

6. George Rait, previously a workmen now a drover/ merchant, bought sheep and
cattle and sold them in Fife and Edinburgh. He had sheep grazing on different
farms around the county, for example, David Hay's farm at Arbirlot. David
Adamson, grieve ofBallinshoe had seized some of his sheep when they were
grazing on Mr Fletcher's land. Rait was claiming traditional rights of grazing.
SC47/22/44

7. Alexander Ramsay of Balmain charged John Christieson for hunting on his land
at waterside of Glenesk. According to the Act of Parliament 1st session 4th Cap
13th Queen Anne 1707 he should have had permission and ' that no common
fowler shall presume to hunt on any ground without a subscribed warrant from
the proprietor'. Claiming a fine of £20 Sc + £12 damages and expenses.
SC47/22/44

8. Alexander Bowach, tenant in Broomhill, accused of breaking down fences and
allowing his livestock to graze on William Scott of Crudie's land. He claims that
Bowach physically assaulted him when he protested. SC47/22/44

9. Charles Carnegie suing Alex Low for damages done by Low's cattle while they
were being driven from Trinity Fair. SC47/22/44

10. James Carnegy ofPitterrow, tacksman for the lands of Kinnaird, accuses various
people from the Muirside ofKinnell, (who had recently been discharged by his
servants'), of casting up turf on the moor ofBolshan and building houses on the
moor land. SC47/22/44

11. Thomas Stormonth of Pitscandly suing William Suity, tenant in Carsebank, for
the damages he had sustained from three of Suity's stots that had broken into his
clover park. He claims he was going to impound them but Suity forcibly
retrieved them. SC47/22/44

12. Alex Watson junior had a small farm called Broadfauld on which he had recently
sowed grass. This field was some distance from where he lived and not always in
view of one of his servants. He was claiming that the grass suffered greatly from
the grazing of other tenant's cattle and in particular 'five ridges thereof has been
entirely eat by the beastials belonging to James Duncan, smith of Balgavies'. He
was claiming £20 Scots plus expenses. Duncan blamed David Fitchett for the
damage and he was called as a witness. Fitchett declared that the new tenant
coming into his old possession at Whitsunday had removed him from the house
but allowed him to put his 'plenishings' into one of the barns and remain there
until after harvest. He also claimed that Watson had given him tolerance to
pasture upon his grass for 4 or 5 days provided he kept off the tenant's grass. His
cattle had then continued on in the possession until the 6th June but they had not
grazed the grass in question but lived on some infield that should have been in
corn but had not been planted. They then went to Mountlethnot moor until they
were sold. SC47/22/44
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13. John Watt of Kinneris suing David Adams, his tenant, for pulling up twelve ash
trees that Watt had planted on his estate. Adams argued that his tack with Watt
gave him no liberty to plant trees on his rented farm. He claims that his landlord
was trying to upset him in his peaceable farming practice. SC47/22/66

14. George Smart, brewer and caster in Forfar, suing Alex Ogilvie, shoemaker in
Forfar, for damage he did to his horse. Ogilvie had deliberately lamed the horse
when it had strayed onto his land. Smart was arguing that he should have
impounded the horse and he had no right to lame the animal. SC47/22/66

J. Employment

1. James Cochran suing Elizebeth Alison for quitting her fee. SC47/22/43
2. John Alexander in Mains of Guthrie suing John Muir, son of Alexander Muir in

the grounds of Logie, for £5 10/- Scots which he claims as the fee and bounties
that Muir was due for failing to serve him as a 'Littleman' from Martinmas to
Whitsunday. He had entered his employment at Martinmas and continued there
in 'the dead time of year' and then, as the work set in, he left. SC47/22/43

3. An appeal by an apprentice who had been turned out of his five year
apprenticeship in his fourth year. His master was claiming he was useless and
lazy. SC47/22/43

4. John Glen, late servant to David Davidson (Newbarns), now servant to Walter
Greig of Redcastle, was being sued by James Johnston of Ethie who was
claiming Glen had breached a labouring contract. Glen had been originally fee'd
to Robert Johnston of Ethie but before the fee had expired Robert Johnston sent
him to James Johnston because he had no more use for him himself. Glen had
refused to go claiming he was only fee'd to Robert and not James. He claims
Robert had said he had no more use for him and he could 'do as he pleased'.
James Johnston thought otherwise and regarded him a fee'd servant and was
suing him for £8 Scots for damages and expenses for not entering the fee and
causing him 'disappointment of a servant' . The judge appears to have taken the
view that a fee was not transferable in such a chevalier way and found in favour
of Glen. He fined James Johnston £4. SC47/22/44

5. Alexander Stewart, gardener in Kirriemuir, claiming damages from Jannet
Lounan who he had engaged in March of the previous year to serve in his family
as a women servant from Whitsunday to Martinmas. The fee was £6 (+ the
harvest time to herself). She had promised to come unless she was occupied
spinning her own lint or making her own clothes. Instead she had entered into
someone else's service at a considerable loss to Stewart. SC47/22/44

6. Registering an apprentice agreement between John Guthrie baker in Arbroath
and James Mathers, son to George Mather, smith in Kirkton of Carmyllie.
Registered in the book of Council. SC47/22/44

7. Alexander Wilson in Inglistoun of Eassie suing Ann McGregor, Back cottoun of
Inverighty, for a breach of fee contract. Wilson's wife had fee'd McGregor as an
ordinary women servant for a yearly wage of £12 Sc, V4 peck of lint seed sowing
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valued at £1 Sc , an ell of linen at 10/- and an apron at 12/-. Total £14 2/- Sc. She
had left her fee and he was suing her for £14 2/- Sc and £6 Sc expenses.
SC47/22/44

8. John Davidson, ditcher in Brechin, suing Thos Crookes, servant at EcclesJohn
(Col. Scott's place) for £8 16/- Sc, the wages for digging a ditch. Crookes was
claiming that Davidson had failed to complete the work and was refusing to pay.
Davidson claimed that because the ditch had not been built up with stone by
masons, cattle had trampled it down almost immediately, and that was why
Crookes thought he had not completed his job. Davidson was also suing John
Bruce, butcher in Brechin for £3 12/- Sc for wages for ditching 19 days at
Bearshill as well as £2 21- Sc as wages for 'holding his plough for seven days'.
SC47/22/65

9. George Bruce, farmer in Hunker of Wester Ogle, fee'd James Lyal in
Garlowbank, to serve as an ordinary servant for holding his plough. Half year
from Martinmas to Whitsunday. Wages £12 Sc six pound ofwhich was to be
paid immediately. He failed to turn up. SC47/22/65

10. John Fife, weaver in Kirriemuir, fee'd George Wright as an apprentice for two
years. David Ogilvy of Ascrieve and his father James Wright paid 10/- each as an
apprentice fee. The boy entered the employment but had to leave because of poor
health. Fife claimed the boy was fit and had been seen in the harvest fields not
long after he had quit. He was suing Ogilvy and Wright for damages of £10. The
judge ordered an examination of the boy and found that 'he can not perform the
service in terms of the missive' and ruled against Fife's claim. The judge when
commenting on another aspect of the case claimed that 'verbal agreements
between master and his servant or apprentice are daily sustained before this
court'. Such agreements were as strong as if they were written on stamped paper.
SC47/22/65

11. John Puller, tenant in Westmuir ofFintry, fee'd Helen Robertson as an ordinary
servant for a year. Wages £15 Sc. She refused to turn up. SC47/22/65

12. James Black was fee'd by Thos Stormonth ofPitscandly and was appealing to
the court because he had been 'put away' without just cause. He had been fee'd
as an ordinary servant from Whitsunday to Martinmas at £21 Sc. He had
continued till the 1st August when he claims Stormonth took 'illwill and
causeless resentment' against him because he had agreed his next fee with Mr
Carnegy ofLochlair. He claimed he worked from 5 in the morning till 8 at night
carrying mosspeat and shearing grass for his horse. On the day he was sacked he
had just returned at 8pm to the Tads house' where Robert Ritchie his fellow
servant was making brose for supper and his master had unfairly ordered him
back to work. He had refused and as a result he had been sacked. SC47/22/65

13. John Booth had agreed with David Ramsay's father to apprentice him to the
weaving trade. Ramsay's father had since died and David was refusing to honour
the apprenticeship. He claimed that Booth was such a useless weaver that he
would learn nothing of value. Booth was suing him for breach of contract.
SC47/22/65

14. David Warden in Blackhill fee'd Agnes Miles as a women servant for a year at a
wage of £12 Sc, an apron (£1 4/- Sc), two ells of linen and two lippies of linseed.
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She was allowed three days to labour the linseed. She failed to arrive and he was
suing her. SC47/22/66

15. Alexander Graham of Duntroon had engaged John Deuchar as quarryman for 8/-
Sc per day. He had worked for one year but he had refused to renew his contract
for another year at the same price and claims he never said that he would.
Graham was suing him for breaking his contact of employment. He appears to
have been a shoemaker by trade and had returned to making shoes. SC47/22/66

16. Alex Innes suing George Henderson in Leysmill for £16 11/- Sc as the balance of
money owing from his fee. SC47/22/66

17. Agnes Bennet suing David Mann, late of Craig now in Reskingis, for £16 Scots.
Money owing for her harvest fee. SC47/22/66

K. Tacks

1. Henry Ogilvy ofBalgillo, minister of the gospel at Lunan, was suing Patrick
Neish, late in Ravelgreenn now in Wester Balgillo, for the return of his property.
Ogilvy was claiming that Neish had got the former tenant Charles Smith to
renunciate his tenancy of the farm in favour of himself while he was 'under some
distress both of body and mind'. Neish was proving to be a poor tenant who
refused to accept any plan for the improvement of the farm. Ogilvy claimed that
Neish was 'wasting the farm' so as to make a 'speedy and immediate profit'. He
had destroyed trees and wood on the farm and had failed to cast and lead
'muchfeall for a dunghill'. Neish countered Ogilvie's argument to the effect that
he had to spend all his time and money doing up the houses to make them
habitable before doing any improvements. SC47/22/65

2. James Reid, tenant of Gateside in dispute with John Ferrier concerning the
amount of grass left by the outgoing tenant. SC47/22/65

3. An answer by David Doig of Cookston, factor of Melgund, in a case of
mislabouring of Andrew Dick's farm. A lengthy document explaining the role of
the burlieman in judging the deterioration of the land caused by ploughing up
outfields. SC47/22/65

4. John Dick, wright in Whinnyknow in the grounds of Finavon, suing John Gourly
in Windyedge of Dunbarrow, the removing tenant of Whinnyknow, for the
financial consequences of his mislabouring the farm. Dick was claiming that
Gourly had not had a third of the land 'muched' at his removal. A burlieman was
brought in to appraise the loss to the incoming tenant and found damages to £14
Sc. SC47/22/65

5. John Watson of Turin, heritor of the property ofHaresburn, set a tack to James
Carney, Wright, in 1752. Carney took over the tack from Isobel Martin, wife of
Robert Skinner merchant in Dundee, ie the tack was assigned to James Carnegy,
his heirs and executors but excluding assignees or subtenants except for cottars.
The rent was £75 Scots plus 18 poultry. For this he got; a) The town and lands of
Haresburn, with houses, biggings, tofts, yards, grass, privileges and pertinent, b)
Muir ground over and above what formerly belonged to the possession lying to
the west side next to the fir park of Drimme where the sheep cots had previously
stood, will be sufficient to a corn yard, c) Privalages of two Dargue of Peats and
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Three Dargue of Turfs in the mossmuir. d) The right to cast muchfaill in the
moss side. Further more he was obliged by the conditions of the tack to dung,
labour and manure the farm. Watson was suing Carnegy for eviction of the
property due to failure to pay his rent but Carnegy was able to show that he was
not a full years rent in arrears. SC47/22/65

6. Hendry Erskine had a tack from John Alexander, Mains of Guthrie, for six roads
of land. The rent was a commitment by him and his wife to wrought his 'cottar
work' while in return Erskine could graze his one quey with the rest of Erskine's
cattle. At the time of the dispute Erskine had moved to the cotton of Balmadies.
SC47/22/66

tF»
7. An appraisal of the houses of Cairnton on 10 June 1758 at the time John

Lindsay was removing in favour of George Johnstone. Work needed to be spent.
Thatch, divot and rope for a dwelling house £25 9/4; Thatch south barn £16
6/8; Thatch middle barn 4/-; Broom, divots, thatch and workmanship to repair
Lad's house £5 8/-; Divot and thatch three byres £35 13/4.; Stable and
Brewhouse at £13 6/8 coming to a total of £100 4/- Scots. SC47/22/66

8. William Kerr let one acre of ground to James Duncan for £19 Sc plus a boll of
bear valued at £3 4/- Sc. He was trying to remove Duncan on the grounds that
Duncan had failed to keep a cow to dung the field and also he did not fee two
shearers at harvest time as he was obliged to do by the terms of the tack.
SC47/22/66

9. Alexander Edward in Ballgray suing William Wilson for the return of a yard and
some land which he occupied under him but had no written tack. SC47/22/66

L. Assault.

1. Petition by John Lyel, formerly in the grounds of Shiellhill, now in prison in the
Tollbooth in Forfar. He claims to be innocent of the crimes that he stands
accused but through 'malice and illgrounded suspicion' of the witnesses against
him he believes he will be convicted and therefore requests to be banished to '
one or other of his majesties plantations in America'. SC47/22/44

2. Subtenant, widow Ann Coutts, removed forcibly by David Renney, the incoming
sub tenant and, as a result, caused damage to her furniture by exposing it to the
elements on the public highway. Coutts suing for compensation. SC47/22/44

3. The late deacon of the shoemakers ofBrechin attacked James Dickson, deacon
of the shoemakers in Forfar. SC47/22/44

4. John Neish was being charged with deliberately burning down Fauld's mill and
Alexander Neish in Foreboth, James Molison in Hattoun and Mary Molison in
Newbigging were pledging money for his defence. SC47/22/66

M. Multures

1. David Adamston, tenant at Newmiln of Eassie, claiming James Stewart in Nevay
had abstracted from the thirlage of the mill. 64 bolls of malt and 16 bolls of oats.
SC47/22/44
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2. Thomas Whyte, miller of Sclalymill, deserted the mill, abandoning his sucheners
and fled owing two years rent. The owner George Campbell of Carsebank
wanted permission to appraise the mill and the miller's possessions. SC47/22/44

3. Ann Philp, relict of James Miln, tenant at Mildervie suing David Thornton,
tenant in Lunstoun, for abstracted multures of £1 13/4. SC47/22/66
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Sheriff court records for the 1760's.

SC47/22/67 - 101.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/67 - 69. 1760.
SC47/22/70. 1761.
SC47/22/71. 1761.
SC47/22/80. 1764.
SC47/22/83 - 85. 1765.
SC47/22/92 - 95. 1768.
SC47/22/97. 1769.

A. Landlords

1. James Gardyne ofMiddleton and Alex Graham, merchants and manufacturers of
linen in Arbroath, bought an area of ground on the side of the Lordburn in
Arbroath in order to make a bleachfield. SC47/22/67.

2. James Stormonth of Lednathie petitioning against James Donald, merchant in
Kirriemuir, for the possession of his seat in the Kirk ofKirriemuir. SC47/22/68

3. David Mudie, town clerk ofArbroath and factor to the Earl of Panmure, rouped
stacks of corn and fodder at Waulkmill and issued a notice to quit on the tenant
John Neish. SC47/22/68

4. Elizebeth Farquhar, Lady of Pitscandly, suing for the removal of James Taylor in
Weemys. He had no tack and was refusing to move. SC47/22/70

5. Patrick Carnegy of Lour suing various people for items such as bolls of bear,
lintseed and oats. SC47/22/70

6. Robert Fletcher of Ballinshoe suing John Petie for eight bolls of bear worth £44
16/- Scots. SC47/22/70

7. George Simpson of Inverighty trying to remove, David Orme, tenant of the
Lintmill of Inverighty. He had no written tack. SC47/22/70

8. Andrew Cauly removing Robert Smith in Bodmuir of Glaswell. He had no valued
tack. SC47/22/70

9. John Earl ofAirly petitioning for the removal of James Duncan in Turfhaugh and
Thomas Crighton in Acharon. SC47/22/70

10. William Lyon, factor to Archibald Douglas, suing for rents due from tenants of
Glen Ogilvy. SC47/22/70

11. Robert Wedderburn, factor for Margaret Balfour, liferenter of Idvies, suing
various tenants for rent owed. SC47/22/71

12. Fransis Erskine of Kirkbuddo removing tenants. SC47/22/71
13. William Imray of Lunan complaining that his tenant, William Gibson, had over

two years threatened and rioted outside his house, allowed his cattle to roam over
his ground, stolen his chickens and generally caused him considerable anguish.
He wanted compensation and a restraining order. SC47/22/71

14. Alex Watson of Turin seeking the payment of the rent from John Bruce, vinter in
Brechin, tenant in Broadfaulds. Margaret Ramsay, spouse ofAlex Watson, had
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set the tack to Bruce on 24th May 1760, while she was acting as factor for her
husband. Rent £18 per year. Later Mrs Watson had to return to the court because
Bruce, who had been ordered to quit, had refused to remove his possessions from
the farm. The judge granted the right for officers of the court to enforce an
eviction. SC47/22/80

15. Patrick Carnegy of Lour trying to remove various tenants. John Kerr in Mosside
of Lour, John Constable of Mosside and James Hutchinson in Southwards.
SC47.22.80

16. Fransis Erskine of Kirkbuddo seeking to remove David Barry in Burn of
Kirkbuddo who had no standing tack. SC47/22/80

17. John Garden, factor for the Earl of Panmure, suing various people for money
owing. Total debts to collect were of the value of £523 Scots. SC47/22/80

18. Earl of Strathmore removing tenants. SC47/22/80
19. James Carnegy of Boysack petitioning for a protection order on the crops of John

Robertson of Denmark who was three years behind in his rent and was said to be
'vergens ad inopiam' and 'meditatione fugi'. SC47/22/83

20. Alex Watson of Turin seeking to remove the following tenants, George Erskine
in the Mill and Midlands of Rescobie, George Pyott and David Findlay in Over
Turin, John Suiter from Nether Turin, Neish and tutors from Pykertoun of
Guthrie and John Craik from the Quarries of Turin. SC47/22/83

21. Fransis Erskine of Kirkbuddo suing John Salmond of the cotton of Carnegy, for
shooting a valuable gun dog he owned. SC47/22/97

22. Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto removing tenants. (Many). SC47/22/97
23. Robert Watson of Shielhill, removing tenants. (Many) SC47/22/97
24. Alex Watson of Turin, having already got a decree of horning against various

people, applied to the court for an eviction order. People involved were James
Davidson in Pickertoun and Andrew Mathew, Walter Malcoln, Robert Irvine,
Charles Richard, Alex Jack, David Simson, William Hutchieson, Alex Smart and
James Malcoln all of Pickertoun. Ejection granted. SC47/22/97

25. John Kennady, flaxdresser in Kirriemuir, had bought the lands of Easter Hill
including the head, houses, bigging etc for the sum of £200 from John Typrie.
Typrie was refusing to move out. SC47/22/97

26. Alexander Scrymsour of Tealing removing James Badenach, merchant in
Glamis, from 3 grass parks he owned in the grounds of Tealing. No tack. A
yearly grass rent which Badenach was intending to keep possession of until
Martinmas. SC47/22/97

27. John Kinloch of Kilry suing Andrew Moncur, manufacturer in Kirriemuir, for
£16 12/6 the sum owing for two years rent of Herdhill. Also suing John Ogilvy
of Denmill for £15 rent for a portion of ground at Herdhill. SC47/22/97

B. Tenants

1. William Sime, tacksman of the lands ofNether Tullos, suing for the removal of
David Renny, tenant on a pendicle ofNether Tullos, who had no written tack.
SC47/22/67

2. William Gibson junior, tenant in Drumglay, suing for the eviction of his sub¬
tenant David Stark in the cottar-toun of Drumglay. SC47/22/69
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3. David Ramsay, Bankhead ofLintrathen, suing David Bruce, butcher in Brechin,
for 9/- as the balance of a bargain on the sale of wedder sheep. SC47/22/70

4. Andrew Findar at Balgray of Fintry removing four of his subtenants. SC47/22/70
5. Robert Adamson, tenant in Ingliston, collecting various debts, bills of exchange

and meal. SC47/22/70
6. James Deas, merchant in Nether Tenements of Coldhame and tenant in Nether

Pitforthie seeking the removal of his sub-tenant David Lindsay. SC47/22/71
7. Alexander Wright at Dunninald suing David Neish, tenant in Pitmuies, now in

the Cotton of Ulysshaven, for £32 Scots. SC47/22/71
8. Robert Gibson in Dunninald suing many individuals for debts arising from bills

of exchange and weaving. SC47/22/71
9. Robert Gibson, tenant in Lunan, suing John Petrie, farmer in Balmuchitie for £2

rent that he had paid on his behalf. Also William Lyel, vinter in Ferryden for £5
13/5 on an account and John Masterton, butcher in Forfar for £1 3/- on another
account. SC47/22/80

10. John Ogilvy, tenant in Meiklekerry and principal tacksman of Lochmiln, suing
Thomas Findleson, late of Lochmiln, now in Inverqharity for £30 Sc rent arrears.
SC47/22/80

11. James Wallace, tenant in Birkenbush, suing Thomas Balkie, flesher in Dundee,
for £10 Sc the balance on the sale of a cow. SC47/22/80

12. William Gibson, tenant in Lunan, suing David Neish in New cotton of
Ulysseshaven for £4 10/4 on account and James Croal of Inchwick for £1 10/-
for rum he had sold him. SC47/22/80

13. Robert Gibson, tenant in Lunan, suing Patrick Neish, late of Balgillo, now of
Turfachie, for the price of 5 bolls of seed oats and four bolls of bear. SC47/22/85

14. A will belonging to Robert Kirkaldie, late tenant ofBalgillo who appears to have
owned livestock, crops and other assets to the value of £10,866 18/- Sc.
SC47/22/92

15. Robert Grieg, farmer in Arbikie, suing Alex Petrie, of the cotton of Westfisher,
for £8 10/- Sc which was the price of a boll of bear that Petrie should have
supplied the minister of Lunan but which he supplied on his behalf. SC47/22/93

16. Robert Stephan ofLetham trying to remove Alex Strachan of Tarry, tacksman of
a house and garden at Letham,. SC47/22/97

C. Residenters and Occupiers

1. James Skinner, residenter in Montrose, described as the late Governor of Fort
James on the river Gambia in Africa, in dispute concerning the rental of his lands
of Pennyburn in Carmylie. SC47/22/67

2. James Brown in Cuttiehaugh was suing James and John Dick for £4 12/- Scots,
the balance of the price of a horse, also for £4 for dung and 4/- for the half price
of a plough. SC47/22/70

3. John Lindsay in Black (grounds ofKinnaltie) suing John Walker in Paddock Pool
for £5, the price of an ox he sold him at St Johns Fair in Forfar. SC47/22/70

4. John Spence, at West Miln of Dens, suing a number of people for a variety of
debts. SC47/22/70
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5. John Richard in Peathill suing Patrick Neish at Balgillo for £8 Scots, the balance
on a Bill of Exchange. SC47/22/70

6. Alexander Wright at Dunninald suing David Neish, tenant in Pitmuies, now in
the Cotton of Ulysshaven, for £32 Scots SC47/22/71

7. Alexander Plead ofLogie suing Thomas Weighton, in the grounds of Logie. for
£6 rent. SC47/22/71

8. David Spalding, in the grounds of Glenquich suing James Smyth in Scotsleigh
for £29. SC47/22/71

9. John Hood in Balfour suing various individuals for money owing on bills. For
example, David Nicoll, writer in Forfar, for £1 19/10 Sc and John Cathrow,
flesher in Claypotts, for £15 10/- Sc. SC47/22/80

10. Andrew Spalding ofDrumfork removing Thomas Reid, tenant in Creich in the
grounds of Drumfolk. SC47/22/80

11. Andrew Johnston of Baldovie (residing in London) and his brother George
Johnston of Pitkerro removing John and Deborah Holden tenants in Baldovie.
SC47/22/80

12. James Malcom in Pickertoun of Guthrie suing Elizebeth Peter and David Findlay
of Over Turin for the sum of 100 Merks Scots. SC47/22/80

13. David Neish of Braehead of Lunan suing Robert Gibson of Dunninald for money
owing on various bills. SC47/22/95

14. John Guthrie at Milltoun of Brigton suing David Shaw, merchant in Dundee, for
the cost of breaking and breeding a dog. £2 2/-. SC47/22/97

15. John Marshall at Mill of Ruthven suing John Rhind at Reedie, for 4/6 owing on
potatoes, James Irvine in Lindertis for 2/- for the price of two cart loads of peat
and 1/- for a lippie of lintseed. SC47/22/97

16. Alexander Robertson of Peatie suing Abraham Low, tenant in Peatie, for the
corns of the 1769 crop, which he claimed, stood hypothecated for the rent owing
for previous years. SC47/22/97

D. Artisans and Trades

1. James Ford, dyke mason at Fotheringham was owed £16 15/- Scots from
Alexander Gold, dyker at Little Mills. Cost of building a dyke. SC47/22/70

2. John Kermock, flaxdresser in Kirriemuir, suing Isobel Deuchar and John Barron
ofKirriemuir, for £30 Stirling in a bill. SC47/22/80

3. Thomas Farquhar, mason at Ballindarg, suing William Nicol, mason in
Kirriemuir, for £9 Sc as wages for working as a mason. SC47/22/80

4. John Kyd, glover in Arbroath, suing James Mackie, in the grounds of Lower, for
8/4 and Thomas Watson in Kinquhinie for 5/- both on account. SC47/22/97

5. Petition by the Incorporation of Glovers in Forfar concerning the rules and
constitution of the incorporation. SC47/22/97

6. John Ford, Hooper in Forfar, suing Thomas Cuthbert, dyer in Muthill, for £10
13/4, the price of one matt of flax. SC47/22/97
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E. Merchants

1. James Miln, merchant in Montrose, suing William Petrie, shipmaster in
Montrose, for £200 Scots as the balance of payment on 49 bolls of bear.
SC47/22/67

2. George Longland, merchant, owed money by six individuals. SC47/22/70
3. John Duncan, merchant in Montrose, owed £1 19/10 by Charles Ferrier in

Bower, for the balance of the price of some flax. SC47/22/70
4. James Watson, writer in Aberdeen, suing William Pyott, merchant in Muirside of

Kinnel and David Kyd merchant in Miredykes. £1 14/11. Balance of account.
SC47/22/70

5. Patrick Wallace of Lawton, provost of Arbroath, collecting bills due from
William Pyott, formerly of Inshock now at Craig Park near Ethie. £23 12/6
Scots. SC47/22/70

6. David Mudie, merchant in Arbroath, claiming on a bill drawn by John Neish in
Waulkmill. £4 10/6. SC47/22/70

7. John Molison, merchant in Brechin, suing a shoemaker in the Nether Tenements
of Brechin for £6 18/8. SC47/22/70

8. David Adams, manufacturer in Forfar, owed money by many individuals for
items such as lint and bills of exchange. SC47/22/70

9. George Smith, merchant in Drunkendubs, owed money by his former servant,
James Cossen, for the price of a pair of buckskin breaches. 11/-. SC47/22/70

10. James Robert, merchant in Laurencekirk suing David Neish for £1 10/4 on
account. SC47/22/71

11. James Strachan, merchant in Benvie suing John Duncan merchant in Montrose
for £3 7/10. SC47.22.71

12. Patrick Neish in Balgillo suing Robert Muir ofMarywell for £1 9/4. SC47/22/71
13. John Crystal, merchant in Dundee, suing David Adam, Carter in Kirriemuir, for

£1 18/-. SC47,22,71
14. James Webster, merchant in Kirriemuir, suing Thomas Hachet, Wright in

Kirriemuir, for 8/2 on account. SC47/22/71
15. James Milne, merchant, suing Alexander Anderson, Wright in the grounds of

Tarrie, for £1 13/4 for meal sold to him. SC47/22/71
16. John Creich, merchant in Aberlemno, suing John Shivingar, merchant at Chapel

of Eassie, for £9 12/3. The balance of a bill. SC47/22/71
17. George Fyfe, merchant in Dundee, suing James Peter, weaver in Wester Gowdry,

for £5 6/2 for delivery of lintseed, oil, etc. SC47/22/71
18. Andrew Valentine, merchant in Kirriemuir, trying to remove various tenants

from smallholdings. For example, James Crawford, tenant of a house and yard or
David Adamson, merchant, possessor of a yard. SC47/22/80

19. James Gardyne, merchant in Arbroath, suing James Arnott, weaver in Barngreen
in Townhead ofArbroath, for £5 15/10. SC47/22/80

20. George Rait, merchant in Dundee, suing Alexander Bean ofMiln of Kinervick,
for £6 1/4 the balance of an account for £13 4/8 the price of 5 hogshead of
Dutch lintseed. SC47/22/80

21. Adam Clegg, merchant in Montrose, suing various other merchants for money
owing on bills. SC47/22/80
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22. About 15 cases or more of people suing David Adamson, merchant in Kirriemuir,
for a variety of debts. SC47/22/80

F. Administration

1. John Wright, Moss grieve for the Earl of Strathmore, collecting money owed for
peat harvested in the year of 1761. Many individuals. SC47/22/70

2. Charles Ogilvy, procurator, suing for debts from a number of people. SC47/22/70
3. William Anderson, ground officer in Tullos, suing Thomas Renny, tenant in

Draffin, for £11 3/- Scots. This was the value of the oats he was due from this
tenant on account of his entitlement as ground officer. SC47/22/71

4. A judgement on land tenure by three JP's. SC47/22/71
5. Charles Stormonth in Glen Prosen found guilty of wearing and concealing a gun

and killing game. SC47/22/71
6. Benjemin Smith and William Cock, revenue officers, complaining that they were

fired on when seizing illegal goods. SC47/22/83
7. George Goldie, manager of the British Linen Company, suing Thomas Mudie,

manufacturer, for £7 3/- on account. SC47/22/83
8. David Jobson, depute distributor of the stamp duty in Dundee, prosecuting

various individuals for keeping ale houses, tippling houses and victualing houses
or selling ale or beer or other excisable liquors by retail within their respective
dwelling houses without a duty license. 10 names. SC47/22/97

G. Trade

1. John Gardner and Company suing a dozen or so individual weavers living at
various locations in Forfarshire. This merchant was applying to the courts in
order to collect debts arising from individual employees who worked for him in
the weaving industry. The practice for this company was to issue flax fibres and
advanced cash payment to their weavers for them to produce yarn from the flax
in their own homes. These weavers generally lived in the countryside, and not in
Arbroath, where the firm did business. An example, quoted in the libel, is typical
of many. Isobel Anderson in West Braikie, owing 12/3 Sc value of 21 lbs of lint,
also 3/6 money advanced to her on the 25th Nov. Gardner quotes an Act of
Parliament of the 22nd of King George II entitled,' an Act for the more
effectual preventing of frauds and abuses committed by persons in the
manufacturing of flax '. This states,' That of any person instructed with any of
the materials for working of, or manufacturing of, woollen or linen that shall
neglect or delay for the space of 21 days after such materials are provided, to
return the same to the owner, shall be deemed as embezzlers of such material and
being convicted there of, shall forfeit for the first offence £2 '.SC47/22/69

2. David Adams, merchant in Bog ofKinners, bought some poor quality brown
linen from Thomas Dick, weaver in the Cotton of Overstoun. He wanted his
money back. SC47/22/70

3. Charles Tosh, vintner in Banlhom, suing Partick Neish of Balgillo for money
owing on a bill. SC47/22/70
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4. Thomas Baxter, linen manufacturer in Dundee, had 990 lbs. of lint and 201 lbs.
of tow, out to John Kyd, flax dresser, whose job it was to distribute it to spinsters
on Baxters account. Kyd had gone bankrupt on his own account and Baxter was
trying to establish ownership of this material before Kyd's creditors got hold of
it. SC47/22/80

5. John Gibson, brewer in Kirriemuir, bought 16 bolls of bear at £5 Sc /boll from
John Neish in Bagardo. It was payable at Martinmas 1761. Included in the deal
was one boll of meal at no extra cost as a 'boot' to the deal. This extra meal was

never delivered so he was suing Neish for the value of it. SC47/22/80
6. Alexander Stormonth in Scotshaugh, suing David Ogilvy in Windyedge in the

grounds ofPearsie, for failing to deliver 6 bolls of oats with fodder which he had
bought from him at £6 10/- Sc per boll and which Ogilvy was now wanting lOd
per boll more for. He was suing for the return of his deposit and expenses.
SC47/22/80

7. John Erskine of Dun claiming the ownership of the scalps and mussels in the
sands of Montrose. SC47/22/83

8. David Ford, merchant in Montrose, James Cuthbert and David Fell, tenant in
Courthill, had accepted a bill of exchange from John Farras in Gottenburgh, to
pay John Coutts bank in Edinburgh for the sum of £237 15/- for goods received.
David Fell had failed to pay his entire share of the money and was being sued by
the other two. SC47/22/94

H. Encroachment and land use

I. A lengthy and complex case between John Edgar ofKeithock and Gilbert
Ouchterlony ofPitforthie concerning the exact course of the march of their
property. The river Craik was the boundary and it had changed its coarse.
SC47/22/67

2. David Spalding of Whithouse petitioned the court for the return of some land that
Peter Brown was labouring and which Spalding thought he had no right so to do.
SC47/22/70

3. William Gray, tacksman ofMains of Carse and West Wood, had most of his land
' in a great measure in the grazing way' and this grass was being destroyed by
the grazing of bestials belonging to James Wallace, tenant in Birkenbush. He also
accuses him ofbreaking down his fences and gates and driving loaded horses
through his ground. He claims that, on one occasion, one of Wallace's cottarmen
drove 25 of his cattle over the land. SC47/22/71

4. Agnes Dongley accusing Helen Cheapland of pulling up (harvesting) her lint crop
rather than her own. Both were grown on the ground of John Farqhson in Farnell
but Dongley considered that her crop was far superior in quantity and quality to
that of Cheaplands. SC47/22/71

5. James Rodger suing Robert Adamson for damages done by his dog. He was
accused of'devouring sheep'. SC47/22/71

6. Helen Doig, in Balindarg, was attacked and nearly killed by a bull kept at the
Barns of Balindarg. SC47/22/71

7. Robert Barclay had some wheat sown in fields close to Arbroath. Part of the crop
was open and the rest enclosed. He was suing five individuals for letting their
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cows damage his crop. William Whyte, brewer, 2 cows, John Guthrie, baker,
2cows, James Ogilvy, weaver, 2 cows, James Laurie, carter, 1 cow and William
Hunter, mason, 3 cows. SC47/22/71

8. Patrick Potter in Braikie complaining that John Dalgety also of Braikie was not
looking after his horse. He was letting it graze promiscuously and this was
resulting in a great loss to Potter's standing corn. ( claimed to have lost one bolls
worth) It had also done damage to his com stack during the winter because it
was not housed at night. SC47/22/71

9. John L'Amy ofDrumkenny suing his tenant Alexander Fenton for threatening
him with violence ( with a spade) when he objected to being told not to cross one
ofL'Amy's com fields. SC47/22/80

10. Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly suing David Dickson of Clockbriggs for the
ownership of clay that he claims was on his land and to which Dickson was
helping himself. SC47/22/83

11. Patrick Carnegy ofLour complaining that various individuals were breaking into
his meadow at night in order to graze their animals. SC47/22/83

12. William Gibson of Fithie applying to the sheriff for permission to sell 4 wedder
sheep that had strayed onto his ground. He had been feeding them for quite some
time and despite extensive advertising through the local town crier, no owner
could be found. SC47/22/83

13. James Smith at Malmuir protesting to the court about various individuals
breaking down and leaping over fences and shooting his game. The defence
argued that the area concerned was not a proper enclosure because it did not
surround planted trees and also there was no hedge. They claimed that the act
used by the prosecution was made chiefly with the protection of trees in mind
and not crops. SC47/22/92

14. An argument between James Carnegy Arbuthnot ofBalnamoon and George
Skene of Careston concerning the status of roads on their estates. Skene was
being accused of closing roads through his estate as a consequence of his efforts
at improving his farms. This was having a detrimental effect on the tenants and
cottars on Balnamoon as they were being forced to take longer routes to Brechin.
It was argued that this inevitably was effecting the value of these farms. The
case had been heard by the Commissioners of Supply and had resulted in various
roads being closed and others being classified differently from what they were
before. Carnegy was appealing against these decisions. The point of law that
Skene was trying to establish was that the law should not be able to 'hinder a
proprietor to enclose and labour his land at his pleasure, leaving always a road,
though at some greater distance, public, for the common use of all people'.
SC47/22/93

15. Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly against Alex Watson of Turin. This complaint
concerned the re-routing of the common road from Forfar to Arbroath by Watson
who owned land adjacent to Farquhar. By closing up part of the road Watson was
pushing the traffic onto Farquhar's ground which appears not to have been
enclosed. As a result, cattle being driven along the road, were 'making
excursions onto his pastures'. It would appear that the Court passed the
complaint onto the Commissioners of Supply who a couple of years later voted
that the old road should be restored to its former state. Watson complained
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bitterly about this decision, especially as it had been voted on at the May meeting
of the Commissioners (a meeting that did not normally deal with this type of
issue) and, as a result, he had not been informed that this vote was going to be
taken and therefore he had been unable to give his side of the story. The
proceedings, he claimed, were of a 'too summary nature' and unsupported by
law. He argued that the Commissioner of Supply had no authority to order a
heritor to, 'lay his ground open or empower another to demolish his dykes'. He
appealed to the sheriff to stop any implementation of the judgement until he had
a chance to offer a defence for his actions to the Commissioners. This case

illustrates an interesting conflict of authority between the Commissioners of
Supply and the Sheriff court. The former was empowered to regulate the road
system and had statutory powers to designate some roads for common use while
leaving others at the discretion of the landlord. Those 'common or patient' roads
receive the maintenance due by the 'statute' labours of the local inhabitant while
private roads did not. In this case there is a distinct impression that Watson felt
that since he was not part of the influential group that controlled the workings of
the Commission, Farquhar had managed to slip this decision through without the
inconvenience of any opposition. SC47/22/93

16. Alex Watson of Turin suing James Carnegie, tacksman of a small farm on the
grounds of Drimmie called Hareburn, who was keeping ten cattle and letting
them graze promiscuously on Watson's new grass. He was claiming £5 Scots for
each animal. SC47/22/95

17. Andrew Lamb ofDrumdarg complaining to the court that James Ogilvy ofMiln
of Craig had carried his peat through his enclosure at Drumoss and then spread it
out to dry on Lamb's land. He wanted compensation to the amount of £50 Scots
for 'invading the property of another person'. SC47/22/97

18. William Mitchell, tenant in Westseaton, suing William and David Cargill, sailors
at Auchmithie, for entering at the dead of night into his turnip field and stealing a
large quantity of the said turnips. £5. SC47/22/97

19. Mungo Murray of Lintrose suing John Robertson, tenant in Tulloch in Glenisla,
for burning the heather and moor on the hills and glens of Glenisla since the
beginning ofMarch of that year. This, he claimed, was contrary to an Act of
Parliament of the 3rd. George 111,for the preservation of game. This act made
the burning of such land in Scotland illegal from the 1st day of March to the 1st
day ofNovember. A penalty of 40/- was liable. SC47/22/97

20. Patrick Carnegy of Lour suing Alexander Hutcheon in the Muir ofMethie for
entering his little enclosure in the southward of the grounds ofLower and cutting
down branches off twelve oak trees. He quoted the 41st Act of Parliament of
King Charles 11, which prohibits people from cutting off branches of any tree.
A penalty of £20 per tree could be exacted. SC47/22/97
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J. Employment

1. James Smith, taylor in Laverockhall, fee'd Alex Grieg, son of James Grieg of the
cotton of Redcastle, to serve him. Wages 13/- Sc per week plus board.
SC47/22/68

2. Patrick Carnegy of Lour submitted a petition to the sheriff to the effect that his
'labouring servants have entered into a combination and will not accept of the
common allowance of ale for sap to their meal, as was agreed upon when hired'.
On account of them not accepting the ale offered, Carnegy had offered them 1/-
Sterling for every halfboll of meal (six and a half per year) extra on their yearly
wages. A total of 13/-. Despite this offer being the 'greatest allowance in this
county' they reject it and were refusing to do their work about the farm, in
particular, to go to the bleachfields with cartloads of cloth. Carnegy wanted the
sheriff to 'grant such redress as may be a terror to his and other servants from
using such practice in time coming'. Those accused were, William Craig, George
Robertson, Andrew Croale, George Garden, John Croale and Alexander Lanard
and they argued that their fee stated clearly that they were to be paid two pecks
of meal per week and three mutchins of ale per day. The ale they had been
offered was so poor that they could not use it. They produced witnesses to testify
that the ale was of poor quality and denied that their witnesses were 'indifferent
people' as had been claimed by Carnegy. The judge ruled that, because they had
not proved conclusively that the ale was unsuitable for drinking and they had
been offered a just recompense for the lack of ale, they were guilty ofbreaking
their fee. He ordered them to return to work, fined them 1/- each to be used for
the poor and held them under a penalty of 20/- Sterling if they offended again.
SC47/22/69

3. Thomas Baron, farmer in Templeton of Nevay suing Patrick Gordon who he had
hired to 'drive his plough and such like work' for a wage of £11 Scots and a pair
of shoes. He had left to work for another and he was suing him for £12 16/-
Scots plus 30/- expenses. SC47/22/70

4. James Brown in Cuttiehaugh was owed six pounds Sc. by James Henderson also
of Cuttiehaugh for wages related to forty days summer work at 3d a day and a
further 2/- for a lippee of lint seed for the harvest fee. SC47/22/70

5. Thomas Machfarline in Loanhead fee'd Agnes Machfarline to be a servant for
wages of £5 Scots, an apron, lint seed worth £1 41- Scots and an ell of linen
worth 10/- Scots. She failed to turn up for work and he was suing her for £7 41-
Scots plus 30/- expenses. SC47/22/70

6. Alex Barry, late Deacon of the Taylors of Forfar, fee'd Peter Ormond to serve
him as an ordinary journeyman for 10/- Scots per week. It then appeared that he
was already fee'd to Alex Adam in Woodhead ofBallinshoe. Barry was suing
him for breaking a fee contract. SC47/22/70

7. James Burdon, taylor in Muirside of Kinnel, agreed to apprentice Alexander
Smith (son of Alex Smith tenant in Boysack Mains) to 'learn him the tailor
trade'. Smith left before the end of his apprenticeship and as a consequence
Burdon was suing him for £10 plus £6 damages. SC47/22/70

8. John Marshall, tenant in Reis fee'd Alex Cargil to serve as an ordinary servant
for one year. His job was to 'keep my sheep, drive my plough or any other work
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he should be put to'. His wages were £9 Scots, two shirts valued at £4, a pair of
grey leather shoes at 2/6 and an ell of plaiding at 1/6. He did not turn up for
work. SC47/22/70

9. John Kinlock ofKilry made a bargain with James Renny, Wright in Brechin, for
him to supply a number of wrights for the duration of one month to work on his
estate at Kilry. The bargain was sealed with the payment of the customary 6d of
earnest money. Kinloch sent a cart to Brechin to pick them up but they refused to
come and Renny was unable to say when they would come. Kinloch was suing
him for a breach of contract. SC47/22/70

10. David Gouley in Middleton fee'd David Morton of the Grange of Connon as an
ordinary servant. Just at the beginning of the harvest Morton fell out of his bed
and injured himself and, although he tried to continue to work, his injury
eventually meant he had to quit his employment. He was claiming that he had not
broken his contract and therefore he should be paid for the work he had done
before his injury. The judge agreed with him and he was granted a portion of his
fee, £4 Scots. SC47/22/70

11. Thomas Ogilvie, tenant in Little Kenny fee'd David Murray, son of the miller of
East Miln of Glenisla. The boy deserted his employer and was being sued.
SC47/22/70

12. John Mudie, a young sailor, engaged with Charles Kenny a shipmaster in
Arbroath, to go on a voyage with him to Riga. When they arrived at Riga, Mudie
had a fight with Kemny's son James. The shipmaster refused to let Mudie back
on the boat and left him 'destitute in a strange country'. He managed eventually
to get home and was suing Mudie for breaking his contract with him. SC47/22/70

13. Margaret Macdonald was fee'd to John Wright, ground officer of Glamis, to
serve as an ordinary servant for a wage of £12 Scots, an apron and an ell of linen.
She fell out with his wife and after many quarrels was eventually dismissed.
Macdonald was suing Wright for breaking the fee contract and she claimed that
'Where a master without just cause should put away his servant before the term,
he subjects himself in payment of the whole fee and maintenance up to the term
which he should have served, besides damages.' SC47/22/70

14. Patrick Grant fee'd Alexander Robertson as an ordinary herd and goadman for a
wage of £6 Scots, two pairs of shoes and some other bounty totalling £10. He
failed to turn up. SC47/22/71

15. Robert Ramsay in Kirton ofNewtyle fee'd Marjory McCoul as an ordinary
women servant for £9 Scots plus a part of the profit of selling snuff and tobacco
in his house which he valued at a crown, also a quantity of lintseed. She broke
her contract by leaving before the end of her fee. SC47/22/71

16. James Robbie, in the grounds of West Ogle, fee'd Andrew Kernock, son of Jean
Edwards in Easter Dillirich, as an ordinary servant, for 'drawing my plough'. He
agreed to the fee provided his mother allowed him. She did, but he still failed to
turnup. SC47/22/71

17. A dispute between Alexander Binney, tenant in Newmill and Robert Adamson,
tenant in Mains of Invercarity, concerning the feeing of a boy John Rattray. Each
tenant thought he had fee'd Rattray and that the other tenant was luring him away
from his contract. SC47/22/71
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18. David Leuchars, tenant in Ballentore, engaged William Guthrie to serve as a
herd and to drive the plough. His wages were to be £5, 5 ells of grey clothe at 21-
, two pairs of shoes at 2/2, two pairs ofplaiding hose at 2/-, two shirts at 4/- and
one peck of meal at 6d. He was also allowed to go to school for the winter. The
bargain was concluded with his father but the boy failed to turn up. SC47/22/71

19. James Hunter, minister of Kirkden, fee'd Margaret Elder to serve as an ordinary
maidservant. Wages of £11 Scots plus a half a peck of lintseed. She failed to
turn up. SC47/22/71

20. David Fullerton in Milltoun of Bridgeton fee'd Janet Eason as a servant. Wages
of £13 3/- Scots. Failed to turn up. SC47/22/71

21. Elizebeth Watt, servant to Lady Dowager ofKinnaird, sued the Lady for £ 10
10/- Sterling which she alleges was due her for wages. Her yearly wage was £3
but the case was complicated by Watt claiming for the cost of various dresses
she had bought, according to her, on the orders of her mistress who wanted her
to look respectable while in her employ. SC47/22/80

22. James Steel, manufacturer in Forfar, engaged John Abbothen at Rochhill, as an
apprentice to the weaving trade. Abbothen had paid the usual 20/- and Steel was
providing bed and board and six lippies of meal per week. Abbothen deserted
because he thought he could 'weave pretty well' and would receive greater
wages from another. Steel was suing him. SC47/22/80

23. Andrew Crichton, tenant in Screan, fee'd Alexander Dennis as an ordinary
servant at St Thomas Market. He gave him the usual 6d as earnest money but he
failed to turn up. The boy claimed that he was under 14 years of age and was
already the servant to Alex Deas in Auchmithie. He, initially, denies having
received the earnest money but then claimed that he 'remembers nothing of it,
for he got some more liquor from different people in the market than what was
necessary and remembers nothing of the alleged conduction'. Later he admits
to having received the money and is fined 20/- Sterling plus damages and is
incarcerated in the Tollbooth of Forfar until he paid. SC47/22/80

24. William Fowels of Woodhall fee'd Alexander Watt as a servant. He had deserted
to Edinburgh and had called upon Mr Guthrie, the petitioner's agent, where he
had managed to swindle 20/- out of him on a false account. SC47/22/80

25. Mrs Ann Hunter, alias Douglas, Lady of Bridgeton, fee'd Margaret Smith as an
ordinary servant woman for a year. Wages £18 Sc. She worked for 2 weeks after
which she was found to be far-gone with child and about to inlay. She was sent
home. The child was born dead and girl recovered. Mrs Hunter wished for her to
resume her fee but she refused. Mrs Hunter claimed that she 'can get no servant
to engage for money and am quite disappointed by her' when she refused to
return. Smith claimed she was a poor girl of 17 years of age who did not know
she was with child when she took the fee. She claims that the 6d given her when
she left to have the child was money due to her for thel4 day's work and not a
binding obligation to return. She denies promising to return. SC47/22/80

26. Robert Stirling, taylor in Gateside of Kincreek, suing William Low, taylor in
Inverarity for £24 Sc for work he had done for him over the last twelve months.
He was employed at a rate of 20/- for each week he worked. SC47/22/97

27. Alexander Milne, tenant in Newtoun, fee'd Catherine Peter, daughter to William
Peter in the cotton of Courthill, as an ordinary servant for one year with wages
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of £24 Sc and half a peck of lintseed valued at 11- Stirling. She had refused to
turn up. SC47/22/97

28. Gilbert Don, flaxdresser in Forfar, fee'd Giles Barry as an ordinary servant
woman for a year at a wage of £12 Sc, an ell of linen @ £1 and an apron at £1
16/-. She refused to work. SC47/22/97

K. Tacks

1. Stuart McKenzie of Rosehaugh seeking to remove David Lowdon from Paddock
Hall on the grounds of mislabouring. McKenzie had issued Lowdon, and other
tenants with tacks that expressly set out the improvements that they were
expected to perform on their farms. One of these conditions was that they were to
plough up a fourth of their infield within two years of the commencement of the
tack and then plant rye grass on the land. The penalty for not doing so was set at
£200 plus an extra £20 for each year they failed to comply. SC47/22/69

2. David Guthrie, incoming tenant in East Idvies, was bound to provide Alexander
Gardiner, outgoing tenant, with eleven shearers to cut down his corn but he only
provided eight so he was suing him for the price of three more. SC47/22/70

3. Patrick Gowans, subtenant in Braikie suing his landlord John Dalgety, merchant
in Brechin, for £33 19/- Scots. The money owed from the expense he had
incurred on improvements he had made to the farm. What he called the hypothec
Rent Reparation. SC47/22/70

4. James Yeaman of Auchinlech, merchant in Dundee, trying to remove David Kerr
who was one of his cottars in the Mains of Auchinlech. It appears that although
Kerr had taken another possession from the tenant of Easter Denside, he was still
refusing to leave his house at Auchinlech. Kerr had granted the incoming tenant
permission to sow a boll of oats but had failed to allow him to enter the house on
the property. As a result the incoming tenant was suing him for damages and
expenses. SC47/22/80

5. Thomas Findlayson of Inverarity claiming to the court that a sub-tenant of his at
Turfachie had ' daily troubled and molested me in the peaceable possession of
my farm by taking possession of a room which lay adjacent to my dwelling
house'. He had put two beehives on the land, allowed strangers to keep a large
number of cattle (destined for the hill market at Kirriemuir) on his grass and had
broken down his dykes so as to put his horses on one of his enclosures under
cover of darkness. SC47/22/80

6. A tack between Doctor John Wedderburn, physician in Dundee and heritor of
Balmashanner, set to Alexander Milne in the year 1745. The conditions of the
tack included; a) No assignees or subtenants except cottars, b) Duration 5, 7, 9,
15, or 19 years option on both parties, c) Must dwell on the property, d) Must
dung, labour and manure sufficiently, e) Rent of 300 Merks Scots, f) Tenant to
pay the stipend to minister (£24 1/- Sc) and his portion of the schoolmasters
salary, g) Thirled to barony mill and smiddy. h) Furnish carriage for the masons
when required, j) Dr Wedderburn will make good the house on entry.
SC47/22/80

7. Mackenzie of Rosehaugh seeking the removal of James Stewart, tenant in the
Brewseat ofNevay, for mislabouring. He was accused of failing to 'clean and
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weed the hedges and suffered them to go to ruin, destroying whole or most of the
trees and failing to crop his fields properly'. This was all contrary to the
conditions of the tack. SC47/22/84

8. John Arnot ofFoffarty seeking to remove William Maxwell, his tenant, on
grounds of poor farming. He accuses Maxwell of repeatedly planting oats,
enclosing a well and not applying dung. Since the tack did not specify any
rotation for cropping on the farm in question, it would seem that Arnot could not
evict Maxwell on these grounds. SC47/22/85

9. Robert Fletcher of Ballinshoe seeking to evict David Adamson, brewer, who had
rented grass for a year and was refusing to leave. SC47/22/85

10. John Nicoll, tenant in Drumglay, in a case against John Kerr from the Cotton of
Drumglay. This case illustrates the often-fragile nature of agreements between
tenants and sub tenants. Nicoll let the Cotton of his farm to John Kerr at a yearly
rent of £7 10/- Scots plus the services of his labour at harvest. Also included in
the agreement was that Kerr would build or repair the cottar house. Kerr sowed
and reaped the crops for 1766 and 1767 and helped Nicoll with his harvested as
agreed but never moved into the house or attempted to repair it. He also got
behind in his rent for 1768. He had turned to weaving in 1766 and went and lived
at Ballinshoe rather than on his cotton although it would appear that his father
still lived nearby. Nicoll despairing that he would ever get paid the rent due for
1768, took over the land and planted a crop on it. At harvest time Kerr returned
and harvested the crop that Nicoll had planted. He claimed that Nicoll had had
no right to plant the crop because by helping Nicoll at harvest time the previous
year (1767) he had in effect paid some of his rent that was due for the coming
year of 1768. Legally that was enough for him not to have lost his tenancy or the
rights to any crops on the cotton and therefor any crop growing on the land he
rented was his legal entitlement. SC47/22/93

11. Mungo Gall tenant of East Drums against Alex Crichton late tenant ofEast
Drums. Gall accused Crighton of leaving the farm that he had just taken over in a
state of complete exhaustion and devoid of fertility. He attempted to sue
Crighton for the sum of £150 which he estimates would be what he will lose in
the coming years due to poor yields and the additional costs of bringing the
fertility of the farm back up to normal. Gall claims that Crighton continuously
grew oats year after year to such an extent that he planted only 7 bolls of bear to
85 bolls of oats each year. He also claims that he broke up the grass paddocks
without 'faulding or gording of any sort' and that he failed to put dung on the
ground. Crighton seems totally unmoved by these accusations and makes no
effort to deny them but rather points out to the court that Gall ' saw his bargain
on entering the tack and must be satisfied ' and ifhe thinks he has made a bad
one then so be it. In any case, he pointed out, he is not answerable to Gall for any
of his actions that occurred prior to the new rental agreement. Gall claims that on
entry to the farm he was shown Crighton's tack which stated that he was bound'
to labour and manure the ground in such manner as not to run it out and
impoverish it' but on the contrary he was ' to improve and better it under the
highest penalty'. Gall complained to the landlord, the Trustees of Sir David
Carnegy, who refused to get involved. He could not even get from the trustees a
letter stating that Crighton had over cropped the farm. Crighton points out that
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Gall had bought some corn at his roup and had failed to pay for it when asked
and this case was brought purely as revenge. (Gall was also in litigation with his
former landlord Carnegie of Balnamoon and some of his sub tenants.)
SC47/22/94

12. Thomas Carnegie of Craigo petitioning the court for an arrestment of the current
crops grown by Thomas Don, tenant of Craigo Hill. Carnegie reported to the
court that Don had only planted a small part of his farm, had no servants or
equipment and did not dung his fields, all contrary to his tack. Carnegy was
worried that there would not be enough money from what Don had grown on the
farm to pay the rent. SC47/22/94

13. David Cuthbert, tenant in Ludgeston, formerly tenant in Mains ofMurthel, suing
John Lang, the new tenant of the Mains ofMurthel, for the amount that had been
appraised on the buildings of the farm when he had quit the farm. The appraisers
valued the buildings at £139 9/8 Sc ofwhich the heritor's share was £56 2/- Sc
and the incoming tenant's share was £83 7/6. The agreement between the
tenants had been that the assessment of the houses was to be done 'according to
custom' and also that the incoming tenant should provide 4 shearers for the
outgoing tenant's harvest. Lang was arguing that the assessment had not been
done 'according to custom' because the custom of the county was to exclude
'extraneous houses or stone walls' and this assessment included houses that were

not needed for the running of the farm. Some of the houses in the assessment
included a shop and warehouse that was used for merchants' goods. He did not
see why he should have to pay for these. SC47/22/97

14. William Findley, late tenant in London of Galnay, suing John Grieg, present
tenant of Galnay, for 5/- as the balance of the value of a pump which he left on
the farm to pump water from a well on the farm. SC47/22/97

L. Assault

1. James Edward, tenant in Dainey, charged with assaulting Robert Bruce.
SC47/22/70

2. Thomas Stormonth at Pitscandly, attacked by David Bean, smith at Carseburn,
and Robert Reid, carter in Montrose while they were all at a wedding of James
Souther, the quarrier at Clochton, who was also Stormonth's tenant. Stormonth
was particularly offended because 'the persons were of an inferior rank to the
person of the complainers station ,(he) being a gentleman and freeholder of the
county' SC47/22/70

3. Fransis Black, servant to William Kerr in Cotton of Carnoustie was assaulted by
Robert Watt of the Cotton of Pitskelly. Claiming 40/- damages. SC47/22/70

4. James Doig, a boy under 12 years old, son of George Doig shoemaker in Glamis,
was barbarously beaten by Thomas Kae in a dispute about the right to graze some
animals. SC47/22/70

5. William Cant, taylor in Barry, beaten up by Alex Halkney brewer in Barry.
SC47/22/70
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6. A riot took place in the Incorporation of Weavers, which had resulted in the
tearing and defacing of the corporation books. Lengthy legal dispute followed.
SC47/22/70

7. The widow of James Boyle, tenant in Mudhall. SC47/22/70
8. Helen Maclean charged with the assault of Agnes Lyon while they were both at

their local mill. SC47/22/71
9. Dispute concerning a husband's harassment and maintenance of his wife.

SC47/22/71
10. David Mansand claiming he was assaulted by Jean Gall at the Lamas Tryst of

Baldouchy. SC47/22/97

M. Thirlage

1. David Smith, tenant of? mill, claiming that William Gibson of Drumglay was
thirled to his mill and despite this he had carried 30 bolls of oats to Lochmiln
instead. SC47/22/70

2. James Millar, tacksman ofEastmill of Glenclova, had engaged a David Watson
as an under miller. At the end of the contract he told him to leave and replaced
him with another. A petition signed by the sucheners of the thirl demanded the
reinstatement of Watson, as he was so popular and honest. This petition was
rejected by Millar who reminded the judge of a similar case at Craikie Mill
where the judge had ruled that the master of the mill was entitled to engage
anyone he liked and the sucheners had no say in the matter. SC47/22/80

3. Alexander Bean, mill of Kinereich, tacksman of the mill, suing various people
for abstractions from the mill. Alexander Watt ofBotton Myre abstracted his
entire corn crop for 1763. Since his rent was £40 Scots per year, the miller
computed the amount owing to him, based on a boll of multure for every 100
Merks rent, to be 10 pecks and 3 lippies of meal which (@ 12/- Scots per boll
which came to £4 16/9.) SC47/22/80

4. John Henderson of mill of Balmuchity suing a number of individuals who were
thirled to the mill but had 'gone by with their corns'. SC47/22/83

5. William Bruce, tenant in the grounds of Westhall suing Alexander Lindsay,
miller of the mill of Murrow, for negligence which resulted in his grain being
burnt when it was at the mill for grinding. SC47/22/97
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Forfarshire court records for the 1770's

SC47/22/101 -158.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/106. 1771.
SC47/22/107. 1771.
SC47/22/115. 1773.
SC47/22/125. 1775.
SC47/22/133 - 140. 1776.

A. Landlords

1. Elizebath Keith relict of John Gardiner of Tarrie suing for rent owed by John
Wright, weaver. £53 19/4 Scots. SC47/22/106

2. Alexander Bower ofKincaldrum suing tenants for rent due. SC47/22/106
3. Thomas Fotheringham suing various tenants for rent. SC47/22/106
4. Sir John Wedderburn suing various tenants for rent. SC47/22/106
5. George Dempster ofDunnichen suing John Torbat, weaver and Robert Soutar,

shoemaker, both living in Forfar but holding possessions and tacks for some
enclosures at Burnside near Forfar. SC47/22/106

6. George Earl of Northesk suing David Neish in Braehead ofLunan for £2 7/7 the
balance on an account. SC47/ 22/106

7. Robert Graham ofFintry removing tenants. SC47/22/107
8. John Brown of Glaswell collecting rent from John Ogilvy at Densmill, tacksman

of the mill of Glaswell, and other tenants. SC47/22/107
9. James Carnegy ofFinnavon suing tenants for rent owed. SC47/22/107
10. John Farquhson of Baldovie suing tenant David Lundie ofBellamenoch for rent

arrears. SC47/22/107
11. R. Fletcher of Balinshoe removing tenants. SC47/22/107
12. John Kinloch ofKilry removing tenants. SC47/22/107
13. George Lyon ofWester Ogil removing tenants. SC47/22/107
14. Thomas Fotheringham Ogilvy ofPowrie suing John Hood, tenant in Mains of

Balfour, for arrears of rent to the sum of £156. A lengthy and complicated case.
SC47/22/107

15. Lord Gray suing Robert Houston, tenant in Ballrudrey, for £79 10/- rents for
1768 and 1769 plus £37 14/6 for 1770. SC47/22/107

16. John Brown of Glaswell suing John Ogilvy, tenant in Dennulk for rent of £10
17/9 ,10 bolls of oats, six bolls of bear, 12 Capons, 12 hens, 6 ducks and 12 ells
of clean clothe. SC47/22107

17. Alex Watson of Turin suing David Neish, tenant in Braehead of Lunan, for 8/-,
Charles Ferrier in Guthrie for 7/- the balance of the price of 30 bolls of marie,
William Wilson on Carsegowrie for 12/- the price of some barley and William
Sturrock ofFriok for £1 9/2 the price of 50 bolls of marl. SC47/22/107

18. Sir John Ogilvy of Invercarity suing James Mann in Wester Shealhill for 4/2,
Hendry Muir, Wright in Kirriemuir, for 14/6, Peter Walker in Mains of Murthlie
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for 5/6 and James Ogilvy, Wright at Arthuthel near Cortachy, for 18/2. All for the
purchase of wood. SC47/22/115

19. George Dempster of Dunnichen suing Robert Suitar and John Tarbat for £33
19/4 as the balance owing for the rent of the Miln of Burnside. SC47/22/115

20. James Mill at Strachathro suing James Wallace in Birkenbush and David
Wallace in Lowrie in the grounds of Dunnichen for £220 Sc their annual rent due
for 1770. SC47/22/115

21. George Dempster of Dunnichen suing for payment of rent from over thirty
individual tenants. All were over a year behind and he was demanding that 'they
should be ordained to find caution within a short space to be limited by your
lordship for payment both of the arrears and five subsequent crops' failing that to
be removed. SC47/22/115

22. John Ramsay Lammy ofDrumkenny suing tenants in the grounds ofDrumkenny
for arrears of rent. For example, John Doig owed £2 13/1 but in his case he
claimed he had already paid and that this sequestration was merely a harassment
by the landlord on his tenant. SC47/22/115

23. Earl of Panmure suing Andrew Greig in the Mains of Redcastle, for £27 18/-
rent due and David Davidson in Newbarns for £8 Sc , and many other tenants to
a total of £158 Sc. SC47/22/115

24. George Dempster of Dunnichen suing for the removal of Margaret Bowman,
relic of the deceased William Langlands, tacksman of Craikie mill for rent
arrears. SC47/22/115

25. Alexander Bower of Kincaldrum suing Alexander Kinnear in Finderick for £2
10/- as the price of some hay he had sold him. Kinnear was making the excuse
that he had allowed Bower access to water for his cattle during the summer and
that the expense and trouble of this favour paid for the hay. Bower dismissed this
favour as worth but 6d. SC47/22/125

26. John Kinloch ofKilrie suing Robert Low of Navey for 9/7 on account.
SC47/22/125

27. James Carnegy of Finavon suing eleven individuals for a total of £191 3/8.
SC47/22/125

28. Lord Hackerton's factor, a Joseph Gibb, had absconded, allegedly gone abroad,
with the rentals for 1775 and Hackerton needed permission from the sheriff to
break into Gibb's house at the Mill of Pert in order to get the estate books which
included the tacks and rents for the 43 tenants on the estate. SC47/22/133

29. The Earl of Panmure applying to court to get a sworn statement from David
Mitchell, a very old man and former tenant, who had just had a bad fall and was
about to die. Panmure was concerned about the exact position of the march
boundaries between his ground and that belonging to Easter Ogill. SC47/ 22/136

30. John Kinloch of Kilry suing various tenants for the cost of labour that they were
obliged to provide him by the conditions of their tack but which they had failed
to honour. He had to pay other labourers to do the work. SC47/ 22/137

31. Alex Watson of Turin's grieve John Speid had a farm on the estate that he
managed. On that farm a Robert Menmuir was employed to drive a cart and work
the plough. Watson had seen this man driving an overloaded cart (7 bolls) at a
reckless pace and had sacked him. Menmuir was appealing to the court for
wrongful dismissal. SC47/ 22/139
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B. Tenants

1. Charles Black, tenant in Auchnagray, suing David Wallace in Barnyards for £30
Sc as the balance on the price of an ox. SC47/22/106

2. George Staiton, tacksman of Wardropertoun suing Alexander Roberts his Sub¬
tenant in Nether Wardropertoun for £9 19/6 as the price of the converted bear
and oats he was due him as rent. He was holding Charles Fullerton Esq of
Kinnaber, Andrew Barry and Partick Brown, masons in Montrose, liable as they
had bought a great part of the corn produced by Roberts. This in Staiton's
opinion meant that they were 'thereby legally subjected in payment of the above
hypothetic rent.' SC47/ 22/106

3. Robert Gibson, tenant in Dunninald, suing James Birnie, brewer in Montrose for
£16 Scots the price of a cow sold to him. SC47/22/106

4. William Stivens, tenant in Laws, suing Andrew Dick, residenter in Arbroath, for
£12 Scots as the price of 4 bolls of wheat. SC47/22/106

5. John Bruce, tenant in Dargie, suing James Hardie, weaver in Stonie. for £1 % as
the price of clover seed. SC47/22/106

6. Robert Brown, tenant in Paddockpool suing John Petrie in the grounds of
Drumbarrow for £8 10/- Scots rent. SC47/22/106

7. David Rogers, tenant in Ardovie suing Alexander Dorward, tenant in
Drumburnot for £4 due for money lent. SC47/22/106

8. John Torbat, weaver in Forfar and Tacksman of the Mill of Burnside and several
other enclosures of the said lands. He had an agreement with Robert Soutter,
shoemaker in Forfar to jointly farm the enclosures. Torbat agues that Soutter had
lost interest in cultivating the land and because he was responsible to the
landlord for the rent, he was trying to have Soutter removed using the legislation
for the removal of subtenants. Soutter saw himself more as a partner. SC47/
22/106

9. Charles Greenhill at Beauchaumps and Alexander Greenhill, tacksmen of the
lands of Bowhouses removing George Young a subtenant who had no standing
tack. SC47/22/106

10. John Bisset, tenant at Invergowrie suing Hendry Tullo sub-tenant of the mill of
Invergowrie, houses, kiln and thirl, for the rent. SC47/22/106

11. Robert Ferrier, tenant at Kinnard mill suing William Bruce and William Strachan
butchers in Brechin on account. SC47/22/106

12. Lames Wallace, tenant at Berkenbush suing John Strachan at Newmills his
former subtenant for £14 10/- balance of rent. SC47/22/106

13. James Craik, tenant in Kirkton of Aberlemno, had obtained a warrant of
sequestration of the crops of John Henderson, alias Petrie, in the lands of
Tillywhandland, 'in consequence of which the corns were sequestrated are
stacked up and ready to be sold but which cannot be done nor the quantity there
of ascertained unless they are cast to proof and sold by your lordship's authority'.
The 'cast to proof had to be done by a 'corncaster of the county'so that the value
could be ascertained by the rouping of the corn produced from the stack by the
corncaster. Roup role presented to the court. SC47/22/115
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14. Andrew Miln, tenant in the Hilltoun of Guthrie, suing William Smith, tenant in
Westdrums for stealing his marl. Miln claims he had carted the marl up from the
loch of Balgavies in April and laid it out to dry upon the brow of the loanridge
between the possessions of Robert Peter and James Ker. In the middle of July
Smith had carted it off and spread it on his own land. Although he promised to
give him his pile he had used that as well. Now any substitution for new marl
would be wet and have to be left a period of time before being spread. By that
time it would be the winter season and more difficult to spread. He was suing
him for the extra cost involved. . SC47/22/115

15. Alexander Greig, late tenant in Nether Dysert, suing David Niesh, tenant in
Braehead ofLunan, for £2 5/8 on an account. SC47/22/115

16. William Fullerton, tenant in Cookston, suing John Hill, butcher in Kirriemuir for
£30 Sc as the balance on the price of 6 cattle he sold him. SC47/22/115

17. John Lesley, tenant in Denside, suing James Low, merchant in Montrose, for £31
3/- on account which included carting of goods. SC47/ 22/125

18. Thomas Davidson in Cotton ofWaukmill claims that Margaret Butchard, servant
to Robert Easton in Hodgeton, came to his house with a child she had begat by
Easton and he had agreed to look after the child. He was suing them both for
expenses.

19. Frederick Doig, late 'shoer' in Glamis, now tenant in Baldulzie suing various
individuals on account. SC47/22/125

20. David Neish, tenant at Braehead ofLunan, vintner, collecting money on account.
. SC47/ 22/133

21. George Jarron suing Alex Dorward, tenant in Drumbertnot, for £1 on account.
SC47/22/133

22. John Gibson of Lunan suing William Cant of Bonhard for £12 3/- which he
claims he paid to the Earl of Panmure on Cant's behalf for the years rent of
Bonhard. Gibson described as a tacksman. SC47/22/134

23. John Gibson, tenant in Lunan, suing William Cant, late tenant in Braeside, and
Alex Dorward, tenant in Drumbertnot, who were executors of his late father
Robert Gibson of cotton ofDunninald. SC47/22/139

24. Alexander Lumgair of Mainsbank had forced the roup of the possessions of John
Tevondale, a weaver and his sub-tenant, to raise £2 4/-. Andrew Williamson,
weaver in Boghead, James Gowan, shoemaker in Kinnell and James White,
weaver in Mainsbank, carried out the roup. A loom was sold for 11/- and some
weft and warp of the web for 12/6. Purchasers were mainly local weavers.
SC47/22/139

C. Residenters or Occupiers

1. William White in Gourirty, Carter, sold a lame horse to Partick Finder in Lochie.
SC47/22/106

2. Alex Goodie at Tarbins suing James Doctor, his subtenant in Pathhead, for £11
Scots the balance of the rent due. He was claiming that James Erskine, barber
and George Profit at Herdhill had taken the corns of James Doctor despite his
Hypothecate right. SC47/22/106
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3. David Herald in Craig of Glenprosen suing various people for wool, malt and
money lent. SC47/22/106

4. George Miller at Cairn suing John Don in Ballinshoe for £3 5/- for an ox he sold
him. SC47/22/106

5. Robert Scott of Logie suing James Strachan, flesher in Brechin, for the price of
26 wedder sheep. SC47/22/106

6. James Ogilvy in Nearns suing David Gibson in Turwhappie for 19/11 money
owing for corn. SC47/22/106

7. Alexander Wilkie in Hill ofMains ofFintry suing David Sturrock at Mill of
Mains ofFintry for money owing. SC47/22/106

8. Alexander Smart at Leadside ofKeithock suing James Wallace, tenant at
Birkenbush, for £19 5/4 Scots the sum appraised on his barnyard and horses for
the year 1763. SC47/22/106

9. David Fraser of Kirktown suing David Watt merchant in Panbride for 18/-, the
price of 2000 bricks he had sold him. SC47/22/106

10. Robert Allardice at Boddin of Dunninald suing David Neish tenant in Braehead
of Lunan for money on account. SC47/22/107

11. Andrew Alexander in the grounds of Percy suing David Ogilvy in Windyedge for
£1 0/4 the price of a cow. SC47/22/107

12. Duncan Shaw ofBaldownie suing William Archer, brewer in Kirriemuir for £8
11/- Scots the balance of the price of malt delivered. SC47/22/107

13. Thomas Crighton in Denston suing Rev. Thomas Duncan, minister of Ruthven
for £54 12/-Scots the price of six bolls of bear. SC47/22/107

14. John Edward in Wester Persie suing Thomas Ogilvy in Blackson for £4 10/- the
price of an ox. SC47/22/107

15. Sarah Brown, residenter in Glamis, suing George Fife in Glamis for inlaying cost
arising from a son she 'delivered in fornication'. SC47/ 22/115

16. Robert Cothil, in Muirside of Kinnell, suing John Leachin in Ascurrie for the
sum of £21 Sc on a bill. SC47/22/115

17. William Sturrock, in Muirdrum of Monikie, suing James Lumgair in Husbander
for £1 the price of a young quey he paid for but agreed to leave with Lumgair
until after the harvest. Lumgair then refused to deliver the animal or return his
money. SC47/22/115

18. Andrew Miln, in Muirside of Glaswell, suing a number of individuals for 'meal'
delivered to them. For example, Alexander Garden in Bogtoun for 13/- Sc .

SC47/22/115
19. Jean Allan, residenter in Brechin, suing John Mitchell in the Tenements of

Caldham, for damages occasioned by the house she rented being 'so insufficient
that the rain water came through the gravel'. She was claiming £3 but Mitchell
was also suing her for failing to pay the rent. SC47/22/125

20. Robert Mill, in Glenuig, suing his ex sub-tenant Thomas Low, now in Wester
Pearsie, for the right to sell the corns left on the possession by Low in order to
recover the rent owing to him. SC47/22/125
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D. Artisans / Traders

1. John Hill, butcher in Kirriemuir, suing James Cargill, flesher, for 8/- contained in
a bill and 14/- for calves delivered to him. SC47/22/106

2. Patrick Neish, inndweller in Kirriemuir, suing John Baxter, baker in Kirriemuir
for £1 10/1 due for performing different carriages to Glamis and Brechin. SC47/
22/106

3. John Fraser, mason in Forfar, suing a number of people for mason work involved
in building houses at harvest time. For example James Glenday in the grounds of
Dod sued for £7 Scots. SC47/22/106

4. John Coutt, wright in Babluchty, suing William Cant, weaver, for 4/- the value of
a screw nail and part of a vice which he claims Cant broke when borrowing it.
SC47/22/106

5. James Livie, wright in Glamis, suing John Black, brewer in Glamis for the price
of a wooden chest he made for him. SC47/22/106

6. George Wright, wright in Arbroath, suing Hendry Mudie, wright in Balbirnie for
£1 6/2 on account. SC47/22/106

7. James Watt, baker in Montrose, suing William Wright, baker in Montrose, for £2
91- on account. SC47/22/115

8. George Grey, meal seller in Dundee, suing a number of individuals for the price
ofmeal delivered. SC47/ 22/115

9. James Robertson, brewer in Arbroath, suing various individuals for a total of £2
7/9. SC47/22/125

10. William Robb, watchmaker in Montrose, suing William Lyall, vinter in Ferryden,
for £3 as the price of 4 bolls of oatmeal. Also David Fullerton, wright at
Peatlock, of Lunan, for £2 10/- as the price of a silver watch. SC47/22/125

11. Patrick Laing, tanner in Brechin, suing John Mitchell, butcher at Hakerton, for £7
16/6 on account. SC47/22/125

12. George They, wright at Ballinshoe, suing David Doig in Muirhead of Logie for
£30 12/- Sc for the price of a cow. SC47/22/125

13. Hendry Davidson, wheelwright in Cotton of Newbarns, suing David Caird,
innkeeper at Angushall, for money owing on account. SC47/22/134

14. A slater complaining that he had quoted for a job on the assumption that he could
do the work in April 'when labour was cheap' but had not been allowed to start
work until later in the year when labour was more expensive. Suing for more
money. SC47/22/136

15. William Robb, watchmaker, suing William Milne, land labourer at old Montrose,
now at Kirkton of Inverkeillor, for the price of a new silver watch. £3 5/-. SC47/
22/136

16. Robert Gregory, shoemaker in the cotton of Arbikie, suing Robert Stromner,
servant to David Davidson of Newbarns, and Walter Easton in Muredrum, for
money owing on an account. SC47/ 22/138

17. David Dear, weaver at Mountboy, suing John Fitchett, at Gighty burn for money
owing. SC47/22/138
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E.Merchants

1. Patrick Stewart, merchant in Perth, suing James Nicoll in Drumglay for £1 9/1
due from expenses arising from a bill of exchange. SC47/22/106

2. James Badenoch, merchant in Glamis, suing Andrew Thorn weaver in Kirriemuir
for the rent of a house in Kirriemuir. SC47/22/106

3. William Cochran, merchant in Dundee, suing David Gibson in Turwhappie for
£4 6/- the balance on an account. SC47/22/106

4. Charles Gray, merchant in Forfar suing David Gib, merchant in Kirriemuir for
£11 4/9 on account. SC47/22/106

5. James Ironside, merchant in Perth suing David Neish, vintner at Braehead of
Lunan, for £1 19/- due for expenses for raising and executing a diligence.
SC47/22/106

6. Charles Allan, merchant in Arbroath, suing a number of individuals for hemp,
oatmeal etc. SC47/22/106

7. Alexander Arrot, merchant in Arbroath, suing Alex Husband, merchant in
Arbroath for the price of two matts of flax. SC47/22/107

8. Robert Beig, merchant in Dundee, suing Walter McLaren, flexdresser in Hilltoun
for 15/- per account. SC47/22/107

9. James Davidson, merchant in Nether Tenement suing various people for flax.
SC47/22/107

10. David Straiton, maltman in Montrose, suing John Fife, manufacturer in
Kirriemuir for £1 8/- balance on a bill. SC47/22/107

11. John Ford, merchant in Forfar, suing individuals for a mixture of debts. For
example, John Horn for 15/- for grass seed. SC47/22/115

12. David Whamond, merchant in Oathlaw, suing various individuals for amounts
due on oats, bills etc. SC47/22/125

13. John Dalgety, merchant in Forfar, suing various individuals for small amounts.
Mainly weavers. SC47/22/125

14. James Miln, merchant in Arbroath, suing Alexander Wair, wright at St Vigeans,
and James Weir, wright at Meiklehill, for 14/7 as expenses for raising and
executing a diligence against them. SC47/22/125

F. Administration

1. Alexander Mudie, town clerk in Arbroath, collecting money owed for house and
window tax. SC47/22/106

2. Partick Orr, writer in Forfar, collecting a number of debts for legal work. SC47/
22/106

3. William Drysdale, clerk in Kirkaldy, suing David Gibson, son to Robert Gibson,
tenant in Dunninald for £1 15/10, the cost of raising a diligence. SC47/22/107

4. Patrick Orr, junior fiscal in Forfar, charging John Amerston, tenant in Shien, for
breaking the law concerning carts. In a Act in the 12th of the present majesties
reign, it is enacted that from and after the 1st day of September 1772, 'no
person shall drive a cart or wagon upon the high roads or streets unless the owner
of such carriage put his name thereon, or the place of residence, in different
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colour from the body of the carriage and the number in figures if the owner has
more than one cart'. SC47/22/107

5. Alexander Milne, writer in Arbroath, acting on behalf of the Court of Session
concerning the bankruptcy of John Ogilvy, tenant in Denmill. Milne was
applying for sequestration for the personal estate of Ogilvy using the authority of
an Act of Parliament entitled, 'An act for rendering the payment of insolvent
debtors more equal and expeditious and regulating the diligence of law by
arresting and poinding in that part of great Britain called Scotland'. John
Kernack, flaxdresser in Kirriemuir, had come with a notary messenger and
poinded a considerable amount of the assets belonging to Ogilvy. Milne quoted
the above act to the effect, 'that no poinding of a debtors effect, not completely
executed thirty days before an application for a sequestration of the debtors
personal estate under the authority of this Act, shall give any right or preference
to the poinder in event of a sequestration taking place, but the poinder shall be
obliged to deliver to the factor of the goods poinded, ifnot sold or disposed of,
when he is required so to do, if they are then sold or disposed of, he shall be
liable to account to the factor for appraised value of the goods poinded and
which shall make part of the fund to be distributed among creditors'. In other
words he wanted a valuation of the goods that Kernack had poinded. Kernack
refused under the pretence that he had poinded the goods thirty days before the
sequestration. Value of £60 claimed by Milne. SC47/22/125

6. William Kerr of Westfield had bought the tack of South Lakener, part of the
property of Simpson of Inverighty, on which there were seven tenants with tacks
of 40 years. The argument concerned the privilege to occupy 'two desks or pews
lying in the south west side of the kirk of Kinnettles'. The sitting tenants of the
tack had forced Kerr out of the pews claiming that they owned the fabric of the
pews and they would only sell them at the price they cost when built twenty years
before. Kerr wanted to have them appraised but they were refusing to allow this.
They were disputing Kerr's as tacksman for the farms to the right to occupy the
space in the church. SC47/22/125

7. Thomas Garden, Commissioner for the province of the Netherlands concerning a
ship that had wrecked at Lunan Bay. The ship, the Elsina Catharina, was
captained by Comelus Annesk and belonged to Jacob Luden and William Von
Brienen, merchants in Amsterdam. SC47/22/140

G. Trade

1. Thomas Smith, miller at Milne of Tannadyce, bought from David Wallace in
Barnyards a stack of oats with straw for £8 Scots /boll of oats. He employed Alex
Suttie, a corn caster, to thrash out the corn but Wallace had refused access to the
stack. He was suing Wallace for damages and expenses. SC47/22/106

2. Andrew Greig, tenant in Redcastle, refused to deliver ten bolls of oatmeal at 11/-
per boll in equal portions at Martinmas and Whitsunday to John Neish, merchant
in Arbroath. The agreement obliged each party to honour the bargain under
penalty of £5 should either refuse. Neish was suing. SC47/22/106

3. James Gray, Cowiehill in Mearnshire, was in dispute with Patrick Carnegy of
Lour concerning a 40ft long pump that Gray claims Carnegy had order but which
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he was refusing to accept. Carnegy had been advised (after he had made the
bargain) that a wooden pump of that length could not possibly work and he
should buy a chain pump instead. Gray claimed it would work and Carnegy was
just trying to get out of his bargain. SC47/22/107

4. Charles Maiden, flaxdresser in Kirriemuir, suing William Stirling, servant to
Sturrock and Stewart, merchants in Dundee for the price of watch he sold him.
£2 4/-. SC47/22/107

5. James Wilson, wright ofKirriemuir, suing Alexander Forbes in Wester Pearsie
for £30 Scots the price of a silver watch. SC47/22/107

6. Andrew Chalmers, weaver in Kirriemuir, suing David Barry, weaver, and Joseph
Argus, flaxdresser, for £20 8/- as the balance of the price of a cwt of lint. SC47/
22/115

7. George Ritchie in Lyndich bought from James Archer, tenant in Lyndich, some
standing barley and oats. He got them sheared, stooked and then winnowed by
John Thomson of Dronlaw. The barley came to 3 bolls, 6 pecks and the oats
came to 3 bolls, 1 peck. He had agreed to pay £7 Sc per boll for the barley and
£7 16/- Sc per boll for the oats. To be paid at Candlemas. Ritchie accusing
Archer of illegally removing some of the oats from the farm. SC47/22/115

8. A lengthy case between Robert Gibson, tenant in Dunninald, and his landlord
Robert Scott of Dunninald. Gibson had sold three stacks of corn to Scott, to be
delivered when requested, and had delivered two of them but had substituted the
third for one of poorer quality. A lengthy case pursued complete with witnesses.
SC47/22/115

9. Robert Milne, tenant in Ballownie mill, suing William Cuthbert, weaver in
Forfar, for £1 12/- the balance due on the price of a chalder of meal he sold and
delivered to Cuthbert. Cuthbert claims that in the terms of the bargain the meal
was not payable until it had been all sold. Cuthbert was in the business of
dividing the meal up into small parcels and selling them individually. He claims
he had paid it all except for the amount being liable and even this he had agreed
to pay. The dispute was about who should pay the 9d worth of 'custom dues'
imposed by the Forfar town council on the meal. The buyer or the seller?
SC47/22/115

10. A case in which four individuals agreed to sow 54 .5 pecks of flaxseed on five
acres, 2 roads and 25 falls of land. The crop was said to have produced a quantity
of flax that had realised a premium of £10 from the Trustees of Fisheries and
Manufacturing for Scotland. One of them had refused to share the premium
money. SC47/22/134

11. David Rogers, tenant in Ardovie, suing Alex Dorward tenant in Drumbertnot.
Rogers was suing Dorward for twelve pounds which he owed him. The debt had
arisen because Dorward had taken responsibility for a bill issued to Rogers by
another tenant William Gibson of Stone of Morphie. Dorward had given Rogers
a certificate which read,' David, as you have granted me a bill of £12,1 oblige
myself to pay the same when due and clear you of any charges on the said bill'.
On the strength of that note Dorward was obliged to pay the twelve pounds to
Gibson but had failed to do so on time. Legally Rogers was still responsible for
honouring the bill when it became due and so he was having to apply to the
courts for recovering the money from Dorward. SC47/22/136
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H. Encroachment and land use

1. John Hogg, sheriff officer in Hilltown of Dundee, complaining that his neighbour
had put a large dunghill right outside his house. He was keeping a small shop at
his house and his customers were being put off by having to 'wade through
human dung and other nastiness'. SC47/22/106

2. John Smyth ofBalharry had recently purchased the lands of Glencally and was
trying to limit the grazing of sheep on his land by people who, in his opinion, had
no title to do so. Many tenants in the locality thought they had a right because
they had been grazing on the land 'beyond the memory of man'. A lengthy case.
SC47/22/107

3. John Wallace suing James Deas, of Hatton mill, for £7 Scots for damage done to
his corn by his cattle that were grazing at Pitscandly and had escaped. Arbiters
appraised the damage. SC47/22/107

4. Charles Ego in Little Budge of Lochlee suing for the return of his mare that had
been retained by his neighbour after it had strayed onto his property. He had
offered twice the normal compensation (1 merk) but his neighbour had still
refused to release the animal. SC47/22/107

5. Alexander Grey, tenant in Balhungy, in a dispute with William Johnston, tenant
in Graystone, (both tenants of the Earl of Panmure) about the coarse of a ditch
which acted as a march between the two properties. SC47/22/115

6. John Bailie tenant in Peebles against William Heazel at Townhead of Arbroath.
In this case Baillie accuses Heazel of persistently breaking down his dykes and
filling in his drains on his farm. He uses in his action the Act of Parliament
1685 Chap. 39 which states 'no person shall brake down or fill up any ditch,
hedge or dyke whereby ground is enclosed and shall not leap nor suffer their
horse, nout or sheep to go over any ditch, hedge or dyke under the pain of £1
Scots. Baillie argued that despite Heazel having been caught trespassing and
causing damage to his enclosures, he continued to do so. The only defence
offered by Heazel was that he did inadvertently trespass over the enclosure at a
time of deep snow because he was unable to tell the difference between the road
and the field. SC47/22/133

7. David Dickson of Clockbriggs suing William Wallace, tenant at Restenneth, for
the damage sustained by his animals straying onto his land. Wallace suing
Dickson for similar offences. SC47/22/133

8. Alexander Watson of Turin against about 25 named individuals who were
residing at the Cotton of Guthrie, Drum of Balgavies and Broadfeulds. In this
case Watson is claiming damages from these twenty-five individual cottagers for
deliberate and sustained damages to his new enclosures as well as the destruction
of trees inside the enclosures. These were enclosures he had recently established
on his farm at Broadfaulds. He claimed that they ' cut, broke and carried off
wood, brooms, whins and heather on at least thirty different occasions ' and
should therefor be fined £60 Scots for the damage they had caused. He quotes at
length the Act of Parliament 1685 chapter 39.' That no person shall cut, break
or pull up any tree or peel the bark off any tree, under the pain of £1 Scot per
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each tree within ten years old and £2 Scots for each tree that is above the said age
of ten years, and that the havers or users of the timber of any tree that shall be so
cut, broken or pulled up, shall be liable to the same penalty, except he can
produce the person from whom he got it, and if the person that shall be so
convicted be not able to pay the fine, then he shall be deemed to work a day for
each half mark contained in the fine to the heritor whose planting shall be so cut
or broken. And further, it is thereby statute and ordained that no person shall
break down or fill up any ditch, hedge or dyke, whereby ground is enclosed and
shall not leap or suffer their horses, nout or sheep to go over any ditch, hedge or
dyke under the pain of two pounds Scots, half to the heritor and half to the repair
of bridges and highways.' SC47/22/135

9. Margret Moodie, tackswomen of Westside of Burn of Murrows, and her son John
Dick against Rev. Alexander Imlach minister of Murrows. This is a typical case
of two neighbours falling out over the damage caused by their respective
animals. It is slightly unusual because in this case it is a sow that was the cause
of the damage. Imlach answered the claims of damage and trespass by the
animal with the argument that because his sow had a ring through its nose
(therefor was unable to dig up the ground) it could quite legally go where it
pleased. He also complained that the Moodie's animals did far greater harm to
his property than his sow did to theirs. He also mentioned that Moodie had
cultivated the land so close to the track going to the church that it was only six
feet wide in places and therefore it was impossible not to do damage to the crops.
Moodie admitted some damage done by her animals to Imlach's turnips but only
because she was forced to go through his turnip field as it was the only access to
the water on the farm. SC47/22/135

10. William Hunter, merchant in Forfar suing James Steel, senior brewer in Forfar,
for encroachment. This case involves the encroachment of an old road that ran

between the properties of these two gentlemen. Hunter accuses Steel of
ploughing right up to the side of the road and then making a small dyke of earth
onto which he planted whins. He then created a ditch to protect the trees
practically on the road itself. This, Hunter claims, had the effect of pushing the
road over onto his ground. Steel counters claims with the accusation that Hunter
in the previous summer had repeatedly turned his horses during ploughing on the
road and sometimes even over the road and on his land. This he claimed had
caused considerable damage to his growing crops. The little dyke he had built
was to stop this encroachment. The important point of this case is the distinction
that was being made between official roads sanctioned by the Commission of
Supply and those older and smaller tracks that often formed the marches between
different properties. The former were protected from any trespass on either side
of the road by the Justice of the Peace who regarded any such encroachment very
seriously. For the other roads there was less protection. Hunter complains that, as
the law stood, a person could plough down his part of the ground that constituted
the private road and thereby, in effect, shift it onto his neighbour's ground. This
would also have the effect of shifting the servitude involved in the upkeep of the
road onto his neighbour as well. SC47. 22.137

11. Alex Watson of Turin suing William Suttie in Leyhead, James Paterson in
Loanhead of Guthrie, The Rev. Thomas Craig minister of Guthrie and David
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Webster in Langlands. Mr Watson quotes the Act of Parliament of 1686 chp 11
, which impels people to herd their animals both in the winter and the summer
and not let them stray onto their neighbours property. He claims that Suttie and
Paterson had let six of their animals stray onto his land on at least eight occasions
and therefor should be fined 24 Merks each. In the same appeal he included a
writ against the Rev. Craig and Webster warning them to stop digging turf and
divots on his moorland and quotes the same Act' that the casting of turf or divots
by any person or persons upon any mans property without a special sight or
privilege from the proprietor, is an illegal invasion of such property.' Both sets of
defendants denied they either pastured their bestials or cast turf,' but where their
predecessors did before them and where they have a title on the common moor.'
SC47/22/137

12. David Laird of Strathmartine petitioning the court concerning his tenant who was
carrying off fodder and corn from one of his farms to a neighbouring farm.
William Christie was the tenant of both of the farms in question and he claimed
that because he was not selling the corn and fodder but using them to feed his
own cattle on the other farm this was not illegal. He claims he had built a large
cattle shed worth £200 on this other farm and this action was a means by the
landlord to try and force him to build another one on the farm he rented.
SC47/22/140

J. Employment

1. William Adamson fee'd John Machir for £5 10/-, a pair of shoes and a day off to
cast peat and drive it with his masters horses. A dispute about the amount of
wages due. SC47/22/106

2. John Hoggart in Newtyle suing John Nicoll, tenant in Kinpurnie, for £26 Scots
and the price of a daily boll of supper meal due him as wages for serving him as
an ordinary servant for a year. SC47/22/106

3. John Gilbert at Muirton suing John Hood, tenant in Balfour, for £37 Scots as the
balance of his wages as an ordinary servant. SC47/22/106

4. Robert Greig in Arbikie fee'd Janet Gardyne ofBalmullie Mill to serve as a
'kitchen maid' from Martinmas to Whitsunday for 11/- Scots and an apron. She
ran off before completing her fee. SC47/22/106

5. John Birney, dyer in Kirriemuir fee'd Robert Nicoll as a journeyman dyer for one
year at a wage of £5 plus a pair of shoes. He failed to turn up. SC47/22/107

6. Helen Nicoll in Bradgrasing Round ofBallinshoe suing David Wallace and
William Wallace in Restenant for £8 Scots for the harvest fee he was due for

helping to cut down corns growing on their possession. SC47/22/107
7. James Deas, tenant at Hatton, fee'd Ian Taylor, son to James Taylor at Bourifauld

to serve as an ordinary servant from March to Martinmas at 20/-. He deserted in
July. SC47/22/107

8. George Graham ofFlemington's servant agreed with Alexander Towns a day
labourer who lived in the grounds of Flemington to employ him as a shearer
during the next harvest. It was agreed that the estate would convey turf for the
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construction of his house on the estate prior to the employment, which they did.
However, before the harvest, Towns left and refused to work as a shearer.
Graham was 'Thereby disappointed of a shearer and my corn in hazard of
perishing being dead ripe, nor can I get a shearer to engage and the harvest is
begun and everyone thronger than another, the corns but all ready for pulling
down'. SC47/22/107

9. Margaret Maules, residenter in Arbroath, suing Thomas Webster, shipmaster in
Montrose for £2 10/- wages due her from ten years previously. SC47/22/115

10. Robert Hume in Haystoun suing John Marshal at Ruthven for £14 Sc as the
balance due him for his wages as an ordinary labouring servant from about five
or six years previous. SC47/22/115

11. John Sparks, merchant in Forfar, died. The executor of his estate was Charles
Mitchel, writer in Dundee. The farm servants were suing the executor for their
wages. John Stormonth for £4 10/- wages plus 4/6 more as the price of a pair of
shoes, being the wages he should have received for one years work. James Shield
was claiming £5 2/6 and Jean Guild for £1 11/2. Sparks had died but they
claimed 'our engagement (having been) determined, we were dismissed the
service a few weeks before the period agreed on elapsed'. They claimed that the
trustees were liable to honour their fee contract. SC47/22/115

12. David Neave, residenter in Forfar, suing Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly, for
turning him out ofFarquhar's service after only half a year when he thought he
had been fee'd for a whole year. Farquhar was claiming that when the alleged
bargain was struck he 'was fuddled with drink in so much that the bargain has
escaped my memory'. This was a lengthy case of claim and counter claim.
SC47/22/115

13. John Webster, Baillie ofForfar, and David Adam, merchant in Forfar, were both
tacksman of the Hill Park ofPitscandly and of the Old Mains Park. They were
suing the owner of this land, Thomas Farquhar ofPitscandly, for allowing his
own beastials to graze in these rented enclosures for which they claimed they
paid him 'a high rent'. SC47/22/115

14. Patrick Gordon, schoolmaster at Rescobie, suing Thomas Farquhar ofPitscandly
for £52 10/- Sc as the part of his salary for three years duration that he claimed
he owed him. SC47/22/115

15. Ann Spalding, daughter of James Spalding, wright at Gallowfauld, suing John
Alexander in Kirkton of Invercarity, for dismissing her from her fee. Wages for a
year were £7 Sc and half a ell of linen valued at 8/-. SC47/22/115

16. Christian Cadger, residenter in Forfar, suing John Fife, at Quarryhead of Memus,
for the sum of £7 10/- Sc due her as wages for assisting him to cut down his
corns at harvest. SC47/22/115

17. James Low in Westside of Denoon and his son Robert suing John Fenton in
Bridestown for 12/6 as the balance they claimed was owing on wages due to
Robert who served Fenton for a year in 1772. Fenton claimed that Robert had
fallen into a fire and hurt his leg so that he was unable to work, then as soon as
he had returned he broke out in boils and was again unable to work, then he
returned for a short time during the oat planting season but soon fell ill again and
eventually went away to stay with his father until May. As a result of this Fenton
claimed he had to employ someone else and was refusing to pay the balance of
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Robert's wages. The judge agreed with him and cleared him of the liable plus
expenses. SC47/22/125

18. Ann Hay in Carmyllie suing Alexander Milne in Drumygar for £5 Sc as the
amount owing her for lint spinning she had done for him several years
previously. SC47/22/125

19. Andrew Edward in Drumglay, a herd, suing David Proctor, a weaver, for his
wages earned by herding Proctor's beastials during the summer. SC47/22/133

20. Alexander Ramsay, now servant to William Hepburn ofLunan Mill, suing his
former employer John Dickie, tenant of Westerton, for wages owed.
SC47/22/133

21. Robert Greig suing two servants who had left his employment in the middle of
their fee. They were claiming that they were ill but Grieg maintains they had left
in order to make more money 'spinning factory yarn'. SC47/22/134

22. Thomas Peterson, tenant in Eastmains ofRossie, suing Alexander Stewart in
Downie ofKelly for £2, the cost of labouring 4 acres of ground belonging to
Stewart. SC47/22/134

23. Margaret Sturrock and her husband suing Robert Wyllie, tenant in Broadley for
14/4 which they claimed were due to them for harvest work they had performed
on Wyllie's crop. The fee bargain had been arranged in the alehouse in Forfar.
SC47/22/136

24. Andrew Grieg, tenant in Redcastle, being sued by Robert Ramsay of the cotton of
Redcastle for various wages owing to him. SC47/22/137

25. A petition brought by Patrick Carnegy of Lower against five of his farm staff on
the farm of Balmishaner. This petition was brought before the sheriff in the
morning of the day that five men had refused to continue their work at
Balmishaner farm. The cause of this 'strike' was that they had not been given
their daily quota of sap (milk) which was part of their wage. The grieve of the
farm had offered them an extra 1/- per month in lieu of their sap but they had
refused to accept this and withdrawn their labour in protest. The sheriff ordered
the men to appear before him at 1pm on the same day at which time he ordered
them to return to work but gave them liberty to bring a claim against their master
at a later date. The men had argued that the laird had only provided one cow
(despite having been warned by them that this was not going to be enough to
provide adequate milk) and the milk from this one cow had to supply the grieve
as well as five other men. Camegy argued that milk was far too expensive to buy
at that time of year (24th Feb) for him to buy any extra. The grieve (Butchard)
had offered them the usual rate in compensation but they had refused it. The
sheriff ordered them back to work but allowed them freedom to pursue their
employer for any breach in fee. SC47/22/140

K. Tacks

1. Thomas Duiry in Turfachie, tacksman to the mill and miln lands of East Miln of
Kinnalty, had subset the mill to Patrick Coutts for one year. Verbal tack. Coutts
was refusing to sign his renunciation of the tack. SC47/22/106
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2. Alex Watson of Turrin suing David Bell, late tenant in Broadfaulds, now in
Broadlie in the grounds ofDunnichen, for rent. Bell seems to have calculated he
owed £2 15/4 . Made up of rent for 1768 and 1769 at £13 10/- per year = £27.
Less two payments of £12 -/3 and £12 1/7 to Provost Kerr. Watson was claiming
that those payments were solely in respect to the deterioration and mislabouring
of the land and were over and above the rent arrears. SC47/22/107

3. Donald Farquharson in Balnakelly claimed ' that by the custom of the barony of
Lintrathen the houses upon the possession that have been built by the tenant, that
is the timber and iron work, are appraised over the intrant tenant who pays him
for the same, or if he decline, then the removing tenant may carry off the timber
and iron work with him, roup or dispose of as he is minded'. In this particular
case he got the baron baillie of Lintrathen to appoint an appraiser and a sum of
£50 12/- Sc was arrived at. John Peters the incoming tenant refused to pay and
was being sued for that amount plus 13/- expense. SC47/22/115

4. David Key, outgoing tenant of the town and milntown of Panbryde, appraising
the houses and biggings for the incoming tenant, John Hay (1769). The
appraisers were Andrew Smith and John Stephan, both wrights in Arbroath
acting for Hay, and James Fauld in Wormyhills and James Walker, wright in
Panbryde, acting for Kay. The amount appraised was for £4 1/6. SC47/22/115

5. John Ogilvy of Inverarity suing various tenants for failing to honour their
commitment to perform their share of the carriage of materials for the building of
the new manse house of the parish. The tradesman had to stop because of the
lack of materials. David Adamson, brewer in Kirriemuir, was one of the tenants
charged and he argued that he was not liable and, in any case if he was, it was
obligatory that the 'proportion demanded from him was shown to be liable before
he was obliged to respond'. Ogilvy replied to the effect that 'The law fixes the
carriage of materials for the building of kirks and manses and such other public
offices upon the inhabitants within the parish. Every heritor that is liable in
payment of the stipend has by the same common law and practice a right to call
out his tenants to perform their proportion of the carriage alike with others in the
parish. The defender cannot say, nor does he pretend, he was over rated and all
that was ever required of him was his equal and just share, which he refused'.
SC47/22/115

6. Thomas Farquhar ofPitscandly set John Dickson, mason in Forfar, the lease to
the pavement quarry of Weemys. Dickson had worked it for many years but
recently he had expanded and 'broke up and work a slate quarry on the brae of
the Mains of Pitscandly' west of Weemys. Farquhar was challenging his right to
do this. Dickson claimed a right given him in the tack to 'sole liberty and
privilege of working the said quarry of the common hill'. This he was claiming
gave him the right to quarry any part of the land he rented. SC47/22/125

7. John Ferrier, tenant in Hilltoun of Balfour, suing Charles McHardy, merchant
and tenant of a house, offices and four acres of land situated at Newbigging of
Arbroath. There was also a further two acres involved. The rent was £8 plus a
further £2 4/5 . Mc Hardy had disappeared and Ferrier was applying for
hypothecate on the furniture and growing crops. A full inventory was included
which showed riggs of corn, bear, lint and peas as well as potatoes, coming to a
value of £9 3/5. It appears that McHardy also rented land from four other
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individuals to grow potatoes. The combined valued was estimated at £11 13/1
less the cost of harvesting the corn at £2 10/11. SC47/22/125

8. James Thane had let some ground to Patrick Middleton of Longhills on the
understanding that Thane would plough the land and put it into grass. It was also
a part of the bargain that Middleton would have the right to put 40 sheep on the
'privileges of the town of the Haugh'. Middleton was suing Thane for failure to
honour the conditions of the tack in particular to uphold his right to this common
grazing. SC47/22/130

9. Thomas Reid tenant at Kirkstill ofKingoldrum suing James Mackay in
Broadford. In this case Reid is suing his subtenant Mackay for two pounds rent
which was due at Martinmas for the coming years crop. The case was brought in
the spring just before planting. Mackay claims that, although he had farmed the
ground for many years, he had now decided not to continue to do so. Since Reid
had never given him a written lease, he could not be held liable for the money
due on a tack that he no longer wanted. Reid clamed that he had a verbal
agreement from Mackay that he was renewing the tack and he could not back out
at this late stage as he would find it very difficult to get another tenant at such
short notice. Mackay claims that in the bargain for the previous years harvest
Reid had refused to honour his commitment to do the horsework in leading his
corn from the field at harvest time. The result had been that his crop was '
exposed in the field both to the destruction of the bestial and of the weather'. He
was unwilling to take such a risk again. SC47/22/135

10. Andrew Grieg tenant of Redcastle suing Robert Kinnear, cotton of Redcastle for
16/8 rent, John Dickie, tenant in Westerton of Redcastle for £5 balance of rent
due and Thomas Hampton, weaver in the cotton of Redcastle, for his rent. Dickie
appealed against the sum due by claiming that Grieg had sold 3/- worth of broom
and 9/- worth of grazing on Westerton to the neighbouring tenant at Ironshill
between his signing the tack and moving into the possession. SC47/22/137

11. Rev. Hendry Ogilvy, minister ofLunan and proprietor of the lands ofBalgello in
Tannardice in a lengthy case with John Laing his principal tenant concerning
'small tenants'. Ogilvy seems to be arguing that the tack he had with Laing had
implied that the small tenants should remain in place. Laing had been taking over
any vacant farm that these small tenants were leaving and also renegotiating with
others at the expense of the other tenants. In effect he was consolidating his right
to cultivate the lands ofBalgello at the expense of the smaller tenants and against
the wishes of the landowner. As a result Ogilvy claims he had broken the
conditions of his tack. Ogilvy was trying to remove him. SC47/22/139

L.Assault

1. David Duncan, weaver in Knowhead of Torbins suing James Berry, weaver in
Kirriemuir for assault. SC47/22/107

2. Katherine Watson, spouse of James Hutcheson, taylor in Dungeon, attacked by
Janet Brew, spouse of weaver John Fergusan in Dungeon. SC47/22/107
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3. William Tosh suing George Fife in Glamis and William Coupar in Bridgend of
Glamis for assault. SC47/22/115

M. Thirlage

1. Agnes Nairne, relict ofDavid Soutter, tenant at the Mill of Trottick, suing John
Fairweather, tenant in Balreedy, for thirlage she claims she was due. Fairweather
argued that his tack specifically bound him to the Mill ofBalmuir, which
belonged to another tenant, and in any case the Trottick mill was further away.
Nairne argued that because Soutter had frequented her mill in the past, she
should lay claim to the thirlage now, not withstanding the words of the tack.
Soutter claimed that he could not be bound 'by implication'. Further more,
Fairweather argued that there was no miller at Trottick any longer but only 'a
labouring servant who knew nothing of the business' and therefore he could not
be expected to attend that mill. Much evidence was given in an attempt to prove
and disprove it was a working mill. SC47/22/125
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Sheriff court records for the 1780's

SC47/22/ 159 - 247.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/161. 1780
SC47/22/162. 1780.
SC47/22/171. 1782.
SC47/22/172. 1783.
SC47/22/180. 1784.
SC47/22/190. 1785.
SC47/22/195. 1786.
SC47/22/217 - 224. 1787.

A. Landlords

1. Trustees of Fransis Erskine of Kirkbuddo suing various tenants for rent owing.
Total £13 10/9 for eight tacks. SC47/22/161

2. James Gardyne of Middleton, factor for the Earl of Panmure, suing David Brown,
tenant in Pitlivie, for rent arrears (2 years). Brown was said to 'have no fund for
payment of the said rent but the stocking and other effects on the farm and the
crops presently on the ground and as he is embezzling these, the present
application becomes necessary'. Application for sequestration. SC47/22/161

3. Thomas Stark, factor for the Earl of Murray suing various tenants for rent.
SC47/22/161

4. John Robertson, tenant in Baldovie, factor for Alex Farquharson who was
nominated by Robert Scott of Rossie to act for him and his creditors, suing
Fransis Straiton, late tenant of Kinnoul, now in Drumbertnot, for £9 as half years
rent. SC47/22/161

5. Thomas Carnegy of Craigo suing John Fitchet tenant of Dysert for £229 8/- Sc
which he owed for rent on his pendicle. SC47/22/161

6. Alex Watson of Turin suing Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly for £7 9/7 due for
half the cost ofbuilding 13 roods and 24 ells of march dyke. Ele was also
claiming 8/7 as half the price of 27.5 pecks of oatmeal, representing 2 pecks of
oatmeal per rood of wall built that was due to the quarryman John Benny.
Farquhar claimed the bill was over generous and had included payment for
maintaining a horse, repairing quarry tools and bed, fire and lodgings for the
builders. SC47/22/161

7. Thomas Fletcher ofLindertis suing George Philp, late tenant in Craigtoun now in
Longbank, for £9 12/8 the sum due for five bolls of meal, five bolls of bear and
12/- as the value of leading six bolls of coal. Part of his rent. SC47/22/161

8. James Carnegy Arbuthnot removing James Duncan at Tigertoun. He had no tack.
SC47/22/162

9. Archibald Scott of Ulyssehaven suing David Neish, tenant of the cotton of
Balkillie, Burnside and Storehouse of Dunninald for rent. Neish is described, as
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being in labouring circumstances and Scott needed an appraisal of the stock. £31
8/4 plus £13 10/-worth of beastials. SC47/22/162

10. Alex Watson of Turin suing William Weir, tenant in Reswallie, for £15 11/2
rent due on his possession plus interest. SC47/22/162

11. Patrick Carnegie ofLower removing James Taylor in Muirside of Lower who
had no standing tack. SC47/22/162

12. Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly suing James Suttie at Carsebank for £3 9/- as the
price of a cow sold and delivered to him but not paid. SC47/22/172

13. James Graham of Meathie suing William Cunningham, brewer at Pleasant near
Dundee for £55 2/6 as the price of 90 bolls of barley delivered . The price of
12/3 per boll had been the bargain but Cunningham was refusing to pay because
the barley had been ruined for malting. SC47/22/172

14. John Robertson, tenant in Baldovie, factor for Alex Ferguson an accountant in
Edinburgh who had been nominated by Patrick Scott of Rossie on behalf of his
creditors, suing David and James Pearson and John Brews, joint tenants of
Mountboy, part of Rossie estate, for rent arrears amounting to £33 15/- for 1779
and 18/- as the value of 2 dozen hens. They were described as being in labouring
circumstances and squandering or disposing their stock and effects. A
sequestration was requested. SC47/22/172

15. William Douglas of Brigton petitioning the court for permission to cultivate the
farm of Ingliston of Brigton, which was held in tack by James Ireland on a
19years plus a life, rent. Ireland had entered the possession in 1779 and had since
fled the country with debts amounting to £1500 Sterling. SC47/22/172

16. Thomas Carnegy of Craigo seeking to remove John Fitchet from the grounds of
Dysert where he held a pendicle. SC47/22/172

17. Patrick Stirling, merchant in Dundee, heritor ofPittendriech, removing John Sim,
tenant and possessor ofpart of the farm ofPittendriech, called 'half of the toun
and lands of Pittendriech'. SC47/22/180

18. John Robertson, factor for Alexander Farquharson accountant in Edinburgh and
trustees of Partick Scott's estate, suing various tenants for rent. They included
James Russel, Caldwalls, for £18 10/8; Patrick Ferrier and James Gouch,
tacksman of Redmyre for £8 1/6; John Bruce, Hollmiln for £14 10/3; David
Watt in Mountboy for £5 10/-; James Taylor, Kinnoull, now at Peebles for £4
and James Williamson, Mains of Rossie for £30 11 /6. All included value of
victuals. SC47/22/180

19. Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly suing Dr John Carson, physician in Forfar for the
return of the 3rd volume of the continuation of Smolte's History of England,
which he refused to return. The doctor denies borrowing the book and the judge
believes him. Farquhar is ordered to pay expenses. SC47/22/180

20. Thomas Carnegy of Craigo removing and suing for rent from Bartholomew
Parsons at Mains of Gallery. £12 years rent of the lintmill of Craigo SC4/.22/190

21. John Gordon, writer to the signet and factor on the estate of Carse suing John
Hachney in Carsebank for £6 17/3 balanced owed on rent. SC47/22/190

22. Alex Watson of Turin was suing various local tenants for debts arising from
articles they had bought at a local roup. This was a lengthy case in which the
defendants clearly thought that Watson had duped them. It originated from the
sequestration of one of Watson's tenants, a John Greig ofDrimmie. Greig had
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got £26 behind on his rent (£52 per year) and had gone bankrupt. A roup had
been announced and Greig had sold off his stock. Watson presented to the court a
list of a dozen individuals who had bought items at the roup and he was claiming
Hypothec over these items and as a result was suing these individuals. Some of
them had paid 'ready money' to Greig on the day of the roup. Their defence
rested on the fact that Watson had not let it be known at the time of the roup that
Greig owed money for rent. They claimed that the roup had been publicly
announced, a notice called on the kirk door, and at no time was there any
indication from Watson that he would be claiming Hypothec. This was important
because the uncertainty ofHypothec especially for those paying ready money
would inevitably influence the prices obtained at the roup. It then appears that
Watson had sent his grieve (Mr Hood) with orders to take note of who was
buying what, but 'he sent no person in his name with particular instructions to
inform the purchasers of the situation of Greig's affairs'. Under oath Hood did
admit that, if asked, he advised people not to pay cash but he had not made any
public announcement. Also it appears that previous to the roup some of the stock
had been sold by sequestration direct to Watson thus giving the impression that
Greig had fully paid his obligation to the landlord. Those being liable
complained that 'The law of Hypothec is at best an unfavourable plea as being a
restraint upon commerce and ought not to be encouraged'. Watson eventually
secured £9 worth of debt and then proceeded to argue for another three years on
who should pay £2 11/6 costs. The defenders eventually had to pay.
SC47/22/190

23. John Kinloch of Kilry suing William Watson, butcher in Kirriemuir, for keeping
sheep on one of his enclosures without permission. SC47/22/190

B. Tenants

1. David Gray, principal tacksman of the farm of Inverighty subset the farm to
Thomas Bruce in Hawkhill but Bruce had failed to move into the farm and was

showing no sign of doing so. Gray wanted permission from the court to plough
up the fallow and to plant wheat and also to harvest the lint crop and plough up
the ground also for wheat but he could not do this until it was clear whither the
farm was still legally let to Bruce. SC47/22/161

2. John Bruce, tenant in Holmiln suing Fransis Straiton, late at Drumbertnot, now at
Muir of Arbroath, for £1 19/-. SC47/22/161

3. William Alexander, principal tacksman of Bogside, had let a piece of ground to
Andrew Moncur, weaver in Bogside. The agreement was that Moncur would
have the ground until the end ofAlexander's tack and would build a house on the
ground, with Alexander providing the wood. Rent 10/- per year. He built the
house but then Alexander had taken out a summons for his removal and was

refusing to pay him compensation for the house. He wanted £3 as the value of the
house, less the value of the wood. SC47/22/161

4. Alexander Strachan, tenant of Caldame now in Arrat, suing David Deuchar in
Westertown of Rossie for £12 2/- on a bill. SC47/22/162

5. Robert Scott of Ethie, son of deceased Thomas Scott tenant of North Mains of
Ethie, suing Alex Dorward of Drumbertnot, John Jamieson of Rhind now at
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Craigmill and Robert Greig ofArbikie now at Fullerton, for £130 5/- Sterling on
a bill dated 1766 and payable next Martinmas that was drawn on the deceased
Thomas Scott. The defence argued that Scott had no title as the heir to his
father's estate and that the bill was prescribed in terms of the late Act of
Parliament and the defenders positively refuse to admit that they owed any part
of it. It appears that Alex Dorward was found liable. SC47/22/162

6. David Sandimen and John Fleming were joint tenants ofBraikie including the
lands ofMillhill, which had been divided equally, between the two. Fleming was
accused of moving land markers that delineated the march and of stealing soil
from Sandimen's side to make dung with. Sandimen denied the claim pointing
out to the court that the markers were small pits dug at the end of the field and
that these had been filled up by cattle tramping across them. SC47/22/162

7. Alex Glen, tenant at Cringale, suing David Neish in Dunninald and James
Anderson in the grounds of Dunninald for £7 4/11 on a bill. SC47/22/162

8. Alexander Shepherd, tenant in Auchterhouse, suing James Ireland, tenant in
Ingliston, for £7 13/4 owing for lint. SC47/22/171

9. John and William Richard, principal tacksman of the farm of the Hilton of Fearn
trying to remove two sub-tenants from Waulkmill ofHilton of Fearn.
SC47/22/172

10. George Kirkady, tenant at Linross, suing Samual Mather, butcher in Dundee, for
£20 17/- the balance of an account for cattle. SC47/22/172

11. Alex Dorward ofDrumbertnot suing Robert Grieg, tenant at Fullerton, for £3
15/- on an account for a cow sold for £8. SC47/22/172

12. Robert Easton, tenant in Hodgeston, suing Alex Dorward of Drumbertnot and
Fransis Straiton in Muir of Arbroath for £2 18/10 as the amount due on an

account for expenses incurred by Easton for raising and executing a diligence
against them. SC47/22/172

13. William Hay, tacksman of the Miln and Milllands of Invershendy, removing
Margaret Taylor from a house on the farm. SC47/22/172

14. James Ogilvy, tenant at Aucharach, suing Alex Ramsay, aleseller at Bridgend of
Lintrathen for £1 10/- the balance on the price of a horse. SC47/22/180

15. Robert Scott, tenant at Waulkmill, principal tacksman of the farm of Muirside,
evicting Elizebeth Wallace, subtenant in Muirside. SC47/22/180

16. John Fitchet, tenant at Potersom in the grounds of Strathmartine, removing Peter,
alias Patrick, Anderson, residenter at the cotton ofPotersom, who possessed a
house and yard in the cotton. SC47/22/190

17. Alexander Dease tenant in Gallowden suing Alexander Cowlie, wright in
Arbroath. Dease was applying to the court for a sequestration of a field of lint
which was being grown on his farm by Cowlie. Cowlie had lately ' failed in
circumstance ' and was suspected of not being able to pay the rent for the field
that was about to be harvested. Dease wanted permission from the court to roup
the lint, of which half was still in the field and half was already at the mill, so as
to be assured of his rent. The petition was accepted and the roup was allowed to
go ahead. SC47/22/217

18. David Fell, tacksman of Courthill, seeking to remove John Allan from the cotton
of Courthill. SC47/22/217 - 224
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19. Alexander Dorward ofDrumbertnot was forced to sell his tack due to

bankruptcy. His crops and the tack were sold at roup conducted by Robert Brown
but no purchaser was found for the tack. Brown eventually agreed to buy the tack
himself at £215. This particular case was being brought to the court by the sub¬
tenants and cottars on Drumbertnot as there was uncertainty as to whom they
should pay their years rent. SC47/22/217 - 224

C. Residenters and Occupiers

1. James Letch, North Tarry, late of Bonnytoun, suing John Henderson, horsehyrer
in Arbroath and Robert Brown in Pool for £5 12/-. SC47/22/161

2. Thomas Sangster in Johnshaven suing David Webster in Bents in the grounds of
Turin for £42 14/6 the value of 13 cattle bought at Glamis fair. SC47/22/161

3. Rev James Ogilvy of Westhall suing Alex Imlach minister of Murrow, for £97
10/- Sc on account. SC47/22/161

4. Alex Spalding in Cranfourd suing James Badenoch, tenant at New Mains of
Glamis, for £2 19/- the balance of an amount he claims he was due from £6 he
was owed for clearing the Broompark of Kinnorty of broom. SC47/22/161

5. Robert Gibb in Muir of Woodacre suing Andrew Binney, merchant in Forfar, for
not delivering one hundred weight of tow he had bought at a price of £1 14/-.
SC47/22/161

6. John Lindsay in the grounds of Drumbarrow suing David Webster in Bents of
Turin for the price of five cows costing £46 Sc . SC47/22/162

7. Charles Greenhill at Beauchamp suing among others Alexander Bruce of
Hawkhill for £58 10/- the price of cattle sold to him in May the previous year of
which £20 had been paid in July and a further £16 in September but of which the
rest was still unpaid. SC47/22/162

8. John Halket in Ford ofPitcur and John Hill in South Corseton suing Alexander
Hutcheon at the lint mill of Lintrose for £11 1/- cash borrowed. SC47/22/171

9. James Lindsay in Rotall suing Alex Stewart and Charles Ego in Longhorne of
Clova for £9 7/6 as the price of a quantity of sheep. SC47/22/171

10. John and James Lamond, pasturers in Glencally, had 34 white wedder sheep
stolen. The sheep had been tarmarked over the shoulder and they had turned up
in John Brace's butcher shop in Brechin. They were suing Brace for 10/6 per
sheep. SC47/22/172

11. Walter Greig at Westmains of Rossie suing Robert Brown in Pool for £22 the
value of a bill drawn on him. SC47/22/172

12. James Ferguson of Wellstate near Stirling suing David Neish at Storehouse of
Dunninald for £2 4/-on account. SC47/22/180

13. George Philp at Clockmill suing David Leacher at Ruthven for 13/9, the price of
a boll of oats he sold him four years previously. SC47/22/180

14. John Sturrock of Pittrachy suing Thomas Webster, carter in Forfar, for £3 7/6
the balance of rent owed for some acres of land called Lappydub which was part
of Pittrachy. SC47/22/190
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D. Artisans and Trades

1. Thomas Shair, wright in Kirriemuir, suing John Hoods in the grounds of
Findownie, for £4 Sc due on the value of a ridge and two baulks of grass he
rented in 1760 at the Cotton of Balnamoon. SC47/22/161

2. Joseph Angus, flaxdresser in Kirriemuir, suing Patrick Neish, messenger in
Kirriemuir for £2 12/- money borrowed. SC47/22/161

3. John Hepburn, slater in Forfar, suing John Samson, tenant in Turfbeg, for £1
5/11 for quarry dressing, squaring and boring 2050 slates. SC47/22/161

4. John Ferguson, carrier in Alyth, suing Janet Ogilvy, wife of Andrew Hunter,
aleseller in Dundee, for 21 pints of spirit at 1/10 per pint = £1 16/8.
SC47/22/161

5. John King, reedmaker in Montrose, sued by Helen Rogers for the cost of a child
begat in fornication. ( Mary) SC47/22/162

6. Heugh Lawson, smith at Balmuir, suing Sir John Ogilvy of Inverarity for £9 2/1
for smith work. SC47/22/162

7. James Morrison, weaver in Forfar, suing James Millar, shoemaker and present
convenor of the trades of Brechin, for assault. SC47/22/171

8. Thomas Allan, land surveyor at Glamis, suing James and David Watts in
Hardyke in Glen Ogilvy, for £1 11/6 in a bill. SC47/22/171

9. Mrs Katherine Knight, shopkeeper in Dundee suing Andrew Dick, weaver at
Craigie, for £5 7/- for flax delivered. SC47/22/171

10. Dr John Bate, Physician in Montrose, suing Alexander Wright at Dysert for £4
6/-on account for medicine. SC47/22/171

11. William Stewart, mossgrieve at Egno, suing David Webster, weaver in
Kirriemuir, for 5/- for sods cast by him on the moss of Egno. Also others being
sued for similar amounts. SC47/22/171

12. James Smith, horsehirer in Arbroath, suing Thomas Mackay, saddler in
Arbroath, for injuring his horse while he had it out on hire. SC47/22/172

13. William Stormounth, shipbuilder in Dundee, suing Alex Watson of Turin for £2
11/6 the amount being due on an account for building a boat. In 1779 Watson
complained that the boat was insufficient and took in water but this was after he
had used it for 12 months without complaint. SC47/22/172

14. James Suttie, wright in Cotton of Carsebank, suing James Neave, his former
servant now servant to Andrew Cuthbert, wright in the grounds of Ballinshoe,
for various bits of wood and wood tools he claims he stole from him. Value
19/2. SC47/22/180

15. William Waterston, weaver in Forfar, suing Alex Fullerton, late tenant at Mains
of Letham, for 11/- cash lent to him. SC47/22/180

16. John Ferrier, weaver in Brechin suing James Howie, candlemaker in Arbroath
and Robert Howie, shoemaker in Brechin for £2 on account. SC47/22/180

17. James Wyllie, writer in Forfar suing John Soutar at Miln of Rescobie for £5 9/1
on account. SC47/22/180

18. David Gardyne, master of the custom house boat at Montrose, suing William
Lyell in Ferryden and James Lyell in Mains of Benholm for £4 14/- balance
owed on a bill. SC47/22/180
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19. James Young, late writer in Forfar now in Edinburgh, suing John Soutar ofMill
of Rescobie for £3 11/8 on account. Also James Wood at Nether Dysert for 8/4.
SC47/22/190

20. James Robertson, brewer in Arbroath, suing James Garden in Milltoun of
Carmylie, for 4 bolls of oatmeal which he had bought at 15/- / boll. SC47/22/190

21. John Ogilvy, writer in Montrose, suing Thomas Grey, tenant at Rossie Milne for
15/4 expenses. SC47/22/190

22. Charles Barrie, weaver in Forfar suing various individuals on account. Total £7
7/4. SC47/22/195

23. Robert Soutar, shoemaker in Forfar, suing James Peter, brewer in Brechin for
the price of four stacks of bear with fodder from the 1780 crop. These stacks had
been caste at 26 bolls of bear at 13/- per boll. It appears that Peter had sold the
bear on to John Gray in Baggerton. SC47/22/195

E. Merchants

1. David Ireland, merchant in Dundee, suing various weavers for a total of £13 9/8.
SC47/22/161

2. David Wise, merchant in Dundee, suing It. John Renny in Chapelside near
Dundee, for £9 9/3 on account for furnishings. SC47/22/162

3. James Hadden, merchant in Montrose, suing Walter Wishart, rider of the mail at
Arbroath, for 5/5 on account. SC47/22/162

4. Charles McHardy, merchant in Arbroath, suing John Rodger, late tidewaiter now
merchant in Montrose, for £2 4/6 on account. SC47/22/162

5. David Mudie and David Webster, merchants in Arbroath, suing John Gouch,
manufacturer in Arbroath, for £14 16/8 the balance on a large account.
SC47/22/171

6. Robert Gellies and son, merchant in Brechin, suing James Wallace, tenant in
Birkenbush, for £11 7/10 on account. SC47/22/180

7. James Robertson ofDunork, merchant in Dundee, suing Alex Dorward, late
tenant at Drumbernot, for £2 3/1 on account. SC47/22/180

8. William Wilson, merchant in Dundee, suing William Wallace, tenant in Restinet,
for £12 9/3 the balance due on an account for wood. SC47/22/180

9. Hugh Ross, merchant in Montrose, suing David Henderson merchant in
Slateford, for £2 4/- on a bill and £2 9/6 for 9 stone ofwool. SC47/22/190

10. George Boyd, merchant in Edinburgh, suing James Duncan, merchant in
Kirriemuir, for £16 on a bill. SC47/22/190

11. Patrick Neish, merchant in Arbroath, suing many individuals for small amounts.
Example, William Milne, dyker in Inverkeillor. SC47/22/190

12. William Hunter merchant in Forfar suing Alex Watson in Turin for £5 5/5 the
amount owed on a particular account. Watson claimed he did not buy the articles
concerned and that it was his ex grieve (Hercules Anderson) who had purchased
them. Hunter considered this claim very extraordinary since Anderson had
bought only part of the bill while most of it was by his present servant Alexander
Scott. The bill was for clover and Ryegrass seed, which was planted by Watson
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and purchased on his credit. Watson lost the case and had to pay 18/- expenses.
(Reduced from £1 1/5 on appeal). SC47/22/195

F. Administration

1. James Wyllie, profiscal of the county ofForfar, for the public interest. By an Act
of Parliament passed in the 12th year of his present majesties entitled 'For the better
regulation of carters and for removing of obstructions and nuisance upon the
streets and highways of Scotland'. He was suing John Myles, merchant in Brechin
for leaving stones and rubbish on the public road in Brechin. Fined 20/- despite a
vigorous defence. SC47/22/190

G. Trade

1. James Kerr, tenant in Westerton of Balgavies, suing Fransis Straiton, tenant of
the cotton of Drumbertnot, for a stack of corn and fodder at £8 10/- Sc per Boll.
The stacks were 'cast proofed' by Alex Suttie, at Carsebank, and came to 10.5
bolls. Straiton had failed to uplift the corn and they had been exposed to the
weather. SC47/22/161

2. John Cob in Newton suing David Lindsay in Balstude for the price of 5 bolls of
oatmeal that he refused to deliver. The bargain had been for 9 bolls bought at
10/- per boll of which 4 were to be delivered at Martinmas, 4 at Candlemas and
the last at the end of seedtime. SC47/22/171

3. David Chalmers, gardener at Panmure, and James Hunter at Dunnichen, bought
150 bolls of Chester bear at 12/- per boll from William Anderson, shoer in the
cotton of Overstoun. This was produce from the 1782 crop, It was to be delivered
at Chandlemas. He had failed to deliver. SC47/22/180

4. David Gray, brewer in Forfar, bought 10 bolls of bear at 10/- per boll from
William Samson of Easter Ogil. Samson denies the bargain claiming it was made
late one night in a Forfar tavern when he was worse for drink. SC47/22/180

5. John Barry, manufacturer in Forfar suing George Birnie in Kilnhill for failing to
deliver part of 20 bolls of oatmeal he had bought from him at 15/- per boll. He
had delivered ten and refused to deliver the rest. SC47/22/180

6. James Fenton at Eassie suing John David, butcher in Glamis, for £6 the price of 6
bolls of wheat sold to him prior to Whitsunday but which David refuses to pay
for claiming that Fenton owed him a similar amount. SC47/22/180

7. Alex Watson of Turin suing John Gray, tenant in Baggerton, for £19 13/9 being
the price of 715 bolls of marie at £2 15/- per 100 bolls, uplifted from Rescobie
loch side. A problem had arisen over the measuring of the marie. Gray claims he
received five middens of Marie at the East shore totalling 459 bolls and two
middens on the west shore totalling 205 bolls so he claimed he was being
overcharged by 51 bolls. The middens had all been gauged by Hercules Anderson
marie grieve. From the evidence of George Tullos, barnman for Watson, it
appears that the common way to measure marie was to dig a hole of a standard
size and measure the dimensions of the hole to obtain the volume. This was done

by placing a measuring stick into the hole (tramping down the bottom of the hole
before doing so) and then placing a whip over the top of the hole and recording
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the depth. From this measurement the amount ofbolls of marie that can be stored
in the hole can be calculated. Watson argued that the defender himself cast the
holes and laid his whip over the hole but then pressed down the whip with his
foot thereby giving a false reading of the volume of the hole. By doing this Gray
had claimed that there were only 205 bolls instead of 259 bolls, which was what
William Nicoll, the local schoolmaster had calculated when called in to re-
measure the hole. It appears that the boatmen were paid by the boll and had an
interest in the accuracy of the measurement. After much appealing and re-
appealing the judge found against Gray and ruled that 247 bolls should be paid,
for plus expenses. SC47/22/180

8. James Nicoll in Redford of Balinshoe bought 2 bolls of oatmeal at 17/4 per boll
from David Loudon at Tannadice. Only half was delivered. SC47/22/180

9. Skene Walker, late servant at Auldbar, now merchant in Brechin, bought from
John Milne, weaver in Aberlemno, a stack of flax at 10/6 per stone which was to
be delivered sufficiently milled to Brechin at Martinmas. He failed to deliver due
to dispute over terms of the bargain. Compensation of £3 sought. SC47/22/190

10. James Milne, shoemaker in Craigie, had purchased some growing corns at public
roup that had been instigated by John Winter in Westside of Inshewan and
George Teallie on the farm of Auchlesk. The sellers were suppose to care for the
crop until shearing time but had instead let their beastials damage part of it. The
damage was appraised and Milne was suing for compensation. SC47/22/190

11. Alexander Adam, brewer in Balzie suing William Wooler in the grounds of
Cookston for failing to deliver 8 bolls of malting barley which he had bought
from him at 15/3 per boll. The barley was supposed to have been delivered at the
Reedy Market in September. Wooler was disputing the place of delivery.
SC47/22/190

12. William Potter in Heughhead of Guthrie against John Milne in Stoneyshed. This
case concerns a broken agreement. William Potter agreed to rent an acre of
ground from John Milne to grow potatoes. The bargain that appears to have been
made was that Potter would plant the potatoes, provide twelve loads of dung and
drive eight bolls of lime to the field. Milne would pay for the lime, provide a
further ten bolls of lime himself, cart Potter's twelve loads of dung and provide a
further twelve loads himself and till and labour the ground to make it fit for
planting. The case arose because Milne obviously did not have the time or
inclination to do all this work and had been quibbling about exactly where the
dung was that he was to drive to the field and exactly how much lime he had
agreed to provide. Time was rapidly running out, the potatoes should have been
planted at a time ' between the sowing of the oats and the bear', and yet nothing
had been done. Potter was claiming £5 cost against the loss of his crop and the
additional cost of his seed potatoes. William Potter appears to have been a jack
of all trades with no fixed abode. In the case papers Milne complains that he was
unable to find Potter to ask him where the dung was that he was contracted to
uplift to the field because he had no permanent home. Further papers in the same
year reveal Potter suing the minister of Guthrie for not paying his wages that he
claimed was due for working as a servant for him during the winter. He was also
suing Andrew Bowman a flaxdresser for money due him for some lint seed he
sold the previous year. SC47/22/224
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H. Encroachment and land use

I. Walter Ogilvy of Clova suing James Lindsay of Spot for grazing 300 sheep on the
pastures of Ranaglerock. He is claiming 900 Merks damages. Lindsay claims that
the case was offered to the courts simply because he had refused 'to perform
certain services to Ogilvy, his superior, which he thought proper to claim the
performance of, although there was no sort of obligation'. Lindsay's excuse was
that the sheep had strayed at a time of heavy snow. SC47/22/161

2. George Thorn, tenant in Craiky, suing John Erskine, butcher in Forfar, for riding
through his corn park and leaping his dykes in contravention of the 1668 Act.
SC47/22/172

3. Thomas Farquhar of Pitscandly suing John Taylor, mason in Forfar for allowing
his beastials to stray. He quoted the Act of Parliament James 7th Chap. 2 Pari
Sessl Cap41, which enacts that 'neighbours keep their beasts off others
inclosurers at all times under the pain of £5 ' and another Act of James 7th Par
1. Sess 2. Chapll which states 'that heritors cause herd their horses, nout, sheep,
goats, swine the winter as well as the summer and house or inclose them in the
night under pain of half a mark'. SC47/22/172

4. Deuchar of Deuchar and tenant William Simpson of Easter Ogil suing James
Grant tenant. This concerned an argument between two tenants holding farms on
the same estate. Grant was insisting on using an old road to drive his cattle and
by doing so was damaging the crops of Simpson. It would appear that the
landlord had, a few years previously, applied to the Commissioners of Supply to
have various roads on his estate closed and other ones designated as 'official' so
that he could divide up his estate into independent farms. Grant was obviously
insisting on using the old roads and by doing so was encroaching on Simpson's
crops. He claimed that the roads had been a right of way 'beyond the memory of
man' and that he had a perfect right to use them. Because the road had been
officially closed it was ruled that he was liable for the damage he had caused and
was fined £ 10. SC47/22/218

5. Peter Grant tenant of Waterhead suing David Couts a neighbouring tenant at
Waterhead. Grant had seized fifty sheep belonging to Couts because (he claimed)
they were grazing on his property. Although he had later returned them, he was
claiming the right to the statutory fine of a half Merk Scots for each animal. He
also wanted the sheriff to confirm his right to prevent any further grazing of other
peoples animals on what he saw as his own property. Couts claimed the sheep
were on 'common' ground and that he had every right to graze his sheep on the
land. If he lost the right he claimed, 'the pursuer might as well take possession of
the whole of his farm ' because he could not survive without this pasture for his
sheep and black cattle even if he was paying half the rent he was at the time.
SC47/22/220

6. The tutors of Robert Fletcher suing George Mill weaver and former tenant at
Ballinshoe and James Nicoll tenant at Dragonhall. The case involves the selling
of dung from one tenant to another. The tutors accuse Mill of selling large
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quantities of dung from his farm and by doing so he was ruining the farm. This,
they claim, was illegal under the terms of the lease and they demand that a
similar amount of dung should be returned to the farm. Mills argues that in the
past he had kept large numbers of cattle and bought corn and fodder from
neighbouring tenants in order to feed his cattle. He was simply returning the dung
back to the farms that he had bought the feed. He also claims that, because he
sold the dung to other tenants on the same estate and the dung was not being
removed from the landowner's property, it was not illegal. The tutors did not
wish to recognise this common custom of exchange of dung between estate
farms. Mills was ordered to pay the value of the dung to the tutors. The value of
dung was not insignificant. SC47/22/220

7. Charles Winter tacksman of Netherton ofMelgund suing Alexander Hood tenant
ofBluberhill. Winter accuses Hood of carrying off six to eight loads of turf from
the moor of Melgund which he had cast for his own use during the winter. Hood
admits that some loads had been uplifted by mistake but claims that as soon as
the mistake had been realised a similar amount from his land had been put back.
To this Winter claimed that any peat replacing the original had been cut too late
in the season. There had been a rainstorm that had made it impossible for him to
go back to the moor before the onset of winter and as a result he had been
obliged to buy coals to replace the lost turf. It was for this cost that he was
applying to the courts. Hood dismisses this and claims that Winter was merely
trying to blacken his name for a mere trifle. It is clear from the papers that
Winter regarded part of the moor as specifically his property. The common moor
was partitioned between neighbouring tenants. SC47/22/221

8. James Ogilvy of Cononsyth and John Gordon, clerk to the Signet, against
Charles Lyell ofKinnordy. James Ogilvy and John Gordon were acting as
managers of John Ogilvy's estate of Inshewan. They wished to build a dyke
between the lands of Wester Inshewan and those of the lands of Turfachie

belonging to Charles Lyell' to be a march in all time'. The petitioners were
complaining to the sheriff that Lyell was refusing to agree to the exchange of
land, or even to sell bits of the land, which was needed to straighten the march.
They argued that he was required to be co-operative in this by an Act of
Parliament of 1669 which gave authority to landowners to straighten their
boundaries. Lyel complained that the petitioners had been doing the alterations
for three months prior to the petition and had at no time consulted him or had he
ever agreed to exchange land. He also questioned whither the petitioners had the
legal power from the heritor for disposing of any part of the lands they were
managing. The legislation to facilitate the legal requirements involved in the
straightening of boundaries between estates and roads through estates had been
in place since the middle of the seventeenth century. SC47/22/223

J. Breach of Employment

1. James Adam, smith at Meigle, fee'd Alexander Hendry as an ordinary servant,
for his business of smithy work. He was to be paid £46 Sc per year and allowed
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four days off at harvest to assist his father shearing his corn. He failed to turn up
and was sued for breach of contract. SC47/22/161

2. John Paris, heckler in Arbroath, suing William Ferrier, tenant in Idvies, for £1
owing him for serving him as a shearer during the 1779 harvest. David Smart was
also owed £1 for harvest work. Ferrier was counter suing because he claimed
they had only worked one day and then refused to return. SC47/22/162

3. William Barcley fee'd by John Cambell, farmer at Dubtoun, for one year at £2
plus washing. Barcley claims he had only been paid £1. Cambell raised an action
of desertion because Barcley had refused to serve another term. SC47/22/162

4. George Gorty, weaver in Kirriemuir, fee'd James Doctor, weaver in Kirriemuir,
from Whitsunday to Martinmas at 9/- for each Osnaburgh web of 9 dozen
lengths. Gorty was claiming £5 compensation because Doctor had refused to
work for him on a permanent basis. SC47/22/171

5. David Fotheringham, taylor in Frioch, suing Robert Espline ofRedford, for £1
12/6 that he had been awarded by the court in compensation for Espline breaking
his fee. Espline had only paid £1. He was also pursuing Andrew Espline in the
cotton of Legeston, father of Robert, who had been cautioner for his son's fee.
SC47/22/171

6. Andrew Croft at Drumbertnot was engaged as an ordinary servant by Alex
Dorward, tenant in Drumbertnot, from Whitsunday for a year, and was to receive
a house and yard, maintenance for a cow, a boll of coal delivered, two pecks of
meal a week and £45 Sc per year. He claims he was dismissed on the 21st Sept
without cause and wanted £10 compensation and the liberty to work for someone
else (plus expenses). It appears that he was fired over a dispute about the quality
of the ale delivered to the field at shearing time. A row broke out between Croft
and Dorward in which Croft called Dorward a 'Blackguard or Black' and as a
result was dismissed. Croft was the 'principal servant' on the farm. Also
Dorward accuses Croft of stealing broom from his broom stack. SC47/22/171

7. David Fordel suing John Neish, tenant in Parkford, for wages due to him to the
sum of £49 16/- Sc. This was for three years work, less £7 4/- Sc for two years
rent of a grass house possessed by his mother and the value ofmeal he had
received while in employment. SC47/22/171

8. James Machir at Whitewell fee'd William Lawson at Arrotsmill as an ordinary
servant for a year at £30 Sc. The penny arles was received by Lawson but he had
failed to enter the service. Lawson claimed to be just a boy within the years of
pupilarity and consequently was unfit to act for himself, his mother always taking
the burden of feeing him. SC47/22/171

9. George Weir, tenant in Reswallie, fee'd John Macher, now weaver in Forfar, for
one year, at £33 Sc. He had refused to serve his full time. Macher had pretended
to have enlisted in the army and left although later he claims he was fired
because he could not stop Weir's horses from 'striking one another' when at the
plough. SC47/22/171

10. Andrew Largie, mariner in Johnshaven, fee'd by Captain Thomas Webster of
Montrose, to serve as an ordinary seaman on the boat Alert at £3 / month and a
share of prizes taken when on board the cutter. He claims he had not been paid.
Webster disputed that he had engaged him. SC47/22/172
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11. Charles Fenton, workman in Forfar, suing Alexander Weir in Kirkton of Oatlaw
for £11 Sc being the wages for a years work done by his son. SC47/22/172

12. Thomas Read at Kirkside of Kingoldrum fee'd Elizebeth Read to serve as an
ordinary servant at £8 Sc , one ell of linen, an apron and a lippie of lintseed,
adding the value of £4 Sc to the fee. She failed to enter her service and he was
suing her for £12 plus £2 expenses. SC47/22/172

13. Alex Stewart, tenant in Tomabruay of Athole, suing David Baxter in Keilor for
£2 wages promised to his son Patrick Stewart for serving him for one year.
Baxter argued that he had employed the boy for only 16/- not £2 because he was
not capable of shearing corn during the harvest. Stewart claimed that Baxter
'never engaged that his son was to stand up as a shearer in harvest. Indeed the
defence could not expect it for £8 Sc which he says was to be the difference of
wages if he did not shear the harvest, as your lordship knows, the common fee
for that work was between 20/ and 30/-.' SC47/22/180

14. John Sutherland suing John Small at Burnmouth ofNewtyle for wages.
Sutherland had been fee'd at the Padyfair (July) till Martinmas for £1 plus 'what
more my work should be thought worth'. The dispute was over how much extra
this was to be. Small had offered 2/-. The eventual outcome was 18/- extra.

SC47/22/180
15. George Tolla, servant at Dod, suing Alex Watson of Turin for £21 -13 on an

account for 43 days of work at 1/- per day. Watson was disputing that he had
agreed to pay any more than lOd per day which is the amount he had paid James
Stewart who was also employed on the same job. Tolla argued that Stewart had
only accepted lOd because Watson threatened him with a lawsuit. Watson was
claiming that he was being over charged for other expenses. They had been
employed' gauging and selling marie and hiring boatmen' for which they charged
Watson £2 7/-. SC47/22/190

16. David Bean, smith at Carseburn, refused to pay the wages of John Falconer. Bean
argued that he had originally fee'd Francis Anderson but Anderson had wished to
leave his fee before the term was completed and Bean had only agreed to let him
leave if he provided someone in his place or pay 30/- fine. Anderson had found
Falconer as a replacement. Bean was claiming that the bargain Falconer had
made was with Anderson and therefore he was not liable for his wages while he
worked for him during the remainder of the term. This was despite a claim by
Falconer that Bean had repeatedly assured him that he would pay him. It appears
that the sheriff found in favour of Bean. SC47/22/190

17. John Moon, flaxdresser in Newbigging suing Robert Porter, tenant in Ardlair, for
£1 13/- half years wages, 1/- as the value of the ground for sowing one lippie of
lint and a further 8/- for an allowance for board and lodging for his two weeks at
school which was part of his wages. SC47/22/195

18. George Kyde, shipmaster in Arbroath, apprenticed George Simpson, son of
James Simpson weaver in Lochlands, as a mariner. 20/- for the first two years
then 40/- for the next two years. After three years he was transferred onto another
ship captained by James Spink. Deserted due to 'cruel usage' by Spink.
SC47/22/195

19. Robert Robertson suing Robert Small, farmer in Petermie, for wages owing to
him of £2 14/2 for serving as an ordinary servant. Small counter claimed that
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Robertson had a house and some land from him, a quantity of meal and 12/- in
pay. Also Robertson had allowed his cow to graze for 10 days after he had left
his service and owed money for the ground he used for growing 4 lippies of
lintseed. He also claimed that Robertson had left five days before the term during
his 'bear seed'. This had caused him much inconvenience. SC47/22/195

20. Andrew Miller weaver in Forfar fee'd William Butchard of Forfar as an ordinary
servant (excepting during harvest time) at £2 15/-. Butchard had continued to
work until 'he fell distressed'. When he recovered he offered himself back to

work but had been refused reinstatement. He was appealing to the judge for
reinstatement or £2 15/- wages plus £2 board and 20/- damages. SC47/22/195

21. Robert Lindsay, on behalf of George Doig, merchant in Glamis, fee'd John Smith
to shear his harvest at Knocking and also at Glamis for £1 3/-. He made a start
but then deserted and was being sued for breach of contract. SC47/22/195

22. Alexander Miffin, wright in the grounds ofLatton, suing John Urquart, his
apprentice, for abandoning his fee. Urquart had paid £3 and got the support of
two sponsors in order to be taken on as an apprentice by Miffin. An indenture
was drawn up and signed by both parties. After about a year Urquart had
obviously fallen out with his employer and was not happy with the terms of the
indenture. He demanded to see it and in a fit of rage tore it up and walked out.
Miffin was claiming damages and loss of service of the apprentice. The
defendant failed to reply to the allegations and was fined £5 with expenses.
SC47/22/218

K. Tacks

1. Robert Greig, outgoing tenant of Arbikie, suing James Arnot (and proprietor
Robert Stephans) for not providing the 18 cottar folk to shear his corn. Greig was
claiming that it was the tradition of the county for the incoming tenant to provide
shearers for the outgoing tenant. Arnot refused, claiming that there was no such
imposition in the tack he had with his landlord. Greig claimed that if he was
refused this labour then 'he is entitled to the cottar lands for the following crop
as he would otherwise have had only 18 crops off the cottar land, for it is a fact
capable also of proof that he has had only 18 harvests which are equal to 18
crops of the cottars land shorn to him by the cottars' . He argues that the cottars
received their land and performs services 'in lieu of rent' before they reap their
own. When his father entered the tack in 1748, the cottars sheared the outgoing
tenants crop, not his own. Arnot, on the other hand, took the view that this was
not part of the conditions of the tack and therefore not enforceable. Commenting
on the importance of this issue Greig pointed out the difference between cottar
labour and hired labour was that, 'the latter are obliged to be entertained and kept
at great expense when the work is precarious' but cottars are always on hand and
are ready to start when ever the weather improves. Arnot persisted in his claim
that he 'could not be liable for any bondage or services whatever, other than
those set forth in the tack'. Lengthy case with sworn statements from some of
the cottar folk. SC47/22/161
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2. John Kinloch of Kilry trying to remove John Butter, vintner in Arbroath, from
Herdhill farm. His tack dictated that he was not allowed to grow more than four
successive crops off the same field. Kinloch was claiming he took five. He was
also not allowed to cast divots and feal from off any of the land. He is accused of
cutting 'a great quantity of feal and divot from the baulks and other places of
sward grass'. SC47/22/161

3. Patrick Chalmers ofAuldbar petitioning the court against James Bruce, his
tenant of Craigend and Craigee, who was leaving the farm at the end of the year.
He had already taken four crops without applying any dung and was about to take
a fifth. Chalmers had asked him to plant bear so that the incoming tenant could
undersow it with grass but he had refused although he claimed that this was 'in
terms of the practice of the county'. Chalmers wanted the court to order him to
put 50 loads of dung on each acre, to sow bear and allow the incoming tenant to
sow grass seed in no less than four days after the sowing of the bear. Bruce
pleaded that if he put down dung on his last year he would not get any benefit
from it. SC47/22/162

4. David Pearson, tenant in Mountboy, took in tack a field called East Malcoln from
his neighbour Alex Dorward in Drumbertnot at a rent of £24. It was 6 acres and
he planted it with lintseed. The agreement implied that the yield from each acre
would be measured and any yield below 20 stone of scutched flax would be
compensated by Dorward while any over this amount Pearson would compensate
Dorward. The eventual yield was only 4 stone per acre which left a 96 stone
deficit. Pearsons was suing for £20 compensation. SC47/22/162

5. James Scott of Muirhouse sold the tack of Dickmontlaw to Fransis Souter under
an agreement that stated he was to be bound 'to free and relieve him of the rent
payable to Mr Stewart Lyel(the landlord) and to pay Scott the sum of £10 yearly
for ten years, commencing with the crop of 1771'. Scott was having problems
collecting the money while Souter was complaining about the valuation of the
houses. SC47/22/171

6. Alex Dorward of Drumbertnot subset to James Taylor at Kinnoul 5 acres of
ground to sow lintseed. The rent was £4 7/6 per acre, payable at Lawrence Fair
at the end of August. The agreement was that two independent men would
inspect the crop and decide if 7/6 should be deducted from the rent because of a
poor crop. Lengthy case involving Dorward's creditors. SC47/22/172

7. Alex Findlyson, tenant in Carnegie, suing John Gibson his sub-tenant in the
grounds of Carnegy, for carrying off all of the wood that was used to construct
his house and then totally demolishing the rest of it. Findlyson claims that they
had an agreement to abide by an appraisal of the value of the house. Gibson
claimed that on removal from his cotton he had got special permission from the
factor for the Earl of Panmure to build a cottage on the moor of Carnegy (owing
to the fact that he had lost one of his legs in his lordships service) and that he
needed the wood. An appraisal was of no use to a poor man who could not get
any more timber from anywhere else. Findlyson pointed out that in a recent
judgement by the court in a similar situation the court had found the defendant
liable for 20/- and expenses for pulling down a byre and two sheep cots after the
pursuer had offered to pay the value of them. SC47/22/172
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8. John Robertson, factor for the creditors ofPatrick Scott of Rossie, petitioned the
court concerning the fact that David Rodger, tenant in Nether Dysert who had six
years of tack for the farm still to run, had conveyed the whole of his tack to
Robert Brown, tenant in Pool and Thomas Davidson, merchant in Montrose.
They had taken possession ofall Rodger's effects and Robertson was claiming
that they were thus liable for both the rent and any other 'obligations incumbent
on him by the lease'. Despite this they were making no effort to labour the
ground for next years crops. Brown and Davidson argued that they had accepted
a ' trust deed' of the bankruptcy of Rodgers estate but they had not accepted the
lease or the conditions incorporated into the tack. Eventually it was necessary for
Robertson to get a Renunciation of the tack so that they could find another tenant
to farm the ground. SC47/22/180

9. John Robertson, factor for Alexander Farquharson accountant in Edinburgh and
trustees ofPatrick Scott, suing David Grant in Balmathity for £50 rent on three
grass parks at Balgove. This grass let should have been paid at Lammas but Grant
had not been able to put any beasts on the grass because he had been languishing
in the tollbooth in Brechin by orders ofhis creditors and had from there
absconded out of the country. Robertson needed permission to roup the grass for
the remaining season. Permission was granted and he got £19 for it. SC47/22/180

10. Tack between Robert Ruxton, tenant in West Grange and George Reid in the
cotton of Brax. The tack was for a house and yard and half the land formerly held
by George Findley. Duration 14yr from Whitsunday 1780 for the house and
Candlemas for the land. Liberty to cast turf on the part of the common moor
belonging to James Findley and Robert McLeish. Also permission for one day for
one man to cast on the moor ofBrax. He bound himself to provide two sufficient
and peaceable shearers at harvest. He was to keep half the land in grass and half
in tillage. Rent 7/6. Penalty for failure in keeping any of the conditions of the
tack was £5. SC47/22/180

11. Alex Watson of Turin suing John Smith, tenant in Nether Turin, for £3 5/1 on
account and £42, the amount he claimed was due for half a years rent. Smith
argued that he had made a verbal agreement with Watson that for the first three
years of the tack he should be allowed to pay the rent at Candlemas and Lammas
rather than Martinmas and Whitsunday which was the terms in the written tack.
Watson was denying this concession although Smith claims that Watson's doer
(Mr Robertson) and David Cuthbert were both present at the bargain and could
witness the fact. Watson points out that under Scottish law 'the effect of writing
cannot be taken off by the testimony of witnesses', so it mattered not whither
Smith had witnesses that could prove otherwise. Smith was also making a further
excuse for not paying the rent. He claimed he was being deprived of access to
Nether Muir well for watering his animals and for his own personal use. This was
causing him 'great hurt'. Watson denied this allegation saying he had never been
informed of this prior to the case. The judge found in Watson's favour. A
postscript to the case was a further appeal by Smith. 'The defender made an
attempt this day to water his beastials at the Nether Muir well but was stopped by
Ian Arkley, the tenant, who pretends it is his sole property'. SC47/22/190

12. David Jamieson in Brainton had been assigned the tack of Redcastle farm (July
1783) and was applying to the court for an ejection order to be issued to Robert
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Kinnear, the occupier of Redcastle farm. This was a follow up from an order to
remove from his house and yard at Whitsunday and the lands of Redcastle at the
separation of the crops in 1784. SC47/22/190

13. A copy of the rental for Longbank estate for 1767. 28 tenants paying money and
yarn. Approximate value £100. SC47/22/190

14. Charles Winter in Balgarick, principal tacksman of the farm of Craigend, trying
to remove his subtenant James Jamieson from part of the farm. Jamieson claimed
to have a nine-year tack, which had been given him by his former tacksman
(William Walker) and which still had some years to run. Winter produced a tack
from his landlord (Mr Chalmers) which clearly states that tenants were 'excluded
from assigning or subletting' and Jamieson's tack was not valid. Jamieson argued
that if any exclusion existed then it was the business of the landlord to evict him
and Winter had no competency in the matter. He claims Winter had bought the
tack from Walker in full knowledge of the burdens. (Walker had failed in his
circumstances and had gone bankrupt and had sold the lease for £105 with the
consent of the owner.) It later appeared that Jamieson was able to prove that his
tack had been set four days before Winter had got his tack so the judge ruled in
his favour. Winter went to an appeal on the grounds that the tack between
Jamieson and Walker was illegal, Jamieson reasserted the fact that Winter had
bought the tack at a roup 'on the same terms as Walker held if and therefore as
his sub-tenancy was part of that tack his own tack should stand. When this failed
he then changed his defence and claimed that he was 'on the same footing as a
cottar than a subtenant and is bound to sheer Winter's harvest and perform a
great deal of work as other cottars'. Eventually he lost and was ordered to
remove. SC47/22/T95

15. Andrew Tunder at the Mill of Mains suing James Brown, tenant at Balmadown
for £6 18/- for the rent of a piece of ground on Balmadown which he had leased
from Brown when he was the outgoing tenant. He was also suing for £7 worth of
growing corn. Brown was refusing to pay because he claimed that Tunder owed
him £40 on the appraising of the houses at Tunder's removal. Tunder claimed
that the responsibility of claiming the value of the appraisal was the business of
the heritor and had nothing to do with Brown. SC47/22/195

16. Patrick Alison ofNewhall, factor for the Rt Hon James MacKenzie of Rosehaugh
suing Grizal Baxter, relict of John Concie, tenant in Myreside of Nevay, for £7
17/- rent. He had received a 'decree before the baron Bailie of the barony' for the
removal of Baxter from her possession and also got Hypothec for the growing
crops. These crops were being 'intermiddled with and carried off by various
other tenants and he wanted them protected by the authority of the sheriff court.
SC47/22/195

17. John Robertson, principal tacksman of the lands of Crodart (Airly Estate) trying
to remove Donald Dulach, alias Stewart, pretended subtenant and possessor of
part of Crondart. Dulach contended that he paid his rent direct to Lord Airly and
as such it should be he who should remove him. Robertson produced a tack of
the farm to justify his legal right over Dulach's possession and claims that
Dulach paid his rent direct to Airly only on his behalf. Dulach restated his claim
and further more stated that Airly had given him a solemn promise that he would
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not be removed in his life time. On the strength of this promise he had done
considerable improvements. Sheriff found in Dulach's favour. SC47/22/195

18. George Mathieson ofLittle Killry applying for the removal of James Thornton
and John Donald who were tenants in the Brae ofLittle Kilry, commonly called
the Cotteridges. Donald produces a 'scrap ofpaper' on which, he alleges, was a
tack granted for 12 years but Mathieson dismisses this claim citing the 'Act of
the 12th of Queen Ann' which requires leases to be written on stamped paper.
Donald also argues that the lease had been running for ten years and as such it
could not be set aside by this court and would need to be referred to a 'superior
court'. Thornton claims a verbal agreement with Mathieson's father but
Mathieson pointed out that verbal agreements are only valid for the duration of
one year. SC47/22/217

19. John Milne proprietor of the town and lands ofBlackdykes against James Horn
his tenant in the farm of Wardhead of Formall. Milne was obviously not happy
with the way his tenant was farming. He, at first, claims bad farming due to
continuos arable cropping but goes on to complain about the recent draining of a
marshy area that the tenant was in the process of completing. The tenant wanted
to plough up the ground and grow arable crops on it. Milne claims that this area
of bog gave excellent grazing in the summer and without this grazing the farm
would be ruined and no new tenant would take it on. He intended to bring a case
ofdamage against the tenant but wanted the drainage work stopped immediately.
Horn replied that the landlord liked to make trouble for his tenants and has
already driven off two tenants with 'the captious humour of a landlord ready to
grasp at the slightest opportunity of disbursing his tenants'. He claims that any
normal landlord would encourage the tenant to drain this land which in any case
produces very poor grazing. The high rent he had to pay required him to make
the most of every part of the farm. Milne argued that the tenant should put down
grass rather than plough up any and he could only conclude that the tenant was
set on ruining the farm. He asks the judge whither 'a mans property is totally in
the power of his tenant?' Horn pointed out that the conditions of the tack did not
restrict the way he could farm and he is only obliged to leave as much grass at
the end of the lease as there was at the beginning. Any draining of the ground
would be of equal benefit to the tenant and the landlord. Horn claimed that what
really annoyed the landlord was that he was making money off the farm while the
previous two tenants and the landlord himself had failed to make anything off. A
copy of the lease is included in the papers. The rent was given at £8 1/8 . The
farm was thirled to the Miln of Craig, he was obliged to labour John Milne's two
acres as well as William Tarbats ground, supply 2 horses and 2 carts for 1 day for
dunging, he also was obliged to labour Isobel Duglass's possession and graze her
cow with his own, carry 20 cart loads of peat, pay the cess tax and the
schoolmasters. SC47/22/217

20. John Ramsay Lamy ofDrumkenny suing James Maxwell tenant ofDrumkenny.
Lamy was having considerable difficulty getting his rent from Maxwell and had
already been to court to collect the previous years rent. He now wanted to be quit
ofMaxwell and was appealing to the court to judge that Maxwell was no longer
able to farm Drumkenny. To do this he had to show the court that Maxwell did
not have sufficient livestock in his possession to work the farm or graze it
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adequately or that he was in possession of enough seed to crop the land for the
next year. Statements from neighbouring tenants suggested that he had only eight
vermin ridden horses worth at the most £8 and that any other livestock on the
farm did not belong to Maxwell. He also obtained evidence that the seed corn
was not sown in a proper manner (oat seed was not harrowed in after sowing for
at least four days) and the quality of the seed was not sufficient to produce a
worthwhile crop. Maxwell stated that he had now fully paid up for the previous
years rent and that, although the seed oats went in a little late, they were now
looking fine. The four acres especially criticised was due to some poor seed that
he had bought. SC47/22/218

21. Alexander Smart, tenant ofLatch suing James Balfour his sub-tenant. Balfour
had recently sold the lease for the farm of Latch to Smart on the agreement that
he kept a cottar house on the farm. The rent was a nominal amount of 2d and he
was allowed grazing for two cows and some sheep. The two had obviously fallen
out and as a result Smart was trying to get out of his side of the agreement. The
argument developed as to whither Smart was obliged, under the wording of the
agreement, to herd Balfour's livestock with his own or only to allow him to have
them but oblige him to look after them himself. This was of critical importance
because without the use of Smarts herdsman it would have been totally
uneconomic for Balfour to keep his animals and without them Balfour claims his
very existence in a cottar house was threatened. The case was judged in favour of
Smart although expenses were not awarded. SC47/22/218

22. Mary Countess ofAboyne suing some of her tenants. This was a petition by
Aboyne against a number of her tenants who had been in the habit of building
new houses or adding to existing ones on their farms. She was claiming that this
practice was breaking the lease agreement that she had with them and she was
seeking permission from the courts to pull down the offending houses and fine
the tenants. It would appear from the argument presented in the case that the
main objection was not to the building of houses but to the fact that the tenants
were cutting divots from their grass swards on their farms to use as roofing. If the
roofs of these buildings had been of slate then there would have been no
objections. By cutting grass divots they were destroying large areas of grazing. In
the case of one of the tenants the objection was that the building encroached onto
a road and blocked access to an area which could not be reached in any other
way. SC47/22/219

23. Charles Lyell of Kinnordy against David Ogilvy tenant ofLittle Inch. This case
concerns the rights to a cottage on the farm ofLittle Inch after Ogilvy had given
up the tenancy. The normal procedure at the end of a tack had been followed in
which a 'burlieman' made an appreciation of the value of the buildings on the
farm and compared it with a similar appreciation that had been made at the
beginning of the tenancy. The added value of the part of the property that was
considered necessary for the running of the farm was due to the tenant from the
landlord. Lyell had objected to an additional cottage that had been added to the
farm on the grounds that it was not necessary for the running of the farm and he
refused to pay for its value. Ogilvy, in response to this ruling, had removed the
woodwork of the building (usually the most valuable part of a cottage). Lyell had
regarded this action to be theft from his estate. The sheriff found, 'that where a
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tenant puts up a new house, not subject to appreciation, he is entitled to remove
the woodwork, if the proprietor shall decline to purchase it'. Lyell argued that
since the materials to build the house, ie the sods, stones and wood came from
his property he had a right to the house without the removal of the wood. He also
argued that if tenants had a right to build houses on their farms, excessive cutting
of turf from the grassland would destroy his land. SC47/22/223

24. James Mill heritors ofOld Montrose against David Mitchell tenant of Old
Montrose. Mills, through his factor Hercules Mill (also his brother), was trying to
stop one of his tenants, David Mitchell, from brewing and selling ale from his
farm. Mitchell had got into financial problems and had to sublet most of the
farm. He had kept only a small portion on which he intended to set up a brewing
business and sell the ale from the farm. Mitchell was claiming that a decision
from Erskines did not stop a tenant farmer from brewing on his farm, it only
stopped a stranger from starting up a brewery in an area. ' A Baron has not any
right to withhold the privilege of brewing or vending ale from his Feuers or
Tenants'. Mills claims that formally barons had the exclusive rights to
appointing brewers but now that right might have been extended to Feuers but
certainly not tenants. He also argued that Mitchell was importing ale onto the
farm to sell and that was definitely illegal. Mitchell then claims that because the
tack does not specifically prohibit him selling and brewing ale then he should be
allowed to do so. Mills objection to the alehouse was that 'its great nuisance for
gentlemen to have a tippling house at his door because his servants get drunk and
they generally harbour vagrants'. This case went all the way to the Court of
Session and became a benchmark case. SC47/22/220

L. Assaults

1. James Webster, merchant in Kirriemuir, petitioning the court for an explanation
of the disappearance of his son-in-law John White in Rotwell. He suspects that
Agnes Christie, White's wife, of 'putting him to death in a private manner'.
SC47/22/171

2. Mr Rait of Anniston suing Pat Rolland tenant at Brunton. Mr Rait's steward had
been out walking his masters dog when the dog, hearing a shot fired, ran into the
field belonging to Rolland and was then shot dead by Rolland. Rait was claiming
that Rolland shot his dog purely out of spite and was claiming that the dog was a
highly trained gun dog worth £20. Rolland claimed that he was out shooting
crows in his newly sown barley field when this stray dog came at him. Fearing
that it was 'mad' he shot it. Further on in the case he also claimed he shot it
because it was chasing his game birds. In the presentation of the case it was
argued that the status ofdogs had changed in recent years. They were no longer
considered wild animals but as property of individual owners in the same way as
horse and cattle. (Wild dogs were a considerable problem of the eighteenth
century and periodically the Sheriff court would offer rewards for any wild dog
shot while at the same time ordering all domestic dogs to be kept locked up.
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SC47/68/1.). The argument that the dog could have been mad was legitimate.
SC47/22/218

M. Thirlage

1. William Stiven, tacksman of the Mill ofBrightie, suing Peter Donald and Hendry
Petrie of the Cotton of Whitehouse of Brightie, for abstracting 6 bolls of oats
each from the thirl to the mill. Donald and Petrie claimed that they were sub¬
tenants of John Dick at Whitehouse who by the terms of his tack was only thirled
to the mill with 'corns for his family use and twelve bolls more'. As sub-tenants
of Dick they claimed that they were not bound to the mill. Stiven argued that 'if a
farm is thirled, not only the principal tacksman but every cottar and subtenant
must likewise be thirled in the same manner'. He claimed that 'they are the same
as part of the principal tenants family and although the whole farm was subset in
singles acres, the sub-tenants cannot be relieved from the thirlage'. The
defendants pointed out that they lived in separate houses and had separate
families and therefore could not be considered as part ofDick's family. The
court appears to have found in favour of the miller. SC47/22/171

2. David Burn, tacksman of Dunlappie Mill, suing David Molison, tenant of
Miltoun of Dunlappie and George Croal, tenant in Broustoun, for abstracting
corns from the mill. He claimed that they were liable 'at a rate of the 21st corn in
multure, or one boll of meal for every 20 bolls of meal ground plus one coagful
of meal measuring about a half a peck to the pursuer as tacksman and also one
lippie ofmeal to the pursuers servant or miller for every eight pecks of shealing,
in name of knaveship'. Bum was also suing Croal for interfering with the water
supply to the mill to the 'great hurt of the mill'. He was suing for £2 damages.
Croal claims he only took enough water to fill his pit for soaking lint. A lengthy
case followed over the right to divert water from the mill and the effect this
action would have on the viability of the mill. SC47/22/195

3. A petition lodged by William Longlands miller and tacksman at the miln of
Craikie. This case was in the papers for 1787 but was lodged in 1772 and
contained documentary evidence of rentals from 1740's. George Dempster, the
heritor of the lands of Drummetermonth and Dronly had removed the astriction
of many of the tenants to the mill at Craikie. The tenants had paid £1 to the
miller to be released from the astriction but the miller was appealing to the court
because this did not take into account the value of the 'ring bear' that he got from
the mill. He wanted compensation. It would appear that this was a follow up
from a previous petition in which he argued that although the tacks of the tenants
had been altered in order to remove the astriction to the mill, his tack with the
same landlord had not been altered and therefore the tenants were still obliged to
be astricted to his mill at least until his own tack expired. SC47/22/221
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Forfar Court Records for the 1790's.

SC47/22/250 - 354.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/250. 1790.
SC47/22/260. 1791.
SC47/22/270. 1792.
SC47/22/280. 1792.
SC47/22/300. 1794.
SC47/22/310. 1795.
SC47/22/322-330. 1797.
SC47/22/340. 1798.

A. Landlords

1. Earl of Strathmore with two claims for evicting tenants. One containing 22
names and the second 66 names. SC47/22/250

2. Charles Hay, writer in Coupar Angus and factor for the estate ofDrumfolk, suing
various tenants for rent arrears. SC47/22/250

3. Archibald Douglas of Douglas suing George Fife, his tenant at the Mains of Glen
Ogilvy, for £25 rent arrears. Fife was described as being in labouring
circumstances and disposing of his effects in prejudice ofDouglas's right of
Hypothec. SC47/22/250

4. The Gavin family suing Andrew Colville, tenant in East Braikie, part of the
estate of Renmuir, for £175 5/6 for rent due in 1788. They were also suing
George Mill, tenant at Braikie mill for £70 5/6 the balance of rent due.
SC47/22/250

5. David Scott of Dunninald trying to remove William McQueen quarrier at the
Budden. McQueen had rented a house and yard from year to year but had no
current tack. SC4/22/250

6. James Hunter of Seaside suing John Blair, tenant at Pitcour, for £5 as the price of
4 bolls of seed wheat sold and delivered to him at a rate of £1 5/- per boll.
SC47/22/310

7. Sir David Carnegy of Southesk suing Robert Miller manufacturer in Montrose for
£1 18/6 as the price of 2 stones, 3 lbs of wool he sold to him. SC47/22/310

8. Alexander Watson suing David Webster's son for £8 back rent. The tack between
David Webster and Alexander Watson for part of the farm of the Bent was
entered into in 1776 for 19 years at a rent of £10 10/- equal portions in
Martinmas and Whitsunday. SC47/22/325

9. John Ogilvy factor for Lord Elgin suing various tenants for money owed for lime
supplied. SC47/22/330

10. Alexander Watson of Turin removing James Suttie, Wright at Drimmie.
SC47/22/330
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11. Sir David Carnegie petitioning for the removal of John Kirkaldie from the farm
of Coldcoats. SC47/22/340

12. John Pyott Watson, merchant in London, executor to the deceased Alexander
Watson of Turin suing for outstanding debts. James Jamieson at Guthrie for 10/-,
Patrick Weir, tenant at Greystone for £1 13/4, John Alexander in Hillside of
Guthrie for £5 13/4 and ten other. Mostly for marl. SC47/22/340

B. Tenants

1. James Kerr, tenant at Hayston, suing Robert Gibson at Hayston for £1 15/- due
on the balance of rent owed. SC47/22/250

2. Alexander Maxwell, tenant at Mill of Kincaldrum, removing David Crome,
flaxdresser at the mill whom possessed a house and yard. SC47/22/250

3. Alexander Sturrock in the grounds of Dunnichen, David Boath in Hillend of Dod
and James Sturrock in Dod, all occupied small possessions and owned one horse
each. They entered an agreement to assist each other in tilling and labouring with
their horses. This agreement collapsed over a dispute concerning the treatment of
the horses and as a result Sturrock was suing the other two for failing to help him
at his bear, peas and oat sowing. SC47/22/250

4. David Craig, tenant in Barryhillock, suing various individuals for items that he
had sold to them. For example, Thomas Ogilvy in Glamis for £1 14/- the price of
2 bolls and 2 pecks of oatmeal, or David Fenton in Glamis for £6 6/6 for eleven
bolls of bear. SC47/22/250

5. John Loudon, tenant at Mill of Wester Ogil, suing James Herald, tenant at
Lednathy, for 18/6 the balance owed from a bill of £2 10/- for wintering 5 stots
at 10/- each. SC47/22/260

6. James Gray, tenant in Aldyouwash in Aberdeenshire suing William Masterton,
butcher in Forfar for £7 2/- remaining on an account that was originally for 12
sheep @ 11/6 = £6 18/-, 8 sheep @ 14/- = £5 12/-and 7 goats @ 14/-= £4 18/-.
SC47.22.260

7. Andrew Milne, tenant in Pool, suing Alexander Ferrier, carter in Arbroath, for £3
15/- on account for £22 stone of hay delivered to him at 4.5d per stone.
SC47/22/270

8. Andrew Spence, tenant at Millden, suing William Martin, mason at Guthrie for
£1 12/- the price of 2 bolls of meal at 16/- per boll. SC47/22/280

9. George Milne, tenant at Newbarns, suing Alexander Robertson in Ponderlawfield
for 31 12/- on account. SC47/22/280

10. John Kyd, tenant at Mountboy, suing William Mill, tenant in Buckyden, James
Wood, vintner and George Lamb, tenant near Dunninald, jointly for £1 19/11 on
account. SC47/22/280

11. John Glen, late tenant of Westerton of Rossie, now in Brunton, suing Robert
Brown, tenant at Hillhead of Drums for £6 4/7 on account of some articles
bought at his roup. Also James Williamson ofKirkton of Craig for £6 7/6. The
roup sale account shows a total of £179 2/9 for stock and implements with a
further £56-/5 for stacks of oats and bear. Each stack varied in size and
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contained anything between 17bolls to 2 bolls. The price varied between 14/6
and 11/8 per boll. SC47/22/300

12. David Ellis, tenant at Cockhill, suing John Steedman, butcher in Arbroath and
John Clark tenant in Cockhill for £3 10/10 the balance of an account on 2 cattle
sold. Also suing Andrew Renny at Muirside of Kinnell and John Hasting butcher
in Arbroath for £4 4/- also balance of an account on cattle sold. SC47/22/310

13. James Strachan, farmer at Mensiehill suing William Badenoch and William
Thorns both merchants in Dundee, for £30 15/- the price of 15 bolls of barley at
40/- per boll delivered in 1813? SC47/22/310

14. James Arnott, tenant at Arbikie being sued by James Ford junior, shipmaster in
Montrose, on account. SC47/22/324

15. David Ellis, tenant of Cockhill, suing James Low, weaver and sub-tenant, for £8
18/- the balance of £40 rent due. Also £4 5/- for money owing from the sale of
twelve and a half bolls of oats. SC47/22/327

16. John Guthrie, tenant ofBallhall evicting ten sub-tenants. SC47/22/328
17. John Kirkaldy, tenant in Drysburgh, suing James Smith, mason in Hilltown of

Dundee, for £11 2/5 the balance of an account regarding the sale of individually
cut stones of various lengths and shapes or simply by the cart load. SC47/22/340

18. David Eddie, tenant at Fairbrax, suing John Sturrock, vintner near the flesh
market in Dundee, for £4 10/- the cost of an anker of gin. Sturrock claimed that
the gin was smuggled goods and that it had been seized before he could use it
because he had not been given a permit for it when he bought it. Eddie denies
any knowledge of any seizure and maintains he sold it and delivered it and
should be paid. SC47/22/340

19. George Michie, farmer at Corstoun, suing George Ballantyre in Peathaugh of
Glenisla for £6 4/6 the balance on an account which was mostly made up of the
sale of oatmeal and grazing costs. SC47/22/340

20. Charles Stirling, tenant at Carsebank, suing Patrick Robertson for £42 as rent on
ten acres of land he let him for the previous season. SC47/22/340

21. Thomas Maxwell, tenant at Rosehill ofBrunton, suing the trustees of the
Arbroath / Montrose turnpike road for compensation for the loss of one acre,
three roods, nineteen falls and fourteen ells of land used by the road.
SC47/22/340

22. Alexander Jefferson, tenant in Kinaldie, suing Alexander Gardener in
Drunkendubs and James Gardner in Pitmuis Mill and John Shield in Boghead for
£20 accepted by them on a joint bill. SC47/22/340

C. Residenter/Occupier

1. David Watson at Younie suing David Buick at Balgounie for £6 61- the value of
two ankers of brandy taken from his possession. SC47/22/250

2. James Brown at Braikie suing Joseph Taylor, tenant in the grounds of Guthrie for
£3 17/-on account. SC47/22/250

3. James Findlayson at Mounboy suing Mary Fife, daughter of James Fife at
Eastmarch for 16/9 on account. SC47/22/250
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4. James Laikie at Mossside of Lower, suing James Dear in Drumglay, for 6/- the
balance owed for 12 spindles of yarn. Also sued was James Addison in Cotton of
Lownie for £2 4/- for yarn. SC47/22/260

5. James Profit in Muirhead of Logie suing Harey Donald in Darisey for 5/-
outstanding on the price of a cow. SC47.22.270

6. David Milne at Inverkeillor suing Andrew Brown, formerly at Redcastle, now at
the oilmiln of Latown, for £9 0/9 the balance of an account for 32.5 gallons of
ale for harvest at 18d/gallon and 13 bolls of bear at 16/- per boll and £16 cash
lent. SC47/22/270

7. Peter Grant of Glenquiech suing John Reach at Whin for £3 owed for pasturing
his beastials on his farm of Whitehead for the summer. SC47/22/280

8. John Lunan at Wester Keith suing the estate of the deceased Alex Adamson, late
at Herdhill, for £4 balance on account SC47/22/310

9. Ann Ruxton, residing near Lunan, suing David Davidson of Newbarns for £9 less
her annual rent of £2 7/2. SC47/22/328

D. Artisan/trades

1. George Bruce, mason in Kirriemuir suing John Whyte, senior blacksmith in
Kirriemuir for the sum of £4 8/- on a bill. SC47/22/250

2. Robert Reid, brewer in Arbroath suing Fransis Roberston, smith at March of
Laton for 15/- money lent. SC47/22/250

3. William Colville, writer in Arbroath, suing various individuals for small amounts
of money coming to a total of £4 2/6 in all. Ie Robert Petrie, landlabourer for 8/6
or James Lighton, taylor, for 8/2. SC47/22/250

4. Alexander Allan, soap and candlemaker in Montrose, suing John Allan,
soapmaker in Montrose for £52 on account. SC47/22/250

5. William Harris, weaver in Arbroath, suing William Meffan, daylabourer in
Chapelton ofBoysack, for £2 15/- that he had lent on an account. SC47/22/260

6. David Fenton, late brewer in Glamis, suing John Lindsay, servant to Mr
Ballingale, tenant at Drumglay, for £1 14/- for malt and drink furnished to him.
SC47/22/270

7. James Gardner, Wright at Pitmuiemill suing Alexander Deas at Almerclose and
Duncan Adamson, tenant at Kinnelsmill, for £1 10/- on account. SC47/22/270

8. Andrew Doig, manufacturer at Scouringburn claims he bought a horse from John
Millar at Fountainblow for £5 for which he paid ready money. The horse was not
delivered as agreed and was sold to someone else for £8. Doig was claiming £8
plus £2 damages. Millar claimed that the original bargain had been carried out
when he was drunk. SC47/22/270

9. William Robert writer in Forfar suing a number of individuals for expenses on
accounts. Total £4 19/-. SC47/22/280

10. Thomas Wightman, baker in Arbroath, suing David Fell, tenant in Courthill for
£2 money lent. SC47/22/280

11. Hugh Low, writer in Arbroath, suing David Fell, tenant in Courthill, for 15/- for
expenses on legal matters. SC47/22/280
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12. Thomas Allan, land surveyor in Forfar, suing John Man, baker in Forfar and
Patrick Carnegy ofLour for £14 15/- on account. SC47/22/280

13. Patrick Vannet, shoemaker in Arbroath, suing David Fell, tenant in Courthill for
£4 1/3 the balance on an account. The account shows three years worth of shoes
and pumps provided to the Fell family coming to a total of £5 6/1. SC47/22/280

14. John Walker, shoemaker at the Bole, suing Robert Hill, servant to John Webster
at Meathie, for 6/2 the price of a pair of shoes. SC47/22/300

15. George Davidson, saddler in Montrose, suing John Richardson at the Mill of Pert
for £3 10/- on account. SC47/22/300

16. Robert Holden, banker in Arbroath, suing Thomas Shand, shoemaker in
Arbroath, George Milne, tenant in Braikie Mill, and John Milne, Wright at
Millfield, for £1 5/9 the cost of raising a diligence. SC47/22/300

17. James Fern, shoemaker, suing John Cuthbert, millwright at Murthel, for 10/- due
from the hire of a horse at 1/6 per day. SC47/22/310

18. James Byars, dryer in Forfar suing James Duffus, baker in Forfar, for £1 4/6 on
account. SC47/22/310

19. James Clark, fisherman in Haven of Panbride, suing George Caithness, fisherman
in Easthaven of Panbride, for breaking an agreement concerning the use of boats
for the catching of lobsters for the Northumberland Fishing Society. Dispute
concerning the share of profits. SC47/22/310

20. James Watt, millwright in Forfar, suing John Young, wool manufacturer at
Cortachy, for £23 17/4 on account for making machinery and furnishing
materials. Young had deserted his premises and was said to be in 'doubtful
circumstances'. SC47/22/310

21. David Dorward, weaver in Burnside of Boysac-k, suing John Marr, shipmaster in
Arbroath and Robert Jamieson farmer in Guthrie for £21 on a joint bill of
exchange. SC47/22/310

22. William Kay, luminer in Montrose suing the Hon Ramsay Maule ofPanmure for
£3 18/6 on an account for paintings. Maule was claiming he had been over
charged. SC47/22/310

23. John Cameron, hatter in Edinburgh, suing William Gray, merchant in Dundee,
for £1 11/5 on account. SC47/22/310

24. John Niddrie, innkeeper in Crostoun, suing James Mitchel, minister of the gospel
at Aberlemno, for £39 17/2 contained in a bill of exchange. SC47/22/340

25. James Greig, watchmaker in Perth and trustee ofAndrew Greig millwright in
Perth suing Peter Scrimgeour, weaver in Kirriemuir, now residing in Dundee, for
£4 8/7 the balance on an account. SC47/22/340

E. Merchants.

1. William Fearweather, merchant in Glamis, suing Robert Kay at Newmill for £2
10/- the amount due for tea sold to him in September 1788. SC47/22/250

2. William Pyot merchant in Friock suing various individuals for small amounts on
account. SC47/22/260

3. Andrew Kinnear, merchant in Brechin, suing John Thorn at Braikie for the sum
of £1 16/- which was the price of 9 pecks of lintseed. Thorn claims that at the
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time of the purchase he was the servant of the now deceased David Gold, tenant
in Braikie and it was his lint seed. SC47/22/280

4. Duff and Graham, merchants in Dundee suing Alexander Hutchinson and Robert
Kerr, weaver, for £11 11/- on account. SC47/22/310

5. William Irvin, manufacturer in Kirriemuir, suing various individuals for money
the company had advanced them for weaving that they had not produced. Also
for the value of flax supplied. Ie, James Muir, weaver in Kirriemuir 13/-, John
Gray, weaver in the grounds ofBallinshoe 12/10 and Thomas Ogilvy weaver at
Meiklemiln ofKirriemuir for 9/-. SC47/22/310

6. Robert Anderson, merchant in Arbroath, suing a number of individuals on
account. Ie William Brown at Ironshill for 2/9, Robert Allardice in the grounds of
Newgrange for 8/3 and Robert Fitchett, weaver at Ironshill for 4/- and Agnis
Ramsay at Carrockhead for 10/-. SC47/22/310

7. Bill Paterson and Co suing Alexander Peter, manufacturer in Braehead of Lunan
for £6 16/6 for flax. SC47/22/310

F. Administration

1. The Justice of the Peace suing Gilbert Thomson at Lochee for evading the tollbar
at Garbrack by riding and driving his horses and cattle along the old road by the
north west side of the wood. SC47/22/280

2. A case in which the winner of a raffle was disputing the value of the prize. It
appears that he had won a large artificial flower. SC47/22/322

3. John Halket, yarn inspector in Kirriemuir suing William Irvine for 2/- per spindle
of faulty yarn that he had produced. Using Act of the 24th George 111 sec 28.
SC47/22/329

4. George Buchan Esq ofKellis, solicitor to his majesty's stamp duties for Scotland
charging fourteen individuals, mostly from around the glens and foothills of the
Grampians, for the selling of alcohol. He used the following Act ofParliament to
prosecute them. The 28th year of George 11 -Entitled ' An act for granting to
his majesty a duty apon licenses for retailing ale etc'. The 5th year of George
111 entitled ' An act for altering the stamp duties upon admission into
corporations and companies and for securing and improving the stamp
duties in the Great Britain'. The 24th year of George 111 entitled' An Act for

granting to his majesty an additional duty upon licenses for retailing beer,
ale and other excisable liquors'. 32nd year of George 111 entitled ' An Act to
amend so much of two Acts made in 26th and 29th years of George 111 as
relates to the licensing of alehouses, alehouse keepers and victuallers'. Fine
30/- for first offence and 40/- for second offence. SC47/22/330

5. Trustees of the Dundee to Montrose turnpike road suing James Hugh at Rossie
toll for the annual rent of £10. SC47/22/340

6. John Leech, late ofKinnel, now solder in the 8th regiment of the Militia serving
in Kilmarnock, suing James Lumgaire, schoolmaster in Kinnel, for his share of
the money raised in a subscription. Prior to the ballot for the six solders that the
parish was obliged to provide, a subscription had been arranged where sums of
money were contributed by the people of the parish so that the six selected would
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either get money to help their families survive without them or pay someone else
to take their place. The schoolmaster was in charge of the money but had not
paid any of it out to the newly recruited solders. In his defence the schoolmaster
claimed 'a number of the subscribers were comprised of young women, who told
him they had no objection to pay the money that they had subscribed, provided
the men balloted would stay at home and continue to do as they had done before.
It was only to procure men to answer for them, but since they were to be slighted,
they were determined the fellows should not spirit away their money with the
girls of Montrose and Kilmarnock'. Leech was not impressed with this story and
tried to prove that money had been donated and the schoolmaster had stolen it.
SC47/22/340

G. Trade

1. John Kyd at mill of Videl suing John Hood at Millden of Stracathro for the
balance of the price of 9 bolls of oatmeal he sold to him for ready money but
which he failed to pay. Hood claims that it was bought on James Haddlow's
account (merchant in Montrose) and therefore he was liable. SC47/22/260

2. David Whamond in Oatlaw rented an acre of land from John Doig, tenant in
Baldovie, to grow lint. Rent £4 8/-. Whamond grew it successfully, pulled it and
washed it and then left it on the farm. He then went bankrupt and Doig was
claiming hypothec on the value of the crop. He got permission to get the crop
dressed and then had it rouped. At the roup 18 individuals bought portions of flax
mostly to the value of 11/- per bundle and the roup raised a total of £5 3/3. Doig
then deducted the cost of the roup, getting the flax dressed and the expense of the
legal action and was still owed £1 12/1 the sum of which he was suing Doig.
SC47/22/260

3. Robert Ramsay suing Robert Martin in Newbigging ofNewtyle for debts arising
from a purchase of a quantity of flax at Ramsay's roup. The roup roll of the field
of flax shows 17 lots being offered and finding prices from 13/- to 15/- each. The
lots were measured and the one in dispute came to 439 ells in length by 54 ells in
width. SC47/22/270

4. John Reoch in Wheen, subtacksman of the Glen of Inchgrundle suing John
Duncan in Bonipe for failing to send 40 sheep to the glen to pasture in summer as
they had agreed. He had promised to pay 6d for each sheep. SC47/22/270

5. James Taylor in Bankhead of Turfbeg took a grass park of about 3 roods from
Robert Livie, mason in Forfar. By the terms of the bargain he could cut the grass
until Martinmas. He paid £7 10/- rent. Taylor appears to have taken a cut of
grass off the park in the summer and then let the park by roup divided into small
parcels to a number of individuals for grazing up until Martinmas. Livie had at
some period after the roup put his own cow on the grass and as a result those who
had paid Taylor for the grazing were complaining. Taylor was suing Livie for
trespass and damage. SC47/22/280

6. A dispute between Alexander Robie in Ballock and John Ogilvy, tenant in
Middlehill, over the purchase of bear at 13/4 per boll. Ogilvy claims that
payment was due at Whitsunday (which had already passed) while Robie
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contended that it was agreed that payment was due only after he had parcelled it
up into smaller quantities, sold it on to others and collected the money. Ogilvy
was refusing to deliver the bear because of this uncertainty and Robie was suing
him for breach of contract. There was also a dispute about how much was sold.
Ogilvy claimed he sold only 'what he could spare' while Robie claims he
purchased 16 to 18 bolls. An extra 2d on the price of the bear was also in dispute.
Ogilvy claimed that the price was 13/6 with 2d being returned 'only ifRobie was
loser by the bargain'. Ogilvy was refusing to deliver the bear because of these
uncertainties in the contract. He quotes Erskine, B3 tit 3 Lec 6 in which it states
'so long as the smallest difference remains between the parties with regard to the
terms of the payment of the price, the time or the place of delivery, or any other
article whatsoever that may have been the subject of communing, the bargain
remains unfinished though the price should be agreed upon'. SC47/22/230

H. Encroachment/land use

I. David Frazer, tenant of Cork in Alyth, suing John McKenzie in Folda for
allowing 240 sheep to graze illegally on his land. McKenzie claimed they were
on the common hill of the Forrest ofAlyth of which Frazer had no exclusive
rights. McKenzie did not claim to 'a title to pasture on that hill' himself but
argued that, 'it is a fact capable of proof that at the period libelled he had a
tolerance granted to him to pasture his sheep thereon by James Rattry in
Westershiel, William Walker in Craighead and James Smith in Cowstyle who
had an unquestionable title to that commonty'. SC47/22/260

2. George Dempster suing David Renny and William Peter in Bouriefield for
causing considerable damage to his trees in the wood at Letham by breaking
branches off them for firewood. He wanted £10 for every tree cut that was
younger than ten years old and £20 each for the others. SC47/22/270

3. Thomas Smart, tenant in Westside suing David Henderson, tenant at Strewar for
continually allowing his horses and cattle to stray onto his grass, growing crops
and cornyard. SC47/22/270

4. James Weir, tenant in Kirkton of St Vigeans suing David Cuthbert, blacksmith in
Inverkeillor for leaping over and breaking down his inclosure in defiance of an
Act of Parliament 1st of Charles 11 chap 41. Cuthbert vigorously argued that he
did not damage the wall and that there was a footpath leading to steps in the dyke
that had been used constantly by the people of the neighbourhood. He also
argued that the Act used by Weir was only intended for the use in the case of tree
plantations. Weir claimed that he was having a lot of problems with people
walking through his crops and disturbing his livestock. SC47/22/270

5. George Reid, tacksman of Heatherstacks in dispute with John Findly of Cotton
concerning the march boundary. Lengthy case with sworn statements for both
parties. SC47/22/300

6. Alex Robertson in Meikle Downie suing William Stewart in Meikle Forter for
the return of 12 sheep that had strayed onto Stewart's land. SC47/22/300

7. Charles Moir, tenant in Hirn suing James Cattaniach, tenant at Whiginton for
damages caused by 12 sheep that strayed onto his land. Cattaniach claims 'their
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marches being so indistinct, that it is impossible almost at any time for one
tenant to say when his beastials trespass upon his ground'. SC47/22/300

8. A petition by Sir William Ramsay of Banff, proprietor of the moss of Culpanoch
in the forest ofAlyth, complaining that John Watson, tenant of the mains of
Kilbrie, was challenging the right of his tenants to use the road to go to the moss
to collect their peat. He claims the road had been used for at least seven years
'which must entitle the petitioner to the benefit of a possessory judgement and
prevent the defender from pretending to stop or interrupt the travelling in the way
now attempted'. Watson claimed that peat had only recently been brought that
way and that there was an alternative road, which was more convenient which,
ran through Ramsay's property. Watson accuses Ramsay of trying to 'ruin the
glen ofKilrie by encroaching upon and taking off one part, and making roads on
another'. This case, he claims, follows an action the previous year in which
Ramsay had claimed hundreds of acres of the glen to which he had no right.
Watson was able to prove that no official road existed and the route in dispute
was the result of a short cut taken by Ramsay's tenants. SC47/22/300

9. George Dempster ofDunnichen suing various individuals for 'breaking and
carrying away trees or branches of growing trees' on the lands of Letham. Using
the Act of 9th Parliament of King James VI chp 3. Also suing William Hood,
smith in Bourifaulds and David Reny, tenant in Bourifaulds for trespassing on the
parks ofLetham and breaking down trees. SC47/22/300

10. David Cook, tenant in Balkeilly against Col. Neville of the Rutlandshire Light
Dragoons quartered at Montrose. This case was brought by Cook against a
number of military men who were hunting game, on horse back, through his
growing crops. In his attempt to prevent them, he had tried to impound one of
their horses as security for the damage done to his crops and while doing so he
was threatened by a number of solders. He used an Act of Parliament of Queen
Mary, Chap. 51 which states, 'that no man take upon hand to reside or gang in
their neighbours corn in hawking or hunting from the feast of Pashe (?) until the
time that the same be shorne...' and also another Act of Parliament of King
Charles 11. Chap. 41 which states that,' whoever shall beat down hedges or
dikes of inclosures, or be found within the same, being a stranger, shall pay £5
for every fault. The soldiers argued that they had followed a covey of partridges
into the field and that half of them had waited at the gate while the other half had
gone in to look for them. They denied doing any damage with their horses and
dogs and accused Cook of trying to steal one of their horses. It would appear
from the commentary in the papers relating to this case that the Colonel was
extremely contemptuous of the right of a tenant farmer to interfere with his sport.
He confidently announced to the tenant at the time of the trespass that he had
nothing to fear from the county sheriff who he imagined would be a gentlemen
and as such would send the tenant and his case packing. The judge appears to
have found in favour of the farmer and fined the soldiers 5/- damages (not £10 as
was libelled) and cost of seven guineas. SC47/22/323

11. John Wright in Drummure suing Fergus Stewart for the trespass of over 60 sheep
on a number of occasions over the previous two years. He was claiming 7,000
marks. Stewart argued that the law did not apply to this type of case because a
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herd had attended his sheep all the time, they were not impounded and no notice
of trespass was given at the time. SC47/22/324

12. A case of assault on John Mowat, servant, by James Ramsay at Cadgers Hillock.
The dispute arose because Mowat was dumping rubbish into a hole on the side of
a public road that he claimed the trustees of that road had ordered to be filled in.
Ramsay claims that the hole contained some valuable grazing on a piece of
ground that he rented from the ground officer of Southesk. A fight had ensued
and the pony had fallen into the hole while still attached to the cart and injured
itself. Witnesses produced. SC47/22/340

13. A petition by Alexander Caithness, tenant in Shanford, against David Black,
tenant in Balmadity. Caithness complained that Black and his servants were
refusing to shut the gates to his new enclosures and as a result his cattle were
getting out. The enclosure had encompassed the old track to the back hill where
Black went for fuel. Caithness was not denying Black's right of access but only
his right to leave the gates open. Black declared that it was a public road and had
announced to all in the local community who would listen that he was not going
to close any gate or allow any of his servants to do so. He claimed that Caithness
had no right to enclose the area and had physically attacked him when he had
tried to use the road without shutting the gates and threatened to 'make his head
as flat as a sixpence'. Further more it appeared that the road continued through
Blacks farm and the local community had made it quite clear to him that they
would not shut any gates if he enclosed his farm. Caithness argued that he was
bound by his tack from his landlord to enclose his fields. The sheriff ordered
Black to shut the gates under a penalty of 10/- each time he failed to do so.
SC-47/22/340

J. Employment

1. John Lawson in cotton ofKincaldrum suing James Lindsay, a boy, for breach of
fee. He employed Lindsay as a servant in the weaving trade from Martinmas
1790 for a year. The agreement was that Lindsay would provide four bolls of
meal to Lawson during the year and would be paid 6/8 for each web of ten dozen
he produced. He had worked for some of the year and then left complaining that
he was not receiving instruction as was agreed. Lawson was suing him for £4 as
the cost of board and lodging, damages and expenses. SC47/22/250

2. Robert Jobson, merchant in Dundee, suing Elizebeth Nicol, residenter in
Montrose for failing to honour a fee agreement to work for half a year at £1 15/-
SC47/22/250

3. Walter Lindsay suing Alexander Falconer the grieve for Charles Lyel, owner of
Kinnordy. Lindsay's years wage was £6. He had been dismissed because of
drunkenness while at work. Lindsay claimed that he was being victimised
because he had recently complained about the quality of the 'sap' given to the
servants on the farm. He claimed that he had taken two days off work at the time
of year when 'the defender could suffer no great loss by his doing so it being at
the season of the year about the old Christmas'. He claimed that it was not at all
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uncommon for a servant to get some latitude about that time of the year (16th
Jan). SC47/22/250

4. John Piggot, ordinary servant, suing David Ogilvy, tenant in Densmill for
wrongful dismissal from his fee. He had been engaged from Martinmas to
Whitsunday for £3 15/-. Ogilvy was a tacksman of a farm about ten miles away
from Mountroumin (Montreathmont) Moor where he had 10 cattle, 42 sheep and
2 horses grazing. These animals needed straw in the winter to survive. Part of
Piggot's job was the carting of straw from Densmill. The argument had arisen
over the size of the load of straw that Piggot had been taking to the moor. Ogilvy
claimed that it was only half a load while Piggot had refused to take any more in
each load because he claimed the roads were unsuitable and the horse could not

manage any more with any degree of safety. He was sacked for disobeying his
master. SC47/22/250

5. Patrick Young, mason at Hurdhill, suing Charles Crab, mason in Balinstroe, who
he had fee'd at a rate of 114 per day plus 2d extra as bonus. Crab had left and he
was suing him for £2 in damages. SC47/22/250

6. John Milne, weaver in Forfar, suing John Neish, tenant in Parkford for £1 11/6
the wages he was owed for shearing his corn to him during the harvest of 1788.
£1 10/- had been already paid. SC47/22/250

7. David Smith ofBrechin suing William Richart, farmer at Craigend of Careston,
for wages he claimed he was owed after having been dismissed from his fee. He
had been fee'd for six months from Martinmas to Whitsunday for £3 plus a half
stone of home grown flax. SC47/22/260

8. Robert Robertson, late servant to John Lunan, tenant at Wester Thorth in Lundie,
suing for £2 that he claimed he was due as the value of 14 days holiday he was
owed from the previous four years and a further half a boll of meal related to
these missed holidays. Lunan argued 'it is a custom among farmers, particularly
where the pursuer resides, when they engage a man servant who continues longer
than one year in their service to allow each servant fourteen days yearly to
himself to get his clothes mended or anything else he chooses'. During these
fourteen days the servant is not due livery and often the servant chooses to
remain in service for those fourteen days and get his daily livery. This he claims
was the case with Robertson. Robertson argued that it was inconceivable that his
employer could argue that the work done on these fourteen days each year was of
no value and therefor he should be entitled to compensation to cover the value of
his work. SC47/22/260

9. John speed, merchant in Dundee fee'd Rachel Marshall for one year at £3. She
was dismissed and as a result was suing for wages plus 2/6 worth ofboard.
SC47/22/260

10. John McKenzie, weaver in Forfar, suing Charles Webster, merchant in Forfar, for
14/- he claimed he was owed for harvest wages in 1790. These wages were not
for his own work but that of Christian Robertson, the wife of Adam Robertson,
but he claimed to hold a claim to the money. Robertson's husband had
abandoned her and enlisted in the army, leaving her destitute but also leaving
money owing to Webster. McKenzie was arguing that a wife should not be liable
for her husband's debts. SC47/22/260
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11. John Shepherd in Auchmithie fee'd Susan Grieve as a servant maid for 6 months
from 12th July for £1 plus a pair of shoes. Earnest money was given at the
conclusion of the bargain. Grieve claimed that she had turned up for work but
had been turned away and was trying to sue Shepherd for breaking his fee
bargain. Shepherd denied the accusation and managed to convince the judge, that
she had never appeared for work at the beginning of the fee. SC47/22/270

12. James Watt, late servant to Andrew Colville, the bankrupt tenant of East Braikie,
was suing Colville for £1 6/- owed for wages. William Robertson, the factor for
the bankrupt estate, was refusing to pay Watt his wages claiming instead that he
was acting solely for Miss Gavin the proprietor and that he could not be held
liable. Watt was claiming that his wages had a preferential right over the value of
the stocking and corns on the farm even over the right of Hypothec that was
being claimed by Gavin. He quote a case in the Court of session ofAlex Melville
v James Bardy (1779) in which the judge had ordered an enquiry into what was
the practice in the various county law courts of Scotland and then ruled that 'the
wages due to servants of a bankrupt tenant, that is servants kept for the purpose
of the farm, are privileged debtors on the price of the bankrupt' s effects and are
preferable to arresters'. In this case Robertson was found liable because he could
not successfully prove that he was only acting only on behalf of the heritor.
SC47/22/280

13. John Bower, watchmaker in Kirriemuir, fee'd Walter Low, son of James Low
tenant in Quilky, as an apprentice servant. Low either left or was sacked and
Bower was suing him for £5 12/- which he estimated was the cost of bed and
breakfast supplied to him while he was working his apprenticeship. (3/6 per
week). No apprenticeship agreement had been signed. Low left because he was
claiming that he was not being taught the trade of watch making. SC47/22/300

14. Jean Scott at Bridgeend ofBalgavies suing Alex Webster at Bents for 12/2 as the
wages she claimed she was owed for serving him from 9th June to the following
March. (Less 7/- already paid). Webster claimed the wages were only £1 11/6
and that Scott had pretended she had 'got hurt by a fall' but had really been
away working with her uncle for two weeks. He claimed that while she was away
she was making shirts and stocking which she could have done for him. She
claimed she was crippled by her accident and had not been capable of honouring
her contract. SC47/22/300

15. John Guthrie at Milltoun ofBrighton suing Peter Couly in Glamis for 13/6 which
he claims was owed him for nine days work digging out the back lead to the mill
of Bridgeton. SC47/22/300

16. George Calder was fee'd by John Greig, tenant in the Hillton of Redcastle, for £4
4/- (Whitsunday to Martinmas) and received his 1/- earnest money. He served till
26th September when he enlisted to serve as a corporal in the Perthshire
Volunteers. He wanted payment of his wages that were due. Greig claimed he
had deserted in the middle of harvest and as a result he had sustained
considerable damage and expense which was why he had not paid him. Greig
quoted Erskine B3 tit No. 16 which 'establishes that a servant deserting his
employ is not entitled to wages and may be liable to his master for damages'.
The judge found in favour of Greig but did not allow expenses. SC47/22/300
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17. John Tom fee'd John Adamson, son of David Adamson, Wright in Forfar, for £1
10/- with board and lodging plus a second hand coat of the value of 10/-. A
lengthy dispute had arisen as to whither this coat was an optional addition to his
wage or a part of the fee. SC47/22/300

18. Alex Whyte, apprentice to James Duffus, baker in Forfar, was lodged with
William Potter, brewer in Forfar. Duffus had gone bankrupt and fled the county.
Whyte had been forced to leave his work because there was no 'employment nor
any meat to eat'. Whyte was applying to the court to have his indenture returned.
It would appear that Potter was in possession of the indenture but was refusing to
give it back to him in case Duffus returned and held him responsible for breaking
the apprenticeship. SC47/22/310

19. Elizebeth Mudie, daughter of James Mudie flaxdresser in Johnshaven, had been
engaged to serve Charles Jack, tenant in Pitforthy, for half a year at £1 10/-. She
served her time but Jack had refused to pay her. SC47/22/310

20. Thomas Easton, tenant in Muirdrum, claimed that he had fee'd Jean Lavince at
Boghead ofEthie to serve as a maidservant for half a year at £2 wages. He gave
her earnest money but she later refused to come. She was fined £2 plus 14/8
expenses. SC47/22/310

21. Robert Soutar, tenant in Balfour, made a bargain with William Cook, carter in
Kirriemuir, to build dykes for him around some fields on his farm. Cook was
bound to carry as much stone from the fields that could be put into a cart by three
men and to have at least two men building the dykes. Soutar was to pay him £1
per rood of dyke as well as meat for his horse. Cook had delayed implementing
the agreement. SC47/22/310

22. James Young, aleseller at Inverkeilor and Patrick Jamieson roadmaker at
Bathgate suing Alexander Walker mason at Inverkeilor for £4 5/- on account for
work done on the turnpike road. Young and Jamieson had been engaged by
Walker to finish a piece of the turnpike road for which Walker had a contract
with the overseer. They made such a bad job of it that the overseer was refusing
to pay Walker and he had to get someone else to do the work. Walker was
refusing to pay Young and Jamieson and they were suing him. Piece of road
between Bruntonburn and Mireside. SC47/22/310

23. A case concerning the wages of a labourer, John MacConochie, who had worked
for David Hill, a Mason, between the 18th May 1795 to 28th May 1796. Hill
claimed that MacConochie worked a total of 246 days of which 144 days were
classed as broken days and paid at a lower rate. Added to that were 78 short days
worked of which four and a half were described as having been broken days and
were only to be paid at 10/-. At harvest time a bonus of 4/- was payable.
MacConochie had calculated the amount he was due in a different manner and
was claiming daily wages at different rates for different jobs. They were 1/3
when he was working at home in Arbroath, 1/6 when he was working at
Chapleton of Balmedies (about six miles away), 1/5 during harvest time and 1/-
for half days during poor weather. Although MacConochie was suppose to be
paid weekly he had never received any wages. When working away from home
he got a higher rate to compensate for extra living costs. Any day not worked due
to poor weather was unpaid. Dispute over that exact amount claimed.
SC47/22/328
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24. James Rattray, tenant at Barnyards being sued by a group of individuals for 21-
each due them for two days shearing. SC47/22/328

25. A serving maid suing her mistress for wages that she thought she was due
although she had left before the end of her fee. She claimed that she had left
early because she had been forced to suckle the breast of her mistress to relieve
the pain of breast cancer of which her mistress subsequently died. SC47/22/329

26. David Patullo, tenant in Kirktoun, employed Thomas Petrie as a grieve at £9 per
year, two pecks of meal per week and one pint of milk per day. He possessed a
house and yard on the farm for which he had to provide a women shearer at
harvest. He also had four acres of land that he paid a rent of £2 for and was
allowed the grazing of two cows in the summer at a cost of a further £2. Also
ground was provided to sow a half a peck of lintseed. He became ill and was
sacked and as a result he was suing Patullo for wages. Patullo denies sacking
him. SC47/22/329

27. Robert Ogilvy, servant at Auchterhouse, suing Chas Millar, tenant in Migliu for
£1 the balance of wages he claims he was due. Millar argued that Ogilvy had
been lazy and absent on occasions from his work and was not due any more
wages. Ogilvy claimed that if this had been so, he should have been dismissed
earlier rather than be fined after the end of his fee. Ogilvy lost the case despite an
appeal. SC47/22/340

28. William Irvine, weaver in Kirriemuir, engaged Peter Gray, in the grounds of
Tealine, to weave webs for him for 6 months at 10/- each web, Despite their
agreement he refused to do so and was found guilty of a breach of contract and
was fined £6 plus £1 1/8 expenses. SC47/22/340

K. Tacks

1. James Stewart Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, Lord Privy Seal of Scotland, trying to
remove John Smith, tenant ofNethermill ofNewtyle who held the mill and also
lands that had recently been allocated to the mill farm. These included; a) arable
and pasture ground lying between the mill lead and the march ofFullerton, b) the
mill arable ground formerly possessed by David Duncan, subtenant to John Hay,
c) a portion of the land east of the causeway fields formerly held by James
Nicoll, and d) the muir ground between the water track to the mill and the road to
Redford. SC47/22/250

2. David Scott, flaxdresser in Brechin, principal tacksman of the farm of
Drumbertnot in 1790, brought an action in the court for the removal of William
Johnston his sub-tenant in Westhaughs of Drumbertnot (now in East Fithie).
After a considerable amount of litigation he was eventually removed but Scott
then pursued him for £5 expenses. Johnston was suppose to remove at
Whitsunday but had actually only left in September and Scott claims he had
'violent possession' of the farm for these extra months for which he had not
received any rent. This was important because those tenants holding their
property by violent possession were responsible for paying the legal expenses of
the eviction. Under a normal eviction the evicted tenant would not be liable.
SC47/22/260
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3. Patrick Carnegy of Lour leased three possessions at Mosside ofLower to one
tenant a David Low. The tack was for 19 years at £30 per year plus 18 poultry
and causalities and services. He entered at Whitsunday but had not provided any
stocking or corns and appeared to be in labouring circumstances. SC47/22/280

4. David Blair of Cookston trying to remove fourteen individual tenants from his
land. (One a cattle dealer and one a merchant in Brechin). John Glen one of the
tenants in question appealed on the grounds that he claimed to have a tack from
William Neish. Blair had only recently bought the estate from Captain Riddel of
Dumfries who had previously let all the ground to Neish a farmer at Unthank. On
the strength of this tack Glen claims he had built a house and improved the
ground with lime. Blair disputed this and in fact Glen could produce no written
tack. Glen was evicted. Neish remained as tacksman. SC47/22/300

5. Charles Lyell of Kinnordy suing Donald McLean, vintner or alesaler in
Kirriemuir, who possessed a part of the lands ofNewton of Kirriemuir and was
due to remove the following year. Lyell claimed that he was ploughing up all his
grass contrary to the conditions in his tack, which clearly stated that only fifty
percent must be in a cereal crop. McLean claimed 'there is no mention made (in
the tack) that the other half is to be kept in grass'. He claimed that he was to take
a fallow off the other half. In answer to Lyell's further question about ploughing
up one-year-old grass, he claimed that the tack did not expressly forbid him from
doing so. McLean had become bankrupt and his creditors had taken over the 14
year tack (5 years already run) and had negotiated with Lyell to sell back the
tack. Lyell suspected that McLean was trying to take 'a flying crop' off this
ploughed ground. The judge ruled that McLean was entitled to plough the ground
but not to sow more than fifty percent of his ground in cereals. Details of the tack
set in 1788 revealed. A) No sheep to be kept or wheat was to be grown. B) The
rent was to be paid the Saturday after the Hill mart ofKirriemuir. C) The
proprietor had leave to plant trees and hedges around the fields. D) If stone walls
were built around the parks by the proprietor the tenant would be liable for seven
and a half percent of the cost annually. SC47/22/300

6. Charles Adamson, tacksman of Glaswell, obtained a lease from Mr Lyell for the
farm of Glaswell at 'a very considerable rise in rent'. On entering the farm he
found several cottars without any lease that he wanted to remove. Among them
was George Thorn 'who possessed a house and yard and a few acres of ground'
at a rent of £3 15/-. He wanted to either put up the rent to help cover his own
higher rent or remove him. It is clear from the case notes that Thorn put up a
spirited defence of his cottarlands and refused to come to any mutual agreement
with Adamson. Thorn used the law to the full in support of his case but seems to
have been ultimately unsuccessful in keeping his possession. SC47/22/310

7. Charles Gray of Carse suing John Samson his former tenant in Turfbeg, for rent
arrears of £13 15/3. Samson had left the farm to go and live in Forfar and was
disputing that he owed any more rent on several grounds. Firstly he thought the
appraisal on the farm buildings were to low. Gray replied to the effect that they
had been left in total ruin and in any case the terms of the lease did not entitle
him to any melioration for the cost of buildings therefore he was not entitled to
any. His tack did however oblige him to 'leave the houses and biggings at his
removal as good as they were appraised to him on entry'. Secondly Samson was
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disputing the value Gray had put on the victuals that were due as part of the rent.
He also claimed that, in the case of the hens, delivery was not due because 'the
general practice of the county is that the tenant at his entry delivered his foul in
the summer before his first crop on account of his possession of the houses and
grass that summer and then continues always to pay the foul forward of the rent'.
He therefor was claiming that he had already delivered the hens the previous
year. SC47/22/310

8. John Ramsay L'Amy petitioning the court concerning the lack of grass on James
Maxwell tenant of Drumkenny's farm. The tack was coming to an end and he
wanted the sheriff to force Maxwell to pay a fine or plant some more grass. An
argument in the Court of Session between the two on other matters was still in
progress. SC47/22/326

9. An Inventory and appraisement of corn growing on the farm of Westend of
Garlowbank, the possession ofRobert Duke, ordered by his landlord Charles
Lyel. a) A shade of Oats on the west Side of the farm. = 5 Bolls, b) A lower
shade of oats = 8 Bolls, c) Four riggs called the 'middle shade' of Oats = 4 Bolls
2 Firlots. d) The easter shade of Oats = 5 Bolls, e) Two small butts of Oats = 2
Bolls 1 Firlot. f) A shade ofBear = 8 Bolls, g) Two riggs of Peas = 3 Firlots. h)
Lint valued at = 12/-. j) Quantity ofHay equals to about 40 stone. A good
example of a scattered smallholding. SC47/22/327

10. David Gardyne ofMiddleton suing John Addison sub-tenant in Coldfinger hall
(in the grounds ofMiddleton). Gardyne sued Addison for removing the door and
roof of his cottage after he had left his house to go and live elsewhere. Addisons
initially replied that he was the tenant to the principal tenant of the farm and
therefore had no dealing with Gardyne and would not be answerable to him. This
was a common misconception at the time but, as Gardyne was able to show, not
supported by law. Gardyne quotes a decision by the Court of Session in which in
a similar case it was judged that,' if any person builds a house upon the property
of another it becomes a part and pertinent of the property and belongs to the
heritor of the ground, and that the person who builds the house has no title either
to payment for the value of the materials or to touch or take away a pin or stone
pertaining to it.' Further more Gardyne backed up his claim by quoting a local
case between the Earl of Aboyne and James Ramsay. In this case the defendant
was found liable for the value of a shade which he carried off from his

possession at his removal although it was stated in his defence, and not denied,
that he had erected the building entirely at his own expense. SC47/22/329

11. William Richard at Craigend of Carriston had applied for the sequestration of his
subtenant's crops (George Bruce) to pay the rent he claimed was due him. The
court gave him permission to cut the crop and stack it pending a final decision
from the court. Bruce was found not liable and entitled to his crop but by that
time Richard had already sold it. Bruce was forced to sue Richard for the value
of the crop. SC47/22/340

12. Gilbert, Lord Minto and his factor William Scott at Lochgelly, suing John Gray.
Tenant in Baggerton, for £100 due because he had broken his tack concerning the
conditions of farming stated in the tack. He had planted cereals on more than half
his farm in any one year. Gray argued that in most years he had well under half
the farm in crops and this year only slightly over the half. The overshoot was due
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to the wet year and the fact that the field that should have been sown out in grass
was 'rather to flat and that it would be better to make the rigs rounder and sow it
out the next year'. He thought he had got the factors permission to do this. The
factor dismissed this argument stating bluntly that it was the fact that the tack
was coming to an end that had encouraged Gray to over cultivate the land. The
judge ordered the factor to give more details as to the extent of the damage he
considered would result from the breaking of the rotation. SC47/22/340

13. David Ogilvy ofAirly and his factor James McNicoll at Craig petitioning the
court to stop William Adamson, tenant in Mill of Kinrie, from ploughing up to
much of his grass contrary to the conditions in his tack. Adamson disputed the
interpretation of the rotation. SC47/22/340

L. Assault

1. James Greig, taylor in Westerton ofBalgavies, claimed he was assaulted by-
James Garder, Wright at Pitmuie Mill. SC47/22/250

2. John Kid ofMountboy was involved in a fight on the road near to the park of
Renmuir with John Etterick, grieve to Hercules Scott of Rossie. They were
returning from the Glister-law market. SC47/22/324

3. A case resulting from a brawl in a schoolyard by several gentlemen attending a
cock fight. SC47/22/328

M. Thirlage

1. John Ogilvy, tenant ofNewmill of Inshewan, suing Alex Clark, in the grounds of
Auclicky, for abstracting 40 bolls of corn from the mill during the years 1788,
1789 and 1790 crop and also for failing to deliver thatching and wood to the mill
as he was required to do. The multure for this farm was one part in every twenty-
one, plus a cogfiill of meal for every 4 pecks of shealing, plus thatch and
carriage. SC47/22/260

2. James Lindsay Carnegy of Spynie and Boysack and his tenants Thomas Shair and
David Stephan of the mill of Boysack petitioning the court concerning the
multure for the lands of the Grange of Connon. These lands had been sold to
William Moir who had sold them on to William Henderson ofMuirhouse. By the
terms of the original sale, the lands remained were thirled to Boysack Mill. The
problem arose because the tenant of Grange of Connon, a Robert Ruxton, had
erected a mill for grinding oats and grain to meal. This, they claimed, was
contrary to the thirl and they wished the court to order Ruxton to demolish the
mill. Ruxton argued that the mill served as a thrashing machine as well as a mill
for grinding meal and as such he wanted to be allowed to keep it even if it was
only to be used for thrashing. Ruxton's landlord denied any knowledge of the
mill. The pursuers quoted 6;5 Lord Stair Tit. Servitudes no. 23 and also two
decisions observed by Fountainhall in cases of 1684 and 1695 and finally
Urquhart v Tulloch in 1752, all which seem to have established the right for the
court to order the demolition of the mill. The judge agreed. SC47/22/270
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3. David Gray, brewer in Forfar and tacksman of the mill belonging to the town of
Forfar suing for multure from various individuals that were thirled to the mill. Fie
claims they were all 'abstracted with the whole malt they have occasion to use
and are liable in one peck for each 6 firlots of malt to the mill master in the name
of multure and a lippie for each 6 firlots to the miller'. The defendants claimed
that Gray had sacked the miller and had not provided another and as a result they
had been forced to go to another mill. Also they pointed out that Gray was bound
to carry the malt to and from the mill which he had failed to do and the mill was
in poor repair, returning the malt half ground. Evidence provided by both parties.
It appears it was a windmill. SC47/22/300

4. Alexander Christie, tacksman of the Mill of Nether Careston, claiming the
tenants of the lands of Careston were thirled with all their growing corns and
were liable to the miller at one coag full of meal in Knaveship and another
coagfull for the miller. Robert Wright at Careston had abstracted five bolls of
corn from the mill and was due 5/-. Wright disputed that there was any evidence
that he was astricted to the mill. SC47/22/310
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Sheriff court records between 1800 to 1820.

SC47/22/355 - 577.

Case boxes examined.
SC47/22/355. 1800.
SC47/22/370. 1801.
SC47/22/390 1802.
SC47/22/410. 1805.
SC47/22/425. 1806.
SC47/22/435 - 445 1807.
SC47/22/450. 1808.
SC47/22/470. 1811
SC47/22/490. 1812.
SC47/22/510 1814.
SC47/22/530 1816.
SC47/22/542. 1817.
SC47/22/560 1819.

A. Landlord

1. David Carnegie of Southesk suing William Forbes, tenant at Kinnell, for £159
1/6 rent arrears for two years. SC47/22/355

2. The Hon William Maule of Panmure suing John Mathers, carrier of the mail
between Brechin and Montrose, and Alex Greig, keeper of the toll-bar at the west
end of Brechin, for £5 for killing salmon and other fish on the Southesk. They
claimed that they thought they were allowed to fish as others did and Maule had
not made it publicly known that fishing was prohibited. SC47/22/355

3. Charles Gardyne of Middleton removing John Middleton at cotton of Gardyne
from his possession. SC47/22/410

4. William Maule of Panmure removing William Cowley tenant in Cromby mill
and Alexander Doyle, William Murray and Jane Don all occupiers of Greystone
of Carmyllie. SC47/22/410

5. William Maule of Panmure seeking to evict Charles Gray of Carse, residing at
the Abbey of Hollyrood, as tacksman of the salmon fishing at or near the mouth
of the Tay. SC47/22/450

6. George Dempster of Dunnichen suing Robert Souter, tenant at Colinshaugh, for
£15 15/- for marl at 1/3 per boll. SC47.22.450

7. David Hunter of Burnside removing Peter Roberts and John Miller from a small
possession at Burnside as well as Janet Adam from 'a cottoun lying within the
barony of Dod'SC47/22/490

8. Hon. William Maule of Panmure evicting Thomas Anderson at Westhaven,
occupier of the brewseat, fishing boats and houses including 17 cottar folk who
worked the fishing. SC47/22/490

9. James Stormonth of Lednathy, writer in Edinburgh, removing Charles McNicoll,
tenant at the Bog of Lednathy. SC47/22/490
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10. Patrick Chalmers ofAuldbar removing Robert Anderson from Whitemyre and
James Duke from Stonnybriggs, both small possessions on the estate.
SC47/22/510

11. James Ford of Finavon removing various people from pendicles on the Mains of
Finavon. SC47/22/510

12. William, Earl ofNorthesk and his factor John Lindsay petitioning for the
sequestration of the crops belonging to James Scott and his two son William and
David who were tenants at Newton. Their annual rent was £129 7/6 and they
owed £39 3/9 of this. The pursuers claimed 'seeing the crops on the farm are
present liable to be embezzled and abstracted to the prejudice of the petitioner
right ofHypothec' it is necessary for such action. SC47/22/530

13. James Yeaman ofAfflick suing David Soutar, tenant of the Mains of Afflick, for
the rent of £400 payable at Christmas and Whitsunday. A roup of the crops and
possessions had taken place but 'the proceeds will fall considerably short of
paying taxes and the half years rent due'. Further more the tenant had neither
seed nor stock and was unable to prepare the ground for the following year.
Yeaman was applying to the court for permission to cultivate, dung and sow the
crops without being in prejudice of the existing tack which Soutar still held.
SC47/22/530

14. Graham Bower applying for the sequestration of the possessions of John Lowson,
tenant of Preston. His valuation of effects came to £70. His yearly rent was £47
10/-, 24 hens and 2 spindles of yarn plus the carriage of 6 bolls of coal and
paying the schoolmasters salary. SC47/22/530

15. James Erskine ofLintrathen and his factor Patrick Proctor applying for the
removal of Alexander Arkley, tenant in Balgillo, due to his failure to pay the
annual rent of £561 15/-. SC47/22/530

16. James Archibald Stuart Mackenzie ofBelmont and his factor Andrew Dalgairns
at Ingliston suing various tenants for rent arrears, ie., Alexander Fenton tenant of
Nevay £500 rent for 1817 and £350 rent owing from previous years and John
Stewart tenant at Edderly for £55 due on part of his rent. SC47/22/530

17. Robert Lyell ofCarcary as factor to the estate of Southesk sequestrated the
effects of George Black ofMuirside ofKinnell and raised £22 (including 6 rigs if
oats and bear) to cover debts of £36 owed for two years rent. SC47/22/542

18. John Walker ofArrot, factor to the estate of Southesk, suing Thomas Jamieson
who occupied the farm of Greenden and Walthieston which included a spinning
mill and waterfall. Jamieson was going bankrupt and owed £146. SC47/22/542

19. Patrick Carnegy ofLower applying for the sequestration of William Mcintosh in
Mosside ofLower who had crops to the value of £45 4/-. The crops included
riggs of oats, barley, flax as well as hay and turnips and 33 drills of potatoes.
SC47/22/542

B. Tenants

1. David Dick, tenant at Kellyfield, petitioning the court for the return of his cart
and cart graith which he had lent to David Watson, tenant at Westhall, to assist in
the leading in of his corn. It had since been poinded by Peter Hugh in Glamis
who refused to return it. SC47/22/355
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2. John Nicoll, tenant in Milton of Craigie suing James Mathewson, bleacher at
Dighty water, for £5 14/8 on account. SC47/22/355

3. Andrew Huton, tenant in Mid Leckaway, suing Patrick Lamb, weaver in
Kirriemuir for £3 the price of a young ox (or Stot) he had sold and delivered to
him. SC47/22/355

4. Alexander Rait, tacksman of Priestfield, removing Aitchison Chapman living in
the grounds ofPriestfield from his dwelling house and yard. SC47/22/370

5. Robert Lindsay ofAlmerieclose, principal tacksman of West Grange of Connon,
petitioning for the removal of his sub-tenant William Morgan. This petition
followed a previous eviction notice that he had obtained for Morgan's removal.
SC47/22/370

6. George Miln, tenant in Newbarns, serving a poinding notice for collecting a debt
of £140 owed him by George Jamieson, late tenant at Kirkton mill now residing
at Legaston. SC47/22/370

7. Alexander Deas, late tenant of Cairnie, owed £39 11/9 to the family of the
deceased Robert Jamieson, sometime tenant of Kirkton mill, as the interest on a
loan of £376 9/5. Margaret Jamieson married Thomas Scott of Legaston and
appears to have taken the sons George, John and James to live with her. John
Colville town clerk ofArbroath was the agent for Deas. Complicated case
involving cross debts. SC47/22/370

8. Donald Christie, tenant in Baillie, suing James Thomson, butcher in West Port of
Dundee for £4 10/- balance on the price of sheep sold and delivered to him.
SC47/22/370

9. John Findley, tenant in Cotton, suing Alex Jack his sub-tenant, for £4 rent owed.
He was claiming hypothec on Jack's possessions. An inventory was produced
indicating the total value of his possessions were £11 4/6 consisting of
furnishings and furniture including a spinning wheel and reel valued at 7/6.
SC47/22/390

10. John Glass tenant in Midcairnie, and principal tacksman of Buskhead in Lochlee,
removing his sub-tenant David Cambell. SC47/22/410

11. Andrew Hood, principal tacksman of Denoon, suing Alexander Innes his
tacksman of part of the farm of Denoon for £100 rent he was due from Lammas
to Candlemas. SC47/22/410

12. John Glass, tenant ofEaster Megbie in Glenesk, suing David Edwards for
slander. In the company of other farmers of the neighbourhood during a
discussion as to the state of improvements on the farms in the area, it was agreed
that Easter Megbie was better than most. Edwards had ventured the opinion that
this was because Glass had used stolen money. SC47/22/510

13. Alexander Smith, tenant of the farm of Auchmithie removing William Butcher
from a possession of a house and garden with grass (or keep for a cow).
SC47/22/530

14. Alexander Jafferson, tenant in Muirdrum and Kinaldie, removing Alexander
Anderson possessor of a dwelling house and yard at Muirdrum. Also trying to
collect the rent of £3 10/- due. SC47/22/560
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C. Residenters and occupiers

1. John Nicoll in Balmuir of Garden suing John Buik, farmer at Dinton Mill,
Alexander Buik his son and John Paterson at West March, for a bill jointly
indebted for £15. Lent in 1793. SC47/22/355

2. William Wilson, late in Muir of Carsegounie now in Restenneth, suing William
Howie slater in Glamis and Charles Howie slater in Thornton for £9 owing on an
account for £12. SC47/22/355

3. William Laing ofMillfield in Leslie Parish suing James Elmsly, cattle dealer in
Brechin for £5 8/- on account. SC47/22/355

4. James Thomson, labourer at Muirdrum suing Charles Thomson, tenant at
Dykehead ofDod for £7 the price of a cow and £1 3/6 as the balance of the price
of a quantity of turnips. SC47/22/370

5. Robert Clarke, residing in Dundee, suing James Paterson, farmer and cattle
dealer in Inverwharity, for £1 13/- on account. SC47/22/470

6. David Ruxton, residing at Inverkeilor, seeking to remove James White, baker at
Inverkeilor, from a dwelling house, bakehouse and land which was part of the
farm of Anniston. SC47/22/510

7. David Thomson, late tenant in Scotston presently at Dunninald, suing William
Butcher, residing at Windyhills, for £15 15/- the price due on the sale of a cow.
SC47/22/530

8. James Lindsay in Rotwell, suing Thomas Sampson at Bridgend of Ruthven for
£37 16/- the price of 6 stots sold and delivered to him at the Forfar market.
SC47/22/530

D. Artisans and Traders

1. Thomas Leyden, travelling auctioneer residing in Forfar, suing for the price of a
cart and cart graith worth £4 15/-. SC47/22/355

2. William Roberts, writer in Forfar, suing John Simpson, late at Burkenbush now
at Geuchars for £1 18/7 legal costs owing. SC47/22/410

3. Fransis Duncan, shoemaker in Slateford, suing John Donaldson, tenant in
Tullibuchile, for £2 5/- on account. SC47/22/470

4. James Davidson, horse hirer and vintner in Dundee, suing James Lawson,
butcher in Dundee for £2 and William Parkins, coachmaker in Dundee for £11
7/3. SC47/22/470

5. An inventory of the effects on the person of John McPherson, a pack merchant,
at the time of his death. He was found dead under a bush at the side of a public
road. They included; 5 pairs of scissors, 17 spot pins, 4 pocket knives, 12 dozen
combs, thread, ribbons, corduroy, napkins, night caps, muslin, a knife, inkhorn
and 11/1 in money plus a counterfeit half guinea. He was wearing a shirt, jacket
waistcoat, breeches, coat, one pair of stockings, one pair of tartan hose, shoe
buckle, night cap bonnet and three napkins. SC47/22/490

6. David Couts, maltman in Montrose, suing David Christie and David Tosh, at
Dalbog, for payment of £12 on a bill of exchange. SC47/22/490

7. Matheson and Slider, painters in Dundee, suing Thomas Wilson, tenant in
Craigie for £6 19/8 for paint work. SC47/22/510
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8. James Austin, cashier of the Montrose Bank, suing David Simpson, manufacturer
in Kirriemuir and Peter Ewan, late carrier in Montrose, for £27 10/- on a bill of
exchange. SC47/22/530

9. James Rattray, cattle dealer in Barnyard, suing David Guthrie, late tenant in
Muthill, for £50. Also John Proctor in Mains of Glamis for £21 the balance on an
account for 44 cattle he sold him for ready money. Rattry's estate was being
sequestrated. SC47/22/530

10. William Deas, manufacturer in Inverkeilor, suing James Scott, late tenant at
Waulkmill and Robert Scott also of Waulkmill and now at Dickmontlaw, for £15
7/3. SC47/22/560

11. James Scott, auctioneer in Lochee, collecting a number of debts arising from the
roup of grass lots. SC47/22/560

E. Merchants

1. Andrew Peddie and Co merchants in Dundee suing John Reid, Wright in
Kirriemuir, for £3 11/- the balance of an account for £7 2/- for the sale of wool.
SC47/22/355

2. William Adam. Merchant in Forfar, suing James Forbes, innkeeper in Arbroath,
for £8 11/3 as the price of 19 gallons of Aqua vita. Also David Robertson,
innkeeper in Arbroath for £3 5/- on account. SC47/22/355

3. James Hadden, merchant in Montrose suing John Fairweather, driver of the stage
coach from Brechin to Montrose, for £8 15/- on account. SC47/22/355

4. David Flay, merchant in East Muirhouse suing John Fraser, dancing master in
Arbroath, for £10 10/8 balance of an account on silk handkerchiefs and black
clothe. SC47/22/355

5. Patrick Lawson, leather merchant in Dundee, suing Thomas Kermall, shoemaker
in Upper Pleasance near Dundee for £19 11/6 on account. SC47/22/370

6. David Scott, mason in Montrose, suing Charles John mason and tenant of the toll
at Trinty Muir, for £5 13/9 on account. SC47/22/390

7. John Murison, merchant in Arbroath, and William Spink, baker in Arbroath,
suing John Dempster, caravan driver in Montrose, for a £1 loan. SC47/22/410

8. Smith and Bertie suing Alexander Ellis, tenant in Westerton of Rossie, for £7
4/9 due on an account for furnishings. SC47/22/530

F. Administration

1. George Dempster ofDunnichen, Charles FFunter of Burnside and Patrick
Scrymsour of Tealing acting on the behalf of the trustees of the Forfar Dundee
turnpike suing David Eadie at Tarbrax for 39 15/- balance of the rent for the
tollgate for 1798-99 and £38 balance for 1799 - 1800. SC47/22/355

2. James McPhee, excise officer in Arbroath, suing John Scott in Overdysart, for £4
19/5 on account for legal bills. SC47/22/355
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3. Trustees of the Forfar to Northwaterbridge toll road suing David Peter the
successful bidder for the tollgate at Heatherstacks for his annual rent of £110.
SC47/22/370

4. John Langland in East Mains of Restenneth coming home from Arbroath with a
cart full of coal had his horses scared by a gun shot fired by Peter Jarron. The
horses had bolted off and while trying to stop them he had broken his leg. A few
weeks previously the Arbroath Town Council had issued a public order
forbidding the firing of firearms in any part of the town or suburbs to prevent just
such an occurrence. As a result Langland was suing Jarron for £7 7/- for
surgeons costs and a further £10 10/- for damages. Jarron claimed in his defence
that he was in the 1st Forfarshire Volunteers and he was emptying his musket
prior to a formal inspection. Many others were doing the same. SC47/22/425

5. James Lands, procurator fiscal of Forfarshire petitioning the court for permission
to kill James Ruxton's dog. Ruxton was a carter in Arbroath who had a viscous
dog on his cart that bit people who passed his master's cart. SC47/22/425

6. David Fleming, schoolmaster at Loanhead ofMontrose, appealing against his
removal from the school by the members of the Kirk session of the town. Fie
claimed he had been fully examined and found competent as a teacher. He had
been ordered by the Moderator to be friendlier to the Kirk session and not act 'in
an improper manner'. Despite these warnings they still wanted rid of him.
SC47/22/490

7. Elizebeth Miln, residing in Meigle, wished to raise an action against Duncan
McNicoll ofMuirhouse ofAirly concerning an illegitimate child. She was so
poor she had to apply to the judge for the 'benefit of the poor role' to pay for the
case. SC47/22/490

8. A list of tenants in arrears for property tax for each parish in the county. Total
arrears £3353 13/9. SC47/22/542

G. Trade

1. A lengthy case in which James and George Nicoll, tenants ofDragonhall and
shoemakers, sued the Incorporation of Shoemakers ofForfar for a share of the
annual cargo of meal bought by the incorporation. It appears that the sudden rise
in the price of meal and the consequent profit made on the meal had excited the
Nicoll's attention to their right to a share of it despite the fact that they had not
claimed any for over thirty years. In the past it would appear that they had grown
enough grain on their own farm to satisfy their needs. From the evidence
presented by the trade officers it would appear that in 1761 the company of
shoemakers had taken a tack for a quantity of meal to be supplied each year for
nineteen years from the farm of Boysack. At the end of this tack they took similar
contract for sixteen years with Pitscandly farm. The Nicoll's were regarded as
'country members and farmers' by the guild and they argued that if they had
wanted any meal they should have notified the incorporation in advance. Nicoll
claimed that his farm was only a miserable fifteen acres that supported a cow and
not much else. He regarded his case as a question of establishing exactly what the
'the rights and privileges of the trade' entitled him to. He argued that because he
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paid his subscription he should have every right to be treated like every other
member irrespective of where he lived. SC47/22/370

2. David Mitchel at Miln of Bonnington had advanced John Scott of Over Dysert
and George Scott ofDrumbertnot £100 payable the following May. It would
appear that part of the security for the bill was that they were to supply the mill
with 12 bolls of early oats immediately they were thrashed and then continue to
deliver oats until their debt had been paid. They also were obliged to sell their
remaining oats to the mill at the going price at the time. The Scotts were denying
that any of these conditions were attached to the loan and argued that they were
not obliged to pay back the money until May. SC47/22/370

3. James Walker, tenant in Newbigging, suing Robert Kirkland, tenant in Ballochie
and John Ogg residing at Cownigair of Tayoch, for £11 owed for keeping 11
stots for 4 weeks on his farm and wintering and grassing five stots until the
Trinity fair. SC47/22/425

4. James Thomson, tenant at Mains ofAuchmithie, suing Robert Small, flesher in
Dundee, for £67 10/- on account of some sheep he had bought at a roup at
Auchmithie. The roup role shows that the sheep were sold in lots of five and
fetched between 30/- and 45/6 per lot. Total from roup was £198 15/-.
SC47/22/510

H. Encroachment and land use

I. John Nicoll, tenant at Milton of Craigie complaining that George Raitt, tenant at
Cleverhouse and tacksman of Balumnie mill and his sub-tenant George Baxter,
had risen the level of water at Balumnie mill dam by about 18 inches. The result
according to Nicoll was that his farm had been flooded and his crops ruined. This
was a lengthy case between two tenants. SC47/22/355

2. Alexander Miller, Wright at Kincaldrum, suing James McKenzie at Kincaldrum
for allowing a number of small horses and stots to destroy a quantity of corn with
fodder belonging to him which was stacked in his yard. SC47/22/355

3. Fransis Erskine ofKirkbuddo suing William Mann servant at Lochlair, John
Grant in cotton of Overstone and William Boyle of Whigstreet for cutting and
breaking trees. Using the Act of Charles 2nd Pari 1 chpt 41 and Act of James
the second Pari 1 ses 1 chp39. SC47/22/370

4. David Hunter of Blackness suing Robert Soutter farmer in Kintrochat for
allowing 20 - 30 cattle and 100 sheep to trespass on his ground and in his
enclosures (in particular a field of wheat.) SC47/22/410

5. Hendry Henderson of the Grange ofBarry and his tenants petitioning the court to
stop their neighbour Thomas Kyd, tenant at Ravensby, from interfering with their
rights to water their cattle. They claimed that from 'time immemorial' they had
watered their beasts at the upper mill ofBarry on the burn of Barry. Kyd had
recently fenced off the access and restricted the amount of water available for
their beastials. While they had been trying to gain access Peter and Patrick Kyd
had fired a gun and frightened their cattle with the result the cattle were now
scared to go back. SC47/22/425

6. John Stirling ofNetherton ofBalinshoe against John Kerr tenant ofNetherbow of
Balinshoe. This case involved an argument concerning the right to the use of a
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well. Kerr was claiming sole possession of this well and had started to physically
attack Stirling when he tried to use it. He claimed that Stirling and his family
were muddying the waters of the well and tramping down his crops to get to it.
Kerr argued that,' the lands ofBalinshoe were, several years ago, parcelled out
into a new plan and let into possessions quite different from the way they were
formerly occupied'. As a result of this reorganisation Stirling's claim that he had
used the well from 'time immemorial' was no longer valid. He further claims
that at the time of division Stirling had been given entitlement to a well near his
own land. Stirling replied that the well referred to by Kerr was ' no well at all',
and completely unfit for use. The landlord digging a ditch above the well had
seriously reduced the water coming into the well. In addition the quality of the
water had been altered. Stirling felt it was cruel and unfeeling ofKerr to exclude
them from a well they had used 'beyond the memory ofman' and which was
only six yards from the road. Kerr pointed out that Stirling has no tack for his
land and had only a grass house and yard. He suggested that the six yards of
ground between the road and the well was his bleaching ground for which he
pays extra rent and anyway Stirling's own well would be fine if he had
maintained it properly. Stirling stated that he had had forty years uninterrupted
use of the land where he lived and therefore could claim 'positive prescription'
and had every right to live there. Gilbert Laing, the nephew of the owner and the
manager ofBalinshoe, wrote to the court to the effect that the well was 'common
for the use of the cottar town ' and that there was a footpath from the road to the
well. He seemed to be supporting Stirling's claim to the well. SC47/22/434

7. The Rt Hon Lord Kinnaird suing David Ford at Gask. Lord Kinnaird is accusing
Ford of hunting and killing game on his land. He quotes two laws, an Act of
Parliament 1621. C31 confirmed in 1685. C20, that states, 'no man can hunt or
hawk hereafter who hath not a plough of land in heritage', under penalty of £100
Scots (half to the king and half to the informer) and an Act of 1707. C13 which
states that 'common fowlers presume not to hunt on any ground without a
subscribed warrant from the proprietor', under penalty of £20 Scots and
forfeiting ofguns and dogs. Ford admits to carrying a gun but only around his
farm in order to deter vermin from eating his crops against which he claimed 'he
knows no law preventing'. Unfortunately for him, Kinnaird did. He claimed that
tenants have no more title to kill game on the lands of their landlord than any
other person. In any case he claims Ford persistently went on ground other than
his own and had refused to stop when asked. Up to the beginning of the
nineteenth century there were only a very few cases brought before this court for
poaching. The impression is that it was much less of an issue in Forfarshire than
in England where thousands of people were being transported or imprisoned for
poaching. It may be that the Justice of the Peace were dealing with the average
poacher while the sheriff court got only the cases involving guns. Game
certificates were first issued in Forfar in 1798. At that time 59 people applied,
mainly heritors and transient military men and only a very few tenant farmers.
SC47/22/436

8. James Ogilvy of Islabank and Patrick Murray Simprin ofBrydieston and Cardean
against Gersham Gourley of Brakie. This case involved a stream lying between
Ogilvies and Murrays property. Thirty years before the case, Ogilvy and the
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previous owner of Brydieston, the Earl of Strathmore, had straightened and
cleaned out the stream to form the march between their properties. Alexander
Gourley, the brother of Gersham, had taken advantage of this improvement and
had led the drains from his bog above Ogilvies property into the new ditch. By
doing so he had exposed a valuable source of peat and marl from which he had
made a considerable amount of money. The problem had now arisen that the
stream needed to be cleaned and deepened for Gourley to expose more peat and
marl. Ogilvy had obviously been annoyed by the original diversion of drainage
water and had no intention of allowing Gourley to extend his marl and peat
extraction at his expense. Gourley had taken the law into his own hands and sent
a large band of men onto Ogilvies property to clean out the stream in hope of
completing the job before he noticed. Ogilvy had noticed and wanted the sheriff
to immediately stop this intrusion and also to find Gourley guilty of damaging his
new trees planted on the side of the burn. His argument was that he did not want
to lose his personal right to alter the direction or height of the stream (perhaps to
feed a new mill) in the future. By letting Gourley on his land this time, he
thought that he might set up a legal precedent for the future. He also wanted to be
paid for allowing Gourley to exploit his valuable assets. This case illustrates a
common problem that was arising as a consequence of the increased exploitation
of the land. Fuel was in short supply in Forfarshire with traditional peat stocks
becoming exhausted, marl was a valuable commodity on the improved farms,
water was the power used for driving mills and drainage was a key element of
land improvement. The result was that conflicting interests in the use ofnatural
resources led to many court cases between neighbours. SC47/22/436

9. Patrick Carnegy of Lower against William Fettes. Carnegie was charging Fettis
with hunting on the Muirside ofLower. Fettes was not a tenant fanner. (Tenant
Fansis Jackson). Carnegy quotes the Acts of 1621 and 1685. but on this occasion
Fettis claims that a decision by the Court of Session on the 27 June 1780 had
found these acts to be invalid. Fettis also claims he was merely walking through
the moor on his way to a 'wade shooting' at Letham and he was on a public
track. To this Carnegy claimed that the moor had been enclosed and that there
was no public track through it and the road he was on was a private road for the
carriage of marl. Carnegie drew attention to another act established in 1707 in
which it was stated that a 'deliquent could be sent abroad as a recruit' if found
guilty of poaching. Fettis retorted that if this were the case ' at least a third of the
gentlemen whom licenses are annually issued for killing game would be liable to
transportation because none of them have a ploughgate of land'. It is clear from
the case papers that Fettis is quite prepared to put up a stout defence against an
interdict applied for by Carnegy that would have stopped him from entering the
land of Lower. Fettis saw this as an infringement of his liberty to walk in the
countryside. SC47/22/442

10. John Steel, merchant in Forfar and trustee to the late James Dickson of
Slatefield, petitioning the court to prevent William Shepherd, slater in Forfar,
from enclosing a strip of land which included part of the old road to Forfar. A
new road had been built on the south east side of the old road and a strip of land
had been left isolated and unused which Shepherd was enclosing. Steel claimed
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that his right to use the old road was 'absolutely necessary for the carriage of
stones and slates from the quarries of his land'. SC47/22/450

11. Alexander Duncan, tenant at Margie suing Alexander Carnegie, tenant at Red
Faulds of Wittan and Margaret Bowman his spouse, for causing malice and ill-
will by 'hounding out and disturbing Duncan's cattle on their pasture and doing
violence to his servants enlisted with their care'. The defenders were claiming
that the ground was common pasture. SC47/22/470

12. A lengthy case brought by the feuars of Scouringburn in Dundee against Isaec
Watt and Co who were building a dyke across the road and enclosing 8 - 10 fit of
mettle road which was threatening to effect the rights of access for the feuars.
SC47/22/490

J. Employment

1. David Foster, residenter in Forfar, suing John Gray, tenant in Baggerton, for £3
4/1 as the balance of his wages due for serving him during the previous harvest
and for half a year from Martinmas to Whitsunday. SC47/22/355

2. John Mcintosh in Hatton of Airly suing Thomas Ogilvy, tenant in Peel, for £7
10/-, the wages he claims he was due for serving him for one year, plus £1 17/6
for the value of 12 pecks of supper meal undelivered and 71- for wages owing
from a previous year. Ogilvy disputes the amount being demanded and claims a
deduction 'for ground sown with a peck of lintseed which was not part of the
bargain and which can not be worth less than 8/-'. Mcintosh claims that the
bargain was verbal and if he was to be paid less he should have been told before
he continued in the employment because he could of 'wrought by day wages
during the summer in which he would have made more money than he could do
so by serving the defender a whole year for £7 10/-.' SC47/22/355

3. William Grewar, mason residing in Forrest ofBirse in Aberdeenshire, petitioning
for the return of a box containing a blue coat, two twealing shirts and a linen one,
a pair of mittens, a silk cover of a hat, a bible in two volumes, a silk napkin, the
book of knowledge by Legerdermain and two other books, two razors and a razor
case. These he had left with James Anderson, servant to Patrick Chalmers of
Auldbar after the previous summer's work. Anderson was keeping the box
because he claimed Grewar owed him some money. SC47/22/355

4. James Girrard, late servant to James Shepherd at Wardmill of Arbroath, was
engaged to serve for a year at £11 11/- plus bed and board. In August of the year
concerned Shepherd renounced his lease of the mill and made Girrard redundant.
Girrard was claiming wages till the end of his fee plus 3/6 weekly for board.
Shepherd claimed that because he had not dismissed him he was not liable for
any future wages. Girrard claimed that he had been abandoned and when he
stayed on at the mill Shepherd had come and 'beat him most unmercifully for
being there'. He claimed that it was always understood in law that he was
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entitled to full wages 'even though he should be as fortunate as find another
master'. He claimed that the obligation between master and servant is well
known to be reciprocal. Erskine claims 'a workman or servant who is hired to a
precise day or term is entitled to his full wages, though he should, by sickness or
other accident, be disabled from his service for part of that time, but if he die
before the term be elapsed his wages are due only for the time he actually served.
If a master dies, or without good reason turns off a servant who is entitled to
maintenance and bed and board in his family before the term agreed on, the
servant has a right to his full wages and also his maintenance till that term. On
the other hand a servant who without a reasonable cause, deserts his masters
service before the term, forfeits his wages and maintenance and is liable to his
master for damages'. SC47/22/355

5. Peter Bell suing John Gray in Bagerton now in Balkerry, for £2 10/- wages for
two months work in the spring. SC47/22/355

6. Walter Brodie, farmer at Castletown, fee'd William McKlaren, a workman in the
links of Montrose, as a servant from Martinmas to Whitsunday at £4 5/-.
McKlaren wrote to him to tell him he was not able to take up the fee and
intended to go to Cromarty to work. Brodie sued him for £4 5/- plus £10
damages plus expenses. SC47/22/370

7. John Young in Kirkhill ofKinnettles fee'd Catherine Booth, daughter of
Alexander Booth at Miltoun of Bridgeton, for one year from Martinmas for £3
plus some small articles. She served for a short time and left. She claimed she
had been made to sleep in the stable with the horses and next to Booth's two
sons. This she claimed was not proper. Young dismissed the claim of unsuitable
sleeping quarters and thought the real reason for her leaving was that her father
thought she could get more money at the local spinning mill. SC47/22/410

8. William Douglas ofBrigton suing Elizebeth Lindsay, late at Douglastoun now in
Kellymill, for leaving her fee at the spinning mill during the 1805 - term. He was
suing her for £7 16/- plus damages. Lindsay claimed 'no obligation lay on the
pursuer to pay her a specific sum of wages for her service' and so she had no
specific period of employment and could leave at any time. Douglas argued that
no specific fee need be agreed for the fee to be binding. He claimed the wages
were £6 per week in summer and piecework in the winter. Lindsay claimed under
these conditions in the winter she 'could not earn so much as to provide a
subsistence' and that she had given him adequate warning before she left. A fee
could not bind her to work for a wage that was insufficient for her to live on.
SC47/22/425

9. William Couts, residing in Forfar, engaged his nine-year-old son James to serve
Charles Clark in Whitehums for half a year from Whitsunday as a herd for his
three cows. His wage was to be 15/- and a pair of stockings. During the fee Clark
sent him to herd another 4 cows for another person as well as his own. Couts
claimed that this increased work represented a breach of the fee bargain and as a
result was suing him for 16/-. Clark ridiculed the claim and pointed out that the
boy was merely helping a neighbour. Couts insisted that the law was clear that a
fee bargain of a minor should not be altered without the parents consent.
SC47/22/425
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10. David Nicoll, tenant in Overdysert, engaged Robert Paton of Letham at St
Thomas Market in Arbroath to serve from 11th August to Whitsunday at £8 10/-
wages. His job was 'to do anything needful on the farm until the cattle were put
into the byres for the turnips when his work was chiefly to be waiting on the
cattle' He failed to turn up for work and had returned his 1/- earnest money.
Nicoll was suing him for breach of employment. SC47/22/425

11. A petition from Joseph Tosh, William Milner and William Fyfe all quarrymen of
Backmuir quarry in Carmyllie. They had been sacked from their employment of
cutting pavement stones because they had refused to assist in the loading of the
cut pavements onto the carts. Each had been allocated an area to cut and was
paid £5 guineas for every 100 feet of pavement and 35/- for every 1000 slates.
The quarry had been recently taken over by new tenants, Honey Gibson and Co.,
and new work methods were being introduced. Gibson and Co accused the men
of forming a combination and refusing to assist loading even though they were
'not only bound by express agreement but by uniform practice'. SC47/22/470

12. John Welsh, late servant to Richard Howieson, tenant at Dickmontlaw, suing him
for wages of £11 he claimed he was owed for half a years work. Howieson
argued that he had sacked him because he had claimed that he was proficient at
sowing corn. After having sown three fields and the grain having germinated
extremely badly Howieson disputed this claim and sacked him on the grounds
that he had taken the fee contract under false pretences. Howieson claimed that
he would lose money due to the poor sowing performance of Welsh. There was a
lengthy argument as to whither the poor germination was due to poor seed,
damage by cut worm or a bad seedbed. Howieson claimed that another man
doing alternate strips used the same seed and this had germinated well. He
quoted Erskine b 111 no. 16 which bounds a servant to make up to his employer
any 'damages occasioned by his want of skill, or even carelessness as he ought
not to have undertaken the work to which he was not equal'. This case went to
several appeals including one to the circuit court in Perth. Howieson meanwhile
went bankrupt and had to quit the farm. SC47/22/470

13. James Scott, farmer at Adamson, fee'd Robert Lyon from Whitsunday 1810 for a
year at a wage of £18 plus a cow 'mealed summer and winter' plus 3 bolls of
potatoes. Lyon claimed he was owed £4 from that fee and then worked another
year for £15 plus a cow plus potatoes plus lint (worth £6). He was then 'stoned
away, himself and his family' by Scott for no good reason. He was suing for £25.
SC47/22/470

14. Alexander Nicoll, residenter in Wardmill, suing Robert Buchanan, tenant in
Pressock, for £7 owed on half a years wages from Martinmas 1815. Also David
Hossie suing for £5 wages for the same half a years service. SC47/22/530

15. William Patton suing John Thums, tenant in Nevey, for £21 being the wages due
him for one year's work. SC47/22/530

16. Joseph Murison at Baldovie suing Robert Findly, late tenant at Readie now at
Boggester, for £14 due for a years wage as farm servant. Also £6 due to Maty
Webster at Wester Logie for work for the same period. SC47/22/560

17. An agreement between James Kandow, tenant of the Hilton of Guthrie, and
Thomas Paterson, residing at Colliston Mill and Andrew Brown residing at
Hospitalfield to provide 'ten good shearers and two binders or bandster, or such
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additional numbers as should be sufficient'. This was a contract for harvesting
the crop at the Hilton of Guthrie for which the gang masters were to be paid 8/9
per acre for the 72 acres. It had obviously been a difficult year for harvesting and
Kandow was far from happy with the performance of the gang. There appears to
have been a detailed contract between the two parties in which it was stated that
Kandow would decide when each of the crops was ripe for cutting. The shearers
were 'to take the grain clean up and the straw very low, bind the sheaves well
and set the stacks to defend rain and to keep them well set and under hoods'.
Kandow was obliged to provide a bothy for the shearers with four beds and
bedclothes, a bucket, pot and ladle. From the start Kandow complained about
the quality of the workforce and the fact that they were making very little
progress in cutting the crop even by the 20th October. At times he had got so
desperate that he had tried to organise other shearers to work directly for him,
something the gangmaster objected strongly to. Kandow demanded that they
should go out and get more shearers to speed up the harvest, an action that they
consistently failed to do. Kandow claimed that this was because they were not
paying the going rate for shearers (there appears to have been fee'd shearers and
casual shearers and the rates of pay were higher for the casuals). By the end of
October they were getting so far behind in the harvest that Kandow gave them
permission to use scythes to cut the corn, however, they appear to have been
reluctant to use this method and what they did cut by this method they left
unstooked. They eventually finished the harvest on the 25th November, by which
time a considerable percentage of the crop had been either lost or ruined for seed
or malting. Kandow was suing the gangmasters for this loss. SC47/22/560

K. Tacks

1. David Dick, tenant at Ralbirnymill, complaining that his sub-tenant David
Dorward had taken over a part of his farm that was in grass with his own cattle
and horses without his consent. Dorward claimed he paid £6 for it. Denied by
Dick. SC47/22/370

2. Col. Fotheringham Ogilvy of Powrie suing William Livan, tenant at the Miln of
Brighton, for £24 representing the price of 10 bolls of oatmeal which his tack
obliged him to deliver. He had failed to do so and his landlord was charging him
at a rate of 48/- per boll. Liven was refusing to pay him because he claimed that
Ogilvy was due him multure on the farm ofMyreton. Ogilvy had recently taken
over the lease of this farm himself. Liven had an agreement with the previous
tenant of Myreton that he would be relieved of the multure on the payment of an
annual sum of £40 Sc and he claims that this commitment should extend to the
end of the tack. Since Ogilvy had taken over the tack before it had expired he
should be liable. Ogilvy claimed that the farm had been re-let to another tenant
who did not live on the farm and who kept the entire farm in grass that was not
liable for multure. Liven further argued that the price per boll was the price at
Candlemas while he was due to pay it at Whitsunday by which time the price was
only £2 per boll. SC47/22/370
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3. Rt. Hon. William Lord Gray suing George Mathew, tenant in Haughhead, for
delivering poor quality grain as part of his rent. The rent was £285 plus 50 bolls
of wheat and 50 bolls ofbarley. These were to be 'all good and sufficient, well
dight grain, marketable stuff and merchant ware, of the growth of the lands set
and of the common measure of the barony and the very best quality the farm
produces, to be delivered at any time required between Christmas and
Whitsunday'. Mathew had delivered blackened grain. He claimed the grain had
been winnowed but Lord Gray stated that this would not be sufficient to clean the
wheat and that it should be washed so as to make fit to use. At the time it had
been delivered Mathew paid the factor £81 5/- instead of washing the wheat and
then sold it to someone else. Since then the price had risen from 32/6 per boll to
44/6 per boll. Gray was suing for the difference. SC47/22/410

4. Charles Ogilvy of Tannardice suing James Wilkie, the outgoing tenant at
Craighall, for the value of the fodder and crop that he was removing from the
farm. Wilkie had apparently been ordered to stop carrying off the fodder and
crop from his farm in a previous case and had now decided to burn it rather than
allow the next tenant to have it. Ogilvy claimed he had no right to do this and
should be ordered to consume the crop in the normal way or leave it for his
successor. Wilkie claimed that the incoming tenant who had no legal right to
interfere with what he was doing and yet this tenant was paying for Ogilvy to
prosecute the case. He also claimed he was burning the fodder as fuel and putting
the ash back on the ground. Ogilvy argued that it was well known that only a fifth
of the goodness would be returned to the soil in the ash after burning.
SC47/22/410

5. The Viscount Duncan removing a cottar, Charles Chricton of Sunnyhall. William
Anderson had tenanted the farm of Sunnyhall in Lundie but his tack had expired
and he had left. Crighton his cottar had refused to go and was prepared to fight
his eviction. He claimed that Duncan was not fully infeft in the land's of Lundie
at the time he brought the case and also that he had not been given the statuary
legal warning to remove. Duncan claimed that Anderson was in 'violent
possession' and had no title to the cottar house. Further more he claimed 'The
Act of Sederant of 1756, warning against the principal tenant is declared to be
effectual against assignees and sub-tenants without making the parties to the
action, and much more ought it to be so against cottars who were really nothing
more than servants'. SC47/22/410

6. James Carnegy Arbuthnot of Balnamoon entered an agreement with his tenants
for a subscription to help pay for the cost ofbuilding a bridge over the Southesk
at Finhaven. It had been agreed by the tenants in 1792 that because they would
benefit considerably from the new bridge, that they would pay a supplement to
their rent. Ten years later James Ratly was refusing to pay his £3 subscription.
Ratly argued that since Arbuthnot had sold the land that he rented his obligation,
as his tenant, was no longer applicable. Arbuthnot argued that it was valid till the
lease expired in 1810 and the agreement was to him as an individual and not as a
landlord. SC47/22/410

7. John Ramsay L'Amy of Drumkenny and his incoming tenant James Fenton suing
the widow and trustees of the deceased George Black for alleged mislabouring.
The 1788 tack regulated the cropping and rotation allowed by the tenant. The
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defenders were threatening to plough up all the grass on the farm and plant
turnips which they then were going to roup off the field rather than feed them on
the field. This according to the incoming tenant would ruin the farm and he
wanted the landlord to claim from the outgoing tenant £3 per acre extra in rent.
This he was entitled to do if the outgoing tenant broke the cropping agreement
written in his tack. SC47/22/425

8. William Hunter, son of the late William Hunter, merchant in Brechin, seeking to
remove tenants from his lands around Forfar. The list of tenants were described
as follows; a) Alexander Shepherd residenter, occupying of the Lyning Hill Rig;
b) Robert Adamson, carter, occupier of a Shere of land in Nether Langlands; c)
Joseph Cairn, carter, occupying 3 roods and eleven Falls of land called The
Points, d) John Smith, Shoemaker, occupying 3 Butts of land west ofAlexander
Hutton's Points; e) James Steel, Brewer, occupying 3 Rigs of land west of
Shoemakers Park; f) Alexander Mill at north toll of Forfar, 3 Rigs of land in Mid
Langlands near Westfield; g) Joseph Spark, Merchant, occupying 2 Roods and 31
Falls of land in Mid Langlands containing one acre and one rood; h) William
Peter, Brewer, occupying some land in Overlanglands; j) Andrew Mill and John
Bell, weavers, occupying 6 Rigs of land in the Ward equal to 2 acres 1 rood and
21 falls and finally k) George Thornton, occupying 2 Rigs in Mid Langlands
equalling 2 acre and 23 Falls. This is a stark reminder that however advanced
agricultural improvement appears to be within an area there still remains
immense diversity of cultivation and land use. This was particularly so near
towns. SC47/22/435

9 Mrs Isobell Scott and George Robertson Scott suing George Allan, Tacksman of
Newbigging on Dunninald estate. This is a case arising from another case that
they were fighting in the Court of Session. This latter case was concerned with
the implementation of the tack. Allan had agreed on most of the conditions of
tack but delayed in finding a cautioner to substantiate his legal right to the tack.
In the meantime he had moved in and already had a years growth out of the farm
before the Scotts had got round to pursuing him. The legal question to be
resolved by the Court of session seems to have been whither the ' caution for the
payment of the rent is expressed indefinitely and shall be construed to extend to
the whole endurance of the lease or only to the defendant sufficiently stocking
the farm and payment of the first years rent'. Allan had paid the rent and stocked
the farm and therefore claimed a cautioner was not required. This he believes
was the universal practice throughout Scotland. The case brought before the
Sheriff by the Scotts was on the assumption that Allan's tack would be judged to
be void by the Court of Session. They were attempting to stop Allan ruining the
farm by draining its fertility through poor farming practice. They were particular
concerned because Allan was selling turnips off the farm rather than feeding
them in situ. (Allan was getting a value of £16 per acre by selling the turnips in
Montrose ). Allan replied to the accusation that green crops such as turnips being
sold direct off the farm was a proper system of farming on farms near large
towns and in no way detrimental to the farm. In any case, he argued, dung from
towns was always being brought back to the farm. He claims he was paying a
rent of £800 for 200 acres on the conditions that are stated in the tack and any
i nterference with these conditions can only be sustained if the Scotts wins the
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case in the High Court which would then make his tack invalid. The owners
lived in Edinburgh and had been ill the previous year. The factor, Mr Kandon,
had had difficulty communicating with the them and Allan had ploughed up and
planted wheat on a large part of the farm before anyone could do anything about
it, while at the same time prevaricating on the details of the tack. It was
suspected that Allan could not find security for a long-term lease and that he had
broken off a similar agreement with Brown of Connonsyth for the same reasons.
SC47/22/436

10 A Tack given by Patrick Chalmers of Auldbar to Robert Adamson tenant of
Middledrum for the lands of Craigend and Craigside. The main points of the tack
were as follows, a) He had no right to any lime, coal, slate, etc on the farm but
should any be found he would be compensated £3 per acre for any damaged
ground. B) Rent was to be £65 plus 12 Hens. C) The ground had to be
sufficiently laboured, dunged and manured. D) A specific crop rotation was in
force and no grass could be ploughed without replacing it first with new grass. A
fine of £3 per acre would be due if this rotation was broken. E) He was bound to
the Blaikie Mill with all his growing oats. F) He was obliged to keep his house
and steading watertight. G) He had to pay the ground officer's dues. H) He was
obliged to carry 4 bolls of coal to Auldbar from Montrose each year. J) He had to
provide 2 men with 4 horses and carts for 3 days dunging and labouring in the
com. Also 3 men for 1 day to work the hay. K) He had to provide materials when
required for the kirk, manse and schoolhouse. SC47/22/436

11 A valuation of the farm of Maisondieu which was tenanted by James Cameron.
The total value of assets was £282 10/- and comprised of 6 fields of oats @
£5/ac, one of bear @ £4/ac. Fields varied in size from 12 to 3 acres. SC47/22/435

12 David Gray, brewer in Forfar and tenant of Invereighty farm against John
Webster, subtenant of Invereighty farm. This was a case that brought riches to
the legal profession but absolutely nothing to the litigants. The case lasted for
well over twenty years, involved the sheriff court and the Court of Session and
before any agreement was arrived at both the litigants were dead and the building
in question was in ruins. Gray took a tenancy on Invereighty farm but never lived
on it. At the beginning of the tack the landlord, Mr Simpson, took an appraisal on
the farmhouse and valued it at £50. Gray spent, he claims, a further £32 on it and
then sublet it to Webster. Webster farmed for a few years and while doing so
upgraded the house to a value of £135. He then became insolvent and Gray had
him evicted. At the heart of the case was the question whither Webster was
entitled to be repaid the money he spent on the house. Gray claimed that since
the tack had not run its course he was not obliged to fulfil the obligations in that
part of the tack In other words, he was arguing that he a bankrupt tenant was not
entitled to an appraisement. There was also a subplot to the case, which involved
the right of repayment for expenses that were not accompanied by an invoice.
This was important because Gray was refusing to allow an appraisement onto the
property by a third party and by the time the case came before the courts the
house in question had been unoccupied many years and was in a far worse state
than when Webster had been evicted. Webster claims he had done the

improvements himself and he had no vouchers to support his claim.
Unfortunately the outcome of the case was not clear. It does however illustrate
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clearly the problems associated with subtenants and their willingness to improve
their property. The insecurity of subtenant's investments must have been a
considerable disincentive for them to spend time or money on improvements or
for anyone to lend them money to carry out any such improvements. This in itself
may have had a considerable influence on the decline of the subtenant quite apart
from any changes in agriculture practice. SC47/22/442

13 Agnes Gordon relict of William Fife tenant in Mill ofMurthill against the
Trustees of the estate of William Fife. This was a case concerning the valuation
of a thrashing mill at the time of death of the tenant William Fife. The argument
concerned whither the mill was a permanent fixture of the farm or part of the
moveable assets of the tenant. The mill had been erected at the expense of the
tenant. The Trustees argued that because the thrashing mill was driven off the
existing water mill and was a part of the building of that mill, it should be
deemed as a fixed asset of the farm. It was therefore technically the property of
the landlord and its value would be realised by the estate of William Fife only at
the end of the tack when it would be appraised with the other fixed assets. The
widow was claiming that it was a moveable asset of a value of about £50 and as
such should be included in her legacy from her husband's will. The Judge
initially agreed with her and ordered that the widow should have her part of the
value, less any costs that were incurred removing it. However when she
attempted to dismantle the thrashing mill it became clear that it could not be
done without damaging the mill house walls and as a result the Trustees went
back to the court and got the judgement reversed. The spread of thrashing mills
throughout the county around this time was influenced by this kind ofjudgement.
Any machine that was mobile, or at least could be dismantled without prejudice
to the fixed assets of the farm, was obviously a better investment for tenants with
short leases. SC47/22/440

14 Patrick Chalmers of Auldbar rented William Smith the farm of Westdrums of
Auldbar for 19 years plus a life in 1790. The tack declared 'That when any limed
or marled land shall be broke up from grass no more than 4 crops, one of which
was to be a green crop or fallow, shall be taken from such ground and on the
fourth crop the ground shall be sufficiently dunged and sown out with grass
seed'. Penalty £3 per year per acre. He accused Smith of taking five crops (oat,
bear, oat, turnips and bear) on 20 acres and was suing for £60. Smith claimed
that far from 'deteriorating or hurting the farm' he had greatly improved it. He
claimed that the tack stated the ground will 'be sufficiently laboured, dunged and
manured and that no part thereof shall be deteriorated or hurt'. As this was the
case on this farm the landlord could ask no more. Some of the other conditions
mentioned in the tack he claimed were clearly 'unintelligible' to present day
farming. Further more he claimed that the £3 per acre fine was intended by the
law to redress the landlord for any cost resulting from mislabouring which he
clearly thought he had not done. Lengthy case with witnesses identifying fields
by sight rather than name. SC47/22/450

15 A tack between Viscount Duncan and Andrew Gilchrist for the farm ofKirkton
of Lundie for 19 years from 1809 which excluded assignees, whither legal or
conventional, and subtenants. 169 acres at a rent of £566 payable half yearly.
Suing for rent arrears. SC47/22/470
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16 Colin Gillies, merchant in Brechin and factor for Lord Newton, suing for the
removal ofDavid Black from the farm of Tillygloom which is on the estate of
Pitforthie. Black had taken possession of the farm on the strength of a casual
agreement but had not signed a formal tack that had been ratified by the owner.
SC47/22/470

17 William Smith, tenant at Carsegounie, petitioning the court to appoint an
appraiser to value the houses, dykes and farm buildings of the farm. Smith's tack
was about to end and the owner, Charles Gray of Carse, was refusing to value the
assets of the farm even though the conditions of the 1796 tack allowed for
compensation by the outgoing tenant for the value of improvements.
SC47/22/490

18 John Mill, owner ofNoranside, entered an agreement with John Murison, his
tenant for the farm of Dub, in the year 1792, for the improvement of 15 acres of
the farm. It was agreed that this waste land should be ploughed up and have 20
boll of Buddon lime spread on each acre and then followed by a strict rotation so
that the ground would be left at the end of the tack in good condition and planted
out in grass. Mills had agreed to pay £4 an acre towards the cost of the lime. In
1802, three years before the lease ran out, Mills sued for breach of contract,
claiming that very little had been done and that some of the lime had been put on
other ground that Murison farmed. At least seven acres had not been ploughed
and was still 'in the state of nature', covered in furs and stones. Murison claimed
that he had spent £1 5/- getting the furs removed, had carted off 500 - 600 loads
of stones and had put 204 bolls of lime on the ground. Despite this effort and
expense the land had proved not worth the effort and Murison had given up
trying to improve it. He also wanted a new lease to the farm and was not
prepared to do any more work on the farm until he got it. Lengthy case resolved
finally in 1812. SC47/22/490

19 David Miller of Ballumbie petitioning the court concerning John Grimmond who
had taken a lease of the farm of Hillhead of Carriston (owned by George Skene)
at Martinmas 1815 for which Miller had acted as guarantor. Grimmond had
disappeared 'considering the farm too high rented' and Miller was left with the
responsibility for the rent for the coming year. He sought permission from the
court to cultivate the farm in the coming year (the landlord was in agreement) but
did not wish to be liable to Grimmond should he return. He wanted the court to

authorise a full inventory of the farm. SC47/22/530
20 In a tack between Thomas Farquharson ofBaldovie and Charles MacNicoll and

William MacNicoll for the farm of Buckhood it specifically excluded assignees
'both legal and conventional other than cottars necessary for labouring the farm'.
SC47/22/560

L. Assaults

1. Alexander Hay, servant to John Rait ofAnniston, suing Walter Greig, tenant in
Kirton mill, Robert and John Greig at the Hilton and James and David Fell at
Courthill for assault. It appears from the conflicting stories that the defendants
had been drinking at Auchmithie and had returned to continue drinking at
Duncan McLean's house, who was a vintner in Inverkeilor. They had discovered
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Hay, who was servant to Rev John Carnegy minister in Inverkeilor, in a box bed
in the kitchen of the vintner with one of the serving girls and thought it fun to
pull him out the bed by his feet. Hay considered that this undignified behaviour
compromised his position as a respectable member of the community and he was
suing his attackers as much for this disrespect as for physical assault.
SC47/22/390

M. Thirlaee
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Appendix 5

Court of Session Papers and Judgements.

The following is a collection of individual cases and definitive judgements of the
Court of Session relating to the various issues dealt with in this thesis. The emphasis,
as before, has been on establishing areas of conflict between tenant and landowner
and illustrating the evolving nature of the legal interpretation relating to these
conflicts.

Source Material

Collection of Court of Session Cases, Signet Library, Edinburgh.

W.M.Morison's Dictionary of Court of Session Judgements containing The
Decisions ofthe Court ofSession from its institution until the separation ofthe Court
into two divisions in the 1808. (Edinburgh 1811)

M.P. Brown's, Judgement ofthe Court ofSession, A General Synopsis ofDecision of
the Court ofSession, (Edinburgh 1819.)

Ross' Lectures on Law of Scotland, 1792.

Baron David Hume's, Lectures, 1786 - 1822.in 4 Volumes, eds G.Campbell and H
Paton, Published by the Stair Society, Edinburgh, 1819.
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1. Landlord / Tenant-

la. Concerning the management of land by tenants.

1623.

Randiford vCombie.
A tacksman must labour the farm so that the goods and corn might be considered

for tack-duty. Ref. Morison's 15256.

1665.

Murray v Balcanquel.
Action was successfully brought for damages against the tenant for over liming the

land and making it useless. It was ruled that a tenant could not farm in such a way as
to render the farm altogether unprofitable to his master. Ref. Morison's 15257

1737.

Meldrum v Gib.
The Lords thought they could not prescribe a scheme of labouring to a tenant. Ref.

Brown's 2397.

1767.

Finnie v Trotter.
The Lords found that an outgoing tenant was only entitled to the value of the dung

made after the seed-time of the outgoing year and not dung made after Martinmas
and up to seed-time in the previous year because this should have been applied to the
land as normal. It was found that dung is not an article that can be sold by a tenant
for paying his rent, its proper use is to meliorate the land and if not used to be given
with the land to the new tenant Ref. Morison's 15261.

1776

Maxwell v Mc Murray
It was established that by common law of Scotland, a tenant is restrained from

deteriorating a farm by mislabouring or overlabouring it contrary to the usual
practice in the country, without the necessity for any special clause to be included in
his tack expressively stating such limitations. Ref. Brown's 2397
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1778.

Bethune v Jervice.
It was found that a landlord had a right to any shell-marle found on a tenant's farm

and also he had a right to harvest the marie. This was because it was decided that
marie was a separate substance from the soil of the farm. Ref. Morison's. 15267.

1785.

Duke of Roxburgh v Archibald.
It was found that the tenant was not at liberty to sell any of the straw that grew

upon the lands he rented. Ref.Brown's 2397 but in 1792 Jamieson v - (Ref.
Morison's 15263) it was found that an outgoing tenant was entitled to dispose of his
straw. In 1796 Pringle v Mamurdo (Ref. Morison's 6575) it was established that a
tenant was not entitled to dispose of any part of the fodder raised on his farm, except
his hay and the straw of his outgrowing crop.

1787

Graham v Straiton.
The power and liberty of a tenant to pursue a different course of rotation on the

payment of the additional fine of £2 rent per acre was construed against the tenant
although the additional rent was greatly beyond the value of the subject. Ref.
Brown's 2396.

1797.

Earl of Northesk v P. Rolland
This case established that cattle consuming straw and fodder from the farm must

return the dung to that farm. Ref. Morison's 15254 .

1804

David Mason, tenant in Mongatehead of Muchal v George Silver of Netherly.
Mason had been a tenant of the farm since 1766. It had for a long time been owned

by the Aberdeen Mortification and Silver had only recently bought it (1802). The
original lease had no regulations or limitations on the mode of cultivation's however
the tenant admitted that he was bound to cultivate the farm 'tanquam bonus vir' and
leave the farm in good heart at the end of the lease. He states that up until 10-12
years ago he cropped the 'infield' continuously and the 'outfield' for 4 - 5 years and
then rested it in grass. Since that time he had farmed the land more intensively. He
limed and applied dung to the fields more frequently and grown turnips to be grazed
by livestock in the fields. As a result, he had improved the farm so much so that he
was now claiming to get 20 bolls / acre from the arable ground. Silver had presented
a petition before the Sheriff stating that Mason was breaking up ley ground and
cropping fields for more than two years in cereals, and had by so doing 'violated the
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laws of the county' and was 'running down and exhausting his possession'. Mason
denied these allegations and argued that 'Mr Silver seemed to have thought that the
improvements so recently made by himself, at very great expense, had been intended
solely for the benefit of the proprietor and that the tenant was not entitled to reap the
fruits of his own money, labour and skill'. The local sheriff had agreed that there was
no regulations or stipulations contained in the lease regarding cropping of the
ground. However he still maintained that the tenant was debarred from mislabouring
or outlabouring the farm contrary 'to the mode or rotation of cultivation observed
under such leases in that part of the country'. On appeal to the Court of Session this
was changed to ' he is nevertheless bound by common law to observe and follow the
usual and common mode of husbandry as it is now practised by intelligent and sound
farmers, so as not to hurt and impoverish the land'. This ruling allowed Silver to
establish that Mason had already acted contrary to the rules of good husbandry by
breaking up too much grass. The further appeal by Mason to Lord Methven in the
Court of Session followed. This judge wanted to know how the farm had been
cropped previously and how it was now being cropped. He then approved of the
mode of farming that Mason was using, in general, but ruled that a particular 18
acres of grass should not be ploughed. Both parties appealed against this judgement.
Masons was concerned that he was not allowed to break up a particular 10 acre
portion of the 18 acres because he had recently limed and dunged it at great expense.
He also pointed out that some of the grass was actually only a temporary three-year
ley. He provided evidence from Alexander Law of Woodend, an eminent
agriculturist from Berwickshire who praised the practice of ploughing up grass ley
after 1 or 2 years providing as much grass was replanted. Silver's main objection was
that the ruling would allow only a quarter of the farm to be left in grass at the end of
the lease rather than a third. All this argument and expense was over a few acres of
grass on a sixty-five acre farm. Ref. 459 ; 15. Signet Library

1811.

Andrew v Thos Morison
This case established that where fences had been built by a tenant but had

subsequently fallen into decay, a removing tenant must either repair them or level
them to the ground and put the ground back to the condition it was in before the
fence was built. It was deemed that a decayed fence was an encumbrance on the land
and therefore constituted an alteration to the land. Ref. Hume's Lectures Vol2 p. 83.

1811

Mackenzie v Craigies.

Any clause in a tack binding a tenant to a certain mode of management, or
alternatively for the tenant to pay an added rent should he fail to do so, does not give
the tenant a right to deliberately violate the stipulated conditions of a tack. Ref.
Brown's Synopsis. P 2405.
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1813.

Scott v Durham.
In this case the court found that a tenant farming two adjacent farms that were

owned by different landlords could not remove crops off the one farm to a thrashing
mill situated on the other, even though the tenant offered to return the straw. This
applied equally to the consumption of turnips grown on one farm and consumed on
the other. The court apparently felt that to allow such a transfer would put to much
constraint on the landlord policing the transfer. Ref. Hume's Lectures Vol 2 p84.

lb. Concerning the nature of farm tacks.

1626

Turnball v Scott
An assignee to a tack is personally liable to pay the by-gone duties due by the

cedent. This was founded upon the general principle of a mutual contract, that the
tacksman or his assignee cannot take the benefit of the contract without obligations.
Ref. Morison's 15273

1668

James Colquhoun v Watson.
It was found that a tack of land given to a tenant gave the tenant no right to

minerals under the ground. In this case it prevented the tenant from making clay
pipes. Ref. Morison's 15253

1726

Kindly tenants of Lochmaben v Viscount of Stormont.
The Crown's kindly tenants of Lochmaben, although having no charter or sassine,

but as tenants paying their rent to Viscount of Stormont, had right of property in the
lands that they could not be removed and might dispose their rights to extraneous
persons. Ref. Morison's 15195.

1742

Lord Braco v Sir Hary Innes.
This case examined the validity of a tack in which the only grounds for

continuation was the effect of a promise from the landlord. It was re-affirmed 'that
writing was necessary to the constitution of a tack for a term of years, not only
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because such rights as tacks being heritable and concerning lands, are reckoned
matters of importance, but when granted for a term of years, are alienation's'. A
promise was not good enough to establish a valid tack. Ref. Morison's 15176

1751.

Petition by John Morgan, tenant in Ballhill.
This case concerns the nature of servitude in a tack. It was to establish that a

tacksman couldn't free subtenants from services due as payment for the tack of their
possession where these services were due to a third party. In 1747 Morgan took a
tack ofBallhill from the tacksman Alexander Garden of Troup for land owned by the
York Building Company. The land concerned was next to the Panmure House that
William Maule had recently rented back from the company. It was the manor house
of the Maules ofPanmure before it was forfeited in 1716. Maule was claiming
servitude rights over the land that Morgan had rented. Traditionally this land had
been part of nine pendicles collectively known as Newton of Panmure whose
principal rent was to perform services for the House of Panmure. When the Duchess
got the tack for the House and parks of Panmure in the 1720's she got the
servitude's that went with the house. A few years later Troup who had rented the
whole forfeited estate from the York Building Company had let two of the pendicles,
now called Ballhill, to one tenant. In the tack the tenant was bound to,' pay and
perform such services, vicarages, local bolls, multures, knaveship or other dues
whatever payable to ministers, schoolmaster, kirk, miln, ground officer and smith, or
others as the said lands hereby set.'. It was the, or others, that Maule was claiming to
be a reference to the services to the house of Panmure.
At first Morgan disputed that Ballhill was anything to do with the pendicles,

claiming it to be a completely new farm. This line of argument having failed he then
claimed that the tack of 1748 which he signed was prior to a new Act of George 11
20th of 1747 which states ' no tenant or tacksman of any lands or heritage in
Scotland, by virtue of any lease or tack which should be made in writing, or by
verbal agreement, tacite relocation, or otherwise, after the said day of the 1st July, or
by virtue of the Prorogation of any lease or tack made before the said 1st day of July,
or any assignee of any such lease or tack, should be obliged or liable to perform any
service whatsoever, to his heritor or landlord, other than such as should be expressed
and particularly reserved and specified, and the number and kinds thereof
enumerated and ascertained in some written lease or tack or by some agreement
made in writing.' Using this Act, Morgan argued that the servitude was too general
and all embracing and not in any case applicable to him.
Maule claimed that traditionally these lands were liable for unrestricted servitude

and just because two of the pendicles had been joined that did not nullify the original
tack. He argued that the above act was only applicable to heritors and landlords and
not to third party agreements. The act required heritors and landlords to specify the
services in the tack set by them, otherwise none would be due, but, he claimed, the
state never meant to wound third parties that could not be answerable for the tenor of
tacks not set by themselves. Morgan argued that the Act 'expressly discharged
tenants of all indefinite service, it declares that setting of tacks for services, used and
wont, shall infer no obligation upon the tenant'. Maule claims the services had been
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performed for the past forty years and therefore were protected. He reminded
Morgan that when he took the combined pendicles he allowed the previous tenant to
stay in one of the houses provided he performed the servitude and therefore by doing
so he recognised that this servitude were liable. Morgan at one point had also offered
to buy off the obligation but Maule had not accepted. Ref. Forfar County Library,
Court of Session Paper collection.

1758

Ronald Crawford v Robert Maxwell.
A bankrupt tenant having a tack to him and his subtenants, excluding assignees,

may effectually subset his whole possession, if his subtenant finds security for the
rent payable to the master. Ref. Mori son's 15307.

1770

Archibald Trotter v Alexander Dennis, tenant.
If a tack for 57 years excludes assignees does it exclude sub-tenants? The judges

were of the opinion that there was a clear distinction between assignees and sub¬
tenants, as in the one case the principal tenant was changed and in the other not. Ref.
Morison's 15282.

1774.

Hugh Gordon v James Lord Forbes and Jonathan Forbes of Brax.
This case dealt with the question of burdens on tacks being honoured by new

owners. It was established 'a purchaser cannot turn out the tenants, but must allow
them to possess their farms upon conditions contained in their tack'. Ref. Morison's
15221.

1781

Mackenzie v Gullen and others
It was judged that tenants holding their possession beyond all record, were not to

be considered actual proprietors but ordinary rentallers and removable at the
pleasure of the landlord. Ref. Morison's 15186.

1787

James Miln v David Mitchell.
It was found that a tenant was not entitled to set up an alehouse on his farm

because the tenant would have been attempting to use the property let to him in a
way not warranted by his tack. Ref. Morison's 15254.
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1788.

Alison v Proudfoot.
Stairs and McKenzie interpreted a tack that did not mention the power to subset as

not allowing subsets. Erskine had in a case between Crawford v Maxwell in 1758
reckoned that 'a man holding a lease to himself, his heirs and subtenants, may
validly sublet the whole, provided security is found the master'. Ref. Ross's Lectures
on the Law of Scotland Vol 2. p 474,

1791

Earl of Peterborough v William Milne.
It was established that sub-letting was not permitted when that power is not

specifically granted. The judges ruled 'by no such reference could a sub set be
conferred, nor any usage, however uniform. It was necessary either that the power
should have been contained in the missive or tack, or at least that it should have been
expressly and specially mentioned'. Ref. Morison's 15293.

1793.

Viscount Arbuthnot v Cambell.

Concerning the importance ofboth parties signing a tack agreement. For a tack to
be valid both parties must sign the agreement but 'if the landlord offers the land by
missive, this is an acceptance on his part equally effectual as if given under his
hand'. In this case a missive was delivered, the tenant took possession of the farm
and paid his rent and it was then decided that the tack was binding on both parties.
Ref. Baron Hume's Lectures. 1786 - 1822. Vol 2. p. 65

1794

William Simson v David Gray and John Webster.
It was found that a power of subsetting is implied in a lease of land for 38 years but

not for 19 years. Ref Morison's 15294

1798

George Deuchar v Lord Minto, Mary peter and their Curators.
It was found that a clause in a lease secluding assignees prevented the lessee from

conveying it to his son-in-law. Ref. Morison's 15295.

1802

Earl of Dalhouse v Wilson
It was found that a tenant, where the lease excludes assignees and subtenants,

forfeits the farm if he leaves the kingdom and commits the management of his farm
to another. The farm of Millholn was let to William Wilson. Ref. Morison's 15311
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1807.

Petition by James Stewart Wortley Mackenzie of Belmont and his factor James
Watson.

In 1786 the uncle of the pursuer, Mackenzie ofRosehaugh, had let the farm of
West Keillor for a period of 21 years to John Batley. This was a continuation of a

previous lease made in 1771. Prior to that first lease (in 1768) a plan and
measurements had been made by which the farm had been divided into infield land,
outfield land and pasture. (88, 90, and 89 acres). There was an obligation in the tack
to keep a proper rotation of crops. Each field had to be either all in grass or all in
arable crops. A quarter of the arable land had to be in grass at all times until the last
five years of the lease when a third of the arable was to be put into grass. Batley had
failed to do this. He had put a third of his farm in grass but not a third of the land that
had previously been designated as infield. He was being sued for £140.

Batley's argument was that he had not distinguished between infield and outfield
for many years. Each had been treated the same. Mackenzie argued that no
management could have converted the outfield into infield and he claims Batley was
trying to substitute outfield pasture for infield pasture. Originally the sheriff found in
favour of Batley. However, this judgement went to an appeal to the higher court. The
Lordship ruled 'that infield may cease to merit that appellation, and outfield acquire
a quality inconsistent with the character that the name implies, if regularly cultivated
together in a farm containing nearly equal proportions of ground so described, in a
shorter period than has elapsed since 1770'. In other word, good cultivation of the
outfield would make the difference implied by the name no longer relevant and as
such the infield and outfield should be treated the same. The fact was established
that the infield and outfield were not 'indelible characters' of the land and could be

changed by cultivation. Mackenzie's case was refused.
On a further appeal Mackenzie tried to argue that the conversion had not taken

place and that the outfield still had the characters of the original definition of the
outfield. Witnesses were produced on both sides to create a history of cultivation of
each field.
Ref. 474 ; 46 Signet Library

1813.

Walter Greig, tenant in Kirkton Mill, Inverkeilor, brother of dee. John Greig,
tenant in East Braikie v Gavin.

The case sought to establish ifa tenant, who upon a verbal bargain, occupied a
farm that had already got an existing tack of 21 years, is bound by the conditions of
the original tack. In January 1792 Robert Baird (or his wife Christina Gavin) had a
roup for the tack of the farm of East Braikie. John Dick was the successful bidder at
£173 per year but by 1794 he was bankrupt and had to relinquish the tack. Mr
Erskine of Dun, brother-in- law to Mr Baird, persuaded John Greig, tenant in Hilton,
to take the farm for the remaining 19 years of the tack on the same terms. Greig got
no written lease despite constant requests. In 1807 Grieg transferred the tack to his
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son John. The following year John died and the remaining years of the tack were
taken up by Walter his brother.

At the death of John Greig senior (1810) the landlord raised an action in the high
court claiming that Greig's tack had been subject to the terms of the roup of 1792.
Under these terms there was a penalty of £3 per acre for every acre that was not
farmed in the way stipulated in the tack. The owner was claiming that the farm had
been ruined by over farming and he sited various cropping conditions that had been
disregarded. On considering the case the Lord Justice dismissed any claim ofmis-
labouring prior to four years from 1810 on the grounds that this would have been to
difficult to prove. He appointed Dr Andrew Coventry, Professor of Agriculture, and
Mr Brown of Gorgie Park to investigate the state of the farm and the rotations that
had been followed. They presented a mode of farming that was to be carried out for
the remaining years of the tack and submitted that if this was followed then the
proprietor would have a farm in good condition at the end of the lease. They also
commented on the fact that the conditions set for cropping in 1792 were now
considered detrimental to the farm and not consistent with the rules of good
husbandry as they applied in 1810. The tenant had actually carried out a better
rotation than that which the tack demanded. In response to this the landlord put into
a 'process' a minute which took some ofMr Browns suggestions and added others
not previously in dispute. He demanded that the tenant should take due care of all
plantations on the farm and put the whole of the houses and fences on the farm into
good order. Greig replied that there were actually no trees on the farm (other than a
few on the tops of dykes) and the fences were in better condition than in 1792. There
were also no habitable houses on the farm in 1792.

The crux of the argument was whither the conditions of the original lease
stipulated at the roup had been transferred to old Mr Greig. It was argued that
because the lease with Greig was verbal then no conditions were applied to his tack
and there was no transfer of conditions from the original tack. In the original tack
£50 had been allowed on the first years rent to set the houses in order. However there
was considerable doubt whither this money was actually spent on any houses and at
the time Greig was indifferent to the problem because he never intended to live on
the farm and had taken it as a Ted farm'. There was also a problem of a
memorandum that the factor had given Greig some years after he had taken the tack,
which had different rules of husbandry than the original tack. Mr Robertson, the
factor, lived in Forfar and was obviously not very attentive to the agricultural
activities of the tenants. Eventually Greig junior agreed to an appraisal of the houses
and fences but insists evidence was to be taken from witnesses who knew the farm in
1792 so as to estimate the conditions of the houses and fences at that time.

It was state that' an extensive farmer (like Greig) who takes what is called a Ted
farm', as a subordinate possession, is in a peculiar situation with regard to the
houses. He has little interest in them, and a landlord granting a lease to such a tenant
must by necessity understand that the houses are objects of little importance'. It was
argued that the obligation on the tenant to keep the houses in repair is precisely of
the same nature as the obligation to put a reasonable quantity of dung upon the land
he farms. He is obliged to use the whole subject let to him 'salva rei substantia' but
is bound for nothing more. The landlord argued that old Mr Greig had ' come into
the shoes of' Dick and therefore the same conditions of the tack applied to him. The
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sum of £1000 was being claimed in compensation for not following the rotation and
repairing the fences and houses. Ref. 636; 9, Signet library

1814.

Petition by James Lindsay Carnegy of Boysack.
The petitioner's father James Lindsay Carnegie had let his affairs fall into

embarrassment. A trust disposition of his whole estate was issued to a Mr Allan, an
accountant in Edinburgh, for the benefits of his creditors. This included the valuable
entail of the estate of Boysack and the lease of West Kimblethmont, which he held in
a sub- tenancy. This lease was granted in 1766 to a Mr Edgar and was due to expire
in 1823. In the meantime Edgar had sublet the farm to a third party. By 1801 the two
Kimblethmont farms were empty, they were advertised and let to Mr Rennie for a
19-year lease. The cropping outlined in the tack was to be prescribed by Mr Proctor
the factor of Glamis. Rennie prevaricated and delayed signing the tack but continued
to farm the land and this state of affairs remained until 1811 when the Carnegie's
son paid his fathers debts and got back the control of his estate.
He wanted to live at Kimblethmont and wanted to control the cropping near his

house but the conditions regulating the mode of cropping that was attached to the
tack were still unclear. He attempted to draw up a new tack for both East and West
Kimblethmont. He managed to get some of the houses on the fann back from the
tenant in exchange for allowing the growing of wheat on the farm once every five
years. The tenant was also allowed to plough up areas that he had previously not
been allowed to touch. The argument arose concerning the cultivation of one
particular field. Rennie did not want to cultivate it while Carnegie clearly wanted it
improved. Rennie claimed it was part of the moor and not suitable for ploughing but
Carnegie produced evidence that it had been cultivated in the past.

The problem arose from the fact that the lease was coming to an end and Rennie
did not wish to spend money on something that he would not benefit from. He
claimed that there was an important distinction between the farm land and the moor
in the lease. To cultivate the moor would have had implications on the way he could
farm the arable areas in the final years of the tack (because of the stipulation
concerning the ratio of grass to arable). Ref. 286 ; 21 Signet Library.

lc. Concerning Hypothec in tacks

1611

Wardlaw v Mitchell
It was established that hypothec was limited to the present crop. Ref. Morison's

6187
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1667

Countess of Tranquair v Cranston
It was found that a subtenant's stocking was liable to the landlord's hypothec as

well as the principal tenants'. Ref. Morison's 6221

1672

Crighton v Earl of Oueensberry.
It was established that the right of a landlord to 'bring back' hypothec goods that

had been carried off the land. Ref. Morison's 6203.

1724

Archibald Brown v Sir John Sinclair of Stevenson
It was found that the landlord has no hypothec on cattle put onto his tenant's park

to graze by a third party. Ref. Morison's 6204.

1736

Sir John Rutherford of that Ilk v Walter Scott.
It was found that a purchaser from a tenant is not liable for the current year's rent,

if enough was left at the time of the bargain to answer the rent. Ref. Morison's 6226

1745

Currie v Crawford.
It was found that after a poinding not opposed by the landlord, he cannot bring

back the goods, vie facti. Ref. Morison's 6206

1780

Ross McKye v Nabony
Cattle grazed on a tenant's property by a third party were not hypothec but the

landlord could remove the tenant if he had not enough property of his own to cover
the rent. Ref. Morison's 6214,

Id. Concerning tenants houses and capital assets.

1707

Whites v Sir John Houston of that Ilk.
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It was established that a tenant must repair the house and is entitled to allowance
for expenses laid out on them for his own accommodation. Ref. Morison's 15258

1776.

Belshes and Thomson v Cadell.
Established that an obligation on a tenant to keep and maintain the houses in a

sufficient tenantable condition does not liberate the master from the obligation
incumbent on him to put the houses in repair at the tenant's entry. Ref. Brown's
Synopsis, p 2395.

1803

Ducat v Countess of Abovne.
This case involved the farm of the Mains ofHalyburton that was let to Charles

Ducat for 13 years at £210 per year rent. The tack bound him to leave the house in
good order but if ameliorated he should get an allowance from the Countess for the
value of the improvements. He had built a new house which was valued at £225 8/-
and this was considerably greater than the value of the old one which at the
beginning of the lease was valued at £111 16/9. He was suing the Countess for the
additional value. The court eventually agreed that Dueat should be entitled to the full
expense of a new house of the same dimensions as the old but no more. Ref.
Morison's 15264

le. Concerning the transfer of conditions of the tack.

1798.

John Earl of Strathmore and his factor Patrick Proctor v Jean Crichton, widow
of George Black formerly of Newton of Glamis.

In 1755, Black rented three enclosures of the lands ofNewton of Glamis for a

period of six years (rent £12 6/5 ). By the conditions of the tack 'no rent is payable
for such part of the lands as have never been cultivated, which are let rent free during
the currency hereof, in consideration of the improvements covenanted to be made...,
and to cultivate, improve and dress them'. The tack expired 1781 but was continued
informally until 1796 when George Black died. The widow continued to live in the
farmhouse and asked her son-in-law Alexander Vallantyne to help her run the farm.
Their own son had died in debt and George Black had been held liable to his
creditors. His son's family had been disowned and was living in poverty in Dundee.
Proctor objected to this unofficial assigning of the tack to a son-in-law and got a
sheriffs order to remove both Crichton and Vallentyne. Proctor claimed that she had
no right to extend the tenancy although he did admit that her grandson might have a
right to it. Crichton quickly changed her plea to petition against her removal by
claiming that she was acting on behalf of her grandson, who was a minor. Lord
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Polkemmet declined the plea because the tack agreement had only been verbal
however he offered compensation to Crichton for the cost of labouring the ground
prior to the 6th March. She appealed and was refused. She then appealed on behalf of
her grandson.

She argued that the verbal tack was valid because ' her husband, together with
several other farmers in possession of land in the Newton of Glamis, whose leases
were expired, made a verbal agreement with Mr Proctor for a renewal of their
several leases for a term of eight years which was the custom of the barony. The
tenants on such occasions are all convened together and the same terms of endurance
of their possessions are verbally granted to the whole, so that all present are witness
to the contract'.

The argument was put forward by Proctor that Black's grandson had abandoned the
farm but the widow argued that she was holding it on his behalf. Ref. 391 ; 60 and
396 ; 16, Signet Library

1798

John Ramsay L'Amy of Drumkenny responding to a petition of John and James
Maxwell, late tenants of Drumkenny and the sons of John Maxwell sen.

The original case involved the division of Drumkenny between the two brothers
forming east and west Drumkenny. John getting east and James west. This was a
complicated case that covered many years of litigation between landlord and tenant.
The problem was that the division of the farm that had been carried out by the
Maxwell's without any reference to the landlord. Because the boundaries were
unclear, the division of the total rent between the two brothers was also unclear and
was used as an excuse for delaying their individual payments. The sheriff court
records contain many cases between these tenants and their landlord and legitimises
the judge's comments included in this case. He said, ' nine cases out of ten, which
come before this court, it is the tenant who oppresses the landlord, indeed the genius
of our law is happy such, that, if a tenant pays his rent with tolerable punctuality, it is
hardly possible for landlords, under pretence of any other quarrel, to oppress the
tenant. In the article of oppressing each other, the tenant has evidently the advantage
of the landlord, for, whenever they quarrel, be the case what it will, the tenant
generally oppresses the landlord by withholding his rent, and pays him with a bill of
suspension, at least, if not with a tedious law suit'. It was claimed that the landlord
had twice ordered their stock to be rouped in order to pay arrears of rent and that
they had not paid a single years rent without the necessity for some diligence to be
submitted to the sheriff court. Even at the end ofMaxwell's tack 'such was his
character in the country that the messenger declined to eject him with his ordinary
officers, but went with a party of solders, as he had threatened to murder him and his
whole party'. In this case they were disputing the value of their individual rents and
the extent of the land held in tenancy. Ref. 391 ; 8. Signet Library
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1798.

Andrew Brown, small holder of Inchmicheal v Mr Hill principal tenant.
Brown was obviously an irksome and difficult sub-tenant whose behaviour,

according to Hill, was driving away the cottars from the farm. He was refusing to
work under the steward's orders at harvest time, something he was obliged by his
tack to do. Hill had made an error in his application for removal by failing to give
Brown a full forty days warning. As a result Brown was able use the 1555 Act
relating to the eviction of tenants to defend his eviction. This act states,' The statute
ordains that in all times coming, the warning of all tenants and others, to flitt and
remove fra, lands, milnes, fishinges and possessiones quhatsumever, sail be used in
the following manner, that is to say launchfull warning being maid only time within
the zeir, fortie days before the feast of Whitsunday, either personally or at their
dwelling places, and at the ground of the landes, and an copie delivered to the wife,
or servantes and failing thereof to be affixed upon the zettes or dives of the dwelling
places of the said lands, gif onie be, and thereafter the samin precept of warning to
be red in the paroch kirk, quhair the landes lyis, upon the Sabboth day before noone,
the time preaching or prayers, and one copy left and affixed upon the maist patent
dure of the kirk, fortie days before the term, and no furher laying forth of stresses and
removing upon Wednesday, to be used in time cum'. The 1756 Act merely reduced
the process of warning to a greater simplicity but did not do away with the statutory
forty days warning. Lord Stair b,4 tit 26/7 observed ' whatever the term of
removing be, the warning must be forty days before the term of Whitsunday, because
the same term is the competent term for taking lands and providing fuels, which is
ordinarily peat's, to be casten and driven about this time'. Brown was maintaining
that the solemn warning of forty days was indispensable in a rural tenement.

A second issue in the case was that Hill was claiming that Brown had deserted his
possession. In his defence Brown quoted a case in which, 'A tenant having deserted
his possession at Whitsunday, but at harvest having offered payment of all his arrears
under a form of instrument, and required liberty to cut down his corns, the Lords
found the master, who refused the offer and caused reap and inbring them himself,
liable to spulzie'. Brown had claimed he had sown grass seed on his holding in the
spring. Hill claimed that he had only bought a little seed and thrown it about in order
to pretend that he had cultivated the ground. In this case it was found that the
labouring of the land in spring was not enough to establish the right to the ground.
Ref. 396 ; 65 Signet Library

1801.

James Ogilvy of Islabank v tenants of Auldbar ( Frederick Duncan, Thomas
Ramsay, James Wilson and Thomas Mackay.)

This case concerns the validity of a verbal tack. At question was whether they
extended for only one year? Ogilvy having been trained for the mercantile life
succeeded his father to the family estate, it was claimed he had brought the habit of
accuracy of detail to the running of the estate. He laid down rules in the leases he
gave his tenants and was determined to stick to them. He had implemented strict
conditions in the lease with regards to the rotation of crops with the intention of
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improving the land on his estate. These particular tenants had land on a high and
remote area of Forfarshire and did not farm in the new mode of agriculture. Fie was
determined not to renew the leases with them unless they showed a willingness to
embrace these improved methods of farming. He considered them as 'tenants at will'
but he had promised them all twenty-one year lease if they improved their mode of
farming. The main condition of the new improved farming was that a third of the
farm should be in grass at all times and no more than three successive cereal crops
were to be allowed. The tenants appear to have taken enthusiastically to improving
their farms and with the discovery of marl locally, had applied it liberally and greatly
increased their cereal yields. As a result they were now taking five crops of cereals in
a row. This Ogilvy claimed, had reduced his farms to a state of ruin, ('caput
mortuum').

Despite the supposed ruination of the farms Ogilvy wanted them back and was
trying to evict the tenants. The tenants were claiming that a 21-year lease had been
verbally promised to them. They argued that they had improved the farms in their
possession as a result of this promise. Ogilvy argued that they had not done any
permanent improvement. The temporary improvement of adding marl had only ' had
the effect of exciting the land to produce very good and immediate returns but
which, unless very carefully and strictly managed, does, in the course of a few years,
render them infinitely more unproductive than they were before'. Unless the fields
were enclosed and the crops rotated with grass, the long-term prospects of the farms
would be harmed. Ogilvy was using the fact that no actual written tack had been
given to the tenants as an argument to have them evicted. He quotes Erskine who
states ' That verbal tacks have no effect against the parties for more than one year
because, by a rule of law, no obligation or contract relative to the land is considered
as finished till it be reduced to writing'. Erskine also states ' A lease, when entered
into without writing, has no force but for one year' and adds ' that this must be the
case, though the parties should have verbally agreed that it was to last for a number
of years and though the tenant should, in consequence of the bargain, have entered
into and continued in possession of the farm for two years'.

The tenants claimed they had paid considerable money for the building of the
manse at Lintrathan, which was inconsistent with the obligations as 'tenants at will'.
Ogilvy challenged that assumption and claimed that it was normal 'for tenants,
whether possessing of tacks or without tacks, to pay every public burden whatever,
whether permanent or contingent, so that the landlord receives these rents free from
deductions, not only of annual public burdens, but casual ones, for example stipends,
school masters salary....' Ref. 422 ; 51, Signet Library

1802

Alexander Taylor, tenant in Wester Ballindarg v Fransis Graham of Morphie
and his factor Colin Alison.

In 1784 the late Robert Graham of Morphie, let to Frederick Taylor the farm of
Wester Ballindarg, for a period of 19 years. The rent being 55 bolls of meal, 52 and a
half bolls of bear and £33 7/- money rent plus a grassum of £20. All this was later
converted to £88 per year. In the years 1799 and 1800 the farm had suffered almost
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complete failure of their crops and he was unable to pay his rent. His stock was
valued at market price and held liable against debts. In 1801 the crops were good
and the early price of corn was still high. Taylor wanted to take advantage of this
high price while they still lasted in order to pay his rent arrears. Graham wanted to
stop him, according to Taylor, to prevent him paying his rent so that he could get rid
of him. Graham claims that Taylor was trying to sell his hypothec. A suspension of
the roup was proclaimed. A further agreement was drawn up between the parties in
which Taylor agreed to renounce the tack provided he was allowed to sell his own
crop and not be subjected to a ruinous forced roup. However Taylor managed to
break a small part of this agreement and Graham immediately went for sequestration.
Hence the appeal by Taylor to the Court of Session. Ref. 435 ; 6, Signet library

1807.

Petition by James Ford of Finavon ( who had purchased the estate from the Earl
of Aboyne's son Douglas Gordon Haliburton. V Hillocks, tenant of Mill of
Finavon.

This case established that a tenant could not alter the nature of the land he rents.

The question to be addressed in this case was, 'whether the tenant of an ordinary
corn mill or mill land is entitled, without the consent of his landlord, to erect an
additional mill wheel and to make an additional cut into the water supply, in order to
supply the same with water, for the use of machinery to be employed in cleaning
cloth and yarn, or for any other purpose of a similar nature, no way connected with
agriculture'.

Ford had been attracted to the estate by the waterpower of the Southesk river. He
was' the most considerable manufacturer of sail-cloth and linen yarn in Scotland
and had extended many thousands of pounds in erecting machinery in Montrose',
and now obviously wanted to use the Southesk for similar ventures. Hillock's
original tack was entered into with Aboyne and stated ' that he reserved unlimited
use and excise of all the roads, mosses, market-stances, milldams and mill-leads'.
Hillock, who had been Aboyne's grieve and overseer, got the lease for the mill from
a John Boyden, the former tenant (30 years beginning in 1788). By the terms of the
tack, Hillock could sub-let to a suitable tenant and was allowed to have three or four
cottars, including a miller, but no more. He was also obliged to give the sucheners
good service at the mill. As it stood, the mill used about a quarter of the water and
provided around twenty-horse power. It was situated next to the Mains of Finavon
near the ruins of the old castle.
Hillock had added a thrashing machine to the mill, separate from the mill itself,

with a new wheel and mill-lead. He had done this without the permission or
knowledge ofHaliburton, probably because he was grieve and had a free hand at
running the estate. The new owner had arrived and demanded more control. At first
when the mill was used solely for thrashing there was not a problem but Hillock had
wanted to sell the tack of the mill and had put a value of £120 per year on the value
of the water going to the mill. The only way that anyone was likely to take up this
offer was if they were allowed to erect a 'plash-mill' to clean and wash yarn and
cloth with the purpose of manufacturing green linen cloth. Ford objected to this on
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the grounds that it would attract 'crowds of weaver' from the Forfar area who would
'infest his stately home'. It was also stated that the plash mill would reduce the
water available for the other mills.

The sheriff had originally ruled that Hillock was allowed to erect the new mill but
on appeal it had been judged that he was not allowed to break up ground in order to
form a new mill lead. He could erect the mill but not interfere with the land in order
to supply the water to it. Hillock appealed and the judge ordered that plans should
be submitted. The judge reasoned that there should be little objection to this new
mill stating ' may not a tenant or his wife bleach cloth for profit and lay down a spot
on the farm for that purpose'.
Ford argued that he did not want' any operation or innovation that was not

warranted by the lease'. He did not object to the domestic use of the plash-mill but to
the extension of the mill for commercial use as visualised by Hillock. The judge was
far from sympathetic with Ford and did not consider that the tenant should be
restrained from scouring at the intended mill. He thought it would be unbecoming in
him to countenance such a move because it was' unsuitable to the freedom with
which tenants enjoy their possessions in this liberal minded country and the
protection and encouragement they usually receive from the gentry of Scotland'. It is
possible that this was an irreverent reference to Ford's origins as a manufacturer.

To this Ford pointed out that Hillock had already agreed to rent the mill to
someone for £35 per year and this was not a domestic rent but a commercial rent.
He argued that a landlord is entitled to receive back from a tenant a farm in the same
condition that he let it without the addition of other commercial activities. He
claimed that 'If tenants shall be allowed to make any alterations which they consider
to be expedient or which their landlord cannot show to be inexpedient, there must be
opened an endless source of litigation betwixt proprietor and tenant in this country'.
He contented that neither the degree or extent should be relevant in admitting
submission of alterations. In this case he considered that alteration intended 'to go to
make a substantial change in the subject let to the tenant'. His farm and mill was let
as a farm and mill not as a manufacturing. He pointed to Lord Stair's definition of a
tack. ' A tack of itself is no more than a personal contract of location, whereby land,
or any other thing having profit or fruit, is set to a tacksman, for enjoying the fruit or
profit, for a hire, which is called the tack duty'. In this case the yearly fruits did not
include manufacturing. A similar restriction applied in England. Quote, Blackstone
Vol lip 282,' the conversion of land from one specie to another is waste. To
convert meadow or pasture into wood land or to turn woodland into arable land are
all of them waste. Whatever the conversion be it for better or worse, the tenant has
no right to implement unless allowed by the tack'. Ref. Signet Library 478 ; 23.
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2. Cases concerning the trade in agricultural goods.

2a. Sale of grain

1765.
Robert Scott of Duninald answering a petition by Andrew Laird merchant in Dundee
and Messr Garioch and son merchants in Aberdeen concerning a case involving the
sale of barley.

On the tenth ofMay 1763 Mr Scott was passing through Dundee and while there
he let it be known that he had 110 bolls of barley to sell and that he was willing to
take £8 Scots per boll, ready money. Samples were supplied to Mr Crawford, Scott's
agent, who passed them on to Mr Laird who made a deal with Crawford although
Scott claimed that it could not be fixed legally until a time and place of delivery had
been agreed. The barley was stored in a loft in Milton ofMathers and Scott was only
willing to deliver it into Montrose at a rate of 8 to 10 bolls a day. If it were to go by
boat, it would have to be moved to a loft in Montrose to avoid shipping costs.

A few months later Scott sent word to Laird that ifhe wanted the barley he would
have to take it immediately. Laird was obviously playing for time and refused to give
an answer. He had sent a sample to Garioch in Aberdeen to see if it would do for
malting and he was awaiting a return. The barley turned out to have been a mixture
of last years crop and three year old barley and definitely not suitable for malting.

Scott, gave up waiting and sold the barley to a third party. Laird then sued him for
a breach of contract on the sale of barley. The price of barley had risen considerably
since it was originally sold and loss of profit from the bargain would have been
substantial. The original case was taken to the Sheriff court and was found in favour
of Laird. Scott had taken an appeal to the Court of Session. Ref. Signet Library 127;
19 ' ~~~

2b. Petition by John Low former weaver in Brechin but residing in Dundee.

1766.
In 1757 a proposal was made by Sir Alexander Ramsay-Irvine of Balmain to

supply the weavers incorporation of Brechin with 400 bolls of victuals, two thirds
oat-meal and one third bear, from his farms in Kincardine, for seven years at a price
of £6 Scots per boll. The contract was agreed and a sum of £225 yearly was to be
paid by the weavers starting in 1760. A list of subscribers to the division of victuals
between their members was drawn up. Low was to receive 28 bolls of oatmeal and
14 bolls of bear. Delivery was to be in January, February and March of each year.
The petitioner received his allocated amount in the years 1760 to 1762. He then left
Brechin to live in Dundee and his share was reallocated to other members.

The weaver's guild insisted that the offer be only for the benefits of Brechin
weavers and since Low had left Brechin he was no longer able to qualify. Low
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contested that he did not cease being a member of the guild just because he had left
the area. He pointed out that the bargain between him and the guild was for the
'personal advantage of those who entered the contract' and each member bound
'themselves and their executors and successors whosoever for the price'.
Underlining the dispute was the fact that the price of victuals had risen quite

considerably and Low wanted to hold on to the bargain and gain from the increased
price. The managers of the guild persisted in the claim that they never gave any
victuals or benefits to members who did not reside in Brechin, who became insolvent
or who had died or if 'fallen, for his widow marrying an unfreeman'. They claimed
Low had become bankrupt in 1763. Ref. Signet Library, 93 ; 20

2c. Petition by Charles Greenhill, residing at Old Montrose.

1797.
The judge addressing this petition claimed that in 1795 'alarming apprehensions

were entertained to an approaching scarcity, which gave rise to different patriotic
associations for restricting the consumption of grain and flour'. This had led to a rise
in the price of corn to a very considerable level in the space of a few weeks, but
followed by an equally rapid decline when the real situation was realised.
Speculators were disappointed in their 'golden harvest' and tried to wriggle free of
contracts on any excuse.

Messr Duff and Graham, merchants in Dundee had purchased 300 bolls of oats
from Greenhill. A boat had arrived to receive it and the grain was ready at the
harbour but the price collapsed and the shipmaster was told to refuse to take it on
board. The grain was put into store and eventually sold by warrant from the Sheriff
Court. The Sheriff agreed with Greenhill for the liability of the breach in contract but
on appeal the Lord Ordinary viewed it differently and went against him. Hence the
appeal to a Higher court.

It was stressed that the petitioner was not a victual merchant but he did sell large
quantities of produce from his extensive farming operations. In August 1795 he sold
these oats to Duff at 25/- per boll and Duff agreed to take them after they had been
thrashed out of the stack. They were to be sent to Hull from Old Montrose harbour
because Dundee was affected by riots and it was considered that 'the evil spirit' of
Dundee might infect the people of Montrose when they saw victuals being loaded
onto a boat. Old Montrose harbour was well out of sight of the town and if the boat
came quickly they could be loaded and away before anyone was any the wiser.

At first Duff was anxious to pick the oats up but it seems that Greenhill was slow
to get them thrash out. There was also the complication that the boat could only get
up the river to Old Montrose when the tide was full. It seems that Greenhill had been
asked to load at Montrose instead but was reluctant to do so because of a fear of the
mob. Eventually, almost a month after the bargain was set, a boat loaded with coal
arrived at Old Montrose and Greenhill delivered the oats to the wharf ready for
loading. Before this was completed, news arrived from Hull that the price had
collapsed and they were immediately ordered to stop loading. The merchants made
the excuse that Greenhill had deliberately delayed delivery for over a month and, as
such had broken the contract.
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In the continuing argument it was agreed that the oats might well of been seized
either by the mob or the local magistrates if they had known that they were to go to
England. The Lord Ordinary made the point that' the secret cause of the delay was
Greenhills apprehension of the shipping of oats being obstructed by the people of the
county'. At the same time 'it is not unlikely, that a prospect of a further rise in the
market, may also have had some influence'. Ref. Signet Library 373 ; 15.

2d William Mutter, farmer at Coats near Edinburgh v Mrs Smith, relict of the
late David Smith, baker in Potterow.

1800.
This case was concerned with the dryness of a sample of wheat. Mutter had given

Smith a sample of wheat, taken from a bin on his farm, which had been carried to the
baker in his pocket. On the strength of this sample a bargain had been struck at £ 1
4/6 per boll for twenty and a half bolls to be delivered to the granary in Leith. On
delivery it was found the grain was much wetter than the sample and not suitable for
grinding into flour. The wheat was refused and had to be stored elsewhere in Leith.

The next day Muller issued a 'protest' against Mrs Smith for the price of wheat
plus damages. The sheriff agreed with the liable and fined Smith £25 2/3 and
expenses. He ruled that' the wheat offered to be delivered was of the same quality,
though not so dry, as the sample and the difference was explained by the fact that the
sample had been kept in the farmers pocket and on the widow on the bakery for
some time and therefor had dried out'.

On appeal the Court of Session ruled that the wheat was so wet that it was not
suitable for grinding and the fanner should have been aware of this. Muller, being a
young farmer and grain dealer, thought this judgement threatened his reputation and
creditability so he appealed. He argued that the sample and consignment were
definitely from the same place and 200 bolls had already been delivered to other
bakers with no complaints. Various experts were summoned to verify that a sample
kept in the pocket would dry considerably in an hour and a half. Also that new wheat
thrashed out in October was never fit for grinding without being mixed with old
wheat. It was claimed that the wheat could have been kiln dried but this would have
cost an extra 6d per boll.
The case papers reveal that the wheat was actually sold two years later and out of

the original 20 bolls, 18 bolls, 1 furlot and 1 peck had been realised so it could not
have been that wet in the first place otherwise more weight would have been lost. It
was sold for £2 8/- per boll ( almost double the original bargain) less cost of storage
of £8 11/-.

Mrs Smith stressed that the granary supervisor was an independent agent from the
buyer and it was his job to assess the similarity of the sample to that which was
delivered. Also other respectable bakers and dealers in the area agreed that it was
valued at 3 to 4/- less because of the moisture. Mutter had been recently a legal
writer and had only just turned his hand to grain dealing and farming. Ref. Signet
library, 412; 2 and 32
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2e James Petrie, maltman and victual dealer in Montrose.

1805.
Petrie sold to David Balfour, merchant in Arbroath, 100 bolls of barley, which was

lying in his loft in Montrose at a price of 27/3 per boll. The barley was to be sold by
inspection of the whole lot rather than by sample. After the inspection Balfour
agreed to take only 60 bolls, claiming that the rest was a mixture of bear and Chester
barley. Balfour wanted Petrie to make up the amount with new barley to honour the
original bargain. Petrie declined. The price of barley rose and Balfour lay claim to
the whole 100 bolls including the portion that he had rejected. Petrie claimed that the
original bargain had been abandoned.

Balfour brought an action before the sheriff for £28 15/- as damages sustained by
him for 5/9 per boll not delivered. He managed to convince the sheriff that the
original bargain was conclusive and the sheriff ruled in his favour. Petrie appealed to
the Court of Session who found the bargain was proved for the 60 bolls of barley but
not for the remaining mixture.

Petrie appealed again on the grounds that no bargain had been reached because the
agreement was dependent on Balfour approving the quality of all the grain in the loft,
which he had failed to do. Ref. Simet Library 231 ; 44.

2f. A petition by Edward Green, merchant in Montrose.

1814.
Green bought a field of wheat from a Mr Allan, tenant in Newbigging, on

condition that it should be kept in the stooks till it was fit for grinding (or as it was
called mill-free). This form of wheat is supposed to be better quality than that stored
in a stack and left for sometime before being thrashed out. This higher quality Green
claimed was reflected in the price he paid for the wheat. The higher price was also a
reward for the greater risk the farmer had to take in leaving the crop in the field. The
price was 41/- per boll as opposed to 36/- a boll for stored wheat.

Allan, however, was not prepared to take the risk of leaving his crop in the field as
the weather deteriorated and instead he carted it into his yard. A further agreement
was reached between the two parties in which Green agreed to take the wheat and
kiln dry it if it was require, at Allan's expense. The wheat was delivered to the store
in Montrose with the order to kiln dry anything that was not mill free. The result was
the loss of 12 bolls out of 113 bolls due to water loss. This amounted to £24 12/-

plus the expense of drying.
After much litigation the difference between the two parties was £28. Allan

claimed among other things that 'it was impossible to deliver mill-free wheat from
the stook' and that' it is a fact that new wheat, before it can be made into flour, must
not only be properly winnowed in the stook, but mixed with old wheat'. This was
disputed by James Scott, an expert brought in to give evidence for Green, who stated
that it was ' not unusual for farmers to sell wheat from the stook and sell it mill-
free'. Ref. Simet Library 485 ; 46.
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2g A petition by Andrew Thomson of Banchory.

1799
In 1798 Thomson bought some hay from McNab a neighbouring farmer. The price

was 7d a stone, which was said to have been a high price at that time. The hay was in
a stack and this, it was claimed, made it difficult to inspect it fully. Thomson had
taken some of the hay home but had found it to be of very poor quality. His horses
would not eat it and he was forced to buy more hay from someone else. He could not
agree with McNab for terms to release him of the contract to uplift the rest of the hay
despite offering McNab till the following year to produce some better quality hay to
complete the bargain.
The case went slowly through the court process and eventually appeared before the
Lord Ordinary who seems to have found against Thomson. A further petition was
launched by Thomson. In the meantime the hay was rouped for 6.5d per stone.
Thomson was arguing that, firstly, the hay was not of good quality and, secondly,
that the price he paid should have been for good quality hay only. He claimed that a
bargain concerning hay is, more than anything, a bargain relying on faith of the
purchaser in the honesty of the seller because to examine a stack of hay properly was
impossible. McNab argued that what was good quality hay to one person was not
necessarily good quality to another. The English, he claimed, liked their hay to have
heated and as a result they sold hay in squares rather than stacks. Ref. Signet Library
409 ; 7,

2h. James Dacres, writer in Brechin, trustees on the sequestrated estate of
James Bowack, tenant in Smiddyhill.

1800.
Dacres had brought this case to the Court of Session to establish the validity of a

very large claim on the bankrupt estate of James Bowack by a William Robertson,
cattle dealer in Threipland. Robertson had also gone bankrupt. The relationship
between the two cattle dealers was examined so as to establish what, if any, money
was owed between the two parties. It was clear that neither party kept any sort record
of their business transactions even though they quite regularly dealt in cattle and
grain to the value of over £30,000 each year. At the time of their bankruptcies each
claimed the other owed them money.

It was revealed that the common practice was for the two dealers to make out
identical bills of exchange to each other with common dates of maturity and use
these bills as evidence of worth when buying cattle from other farmers. These
'accommodation bills' would then be exchanged with no actual money changing
hands when they matured.

Robertson was claiming that the difference between their accounts was £763
while Bowack was counter claiming for the value of a transaction involving 1000
bolls of meal which he had bought from Robertson. This grain was said to have been
from Lord Aberdeen's estate in Aberdeenshire and was to be delivered to Dundee,
Arbroath or Montrose between Candlemas and the 1st March and had been sold by
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Robertson at 20/- per boll. The price had since gone up to 25/- per boll and he was
refusing to deliver.

This was a lengthy case which gives a wealth of detail concerning the way the two
traders created a maze of interrelated agreements supported by loans, bills and
agricultural commodities. Unravelling each transaction proved to be almost
impossible. Individual deals involving very considerable amounts of money were
often struck in situations were no written records were taken. Each party had, at any
one point of time, cattle and sheep owned or partially owned grazing on farms all
over the county.
This 'black economy' is something that rarely features in historical analysis of
agricultural commercialisation but was, in all probability, highly significant in
stimulating the spread of money and wealth creation throughout the community. The
use ofbills of exchange was an important element in the spread of commercial
activity throughout every level of society. Ref. 410 and 399/62 Signet Library.

2g. William Gray of Tinwald Mains and James Gray in Carse v James Cambell
of Springfield and his nephew James Cambell of Barncrash both cattle dealers.

1803
William Gray had sold 40 bullocks at £15 15/- = £620 The cattle were to be

collected by Cambell and the money paid in ready cash immediately. However the
cattle were picked up and away towards England before Cambell admitted that he
could not pay and offered instead a bill of 3 months credits. Despite Gray refusing
this offer he could do little about it and ended up receiving a note to the effect' I
have of this date bought and received from you 40 cattle at £15 15/- each which sum
I oblige ourselves to pay on demand. Signed.

Cambell then died the next day. Gray applied for sequestration of the company's
effects and the prevention of the sale of the cattle. Legal battle commenced for the
recovery of the cattle with Gray trying to convince the judge that Cambell was never
legally the owner of the cattle and therefore the cattle were of no concern of the
trustees to Cambell's estate. He had to prove that the original sale was void because
it had been brought about by fraud. To do this he had to prove that Cambell knew at
the time of the bargain that he was already bankrupt. It was shown that the books of
the company had been closed two days before the cattle were purchased and the
cattle had been driven to England at twice the normal speed in an attempt to escape
detection. A lengthy case followed. Ref. Signet Library 455 ; 72

2h. William Don, agent for the Dundee Banking Co and Peter Burman tenant in
Castletown of Drumkilbo.

1808.
For many years a number of individuals using the name of Miller and residing in

Dumfriesshire had dealt in a substantial way in cattle and farming. Despite the
extensive nature of their business they were never registered as a firm or co-partner.
In 1807 the three brothers bought £10,000 worth of cattle at various markets around
Scotland for which they granted bills drawn by one brother upon another and
sometimes endorsed by a third. The bills were generally payable in London.
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In this particular year the sale of the cattle failed, they allowed their bills to be
protested and returned and claimed sequestration under joint names of John, Andrew
and James Miller as a company so as to avoid personal liability. A fourth brother,
supposedly a surgeon late of the African trade, arranged to lend them £100. This was
done for the sole purpose of allowing him legally to demand payment and when he
was not paid to foreclose on the company so they could call the company bankrupt.
This was to avoid any personal liability. The debts of the company were supposed to
be in the region of £10,048 but some of the debts were not supported by evidence
and were probably due to loans between family members. The board of Trustees
acting on behalf of the creditors turned out to be friends of the brothers and as a
result it was claimed that the assets of the brothers were greatly underestimated in
value. The bank claimed that the bankruptcy was a sham and the Millers were
fraudulently manipulating the creditors.

The Millers claimed, among other things, that in the normal way of trade £10,000
was a small amount of credit. They regularly issued notes to farmers along the lines
of 'two months after date, we promise to pay Mr John Stewart, an order, the sum of
£550 for the value received by us, at James Kerr Esq, Leith bank'. 1806 - 07 were
very difficult cattle years and they lost £8166. Ref Signet library 238 ; 5

3. Employment.

1766.

Barr v Carr.
Ruled that combinations to secure a minimum wage were unlawful. The Stair

Society, An Introduction to Scottish Legal History, Vol. 2 pl38

1775.

Joseph Knight (native of Africa) v John Wedderburn of Ballandean.
This was a case concerning a young Negro who had been brought to Scotland

from Jamaica where he had been bought as a slave. The Court of Session freed him
ruling that 'perpetual service without wages is slavery and the state of slavery is not
recognised by the laws of the Kingdom and is inconsistent with the principle thereof

1790's

Andrew Wallace v Ann Wishart
This case concerned the return of 'arles' by Ann Wishart forty days before the

commencement of her fee. She claimed that this action meant that she did not have
to enter the fee. Wallace was holding her to the original contract of employment. The
local Justice found 'that the defender had returned the arles in full time for the

pursuer to provide himself with another servant, therefore finds that the defendant is
free from serving the said Andrew Wallace'. On appeal to the Court of Session it
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was found that 'both parties are finally and equally bound by their verbal contract of
location and that the servant cannot resile more than the master'. Ref. David Hume.
Decisions of the Court of Session. 1781 —1822. No. 289,

1798.

Petition by David Guthrie, tenant in Milnton of Brigton.
In Martimas 1796 Guthrie engaged a William Taylor for one year at £8 and a

Robert Smith for a half year at £4 4/-. These servants remained with him during the
winter when 'a farm servant is hardly worth his maintenance' and then left on the 5th
April and enlisted in the Angus Fencible regiment. He managed to employ two other
people at 'extravagant wages' to replace them which was necessary to do because of
the urgency of work at the time of year. Three days later the sergeant of the regiment
asked him to take the men back and the men themselves came back personally to ask
for reinstatement. He refused their request.

The men issued a court summons for either immediate reinstatement or for their

wages that they were due up until they time they left. The sheriff assoilzied the
defender, David Guthrie, but refused expenses. On appeal the Lord Ordinary found
that because the men returned and offered to recommence their employment, they
were entitled to the wages due them before they departed.

Gurthrie stated that ' for some years past tenants in the county of Forfar have
suffered much loss and inconvenience from the want of servants necessary for the
cultivation of their farms'. This was due to the demand for men in public service
(which offered higher wages and good bounties) and had resulted in servants
knowing that they can leave their present employment at the most inconvenient times
with the knowledge that they can always get another job with the services. What
Guthrie wanted to establish was if a voluntary enlistment in the army is in itself
sufficient cause for the dissolution of other civil contracts of service. He quotes
Erskine p484 ch 16 'a workman or servant who is hired to a precise day or term is
entitled to his full wages, though he should, by sickness or accident, be disabled from
service for a part of that time, but if he die before the term be elapsed, his wages are
only due for the time he actively served. If a master dies, or without good reason
turns off a servant who was entitled to maintenance at bed or board in his family
before the term agreed on, the servant has a right to his full wages and also to his
maintenance till the next term. A servant who, without a reasonable cause, deserts
his masters service before the term, forfeits his wages and maintenance and is liable
to his master in damages.' The Court was being asked if a man enlisted in the army
does this reason for leaving come under the heading of' a reasonable cause?' If the
servant had gone to another farm it would certainly not be seen as such.
Guthrie argued that he was not bound to take them back, even for a short period,

because their services as soldiers was incompatible with their duties as a farm
servant. He regards the men as having deserted their service and therefore not due
any of their wages.

In David Hume's, Decisions of the Court of Session, 1781 - 1822 he comments
that 'the bench did not think that the enlistment was to be viewed as a

misdemeanour, or an act of misbehaviour on the part of the young men. It seemed
also to weigh with the Bench that no actual damage was shown from the breach of
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bargain.' This case established that farm servants who had been dismissed for
enlisting were entitled to their wages for the time they actually served. Ref. Signet
Library. 392; 71

1801

Christian Gunn v Sir William Ramsay.
This case concerned the skills of a cook. Gunn was sacked for not being able to

cook sufficiently well. She sued her master for wrongful dismissal and claimed for
full payment of her wages and the cost of her keep until the end of her term. It was
found that she had not claimed to be a good cook and the employer should have been
aware of this before agreeing the fee contract. David Hume, Decisions of the Court
of session. 1781 - 1822. No. 290

1806.

Stuart v Richardson.
This case dealt with two distinct questions. Firstly, whither a servant was bound to

officiate in a quite different capacity from that which he was engaged. Secondly
whether he is entitled to damages when dismissed even though he got another job
immediately.
He had been hired as a farm manager for a farm in the Carse of Gowrie and he was
claiming he had left because he did not want to accept a change in location
demanded by his employer. His employer wanted him to follow him to London. The
court found in his favour.
The second part of the case the court seems to have been unclear if the fine imposed
on employers for breaking fee contracts was for the act of breaking the contract or
for compensation for the loss of wages and humiliation forced on an employee, (see
also a similar case Alex Watson of Turin v Joseph Gemlo. 8th July 1808). Ref. David
Hume. Decisions of the Court of Session. 1781 - 1822. No, 294

Thirlage.

1759.

Petition and answers for John Couston, late tenant in the Mill of Pitreavie v all
the tenants in the ground of the barony of Pitreavie.
Two questions were being addressed in this petition. Firstly whether an astricted

tenant was allowed to turn their ground entirely into grass in order to elude the
payment of multure, and secondly whether a thirled tenant introducing new grains
onto his farm which the mill was unable to grind should be obliged to pay dry-
multure.

The action was first brought before the Barony Court ofPitreavie ( 1756 ) for a
liability for multure at a rate of one peck for each six firlots of victuals. All tenants
appeared before the court to register the quantity of astricted grain they had used in
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the previous three years. In 1756 the miller brought an action in the Sheriff Court of
Fife, libelling some of these tenants for unpaid multure. The tenants were said to
have used an 'ingenious procurator' to defend them and dispute the barony court
judgement. He pointed out that the tenants had not signed their acknowledgement of
liability in the barony court case. The sheriff ordered them to sign on three occasions
but they refused to do so and the sheriff was obliged to ' interpone his authority to
the foresaid baron decree and discerned his authority to the baron decree and
discerned them to make payment'. Some tenants refused to do so and obtained a
suspension before Lord Barton in the Court of Session. (1758).
They pleaded that they were willing to pay multure on peas and oats but because
wheat was not grown in the barony at the time of the astriction they should not have
to pay multure on it. The higher court agreed.

Couston argued that the ruling allowed ' the parties should have it in their power to
render the thirlage of no effect by sowing different kinds of grain'. He argued that
Lord Barton had only found in the tenants' favour because he had been convinced
that the mill was not suitable for grinding wheat. The new mill at Dunfermline
(1744), erected by bakers of that town, may be more fit for the purpose ( used marble
ground stone ) but even so the tenants should still have to pay multure. He argued
that the invention of the steel mill for grinding malt was better adapted for grinding
malt but that had not been an excuse for relinquishing multure on barley. The miller
should be given the opportunity to upgrade the mill. He points out that wheat is
grown on the best land so that as land is improved the multure of the mill would
inevitably decline. This would have serious consequence for the landlord because
multure is ' considered as part of the rent payable by the tenant to his master, and
therefore are due in equity, whether the tenants victuals are ground or no". He
insists he was only claiming multure and not the smaller duties that were considered
as hire for the work of milling. He asked whether the ' inventing of machines should
have the power to deprive the mill'? The lamented that the 'delicacy of the present
age' resulting in the demand for white bread had resulted in an increase of six times
more wheat being grown.

To this the tenants argued that the growing of wheat was mainly on the outfield
and therefore should be considered as an extra and not a substitute for oats and peas.
It was only in 1751 that Mr Blackwood the heritor 'conceived the idea that wheat
ought to be thirled' and directed the miller to take action in the barony court in
which he was both judge and jury. They argued that traditionally tenants had the
right to manage their ground as they pleased and were quite entitled to put the whole
farm into grass and pay no multure. Also the mill only' bruised and mangled the
wheat' If the wheat was thirled they would have to pay dry-multure which would be
like asking dry-multure to be paid on grass. Blackwood himself was strictly thirled to
the mill on his home farm and he had not paid multure on wheat in the last 30 years.
Ref. Signet Library 51 ; 6,

1778,

John Stark, tacksman of the Mills of Falkirk v William Gibb, distiller in
Gartcows.
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This was a case brought to establish whether Gibb was astricted to the mills of
Falkirk for all the malt produced from his distillery. Gibbs case rested on two pleads.
First that the land that he had bought the feu titles for and on which he had built the
offending mills, was outside the original feu area ofFalkirk and therefore was not
thirled to the mills of Falkirk. Secondly, that the mill he had constructed was a steel
mill and more suitable for grinding malt. He admits to having used the Falkirk mills
in the past but had found that the resulting ground malt was of such poor quality that
he was losing his customers. He contends that he was only liable for the grain he
grew himself and not the product of bought in grain. Any previous use of the Falkirk
mills was out of convenience rather than an obligation and as such he was happy to
pay the 'out town' multure of one peck and one cupful for every boll ground but this
should not have established an obligation.

Stark maintained that the 'abstriction from time immemorial, the Feuers and
inhabitance thereof have been in uniform practice of grinding at the mills, not only
their corn growing on their lands, but also what they bought in and in particular the
malt purchased by them from without but consumed in the thirl'. He argues that if
the thirl were restricted to Feuers within the original boundaries of the town, all the
improvements done by the landlord, such as bringing water to the town, would be
wasted as all the businesses would move out of town. He also quotes a case brought
to the Court of Session in 1747 that had established that brewers and distillers were

also liable for multure. Gibbs should be obliged to demolish his mill. Stark claimed
five years worth of multure (on 1500 bolls).

One of the questions to be answered was how much are old thirlage agreements
attributable to new feu charters. It is interesting that Stark links the thirlage payments
to the improvements made by the landlord although any benefit to the landlord must
have been indirect through the amount of rent that the mill could command. The
original case was brought before the Baron Baillie who found against Gibbs hence
the necessity to take the case to the Court of Session. Ref. Signet Library 596 ; 2

1780.

Petition by the tenants of the Lordship of Arbuthnot.
This was a lengthy case involving many years of litigation and which must have

split the barony in two as each side sought justification for their case. Essentially, the
principal tenants of the barony were in possession ofvery long leases, with fifty
years still to run, and they felt that the tacksman of the Mill ofArbuthnot, Robert
Bisset, (probably in league with the landowner) was attempting, surreptitiously, to
increase their rents by introducing a claim for dry-multures on the grain they
produced. The way the tacksman went about this was to obtain a decree in the
barony court (the court not having been convened for over twenty years) to force the
tenants to pay certain multure and in particular dry-multure on all the bear they sold.
Each tenant was summoned to account for all the crops they grew and then told to
sign an agreement for the specific multure. Most refused to sign and were found
liable in the sheriff court for one-sixteenth part of all the bear growing on their
possession. A threat of poinding was issued and as a result the case was brought
before the Court of Session with the intention to prove that dry-multure was never a
part of the tack of the tenants in the barony. This appeal appears to have been
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repelled so the tenants changed plea and argued instead that the evidence obtained by
the baron baillie had been obtained illegally without proper proof, or cross
examination of the evidence. As a result it had not been legally proved that dry
multure had been paid in the past.

None of the tacks of the barony astricted them for all their growing corns. Some of
them mentioned grindable corns while the rest only referred to 'accustomed dues'.
The procedure of the barony court was minutely analysed by the tenants' legal
representative and many of the rulings made by this court found to be illegal and
based on statements extracted from very small (and dependant) tenants. The ground
officer was accused outright of lying to the court as to the collection of dry-multure
in the past. It was even proved that Bisset himself when a tenant of the farm of Leas
had not paid dry-multure. The object of the tenants was to prove that there had been
no history of dry-multure having been paid for many years and therefore they should
not be liable for any in the future.

The argument then developed into the distinction between bear and oats. It was
claimed ' in all the Northern part of Scotland, a distinction is constantly made
between bear and oats in paying multure. Oats are seldom sold, exportation of oats
not being practised, and therefore oats are manufactured into meal. But the demands
for bear by breweries provided a new and lucrative market. Bear was never ground
into meal ( except in times of high price due to scarcity ) and no multure was
normally exacted for bear sold at any mill in the neighbourhood'. It was argued that
the mill was not constructed to grind bear. A similar argument was offered for wheat
and it was pointed out that 'Your Lordships have repeatedly found that tenants
cannot be bound to carry wheat to a mill not properly constructed for grinding it.'
This case illustrates the effect of commercialised agriculture on traditional customs
and the way diversification was at odds with these customs. The tenants clearly felt
that the product of their improved agriculture should not be threatened by being
incorporated into old restrictions. Ref. Signet Library 176 ; 17

1786.

Petition of James Wight Brewer in Ormiston.
This case is concerned with the interpretation of what exactly is thirled to a

particular mill. It was stated by Wight that the astrictions in grindable corn in the
barony of Ormiston did not include dry-multure on any grain sold unmanufactured or
any grain imported into the sucken, so that there could be no countenance for ' the
thirlage to the mill of Ormiston to extend to either the 'grana crescentia' of the
barony or the 'invecta et illata' .

James Wight had exclusive right to the brewing in the barony for sale within the
barony. This business necessitated the keeping of two extra horses that would
otherwise not have been required for his farm and these horses lived mainly off the
by-product of the brewing process. Further more, he claims, that the farm was
particularly vulnerable to mildew and, as a result, in many years he had no grain fit
for grinding. He also claims that the extra staff he employed meant that he often had
to buy grain.
Robert Wight the miller had submitted an estimate of the amount of grain he
calculated that the brewer's family and staff had consumed throughout the year along
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with the feed applicable to the extra horses and he demanded multure on all of it.
He argued, ' it is the practice of the thirle to this mill, that if tenants of the thirle find
it more advantageous to buy oats for their meal rather than sow them, or even to buy
meal, that in that case they pay the tacksman of the mill, and miller, the same
multures and knaveship as if the corn grew on their possession, and were milled at
the mill and for meal bought and used by them in their families, or by their servants
within the thirle, they pay the same multure and dues as if it had been manufactures
at the mill'. He also demanded multure on any corn grown in the sucken irrespective
of its quality. He argued that the mill owner had taken a considerable rent for the
mill because of the abstrictions that were obliged to the mill and as the brewer was a
tacksman of a considerable part of the suchen of Ormiston it was important that he
brought all his grain to the mill. In the past few years he had brought none and he
was not prepared to accept the compromise of five kilnfulls a year that brewer had
offered in way of compensation. He claimed that if tenants were allowed to sell
unmanufactured oats and buy in meal it would ' totally annihilate and defeat the
thirlage'. The excuse that the tenant's grain had all been destroyed by mildew was
impossible to check and should be discounted as an excuse for reducing the amount
of grain brought to the mill.

The brewer argued that many farmers now fed cattle very differently from the past,
hired out labour and wagons to strangers, have riding and carriage horses etc. Does
the judge mean to determine as to what proportion all these are applied to only the
farm and therefore their feed abstracted. 'Nothing could be more irksome and
inconvenient to him and to every person in his situation, than the obligation imposed
by the interlocutor, of keeping an account of the consumption of oats by a certain
number of his horses, separately from that by the rest'. His rent allowed him to brew
and must have implied that he would have to keep extra horses and servants and yet
there were no extra conditions of thirlage. He claims he had perfect right to put his
entire farm into grass and pay no multure.
The Lords found that the thirlage in question is only a thirlage of grindable corn of
the brewer's possession. That he was not liable in multure for mildewed oats and not
liable for multure for corn to his horses. Ref. Signet Library 601 ; 9

1798.

Petition by Alexander Logan and others brewers in Dundee.
Privileges, dating back to 1641 granted by Charles , were applied to certain mills in

Dundee and on multure of certain grain brought into the town. For many years these
mills were the only mills in the town and so out of necessity ' the grains not
comprehended within the grant' were processed at these mills along with those that
were thirled to the mills. In 1749 a dispute between the brewers and the magistrates
of Dundee over the rates of multure arose and this was only settled by a compromise
in 1756 in which 'The town's malt mills are let to the maltmen at £61 yearly rent for
fifteen years'. This tack was finally renounced in 1774.
Then the brewers who ' erroneously thought that malt was astricted' settled an

annual rate of multure related to the quantity of malt registered in the Excise book.
In 1792 the brewers, having studied the original charter, decided they were actually
not obliged to pay multure at all and stopped doing so in 1793. Dundee magistrates
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issued a libel to the brewers. A Suspension, on the grounds of legal incompetence,
was sought in the High Court. A judgement was made that the brewers were thirled
to the mills mentioned ' with all their barley or bear that was made into malt'. But
were 'allowed to grind the same on steel mills, on their paying a composition of one
peck for every ten furlots'. The brewers refused to pay.

A submission for an appeal on the decision was lodged. It was ruled that while the
magistrates mills were in a proper condition to grind malt then the brewers had to
use them and pay multure at one peck for every five furlots, but if they were not, the
brewers could use their own and pay at a rate of one peck for ten furlots. This was
challenged on the grounds that the charter did not include malt in its original
contract, that malt had not been ground at the mills continuously for forty years and
if it had been, it was out of convenience rather than an obligation. A similar case
between Wright v Rennie (13 Dec 1768 ) was quoted in which the tenant was
assoilized from the obligation to use unsuitable mills to grind their wheat. The
brewers claimed 'Stair and older lawyers, who wrote in times when the interest of
the landlord was but too apt to be more attended to than that of the tenant, laid down,
that in case of insufficiency of the mill the proprietor is entitled to the 'overplis' of
multure, deducting the expense of grinding. This was found on the idea that multure
was not so much a remuneration of trouble, as a payment of rent'. This opinion
began to alter in Lord Banktons time and Erskine expressly lays down ' that the
sucheners are, by the present usage, free from all multure while the dominant mill
cannot serve them'. Ref. Signet Library 205 ; 35

1819.

Alexander Niven, farmer at Wester Drums v James Sim, of mill of Durris.
This case concerned an order that Sim had obtained to have Niven demolish his

hand mill which he uses to grind malt and which Sim considers to be an infraction of
the right of thirlage to the mill ofDurris. Essentially the argument concerned the
exact extent of the thirl and whither Niven's operations were included in the scope of
the thirl.
Niven had a sub-lease from the tacksman, John Innes, for fifteen acres of ground (
six of which were arable ) in which his tack bound him to attend the mill of Durris
with all his crops 'for the use of the family'. The miller, on the other hand, had a
tack that stated 'You are to have the thirty-third peck of multure beside the
knaveship, from all the tenants presently thirled to the mill for what grain they have
occasion to grind'. The interpretation of these two different thirlage agreements,
from a legal standpoint, was the focus of the conflict.

Initially Niven claimed that if any servitude is constituted against him, it is of the
slightest known kind. It does not even amount to 'grana molibilia' which according
to Erskine lib 11 tit 9/24 'is thirlage, restricted to such of the corns as the tenant
have occasion to grind, whether for the support of their families, or their other uses,
within the thirl, all which must be ground at the dominant mill, but the surplus may
be lawfully exported by the tenant in kind without subjecting him to any multure'.
This according to Niven allowed him to dispose of any surplus at his pleasure and
although he had previously used the mill for this surplus he was not getting
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satisfaction from the miller that he required and his customers were complaining at
the quality of the ground malt. As a consequence, he could only command a third of
the going price. He bought a small hand mill (which he adapted to be driven by
water) and ground his own. He argued that his mill had 'vertical' rollers and
produces a finer grind than the 'horizontal mill' ofDurris.

The sheriff court was not impressed and ordered a destruction of the mill. He
applied to the High Court for a suspension but the judge ruled 'In respect that the
miller averment that the tenant, and other suchens of the same description, were
accustomed to grind malt at the millers mill is not explicitly denied by the tenant,
and on the principle of the case of 11th Feb 1813 Miller v Crawford, finds the letters
orderly proceeded, recalls the interdict and decerns'. A full appeal was launched by
Niven on the grounds that the miller was attempting to 'graft onto a servitude of a
limited nature, another of a totally different description, much more severe and
comprehensive' and also that 'malt' was not a part of the thirl. He claimed that the
local sheriff had no legal right to extend the scope of the thirlage in this way and
quoted Erskine Bii lit 9/52 to the effect that' two distinct actions are competent to
those who have a right of thirlage, viz a declarator of astriction and an action of
abstracted multures, where the owner of the servient tenement questions the right of
thirlage and perhaps directs his tenants to carry their corn to another mill, an action
for declaring the astriction of the land to the pursuer's mill is necessary, to which the
owner of the servient tenement must be cited as a defender. If the right of thirlage be
acknowledged, but nevertheless the tenants clandestinely abstract or withhold part of
their corns the proprietor of the mill may, without bringing a declaratory action,
which is proper to the Court of Session, be relieved by suing the abstracting tenants
before the judge-ordinary'. From this he concluded that all restrictions should be
strictly interpreted and not assumed. An astriction to grind meal for family use was
not found sufficient to prevent the erection within the thirl of a proper barley mill for
grinding French or pot-meal. Also it has been repeatedly determined that a thirlage of
'victuals in general' does not comprehend either barley or wheat (especially where
wheat had not been previously grown or where the manufacture ofbarley was
unknown at the time of the construction of the thirlage).
He then goes on to argue that past use or custom is also no excuse for extending a
thirlage quoting Erskine Bii tit 9/28. 'thirlage cannot be established by prescription,
without the aid of some title in writing'. He also points out the evolutionary nature of
the law as it has been applied to thirlage over the years quoting Lord Karnes, 'That
at the Union of the two kingdoms the nation was divided into tyrants and slaves.
When a baron built a mill for service of the people, it was thought audacious, and
contrary to allegiance, for any of his vassals to interfere by building another mill, and
by the same influence it was formerly held, where a brewing is erected by the
barony, everyone within the barony, is thirled to that brewery, and cannot erect
another. The slavish dependence on the great, creating a prepossession in their
favour, entered into our law, and was the foundation of many decisions upon this
head all in favour of thirlage. But as our police is generally tending to liberty, our
law ought to be accommodated to that happy change of system and our practice
made comfortable to the true principles of law'. This change in attitude is
demonstrated in the case of Miller v Corse 1760 which produced two very different
decisions depending on the attitude of the judges some being 'attached to former
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practice and authority, without attending to the change of manners and
circumstances'.
The argument then extended to whither the erection of the new mill in the sucken

was incompatible or not with the existing thirl and to argue this point he defined the
different types of thirlage.
'Invecta et illata' was an all embracing thirl and would have prohibited any such

mill being established because any grain brought to the mill would have been 'ipso
facto' by the very act of the importation of the grain into the sucken. Under a thirlage
of 'omnia grana crescentia' a new mill would only legally be allowed to grind grain
that had been brought into the sucken and because the 'temptation to abstract is
irresistible, and at the same time abstraction is so easily committed that it is
impossible to guard against' it is usually only fair to the miller not to allow any other
mill to be built under this type of thirl. The 'grana molibilia' thirlage is much less
restrictive than the above and any judgement must subsequently be more relaxed. A
new mill ought to be allowed. Ref. Signet Library 552 ; 12

4. Miscellaneous.

Gleaning.

1769.

4.1 John Smith tacksman of a considerable farm in the parish of Liberton.
This case arose out of a dispute between the farmer and a group of around forty

individuals who were claiming to have been gleaning on his 40-acre field of peas.
The crop had been cut down and stooked in the field prior to being carted back to the
farm for thrashing. Smith claims that even before his men had finished transporting
the crop to the farm a group of 'idle people' started to pillage (or as they saw it,
glean) the field including helping themselves to some sheaves that had been set.
Smith claims that in the act of protecting his crop a Jean Brown got struck on the
head by a stone and was injured.

The local sheriff found most of the mob guilty and fined them £1 each, a half to go
to the procurator fiscal and half to John Smith. The leaders of the mob, Jean Brown,
Alexander Shaw and Sarah Knight appealed to the Court of Session and this court
suspended the sentence. Smith appealed against this suspension. It transpired that
Smith had given his own cottars permission to glean after the crop had been lifted
but other people from the neighbouring farmtoun ofNether Liberton had descended
on the field in what was called an organised mob. The injured Jean Brown claimed
that she had been on the public road alongside the field when a stone thrown by
Smith had struck her.

Smith's case rested on the assumption that any rights to gleaning were limited to
his own cottars and subtenants and only when the crop had been completely cleared
from the field. The fact that the mob would not go away when ordered was, in
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Smiths view, tantamount to theft of his crop and this was further implied by peas
being removed from sheaves awaiting uplift from the field. He also concluded that
the mob was not a random collection of individuals but the result of an organised
plan devised by the inhabitants of the neighbouring farmtoun and, as such, much
resented by his own cottars. He admits to not having 'read the riot act' before
defending his property but this was because he had no copy of it on hand at the time.
He also admitted that two of the named individuals associated with stealing from
sheaves were under the age of fourteen. The argument for the defence was based on
what Smith called 'Levitical Law and quotes from poets'. Leviticus chapter 19 was
quoted as justification for their actions being sanctioned in the bible. They argued
that, 'Where nature has given any of her gifts to all mankind equally, it is not in the
power of any creature to rob another of what Providence has bestowed upon the
other equally with him'. Smith pointed out that, although he respected the teachings
of the bible, the laws of the bible were as relevant to Scotland as the laws of Japan. It
would be poor state of affairs if the law 'obliged the industrious farmer to leave the
corn of his fields unreaped in order to support the idle and dissipated, who will not
work'. He also claimed that tenant fanners had a temporary right to the 'solum' of
their farms and an absolute right to the property of their crops.
Smith admits, rather reluctantly it seems, to have had the cost of the case paid by
'The farmers of Mid Lothian' a society to which he pays an annual subscription
and whose objective it was to protect their members crops from 'vagabonds and
rogues' both legally in the courts and possibly physically in the field. Who was
paying the gleaners cost is unclear. Ref. Signet Library 154 ; 36

Banking

1797.

4.2 Dundee Bank, cashier Mr Jobson, v Bertram, Gardner and Co in Edinburgh.
Bertram, Gardner and Co was an accounting house, located in Edinburgh who

dealt in credit notes and bills of exchange. They went bankrupt just after Jobson had
sent some bills and bank notes to them for redemption at the bank of origin of the
notes. This was a normal practice that facilitated banks trading in each other's bills
of exchange.

On hearing of the bankruptcy, Jobson immediately went to Edinburgh and
retrieved his notes and money from the company premises. The issue at stake was
whether this was legal or whether the money should have been considered as the
property of the bankrupt company and therefore distributed equally among the
creditors. Dundee bank claimed that the company was only an agent acting on their
behalf and therefore the bills were not their property. The legal arguement seems to
have depended on whether the endorsement of the bills by Bertram had established
ownership of these bills. It was explained that there were two types of endorsement.
1. A blank endorsement in which the endorser merely subscribing his name on the
back of the bill. 2. A Special endorsement, desiring the drawer to pay the contents to
the endorsee. It was claimed that a blank endorsement assumed transfer of the

property of the bill, although this had not been legally established. It was argued that
a bill may be endorsed in order that the receiver can get the money from the original
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supplier of the bill, in which case Bertram would only be acting as an agent in the
collection of the money from the Edinburgh banks. The agent was an employee.
On the other hand it was argued by the defence that in this case the endorsement was
made to the Bertram and Co and they then became owners of the bills and, as such,
they became creditors of the Dundee bank.

In the normal manner of things Bertram would have used these bills as money
advances so that they could lend money and accept credit with other people on
behalf of Dundee bank (up to £4000 had been agreed) and thereby help the bank
spread their business. If they were in credit they were allowed 5% on the money and
when their account was in debt they paid 3%. They also received an annual
allowance of £200 for their trouble. When they failed they were in debt to £1700 -

£1800. Dundee bank argued that if the bills had been lost they would have been
liable for the loss and as such they should be regarded as their property. Ref. Signet
Library 365 ; 16

1805.

4.3 James Watson, baker in Brechin against the Bank of Scotland.
Watson brought the case to the Court of Session not only to recover £65 he had

deposited with the Brechin Branch, but also as a test case for several hundred other
creditors in the same position.

Smith and Son opened as agents for the Bank of Scotland in Brechin in 1792. They
were well established for over ten years before they went bankrupt. The argument
was a result of this bankruptcy. Watson claimed that he had assumed that by
depositing money with Smith he was actually depositing it in the safe hands of the
Bank of Scotland and not in the personal dealings of Mr Smith and his son. The bank
of Scotland were disclaiming all responsibility for the debt because, according to
them, the receipt for the deposit had not been written on official bank paper but on a
piece of paper that Smith had devised to look like the correct receipt but actually was
not. Smith was in effect banking on his own behalf as well as the bank.

The argument developed concerning the trust and accountability of agents. Did
they represent the bank they worked for or were they independent agents being paid
commission? The bank issued some fine words about their patriotic responsibility to
bring credit to the rural areas for the benefit of agricultural development but claimed
the agent had only a 'limited commission' and any transactions out with that
limitation were bound to be illegal. They further claimed that advertisements both in
the papers (10 years before) and on a small notice somewhere at the back of the
agents room made this clear to customers. The bank seal must be stamped on
receipts. Watson's argument was based on a case of Paisley Bank v Scott, Miln
and Yelton in 1798 in which it was established that agents were of similar status as
cashiers in the head office and therefore held similar guarantees from their
employers.

Details of Smith's previous career were revealed to the court. Originally he was a
trader and manufacturer of cloth and flax, a man of some credit and a respected
businessman. He was then joined by his two sons to form the agency. In 1796 he and
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one of his sons went to England to trade in grain, flax, clover and other feeds. In
1802 he was joined with his other son and a Patrick Wilson another merchant in
Brechin, who had extensive flax and cotton spinning in and around Brechin. When
their trading business got into problems and they went bankrupt, some of their
creditors lost money and were trying, in the Banks opinion, to place the liability on
them fordebts arising from the non-banking business. The case dragged on for many
years finally being wound up in 1815. Ref. Signet Library 229 ; 37.

Small Claims Court

1800

4.4 James Grieson of Dalgore v Hugh Stitt in Barndannock.
Grieson had contracted with Stitt to plough about five acres of moorland. Stitt

started the job in April of one year but failed to finish until August the following
year. Grieson had claimed that he had lost the crop for one whole year and as a result
of this delay he refused to pay all of the £3 9/10 that he had been agreed. Instead, as
a result of the decision of an arbiter, he offered £2 21- and believed that Stitt had
agreed to this reduction. Some time later Grieson was summoned to the small
claims court by Stitt to account for the outstanding amount but instead of going
himself he sent the note of the arbiters decision. In his absence he was found guilty.
He brought the case before the Court of Session because he felt that he had been
found liable because of his absence from court rather than on the merits of the case.

This he considered to have been a breach of terms of the Act of Parliament that had
constituted the court in the first place. He insisted that he should have had a second
calling before a judgement was made. He also considered that a written submission
on his behalf should have been adequate in the defence of his case. He was prepared
to risk considerable extra expense to satisfy himself on these points of law even
though the value of the liable was only a little over £1. Ref. Signet library, 416 ; 32

Water.

1801.

4.5 Fransis Graham of Morphie and Ballindarg v John Kinloch of Kilry.
Kinloch owned about 159 acres of meadow land at Logie. The mill ofBallindarg

belonging to Graham got water from this meadow. The argument concerned the level
of water needed to run the mill. Graham contested that the meadow had been drained
and there was not enough to run his mill and, as a result, he had to dam the supply to
store water. Kinloch claimed that this damming was damaging his meadows by
flooding them and had as a result reduced the amount of rent he could get for grazing
the meadows. He wanted Graham to clean out the mill lead. He also took matters

into his own hands and broke the milldam to allow free drainage. Mr Abercromby,
the local surveyor was called in to judge the extent of flooding on the meadow and
found in favour of Kinloch but Graham still refused to do anything about it. It was
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argued that the thirlage to the mill was in fact very small and the mill was only
rented for six bolls per year.

Evidence was provided by locals as to the former level of water in the meadows in
the past as well as the previous height of the milldam. Mr Carnegie, the former
owner had apparently given orders for the sluices of the dam to be released in times
of wet weather in order to prevent flooding. The former mill owner had apparently
regularly cleaned the mill lead. Ref. Signet Library 422 ; 26.
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